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Return-Path: <ipb@gn.apc.org>

Received: from mail.iprolink.ch (rsge1.iprolink.ch [194.41.63.1])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA02011

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 08:31:24 -0800 (PST)

Received: from 218lan85.iprolink.ch (218lan85.iprolink.ch [193.189.218.85])

 by mail.iprolink.ch (ipl/ipl) with SMTP id SAA148594

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 18:31:07 +0200

Received: by 218lan85.iprolink.ch with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD5C0A.CB8BB140@218lan85.iprolink.ch>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 18:36:47 +-200

Message-ID: <01BD5C0A.CB8BB140@218lan85.iprolink.ch>

From: International Peace Bureau <ipb@gn.apc.org>

To: "'mupj@igc.apc.org'" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: NPT reception

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 17:19:03 +-200

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Howard,

You will be pleased to know that Michel Monod was at the Swiss mission =

on Friday, and one of the issues he discussed was the reception in the =

UN.  The Swiss agreed to sponsor the event if it involves no financial =

cost, which it doesn't.  This will save only about 3 per cent of the =

cost, however.  We understand you have been in touch with David Atwood =

about the funding; in case you are having difficulties in raising enough =
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money, we just wanted to let you know that there are cheaper menu =

options available.  You are probably already aware of the alternatives, =

but if you would like us to send you the details, please let us know.

Shall we go ahead with arranging for the Swiss to sign the relevant =

papers?  We don't know the procedure but suppose Edith or David do.

Best wishes,

Jo Tyler and Adam Berry

* * * * * * * * * *=20

SPECIAL NGO COMMITTEE FOR DISARMAMENT

Joint NGO Project

for the Second Session of the NPT PrepComm

* * * * * * * * * *

c/o International Peace Bureau

ipb@gn.apc.org

tel:  +41 22 731 64 29

fax:  +41 22 738 94 19

41 rue de Zurich

CH - 1201 Geneva

Switzerland

NGO Committee Secretariat:

womensleague@gn.apc.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igc3.igc.apc.org (igc3.igc.org [192.82.108.33])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id WAA22056;

 Mon, 30 Mar 1998 22:11:41 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id WAA22202;

 Mon, 30 Mar 1998 22:11:37 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp4-24.igc.org (nirsnet@ppp4-24.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id WAA22049;

 Mon, 30 Mar 1998 22:09:21 -0800 (PST)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 22:09:21 -0800 (PST)

From: michael mariotte <nirsnet@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980331010614.39efa148@pop.igc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>, DavidMcR <DavidMcR@aol.com>

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

X-Sender: nirsnet@pop.igc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Graham,

I know we both agree on the fundamental issues here, and since NIRS is not a
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major player in A2000, I hesitate a little to even continue to expressing my

views...

Nonetheless, what you are saying may well be true in some countries, but not

in others. As IPPNW has pointed out, nuclear power is the bete noire in

Germany, not weapons. In France, it's the opposite. In the U.S., getting rid

of both has widespread public appeal, but no support among policymakers or

the media.

I guess my basic argument is this: let each country decide how best to

handle this issue, but, as the A2000 statement I think makes clear, that WE

are all united in wanting to end both. I don't think this is an either/or

issue, I think it's a tactical issue.

But, by the way, it wouldn't take even 10 years to replace nuclear

reactors--in most cases, almost everywhere in the world, they represent

expensive and unnecessary overcapacity. We could close 80% of the 104

reactors now operable in the U.S. tomorrow, and no one would ever notice.

The same is true in most countries (France an obvious exception, and not

every reactor in every country could close tomorrow, but you get the

idea...). Don't be deceived by the industry propaganda that they are somehow

necessary to keep our lights on and beer cold; that is demonstrably untrue

for the vast majority of them....

Michael Mariotte

NIRS
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At 06:14 AM 3/25/98 +0800, Graham Daniell wrote:

>Dear David and friends,

>

>Nobody here has said that there is NOT a link between nuclear weapons and

>nuclear power.  Nobody has said that we should NOT oppose nuclear power as

>well as nuclear weapons.  

>

>The debate has only been about whether we have to get OTHER people (the man

>in the street, politicians etc) to accept the abolition of nuclear weapons

>AND nuclear power at THE SAME TIME.  I personally believe that many people

>who support nuclear power (and who perhaps depend on it for the electricity

>that come into their homes), nevertheless are scared to hell about nuclear

>weapons, and would love to see them banned (perhaps someone has some poll

>data on this?).  My contention is that if you attach the banning of nuclear

>power to the banning of n-weapons, it makes the package harder for many to

>accept, at least at first.

>

>Once they have committed to banning the weapons, it is my contention that

>people will make the connection themselves (we can help them do it!) and

>realise that in order to make the ban permanent them must ban nuclear power

>as well.

>

>But just for a moment, lets consider that we could convince people to ban

>both in one package.  Has anyone here thought about how long it would take

>to build alternative power generating facilities to replace all those

>nuclear power stations?  This would probably take 20-30 years, and if the

>two issues were bound together, nuclear weapons proponents could use this
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>tactic to delay the banning of nuclear weapons for years!

>

>But if we separate the two issues, nuclear wepons could be de-targetted

>overnight, and dismantled and destroyed in only a year or two (if we put our

>mind to it).

>

>Towards a nuclear-free millennium,

>Graham Daniell

>Perth, Western Australia

>gdaniell@wt.com.au

>--------------------------------------------------------------------

>

>At 01:01 24/03/98 EST, you wrote:

>>I think the debate is healthy. I have nothing special to contribute that

>>hasn't been said, but did want to say War Resisters League has long felt,

>>strongly, there is a link between nuclear power and nuclear weapons. In this

>>sense we support the position of Janet, the IPPN, etc. etc. as stated in

>>recent days.

>>

>>Peace,

>>David McReynolds

>>

>>

>

>Graham Daniell

>Western Australia

>gdaniell@wt.com.au
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>

>
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id NAA17699;

 Thu, 5 Mar 1998 13:34:19 -0800 (PST)

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id NAA15099

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Thu, 5 Mar 1998 13:22:40 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm4.psr.org (pc40.psrus.org [204.177.54.40])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7) with SMTP id QAA29411

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Thu, 5 Mar 1998 16:20:12 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 15:51:40 -0500

X-UIDL: 889188740.001

From: Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.apc.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <34FF105C.519D@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org

Subject: RADIO CALL IN 3/23

To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

RADIO CALL-IN ACTION ALERT on THE CTBT
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MONDAY, MARCH 23, 1998

March 23rd is the 6-month anniversary of  President Clinton's delivery

of the CTBT to the U.S. Senate.

The treaty is languishing in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

being held hostage by Chairman Jesse Helms (R-NC)

**TAKE ACTION -- RADIO CALL-IN **

We need to urge members of the committee to insist on hearings in the

near future. We encourage as many people as possible in the following

states to call into their local radio talk shows on *March 23rd* and

urge your Senators to take action on the ratification of the CTBT!

STATES WHERE CALL-IN IS URGED:

Indiana, Kansas, Maine, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Oregon,

Tennnessee,Wyoming

Please urge calls into radio stations on MARCH 23rd and to ratify the

CTBT.

*******************************************************************

FOR MORE INFORMATION , CONTACT:

David Oprava or Marie Rietman at 20/20 Vision
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TEL: (202) 833 2020

FAX: (202) 833 5307
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3511A423.169B@igc.apc.org>

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 15:02:59 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: "Phillip H. Miller" <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>

Subject: Re: Biographical Facts

References: <199803190832_MC2-3754-BFE4@compuserve.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Phillip H. Miller wrote:

> 

> I found nothing related to the glowing statements you might want me to make

> when I introduce you Sunday morning in our box.  As time is now short,

> please E-mail any salient points so I can do you justice.

Dear Phil:

You're right.  Sorry for the delay.  Here is the information you want.  

It's probably too long, so you can cut it as you wish.

Shalom,

Howard
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#####

Howard Hallman is a native of Kansas.  He received bachelor and master 

degrees in political science from the University of Kansas.

 In his professional career, Hallman worked in urban improvement 

programs in Philadelphia and New Haven before moving to Washington, D.C. 

in 1965.  He has served as a consultant on anti-poverty initiatives and 

directed a study for a Senate subcommittee.  For 13 years he headed the 

Civic Action Institute, which provided training and technical assistance 

to local officials and neighborhood leaders on citizen participation in 

community development and neighborhood self-help activities.  Drawing 

upon this background, Hallman was a co-founder, along with Ernie 

Williams, of the Foundry Housing Mission in the late 1970s.  Working with 

other mission groups, he developed the first edition of the Christmas 

Gift Catalogue in 1982.

 Hallman has also worked many years on peace issues.  As a 

Christian pacifist, he was a conscientious objector during the Korean 

War.  Since the mid-eighties he has been campaigning for the abolition of 

nuclear weapons.  When the Foundry Peace Mission initiated what became 

Methodists United for Peace with Justice, he became a founding member of 

the board of directors.   He has served Methodists United as issues 

chair, executive director, and now chair of the board of directors.
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>From wsantelmann  Fri Feb 20 12:40:58 1998

Return-Path: <wsantelmann@igc.org>

Received: from ppp98.igc.org (wsantelmann@ppp98.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id MAA05024

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 20 Feb 1998 12:40:54 -0800 (PST)

Date: Fri, 20 Feb 1998 12:40:54 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980220154048.46871ffe@pop.igc.org>

X-Sender: wsantelmann@pop.igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

From: "William F. Santelmann, Jr." <wsantelmann@igc.org>

Subject: Re: Request for speaker

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

At 02:36 PM 2/15/98 -0800, you wrote:

>mupj wrote:

>> 

>> Dear Friend:

>> 

>> To find a speaker, I suggest that you contact Joseph Gersen, New England

>> Regional Office, American Friends Service Committee at NERO@afsc.org;

>> phone: 617 661-6130; fax: 617 354-2832.  If that doesn't work out, please

>> get back in touch with me.

>> 

>> Shalom,
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>> Howard W. Hallman, Chair

>> Methodists United for Peace with Justice

>> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013

>

Many thanks! Joe Gerson has accepted our invitation to speak at the Lexington

Methodist Church (Lexington, MA) on March 29 on Abolition 2000.

Shalom!

W.F. Santelmann, Jr.   wsantelmann@igc.org
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA28655;

 Sat, 21 Feb 1998 08:36:36 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA22599;

 Sat, 21 Feb 1998 11:36:23 -0500 (EST)

Date: Sat, 21 Feb 1998 11:36:23 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    21 Feb 98 12:10:42 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 21 Feb 98 12:10:03 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    21 Feb 98 12:09:56 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: Coalition Issue Brief #7

Message-ID: <FD3EC62655C@local.clw.org>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball

Attached is the electronic version of the latest Coalition issue brief on
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the CTBT. It is also available on the Coalition's CTBT site

<http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.htm>

*********************

COALITION TO REDUCE NUCLEAR DANGERS

ISSUE BRIEF, VOL. 2, NO. 7, February 18, 1998

"Lead or Be Left Behind:

CTBT Ratification in '98 Is in America's Security Interests"

THE ACQUISITION OF POWERFUL, practical, cost-effective, new tools to

strengthen our nation's diplomatic and intelligence effort to curb what

Defense Secretary William Cohen calls the "greatest threat the world has

ever known" -- the proliferation of nuclear weapons -- should not be a

matter that our nation's leaders hesitate to pursue. That is why President

Clinton and Secretary of State Albright, backed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff

and four former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, have called for approval of

the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) in 1998.

In addition, the Directors of the three national nuclear weapons

laboratories -- Los Alamos, Livermore, and Sandia -- are confident that the

stockpile stewardship program will ensure the safety and reliability of the

U.S. nuclear arsenal. In light of this fact, why  -- as one Senator has

recently suggested -- should the U.S. drag its feet on efforts to bring the

CTBT into force and thereby diminish America's ability to deter and detect
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the nuclear tests needed to develop smaller, more accurate, and deadlier

types of nuclear weapons? We quite simply should not.

Ratification in '98 Is In America's Security Interests:

In his State of the Union Address, President Clinton called upon the Senate

to provide its advice and consent for ratification of the Treaty this year.

Prompt ratification would strengthen our nation's effort to curb the

proliferation of nuclear weapons and allow the U.S. to be a leading player

at a special conference of CTBT ratifiers designed to expedite entry-into-force.

* Valuable New Intelligence Asset: The test ban treaty provides America with

invaluable intelligence and diplomatic tools necessary to check the

proliferation of nuclear weapons. The CTBT would provide access to crucial

seismic, hydroacoustic, infrasound, and radionuclide data through the

Treaty's extensive monitoring and verification system.  With the

entry-into-force of the Treaty, the U.S. will be able to exercise the right

to conduct on-site inspections and other confidence-building measures to

investigate "ambiguous seismic events." Clearly, the United States'

capability to detect a clandestine nuclear test explosion would be greater

with the CTBT than without the CTBT.

Despite the substantial success of global nuclear non-proliferation

restrictions since the 1970 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, it is vital to

erect  additional barriers on the development of nuclear weapons

technologies without delay. By prohibiting nuclear test explosions and

establishing a global verification and monitoring system, the CTBT would

prevent would-be proliferators from carrying out the test explosions
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necessary to field a modern nuclear arsenal. 

* Accelerating Treaty Implementation: U.S. ratification of the CTBT in 1998

would also lead the way for ratification by other nations and expedite its

entry-into-force. The CTBT has been signed by 149 countries, including all

five of the declared nuclear weapons states. The Treaty will go into effect

after a set of 44 nuclear-capable countries ratify the Treaty, including

India, which has not yet said it will sign or ratify.

The earliest the CTBT can enter into force is two years after it was opened

for signature. That date arrives this September, when the Treaty will have

been pending in the Senate for a year. It poses a reasonable timetable for

Senate action. It is also possible that the Treaty may be put into effect

without the formal ratification of the few states who may not sign and

ratify. If, by September 1999, all 44 countries have not ratified the

Treaty, a special conference of states parties may be convened to consider

ways to "expedite" entry-into-force, including the possibility of

"provisional" entry-into-force.

The question of timing depends in part on our view of America's role in the

international community. Should we lead or follow behind and complicate

ratification and entry-into-force? To be part of the solution rather than

part of the problem, the U.S. must act the CTBT this year.

Delay Ratification? Renew Testing? 

Nonetheless, some in the Senate would delay our nation the enormous benefits

that the CTBT brings to our effort against the proliferation of nuclear
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weapons and our ability to detect and deter advances in the nuclear programs

of other nuclear powers. In a January 21 letter to the President, Senate

Foreign Relations Committee Chair Jesse Helms has suggested that Senate

consideration of the CTBT should wait, calling for Senate consideration of

the Kyoto Climate Change Protocol and the ABM protocols before the CTBT.

Unfortunately, Chairman Helms' first take on the Committee's 1998 priorities

would reduce the United States' ability to detect and deter the nuclear text

explosion needed to develop advanced nuclear weapons systems.

And, despite the adverse international security ramifications of renewed

testing, despite the fact that current U.S. nuclear weapons are "safe and

reliable," and despite the fact that numerous independent reports and

weapons testing data indicate that further nuclear test explosions are not

needed to maintain the remaining arsenal, Helms suggests that the United

States should resume nuclear testing. In a January 23 article in The

Washington Times, a Helms spokesperson said "Chairman Helms has been

supportive of the need for nuclear testing ...."

Americans Want an End to Testing Now:

These opinions stand in stark contrast to the common sense views of the vast

majority of ordinary Americans. A recent national public opinion survey

shows that over 70% of the American public supports Senate ratification of

the test ban treaty, while only 12.5% oppose (The Mellman Group, September

1997).

The public understands clearly that it is the role of our nation to lead --

not follow. As Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright, replied in testimony
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last week before Senator Helms' Committee: "[The CTBT] holds the promise of

a world forever free of nuclear explosions. But if we are to fulfill this

promise, America must lead the way this year in ratifying the Treaty, just

as we did in negotiating and signing it."

#

The Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers is a non-partisan alliance of 16 of

the nation's leading arms control and disarmament organizations working

together for a practical, step-by-step program to reduce nuclear dangers and

prevent new threats from emerging.

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
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___________________________________

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@loas.clark.net [168.143.0.13])

        by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA03970;

        Mon, 23 Feb 1998 12:19:23 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

        by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA12793;

        Mon, 23 Feb 1998 15:17:09 -0500 (EST)

Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 15:17:09 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    23 Feb 98 15:51:47 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 23 Feb 98 15:51:06 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    23 Feb 98 15:51:02 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: Biden on CTBT & WMD threat reduction

Message-ID: <10079CF937C8@local.clw.org>

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id MAA03970

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball
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RE: Biden editorial on CTBT and key arms control treaties;

        article U.S. failure to fulfill CWC commitments

The Christian Science Monitor strikes again with excellent commentary and

coverage on our issues. Attached is Senator Biden's editorial on

Congressional arms control responsibilities  and an article on unfulfilled

U.S. obligations under the CWC, with quotes from Amy Smithson of the Stimson

Ctr.

Tomorrow, the Coalition will fax-blast an Issue Brief that excerpts Biden's

comments on CTBT, START and ABM to the Hill and elsewhere.

DK

*********************

"Let 1998 Be The Year Of Arms Control"

The Christian Science Monitor, EDITORIALS, February 23, 1998

by Senator Joseph R. Biden Jr.

(D-DE, Ranking Member, Senate Foreign Relations Committee) 

An increasingly chaotic world demands US leadership across a wide front.

>From NATO enlargement to Bosnia to Iraq to the Asian economic crisis to the

United Nations, the US carries a heavy load.
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But those aren't the only problems we face. Arms control has become the

forgotten stepchild in foreign policy. We face grave threats to the safety

and well-being of the American people. To meet them, the president and

Congress should give higher priority to critical arms control initiatives

this year.

These issues - nuclear to light arms - affect the safety and lives of our

citizens, and we should start addressing them. 

First, we should implement the Chemical Weapons Convention. Last April, the

US ratified the Chemical Weapons Convention outlawing poison gas. Russia,

China, India, Iran, and many others also joined. China and India admitted

for the first time to having chemical weapons and related facilities, which

must be destroyed under the treaty.

But the US is now in violation of the treaty because Congress has failed to

enact legislation needed to bring us into compliance. The national security

consequences are serious. Until we come into compliance, for example, the

US cannot effectively demand that Iran declare and destroy all its chemical

weapons facilities - which potentially threaten US forces in Saudi Arabia

and the Persian Gulf. 

Second, we should ratify the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. CTBT

will inhibit nuclear powers from developing new classes of nuclear weapons

and make it extremely difficult for non-nuclear countries to develop

sophisticated nuclear weapons at all. Limiting other countries' nuclear

efforts will enhance our deterrent posture, which remains vital to world
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security. It is no accident that the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff

and his four immediate predecessors have all endorsed ratification of this

treaty.

Backing nonproliferation The non-nuclear states consider CTBT an act of

good faith by the nuclear powers, in return for their agreeing to permanent

nuclear nonproliferation. If we were to reject CTBT and resume testing, as

treaty opponents have urged, the nuclear nonproliferation regime could well

collapse.

Third, we should ratify the START and ABM Treaty "strategic package." After

the Russian Duma ratifies START II, President Clinton will submit to the

Senate a package of modifications to the START treaties and the

Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. These needed modifications will pave

the way for further control of strategic missiles and nuclear warheads

under START III and safeguard our ABM research programs. 

Some Republicans would kill the ABM treaty outright. That, in turn, would

kill the START process: Russia will not give up its dangerous

multiple-warhead missiles if the US moves to build nationwide missile

defenses. Scuttling START would be costly and harmful to US national

security and would undermine continued adherence to the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty by non-nuclear states.

Rejection of the ABM treaty succession agreement would also alienate

Ukraine and Kazakhstan. These two nations view the ABM agreement as

validating their sovereignty vis-à-vis Russia. If we reject the treaty,
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they might seek nuclear weapons for protection, thus increasing the risk of

a nuclear war in Europe.

Fourth, we should ratify an Anti-Personnel Landmine Protocol. Landmines

have produced carnage from Angola to Bosnia, from Afghanistan to Cambodia.

The Ottawa Convention banning these mines is controversial. As an

alternative, the Senate can and should approve the amended landmine

protocol to the Convention on Conventional Weapons, which would limit their

use, require safety features, establish an obligation to clean up

minefields, and extend the law to civil wars, as well as international ones.

The protocol, which is supported by many powers that would not sign the

Ottawa Convention, could save innocent lives while we work to make a

world-wide ban feasible for all countries.

Include light weapons Fifth, we should seek to control light weapons. We

limit weapons of mass destruction, but there are few if any restraints on

the most pervasive weapons. From border wars to civil wars to drug wars,

the weapons of choice are the military assault rifle, the grenade, and the

mortar. American tourists, students, missionaries, and business people have

already fallen victim to these weapons. It is in our national interest to

control them. The US supports voluntary bans on arms sales to the warring

parties in Afghanistan and should explore the potential for other

embargoes. The most effective short-term approach may be embargoes on

ammunition. But this will work only if other light-arms producers join in.

As a first step, Congress should urge US discussions with our European
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allies on a joint

policy. Arms buy-back programs can also work, if we help protect people who

turn in

their arms and offer them a decent livelihood. The US assisted a successful

buy-back program in Mali, and Congress should fund more such efforts.

This ambitious wish-list will not be completed in a single year. But these

issues affect the safety and lives of our citizens, and we should start

addressing them.

*************************

"Even In U.S., Treaty To Halt Chemical Arms Is Unfulfilled"

The Christian Science Monitor, by Jonathan S. Landay, February 23, 1998

WASHINGTON—Even as the United States girds for war over Iraq's weapons of

mass destruction, it is itself violating the global treaty banning chemical

weapons.

American breaches of the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), though strictly

technical, are raising concerns about the future of one of the most

sweeping arms-control treaties of the post-cold-war era, especially given

that Washington has been its prime mover.

Nations believed to have illegal chemical-warfare programs, such as Iran,

could cite the US breaches to justify their own, American officials and

independent experts worry. Moreover, they say, the US now lacks the
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political and moral standing to challenge suspected violators of the CWC,

which went into effect last spring.

"This is an area where we ought to be on the high ground," says a US

official. "But ... we don't have a clean record ourselves."

America's record won't help the position of US officials concerned about

monitoring the 168 nations that have so far signed or ratified the CWC.

Already, they believe Iran may not have adequately declared its facilities

that produce CWC-regulated chemicals. Iran's declaration is currently under

review by the Hague-based organization created to monitor the treaty.

Though Iran joined the CWC, US officials are concerned the Islamic regime

will try to hide what they believe is a major chemical-warfare program.

Such a program would threaten the stability of the Gulf region and American

forces deployed to ensure the free flow of the world's largest oil

supplies, they say. 

US failure to comply with key CWC requirements has other implications as

well. Officials say it is irritating European allies and other nations

already indignant over what they regard as double standards in the foreign

policy of the world's most powerful nation.

"We should be setting the example, demonstrating leadership," concedes a

Clinton administration official. "Instead, we are creating a perception of

being nonchalant about very serious treaty obligations."
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Objections to American "arrogance of power" may have helped cool

international support for US plans to launch airstrikes on Iraq, if it

continues defying United Nations efforts to uncover its illegal arms programs.

Independent experts say the White House and Congress share responsibility

for US violations of the CWC. 

"This sets a very poor precedent for other countries to do a

less-than-perfect job in implementing this treaty," says Amy Smithson of

the Henry L. Stimson Center, a Washington policy research institute. 

THE CWC breaches stem from Congress's failure to approve a bill needed to

embed the treaty's provisions in American law. The Senate passed the

measure after it ratified the CWC on April 24. 

Since then, the House has passed a CWC bill, but lawmakers there linked it

to a measure that would require the US to slap economic sanctions on Russia

for allegedly supplying missile technology to Iran. The Senate is expected

to approve that bill in March, but President Clinton opposes the Russia

sanctions and threatens to veto it unless the two measures are de-linked. 

Without the legislation, the government cannot fulfill its obligation to

declare all "dual use" chemicals - those that have civilian purposes but

can be used to make weapons. The US should have submitted its declarations

about private-sector production to the CWC monitoring organization last

May. Until these are turned over, the organization cannot inspect the US

chemical industry, the largest and most advanced in the world. The US has

declared its military stocks of 29,000 metric tons of poison gas, however,

and they have been inspected and are being destroyed.
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"The key issue here ... is that we have declared our full military

stockpiles and opened them to full initial inspection," says a GOP source.

"We would argue that disclosure by companies is of less significance."

But private firms in Europe and elsewhere don't see it that way. They are

being inspected, provoking complaints that their secrets are being put at

risk while their US competitors enjoy an unfair advantage. Independent

experts have other bones to pick with Congress and the White House over the

pending legislation.

They say the bill includes a provision allowing the US to block inspections

of facilities by citing national security, the same argument Iraqi dictator

Saddam Hussein has used to block UN arms inspectors from entering his

palaces and other sites.

"If the US claims the right to deny a challenge inspection, then what's

stopping the bad guys out there from doing the same thing?" says Dr.

Smithson. "We are trying to put the same kind of restrictions on

inspections that Saddam Hussein has been trying to put on the UN."

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id MAA05676;

 Fri, 20 Feb 1998 12:55:00 -0800 (PST)

Received: from imo21.mail.aol.com (imo21.mx.aol.com [198.81.19.148])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA25189;

 Fri, 20 Feb 1998 12:19:39 -0800 (PST)

Received: from LCNP@aol.com

 by imo21.mx.aol.com (IMOv12/Dec1997) id CNMNa04355;

 Fri, 20 Feb 1998 15:19:04 -0500 (EST)

Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Date: Fri, 20 Feb 1998 15:19:04 EST

From: LCNP@aol.com

Message-ID: <3963e231.34ede53a@aol.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: PDD letter

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, disarmament@igc.apc.org,

        peace-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: AOL 3.0 16-bit for Windows sub 70

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

In the true sense of negotiation and consensus the letter to President Clinton

on the Presidential Decision Directive has been redrafted to encompass the

views of those who felt unable to sign on previously. We apologize for the
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delay in achieving a final version.

We assume that all those who signed the previous version will not object to

being included as a signatory on this version. Please inform us if this is not

the case.

The letter remains open for one more week before we send it to the President.

Please circulate, if you can, to other organizations and prominent people for

signatures.

Yours,

Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Policy

************

President William Jefferson Clinton

The White House

Washington DC

Mr. President:

We note your decision to revise the 1981 nuclear doctrine and your decision to

drop the policy on fighting a prolonged nuclear war. This policy was always

unrealistic and is now totally out of date. We regret, however, that the

policy embodied in the new Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) fails to

adjust nuclear policy to the realities of the post-Cold War security

environment, to specific legal obligations and to the manifest desire of the
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overwhelming majority of people in this country and throughout the world to be

rid, once and for all, of the danger of catastrophic nuclear destruction.

Based on reports in the media which, in the absence of access to the PDD

itself, we assume to be accurate, we submit the following comments:

1.  The PDD's proclaimed option to use nuclear weapons for protection against

biological and chemical weapons cannot but stimulate efforts by other

countries to develop a nuclear capability for the same reason. It also

violates the negative security assurances contained in the NPT and various

regional nuclear-free zone treaties to which the United States is a party.

2.  The failure to announce a no-first-use policy or steps to take nuclear

weapons off alert while adhering to a policy of massive retaliation is a grave

disappointment and enhances the risk of accidental nuclear war in an

increasingly unstable nuclear environment.

3.  The secrecy in which the new policy was developed and in which it

continues to be wrapped runs counter to the American tradition of public

debate on issues of vital interest. No single policy could have more

devastating effects if it misfires, yet the Congress and the public have been

and continue to be totally excluded from the process.

4.  Finally, continuing, indefinite reliance on nuclear weapons as the

cornerstone of United States defense strategy is a clear violation of the

nuclear disarmament obligation in Article VI of the Non-Proliferation Treaty,

which was described in the 1996 Advisory Opinion of the International Court of
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Justice as an obligation "to bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to

nuclear disarmament in all its aspects."

Two public opinion polls conducted in 1997 confirmed that the aim of nuclear

weapons abolition is supported by over 80% of the U.S. public. This aim is

also endorsed by 60 retired admirals and generals in their statement of

December 1996 and by 117 distinguished world leaders in a statement released

in February 1997.

We therefore urge you, Mr. President, to call for a public debate on this

vital question and, as a first step, to release the text of the PDD.

Yours sincerely,
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

        by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id MAA10172;

        Mon, 23 Feb 1998 12:38:10 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mail.agoranet.be (mail.agoranet.be [194.119.249.2])

        by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA05381

        for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Mon, 23 Feb 1998 12:22:59 -0800 (PST)

Received: from theodore (bru16.agoranet.be [194.119.249.80])

        by mail.agoranet.be (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id VAA07955

        for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Mon, 23 Feb 1998 21:35:02 +0100 (CET)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------62AE33053553"

Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 21:13:15 +0100

X-UIDL: 888334130.001

From: cesd <cesd@agoranet.be>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <34F1D85B.A65@agoranet.be>

Organization: Centre for European Security and Disarmament

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Subcriticals and Europe

To: abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
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--------------62AE33053553

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Brussels, 23 February 1998

Dear Abolitionists:

I have some good news to share with you. On Thursday evening 19 February

1998, the European Parliament passed a resolution (see attached) calling

on the US government to ‘halt the series of sub-critical tests and

call[ing] on all governments to refrain from carrying out such tests’.

It likewise calls for increased transparency on-site and for additional

confidence-building measures. They also want to see an official

declaration from the US government stating that the tests in no way form

a part of a new nuclear weapons design programme. 

CESD has been trying to push this issue in the European Parliament (EP),

highlighting that while Europe’s governments were remaining silent on

the issue, the elected officials of the EP, i.e. the voice of Europe’s

people, should speak out against this programme. I made a presentation

in the Subcommittee on Security and Disarmament, a copy of which I would

be happy to send electronically to those interested. I also have a

four-page paper with quotes from 15 governments and from the letter from

46 congresspeople against these tests which I could likewise email. 
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I strongly encourage you to use this document in your work. It is

further proof that countries around the world are increasingly concerned

about the effect this domestic programme is having on the world stage.

Please feel free to contact me if I can provide any further information.

Best of luck.

Sharon Riggle

Programme Director

Centre for European Security and Disarmament

Brussels, Belgium

--------------62AE33053553

Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="final resolution.doc"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64

Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="final resolution.doc"

0M8R4KGxGuEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPgADAP7/CQAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAEAAAAA
AA

AAAAEAAAEQAAAAEAAAD+////AAAAAA8AAAD/////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////cpWgAY+AJCAAAAABlAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwAA

EhAAAI4cAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEg0AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAA

AAAAAAAAABgAACABAAAAGAAAIAEAACAZAAAAAAAAIBkAAAAAAAAgGQAAAAAAACAZAAAAA
AAA

IBkAABQAAABKGQAAAAAAAEoZAAAAAAAAShkAAAAAAABKGQAAAAAAAEoZAAAAAAAAShkAAAo
A

AABUGQAAEAAAAEoZAAAAAAAAxRsAAEEAAABkGQAAAAAAAGQZAAAAAAAAZBkAAAAAAABkGQ
AA

AAAAAGQZAAAAAAAAZBkAAAAAAABkGQAAAAAAAGQZAAAAAAAA0BkAAAIAAADSGQAAAAAAA
NIZ

AAAAAAAA0hkAAC0AAAD/GQAA1AAAANMaAADUAAAApxsAAB4AAAAGHAAAWAAAAF4cAAAwAAA
A

xRsAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIBkAAAAAAABkGQAAAAAAAAAACQAKAAEAAgBkG
QAA

AAAAAGQZAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGQZAAAAAAAAZBkAAAAAAADFGwAAAAA
AAJIZ

AAAAAAAAIBkAAAAAAAAgGQAAAAAAAGQZAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGQZAAAA
AAAA

khkAAAAAAACSGQAAAAAAAJIZAAAAAAAAZBkAAC4AAAAgGQAAAAAAAGQZAAAAAAAAIBkAAAA
A

AABkGQAAAAAAANAZAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADgR1sakEC9ATQZAAAIAAAAPBkAAA4AAAAgGQA
A

AAAAACAZAAAAAAAAIBkAAAAAAAAgGQAAAAAAAGQZAAAAAAAA0BkAAAAAAACSGQAAPgAAAJI
Z

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAxNS4gU3ViLWNyaXRpY2
Fs

IG51Y2xlYXIgdGVzdGluZwkJCQkJCQkJCSAgICAgICBQYXNzZWQNCQkJCQkJCQkJCQkgIDE5

IEZlYnJ1YXJ5IDE5OTgNQi0wMTg1LCAwMTk1LCAwMjM3IGFuZCAwMjQ1Lzk4CQ1SZXNvbHV0

aW9uIG9uIHN1Yi1jcml0aWNhbCBudWNsZWFyIHRlc3RpbmcNVGhlIEV1cm9wZWFuIFBhcmxp

YW1lbnQsDS0gICBoYXZpbmcgcmVnYXJkIHRvIGl0cyBwcmV2aW91cyByZXNvbHV0aW9ucyBv
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biBudWNsZWFyIG5vbi1wcm9saWZlcmF0aW9uLA0NQS4gICAgd2hlcmVhcyBzdWItY3JpdGlj

YWwgbnVjbGVhciB0ZXN0cyB3ZXJlIGNhcnJpZWQgb3V0IGJ5IHRoZSBVbml0ZWQgU3RhdGVz

IG9uIDIgSnVseSAxOTk3IGFuZCBvbiAxOCBTZXB0ZW1iZXIgMTk5NyBhdCB0aGUgTmV2YWRh

IFRlc3QgU2l0ZSwgYW5kIHdoZXJlYXMgdGhlIFVTIHBsYW5zIHRvIGNhcnJ5IG91dCBmb3Vy

IG1vcmUgc3VjaCB0ZXN0cyBiZWZvcmUgU2VwdGVtYmVyIDE5OTgsDQ1CLiAgICBub3Rpbmcg

dGhhdCB0aGUgVVMgR292ZXJubWVudCBoYXMgcHJlc2VudGVkIHRoZSB0ZXN0cyBhcyBuZWNl

c3NhcnkgdG8gZW5zdXJlIHRoZSBzYWZldHkgYW5kIHJlbGlhYmlsaXR5IG9mIGl0cyBleGlz

dGluZyBudWNsZWFyIGFyc2VuYWwsIGJ1dCBhbHNvIG5vdGluZyB0aGF0IGNyaXRpY3Mgb2Yg

dGhlIHByb2dyYW1tZSBjbGFpbSB0aGF0IHRoZSB0ZXN0cyBhbHNvIGNhbiBiZSB1c2VkIHRv

IGNyZWF0ZSBuZXcgdHlwZXMgb2Ygd2FyaGVhZHMgYXMgd2VsbCBhcyB0byB1cGdyYWRlIGV4

aXN0aW5nIG9uZXMsDQ1DLiAgICB3aGVyZWFzIG5vIGludGVybmF0aW9uYWwgdmVyaWZpY2F0

aW9uIGV4aXN0cyBvbiB3aGV0aGVyIHRoZSB0ZXN0cyBhcmUgaW4gZmFjdCBzdWItY3JpdGlj

YWwgYW5kIHRoZXJlZm9yZSBpbiBjb21wbGlhbmNlIHdpdGggdGhlIENvbXByZWhlbnNpdmUg

VGVzdCBCYW4gVHJlYXR5IChDVEJUKSwNDUQuICAgIHdoZXJlYXMgdGhlIHRlc3RzIG1heSBu

b3QgYmUgYWdhaW5zdCB0aGUgbGV0dGVyIG9mIHRoZSBDVEJULCBidXQgc3RpbGwgdmlvbGF0

ZSB0aGUgc3Bpcml0IG9mIHRoZSB0cmVhdHkgYW5kIHBsYWNlIGluIGplb3BhcmR5IGl0cyBl

bnRyeSBpbnRvIGZvcmNlIGJ5IGNyZWF0aW5nIGEgk2NyaXNpcyBvZiBjb25maWRlbmNllCwN

DUUuICAgIHdoZXJlYXMgc3ViLWNyaXRpY2FsIHRlc3RzIGFuZCBuZXcgd2VhcG9ucyBkZXZl

bG9wbWVudCByaXNrIHJlaW5mb3JjaW5nIEluZGlhIGFuZCBQYWtpc3RhbiBpbiB0aGVpciBy

ZWZ1c2FsIHRvIHNpZ24gdGhlIENUQlQsIHRodXMgYmxvY2tpbmcgaXRzIGVudHJ5IGludG8g

Zm9yY2UsIGFuZCBhbHNvIHJlaW5mb3JjaW5nIG9wcG9zaXRpb24gdG8gdGhlIE51Y2xlYXIg

Tm9uLVByb2xpZmVyYXRpb24gVHJlYXR5IChOUFQpLCBlc3BlY2lhbGx5IGluIHRoZXNlIHR3

byBuYXRpb25zLA0NRi4gICAgIG5vdGluZyB0aGF0IGF0IGxlYXN0IDE1IGNvdW50cmllcywg

aW5jbHVkaW5nIE5vcndheSwgSW5kb25lc2lhLCBNZXhpY28sIE1hbGF5c2lhIGFuZCBJcmFu

LCBhcyB3ZWxsIGFzIHRoZSBtYXlvcnMgb2YgSGlyb3NoaW1hIGFuZCBOYWdhc2FraSBhbmQg

NDYgbWVtYmVycyBvZiB0aGUgVVMgQ29uZ3Jlc3MsIGhhdmUgcHVibGljbHkgZXhwcmVzc2Vk

IHRoZWlyIGNvbmNlcm4gYWJvdXQgb3Igb3Bwb3NpdGlvbiB0byB0aGVzZSB0ZXN0cywNDUcu
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ICAgIHdoZXJlYXMgYWxsIEVVIE1lbWJlciBTdGF0ZXMgc2lnbmVkIHRoZSBDVEJUIGFmdGVy

IGl0IHdhcyBvcGVuZWQgZm9yIHNpZ25hdHVyZSBpbiBTZXB0ZW1iZXIgMTk5NiwNDUguICAg

IHdoZXJlYXMgc3RhdGVzIHdobyBoYXZlIHNpZ25lZCB0aGUgQ1RCVCBhcmUgYm91bmQgdG8g

InJlZnJhaW4gZnJvbSBhbnkgYWN0aW9uIHRoYXQgY291bGQgZGVmZWF0IGl0cyBvYmplY3Qg

YW5kIHB1cnBvc2UiLCBieSBkZWZpbml0aW9uIG9mIHRoZSBWaWVubmEgQ29udmVudGlvbiBv

biBUcmVhdGllcywNDTEuICAgICBSZWFmZmlybXMgaXRzIHN1cHBvcnQgZm9yIHRoZSBDVEJU

IGFuZCBpdHMgcmVxdWVzdCBmb3IgZWFybHkgcmF0aWZpY2F0aW9uIG9mIHRoZSB0cmVhdHks

IGFuZCBjYWxscyBvbiBhbGwgTWVtYmVyIFN0YXRlcyB0byBhY3QgcHJvbXB0bHksDQ0yLiAg

ICAgQ2FsbHMgb24gdGhlIFVTIEdvdmVybm1lbnQgdG8gaGFsdCB0aGUgc2VyaWVzIG9mIHN1

Yi1jcml0aWNhbCB0ZXN0cyBhbmQgY2FsbHMgb24gYWxsIGdvdmVybm1lbnRzIHRvIHJlZnJh

aW4gZnJvbSBjYXJyeWluZyBvdXQgc3VjaCB0ZXN0czsNDTMuICAgICBDYWxscyBvbiB0aGUg

VVMgR292ZXJubWVudCB0byBpc3N1ZSBhbiBvZmZpY2lhbCBkZWNsYXJhdGlvbiBzdGF0aW5n

IHRoYXQgdGhlIHRlc3RzIGluIG5vIHdheSBmb3JtIHBhcnQgb2YgYSBuZXcgd2VhcG9ucyBk

ZXNpZ24gcHJvZ3JhbW1lLCBhbmQgdGhhdCBuZXcgbnVjbGVhciB3ZWFwb25zIGRlc2lnbiBk

b2VzIG5vdCBmb3JtIHBhcnQgb2YgVVMgcG9saWN5LA0NNC4gICAgIENhbGxzIGZvciBpbmNy

ZWFzZWQgdHJhbnNwYXJlbmN5IG9uLXNpdGUgYXMgd2VsbCBhcyBhZGRpdGlvbmFsIGNvbmZp

ZGVuY2UtYnVpbGRpbmcgbWVhc3VyZXMsIGluIG9yZGVyIHRvIGFsbGF5IGludGVybmF0aW9u

YWwgY29uY2VybiBvdmVyIHBvc3NpYmxlIENUQlQgdmlvbGF0aW9ucywgDQ01LglDYWxscyBv

biB0aGUgQ291bmNpbCB0byBhZG9wdCBhIGpvaW50IGFjdGlvbiB1bmRlciBBcnRpY2xlIEou

MyBvZiB0aGUgVHJlYXR5IG9uIEV1cm9wZWFuIFVuaW9uLCB0byBwcm9tb3RlIHNpZ25hdHVy

ZSBhbmQgcmF0aWZpY2F0aW9uIGJ5IG90aGVyIHN0YXRlcywgYW5kIHRvIGluY2x1ZGUgYWxs

IG5lY2Vzc2FyeSBhc3Npc3RhbmNlIHRvIGVuYWJsZSBvdGhlciBzdGF0ZXMgdG8gY29tcGx5

IHdpdGggdGhlIHByb3Zpc2lvbnMgb2YgdGhlIHRyZWF0eSwgcGFydGljdWxhcmx5IHRoZSBl
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
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        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id QAA04681;

        Mon, 23 Feb 1998 16:21:55 -0800 (PST)
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Received: from ag059.du.pipex.com [193.130.246.59](ag059.du.pipex.com [193.130.246.59])

        by gn3.gn.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8/GN-1.0) with SMTP id XAA00789

        for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 23 Feb 1998 23:52:17 GMT

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 23:52:17 GMT

X-UIDL: 888334130.004

From: geowcpuk@gn.apc.org (George Farebrother)

Message-Id: <199802232352.XAA00789@gn3.gn.apc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Nuclear Disarmament pledges

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

X-Sender: geowcpuk@gn.apc.org

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

The UK Government seems to be rather pleased that it supported the
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Japanese Nuclear Disarmament Resolution in UNGA last year, even though

it didn't support the Malaysian one.

Here is Rebecca Johnson's summary of the Japanese Resolution

..................................

L.28/Rev.1 (UNGA 52/38 K)

Nuclear disarmament with a view to the ultimate elimination of nuclear

weapons

Introduced by Japan.

The most moderate of the resolutions dealing with nuclear disarmament,

supported for the first time by all the nuclear powers, Japan's traditional

resolution welcomed reductions accomplished so far and backed implementation

of the NPT, especially the decisions adopted in 1995. With particular

reference to the measures identified in the 1995 programme of action

(including the CTBT and fissile materials ban), the resolution called

for the determined pursuit by the nuclear weapon States of systematic

and progressive efforts to reduce nuclear weapons globally, with the

ultimate goal of eliminating those weapons, and by all States of general

and complete disarmament under strict and effective international

control... THE RESOLUTION EMPHASISED THE RESPONSIBILITY OF ALL STATES

IN THE FIELD OF DISARMAMENT AND NON-PROLIFERATION OF WMD AND CALLED

FOR THE UN TO BE KEPT INFORMED OF THE PROGRESS AND EFFORTS MADE.

.............................

The Malaysian Resolution, adopted on On 9 December 1997, contains

something similar. It "REQUESTS ALL STATES TO INFORM THE SECRETARY

GENERAL OF THE EFFORTS AND MEASURES THEY HAVE TAKEN ON THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE PRESENT RESOLUTION AND NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT, AND REQUESTS THE

SECRETARY GENERAL TO APPRISE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THAT INFORMATION
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AT ITS FIFTY-THIRD SESSION".

The Secretary General will have to send out letters to all UN members

requesting information on the implementation of this obligation.

..................................................

It is worth linking the two "shouted" extracts above, which have a

fair amount in common, with Section F of the ICJ Dispositif:

"There exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a

conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its

aspects under strict and effective international control".

Naturally we have tended to think of this obligation as applying to

nuclear weapon states. But really it is the obligation of all states.

In his separate opinion at the ICJ (para 23), President of the Court

Bedjoui said:

"Comme la Cour l'a reconnu, l'obligation de négocier de bonne foi

un désarmement nucléaire concerne les quelque 182 Etats parties au

Traité de non-prolifération". (Have the French versions been translated

into English yet, by the way?)

Bringing these facts together, and if the Secretary Genral has now

sent out the letters relevant to the Malaysian Resolution, we can

ask all states what plans they have to fulfill the obligation to report

on progress by the next UNGA session. Nuclear Disarmament is, after

all, a legal obligation, and not just a nice idea, fro ALL states,

and not just the Nuclear Weapons States.

Could Abolition 2000 work on this?

Another point converges here. At least two NATO states, if not more,

but certainly the UK and Canada, have ratified the Additional Protocols

to the Geneva Convention with "Statements of Understanding" saying
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that the relevant humanitarian law does not apply to nuclear weapons.

Such and "understanding" can be weakened or strengthened according

to the number of states which support such a view. It would be worth

considering whether we could encourage non-NATO states to produce

statements of understanding tending in the opposite direction. This

is a very complicated issue which needs a great deal of thought. However,

it is another way in which we could encourage states to obey their

legal obligation to pursue nuclear elimination. In the UK we are starting

to get the detailed information together. If anyone is interested,

please get in touch.

George Farebrother

 

George Farebrother    (geowcpuk@gn.apc.org)

67, Summerheath Rd,  

Hailsham 

Sussex, BN27 3DR, England 

Phone & Fax +44 (0)1323 844 269   

The World Court Project is an international citizens' network which is

working to publicise and have implemented the 8 July 1996 Advisory Opinion

of the International Court of Justice which could find no lawful

circumstance for the threat or use of nuclear weapons.  

The World Court Project is part of Abolition 2000, A Global Network to

Abolish Nuclear Weapons
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Return-Path: <70761.2655@compuserve.com>

Received: from hil-img-2.compuserve.com (hil-img-2.compuserve.com [149.174.177.132])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA16280

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 07:50:53 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by hil-img-2.compuserve.com (8.8.6/8.8.6/2.10) id KAA00948

 for mupj@igc.apc.org; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 10:50:22 -0500 (EST)

Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 10:46:54 -0500

X-UIDL: 888352348.000

From: James Hipkins <70761.2655@compuserve.com>

Subject: E-Mail

Sender: James Hipkins <70761.2655@compuserve.com>

To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Message-ID: <199802241050_MC2-347B-63E2@compuserve.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Disposition: inline

Status: RO

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

        Bruce Edwards E-mail address for your information  

b2ruce@computerland.com.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id IAA25435;

 Tue, 24 Feb 1998 08:27:06 -0800 (PST)

Received: from storm.worldnet.net (root@storm.worldnet.net [194.2.128.241])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA22760

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 08:17:11 -0800 (PST)

Received: from wn16-230.paris.worldnet.fr (wn16-230.paris.worldnet.fr [195.3.16.230])

 by storm.worldnet.net (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id RAA20354

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 17:17:05 +0100 (MET)

Received: by wn16-230.paris.worldnet.fr with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD4147.D7C901C0@wn16-230.paris.worldnet.fr>; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 17:15:45 +-100

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 13:29:26 +-100

X-UIDL: 888352348.005

From: Appel des Cent <appel100@worldnet.fr>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <01BD4147.D7C901C0@wn16-230.paris.worldnet.fr>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: rotblat, ready for Bagdad

To: "'abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org'" <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id IAA22767

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
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SU : FOLLOW UP GULF WAR II

AND ABOLITION 2000 MEETING GENEVA

cc: / FOR THOSE WHO THINK THERE IS NOT ENOUGH ON E-MAIL ...THESE DAYS

J. Rotblat who gave a speech on monday night at the institute for international relations in Geneva, Switzerland, here is 
the answer  he gave me about Abolition 2000 proposal (I quote) : "Yes, I agree with citizen verification that I call 
societal verification...Yes, I am ready to go to Bagdad if there is a feeling that this could be useful to peace...let me 
know if ..."

Ben Cramer, Paris

http://home.worldnet.fr/~appel100
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <34F3BACB.5FCD@igc.apc.org>

Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 22:31:39 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dce@wcc-coe.org

CC: sal@wcc-coe.org, atwood@pop.unicc.org, crramey@igc.org

Subject: Statement for NPT PrepCom

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Dear Dwain:

Thanks for your hospitality last Friday evening.  I enjoyed our 

conversation.

On the basis of our discussion, I have rewritten the proposed statement 

addressed to the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory 

Committee.  It is proposed to be signed by Cardinal Danneel and Dr. 

Konrad Raiser and then opened to signature by other endorsers.

By early in the week of March 2 I would like to receive any suggestions 

you have for final revision and an indication that the statement is 

acceptable to Dr. Raiser.  I am asking David Robinson of Pax Christi USA 

to do likewise with Cardinal Danneels.  
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Next I would like to take a couple of weeks to seek endorsement of 

representatives of multi-national and national councils of churches (such 

as the Conference of European Churches) and conferences of Catholic 

bishops.  This would add geographic breadth.  If you agree that this is 

accetable, would you or one of your colleagues be willing to contact 

councils of churches?  Or can you supply me with contacts so that I can 

pursue this?  I want to complete this process by March 16.

With these endorsements the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition 

will send the statement to the foreign ministers of the signatories of 

the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty with a request that they take our 

ideas into consideration when they instruct their delegates for the NPT 

Preparatory Committee. 

Thereafter, we could seek other endorsers, such as heads of communions.  

 We could also ask the World Conference on Peace and Religion to seek 

endorsements from leaders of other faiths with whom they have 

connections.  The total list could be made available at the NPT 

Preparatory Committee when it starts meeting on April 27.

In a separate communication I will indicate how this statement can fit in 

with other events, such as the reception scheduled for the evening of 

April 27 and the NGO presentation to the delegates, tentatively scheduled 

for Wednesday, April 29.

Please give me your comments on the draft statement and an indication of 
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Dr. Raiser's approval as soon as possible.  You can reach me by e-mail at 

mupj@igc.org, or by phone/fax at 301 896-0013.

Shalom, 

Howard

#####

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 

of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 

Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

therefore morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear 

weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was 

quite apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would occur 

in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the increased 

destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 
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the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that a just end cannot be achieved through a wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 

in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burden with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 

humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 

preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches meeting in Seoul, Korea in 1983 stated: "We believe 

that the time has come when the churches must unequivocally declare that 

the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a 

crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on 

ethical and theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the 

institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear 
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weapons and warfare are delegitimized and condemn as violations of 

international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth also agree on the need to 

eliminate nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in 

Article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

(NPT) "to the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to 

nuclear disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of 

Justice unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in 

good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously.  Therefore, we 

call upon the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 

session a notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all 

nuclear weapons on Earth. 
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        First, we ask the delegates to firmly instruct the nuclear weapon 

states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to nuclear 

abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, retired 

generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on what 

these steps should be.  They include:

· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 

vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 

United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 
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states should be part of this process, some of them seem too addicted to 

nuclear weapons and the false doctrine of nuclear deterrence to be 

willing to become so engaged at present.  Other nations need not wait.  

Rather as stewards of God's Earth they can begin the task of developing a 

nuclear weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to 

abolish all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  We assert 

that loyalty to all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political 

blocs of nations.  Therefore, we urge delegates to act decisively and 

courageously for the benefit of all the peoples of Earth.

Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

Endorsers:

We the undersigned endorse the above statement and urge the NPT 

Preparatory Committee to accept and carry out its recommendations.

 

[Endorsers can include representatives of multi-national and national 

councils of churches and conferences
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Return-Path: <syoung@basicint.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA03574

 for <mupj@igc.org>; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 12:55:59 -0800 (PST)

Received: from basicint.org (basicus.clark.net [168.143.8.70])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA04789;

 Tue, 24 Feb 1998 15:55:11 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <34F33354.2BCF95B1@basicint.org>

Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 15:53:40 -0500

X-UIDL: 888377435.000

From: Stephen Young <syoung@basicint.org>

X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: mupj@igc.org, Karel Koster <K.Koster@inter.nl.net>,

        Martin Butcher <cesd@agoranet.be>

Subject: Contacts wanted

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Karel and Martin,

Howard Hallman, to whom this email is also addressed, is looking for

contacts with religious organizations in Europe that might be willing to

cooperate with peace groups.
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Howard works for Methodists United for Peace with Justice, and is doing

a good deal of work on the PrepCom as well as dealerting issues.

If you can give him any contacts, I would appreciate it - I am trying to

find a copy of Houseman's Peace Diary for him from here.

Stephen
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id NAA11212;

        Tue, 24 Feb 1998 13:22:48 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

        by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id QAA24570;

        Tue, 24 Feb 1998 16:22:33 -0500 (EST)

Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 16:22:33 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    24 Feb 98 16:56:44 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 24 Feb 98 16:56:31 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    24 Feb 98 16:56:26 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

To: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>, bmusil@psr.org, ledwidge@psr.org,

        paexec@igc.org, paprog@igc.org, panukes@igc.org, wandwill@clark.net,

        vision@igc.org, joe@fcnl.org, bridget@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org,

        meldredge@igc.org, dkimball@clw.org, jsmith@clw.org, dculp@nrdc.o

X-UIDL: 888377435.005

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: CTBT grassroots meeting, 2/26

Message-ID: <1020B4DB06A8@local.clw.org>

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igcb.igc.org id NAA11212
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Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Bob and other CTBT friends:

Thanks Bob for pulling together this meeting. The outline you sent out

provides a good roadmap of what we want to do in the next several weeks.  I

wanted to make a couple of suggestions for everyone that might make the

meeting more productive:

* could Kathy Crandall bring an updated summary of state-by-state

activities? If she could post this via e-mail to meeting participants, each

person/group might have the chance to provide updated info. about new

grassroots developments that could then be incorporated and redistributed.

This would save us time at this and other meetings reporting on old news

from the field.

* could everyone bring to the meeting any letters from constituents to

Senate offices?

* concerning outreach work (see II.A.4 below), could folks bring any

information about NGOs who may support the test ban? I will be prepared to

report on what has been done and who is involved in the followup on the

outreach letter from Danforth, Hatfield and others to NGOs. Attached to this

message is our updated list of NGOs who support the CTBT.

* Michael from UCS might be able to make a short report on student organizing?
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* if folks want, Tom Collina or I can give a 2 minute update on CTBT

schedule estimates in the Senate.

* and finally, as Bob notes, we need to assign names to specific tasks and

set deadlines so that we actually can begin to scratch some items off the

list rather than talk about them at every possible CTBT meeting.

Thanks,

DK

***************

Bob Tiller wrote:

>The next meeting of the CTBT Grassroots Strategy Group will be;

>       Date —  Thursday, February 26, 1998

> Time — 10:30 a.m.

> Place — FCNL, corner of Second and C Streets N.E.

>The agenda will include:

> 1. Introductions

> 2. Brief reports on grassroots efforts underway in key states

> 3. Discussion of strategy document (attached)

> 4. Taking on specific tasks and assignments

> 5. Does this campaign have sufficient coordination?
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> 6. Shall we meet again?

>

**********************

THE CTBT FINAL COUNTDOWN CAMPAIGN

ANOTHER GRASSROOTS STRATEGY DOCUMENT

>

prepared by Bob Tiller, PSR

February, 1998

>

NOT FOR CIRCULATION 

>

>

>I. Senate targets

>

>First group --- we previously identified these states --- IMMEDIATE

>ACTION NEEDED.

>Goal: get all of these Senators to announce public support for CTBT by

>April 15th.

> Maine — Snowe and Collins

> Pennsylvania — Specter

> Ohio — DeWine

> Oregon — G. Smith

>

>Second group --- some Republicans on the SFRC --- actions beginning in

>March.

>Goal: get these Senators to announce public support for CTBT by Memorial
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>Day.

> Indiana — Lugar

> Nebraska — Hagel

> Kansas — Brownback

> Tennessee — Frist

> Wyoming — Thomas

> 

>Third tier --- other Republicans, both likely and difficult.

> Alaska — Murkowski and Stevens

> Arizona — McCain

> Colorado — Campbell and Allard

> Delaware — Roth

> Iowa — Grassley

> Mississippi — Lott

> New Mexico — Domenici

> New York — D'Amato

> Rhode Island — Chafee

> Utah — Hatch and Bennett

> Virginia — Warner

> Washington — Gorton

>(Also, spillover from second tier: Indiana — Coats, Kansas — Roberts,

>Tennessee — Thompson, Wyoming — Enzi)

>

>II. Activities and strategies

>

>A. State by state:

> 1. Promote a flood of letters from constituents.
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> 2. Arrange for delegation visits during Easter recess and Memorial Day

>recess.

> 3. Promote statements by local officials and city council resolutions

>endorsing CTBT.

> 4. Reach out to "strange bedfellow" groups.

> 5. Speakers, caucuses, training.

> 6. Co-ordinate a sign-on letter from state's religious leaders, also

>other religious events.

> 7. Media:

>       -public rallies and media-interest events

>       -editorial board meetings

>       -radio interviews

>       -op-eds

>       -letters to the editor, especially key papers in the state

>       -newspaper ads, radio spots

>

>B. Multi-state:

> 1. Produce additional materials for grassroots use, including sample

>media items.

> 2. Post grassroots information on a CTBT grassroots Website.

> 3. College and university organizing.

> 4. Speakers tour.

> 5. "Test ban bus."

> 6. National lobby day in DC.

> 7. National call-in day to the Senate.

> 8. Strengthen co-ordination with DC activities: Administration, Hill,

>media
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>

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id QAA18792;

 Tue, 24 Feb 1998 16:16:31 -0800 (PST)

Received: from web.net (root@web.net [192.139.37.21])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA12082

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 15:49:33 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ts12-14.vcr.istar.ca by web.net

 via rsmtp with smtp

 id <m0y7U9N-000CCcC@web.net>

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 18:52:37 -0500 (EST)

 (Smail-3.2 1996-Jul-4 #1 built 1996-Oct-8)

Received: by ts12-14.vcr.istar.ca with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD413C.C550EC20@ts12-14.vcr.istar.ca>; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 15:56:30 -0800

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 15:55:58 -0800

X-UIDL: 888414740.000

From: "Steven D. Staples" <bccoc@web.net>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <01BD413C.C550EC20@ts12-14.vcr.istar.ca>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Canadian M.P. to Lead Search for U.S. Nuclear Weapons

To: "Abolition 2000 list (E-mail)" <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>,

        "CNANW List (E-mail)" <abolition@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca>

X-Authenticated-Timestamp: 18:52:37(EST) on February 24, 1998
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X-BlackMail: ts10-14.vcr.istar.ca, ts12-14.vcr.istar.ca, bccoc@web.net, 204.191.155.93

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id PAA12088

Status: RO

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Media Advisory

For Immediate Release

February 24th, 1998

LIBBY DAVIES, M.P., TO LEAD SEARCH FOR 

U.S. NUCLEAR WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION

(Vancouver) Libby Davies, Member of Parliament for Vancouver East, will lead a Citizens' Weapons Inspection Team 
composed of community and church leaders to search for U.S. weapons of mass destruction suspected to be deployed in 
neighbouring Washington State.

The team's visit to Washington State will occur as nuclear-armed U.S. and British military forces, backed by Canadian 
forces, stand poised for a military assault against Iraq to enforce U.N. weapons inspections. 

"Canada should play the role of peacemaker by working to ensure that all weapons of mass destruction are banned," said 
Libby Davies. "Our team will begin by inspecting the country which possesses thousands of the most deadly weapons 
ever created - nuclear weapons."

Analysts suspect that 1600 active nuclear weapons are based in Washington State - more active weapons than Britain, 
France, and China combined. The team will focus its inspection on Submarine Base Bangor, the homeport of eight 
Trident submarines located near Puget Sound, west of Seattle. A Trident submarine can carry 24 missiles and 200 
nuclear bombs - enough to destroy an entire country.  

Joining Libby Davies, M.P., will be Peter Coombes, President of End the Arms Race; Murray Dobbin, National Board 
Member of The Council of Canadians; Ed Schmitt, Chair of the Peace and Social Justice Committee of the Anglican 
Diocese of New Westminster; David Morgan, President of Veterans Against Nuclear Arms; and others.
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The team will depart Vancouver at 7 A.M. Thursday, February 26th, (the same day the H.M.C.S. Toronto arrives in the 
Persian Gulf). It will be joined by U.S. members at a meeting in Seattle at 11 a.m., and the team will arrive at Submarine 
Base Bangor at 4:00 p.m.

The team has written the base commander requesting full and unconditional access to the site to search for nuclear 
weapons of mass destruction. "Only rogue states stockpile and conceal weapons of mass destruction," said Peter 
Coombes. "We expect to be granted our request for an inspection of nuclear weapons deployed on the U.S. submarines."

     (30)

Contact: Libby Davies, Ottawa (613) 992-6030, Vancouver (604) 775-5800.

 Jillian Skeet, End the Arms Race at (604) 688-8846.

 The team will depart in white vans at 7 A.M. from 

 1207 Salsbury Drive (at William St. near Commercial Drive).

******

END THE ARMS RACE

Suite 405

825 Granville Street

Vancouver BC V6Z 1K9

604/ 687-3223

Fax 604/ 687-3277

info@peacewire.org

www.peacewire.org

President William Jefferson Clinton
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The White House

Washington, D.C.

February 24, 1998

Mr. President:

 End the Arms Race, one of Canada's largest peace and disarmament organizations, is currently working with peace 
workers in Washington State to organize an international Citizens' Weapons Inspection Team to visit Naval Submarine 
Base Bangor on Thursday February 26.  We are scheduled to arrive at the Naval Submarine Base Bangor at 
approximately 4:00 p.m. The team will consist of eight to ten Canadi

ans and will be joined by an equal number of Americans.  Among the Canadian team are prominent community workers 
and a Member of the Parliament of Canada.

We trust that you will take the appropriate action to ensure that our international Citizens' Weapons Inspection Team is 
given full access to Naval Submarine Base Bangor in Washington State.

 The team visiting the area is requesting a brief meeting with the Commanding Officer of Naval Submarine Base 
Bangor so we can get detailed information regarding its purpose. 

It is suspected that Submarine Base  Bangor in Washington State is being used to store and deploy weapons of mass 
destruction.  It is commonly understood that at least eight Trident nuclear submarines are based at Bangor, each with the 
capacity to carry twenty-four intercontinental ballistic missiles armed with eight nuclear warheads each. 

 Continuing, indefinite reliance on nuclear weapons as the cornerstone of United States and NATO defence strategy 
is a clear violation of the nuclear disarmament obligation in Article VI of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, which was 
described in the 1996 Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice as an obligation "to bring to a conclusion 
negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all

 its aspects."

 Therefore, as ethically concerned and law abiding citizens, we acknowledge our duty and responsibility to confirm 
whether or not weapons of mass destruction are stored in the area.  Thus, we are requesting a tour of the base and access 
to all documentation that confirms whether or not weapons of mass destruction or the delivery vehicles of any such 
weapons are present on the base.
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 We also request access to inspect any nuclear weapons or their delivery vehicles that may be present at Naval 
Submarine Base Bangor.

 Once again, I wish to repeat our strong desire to meet with the Commander of Naval Submarine Base Bangor on 
February 26 to discuss its purpose and to learn more about the types of weapons systems that are present at the base.  

 I trust that as the President of the United States, you will do all that is necessary and appropriate to help ensure that 
the United States and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization are abiding by international law and norms.

Yours Sincerely,

Peter Coombes

President 

$*$*$*$*$ 2 LINES REFORMATTED BY POPPER AT igc.apc.org $*$*$*$*$
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <34F44EF5.77B8@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 09:03:49 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: btiller@psr.org, bmusil@psr.org, ledwidge@psr.org,

 paexec@igc.org, paprog@igc.org, panukes@igc.org,

 wandwill@clark.net, vision@igc.org, joe@fcnl.org,

 bridget@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org, meldredge@igc.org,

 dkimball@clw.org, jsmith@clw.org, "dculp@nrdc"@org,

 disarmament@igc.org, tcollina@uscusa.org, tperry@ucsusa,

 steveraikin@delphi.com, billnrns@aol.com

Subject: Grassroots strategy meeting

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Colleagues:

I believe that we need to give greater and sooner attention to members 

of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee: Lugar, Frist, Hagel, 

Brownback, Thomas, and Smith to get them to press Helms for hearings.  If 

we don't have hearings in April and May, there is little likelihood of 

ratification by the end of July.  Memorial Day is too late to gain their 

support.

Shalom,
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Howard
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA27671;

 Wed, 25 Feb 1998 07:20:14 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA23317;

 Wed, 25 Feb 1998 10:19:41 -0500 (EST)

Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 10:19:41 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    25 Feb 98 10:54:11 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 25 Feb 98 10:53:47 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    25 Feb 98 10:53:42 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

X-UIDL: 888434531.003

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: France ratifies CTBT!

Message-ID: <1032A9AE286C@local.clw.org>

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

February 25
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TO: Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Director

According to the following brief Reuters report below, France has become the

first declared nuclear weapon state to ratify the CTBT! (Thanks to ISIS for

passing this on.)

More details to follow when available. 

DK

*******************

    PARIS, Feb 24 (Reuters) - France's National Assembly voted unanimously

on Tuesday to adopt legislation authorising the ratification of a global

treaty banning nuclear weapons tests.

     France carried out a series of controversial nuclear tests in the

South Pacific between September 1995 and January 1996, triggering outrage

worldwide. The bill goes before the Senate on March 25.    The

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty outlawing nuclear weapons testing has been

signed by 156 countries, including nuclear powers Britain, China, the

United states, Russia and France, but only 10 states, including Japan, have

ratified it.

     To take effect, the treaty must be ratified by 44 states engaged in

nuclear research or weapons production, including India, which has not even

signed it.

     France, which is currently believed to have about 500 nuclear
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warheads, staged six weapons tests in French Polynesia immediately before

becoming one of the first countries to sign the treaty.

     President Jacques Chirac defended the final series of tests as

essential to update France's nuclear arsenal.

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <btiller@psr.org>

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA17890

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Feb 1998 07:46:55 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm1.psr.org (pc38.psrus.org [204.177.54.38])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.7/8.8.7) with SMTP id KAA16300

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Feb 1998 10:49:00 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <34F43A06.5899@psr.org>

Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 10:34:31 -0500

X-UIDL: 888434531.005

From: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>

Organization: Physicians for Social Responsibility

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: Grassroots strategy meeting

References: <34F44EF5.77B8@igc.apc.org>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Howard,

Apparently you didn't read what I wrote before you fired off a

criticism.  I proposed that we start giving attention to Republicans on

the SFRC in March, which is indeed soon.  I see nothing in my proposal
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that suggests that we should delay our work on those Senators.

The goal that I proposed for the five SFRC Senators in that "second

group" is to get them to announce support for CTBT by Memorial Day,

which would be six or seven weeks before our target date for a vote.  If

we could achieve that goal, we would be well on our way to ratification.

Getting them to press Helms for hearings is an entirely different goal

than obtaining their public support for CTBT.  If you want to put that

forward as a proposed goal for our group to pursue, I will support it. 

I would agree that we want them to press Helms in March-April for

hearings in April-May.

Senators usually announce their positions on treaties after hearings; so

it is quite a reasonable goal for them to press for hearings in

March-April, then announce their own support for ratification in late

May, after the hearings.

I completely disagree that Memorial Day is too late a target date for

gaining the support of those SFRC Republicans.

Shalom,

Bob Tiller

mupj wrote:
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> 

> Dear Colleagues:

> 

> I believe that we need to give greater and sooner attention to members

> of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee: Lugar, Frist, Hagel,

> Brownback, Thomas, and Smith to get them to press Helms for hearings.  If

> we don't have hearings in April and May, there is little likelihood of

> ratification by the end of July.  Memorial Day is too late to gain their

> support.

> Shalom,

> Howard
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA27164;

 Wed, 25 Feb 1998 08:25:36 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA10647;

 Wed, 25 Feb 1998 11:24:38 -0500 (EST)

Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 11:24:38 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    25 Feb 98 11:59:03 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 25 Feb 98 11:58:24 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    25 Feb 98 11:58:15 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

X-UIDL: 888434531.007

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: correction: France almost ratifies CTBT

Message-ID: <1033BD670232@local.clw.org>

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

February 25
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TO: Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Director

An important correction on the earlier message on France and CTBT ratification.

Simon Carroll of Greenpeace writes to make an important clarification:

"The Reuters story is misleading.

Yes, indeed it is true that the Assembly Nationale adopted the legislation

yesterday, but before France can ratify it also has to pass through the

Senate. This is scheduled for March 24. It is hoped that France will be able

to ratify by March 28."

I apologize for jumping the gun. DK

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <DCulp@nrdc.org>

Received: from mail1.eni.net (mail1.eni.net [205.214.51.15])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA13539;

 Wed, 25 Feb 1998 09:25:36 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mail.nrdc.org (mail.nrdc.org [207.168.63.2])

 by mail1.eni.net (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id JAA22737;

 Wed, 25 Feb 1998 09:25:15 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ccMail by mail.nrdc.org

  (IMA Internet Exchange 2.12 Enterprise) id 0006414B; Tue, 24 Feb 1998 12:33:49 -0500

Mime-Version: 1.0

Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 12:12:22 -0500

Message-ID: <0006414B.4085@nrdc.org>

X-UIDL: 888434531.008

From: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)

Subject: French National Assembly Ratifies CTBT

To: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Description: cc:Mail note part

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

French lower house approves nuclear test ban 

4:10 p.m., February 24, 1998 

PARIS (Reuters) - France's National Assembly voted unanimously Tuesday
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to ratify a global treaty banning nuclear weapons tests. 

France carried out a series of controversial nuclear tests in the South

Pacific between September 1995 and January 1996, triggering outrage

worldwide. 

The bill goes before the Senate on March 25. 

The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty outlawing nuclear weapons testing was

adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 1996 and has been signed by 156

countries, including nuclear powers Britain, China, the United States,

Russia and France. But only 10 states, including Japan, have ratified

it. 

To take effect, the treaty must be ratified by 44 states engaged in

nuclear research or weapons production, including India, which has not

signed it. 

The nuclear test ban treaty would prohibit nuclear explosions including

underground blasts for weapons or peaceful purposes. 

France, which is currently believed to have about 500 nuclear warheads,

staged six weapons tests in French Polynesia shortly before becoming one

of the first countries to sign the treaty. 

President Jacques Chirac had defended the final series of tests as

essential to update France's nuclear arsenal. 
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Return-Path: <ledwidge@psr.org>

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA01225;

 Wed, 25 Feb 1998 09:40:38 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm1.psr.org (pc38.psrus.org [204.177.54.38])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.7/8.8.7) with SMTP id MAA22198;

 Wed, 25 Feb 1998 12:42:34 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <34F45624.30FD@psr.org>

Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 12:34:28 -0500

X-UIDL: 888434531.009

From: Lisa Ledwidge <ledwidge@psr.org>

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

CC: btiller@psr.org, bmusil@psr.org, paexec@igc.org, paprog@igc.org,

        panukes@igc.org, wandwill@clark.net, vision@igc.org, joe@fcnl.org,

        bridget@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org, meldredge@igc.org, dkimball@clw.org,

        jsmith@clw.org, "dculp@nrdc"@org, disarmament@igc.org,

        tcollina@uscusa.org, tperry@ucsusa, steveraikin@delphi.com,

        billnrns@aol.com

Subject: Re: Grassroots strategy meeting

References: <34F44EF5.77B8@igc.apc.org>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
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Howard, 

Thank you for your email regarding the need to press the SFRC for

hearings.  PSR will be sending the 20/20 coalition CTBT postcard to all

of our members in the key SFRC states of NE, WY, IN, KS, and OR (as well

as ME OH and PA) to urge them to write their Senators.  I hope other

groups will do the same.

If we can generate enough calls and letters from constituents, I am

confident we will see hearings this Spring.  To guarantee we get enough

letters and calls, I propose we gather ourselves and our officemates for

one or more evenings in late March, after the postcards have been

received, and eat pizza and make some follow up calls to recipients of

the cards. I believe it was this during the CWC struggle that helped get

Senate support for ratification. I think it could work well at this

point in the CTBT ratification fight too.

Lisa
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id OAA05291;

        Wed, 25 Feb 1998 14:18:21 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mail.provi.de (mail.provi.de [193.98.9.7])

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id NAA00355

        for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Feb 1998 13:59:44 -0800 (PST)

Received: from news.hamburg.pop.de (claimed popnews.hamburg.pop.de, is IP 193.98.9.248) (root)

        by mail.provi.de with smtp (Exim 1.80 #2)

        id 0y7osL-0007Gz-00; Wed, 25 Feb 1998 23:00:25 +0100

Received: from cl-hh.comlink.de by popnews.hamburg.pop.de with uucp

        (Smail3.2.0.95 #6) id m0y7orU-000729C; Wed, 25 Feb 1998 22:59:32 +0100 (MET)

Received: by cl-hh.comlink.de (DUUCP vom 15.08.1997)

        with ZConnect; 25 Feb 1998 00:00:00 +0000

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Date: 25 Feb 1998 00:00:00 +0000

X-UIDL: 888450462.006

From: ippnw@VLBERLIN.comlink.de (IPPNW)

In-Reply-To: <01bd41ad$f4fcd580$0100007f@localhost>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <6oZRkDMnL$B@vlp004.vlberlin.comlink.de>

Organization: IPPNW Germany

Precedence: bulk

Reply-To: ippnw@VLBERLIN.comlink.de (IPPNW)

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: EAR sponsors weapons inspection team
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To: pcoombes@web.net, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Gateway: ZCONNECT UC cl-hh.comlink.de [DUUCP BETA vom 15.08.1997]

X-Mailer: CrossPoint v3.11 R/C13519

X-ZC-Post: Koertestrasse 10

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

              DEUTSCHE SEKTION DER INTERNATIONALEN AERZTE

                 FUER DIE VERHUETUNG DES ATOMKRIEGES

                   AERZTE IN SOZIALER VERANTWORTUNG

   International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)

   Koertestraße 10,                            Tel: +49 (0)30 693 0244

   D-10967 Berlin 61,                         Fax: +49 (0)30 693 8166

   IPPNW@VLBerlin.comlink.de                IPPNW@OLN.comlink.apc.org

                           http://www.ippnw.de

  ____________________________________________________________________

                                                               25.02.98

Dear Peter,

We talked in Geneva about the idea of Citizen's Verification Teams and  

offering our services to go to Iraq. The German Group "Nonviolent  

Action for the Abolition of Nuclear Weapons" has also been inspecting  

the nuclear weapons base at Buechel in Germany as "Martials of the ICJ  

opinion". Jo Rotblat has been talking all along about societal  
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verification. Perhaps it is time to bring this all together under one  

international campaign.

There are several elements to the idea:

1. impartiality and neutrality of Non-Governmental Organisations

2. expertise within the anti-nuclear movement, and in particular its

   scientific community

3. ability to mediate and actively promote conflict resolution

4. basis in international law

5. building an inventory to achieve transparency

There are several possibilities that are open to us according to our  

ability to commit time and energy:

* inspecting local nuclear bases

* inspecting nuclear bases in the US, Britain, Russia and France

* inspecting nuclear bases in China

* inspecting suspected bases in India, Pakistan, Israel, Iraq and

  North Korea.

We might want to widen the scope to "weapons of mass destruction  

sites".

Another possibility is to offer to accompany official UNSCOM  

inspection teams as a mediator.

High profile delegations as inspection teams will bring media  

attention for this idea. One suggestion was to ask the whole of the  

Canberra Commission to go to Iraq.
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When we discussed this idea in Geneva, the important thing seemed to  

be the willingness to take non-violent direct action. Expressing the  

willingness to go to Iraq despite the danger involved was an important  

point. However, after thinking much more about this, I feel it is also  

important to do less immediately dangerous actions that draw the link  

between US nuclear weapons and the nuclear weapons of the "threshold  

states" (by the way, I hate that term "rogue states" - why would they  

be more roguish than the nuclear weapons states?). This is where your  

action fits in so well. Alle achtung, as we say in German!

Wishing you all the best for your action,

Xanthe Hall

(Co-Director)

______________________________________________________________________

                IPPNW is a member of Abolition 2000

          - a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons -

______________________________________________________________________

## CrossPoint v3.11 R ##
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <34F4D97C.3F6C@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 18:54:52 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dave@paxchristiusa.org

Subject: Statement for Geneva

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Dear Dave:

It was great to see you today.  Here is the text of the draft statement 

for your use.  As soon as we receive Cardinal Danneel's and Dr. Raiser's 

approval, I want to circulate it for a limited number of endorsements 

from representatives of broad-based bodies, such as continental 

conferences of bishops and councils of churches and similar bodies for 

large nations, such as the United States.  We will use those endorsements 

on the document we send to foreign ministers by mid-March.  Then we can 

add other endorsements between mid-March and the opening of the PrepCom.

Let me know as soon as you have approval.  Also, we probably can make 

adjustments in language if you have some suggestions.

Shalom,
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Howard

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 

of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 

Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

therefore morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear 

weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was 

quite apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would occur 

in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the increased 

destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that a just end cannot be achieved through a wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 
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in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burden with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 

humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 

preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches meeting in Seoul, Korea in 1983 stated: "We believe 

that the time has come when the churches must unequivocally declare that 

the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a 

crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on 

ethical and theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the 

institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear 

weapons and warfare are delegitimized and condemn as violations of 

international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 
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for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth also agree on the need to 

eliminate nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in 

Article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

(NPT) "to the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to 

nuclear disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of 

Justice unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in 

good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously.  Therefore, we 

call upon the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 

session a notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all 

nuclear weapons on Earth. 

        First, we ask the delegates to firmly instruct the nuclear weapon 

states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to nuclear 

abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, retired 

generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on what 

these steps should be.  They include:
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· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 

vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 

United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, some of them seem too addicted to 

nuclear weapons and the false doctrine of nuclear deterrence to be 

willing to become so engaged at present.  Other nations need not wait.  

Rather as stewards of God's Earth they can begin the task of developing a 

nuclear weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to 

abolish all nuclear weapons.  
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 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  We assert 

that loyalty to all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political 

blocs of nations.  Therefore, we urge delegates to act decisively and 

courageously for the benefit of all the peoples of Earth.

Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

Endorsers:

We the undersigned endorse the above statement and urge the NPT 

Preparatory Committee to accept and carry out its recommendations.

 

[Endorsers can include representatives of multi-national and national 

councils of churches and conferences of bishops, heads of communion, and 

other prominent religious
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <34F5A67B.1ADE@igc.apc.org>

Date: Thu, 26 Feb 1998 09:29:31 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: PhillipMiller@compuserve.com

Subject: Board meeting

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Phil:

I assume that you will have a printed Treasurer's Report for tomorrow's 

board meeting.

Also, I would like to submit a request for payment for my work on the 

CTBT under the Ploughshare Fund grant, as follows: January 1998, five 

days; February 1998, ten days; total of 15 days $200 = $3,000.

Shalom,

Howard
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Return-Path: <ipb@gn.apc.org>

Received: from ties.itu.ch (root@ties.itu.ch [156.106.192.33])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA26505

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Feb 1998 09:51:45 -0800 (PST)

Received: from usr0-04.itu.ch (usr0-10.itu.ch [156.106.192.163])

 by ties.itu.ch (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id SAA13669;

 Thu, 26 Feb 1998 18:51:42 +0100 (MET)

Received: by usr0-04.itu.ch with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD42E8.416006A0@usr0-04.itu.ch>; Thu, 26 Feb 1998 18:56:33 +-100

Message-ID: <01BD42E8.416006A0@usr0-04.itu.ch>

X-UIDL: 888524650.005

From: International Peace Bureau <ipb@gn.apc.org>

To: "'Paul Lansu'" <Paul.Lansu@pci.ngonet.be>

Cc: "'mupj@igc.apc.org'" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: RE: Msgr Ruiz , NPT & Abolition 2000

Date: Thu, 26 Feb 1998 18:34:37 +-100

Encoding: 55 TEXT

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear paul

Sorry for the delay. We are glad you support the Nobel nomination. Do keep 

us informed of your work on Chiapas.

I have passed on your request about the NPT work to Adam Berry and Jo Tyler 

who are working together from this office to coordinate NPT  NGO 

activities.

On the reception, I am copying this to Howard Hallman of the Methodists in 
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USA who is coordinating the event.

On the H Rts Commission, you might want to talk to IALANA in the Hague or 

LCNP in New York.

ialana@antenna.nl

lcnp@aol.com

All best for now

Colin

----------

From:  Paul Lansu[SMTP:Paul.Lansu@pci.ngonet.be]

Sent:  mercredi, 4. fevrier 1998 12:31

To:  ipb@gn.apc.org

Subject:  Msgr Ruiz and Abolition 2000

Dear friends,

Dear Colin,

Many thanks for the press release on the Nomination of Msgr Ruiz for the

Nobel Prize Award 1998. Pax Christi International supports this proposal

very strongly. Msgr Ruiz will be here with us in Brussels on Friday 20

February 1998 (with a delegation from CONAI). We are working on a follow-up

of the situation in Chiapas.
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We appoliogize for not to be able to attend the Abolition 2000 meeting in

Geneva on 22 February 1998. We would be very pleased if the IPB could also

represent our movement and inform us with any reports, results or details

available.We are preparing, in close co-operation with Pax Christi USA, a

briefing and a reception on Abolition 2000 on 27 April 1998 (+ reception).

27 April is the beginning of the Second Prep Com. We will try to get our

International President, Cardinal Godfried Danneels, to be present on the

evening of 27 April. He will give a short speech. We think also to prepare

an intervention on the illegality of nuclear weapons to be given at the UN

Commission for Human Rights. Do you have any suggestions on that ?

With kind regards,

Paul Lansu
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id JAA04669;

 Thu, 26 Feb 1998 09:52:17 -0800 (PST)

Received: from gn.apc.org (gn.apc.org [194.202.158.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA25598

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Feb 1998 09:14:09 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from jbloomfield@localhost)

 by gn.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id RAA12847;

 Thu, 26 Feb 1998 17:14:16 GMT

Cc: jbloomfield@gn.apc.org

Date: Thu, 26 Feb 1998 17:14:16 GMT

X-UIDL: 888524650.009

From: Janet Bloomfield <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>

Message-Id: <199802261714.RAA12847@gn.apc.org>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: A2000/EUROPE/Report of Geneva Meeting

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

HIGHLIGHTS AND ACTION POINTS FROM THE ABOLITION 2000 EUROPEAN

NETWORK MEETING - GENEVA FEBRUARY 22, 1998.

This was the first meeting of the Abolition 2000 European network.

It was attended by people from France, Germany, Sweden, Holland,
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Switzerland, Britain, Norway, and Austria. (List attached). The

beginning of the meeting discussed the Iraq crisis. This resulted

in the Call to Action issued via IPB which has already been

circulated. The rest of the meeting concentrated on organising the

European Network, issues of shared interest and work, and future

activities.

1. Communication for Abolition 2000 Europe

Xanthe Hall of IPPNW Germany will act as the contact point for the

European Network. She requested that countries identify a contact

whom she could send information to be circulated to endorsing

groups in their countries.

a.) The following potential Country Contacts were identified at

the meeting:

UK - Frances Connolly (Abolition 2000 UK)

France - Lysiane Alezard, (Mouvement de la Paix)

Switzerland - Therese Walter, (PSR/IPPNW Switzerland)

Germany - ?

Sweden - Maude Frohlich, Swedish Peace Council
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Norway - Fredrik Heffermehl, IALANA; IPB, etc.

Austria - Andreas Pecha, Wiener Friedensbro

Holland - Karel Koster, AMOK

It was noted that we need to identify contacts in Central, Eastern

and Southern Europe including Russia etc. In the meantime Xanthe

will communicate direct with groups in those countries that do not

yet have contacts.

b.) E-mail communications

Xanthe reported that a European Abolition Listserver has bee set

up. To subscribe send a message to:-

listserv@vlberlin.comlink.de under the subject line write

subscribe abolition-europe.  Put no text in the message.  You will

then receive confirmation and you can send messages to the

listserv at abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de

After discussion the following suggestions for the list serve were

agreed:

*       recommend that US set up own list serve

*       set up list serves on subjects (e.g. Gulf)

*       review functioning of abolition-europe in April/May at

PrepCom
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*       questionnaire to list serve participants on preferred

subjects

*       clear identification of message in subject line

*       summary of message at beginning

Preferred messages:  urgent events on NATO from international

perspective US nuclear policy links to web sites accidents working

group minutes

least preferred messages:  newspaper articles local actions

personal exchanges sign-on letters to US Congress

It was agreed that Janet Bloomfield should act as "filter" sending

messages from the Abolition-Caucus listserve to the European

listserve and vica-versa.

c.) Outreach.  Discussion of how to increase numbers of endorsers

came up with the following action points:

*       Add Stop Essais organisations

*       IPB, IPPNW, INESAP, etc. should get affiliates to endorse.

*       contact major European organisations to endorse

*       country contacts should contact major national

organisations

*       need Trade Unions and church organisations (Pax Christi?)

*       local authorities resolution should be proposed again on

list serve and discussed again in May

*       ask country contacts if they want to build a national
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network

*       new endorsers should receive a package. (Currently sent

out by Nuclear Age Peace Foundation)

2. What are the European issues?

The following issues were identified as key areas of concern and

activity for Abolition 2000 Europe

*       OSCE assembly, 7-10 July, Copenhagen

*       NATOisation of European Union and of OSCE

*       NATO expansion

*       link between nuclear energy and weapons

*       Nuclear Weapon Free Zone in Central and Eastern Europe -

procedure, demands, initiation

*       WEU

*       Follow-up to the Schlaining Manifesto

*       Seminar on NATO and OSCE, organised by IPB

*       The European Futures Congress, Budapest, 26-28 June on

Security in Europe, NWFZ CEE and 2nd round of expansion

*       Chernobyl and health effects

Working Groups

*       Should be discussed at May meeting

*       NATO working group should have European co-convenor (Ben

Cramer offered to do this)

3. Lobbying for the NPT PrepCom.  The need for lobbying in the run
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up to the NPT Prep Comm was endorsed and the following  points

were put forward:

*       prevent your country voting the NATO line

*       decide who is going to concentrate on which countries

*       tactical: focus on Sweden, Austria and Ireland - should

not vote for NATO line, nor join EU statement that conflicts with

national position

*       talk more to NATO candidate states and PfP countries -

they should be part of Europe but non-nuclear

*       political objective should be  overall for a nuclear

weapons convention as objective - need clear materials

*       procedural: push for demand that P5 start discussing

Canberra Commission steps and de-alerting and make regular reports

on it as part of procedural process defined in "Principles and

Objectives" (systematic and progressive efforts)

*       What does "systematic and progressive efforts" to

eliminate nuclear weapons mean for states and for us?

Janet Bloomfield. 26.2.98.

PARTICIPANTS LIST:

Janet Bloomfield-Abolition 2000 (UK), Colin Archer-IPB, Reiner

Braun-INES, Rosalie Ducommun-Women For Peace Switzerland, Solange

Fernex-Stop Essais, Hiroshi Taka-Gensuikyo Japan, Gunner

Westburg-IPPNW Sweden, Rebecca Johnson-Acronym

Institute(observer), Howard Hallman-Methodists United for Peace

with Justice USA, Ole Kopreitan-No to Nuclear Weapons Norway, Ben
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Cramer-Appel de Cents for Peace France, Lars Lindskog-IPPNW

Sweden, Joste Altvin-IPPNW Sweden, Alice Slater-GRACE USA, Adel

Havin Beukes-WILPF Norway, Thomas Schonfeld-NGO Committee Vienna,

Michel Fernex-PSR/IPPNW Switzerland, Tobias Damanjev-DFG-VK

Germany, Lars Pohlmeir-IPPNW Germany, Joop Pringt-IPPNW Holland,

Xanthe Hall-IPPNW Germany.
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Return-Path: <btiller@psr.org>

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id NAA29770;

 Thu, 26 Feb 1998 13:55:02 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm4.psr.org (pc40.psrus.org [204.177.54.40])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.7/8.8.7) with SMTP id QAA07129;

 Thu, 26 Feb 1998 16:54:12 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <34F5E117.64AC@psr.org>

Date: Thu, 26 Feb 1998 16:39:35 -0500

X-UIDL: 888536337.003

From: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>

Organization: Physicians for Social Responsibility

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: adaction@ix.netcom.com, aimbasic@aol.com, cnp@igc.org, chellman@cdi.org,

        washofc@aol.com, cwu_washington.parti@ecunet.org, pdd@clark.net,

        fas@fas.org, joe@fcnl.org, 73744.3675@compuserve.com,

        tgraham@lawscns.org, mccwash@igc.org, mupj@igc.org, network@igc.org,

        dculp@nrdc.org, barbara_green@pcusa.org, joseph@stimson.org,

        sionno@spusa.org, ralph@taxpayer.net, vision@igc.org,

        74637.277@compuserve.com, tcollina@ucsusa.org, uuawo@aol.com,

        lintnerj@ucc.org, davidhart@igc.org, wfa@igc.org

Subject: Sign-on statement on the arms race

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
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Dear Friends,

The following public statement was developed by several groups that

wanted to express their simulataneous support for CTBT ratification and

for an end to the qualitative nuclear arms race.  Your organization's

sign-on is invited.  We seek both national and local/regional

organizations as signers.

We are not seeking comments or revisions in the test of the statement.

This will be a public document, perhaps distributed in Congress, perhaps

used as the basis for fact sheets or newspaper advertisements.

To sign your orgznization on, please contact:

        Fran Teplitz

        Peace Action

        1819 H Street NW, Suite 420

        Washington, DC 20006

        phone 202-862-9740

        fax 202-862-9762

        e-mail <paprog@igc.org>

If you would like a nicely-formatted hard copy, you may ask Fran or me.

Shalom,

Bob Tiller
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Physicians for Social Responsibility

         -----------------------------------------------------

"Statement of Support for the Ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty and for an End to Nuclear Weapons Development and Production"

We, the undersigned representatives of disarmament, arms control,

community, and environmental groups, agree to the following goals:  

        * We support an end to the qualitative nuclear arms race and

oppose the continued design and development of nuclear weapons;

        * We support the prompt ratification by the U.S. Senate of the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, because, among other reasons, it

constrains further development of nuclear weapons.

We agree that:   

        * Under the NPT, the United States and the other nuclear weapon

states are obligated "to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective

measures relating to the cessation of the nuclear arms race," (1) and

that a fundamental purpose of the CTBT is to constrain "the development

and qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons and to end the

development of advanced new types of nuclear weapons." (2)        

        * Nuclear test explosions are not needed to maintain the United

States' nuclear arsenal;

        * Despite a policy adopted in 1994 of "no new design

production,"(3) the U.S. nuclear weapons labs continue to pursue design

and development of new types of so-called "replacement" warheads and

modifications of existing warhead types, some of which provide for new
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military capabilities.(4)

        * The U.S. Department of Energy and its nuclear weapons labs

intend to use the current Science-Based Stockpile Stewardship (SBSS)

program to maintain and significantly enhance its scientific and

technical capabilities for undertaking "development of advanced new

types of nuclear weapons," (5) despite the probable requirement for

certification of such advanced designs by nuclear tests and the lack of

any forseeable military request or need for such weapons.

        * The pursuit and use of the SBSS program for such activities

can undermine the principal purposes of the CTBT: contributing

effectively to the prevention of the proliferation of nuclear weapons in

all its aspects and to the process of nuclear disarmament; constraining

the qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons; and ending the

development of advanced new types of nuclear weapons.

        * Many of the activities and proposed facilities in the DOE's

$4.5 billion a year (proposed FY 99) SBSS program are not essential and

are indeed peripheral to the task of maintaining the nuclear stockpile.

A number of less costly and less ambitious program alternatives exist

that can fulfill U.S. stockpile maintenance requirements.

     

Therefore, we urge the following course of action:     

        * prompt ratification of the CTBT by the U.S. Senate and by

other countries;

        * re-evaluation of the scope and cost of the SBSS program by the

executive and legislative branches and the pursuit of less-costly,

alternative stockpile stewardship approaches that are more consistent

with the goal of constraining the proliferation and qualitative
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improvement of nuclear weapons; and

        * adoption by the United States and other nuclear weapon states

of national policies that prohibit the design, development, or

production of new nuclear warhead types and modification and/or

"repackaging" of existing warhead types to endow them with new military

capabilities.

Signed,

        Gordon Clark,

         Peace Action

        John Isaacs,

        Council for a Livable World

        Marylia Kelley,

        Tri-Valley CARES

        

        Robert K. Musil,

        Physicians for Social Responsibility

        Christopher Paine,

        Natural Resources Defense Council

        Susan Schaer,

        Women's Action for New Directions
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        Alice Slater

        GRACE

Citations and Sources:

1. The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, Article VI,

signed July 1, 1968.

2. The Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty, Preamble, signed September

24, 1996.

3. The United States Nuclear Posture Review, completed in 1994.

4. United States Department of Energy, "Stockpile Stewardship and

Management Plan," February 1996, page IV-11.

5. United States Department of Energy, "Stockpile Stewardship and

Management Plan," February 1996, page V-9-10.

If your organization would like to add its name to this statement of

support, please contact:

        Fran Teplitz, Program Director,

        Peace Action

        1819 H Street, NW, Suite 420

        Washington, DC 20006

        202-862-9762 (fax)

        202-862-9740 (ph)

        paprog@igc.org (e-mail)
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA22969;

 Fri, 27 Mar 1998 10:52:09 -0800 (PST)

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA13311

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 10:12:06 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm1.psr.org (pc38.psrus.org [204.177.54.38])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7-KIVEX) with SMTP id NAA10821

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 13:09:49 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Fri, 27 Mar 1998 12:38:52 -0500

From: Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.apc.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <351BE41F.7313@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org

Subject: International CTBT Momentum

To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

To: CTBT-Organizers

From: disarmament

Subject: International CTBT Momentum      
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Two nuclear weapon states get CTBT legislative approval

     British, French parliaments approve Test Ban Treaty  

          The British and French  parliaments have approved the 

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. Once the ratification  resolutions are

signed into law  in the coming days, both  countries will deposit their

instruments of ratification in  New York.                        

          France and the United Kingdom are the first nuclear  weapon

states to complete the legislative process. For the  Treaty to enter

into force the  five nuclear  weapon   states -- China, France, Russia,

the U.K. and the United States -- must ratify the Treaty, along with 39

other nations who are also members of   the Conference on Disarmament 

and who have nuclear power or  nuclear research reactors on their

territories. To date, 149   nations have signed the Treaty, and 10 have

deposited their instruments of ratification.

          If the CTBT has not  entered into force by September  1999,

three years after it was opened for signature, the Treaty provides for

an annual conference of countries that have ratified to consider how to

facilitate early entry  into force. This conference of states must

consider and decide by consensus what measures consistent with

international law may be undertaken to accelerate the ratification

process. The conferences would be able to exert considerable political

influence on a state that had not signed the Treaty or had signed but

not yet deposited ins instrument of ratification.

 The United States should be there. But to participated, the United
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States must ratify. I t is essential that the United States continue to

demonstrate leadership with regard to the crucial treaties and regimes

that strengthen our global nonproliferation effort, as it did during the

CTBT negotiations.

 U.S. ratification will encourage further ratifications, just as U.S.

ratification of the Chemical Weapons Convention facilitated ratification

by Russia, China, Pakistan and Iran. U.S. delays in ratification would

compromise our efforts to encourage others, anc could delay bringing

into force a treaty that ends nuclear testing for all time, erecting a

further barrier to the development of nuclear weapons by states hostile

to our interests. Moreover, U.S. delays in ratification would compromise

our leadership of the global nuclear nonproliferation effort. President

Clinton, in his State of the Union address, called for the Senate to

approve the Treaty this year.

              Produced by the White House Working Group on the

                       Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

         For more information on the CTBT: 

Phone: 202-647-8677 Fax:202-647-6928

************************************************************************

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE U.S. Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW! Campaign:

Disarmament Clearinghouse

Kathy Crandall, Coordinator
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1101 14th  Street NW #700 Washington DC 20005

TEL: 202 898 0150 ext. 232

FAX: 202 898 0172

<disarmament@igc.org>
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nuclear policy 

BASIC has put together a new and extremely useful report that provides some

new and somewhat startling details on recent developments in U.S. nuclear

weapons policy. Below is the AP story on the report, which was also carried

by the Washington Times this morning under the headline -- "U.S. image: A

Mad Dog with Nukes."

Please contact Stephen Young at BASIC <syoung@basicint.org> OR 785-1266 for

more details.

DK

**************

03/02/1998 02:17 EST 

"Military Urges U.S. on Nuclear Arms"

 By JOHN DIAMOND 

 Associated Press Writer 

 WASHINGTON (AP) -- Harkening back to the Cold War era of nuclear standoff,

the U.S. military's nuclear command says an ``irrational and vindictive''

demeanor against adversaries such as Iraq may help deter conflict. 
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 The view is contained in an internal study, ``Essentials of Post-Cold War

Deterrence,'' written by the  Strategic Command, the multiservice

headquarters responsible for the

nation's strategic nuclear arsenal.

 The study was obtained under the Freedom of Information Act by an arms

control advocacy group  and published Sunday in a report on U.S. strategies

for deterring attacks by antagonistic nations using chemical, biological or

nuclear weapons. 

``Because of the value that comes from the ambiguity of what the U.S. may do

to an adversary if the  acts we seek to deter are carried out, it hurts to

portray ourselves as

too fully rational and cool-headed,'' the 1995 study said. 

The British-American Security Information Council, a London-based think

tank, cited the study in its  report as an example of the Pentagon's push to

maintain a mission for

its nuclear arsenal long after the Soviet threat disappeared. 

The report portrays the Omaha, Neb.-based Strategic Command, or STRATCOM, as

fighting an  internal bureaucratic battle against liberal Clinton

administration officials who lean in favor of dramatic  nuclear weapons

reductions. 

 While budgets for nuclear weapons have declined dramatically, the command

appears to have succeeded in shifting the U.S. nuclear deterrent strategy
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from the former Soviet Union to so-called rogue states -- Iraq, Libya, Cuba,

North Korea and the like. 

The study uses Cold War language in defending the relevance of nuclear

weapons in deterring such  potential adversaries. 

``The fact that some elements (of the U.S. government) may appear to be

potentially 'out of control'  can be beneficial to creating and reinforcing

fears and doubts within

the minds of an adversary's decision makers,'' it says. ``That the U.S. may

become irrational and vindictive if its vital interests are attacked should

be a part of the national persona we project to all adversaries.'' 

The idea of projecting an aura of irrationality was not original to

STRATCOM. It dates at least as far  back as the early 1960s, when Harvard

Professor Thomas Schelling was

writing his ground-breaking works on game theory and nuclear bargaining. 

``It is not a universal advantage in situations of conflict to be

inalienably and manifestly rational in  decision and motivation,'' Schelling

wrote. These were ideas later

adopted by Henry Kissinger and  President Nixon in using coercive air

strikes on North Vietnam as a way of forcing Hanoi to the bargaining table

in the latter stages of the Vietnam War. 

In 1997, two years after STRATCOM advanced its latter-day version of

this theory, President Clinton approved a directive that preserved the role
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of nuclear weapons as a deterrent against attacks involving weapons of mass

destruction launched by rogue states. 

The policy upheld the ``negative security assurance'' that the United

States will refrain from first use of nuclear weapons against signatories to

the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, a list that includes Iraq, Iran, Libya

and North Korea. But it includes exceptions that presidential adviser Robert

Bell said have been ``refined'' in recent years. 

The exceptions would allow a nuclear response to attacks by nuclear-capable

states, countries that are not in good standing under the Non-Proliferation

Treaty or states

allied with nuclear powers. Iraq, which the United States regards as

violating international atomic weapons restrictions, could be one such

exception. 

Arms control advocates are concerned that signatories to the

Non-Proliferation Treaty who possess no nuclear weapons will abandon the

pact if they see the existing

nuclear powers preserving their nuclear arsenals and finding missions for

their weapons -- particularly if those missions include scenarios that

involve attacks on them. 

Bell, Clinton's senior adviser on nuclear weapons and arms control matters,

disputed that argument in an interview. 

``I don't think there's a disconnect in principle between some level of
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general planning at STRATCOM and the negative security assurance and our

goals relative to the

Non-Proliferation Treaty,'' Bell said.

Treaty signatories are more worried about their neighbors than the United

States, he said, and they support the nuclear weapons reductions the treaty

imposes on nuclear-armed states. 

Of the 1995 study, Bell said, ``That sounds like an internal STRATCOM paper

which certainly does not rise to the level of national policy.'' 

Navy Lt. Laurel Tingley, a STRATCOM spokeswoman, said she could not comment

on the council's report until it could be reviewed in detail. She restated

the command's basic policy guidance that deterrence of attacks involving

nuclear, chemical or biological weapons

is ``the fundamental purpose of U.S. nuclear forces.''

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Alliance, Abolition 2000, Hague Appeal for Peace 1999 - full addresses at

bottom)

Oslo, March 2, 1998

THE US AND NUCLEAR THREATS

Dear Editor     (remarks to AP story March 1, 98)

 An Associated Press release (datelined Washington March 1, 1998 says that "the

United States - according to an internal military study made public Sunday

- should maintain the threat of nuclear retaliation with an "irrational and

vindictive" streak to intimidate would-be attackers such as Iraq. The

study, "Essentials of Post-Cold War Deterrence," was written in 1995 by the

Air Force's Strategic Command, military headquarters responsible for the

nation's strategic nuclear arsenal."

A very important aspect is absent in the AP story and the comments

inviteted. As a matter of fact the world´s highest judicial body, the

International Court in the Hague, the Netherlands, on July 8, 1996, went

against the positions of the nuclear weapon states and made the SAC´s 1995

study obsolete. The Court stated unanimously that nuclear weapons use or

threat has to comply with the laws of warfare, in particular the rules of

humanitarian law and that "methods and means of warfare which would

preclude any distinction between civilians and military targets, or which

would result in unnecessary suffering to combatants, are prohibited."
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Due to their awesome and uncontrollable effects nuclear weapons are bound

to violate such requirements. In the proceedings in the Hague, the nuclear

weapons states were unable to show any convincing example of any type of

weapon or situation of use that would comply with international law.

According to the AP story "Arms control advocates are concerned that

signatories to the Non-Proliferation Treaty who possess no nuclear weapons

will abandon the pact if they see the existing nuclear powers preserving

their nuclear arsenals and finding missions for their weapons --

particularly if those missions include scenarios that involve attacks on

them.", but  Bell, President Clinton's senior adviser on nuclear weapons

and arms control matters, disputed that argument in an interview Friday...

"I don't think there's a disconnect in principle between some level of

general planning at STRATCOM and the negative security assurance and our

goals relative to the Non-Proliferation Treaty," Bell said. Of the 1995

Strategic Command document, Bell said, "That sounds like an internal

STRATCOM paper which certainly does not rise to the level of national

policy."

Ashton Carter, now at Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of Government, said

that in 1993 at the Pentagon, he was trying to develop nonnuclear options

for retaliating against rogue attackers who used weapons of mass

destruction,  "because any president would surely prefer to have nonnuclear

options."

It would seem that neither Bell nor Carter are aware that after the 1996

clarification of international law this is not only a matter of what he
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"prefers", but what a president can do without becoming a war criminal.

The high Court also unanimously stated that there exists a binding legal

"obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations

leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under strict and effective

international control". For 28 years now the nuclear weapon states have

failed to comply with this disarmament provision (Art. VI), which was their

part of the Non-proliferation treaty obligations.

"Abolition 2000" a network  of abt. 900 organizations all over the world

are demanding such a treaty by year the end of 2000 and its blueprint for

the traty was recently circulated as a United Nations document to all UN

member states. I believe a general feeling in this network is that the US

holds the key to free the world of a form of deterrence that means constant

terror for us all.

Oslo, March 2, 1998

Fredrik S. Heffermehl

International Peace Bureau, Vice President

FURTHER ON THE Abolition 2000 web-site:

http://www.hookele.com/abolition2000/

or at IPB: www.itu.ch/ipb

**************************************************
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*  Fredrik S. HEFFERMEHL                         *

*  President, Norwegian Peace Alliance           *

*  Vice President, International Peace Bureau    *

*  Board/Directors, IA Lawyers Ag. Nuclar Arms   *

*  International Free Vanunu Committee           *

*                                                *

*  N. Juels g. 28 A, N-0272 Oslo, Norway         *

*  Phone +47-2244 8003 (fax: +47-2244 7616)      *

*  E-mail: fredpax@online.no  (NB - Note change!)*

**************************************************
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Revised the first Monday of each month (and more frequently when

warranted) by David Culp, Plutonium Challenge, (202) 289-2388,

dculp@nrdc.org.

Changes from last month are marked with an asterisk (*).

Feb. 16, 22, 28  Indian parliamentary elections

  and March 7

March 1          DOE Defense Programs Office, selection of

                 commercial nuclear power plant(s) for tritium

                 production (Conference Report on the Defense

                 Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998,

                 H.R. 1119, House Report 105-340, p. 911)

March 2          DOE Environmental Management Office, draft 2006

                 cleanup plan released <http://www.em.doe.gov>

*Week of March 2 DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office and

                 Chicago Operations Office, request for

                 proposals (RFP) issued for MOX disposition of

                 plutonium

                 <http://www.ch.doe.gov/business/mox/mox.htm>

*March 3         Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy

                 and Water Development, hearing DOE's defense

                 programs and nonproliferation programs, 9:30

                 a.m., SD-116 Dirksen

March 3          Senate Foreign Relations Committee, mark up of

                 the resolution of ratification on NATO
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                 enlargement, 2:15 p.m., SD-419 Dirksen

*March 4         House Transportation and Infrastructure

                 Subcommittee on Water Resources and the

                 Environment, markup of H.R. 2727, Superfund

                 reauthorization bill (Boehlert bill), 10:00

                 a.m., 2167 Rayburn

March 4          Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee,

                 hearing on the DOE budget with Secretary

                 Federico Pe=A4a testifying, 10 a.m.,

                 SD-366 Dirksen

*March 4         Select Committee on Intelligence, hearing on

                 the biological weapons threat to the United

                 States, 2:30 p.m., SH-216 Hart

*March 5         House Commerce Subcommittee on Finance and

                 Hazardous Materials, hearing on Superfund

                 reauthorization bill, H.R. 3000 (Oxley bill),

                 10 a.m., 2322 Rayburn

*March 5         Senate Armed Services Committee, hearing on the

                 role of the Department of Defense in countering

                 terrorism, narco-trafficking and weapons of

                 mass destruction, 10 a.m., SH-216 Hart

March 6          Russian Premier Viktor Chernomyrdin invited to

                 give a report to the Duma on the financial

                 condition of Russia's nuclear weapons complex

March 9          DOE nonproliferation technology exposition,

                 9 a.m. - 6 p.m., Cannon Caucus Room

                 (345 Cannon)
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March 9-12       Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission meeting,

                 Washington

Week of March 9  Senate floor action on NATO enlargement

                 ratification

March 10         House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and

                 Water Development, hearing on the DOE budget

                 with Secretary Federico Pe=A4a testifying,

                 10 a.m., 2362 Rayburn

March 10         Congressional runoff special election to

                 replace Rep. Walter Capps (D-Calif.-22)

March 10         20th anniversary of the Nuclear Non-

                 Proliferation Act of 1978

March 11         DOE nonproliferation technology exposition,

                 9 a.m.-6 p.m., SD-G50 Dirksen

March 12         House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and

                 Water Development, hearing on DOE's

                 environmental management, civilian radioactive

                 waste, and fissile materials disposition

                 programs, 10 a.m., 2362 Rayburn

March 13-15      Peace Action national conference, Washington

March 15         DOE Defense Programs Office, report to Congress

                 on nuclear weapons stockpile stewardship and

                 management (Defense Authorization Act for

                 Fiscal Year 1998, Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 3151)

March 15         DOE Environmental Management Office, final land

                 use plans for Hanford Site (Wash.), INEEL

                 (Idaho), Rocky Flats (Colo.), and Savannah
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                 River Site (S.C.) (42 U.S.C. 7274k note,

                 amended by Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal

                 Year 1998, Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 3141) [At least

                 the Hanford Site will not make this deadline.]

March 16         Congressional committees submit budget views

                 and estimates to the House and Senate Budget

                 Committees

March 14-21      Four-party Korean peace talks, second plenary

                 session, Geneva

March 16-April 3 PrepCom on the establishment of an

                 International Criminal Court, United Nations,

                 New York

March 17         Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy

                 and Water Development, hearing on DOE's

                 environmental management program budget,

                 9:30 a.m., SD-116 Dirksen

March 17         House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and

                 Water Development, hearing on the DOE's Defense

                 Programs budget, 10 a.m., 2362 Rayburn (closed)

*March 17        Defense Secretary William Cohen speaks at the

                 National Press Club, 12:30 p.m.

March 17         Illinois primary for the Republican candidate

                 to challenge Sen. Moseley-Braun (D)

March 18         Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on

                 International Security, Proliferation and

                 Federal Services, hearing on the Comprehensive

                 Test Ban treaty and nuclear nonproliferation,
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                 2 p.m., SD-342 Dirksen

March 23         15th anniversary of President Reagan's "Star

                 Wars" proposal

March 23-26      Exchange/Monitor Publications, Conference on

                 the Management and Disposition of Nuclear

                 Weapons Materials, Hyatt Regency, Bethesda, Md.

                 <http://exchangemonitor.com/pu03agenda.html>

March 24         10th anniversary of the conviction of Mordechai

                 Vanunu by Israel for espionage (Vanunu was

                 convicted for providing information about the

                 Israeli nuclear weapons program to the London

                 Sunday Times in 1986. He is serving an 18-year

                 sentence.)

*March 25        French Senate is expected to approve the

                 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, completing the

                 legislative endorsement (The French National

                 Assembly has already approved the treaty.)

March 27         Conference on Disarmament, first session ends,

                 Geneva

*March 28        French President Jacques Chirac is expected to

                 sign the document for the French ratification

                 of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

*March 30-April 1   G-8 Nonproliferation Experts Group, London

March 31         President reports to Congress on implementation

                 of the U.S.-Russian Helsinki Joint Statement

                 issued in March 1997 (Defense Authorization Act

                 for Fiscal Year 1998, Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 1229)
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March 31         Secretary of Treasury, first government-wide

                 audited financial statement to Congress (31

                 U.S.C. 3521(f)) [This will include a statement

                 of DOE's nuclear waste cleanup liabilities.]

March 31-April 1 G-8 Energy Ministers Conference, Moscow

Early March      Four-party Korean peace talks, working group

                 meeting, Geneva

*March           Senate Environment and Public Works Committee,

                 markup of S. 8, Superfund reauthorization bill

                 (Smith bill)

March            Senate Foreign Relations Committee, hearing on

                 the nomination of John Holum to be Under

                 Secretary of State for Arms Control and

                 International Security Affairs (tentative)

*March           Senate floor action on the nomination of Robert

                 Grey to be the U.S. Representative to the

                 Conference on Disarmament, Geneva

March            House-Senate conference committee on the

                 Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1997, H.R. 1270 and

                 S. 104, may begin

March            House-Senate conference committee on the

                 Foreign Relations Authorization Act for Fiscal

                 Years 1998 and 1999, H.R. 1757, may resume

March            DOE Nevada Test Site, subcritical test

                 "Stagecoach"

March            DOE Environmental Management Office, Rocky

                 Flats (Colo.) plutonium residues final EIS
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*March           White House announces the appointment of three

                 assistant secretaries at the State Department

                 for: (1) arms control, (2) nonproliferation,

                 and (3) political-military affairs (estimate)

*March           Defense Department, release of organization

                 plan for the new Defense Threat Reduction

                 Agency

March            Arctic Military Environmental Cooperation

                 meeting (United States, Russia and Norway),

                 Washington

*March or April  United Kingdom House of Commons, ratification

                 of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (estimate)

March-June       Senate Foreign Relations Committee, hearings on

                 the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (estimate)

April 1          Senate Budget Committee reports budget

                 resolution (target date)

April 2-20       House of Representatives spring recess

April 4-19       Senate spring recess

April 6-9        Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization,

                 Fifth PrepCom meeting, Vienna, Austria

April 6-28       U.N. Disarmament Commission annual meeting,

                 New York; agenda items are (1) nuclear-weapon-

                 free zones, (2) U.N. General Assembly Special

                 Session on Disarmament, and (3) guidelines on

                 conventional arms control

April 7          DOE Openness Advisory Panel meeting, Washington

                 (tentative)
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April 7          Congressional special elections to replace Rep.

                 Ron Dellums (D-Calif.-9) and Rep. Sonny Bono (R-

                 Calif.-44)

April 10-13      Healing Global Wounds spring gathering, Nevada

                 Test Site

                 <http://www.shundahai.org/HGW/gather.htm>

April 14-15      NGO Committee on Disarmament, symposium with

                 sessions on conventional arms control, nuclear

                 free zones, and the Fourth Special Session on

                 Disarmament, United Nations, New York

April 15         Congress completes action on the budget

                 resolution (Target date set by law. Congress

                 will have adjourned earlier for its spring

                 recess.)

April 22         20th anniversary of the Treaty of Tlatelolco,

                 which created the Latin American nuclear-free

                 zone, entering into force

April 22         Earth Day

April 25         DOE Richland Operations Office, report to

                 Congress on whether and how to continue with

                 the privatization contract(s) for the Tank

                 Waste Remediation System, Hanford Site (Wash.)

April 26         Chernobyl Commemoration Day

April 28         House National Security Subcommittee on

                 Military Procurement, markup of its portion of

                 the defense authorization bill (including DOE

                 programs) (tentative)
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April 28         Senate Armed Services Subcommittee on Strategic

                 Forces, markup of its portion of the defense

                 authorization bill (including DOE programs)

                 (tentative)

April 28-May 8   Second PrepCom for the 2000 Non-Proliferation

                 Treaty Review Conference, Geneva

April 29         House National Security Committee, markup of

                 the defense authorization bill (tentative)

April 29         Senate Armed Services Committee, markup of the

                 defense authorization bill (tentative)

April 29         First anniversary of the Chemical Weapons

                 Convention entering into force

April            Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on

                 International Security, Proliferation and

                 Federal Services, hearing on the DOE's

                 stockpile stewardship program and the nuclear

                 weapons manufacturing complex (estimate)

April            DOE Arms Control and Nonproliferation Office,

                 draft study on the nonproliferation impact of

                 reprocessing research reactor fuel at the

                 Savannah River Site (S.C.)

April            DOE Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

                 (Calif.), National Ignition Facility

                 supplemental EIS notice of intent

April            DOE Savannah River Operations Office, Savannah

                 River Site (S.C.), spent nuclear fuel

                 management draft EIS
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April            DOE Albuquerque Operations Offices, Los Alamos

                 National Laboratory (N.M.) site-wide draft EIS

*April           DOE Richland Operations Office, Hanford Site

                 (Wash.) draft remedial action EIS and land use

                 plan

April            DOE Environmental Management Office, Rocky

                 Flats (Colo.) plutonium residues EIS record of

                 decision

April            India's new Foreign Minister visits Washington

*April           United Kingdom Ministry of Defense, completion

                 of Strategic Defense Review

May 1            Defense Department, report to Congress on

                 counterproliferation programs (22 U.S.C. 2751

                 note)

May 1-4          Physicians for Social Responsibility national

                 meeting and lobby day, Crystal City Marriott,

                 Arlington, Va. <http://www.psr.org>

May 3-6          Alliance for Nuclear Accountability (formerly

                 Military Production Network), D.C. Days,

                 Washington

May 11           Conference on Disarmament, second session

                 begins, Geneva

May 15           House Appropriations Committee, markup of

                 annual appropriation bills may begin (Markups

                 may occur earlier if the budget resolution has

                 been adopted.)

May 15           DOE Environmental Management Office, report to
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                 Congress on land use plans for Hanford Site

                 (Wash.), INEEL (Idaho), Rocky Flats (Colo.),

                 and Savannah River Site (S.C.) (42 U.S.C. 7274k

                 note, amended by Defense Authorization Act for

                 Fiscal Year 1998, Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 3141) [At

                 least the Hanford Site will not make this

                 deadline.]

May 15-17        G-8 Summit, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Week of May 18   House of Representatives floor action on the

                 defense authorization bill (tentative)

Week of May 18   Senate floor action on the defense

                 authorization bill (tentative)

May 18           U.S.-European Union Summit, London

May 19           Congressional special election to replace Rep.

                 Tom Foglietta (D-Pa.-1)

May 19           Arkansas primary election for the Democrat and

                 Republican candidates to replace retiring

                 Sen. Dale Bumpers (D)

May 22           U.S. District Court for the District of

                 Columbia, summary judgment hearing in NRDC

                 et al. v. Pe=A4a, concerning DOE's stockpile

                 stewardship and management PEIS, 10 a.m.

May 23-May 31    Congressional Memorial Day recess

May 25           DOE Richland Operations Office, decision

                 whether and how to continue with the

                 privatization contract(s) for the Tank Waste

                 Remediation System, Hanford Site (Wash.)
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                 (tentative)

May 26           Kentucky primary election for the Democrat and

                 Republican candidates to replace retiring Sen.

                 Wendell Ford (D)

May 28-29        NATO foreign ministers meeting, Luxembourg

May 29           NATO-Russia Permanent Joint Council foreign

                 ministers meeting, Luxembourg (estimate)

May 29           DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office,

                 proposals due for MOX disposition for plutonium

May              House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and

                 Water Development, markup of the energy and

                 water development appropriations bill

                 (estimate)

May              DOE Arms Control and Nonproliferation Office,

                 meetings on the draft nonproliferation study on

                 reprocessing research reactor fuel at the

                 Savannah River Site (S.C.), Washington and near

                 Aiken, S.C.

May              EPA approval of WIPP (N.M.) opening

May              DOE WIPP (N.M.), target date for opening the

                 facility

May              DOE Defense Programs Office, commercial reactor

                 for tritium draft EIS

May              DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office,

                 surplus plutonium disposition draft EIS (The

                 preferred site for the Pit Disassembly and

                 Conversion Facility will be announced.)
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May              DOE Richland Operations Office, Hanford Site

                 (Wash.) solid (radioactive and hazardous) waste

                 program draft EIS

May              Institute of Medicine, review and

                 recommendations of the National Cancer

                 Institute's studies on radioactive fallout from

                 nuclear testing

May or June      President Clinton visits Moscow (estimate)

May-July         Senate Armed Services Committee, hearing on the

                 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (estimate)

Spring           Russian Duma, possible ratification of START II

June 1           10th anniversary of the Intermediate-Range

                 Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, which eliminated

                 all U.S. and Soviet intermediate- and shorter-

                 range missiles, entering into force at Moscow

Week of June 1   House-Senate conference committee on the

                 defense authorization bill begins (tentative)

June 2           California primary for the Republican candidate

                 to challenge Sen. Barbara Boxer (D);

                 Congressional special runoff elections (if

                 necessary) to replace Rep. Ron Dellums

                 (D-Calif.-9) and Rep. Sonny Bono (R-Calif.-44)

June 8-11        Defense Special Weapons Agency, 7th Annual

                 International Conference on Controlling Arms,

                 Philadelphia

                 <http://www.dswa.mil/dswaconf/control.htm>

June 9           DOE Openness Advisory Panel meeting, Washington
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                 (tentative)

June 10          House Appropriations Committee reports last

                 annual appropriation bill (target date)

June 10          35th anniversary of President Kennedy's nuclear

                 testing speech at American University

June 10-12       First International Conference on Addressing

                 Environmental Consequences of War: Legal,

                 Scientific and Economic Perspectives, hosted by

                 the Environmental Law Institute and the

                 Smithsonian Institution, S. Dillon Ripley

                 Center, Washington <http://www.eli.org/ecw/>

June 15          Congress completes action on reconciliation

                 legislation (target date)

June 15-July 17  U.N. diplomatic conference to establish an

                 International Criminal Court, Rome

June 20          35th anniversary of the signing of the "hot

                 line" agreement between the United States and

                 the Soviet Union at Geneva

Week of June 22  House and Senate floor action on the conference

                 report on the defense authorization bill

                 (tentative)

June 22-July 10  Biological Weapons Commission, Geneva

June 26          Conference on Disarmament, second session ends,

                 Geneva

June 26-July 13  House of Representatives July 4th recess

June 27-July 5   Senate July 4th recess

June 30          House of Representatives completes floor action
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                 on annual appropriation bills (Target date set

                 by law. The House of Representatives will have

                 adjourned earlier for its July 4th recess.)

June             DOE Environmental Management Office, receipt of

                 the first shipment of foreign research reactor

                 spent nuclear fuel at the Concord Naval Weapons

                 Station (northeast of San Francisco), to be

                 shipped to INEEL (Idaho)

June             DOE Environmental Management Office, final

                 national 2006 cleanup plan

June             DOE Idaho Operations Office, INEEL (Idaho)

                 advanced mixed waste treatment project draft

                 EIS

June             DOE Environmental Management Office, records of

                 decision from the waste management PEIS on the

                 treatment sites and storage sites for mixed

                 radioactive waste and low-level radioactive

                 waste

June             NATO defense ministers meeting, Brussels,

                 Belgium

June             Russian Duma adjourns for its summer recess

                 (The exact date will be set in late May or

                 early June.)

June or July     Senate floor action possible on the

                 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (estimate)

July 1           30th anniversary of the signing of the Non-

                 Proliferation Treaty at Washington, Moscow and
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                 London

*July 7-10       Organization for Security and Cooperation

                 assembly meeting, Copenhagen

July 16          53rd anniversary of the first nuclear test,

                 "Trinity," at Alamogordo, N.M.

July 25          Senate Select Intelligence Committee, hearing

                 on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (closed)

                 (tentative)

July 27          Conference on Disarmament, third session

                 begins, Geneva

July 29          Second anniversary of the last nuclear test,

                 Lop Nor, China

July             DOE Arms Control and Nonproliferation Office,

                 final study on the nonproliferation impact of

                 reprocessing research reactor fuel at the

                 Savannah River Site (S.C.)

July             DOE Savannah River Operations Office,

                 accelerator for the production of tritium at

                 the Savannah River Site (S.C.) final EIS

Summer           DOE Nevada Test Site, subcritical test

                 "Bagpipe"

August 1         Senate summer recess begins

August 5         35th anniversary of the signing of the Limited

                 Test Ban Treaty by the United States, Soviet

                 Union and United Kingdom at Moscow

August 6         Hiroshima Day

August 8         House of Representatives summer recess begins
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August 9         Nagasaki Day

August 11        Colorado primary for the Democratic candidate

                 to challenge Sen. Ben Campbell (R)

August 17-21     Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization,

                 Sixth PrepCom meeting, Vienna, Austria

August 30        35th anniversary of the "hot line" between

                 Washington and Moscow going into operation

August 31        Senate returns from summer recess

August           DOE Fissile Materials Office, shipment of MOX

                 nuclear fuel from the Los Alamos National

                 Laboratory (N.M.) to the Chalk River Nuclear

                 Laboratory (northwest of Ottawa) for the

                 "Parallax Project" test burn, using U.S. and

                 Russian plutonium (estimate)

*August          DOE Richland Operations Office, Hanford Site

                 (Wash.) final remedial action EIS and land use

                 plan

August           DOE Savannah River Operations Office, Savannah

                 River Site (S.C.) spent nuclear fuel management

                 final EIS (estimate)

August           DOE Savannah River Site (S.C.), accelerator for

                 the production of tritium EIS record of

                 decision

September 5-7    Senate Labor Day recess

September 9      House of Representatives returns from summer

                 recess

September 9      Conference on Disarmament, third session ends,
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                 Geneva

September 15     New York primary for the Democratic candidate

                 to challenge Sen. Alfonse D'Amato (R);

                 Washington primary for the Republican candidate

                 to challenge Sen. Patty Murray (D)

September 15     U.N. General Assembly, 53rd session convenes,

                 New York

September 21     Congressional Rosh Hashanah recess

September 21     U.N. General Assembly, general debate begins

                 and President Clinton addresses the General

                 Assembly, New York

September 24     Second anniversary of the signing of the

                 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty at New York

September 27     German Federal Assembly (Bundestag) elections

September 29-30  Congressional Yom Kippur recess

September 30     DOE Civilian Radioactive Waste Management

                 Office, report to the President and Congress on

                 a viability assessment of the Yucca Mountain

                 nuclear waste repository (42 U.S.C. 10134 note)

September        DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office,

                 contract award for MOX disposition for

                 plutonium

September        DOE Albuquerque Operations Office, Sandia

                 National Laboratory (N.M.) site-wide draft EIS

September        DOE Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

                 (Calif.), National Ignition Facility draft

                 supplemental EIS
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September        DOE Albuquerque Operations Office, Los Alamos

                 National Laboratory (N.M.) site-wide final EIS

*September       DOE Richland Operations Office, Hanford Site

                 (Wash.) remedial action EIS and land use plan

                 record of decision (estimate)

September        President Clinton visits Bangladesh, India and

                 Pakistan (estimate)

September        Gore-Chernomyrdin Commission meeting, Moscow

                 (estimate)

September        Russian Duma reconvenes from its summer recess

                 (The exact date will be set in early

                 September.)

October 1        U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,

                 completion of merger into the State Department

                 (tentative)

October 1        Federal budget year begins

October 7        15th anniversary of the DOE Office of Civilian

                 Radioactive Waste Management

October 9        Congressional adjournment target date

October 9        Nobel Peace Prize announced, Oslo, Norway

                 (estimate)

*October 15      U.S. District Court for the District of

                 Colombia, trial begins on contempt charges in

                 NRDC et al. v. Pe=A4a, concerning DOE's waste

                 management PEIS

October 20-22    NGO Committee on Disarmament, Disarmament Week

                 symposium, United Nations, New York (tentative)
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October 26       15th anniversary of the termination of the

                 Clinch River Breeder Reactor (Tenn.) by

                 Congress

October          DOE Albuquerque Operations Office, Los Alamos

                 National Laboratory (N.M.) site-wide EIS record

                 of decision

October          DOE Idaho Operations Office, INEEL (Idaho)

                 advanced mixed waste treatment project final

                 EIS

October          DOE Savannah River Operations Office, Savannah

                 River Site (S.C.) spent nuclear fuel management

                 EIS record of decision

November 3       U.S. congressional elections

November 9-13    Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization,

                 Seventh PrepCom meeting, Vienna, Austria

November         DOE Defense Programs Office, commercial reactor

                 for tritium final EIS

November         DOE Idaho Operations Office, INEEL (Idaho),

                 advanced mixed waste treatment project EIS

                 record of decision

November         President Clinton visits China (estimate)

December 7       5th anniversary of former Energy Secretary

                 Hazel O'Leary announcing her "Openness

                 Initiative" and releasing previously classified

                 records on human radiation experiments

December 10      Nobel Peace Prize awarded, Oslo, Norway

December 31      DOE Defense Programs Office, report to Congress
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                 on the technology to be used for tritium

                 production (Defense Authorization Act for

                 Fiscal Year 1998, Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 3135(a))

December         DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office,

                 surplus plutonium disposition final EIS

December         DOE Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

                 (Calif.), National Ignition Facility final

                 supplemental EIS

December         DOE Richland Operations Office, Hanford Site

                 (Wash.) solid (radioactive and hazardous) waste

                 program final EIS

December         DOE Defense Programs Office, commercial reactor

                 for tritium EIS record of decision

December         Energy Secretary decision of whether to use the

                 Fast Flux Test Facility at the Hanford Site

                 (Wash.) for tritium production

December         NATO foreign ministers meeting

December         NATO-Russia Permanent Joint Council foreign

                 ministers meetings

December         NATO defense ministers meeting, Brussels,

                 Belgium

Winter           DOE Environmental Management Office, record of

                 decision from the waste management PEIS on the

                 storage sites for high-level nuclear waste now

                 at Hanford Site (Wash.), INEEL (Idaho),

                 Savannah River Site (S.C.) and West Valley

                 Demonstration Project (N.Y.) (estimate)
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                              1999

January          DOE Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

                 (Calif.), National Ignition Facility

                 supplemental EIS record of decision

January          DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office,

                 surplus plutonium disposition EIS record of

                 decision

February         DOE Idaho Operations Office, INEEL (Idaho)

                 high-level waste and facilities disposition

                 draft EIS

February         DOE Hanford Site (Wash.), solid (radioactive

                 and hazardous) waste program EIS record of

                 decision

Copyright (c) 1998 by Plutonium Challenge. Permission (and

encouragement) is given to citizens groups to reproduce or use

this calendar. Proper credit is appreciated.
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By JOHN DIAMOND

 Associated Press Writer

   WASHINGTON (AP) -- Harkening back to the Cold War era of nuclear

standoff, the U.S. military's nuclear command says an "irrational and

vindictive" demeanor against adversaries such as Iraq may help deter

conflict.

   The view is contained in an internal study, "Essentials of Post-Cold

War Deterrence," written by the Strategic Command, the multiservice

headquarters responsible for the nation's strategic nuclear arsenal.

   The study was obtained under the Freedom of Information Act by an

arms control advocacy group and published Sunday in a report on U.S.

strategies for deterring attacks by antagonistic nations using chemical,

biological or nuclear weapons.

   "Because of the value that comes from the ambiguity of what the U.S.

may do to an adversary if the acts we seek to deter are carried out, it

hurts to portray ourselves as too fully rational and cool-headed," the

1995 study said.

   The British-American Security Information Council, a London-based

think tank, cited the study in its report as an example of the

Pentagon's push to maintain a mission for its nuclear arsenal long after

the Soviet threat disappeared.

   The report portrays the Omaha, Neb.-based Strategic Command, or

STRATCOM, as fighting an internal bureaucratic battle against liberal

Clinton administration officials who lean in favor of dramatic nuclear

weapons reductions.
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   While budgets for nuclear weapons have declined dramatically, the

command appears to have succeeded in shifting the U.S. nuclear deterrent

strategy from the former Soviet Union to so-called rogue states -- Iraq,

Libya, Cuba, North Korea and the like.

   The study uses Cold War language in defending the relevance of

nuclear weapons in deterring such potential adversaries.

   "The fact that some elements (of the U.S. government) may appear to

be potentially 'out of control' can be beneficial to creating and

reinforcing fears and doubts within the minds of an adversary's decision

makers," it says. "That the U.S. may become irrational and vindictive if

its vital interests are attacked should be a part of the national

persona we project to all adversaries."

   The idea of projecting an aura of irrationality was not original to

STRATCOM. It dates at least as far back as the early 1960s, when Harvard

Professor Thomas Schelling was writing his ground-breaking works on game

theory and nuclear bargaining.

   "It is not a universal advantage in situations of conflict to be

inalienably and manifestly rational in decision and motivation,"

Schelling wrote. These were ideas later adopted by Henry Kissinger and

President Nixon in using coercive air strikes on North Vietnam as a way

of forcing Hanoi to the bargaining table in the latter stages of the

Vietnam War.

   In 1997, two years after STRATCOM advanced its latter-day version of

this theory, President Clinton approved a directive that preserved the

role  of nuclear weapons as a deterrent against attacks involving

weapons of mass destruction launched by rogue states.

   The policy upheld the "negative security assurance" that the United
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States will refrain from first use of nuclear weapons against

signatories to the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, a list that

includes Iraq, Iran, Libya and North Korea. But it includes exceptions

that presidential adviser Robert Bell said have been "refined" in recent

years.

   The exceptions would allow a nuclear response to attacks by

nuclear-capable states, countries that are not in good standing under

the Non-Proliferation Treaty or states allied with nuclear powers. Iraq,

which the United States regards as violating international atomic

weapons restrictions, could be one such exception.

   Arms control advocates are concerned that signatories to the

Non-Proliferation Treaty who possess no nuclear weapons will abandon the

pact if they see the existing nuclear powers preserving their nuclear

arsenals and finding missions for their weapons -- particularly if those

missions include scenarios that involve attacks on them.

   Bell, Clinton's senior adviser on nuclear weapons and arms control

matters, disputed that argument in an interview.

   "I don't think there's a disconnect in principle between some level

of general planning at STRATCOM and the negative security assurance and

our goals relative to the Non-Proliferation Treaty," Bell said. Treaty

signatories are more worried about their neighbors than the United

States, he said, and they support the nuclear weapons reductions the

treaty imposes on nuclear-armed states.

   Of the 1995 study, Bell said, "That sounds like an internal STRATCOM

paper which certainly does not rise to the level of national policy."

   Navy Lt. Laurel Tingley, a STRATCOM spokeswoman, said she could not 

comment on the council's report until it could be reviewed in detail.
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She restated the command's basic policy guidance that deterrence of

attacks involving nuclear, chemical or biological weapons is "the

fundamental purpose of U.S. nuclear forces."

************************************************************************APn 

02/27 1242  BRF--Russia-Missiles

   MOSCOW (AP) -- Russia will start building a plant this summer to

dismantle hundreds of SS-24 and SS-25 missiles as part of the country's

arms reduction efforts, a news agency reported Friday.

   Construction on the plant, the first of its kind in Russia, will

begin in June in the town of Izhevsk, about 625 miles southeast of

Moscow, Interfax said. It will take about 18 months to complete the

facility.

   The plant will dismantle and destroy up to 400 of the SS-24 and SS-25

solid fuel missiles, Interfax said.

   The United States and Russia are reducing their stocks of nuclear

weapons and missiles under the START I treaty. The U.S. government also

has ratified the START II treaty, reached in 1993, though Russia's

parliament has yet to approve it.

   The START II treaty sets a ceiling of 3,000 to 3,500 nuclear weapons

for both Russia and the United States.

************************************************************************

FROM: Disarmament Clearinhouse

         1101 14th Street NW #700

         Washington, DC 20005
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        TEL: 202 898 0150 ext. 232

        FAX: 202 898 0172

        <disarmament@igc.org>
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From: Disarmament

Subject: Seattle Prepares CTBT Resolution

After working with Peace Action of Washington, the Seattle City Council

is preparing to introduce this Resolution supporting the CTBT.  

The language may be modified somewhat. You may notice that the

resolution is very similar to a CTBT Resolution adopted by the

Pittsburgh, PA City Council on Sept. 24, 1996 (after work by Pittsburgh

PSR and Western Pennsylvania Coalition for Abolition 2000.)

It is expected that this Seattle Resolution will be formally introduced

on Mon. March 9 and voted on the following Monday, March 16. 

Here is the *draft* Resolution that you can use as a sample to work with

your own City Council. For further assistance contact the Disarmament

Clearinghouse

 1101 14th Street NW #700

 Washington DC 20005

 TEL: (202) 898 0150 ext. 232

 FAX: (202) 898 0172

 <disarmament@igc.org>

RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAN TREATY
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WHEREAS, the invention of nuclear weapons has made possible the

destruction of all humankind, and nearly all life; and

WHEREAS, since 1945 more than 2,000 nuclear explosions have poisoned our

air, our water, our soil, and ourselves; and

WHEREAS, the U.S. has spent over $4 trillion on nuclear weapons, and

continues to spend over $30 billion annually, while vital societal needs

go unmet; and

WHEREAS, the end of nuclear testing will be a major step toward the

abolition of all nuclear weapons; and

WHEREAS, the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which bans all nuclear test

explosions has been signed by President Clinton, and is before the

Senate; and

WHEREAS, this treaty is supported by the current Joint Chiefs of Staff

Chairman, as sell as four of the last five Chairmen, and by the vast

majority of the American people;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Seattle City Council supports prompt

ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty by the United States

Senate; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Seattle City Council invites the people
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of Seattle to call on our government and all nuclear weapons states to

take such steps as will lead to the abolition of nuclear weapons at the

earliest possible date.

*****************************************************************

For More Information on the Progress of the Seattle Resolution, contact:

Fred Miller, Peace Action of Washington

5828 Roosevelt Wy NE

Seattle WA 98105

TEL: (206) 527 8050

FAX: (206) 527 9985

For Assistance on a Resolution in Your Community, contact:

Kathy Crandall

Disarmament Clearinghouse

1101 14th Street NW #700

Washington, DC 20005

TEL: 202 898 0150 ext. 232

FAX: 202 898 0172

<disarmament@igc.org>
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Dear Abolitionists,
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To give you an update: we are meeting our goals!  We now surpassed 1,000 organizations in the Abolition 2000 
Network.  The current number is 1,016 members.  For a complete list check the web site at: 
http://www.wagingpeace/organizs.html

I’ve just returned from Japan where I participated in ceremonies related to the gathering of more than 13 million 
signatures on A2000 International Petitions.

Let’s keep the momentum moving forward as we head towards Geneva.

    Dave

<bigger>                    NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION

        **********************************************************

                        A founding member of

                  and global contact point for the

                Abolition 2000 Global Network for the 
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                   Elimination of Nuclear Weapons

        **********************************************************

                 1187 Coast Village Road, Suite 123

                    Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794

              Phone (805) 965-3443 * Fax (805) 568-0466

                   E- mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org

                     http://www.wagingpeace.org</bigger>
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Return-Path: <kathy-s@k2nesoft.com>

Received: from k2nesoft.k2nesoft.com (k2nesoft.k2nesoft.com [207.8.140.36])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id QAA08131

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 2 Mar 1998 16:02:46 -0800 (PST)

Received: (qmail 125 invoked by uid 1285); 3 Mar 1998 00:03:07 -0000

Date: Mon, 2 Mar 1998 19:03:06 -0500 (EST)

X-UIDL: 888885842.006

From: Kathy Spallone <kathy-s@k2nesoft.com>

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

To: 

Subject: Abolition 2000 Religious Working Group

Message-ID: <Pine.LNX.3.93.980302183212.28868C-100000@k2nesoft.k2nesoft.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Howard Hallman,

      I've been helping out with Abolition 2000 with Theresa Fitzgibbon of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.  We seem to have gotten out of touch with the

Religious Working Group.  I thought we were signed up for e-mail, but

maybe there hasn't been much.  We do receive abolition-caucus e-mail.  We

had hoped to get in touch with David Gracie, who used to be just upstairs

from us at Friends Center, but of course he isn't there anymore.  Mike

Simmons gave us some information about the approach of AFSC to Abolition

2000, which seems like it would concentrate on indigenous and minority

issues. 
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     We had thought earlier that there might be a religious and community

spring event including sunflower plantings and information getting out to

congregations about Abolition 2000, plans for municipal resolutions, etc. 

(Phila. has already signed on to the resolution.) However, we were hoping

to link up with the Religious Working Group on this project.  Do you know

whether there are any plans for such an event or events in the PA-DE-NJ

area? It seems like the end of May or the beginning of June would be best

for sunflower plantings. If so, we would like to get the word out to

Meetings in particular and help with the organizing.  We have ordered some

sunflower packets from Nuclear Age Peace Foundation which could be used.

     Theresa also has the idea of a large public event in Philadelphia for

1999.  PYM's working group needs to get a subcommittee together to work on

this and it would involve outreach to many groups, so we would need all

the help we could get.  We hope that the City of Philadelphia will

cooperate with this--possibly the city's resolution in favor of Abolition

2000 could be displayed, etc. 

     Please let us know of any events the Religious Working Group is

already involved in and how we can help.  We are somewhat aware of the

plans for an Interfaith Presence at Geneva at the NPT review, but I'm not

sure whether anyone will be able to go from PYM's working group. Also, if

you know of good flyers or a sunflower tshirt which says Abolition 2000

(not "Nuclear Age Peace Foundation") please let us know.

Sincerely,

Kathie Spallone

509 Wisconsin Drive

Browns Mills, NJ 08015
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(609)893-7425
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <34FB8512.26D3@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 02 Mar 1998 20:20:34 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: ograbc@aol.com,, washofc@aol.com,,

 cwu_washington.parti@ecunet.com,, tom.hart@ecumet.org,,

 epf@igc.org,crramey@igc.org,, joe@fcnl.org,, bridget@fcnl.org,,

 kathy@fcnl.org,, mark.brown@ecunet.org,, mccwash@igc.org,,

 mknolldc@igc.org,, mupj@igc.org,,

 ncc_washington@ecunet.org,network@igc.org,,

 dave@paxchristiusa.org,, barbara_green@pcusa.org,,

 lwyolton@prodigy.com,, rac@uahc.org,, uuawo@aol.com,,

 joannabaker@juno.com,, gpowers@nccbuscc.org

Subject: Meeting notice

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Colleague:

Because of overlapping demand for the FCNL conference room, we are 

changing the next meeting for religious groups working for CTBT 

ratification to 2:00 to 3:30 p.m., Wednesday, March 11 at the FCNL 

Conference Room, 245 Second Street, NW, Washington, D.C. (That's an hour 

later than originally scheduled.)  At this meeting we would like to 

receive feedback about your field work, especially in states represented 
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by senators on the Foreign Relations Committee.  This includes contacts 

with bishops, conference ministers, etc, along the lines suggested in the 

memo from Jim Wetekam and myself.  I am also wondering whether various 

denominations might want to plan ahead to reaching delegates to 

conference, synod, etc. meetings that will be occuring in May, June, and 

July, about the time the CTBT may be coming into sharper focus for more 

members.  And bring your own ideas.

Shalom,

Howard Hallman
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Return-Path: <DCulp@nrdc.org>

Received: from mail1.eni.net (mail1.eni.net [205.214.51.15])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA10904;

 Tue, 3 Mar 1998 06:18:39 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mail.nrdc.org (mail.nrdc.org [207.168.63.2])

 by mail1.eni.net (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id GAA22204;

 Tue, 3 Mar 1998 06:19:02 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ccMail by mail.nrdc.org

  (IMA Internet Exchange 2.12 Enterprise) id 00066339; Mon, 2 Mar 1998 09:26:32 -0500

Mime-Version: 1.0

Date: Tue, 3 Mar 1998 09:13:35 -0500

Message-ID: <00066339.4085@nrdc.org>

X-UIDL: 888954156.000

From: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)

Subject: White Hosue seeks VFW support on CTBT

To: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Description: cc:Mail note part

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

White House seeks VFW treaty support 

Monday, March 2, 1998 

WASHINGTON, March 2 (UPI) -- A top White House national security adviser
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wants the Veterans of Foreign Wars to help the Clinton administration

push for ratification of the comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty. 

Robert Bell, Clinton's special assistant for national security affairs,

told 2,000 VFW members attending the organization's 49th annual

midwinter convention that the treaty, which is now before the Senate,

would help prevent so-called ``rogue'' states from developing their own

nuclear weapons. 

Bell says that while the U.S. has only 20 percent of the strategic

nuclear weapons it had at the end of the Cold War, the nation still

maintains about 2,250 warheads, making it the world's top atomic

military power. 

Gen. Hugh Shelton, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and four

former chairmen support the test ban treaty which allows the U.S. to

``ban the bang, not the bomb,'' Bell says. 

By banning nuclear weapons testing, the treaty would help keep nations

such as Iraq and Libya from developing their own stockpiles. 

``That would strengthen international security,'' Bell says. 

Borrowing a line from the movie Casablanca, Bell told veterans that

``with you on our side, I know we will win.'' 
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Copyright c 1998 by United Press International. All rights reserved. 

|    David Culp                   |    E-mail:  dculp@nrdc.org       |

|    Plutonium Challenge          |    Tel.  +1 (202) 289-2388       |

|    Washington, D.C.             |    Fax   +1 (202) 289-1060       |
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA13893;

 Tue, 3 Mar 1998 06:31:59 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA21853;

 Tue, 3 Mar 1998 09:30:16 -0500 (EST)

Date: Tue, 3 Mar 1998 09:30:16 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    3 Mar 98 10:05:27 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 3 Mar 98 10:03:51 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    3 Mar 98 10:03:41 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

X-UIDL: 888954156.001

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: Clinton reply to Helms on CTBT, 2/10/98

Message-ID: <10C1D8B7218A@local.clw.org>

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

March 3, 1998
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TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Director

RE: President Clinton's reply to Senator Helms on CTBT

Below is the text of President Clinton's February 10 letter replying to an

earlier letter (January 21) from Senator Jesse Helms (R-NC), Chairman of the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee on the subject of the Test Ban Treaty.

Clinton's reply demonstrates his strong conviction that the CTBT should be

voted on this year -- but as we know from the past, Senate rule give Mr.

Helms great influence on the timing of Senate action that must go through

his committee.

The text of the January 21 Helms letter and a recent editorial on arms

control treaty issues by the ranking Democrat on the Committee, Senator

Biden, can be found on the Coalition's CTBT web site

<http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.htm> 

DK

***************

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON
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February 10, 1998

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your recent letter to me outlining the Committee's agenda for

considering treaties in 1998.  I was especially pleased to know that you

agree the first priority is to secure Senate advice and consent to the NATO

enlargement protocols, and that you are confident that the Senate will give

its approval early this Spring.

In my State of the Union address, I asked the Senate to give its advice and

consent to the Comprehensive Test Ban (CTBT) Treaty this year -- a Treaty

that enjoys the support of four former Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, as well as the current Chairman, the Joint Chiefs, and the Commander

of the U.S. Strategic Command.  Last week I was briefed on the Department

of Energy's Stockpile Stewardship program at Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL).  I am pleased to advise you that all three of the Directors of our

nuclear labs -- John Browne (LANL), Bruce Tarter (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory) and Paul Robinson (Sandia National Laboratory) --

confirmed to me their confidence in the Stockpile Stewardship Program and

its ability to maintain America's nuclear deterrent without nuclear testing.

I was, therefore, disappointed to read that the CTBT is lower on your list

of priorities.  I believe it is essential that the United States

demonstrate leadership with regard to the crucial treaties and regimes that

strengthen our global non-proliferation system.  Rather than waiting to see

if others will ratify the CTBT, I believe America must lead in bringing the
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CTBT into force.  And with regard to India and Pakistan, I think it is

important that when I travel to the subcontinent later this year I do so

with U.S. ratification in hand.

As you and Secretary Albright continue your consultations on the order in

which we hope your Committee will take up treaties and other important

foreign policy matters this session, I urge you to afford the CTBT the very

high priority I believe it warrants.

You also raise the Kyoto Protocol.  This treaty will require the advice and

consent of the Senate.  However, I do not believe that the United States

should assume binding obligations under the climate treaty unless key

developing countries meaningfully participate in meeting the challenge of

climate change.  It is clear that the Senate shares my concerns.  Although

the Kyoto Protocol was an historic step forward, more progress is necessary

with respect to the participation of key developing countries.  It would be

premature to submit the treaty to the Senate for its advice and consent to

ratification at this time.

                                        Sincerely,

                                        Bill Clinton

The Honorable Jesse Helms
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Chairman

Committee on Foreign Relations

United States Senate

Washington, DC 20510

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igc3.igc.apc.org (igc3.igc.org [192.82.108.33])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA26410;

 Tue, 3 Mar 1998 10:51:55 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA16151;

 Tue, 3 Mar 1998 10:51:10 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp33.igc.org (crramey@ppp33.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id KAA15936

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Tue, 3 Mar 1998 10:49:06 -0800 (PST)

Date:          Tue, 3 Mar 1998 14:54:23 +0000

X-UIDL: 888954156.008

From: "Clayton Ramey" <crramey@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <199803031849.KAA15936@igc3.igc.apc.org>

Organization:  F.O.R.

Precedence: bulk

Reply-to: crramey@igc.apc.org

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject:       (Fwd) (Fwd) edited article

To: abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-mailer: Pegasus Mail/Windows (v1.22)

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------

From:          Self </crramey>

To:            abolition-caucus@igc.org; wha@virginia.edu; brown0196@gold.tc.umn.edu; jcopenha@su.edu; 
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dfcotton@aol.com; dendawnh@ix.netcom.com; bgan@sbu.edu: guanson@hawaii.edu; holmes257@aol.c

Subject:       (Fwd) edited article

Reply-to:      crramey@igc.apc.org

Date:          Tue, 3 Mar 1998 10:22:18

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------

Date:          Thu, 26 Feb 1998 11:27:23 -0800 (PST)

To:            crramey@igc.org

From:          mpf@igc.apc.org (Rabia Harris)

Subject:       edited article

BETWEEN IRAQ AND A HARD PLACE:

THE (NONVIOLENT) WAY OUT OF NO WAY

by Clayton Ramey

Peace and Disarmament Program Coordinator

Fellowship of Reconciliation (USA)

Is there a solution to the persistence of politicized mass slaughter in the

Persian Gulf? Can there be a possible escape from the good guy/bad guy

polarization that dominates the national discourse on the current crisis,

and has framed so much of US geopolitical strategy since the beginning of

the long-defunct Cold War?

Can we even imagine an Iraq, and a world, free of weapons of mass destruction?
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Consider the persistent, highly dichotomized thinking that now dominates

the American national conversation.

On one side of the dichotomy, the government of the US is clearly willing

to wage unilateral war against Iraq, ostensibly to destroy Iraqi stockpiles

of  chemical and biological weapons and to punish Saddam for his arrogant

defiance of both United Nations mandates and US imperial power.

If this scenario were played out, hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of

Iraqis would immediately die, joining the one million civilians in that

country who have perished since the end of the 1991 Gulf War. And thousands

more would surely die in the future from the further disintegration of the

Iraqi national infrastructure.

Sadly, President Clinton, Secretary of State Albright, the Pentagon chiefs,

and the big oil barons are quite willing for those Iraqis to die, even

though they are unsure that either strikes or sanctions can destroy

Saddam's weapons or remove him from power.

Then there's the other side of the dichotomy: the growing number of

individuals and organizations who call for a diplomatic resolution of the

crisis, who refuse to trade blood--Iraqi or North American--for oil, and

who stand with, and for, the Iraqi victims of the embargo.  This is

certainly the position of the global peace and justice community.

Yet while the second position is a nonviolent and humanitarian one, it does

not address the issue of Saddam's brutal rule or the legitimate fear of
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Iraq's neighbors, Iraqi Kurds, and internal dissidents, that Saddam's

weapons of mass destruction (not to mention more primitive killing devices

like bullets and artillery shells) might be turned against them.

The dilemma of this dualism is clear. Both positions address some selected

dimensions of a terrible global problem. Both sides of the equation

truncate the definition of the problem of Iraq by leaving its essential

causes unaddressed. And neither solution addresses the long-term needs for

peace, economic justice, and freedom for the Iraqi people and their

neighbors.

>From our perspective--and from the example of history--only creative,

engaged nonviolence will ensure, in the long run, both justice within  Iraq

and justice for the people of Iraq within the context of a just (not a

"new") international order. The solutions we propose transcend notions of

"master" and "subject" nations that make it acceptable for some countries

to have WMD's while others are threatened with annihilation for even

thinking of developing them.

First, let the world realize that if Saddam's aggression and violent

appetite for power are a disease, the germ that produced the sickness is

the global arms market and the larger rapacious, ethics-free trading system

that thrives on weapons sales. There could be no Saddam Hussein, no Ba'ath

Party, and no state terror without the voracious appetite of Western

corporate profit and the courting of Saddam's regime by the WMD states like

the Russia, France, the UK, and the United States, not to mention smaller

players in the global arms game like Austria, China, and Brazil.
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We should also remember that Saddam, in his long history at the pinnacle of

Iraqi power, has received generous foreign aid, high technology, and

intelligence information from the government of the United States.

But if the US Navy won't bomb Paris or Rome (or Washington, DC) to punish

those governments for building up the Iraqi arsenal, then there is only one

remaining logical, and moral, response. The people of the world must

declare the global arms trade over---beginning with, for example, a

five-year blanket moratorium on arms sales and shipments not only to Iraq,

but to all the states of the region, including Saudi Arabia, Iran, and

Israel.

Justice, however, requires more that this. Each of the nation states and

private corporate entities responsible for arming Iraq since 1975 must be

made accountable for the payment of reparations to Iraq's neighbors, the

Iraqi Kurdish community, and the Iraqi people themselves. That would be a

good start for holding these merchants of megadeath responsible for mass

killings in East Timor, Rwanda, Bosnia, and all the other locations of

genocide in our world.

In short, the international arms trade should be viewed from the same

perspective as AIDS, smallpox, or any other infectious disease. We are

tired of the pointless dying. The full weight and moral authority of the

people of the world should respond to this devastating epidemic by wiping

it out.  Forever.
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The total withdrawal of international support for any potential Iraqi

re-armament would take a huge amount of energy out of Saddam Hussein's war

machine. And the long-term development of regional economic and security

cooperation would blunt the momentum for renewed hostility in the Gulf and

nullify the rationale for the first-strike use of any residual Iraqi WMD's.

A second dimension of the solution is immediately to end the economic

sanctions against Iraq, thereby removing the infliction of widespread

sickness, hunger, and deprivation from the political equation of the

conflict. Saddam's position of power is arguably enhanced when he can,

justifiably, point the finger at the United States, and away from himself,

for enforcing intolerable punishments upon his people. And the most

profound human tragedy in this scenario is the holocaust of one million

Iraqis (including, according to UNICEF, 576,000 children) who have died of

malnutrition and disease caused by the imposition of economic sanctions

since the end of Gulf War I.

The United Nations could, and should, begin to inundate Iraq with food,

medicines, and potable water, in quantities so great that every Iraqi would

be cared for, and at prices so low that no Iraqi could make unscrupulous

profit from the relief effort.

And there is collateral benefit here, too: a healthier, better-fed Iraqi

population would be less subject to manipulation by the politics of

scarcity, and more likely to envision and formulate longer-term

alternatives for more peaceful and enlightened self-rule. (Saddam Hussein

may be called "Great One" by his cronies, but no one, to our knowledge,
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calls him immortal).

Finally, the world community should use every nonviolent means possible to

extract Iraqi civil society from the abyss of global isolation.  Even in

the context of a highly flawed status quo, we can encourage Iraqi civilian

interaction with non-governmental organizations of the UN, including those

in the Persian Gulf region. An Iraq that is a full, equal member of the

international community is far less threatening that an Iraq that is

totally isolated, starved, and threatened with obliteration by the West.

We must be mindful that the government of Iraq is not the same as the Iraqi

people, just as the US government that incinerated Vietnamese peasants and

that continues to train the murderous graduates of the School of the

Americas is separate, and distinct, from the people of the United States.

The long-term solution to the human tragedy in Iraq, and in the Persian

Gulf, will be far from simple or easy. Active nonviolence is not for the

weak or the impatient. But it can work. And it is the only alternative to

the horrible convergence of big power domination,  regional despotism, and

bloody profits from arms sales that destroys human lives by the millions

all over the world.

Despite the complex web of history and the complicity of world governments

and world corporations in the making of this tragedy, the long-term

possibilities for a nonviolent solution to the crisis are still powerfully,

brilliantly alive. The forces of global nonviolence have stood tall against

the enormous power of the US military machine and demanded that there be no
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war against Iraq. Many good and courageous people are working, largely

behind the scenes, for the nonviolent resolution of the conflict and the

saving of innocent lives.

And the United Nations, under the leadership of Secretary General Kofi

Annan, has emerged as a star of hope in the dark vortex of suffering and

the chilling potential for apocalypse.

Some might imagine that stopping the international arms trade is pure

political fantasy.  But the end of slavery in America and the eradication

of smallpox were seen as fantasies, too. A decade ago, the abolition of

land mines was equally regarded as an impossible dream. Even global nuclear

abolition is now on the rational horizon.

What is unquestionably not a fantasy, however, is the moral imperative. We

are compelled to strive both to end the suffering of the victims of the

Gulf War, and to save the lives of the millions of future victims of

corporate greed and corporate weapons.

Certainly, vision and global will, along with patience and a healthy and

independent UN apparatus, are necessary for this enormous task.

But what is required of us in the West is more than good will. We must turn

away from our own horrible history of selling the instruments of death and

destruction, not only to Saddam, but to the world. We must take up our

responsibility for repairing the wounds inflicted by weapons of mass

destruction largely made in Western laboratories and factories, and paid
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for, at least in part, by Western tax dollars.

And we must, while repairing those wounds, develop the unshakeable

political and moral conviction that these weapons shall never again be sold

in the Persian Gulf--or for that matter, anywhere else on earth. ***

Clayton Ramey is the Peace and Disarmament Program Coordinator of the

Fellowship of Reconciliation (USA), and a Contributing Editor for the

newsletter of the Muslim Peace Fellowship.
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0801

FCC: C:\INTERACT\data\mupj\nsmail\Sent

Message-ID: <34FC882E.3895@igc.apc.org>

Date: Tue, 03 Mar 1998 14:46:06 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: James Hipkins <70761.2655@compuserve.com>

Subject: Re: Peace Leaf

References: <199803031042_MC2-3556-28A6@compuserve.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

James Hipkins wrote:

> 

> Howard:

> 

> We got home o.k. last night.  Unpacking the car I discovered that my blue

> plastic envelope in which I had all my Peace Leaf material is missing.  Did

> I leave it at your house?  If so, could you send it to me.  I have looked

> through the car and it is not there.  I am sure I did not leave it at

> Foundry.. Sorry for the bother.

> 

> Jim Hipkins
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Jim, I have it and will send it.  Howard
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Canadian Church Leaders'

1998 Statement on Nuclear Weapons

February 18, 1998

The Right Honourable Jean Chrétien, P.C., M.P.,

Prime Minister of Canada,

House of Commons,

Ottawa, ON

K1A 0A6

Dear Prime Minister Chrétien,

We write in deep appreciation of your government's persistent and

courageous leadership in the

ongoing effort to rid the world of the scourge of anti-personnel landmines,

and to challenge you to

bring that same visionary dedication to bear upon efforts to rid the world

of nuclear weapons.

Our church communities rejoiced with all Canadians, and especially with

people in mine-affected

countries, in that proud moment in Ottawa last December when Foreign

Affairs Minister Lloyd

Axworthy signed the landmines treaty on behalf of Canada and when you

handed to the UN

Secretary-General a copy of the legislation confirming Canada as the first
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country to ratify the

treaty. It was truly a milestone event, showing the world what can be

achieved when governments

and citizen movements work together, and particularly, when leaders step

forward to challenge and

encourage others.

We are grateful for your personal commitment to the effort to ban landmines

and for the key role

played by Mr. Axworthy and many officials in the Department of Foreign

Affairs. Our gratitude and

congratulations to you and your colleagues also extend to the many

thousands of Canadians,

individuals and organizations, who provided energy and expertise to make

this achievement

possible.

Canadian church communities, responding to God's call to all people to be

agents of love and

healing in a world that still knows great pain, participated in the

movement to ban landmines. As

church leaders, we believe that obedience to that same call of God requires

us now to raise our

voices in urgent appeal to our own communities, to all Canadians, and to

you and your government,

to bring a new commitment to what we believe to be one of the most profound

spiritual challenges
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of our era - the challenge to rid the world of the plans and the means to

nuclear annihilation.

The willingness, indeed the intent, to launch a nuclear attack in certain

circumstances bespeaks

spiritual and moral bankruptcy. We believe it be an extraordinary affront

to humanity for nuclear

weapon states and their allies, including Canada, to persist in claiming

that nuclear weapons are

required for their security. Nuclear weapons do not, cannot, deliver

security - they deliver only

insecurity and peril through their promise to annihilate that which is most

precious, life itself and the

global ecosystem upon which all life depends. Nuclear weapons have no moral

legitimacy, they lack

military utility, and, in light of the recent judgement of the World Court,

their legality is in serious

question. The spiritual, human and ecological holocaust of a nuclear attack

can be prevented only by

the abolition of nuclear weapons - it is our common duty to pursue that

goal as an urgent priority.

The Canadian churches have long worked for the elimination of nuclear

weapons. In 1982, we

leaders wrote to, and met with, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau to affirm

that "nuclear weapons in

any form and in any number cannot ultimately be accepted as legitimate
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components of national

armed forces." In 1988, we sent the same message to Prime Minister Brian

Mulroney, stating that

"nuclear weapons have no place in national defence policies."

Since then we have welcomed the substantial progress that has been made to

end the nuclear arms

race and reduce the size of the superpowers' nuclear arsenals. But these

steps, important as they

are, are not nearly enough. The end of the Cold War has created an

unprecedented opportunity to

start the process toward the final elimination of nuclear weapons - and the

World Court has

confirmed that it is a legal obligation.

We are therefore especially disturbed by the refusal of nuclear weapons

states to even begin

negotiations on the abolition of nuclear weapons and to set clear time

frames and objectives - and

we are profoundly disappointed that Canada has to date chosen to publicly

accept that refusal.

Indeed, nuclear weapon states continue to take steps to maintain and

"improve" or "modernize" their

nuclear arsenals for the indefinite future.

It is our sincere belief that Canada has much to contribute to the effort

to make nuclear abolition a
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reality. In this regard, we are heartened by your pledge in Securing Our

Future Together (the

second "Red Book") that "a re-elected Liberal government will... work

vigorously to eliminate

nuclear and chemical weapons and anti-personnel mines from the planet." We

are compelled to

note, however, that Canada continues to support, and to seek the illusory

protection of, nuclear

weapons in a number of ways (see the Appendix, pp.3-4). Canada's position

as an advocate of

nuclear disarmament in the UN General Assembly, the Conference on

Disarmament, and other

forums is compromised by this fact.

The time has come for Canada to take a strong, principled stand against the

continued possession of

nuclear weapons by any state, affirming abolition as the central goal of

Canadian nuclear weapons

policy and adding Canada's voice to the call to immediately begin

negotiations on a Nuclear

Weapons Convention.

In support of this goal, Canada should immediately take the following

actions:

*    Urge all states to negotiate by the year 2000 an agreement for the

elimination of nuclear
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     weapons within a time-bound framework; 

*    Urge all nuclear weapons states, as interim measures and as a sign of

good faith in such

     negotiations, to take all their nuclear forces off alert status and to

commit themselves to

     no-first-use of nuclear weapons; 

*    Renounce any role for nuclear weapons in Canadian defence policy, and

call on other

     countries, including Russia and Canada's NATO allies, to do likewise; 

*    Review the legality of all of Canada's nuclear-weapons-related

activities in the light of

     the International Court of Justice ruling of 8 July 1996, and move

quickly upon the

     completion of this review to end all activities determined to be of

questionable legality; and 

*    Embrace publicly the conclusions of the Canberra Commission report of

14 August

     1996, including in particular its recommendations that the nuclear

weapons states "commit

     themselves unequivocally to the elimination of nuclear weapons and

agree to start work

     immediately on the practical steps and negotiations required for its

achievement" and that the

     non-nuclear states support this commitment and join in cooperative

international action to

     implement it.
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As it approaches the dawn of a new millennium, Canada could offer no finer

demonstration of its

commitment to being a constructive and healing presence in the

international community than to

deploy some of its considerable diplomatic skill and political capital to

ensure that the world enters

the next millennium with a formal treaty commitment to rid the world of the

scourge of nuclear

weapons.

The Canadian churches which we represent are committed to continuing their

work toward the

abolition of nuclear weapons, in cooperation with other Canadian and

international nuclear abolition

efforts. In this spirit of co-operation and common cause, we respectfully

request the opportunity to

meet with you at the earliest possible date to explore ways in which

Canadian churches can further

support the government in taking bold new steps to make nuclear weapons

abolition an urgent

priority.

We look forward to your early response. Please know that you and your

colleagues in the

Government of Canada are supported by the prayers and good wishes of

Canadians.
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Yours sincerely,

Mr. M.L. Bailey

Moderator

Christian Churches (Disciples of Christ) in Canada

The Rev. Dr. Kenneth W. Bellous

Executive Minister

Baptist Convention of Ontario and Quebec

John Congram

Moderator

Presbyterian Church in Canada

Archbishop H. Derderian

Primate

Canadian Diocese of the Armenian Orthodox Church

The Rev. Messale Engeda

Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church

Marvin Frey

Executive Director

Mennonite Central Committee Canada

Donald V. Kerr

Commissioner
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The Salvation Army

Fr. Marcos Marcos

St. Mark's Coptic Orthodox Church

Jim Moerman

Reformed Church in America

Fr. Anthony Nikolic

Polish National Catholic Church of Canada

The Most Rev. Michael G. Peers

Primate

The Anglican Church of Canada

The Very Rev. Bill Phipps

United Church of Canada

Rt. Rev. Dr. Daniel D. Rupwate

General Superintendent

British Methodist Episcopal Church

Bishop Telmor Sartison

Evagelical Lutheran Church in Canada

The Right Rev. Seraphim

Bishop of Ottawa and Canada
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Orthodox Church in America

His Eminence Metropolitan Archibishop Sotiros

Greek Orthodox Metropolis of Toronto (Canada)

Bishop François Thibodeau, c.j.m.

President of the Episcopal Commission on Social Affairs

Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops

The Rev. Arie G. Van Eek

Council of Christian Reformed Churches in Canada

Gale Wills

Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) in Canada
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David Culp, Plutonium Challenge has collected these statments from
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various Clinton speeches since the State of the Union Address.

**********************************************************************

President Clinton has been regularly including ratification

of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty in 1998 in his speeches

over the last five weeks. Below are excerpts from his

remarks.

State of the Union address, January 27, 1998:

"I ask Congress to join me in pursuing an ambitious agenda

to reduce the serious threat of weapons of mass destruction.

This year, four decades after it was first proposed by

President Eisenhower, a comprehensive nuclear test ban is

within reach. By ending nuclear testing we can help to

prevent the development of new and more dangerous weapons

and make it more difficult for non-nuclear states to build

them.

I'm pleased to announce four former Chairmen of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff -- Generals John Shalikashvili, Colin

Powell, and David Jones, and Admiral William Crowe -- have

endorsed this treaty. And I ask the Senate to approve it

this year."
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****************************************************************

Remarks at the National Defense University, Fort McNair,

Virginia, January 29, 1998:

I'm very pleased that four Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs -

General Shalikashvili, General Powell, Admiral Crowe and

General Jones - have just this week announced their support

for Senate ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty. The treaty will help to prevent the development of

new and more dangerous weapons and make it more difficult

for non-nuclear states to build them. The Senate should

ratify it this year."

************************************************************************

Remarks at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos,

New Mexico, February 3, 1998:

"Last fall, I sent the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban treaty

to the Senate for its advice and consent. In my State of the

Union address last week, I asked the Senate to approve that

treaty this year. By banning all nuclear tests for all time,

we open a new era of security for America."

************************************************************************
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Letter to Senator Jesse Helms, Chairman, Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations, February 10, 1998:

"Rather than waiting to see if others will ratify the CTBT,

I believe America must lead in bringing the CTBT into force.

Any with regard to India and Pakistan, I think it is

important that when I travel to subcontinent later this year

I do so with U.S. ratification in hand.

As you and Secretary Albright continue your consultations on

the order in which we hope your Committee will take up

treaties and other important foreign policy matters this

session, I urge you to afford the CTBT the very high

priority I believe it warrants."

***********************************************************************

Remarks to the annual convention of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

February 13, 1998:

"I also want to salute your board of directors, which

yesterday approved a resolution urging the Senate to provide

its advice and consent as soon as possible for the

ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. Thank you

very, very much for that."
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***********************************************************************

Remarks at a reception for Representative Jim Moran,

Washington, D.C., February 18, 1998:

"I'm going to try to pass a comprehensive nuclear test ban

treaty this year, to discourage other countries from

becoming nuclear powers and to slowly let the whole nuclear

threat recede. And we have to do that."

************************************************************************

Remarks to the National Council of Jewish Women, Washington,

D.C., February 24, 1998:

"I hope that we will continue to make this a safer world. I

have asked the Congress to vote for the expansion of NATO,

to ratify the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, to

strengthen the Biological Weapons Convention to give us some

teeth to deal with the kind of problems we've been

discussing in Iraq throughout the world."

David Culp

March 2, 1998
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                    NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

      The Sunflower is an educational newsletter providing

      information on nuclear weapons abolition and other issues

              relating to peace in the Nuclear Age.=20

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                           IN THIS ISSUE   =20

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

          # NEWS

           NUCLEAR WEAPONS ABOLITION=20

             UN Conference on Disarmament Calls For Substantive Negotiations

             Abolition 2000: More Than 1,000 Organizations

           COMPREHENSIVE TEST-BAN TREATY (CTBT)
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             French Parliament Ratifies CTBT

             U.S. Strives for "Virtual" Nuclear Testing Capability

             European Parliament Opposes U.S. Sub-critical Testing

           OTHER ISSUES

             France To Close World's Largest Fast-breeder Reactor

             U.S. Senator's Ready to Ratify NATO Expansion

             New Development In The Mordechai Vanunu Case

             Israel's Nuclear Deterrent

             Nuclear Warfare: The Public Has a Right To Know

          # ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE

          # DATES TO REMEMBER

          # EVENTS

          # RESOURCES & DOCUMENTS
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          # WORDS OF WISDOM

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

"Sad to say, the Cold War lives on in the minds of those who cannot let go=

 the fears, the beliefs, the enmities born of the nuclear age.  They cling=

 to deterrence, clutch its tattered promises to their breast, shake it=

 wistfully at bygone adversaries and balefully at new or imagined ones...."

                                        General Lee Butler, February 2, 1998

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

# NUCLEAR WEAPONS ABOLITION=20

            UN CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CALLS FOR NEGOTIATIONS

The 1998 session of the 61-member UN Conference on Disarmament called for=

 launching substantive negotiations on eliminating both land mines and=

 fissile material.  South African Ambassador Jacob Selebi, a leading voice=

 among non-aligned countries, proposed setting up an ad-hoc committee on=

 nuclear disarmament which would "deliberate upon practical steps for=

 systematic and progressive efforts to eliminate nuclear weapons as well as=

 to identify if and when one or more such steps should be the subject of=

 negotiations in the Conference."  Both the New Zealand and Canadian envoys=

 took the floor to endorse the South African initiative.  (MSNBC/Reuters=
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 980120)

             ABOLITION 2000: MORE THAN 1,000 ORGANIZATIONS

Abolition 2000, A Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons is an=

 international citizen movement that calls for the conclusion by the year=

 2000 of a treaty to eliminate nuclear weapons within a timebound framework.=

  In March the network passed the 1,000 mark of network organizations.  The=

 current number is 1,018.  For a complete list see:=

 http://www.wagingpeace/organizs.html. =20

Returning from Japan, where he received more than 13 million signatures on=

 Abolition 2000 International Petitions, David Krieger wrote to the=

 Abolition Caucus: "Let's keep the momentum moving forward as we head toward=

 the Non-Proliferation Treaty Preparatory Committee Conference (NPT PrepCom)=

 in Geneva next April."  Krieger spoke to large crowds in Hiroshima,=

 Nagasaki, and Okinawa.  He also met the mayors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki as=

 well as the Governor of Okinawa, all of whom signed the Abolition 2000=

 Petition. =20

For the speeches go to: http://www.wagingpeace.org/voices.html (Hiroshima),=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/clouds.html (Nagasaki).

For news about Japan see: http://www.wagingpeace.org/13million.html .

For more information on Abolition 2000 see:=
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 http://www.wagingpeace.org/abolition2000.html .=20

# COMPREHENSIVE TEST-BAN TREATY (CTBT)

                     FRENCH PARLIAMENT RATIFIES CTBT

On February 24 France's National Assembly voted unanimously to ratify a=

 global treaty banning nuclear weapons tests. The Comprehensive Test Ban=

 Treaty outlawing nuclear weapons testing was adopted by the UN General=

 Assembly in 1996 and has been signed by 156 countries, including Britain,=

 China, the United States, Russia and France. But only 10 states, including=

 Japan, have ratified it. To take effect, the treaty must be ratified by 44=

 states which are engaged in nuclear research or weapons production,=

 including India, which said that it will not sign the treaty unless the=

 Nuclear Weapons States (NWS) take serious steps to eliminate their=

 arsenals. The CTBT would prohibit nuclear explosions including underground=

 blasts for weapons or peaceful purposes. The treaty will go before the U.S.=

 Senate for ratification on March 25. (Reuters 980224)

            U.S. STRIVES FOR "VIRTUAL" NUCLEAR TESTING CAPABILITY

While the CTBT will go before the U.S. Senate on March 25, the Department of=

 Energy (DOE) seeks to recapture the technological dynamism of the arms race=

 by maintaining an extensive base for nuclear weapon design and research.=

 Faced with the probable loss of underground nuclear testing for the=
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 foreseeable future, the DOE strives to create a "virtual" nuclear testing=

 capability, which is claimed to eventually replace actual nuclear=

 detonations with computer simulations of unprecedented scale and=

 complexity. With multi-million dollar, multi-year awards the DOE has=

 contracted with several universities to conduct basic research for the U.S.=

 nuclear weapons program. The most controversial aspect of this "Academic=

 Strategic Alliances Program" (ASAP) may be that students of different=

 disciplines (computer science, mathematics, chemistry, physics) are forced=

 to choose between involuntary utilization of their products for work on=

 weapons of mass destruction, and forgoing graduate research support in=

 their chosen field at the same time that they are exploring the dimensions=

 of their personal and professional moral values.=20

For more information see "Explosive Alliances" by the Natural Resources=

 Defense Council at: http://www.nrdc.org/nrdc/nrdcpro/expl/eainx.html

           EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT OPPOSES U.S. SUB-CRITICAL TESTING

ASAP is just one component of the DOE's Stockpile Stewardship and Management=

 Program (SSMP).  Sub-critical testing is another.  As we reported in=

 October and November, U.S. laboratories are currently working to provide=

 new modified nuclear weapons designs by exploding weapons-grade Plutonium=

 and Uranium using chemical (sub-critical) explosions=

 (http://www.wagingpeace.org/the_sunflower).  On February 19 the European=

 Parliament passed a resolution calling on the U.S. government to "halt the=

 series of sub-critical tests and call[ed] on all governments to refrain=
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 from carrying out such tests." It likewise called for increased=

 transparency on-site and for additional confidence-building measures. They=

 also want to see an official declaration from the U.S. government stating=

 that the tests in no way form a part of a new nuclear weapons design=

 program.=20

For the resolution see: http://www.wagingpeace.org/res_EP_subcritical.html

# OTHER ISSUES

           FRANCE TO CLOSE WORLD'S LARGEST FAST-BREEDER REACTOR

France formally agreed to shut down the world's largest fast-breeder nuclear=

 reactor, called the Superphenix, at Creys-Malville, near the Swiss border. =

 Superphenix cost billions of dollars but furnished electricity for only six=

 months in twelve years. It produces extra Plutonium while operating and has=

 been plagued with technical problems, including repeated leaks in its=

 flammable liquid sodium cooling system. The "deconstruction" of the=

 reactor, scheduled to begin in 2005, could lead to one of the most=

 dangerous nuclear projects of the century. The reactor contains five tons=

 of Plutonium and 5,000 tons of volatile radioactive liquid sodium. No plan=

 had been drawn up to take it out of service. Also, while closing the=

 Superphenix, Paris decided to restart a smaller reactor, called the Phenix.=

 (G 980204)
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RELATED: In January the largest U.S. private operator of nuclear power

 NEWS:   plants, Commonwealth Edison, announced it would close 2 of its 12=

=20

RELATED: nuclear generators because they were too expensive to operate.=20

 NEWS:   (LAT980115)

                U.S. SENATORS READY TO RATIFY NATO EXPANSION

Shortly after the Pentagon released a new low-cost impact study the Senate=

 appeared to be ready to ratify NATO expansion. Expanding NATO could,=

 however, decrease European and global security. Enlarging NATO may=

 seriously harm U.S.-Russia relations and diminish chances for nuclear=

 disarmament. The Russian parliament (Duma) may reject the START II treaty=

 and derail START III negotiations, the next step toward deep bilateral cuts=

 in nuclear arsenals that would enhance security for all of us. The Duma is=

 so hostile toward enlargement that it approved a resolution asking Yeltsin=

 to devise a program to counteract NATO expansion. The Nuclear Age Peace=

 Foundation has asked the members of its Action Alert Network to contact=

 U.S. Senators to avoid making a mistake of historic proportions.=20

For our February Action Alert see:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/aa_9802_NATO_expansion.html
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For articles critical of NATO expansion see:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles.html#NATO

To join the Action Alert Network send us an e-mail at wagingpeace@napf.org=

 (mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org)

             NEW DEVELOPMENT IN THE MORDECHAI VANUNU CASE

Mordechai Vanunu could soon be released from solitary confinement after=

 nearly 12 years in isolation.  Vanunu, 43, was kidnapped by Israel's Mossad=

 spy agency in Rome in 1986 after giving The Sunday Times of London=

 photographs of the inside of Israel's Dimona nuclear reactor where he=

 worked as a technician.  From those photographs, experts determined that=

 Israel had the world's sixth largest stockpile of (about 200) nuclear=

 weapons. (AP 980218)

-- > To send a message to Mordechai, please contact Mary and Nick Eoloff of=

 St. Paul, Minn., his American adoptive step parents at:=

 Nick.Eoloff-1@tc.umn.edu

-- > Short biography: http://www.wagingpeace.org/mordechai_vanunu.html

                        ISRAEL'S NUCLEAR DETERRENT

Meanwhile, Israel continues to maintain its previous "policy of vague and=
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 veiled deterrence" (Eilam, a former director general of Israel's Council=

 for Atomic Energy).  "The more vague you are about what you have, the=

 better your deterrence. Ambiguity as a policy will not change,'' said=

 legislator Gideon Ezra, a member of Knesset's Foreign Affairs and Defence=

 Committee which scrutinizes military policy. (Reuters 980210)

             NUCLEAR WARFARE: THE PUBLIC HAS A RIGHT TO KNOW

During the most recent controversy with Iraq the media disclosed that the=

 Clinton administration had quietly changed U.S. nuclear weapons policy to=

 permit attacking Iraq with tactical atomic warheads should President=

 Hussein initiate a major biological attack on Israel or other neighboring=

 countries. The new policy was part of Presidential Policy Directive 60 (PDD=

 60), which Clinton approved after consultation with Defense Secretary=

 William Cohen and General Hugh Shelton, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of=

 Staff. PDD 60 is the most extensive overhaul of U.S. policy regarding both=

 strategic and tactical nuclear weapons since the Reagan administration. =

 The new guidelines were developed entirely in secret without any public, or=

 even Congressional, discussion.

 =3D=3D> For a more detailed opinion piece by David Krieger, see:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/pdd60.html

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------
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                          ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

1) =3D=3D> ASK THE PRESIDENT TO MAKE PDD 60 PUBLIC

    =3D=3D> contact the PRESIDENT:     mailto:president@whitehouse.gov

2) =3D=3D> ASK YOUR SENATORS TO OPPOSE NATO EXPANSION AND TO RATIFY THE CTBT

   =3D=3D> contact your SENATORS:        http://www.senate.gov/senator/

3) =3D=3D> ASK YOUR REPRESENTATIVE TO OPPOSE THE "ACADEMIC STRATEGIC=

 ALLIANCES PROGRAM" (ASAP) (because it corrupts the spirit of the=

 university)

    =3D=3D> contact your REPRESENTATIVE: http://www.house.gov/writerep/

    =3D=3D> contact the PRESIDENT:     mailto:president@whitehouse.gov

A complete list of all Congressional phone and fax numbers and e-mail=

 addresses can be found at:=20

Senate: http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/Documents.center/congress/sen97.txt=
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=20

House: http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/Documents.center/congress/hou97.txt=

=20

4) =3D=3D> SIGN THE ABOLITION 2000 INTERNATIONAL PETITION

            http://www.wagingpeace.org/intlpetition.html

5) =3D=3D> JOIN OUR ACTION ALERT NETWORK:  ACT NOW!

      To subscribe to "Act Now!" please send a message=20

      To:wagingpeace@napf.org

      Subject: <<leave empty>=20

      subscribe act-now-napf <<your email address here>=20

6) =3D=3D> FORWARD THIS NEWSLETTER TO A FRIEND

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------
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                         DATES TO REMEMBER  =20

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

March 3, 1939   First experimental nuclear fission in the United States.

March 11, 1958  U.S. B-47 bomber accidentally drops a nuclear weapon in the=

 megaton range over Mars Bluff, South Carolina, leaving a crater 75 feet=

 wide and 35 feet deep.

March 25, 1945  Albert Einstein writes second letter to President Roosevelt=

 warning of the catastrophic consequences if an atomic bomb is used.

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                               EVENTS  =20

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

March 9-13 =20

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization holds fifth PrepCom Meeting in=

 Vienna, Austria.
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March 16=20

Four-party Korean peace talks (second plenary session) begin in Geneva,=

 Switzerland.

March 16-April 3 =20

PrepCom on the establishment of an International Criminal Court, United=

 Nations, New York.

April 3-4

Legacy of the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions at the=

 University of Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara (UCSB).  Held in partnership=

 with the Foundation.  For information call (805) 965-3443 or contact us at=

 wagingpeace@napf.org

April 4

Jody Williams, coordinator of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines=

 and 1997 Nobel Peace Laureate, will receive the Nuclear Age Peace=

 Foundation Distinguished Peace Leadership Award; Santa Barbara, California
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April 7

"Building a Peace Culture: Task for the Next Millenium."  Lecture by Elise=

 Boulding, Prof. Emeritus and Senior Fellow of the Dickey Center for=

 International Understanding at Dartmouth College, 4 p.m. at UCSB.  For=

 information call (805) 965-3443 or contact us at wagingpeace@napf.org

April 7-9

Global Network Against Weapons & Nuclear Power in Space, Annual Organizers=

 Meeting, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

April 10-13

Healing Global Wounds 1998 Spring Gathering; at Nevada Test Site

         for more information go to:

         http://www.shundahai.org/HGW/index.html or

         http://www.scruz.net/~hgw/

April 20: Earth Day
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April 27-May 8=20

Second PrepCom for the 2000 Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference,=

 Geneva, Switzerland.

May 1 - 2

Annual Meeting of the Abolition 2000 Global Network for the Elimination of=

 Nuclear Weapons, Geneva, Switzerland.

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                     RESOURCES & DOCUMENTS

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

***The Transcripts of the 1997 U.N. Disarmament Week symposium, entitled=

 "The Future of Disarmament," are now available on the web-site of the NGO=

 Committee on Disarmament at the U.N. - http://www.peacenet.org/disarm/

***A Statement by more than 100 Civilian Leaders in favor of nuclear=

 abolition can be found at:=
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 http://www.wagingpeace.org/a2_statement_100leaders.html

***A speech delivered by General Lee Butler at the National Press Club in=

 Washington on February 2nd can be found at:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/butler_speech_9802.html

***AUDIO TAPES ($8.00 each plus $3.00 s&h)

- "The Social Responsibility of Scientists" by Joseph Rotblat

- "A World Without War" by Joseph Rotblat

- "Musicians Don't Make War" by Lord Yehudi Menuhin

***FREE OF CHARGE

- "Nuclear warfare. The public has a right to know." Op-ed on PDD 60 by=

 David Krieger (also at: http://www.wagingpeace.org/pdd60.html)

- "Countless Voices of Hope." Hiroshima Speech by David Krieger (also at:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/voices.html

- "A Break In The Clouds." Nagasaki Speech by David Krieger (also at:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/clouds.html)
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- "The Challenge Our Time." Okinawa Speech by David Krieger

- Information packet on Abolition 2000

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                          WORDS OF WISDOM

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                 "The noble art of losing face

                  might one day save the human race

                  and turn into eternal merit

                  what weaker minds would call disgrace."

                                                                 Piet Hein

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                             FEEDBACK

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------
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ABOUT OUR WEB-SITE: Finally a web-site that tells the truth of the horror of=

 nuclear use and its relation to the modern political agenda. I like the=

 fact that the web-site is continually upheld as current and accurate.

       Please check out our web-page at: http://www.wagingpeace.org

             PLEASE SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS

                     mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                              EDITORS

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

     David Krieger, J.D., Ph.D.  -  Christoph Hanterman, Ph.D.

------------------------------~-END-~-------------------------------------
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To subscribe to "The Sunflower," please send a message=20

To:wagingpeace@napf.org

Subject: <<leave empty>

subscribe sunflower-napf <<your email address here>

To unsubscribe from "The Sunflower," just send a message=20

To:wagingpeace@napf.org

Subject: <<leave empty>

unsubscribe sunflower-napf <<your email address here>

<bigger>                    NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION

        **********************************************************

                        A founding member of

                  and global contact point for the
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                Abolition 2000 Global Network for the=20

                   Elimination of Nuclear Weapons

        **********************************************************

                 1187 Coast Village Road, Suite 123

                    Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794

              Phone (805) 965-3443 * Fax (805) 568-0466

                   E- mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org

                     http://www.wagingpeace.org</bigger>
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Return-Path: <ses@wcc-coe.org>

Received: from wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org (wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org [193.73.242.105])

        by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id BAA29978

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 4 Mar 1998 01:56:11 -0800 (PST)

Received: from wccgeneva-Message_Server by wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org

        with Novell_GroupWise; Wed, 04 Mar 1998 10:56:06 +0100

Message-Id: <s4fd3346.037@wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org>

X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1

Date: Wed, 04 Mar 1998 10:55:25 +0100

X-UIDL: 889014760.007

From: Salpy ESKIDJIAN (Sara SPEICHER) <ses@wcc-coe.org>

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Cc: dce@wcc-coe.org, sal@wcc-coe.org

Subject: Statement for NPT PrepCom

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Howard,

Greetings and peace!

It was nice meeting you in Geneva. I'm sorry I could not join you for the

dinner at Dwain's. Thank you for sharing the draft statement on Nuclear

Abolition. As discussed, I would be happy to put it on the Peace to the
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City web site. It would be helpful if you could send us an introduction to

this; we have the text of the statement through your email to Dwain.

Dwain is out of the country and will be back on March 9.

I am forwarding to you the contact details for the regional councils of

churches if you wish to follow up with them on endorsements of the

statement. If you would like addresses of particular national councils of

churches in the countries who are signatories of the NPT, please get in

tough with my assistants Sara Speicher and Beatrice Merahi as I'll be out

of the country until March 10.

With all best wishes,

Salpy

ALL AFRICA CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES                       English and

French

CONFERENCE DES EGLISES DE TOUTE L'AFRIQUE

General Secretary:      Canon Clement Janda

  Tel: +254-2/441 483; 441 338/9        P.O. Box 14205, Westlands

  Fax: +254-2/443 241   Nairobi, Kenya

        (Waiyaki Way, Nairobi)

President and Chairman  The Rt. Rev. Prof. Kwesi Dickson

 of General Committee:  The Methodist Church, Ghana
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 Tel: +233.21 22 81.20, 22.81.60        Wesley House, E252 Liberia Road

 Fax: +233.21 22.70.08  P.O. Box 403, Accra, Ghana

CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE OF ASIA                       English

General Secretary:      Rev. Dr. Feliciano V. Carino

  Tel: +852/2691 1068   96, 2nd District, Pak Tin Village

  Fax: +852/2692 3805   Mei Tin Road, Shatin

        New Territories

        HONG KONG       

        

Associate General Secretary     Dr Henriette Hutabarat

for Programme Coordination:     (same address)

 Fax: +852 2692 3805 or 2692 4378

 Tel.:+852 2691 1068

 Tel.:+852 2693 3970 (home)

Associate General Secretary     Ms Christine Ledger

for Finance:    (same address)

CARIBBEAN CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES                           English

General Secretary:      Rev. Dr. Monrelle T. Williams

  Tel: +1 246/427 2681  P.O. Box 616, Bridgetown

  Fax: +1 246/429 2075  Barbados, West Indies

Associate General Secretary-Human Resources:    Ms Beryl
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Carasco-Alleyne

Associate General Secretary:    Mr. Gerard Granado                  

  (Programme Planning & Coordination)   (same address)

CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN CHURCHES                         E/F/G

General Secretary:      Rev. Dr. Keith Clements

  Tel: +41-22/791 61 11 150 route de Ferney, P.O. Box 2100

  Fax: +41-22/791 62 27 1211 Geneva 2, Switzerland

Chairman:       M‚tropolite J‚r‚mie Caligiorgis

 Tel: +33-1-47.20.82.35 / 47.02 1822 (h) Exarcat du Patriarcat

oecum‚nique

 Fax: +11-1-47.20.83.15 7, rue Georges Bizet, F-75 116 Paris,

France

Vice-Chairperson: OkRin Rut Royhrandt

 Tel: +49-431-9797-801 Nordelbische Ev.-Luth. Kirche

 Fax: +49-431-9797-810 Nordelbisches Kirchenamt

  Postfach 3449, D-24033 Kiel, FRG

Deputy Vice-Chairman Prof. Dr. Jean-March Prieur

 Tel: +33-388-781609 (h) 18, rue de Franche-Comt‚

 F-67380 Lingolsheim
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CONSEJO LATINOAMERICANO DE IGLESIAS       

Spanish

(Latin American Council of Churches)

Secretario general: Rev. Felipe Adolf

  Tel: +593-2/529 933; 553 996 Casilla 17-08-8522, Quito, Ecuador

  Fax: +593-2/553 996 Office Address:

 E-mail: felipe@clai.ecx.ec;  Inglaterra 943 y Mariana de Jesus

 Quito, Ecuador

Presidente: Dr. Walter Altmann

  Tel: +55 51/592 1763 or 5921 763 Rua Martin Lutero 358

  Fax: +55 51/592 68 35 Sao Leopolde / RS, Brasil 93030-120

 

MIDDLE EAST COUNCIL OF CHURCHES      English

General Secretary: Rev. Dr. Riad Jarjour

 P.O. Box 4259

  Tel: +357-5/326 022 3722 Limassol, Cyprus

  Fax: +357-5/324 496 

Associate General Secretary: Mr Samir Morcos

  Tel: +202/2483 616

  Fax:+202/2478 837 P.O. Box 2238

 Horriya, Heliopolis 11361
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 Cairo, Egypt

PACIFIC CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES          E/F

Acting General Secretary: Rev. Valamotu Palu

  Tel: +679/311 277 P.O. Box 208

  Fax: +679/303 205 Suva, Fiji

President:  Rev. Reuben Makikon

Fax: +678/ 26.480 Presbyterian Church of Vanuatu

Tel: +678/ 22.722 Box 150, Port-Vila, Efate, Vanuatu
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <34FD7632.79C2@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 04 Mar 1998 07:41:38 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: International Peace Bureau <ipb@gn.apc.org>

Subject: Re: NGO Presentations at NPT PrepComm

References: <01BD4750.61A68260@usr0-29.itu.ch>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

International Peace Bureau wrote:

> 

> Dear Howard Hallman, Myrla Baldonado, Jackie Cabasso, Oliver Meier, Martin

> Kalinowski, Simon Carroll, Merav Datan, Janet Bloomfield and Felicity Hill

> 

> As you know, your name was put forward at a meeting of disarmament NGOs

> (Geneva, 20 February 1998) as a possible convenor for one of the NGO

> presentations to be given at the NPT PrepComm in April/May.

> 

> We are writing to ask for confirmation that you will undertake this task.

> Please could you reply with a brief message of confirmation, including your

> postal address, fax and telephone numbers.

Dear Friends:
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Yes, I will take on the role as convener of the NGO presentation at the 

NPT PrepCom on "The Moral Imperative" or some such title.  I will proceed 

along the lines agreed to at the meeting February 21 in Geneva. I look 

forward to seeing more complete guidelines.  My postal address is 

Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 

Washington, DC, USA.  My phone/fax is 301 896-0013.

Shalom,

Howard W. Hallman
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <34FD8001.1C46@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 04 Mar 1998 08:23:29 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dave@paxchristiusa.org

Subject: Statement for NPT PrepCom

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Dear Dave:

I have received the following message from Salpy Eskidjian of the World 

Council of Churches.  She provides names of contacts for regional 

councils of churches from whom we can seek endorsements for the 

statements.  I will contact them as soon as we have the final text 

approved.  I think I'll add the National Council of Churches in the USA 

and the Canadian Council of Churches. Would you have parallel contacts in 

regional conferences of Catholic bishops?  If so, can you or Pax Christi 

International approach them?

I haven't yet received a sign-off on the statement from Dwain Epps.  

Salpy indicates that he is away until March 9, that is, next Monday.  

I'll have a message waiting for him to request approval for the 

statement.  How are you coming with Cardinal Danneels?
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Shalom,

Howard

###

Message from Salpy Eskidijian, World Council of Churches.

Dear Howard,

Greetings and peace!

It was nice meeting you in Geneva. I'm sorry I could not join you for the

dinner at Dwain's. Thank you for sharing the draft statement on Nuclear

Abolition. As discussed, I would be happy to put it on the Peace to the

City web site. It would be helpful if you could send us an introduction 

to

this; we have the text of the statement through your email to Dwain.

Dwain is out of the country and will be back on March 9.

I am forwarding to you the contact details for the regional councils of

churches if you wish to follow up with them on endorsements of the

statement. If you would like addresses of particular national councils of

churches in the countries who are signatories of the NPT, please get in

tough with my assistants Sara Speicher and Beatrice Merahi as I'll be out

of the country until March 10.

With all best wishes,
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Salpy

ALL AFRICA CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES                       English and

French

CONFERENCE DES EGLISES DE TOUTE L'AFRIQUE

General Secretary:      Canon Clement Janda

  Tel: +254-2/441 483; 441 338/9        P.O. Box 14205, Westlands

  Fax: +254-2/443 241   Nairobi, Kenya

        (Waiyaki Way, Nairobi)

President and Chairman  The Rt. Rev. Prof. Kwesi Dickson

 of General Committee:  The Methodist Church, Ghana

 Tel: +233.21 22 81.20, 22.81.60        Wesley House, E252 Liberia Road

 Fax: +233.21 22.70.08  P.O. Box 403, Accra, Ghana

CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE OF ASIA                       English

General Secretary:      Rev. Dr. Feliciano V. Carino

  Tel: +852/2691 1068   96, 2nd District, Pak Tin Village

  Fax: +852/2692 3805   Mei Tin Road, Shatin

        New Territories

        HONG KONG       

        

Associate General Secretary     Dr Henriette Hutabarat
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for Programme Coordination:     (same address)

 Fax: +852 2692 3805 or 2692 4378

 Tel.:+852 2691 1068

 Tel.:+852 2693 3970 (home)

Associate General Secretary     Ms Christine Ledger

for Finance:    (same address)

CARIBBEAN CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES                           English

General Secretary:      Rev. Dr. Monrelle T. Williams

  Tel: +1 246/427 2681  P.O. Box 616, Bridgetown

  Fax: +1 246/429 2075  Barbados, West Indies

Associate General Secretary-Human Resources:    Ms Beryl

Carasco-Alleyne

Associate General Secretary:    Mr. Gerard Granado                  

  (Programme Planning & Coordination)   (same address)

CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN CHURCHES                         E/F/G

General Secretary:      Rev. Dr. Keith Clements

  Tel: +41-22/791 61 11 150 route de Ferney, P.O. Box 2100

  Fax: +41-22/791 62 27 1211 Geneva 2, Switzerland

Chairman:       M‚tropolite J‚r‚mie Caligiorgis

 Tel: +33-1-47.20.82.35 / 47.02 1822 (h) Exarcat du Patriarcat
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oecum‚nique

 Fax: +11-1-47.20.83.15 7, rue Georges Bizet, F-75 116 Paris,

France

Vice-Chairperson: OkRin Rut Royhrandt

 Tel: +49-431-9797-801 Nordelbische Ev.-Luth. Kirche

 Fax: +49-431-9797-810 Nordelbisches Kirchenamt

  Postfach 3449, D-24033 Kiel, FRG

Deputy Vice-Chairman Prof. Dr. Jean-March Prieur

 Tel: +33-388-781609 (h) 18, rue de Franche-Comt‚

 F-67380 Lingolsheim

CONSEJO LATINOAMERICANO DE IGLESIAS       

Spanish

(Latin American Council of Churches)

Secretario general: Rev. Felipe Adolf

  Tel: +593-2/529 933; 553 996 Casilla 17-08-8522, Quito, Ecuador

  Fax: +593-2/553 996 Office Address:

 E-mail: felipe@clai.ecx.ec;  Inglaterra 943 y Mariana de Jesus

 Quito, Ecuador

Presidente: Dr. Walter Altmann
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  Tel: +55 51/592 1763 or 5921 763 Rua Martin Lutero 358

  Fax: +55 51/592 68 35 Sao Leopolde / RS, Brasil 93030-120

 

MIDDLE EAST COUNCIL OF CHURCHES      English

General Secretary: Rev. Dr. Riad Jarjour

 P.O. Box 4259

  Tel: +357-5/326 022 3722 Limassol, Cyprus

  Fax: +357-5/324 496 

Associate General Secretary: Mr Samir Morcos

  Tel: +202/2483 616

  Fax:+202/2478 837 P.O. Box 2238

 Horriya, Heliopolis 11361

 Cairo, Egypt

PACIFIC CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES          E/F

Acting General Secretary: Rev. Valamotu Palu

  Tel: +679/311 277 P.O. Box 208

  Fax: +679/303 205 Suva, Fiji

President:  Rev. Reuben Makikon

Fax: +678/ 26.480 Presbyterian Church of Vanuatu
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Tel: +678/ 22.722 Box 150, Port-Vila, Efate, Vanuatu
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <34FD820F.2283@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 04 Mar 1998 08:32:15 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: Kathy Spallone <kathy-s@k2nesoft.com>

Subject: Re: Abolition 2000 Religious Working Group

References: <Pine.LNX.3.93.980302183212.28868C-100000@k2nesoft.k2nesoft.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Kathy Spallone wrote:

> 

> Dear Howard Hallman,

>       I've been helping out with Abolition 2000 with Theresa Fitzgibbon of

> Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.  We seem to have gotten out of touch with the

> Religious Working Group.  I thought we were signed up for e-mail, but

> maybe there hasn't been much.....

Dear Kathy:

There hasn't been much e-mail on abolition-religious.  The main activity 

of the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition is to organize a 
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reception for delegates to the upcoming NPT Preparatory Committee meeting 

in Geneva and to develop a statement for world religious leaders to send 

to the delegates.

We sent information on the Sunflower Campaign to a number of 

denominational offices and religious peace fellowships, and some are 

publicizing it.  I don't know of any activities in the Philadelphia area 

but would encourage you to take initiative.  After the NPT PrepCom is 

over we'll give more attention to the Religious Working Group in the US.

Shalom,

Howard
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <34FDB44F.516@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 04 Mar 1998 12:06:39 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dave@paxchristiusa.org

Subject: Statement for religious leaders

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Dear Dave:

This is my second attempt to send the draft statement.  I hope this one 

goes through.

Shalom,

Howard

####

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 
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of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 

Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

therefore morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear 

weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was 

quite apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would occur 

in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the increased 

destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that a just end cannot be achieved through a wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 

in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burden with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 
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humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 

preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches meeting in Seoul, Korea in 1983 stated: "We believe 

that the time has come when the churches must unequivocally declare that 

the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a 

crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on 

ethical and theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the 

institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear 

weapons and warfare are delegitimized and condemn as violations of 

international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth also agree on the need to 

eliminate nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in 
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Article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

(NPT) "to the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to 

nuclear disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of 

Justice unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in 

good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously.  Therefore, we 

call upon the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 

session a notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all 

nuclear weapons on Earth. 

        First, we ask the delegates to firmly instruct the nuclear weapon 

states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to nuclear 

abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, retired 

generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on what 

these steps should be.  They include:

· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 
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vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 

United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, some of them seem too addicted to 

nuclear weapons and the false doctrine of nuclear deterrence to be 

willing to become so engaged at present.  Other nations need not wait.  

Rather as stewards of God's Earth they can begin the task of developing a 

nuclear weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to 

abolish all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  We assert 

that loyalty to all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political 

blocs of nations.  Therefore, we urge delegates to act decisively and 

courageously for the benefit of all the peoples of Earth.
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Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General 

Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

Endorsers:

We the undersigned endorse the above statement and urge the NPT 

Preparatory Committee to accept and carry out its recommendations.

 

[Endorsers can include representatives of multi-national and national 

councils of churches and conferences of bishops, heads of communion, and 

other prominent religious
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA18382;

 Thu, 5 Mar 1998 10:39:31 -0800 (PST)

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA29705

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Thu, 5 Mar 1998 09:27:08 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm4.psr.org (pc40.psrus.org [204.177.54.40])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7) with SMTP id MAA16863

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Thu, 5 Mar 1998 12:24:38 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 11:56:08 -0500

X-UIDL: 889131275.004

From: Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.apc.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <34FED928.1B2D@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org

Subject: White House Test Ban News

To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

March 4, 1998   the White house   No. 9
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Comprehensive test ban treaty

test ban news

Treaty awaiting Senate action enjoys broad public support

The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which enjoys the broad support of

Americans, was submitted to Congress in September 1997.  President

Clinton has called on the Senate to approve the Treaty this year.  A

majority of Americans approve of that timetable.  A recent nationwide

poll showed 70 percent of the people, Republicans  and Democrats alike,

favor a treaty to prohibit further nuclear explosions worldwide.

 That support is reflected in the editorial pages of newspapers across

the country, some of which are excerpted here.

*****************************************************************

Los Angeles Times

In 1996 President Clinton became the first world leader to sign the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which prohibits all nuclear weapon tests

and other nuclear explosions.  But the long-sought pact, which has since

been signed by 147 other countries, still awaits U.S. Senate

consideration.

 ...Inaction threatens to prevent the United States from having a seat
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at the table next year when a special conference of nations that have

ratified the treaty meets to consider how the accord can be more quickly

put into force.  The possibility that the

world's leading nuclear power will be without a voice at that important

meeting is as embarrassing as it is absurd. ...  Presidents of both

parties have always recognized the urgency of limiting access to nuclear

weapon technology. ... It makes no sense now to deny the United States

and the rest of the world the chance to further control the spread of

nuclear arms.

***************************************************************** The

News and Observer, Raleigh, N.C.

The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty being considered by the Senate

represents an invaluable chance to help put the nuclear weapons genie

back in its bottle.  The treaty ... would drastically reduce the nuclear

threat by prohibiting all nuclear explosions, above and below ground. 

That prohibition would hamper rogue

nations from building nuclear arsenals.... The Senate should ratify this

enforceable worldwide agreement because it would be a large step toward

eliminating the threat of nuclear warfare -- the ultimate act of

defense.

*****************************************************************

Denver Post

Colorado's U.S. Sens. Wayne Allard and Ben Nighthorse Campbell should

support the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty, both because it's the

right thing to do  and because most Colorado voters appear to favor the

pact.  Achieving a nuclear weapons test ban has been a bipartisan

priority since President Dwight Eisenhower's administration.  ...  The
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Senate may be tempted to delay taking action.  But any foot-dragging

would be a terrible mistake, because it would undermine U.S. efforts to

stop the spread of nuclear weapons worldwide.

*****************************************************************

Star Tribune, Minneapolis, Minn.

What Americans should want is a global ban on nuclear testing.  They can

get it -- if only the U.S. Senate will ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty. ...Skeptics to the contrary, this treaty is no threat to anyone

except the world's rogues and rascals.  In fact, it promises Americans a

great deal:  It would guard against the renewal of the nuclear arms

race.  It would block the path of atomic wannabes....  It would end the

potential for environmental and health hazards from nuclear tests.  For

all that, America should be willing to give up an old habit.

*****************************************************************

Portland Press Herald, Portland, Maine

The world has a chance before the close of this century to do something

extraordinary....  It can ban nuclear testing under a treaty signed

[more than] a year ago.  An important step in that process is

ratification of the treaty by the U.S. Senate. ... Leadership from the

United States on this issue ... is critical.

 The Senate should provide that leadership and ratify the Nuclear Test

Ban Treaty.

*****************************************************************

Produced by the White House Working Group on the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty
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For more information on the CTBT:  Phone: 202-647-8677 Fax: 

202-647-6928

The entire series of White Hose TEST BAN NEWS can be found at

http://www.acda.gov or at your "one stop shopping" CTBT site:

http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.htm  (Coalition to Reduce

Nuclear Dangers)

*****************************************************************

From: Disarmament Clearinghouse

  1101 14th Street NW #700

  Washington, DC 20005

  TEL: 202 898 0150 ext. 232

  FAX: 202 898 0172 

  <disarmament@igc.org>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id OAA07815;

 Thu, 5 Mar 1998 14:30:29 -0800 (PST)

Received: from beach.silcom.com (beach.silcom.com [199.201.128.19])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id OAA03547

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Thu, 5 Mar 1998 14:19:40 -0800 (PST)

Received: from dial.silcom.com (pm4-27.sba1.avtel.net [207.71.218.227])

 by beach.silcom.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id OAA09066;

 Thu, 5 Mar 1998 14:14:52 -0800 (PST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Content-Type: text/enriched; charset="iso-8859-1"

Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 14:03:50 -0800

X-UIDL: 889188740.005

From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <wagingpeace@napf.org>

Message-Id: <3.0.32.19980305140346.0079dd40@silcom.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: FEEDBACK     ABOLITION 2000: TOO LIMITED, TOO LATE, REJECTED

To: abolition-2000@mail.agoranet.be, ABOLITION-EUROPE@VLBERLIN.comlink.de,

        abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)

X-Sender: napf@silcom.com

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
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>Return-Path: <<eperry@igc.apc.org>

>Date: Thu, 5 Mar 1998 12:56:34 -0800 (PST)

>X-Sender: eperry@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

>To: wagingpeace@napf.org

>From: "Edward C. Perry II" <<eperry@igc.apc.org>

>Subject: FEEDBACK     ABOLITION 2000: TOO LIMITED, TOO LATE, REJECTED

>

>

>SUBJECT: FEEDBACK Abolition 2000 - Too limited, Too late, Rejected by=

 Reagan

>

>My feedback to Abolition 2000 is a more practical proposal but I will first

>show Abolition 2000; 1.)was rejected years ago 2.) is too limited and 3.)

>will be too late. .
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>

>BEEN THERE, REJECTED THAT

> In January 1986, the Soviet Union proposed, "a step-by-step and consistent

>process of ridding the Earth of nuclear weapons, to be implemented and

>completed within the next fifteen years , before the end of the century."

>The proposal was rejected by President Reagan. He could not consider=

 banning

>nuclear weapons while the Soviets had an advantage in combat troops in

>Central Europe. America was using nuclear weapons as a deterrent. We are

>still "using" nuclear weapons  for deterrence. The United States will=

 reject

>the elimination of nuclear weapons while there is still a need to "use"=

 them. =20

>

>TOO LIMITED
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> In May 1995 over 170 nations extended the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty

>(NPT) and reaffirmed their support for article VI, ""Each of the parties to

>the treaty undertakes to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective

>measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date

>and to nuclear disarmament,  and on a treaty on general and complete

>disarmament under strict and effective international control."=20

> Nuclear disarmament is a limited goal. The ultimate goal, accepted by=

 these

>nations, would eliminate the need to "use" nuclear weapons.=20

>

>TOO LATE

> Last April, at the First PrepCom meeting to review progress and prepare=

 for

>the 2000 NPT Review Conference the French representative said, "As my

>American colleague rightly put its, the nuclear disarmament process cannot
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>be separated completely from efforts to control other types of weapons=

 which

>continue to threaten the security of many States in al! parts of the world.

>Article VI of the NPT links the pursuit of negotiations related to the

>cessation of the nuclear arms race and to nuclear disarmament to a treaty=

 on

>complete and general disarmament under strict and effective international

>control        In accordance with its commitments under article VI of the

>NPT, France is prepared to assume, together with all States, its

>responsibilities in this field ..... "

> The Second PrepCom meeting is scheduled for Geneva from 27 April to 8 May

>1998. ABOLITION 2000 is too late the need for action is now!

>

>FERENCZ PROPOSAL
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> The nature of international relations has changed. Security Council

>Resolutions are now international laws that must be obeyed. Benjamin

>Ferencz, a leader in international law since he was U.S. prosecutor at the

>Nuremberg Trials, used that fact in his 1994 book "New Legal Foundations=

 for

>GLOBAL SURVIVAL =96 Security Through the Security Council". He proposed=

 twelve

>Security Council Resolutions to impose general and complete disarmament on

>the world. As Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan wrote, this book, "advances

>the proposition =96 once at the core of American foreign policy =96 that

>increasing the salience of international law can help to regulate and

>mitigate violence in the world."=20

>

>ACTION

> The nations that signed the NPT Extension should do, at the Second=
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 PrepCom,

>what France did at the First. At least one nation should table the Ferencz

>Proposal to use Security Council Resolutions instead of a Nuclear Weapons

>Convention.=20

>

>

>

<bigger>                    NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION

        **********************************************************

                        A founding member of

                  and global contact point for the

                Abolition 2000 Global Network for the=20

                   Elimination of Nuclear Weapons

        **********************************************************
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                 1187 Coast Village Road, Suite 123

                    Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794

              Phone (805) 965-3443 * Fax (805) 568-0466

                   E- mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org

                     http://www.wagingpeace.org</bigger>
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3500361F.2DE3@igc.apc.org>

Date: Fri, 06 Mar 1998 09:45:03 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: edibal@iprolink.ch

Subject: NPT PrepCom reception

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Edith:

We are developing the invitation to NPT PrepCom delegates for the 

reception to be hosted by religious leaders.  The draft text is presented 

below.  Is the correct wording for such an invitation?  How should be 

location be specified?

Shalom,

Howard

###

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President

 Pax Christi International

 &

 Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General Secretary
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 World Council of Churches

 request the pleasure of your company

 at a reception in honor of

 Ambassador  Eugeniusz Wyzner

 and delegates to the 

 NPT Preparatory Committee

 on Monday, 27 April 1998 at 18:30 

 8th Floor, United Nations [name of building]

 Geneva, Switzerland

 Sponsored by Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition
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Return-Path: <GPowers@nccbuscc.org>

Received: from peter.nccbuscc.org ([207.32.122.194])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id OAA01093

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 6 Mar 1998 14:08:26 -0800 (PST)

Received: from nccbuscc.org (nccbgw [207.197.128.3]) by peter.nccbuscc.org (8.8.5/8.8.3) with SMTP id RAA22237 
for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 6 Mar 1998 17:01:26 -0500 (EST)

Received: from NCCB-Message_Server by nccbuscc.org

 with Novell_GroupWise; Fri, 06 Mar 1998 17:07:42 -0500

Message-Id: <s5002d5e.020@nccbuscc.org>

X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1

Date: Fri, 06 Mar 1998 17:07:42 -0500

X-UIDL: 889239060.005

From: Gerard Powers <GPowers@nccbuscc.org>

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Subject: Meeting notice -Reply

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain

Content-Disposition: inline

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

I have an all-day meeting that day, so I will not be able to attend.  Please

continue to keep me posted.
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3501C07E.7048@igc.apc.org>

Date: Sat, 07 Mar 1998 13:47:42 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dce@wcc-coe.org

Subject: NPT PrepCom statement, invitation

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Dwain:

I understand that you are away until March 9.  Upon your return I hope 

that you can give some time to review the redraft of the statement to NPT 

PrepCom delegates, proposed to be issued by Dr. Raiser and Cardinal 

Danneels.  I assumed it arrive to you via e-mail.  If not, please let me 

know.  We would like to have approval soon so that we can start 

processing it.

We are also getting ready to send an invitation to the reception.  

Attached is proposed wording for your review.  Is it satisfactory?  (I've 

asked Edith Ballantyne to fill in the blank on the room at the UN).

Shalom,

Howard
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###

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President

 Pax Christi International

 &

 Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General Secretary

 World Council of Churches

 request the pleasure of your company

 at a reception in honor of

 Ambassador  Eugeniusz Wyzner

 and delegates to the 

 NPT Preparatory Committee

 on Monday, 27 April 1998 at 18:30 

 8th Floor, United Nations [name of building]

 Geneva, Switzerland

 Sponsored by Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA08971;

 Sat, 7 Mar 1998 10:00:41 -0800 (PST)

Received: from gn3.gn.apc.org (gn3.gn.apc.org [194.202.158.47])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA18642

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sat, 7 Mar 1998 08:46:26 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ai027.du.pipex.com [193.130.248.27](ai027.du.pipex.com [193.130.248.27])

 by gn3.gn.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8/GN-1.0) with SMTP id QAA07942

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sat, 7 Mar 1998 16:57:27 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Sat, 7 Mar 1998 16:57:27 GMT

From: geowcpuk@gn.apc.org (George Farebrother)

Message-Id: <199803071657.QAA07942@gn3.gn.apc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: INTERNATIONAL/LEGAL/Additional Protocols & ICJ

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

X-Sender: geowcpuk@gn.apc.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

GF/6699

Dear Abolitionists
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Abingdon Peace Group, working with World Court Project UK, has produced a

pocket-sized 16 page booklet.  Entitled "Nuclear Weapons and the Laws of

War" it presents the way interantional humanitarian law affects civilian

populations in an accessible and lively way.  Enlivened with apt

ilustrations and cartoons it is ideal for presenting to opinion formers and

decision makers.  It is of international interest.  Only briefly, and at the

end, does it link international humanitarian law with the UK nuclar weapons. 

The booklet is timely.  Several NATO states have just ratified the Protocols

Additional to the Geneva Convention adding "statements of understanding" to

the effect that the scope of the protocols excludes nuclear weapons.  I

understand that the USA has, or is just about to, issue a similar statement.  

Let me know if you want me to send you a copy by snailmail.  When you've

seen it, you might want more. 

George Farebrother

 

George Farebrother    (geowcpuk@gn.apc.org)

67, Summerheath Rd,  

Hailsham 

Sussex, BN27 3DR, England 
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Phone & Fax +44 (0)1323 844 269   

The World Court Project is an international citizens' network which is

working to publicise and have implemented the 8 July 1996 Advisory Opinion

of the International Court of Justice which could find no lawful

circumstance for the threat or use of nuclear weapons.  

The World Court Project is part of Abolition 2000, A Global Network to

Abolish Nuclear Weapons
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <350428A9.11A@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 09:36:41 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: ograbc@aol.com,, washofc@aol.com,,

 cwu_washington.parti@ecunet.com,, tom.hart@ecunet.org,,

 epf@igc.org,crramey@igc.org,, joe@fcnl.org,, bridget@fcnl.org,,

 kathy@fcnl.org,, mark.brown@ecunet.org,, mccwash@igc.org,,

 mknolldc@igc.org,, mupj@igc.org,,

 ncc_washington@ecunet.org,network@igc.org,,

 dave@paxchristiusa.org,, barbara_green@pcusa.org,,

 lwyolton@prodigy.com,, rac@uahc.org,, uuawo@aol.com,,

 joannabaker@juno.com,, gpowers@nccbuscc.org

Subject: Wednesday's meeting on CTBT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Colleagues:

Here is the proposed agenda for Wednesday's meeting on the CTBT.  I hope 

to see you then.

Shalom,

Howard
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 Meeting of Religious Organizations Working for CTBT Ratification

 2:00 to 3:30  p.m., Wednesday, March 11, 1998

 Conference Room, Friends Committee on National Legislation

 245 Second Street, NE, Washington, DC

Proposed Agenda

1. Introductions

2. Outlook in Senate

3. Field activities

 a. Foreign Relations Committee members

  i. Postcards and follow-through

  ii. State religious leadership letters

 b. Other states

  i. Early endorsers

  ii. Other swing states

 c. March 23 radio talk-show call-in

 d. Activist kit

 e. Future postcards

4. Hill activities

 a. Letter responding to Senator Helms

 b. Interfaith Legislative Briefing

 c. Other

5. Heads of communion letter

6. Denominational outreach

 a. Newsletters, journal

 b. Area, national conferences in spring and summer
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7. Wider agenda (information only)

 a. NPT Preparatory Committee

 b. Canadian religious groups' letter

8. Other

Next meeting: 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., Wednesday, April 8, 1998
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35042937.123F@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 09:39:03 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: lranck@igc.org

Subject: Information for Robin Ringler

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Lee:

Would you please give the following information to Robin Ringler.  Sorry 

to bother you, but I don't know how to reach her in this transition 

period.

Thanks, 

Howard

 Meeting of Religious Organizations Working for CTBT Ratification

 2:00 to 3:30  p.m., Wednesday, March 11, 1998

 Conference Room, Friends Committee on National Legislation

 245 Second Street, NE, Washington, DC

Proposed Agenda
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1. Introductions

2. Outlook in Senate

3. Field activities

 a. Foreign Relations Committee members

  i. Postcards and follow-through

  ii. State religious leadership letters

 b. Other states

  i. Early endorsers

  ii. Other swing states

 c. March 23 radio talk-show call-in

 d. Activist kit

 e. Future postcards

4. Hill activities

 a. Letter responding to Senator Helms

 b. Interfaith Legislative Briefing

 c. Other

5. Heads of communion letter

6. Denominational outreach

 a. Newsletters, journal

 b. Area, national conferences in spring and summer

7. Wider agenda (information only)

 a. NPT Preparatory Committee

 b. Canadian religious groups' letter

8. Other

Next meeting: 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., Wednesday, April 8, 1998
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Return-Path: <dave@paxchristiusa.org>

Received: from moose.erie.net (moose.erie.net [208.138.204.11])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA00354

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 9 Mar 1998 11:00:10 -0800 (PST)

Received: from TEAMInternet (usr1-56.erie.net [208.138.205.246])

 by moose.erie.net (8.8.5/8.8.5) with ESMTP id OAA13131

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>;

 Mon, 9 Mar 1998 14:00:55 -0500

X-Envelope-To: <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Received: from dave.paxchristiusa.org ([192.168.0.100]) by TEAMInternet  with smtp id m0yC8uR-000ssvC (Apexx 
Technology); Mon, 9 Mar 1998 15:12:07 -0500 (EST)

Received: by dave.paxchristiusa.org with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD4B61.BA152220@dave.paxchristiusa.org>; Mon, 9 Mar 1998 13:46:14 -0500

Message-ID: <01BD4B61.BA152220@dave.paxchristiusa.org>

X-UIDL: 889478568.005

From: Dave Robinson <dave@paxchristiusa.org>

To: "'mupj@igc.apc.org'" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: FW: NPT

Date: Mon, 9 Mar 1998 13:46:10 -0500

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id LAA00354

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Howard,
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I think these changes are fine.  What do you think?  Call me.

Dave

----------

From:  Paul Lansu [SMTP:Paul.Lansu@pci.ngonet.be]

Sent:  Monday, March 09, 1998 8:20 AM

To:  dave@paxchristiusa.org

Subject:  NPT

Dear Dave,

Thanks for your e-mail message of 6 March 1998. The Deterrence statement can be tranbslated by Guy Morvan as well. 
Six pages is not too long.  We are prepared to support the draft statement by Cardinal Danneels/ Konrad Raiser on the 
NPT. 

I have two little suggestions for changing of wording:

1. paragraph 2, it would be wise to insert 'probably' in line 3. It should read: 'The same result would probably occur in 
any further use ...' And in the same paragraph put in italics or in bold the two sentences 'When used as an instrument .... 
is morally corrupt.'

2. pre-final paragraph: change wording line 4 and 5. It should read:

"Although the nuclear weapons states should be part of this process. Other nations need not wait till nuclear weapons 
are willing to become engaged.  Rather..."

Are you also working on the two-pages statement for the NPT, as a NGO contribution. See letter of 13 February 1998 of 
the NGO Committee on Disarmament.

With kind regards,

Paul Lansu
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3504BD84.68F9@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 20:11:48 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dave@paxchristiusa.org

Subject: PrepCom reception invitation

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 9, 1998

Dear Dave:

Here is the proposed text for the invitation.  I have asked Edith 

Ballantyne to supply the correct name of the location.

Shalom,

Howard

###

 Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President

 Pax Christi International

 &
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 Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General Secretary

 World Council of Churches

 request the pleasure of your company

 at a reception in honor of

 Ambassador  Eugeniusz Wyzner

 and delegates to the 

 NPT Preparatory Committee

 on Monday, 27 April 1998 at 18:30 

 8th Floor, United Nations [name of building]

 Geneva, Switzerland

 Sponsored by Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3504BDF4.355E@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 20:13:40 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dce@wcc-coe.org

CC: sal@wcc-coe.org

Subject: Statement for NPT PrepCom

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 9, 1998

Dear Dwain:

We have approval from Pax Christi International for the statement by 

Cardinal Danneels and Dr. Raiser.  They suggest three changes, which I 

find acceptable, as follows:

Paragraph 2, 3rd sentence, insert "probably" to make it read: "The same 

result would probably occur in any further use...

They also would like to put the first two sentences of paragraph 2 in 

italic or bold face.  That's fine with me, especially since it is a 

strong Catholic commitment, saying "no" to deterrence.
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Next to last paragraph ("Second, we ask the delegates....."), they 

suggest combining and modifying the 3rd and 4th sentences, as follows 

(with some editing by me):  "Although the nuclear weapons states should 

be part of this process, other nations need not wait until they are 

willing to become engaged.  Rather non-nuclear weapons states...."

Are these changes acceptable?  Is the statement as edited acceptable to 

Dr. Raiser and you?  Please let me know as soon as possible.

Shalom,

Howard
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Return-Path: <mccwash>

Received: (from mccwash@localhost)

 by igc6.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA10368;

 Mon, 9 Mar 1998 10:44:51 -0800 (PST)

Date: Mon, 9 Mar 1998 10:44:51 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <199803091844.KAA10368@igc6.igc.org>

X-UIDL: 889478568.002

From: Mennonite Central Committee <mccwash@igc.apc.org>

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Subject: Re:  Wednesday's meeting on CTBT

Cc: mccwjdb@erols.com

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Hello this should be sent to mccwjdb@erols.com INSTEAD of 

mccwash@igc.apc.org.  Thanks for making that change.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 > From mupj@igc.apc.org  Mon Mar  9 06:41:17 1998

 > >From mupj  Mon Mar  9 06:41:17 1998

 > Return-Path: <mupj@igc.apc.org>

 > Received: from ppp6-22.igc.org (mupj@ppp6-22.igc.org)

 >  by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id GAA12423;

 >  Mon, 9 Mar 1998 06:41:05 -0800 (PST)

 > Message-ID: <350428A9.11A@igc.apc.org>

 > Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 09:36:41 -0800
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 > From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

 > Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

 > X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

 > MIME-Version: 1.0

 > To: ograbc@aol.com, washofc@aol.com, cwu_washington.parti@ecunet.com,

 >         tom.hart@ecunet.org, epf@igc.org, crramey@igc.org, joe@fcnl.org,

 >         bridget@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org, mark.brown@ecunet.org,

 >         mccwash@igc.org, mknolldc@igc.org, mupj@igc.org,

 >         ncc_washington@ecunet.org, network@igc.org, dave@paxchristiusa.org,

 >         barbara_green@pcusa.org, lwyolton@prodigy.com, rac@uahc.org,

 >         uuawo@aol.com, joannabaker@juno.com, gpowers@nccbuscc.org

 > Subject: Wednesday's meeting on CTBT

 > Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

 > Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

 > Status: O

 >

 > Dear Colleagues:

 >

 > Here is the proposed agenda for Wednesday's meeting on the CTBT.  I hope 

 > to see you then.

 > Shalom,

 > Howard

 >

 >  Meeting of Religious Organizations Working for CTBT Ratification

 >  2:00 to 3:30  p.m., Wednesday, March 11, 1998

 >  Conference Room, Friends Committee on National Legislation

 >  245 Second Street, NE, Washington, DC
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 >

 > Proposed Agenda

 >

 > 1. Introductions

 > 2. Outlook in Senate

 > 3. Field activities

 >  a. Foreign Relations Committee members

 >   i. Postcards and follow-through

 >   ii. State religious leadership letters

 >  b. Other states

 >   i. Early endorsers

 >   ii. Other swing states

 >  c. March 23 radio talk-show call-in

 >  d. Activist kit

 >  e. Future postcards

 > 4. Hill activities

 >  a. Letter responding to Senator Helms

 >  b. Interfaith Legislative Briefing

 >  c. Other

 > 5. Heads of communion letter

 > 6. Denominational outreach

 >  a. Newsletters, journal

 >  b. Area, national conferences in spring and summer

 > 7. Wider agenda (information only)

 >  a. NPT Preparatory Committee

 >  b. Canadian religious groups' letter

 > 8. Other
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 >

 > Next meeting: 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., Wednesday, April 8, 1998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igc3.igc.apc.org (igc3.igc.org [192.82.108.33])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id OAA12713;

 Mon, 9 Mar 1998 14:56:40 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id OAA21215;

 Mon, 9 Mar 1998 14:55:42 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp39.igc.org (aslater@ppp39.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id OAA20188;

 Mon, 9 Mar 1998 14:43:34 -0800 (PST)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Mon, 9 Mar 1998 14:43:34 -0800 (PST)

X-UIDL: 889492269.000

From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980309174355.3d6f22b6@pop.igc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: NPT Minutes (some US info)

To: warpeace@interport.net, kcantw9473@aol.com, falvo@nymc.edu,

        sfraser@igc.org, HKH522@ix.netcom.com, cmtinnitus@aol.com,

        gkarlsson@igc.apc.org, nypaxchristi@igc.apc.org,

        peggy_kerry@pipeline.com, jklotz@walrus.com, wrl@igc.apc.org,

        jem@igc.apc.org, paintl@igc.apc.org, metropeace@aol.com,

        worldfed@igc.apc.org, crramey@igc.apc.org, wedo@igc.apc.org,

        psrnyc@igc.apc.org, paz4jus@aol.com, esrmetro@aol.com,
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        disarmtimes@igc.apc.org, ptasso@pipeline.com, lcnp@aol.com,

        srfnyusa@igc.apc.org, johnanne@ctconverge.com, tinabell@walrus.com,

        EEnloe@afsc.org, flick@igc.apc.org, garyblsp@aol.com

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

Status: RO

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

MINUTES

TO:  Abolition 2000 Working Group for the NPT

FROM:  Alice Slater

DATE:  March 3, 1998

PRESENT:   Chris Mulready and Dave Robinson (Pax Christi), Tracy Moavero and

Sonya Ostrom (Peace Action), Selma Brackman (War and Peace Foundation),

Cathy Falvo (PSR), Mary Ellen Singsen (Scarsdale Campaign for Peace), Roger

Smith(NGO Committee on Disarmament), Anne Zanes(Peacelinks),  Alice Slater

and Chris McCavitt (GRACE)

NEXT MEETING:  Fri., April 3rd, 12-2 PM, GRACE, 15 E. 26th St., 10th Floor,

bring lunch, coffee and tea will be served.  RSVP:  GRACE: 212 - 726-9161.

GENEVA MEETING:

Alice Slater reported on the NGO Committee on Disarmament's Feb. 19-20

planning meeting in Geneva to organize NGO participation at the April 27-May

8th NPT Prep Com.  During the first day, we were briefed by Peter Goosen

from the South African mission who distributed South Africa's statement by
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Ambassador J.S. Seleby to the Conference on Disarmament in which South

Africa called on the C.D. to establish an Ad Hoc Committee on Nuclear

Disarmament to deliberate upon practical steps for "systematic and

progressive efforts to eliminate nuclear weapons" quoting the language of

the final report of the 1995 NPT Review and Extension Conference.  Because

the nuclear weapons states have blocked this proposal in the CD, where

consensus is required to move forward, Goosen thought that it might come up

again in the NPT PrepCom. He also thought we might see more substantive

progress at this PrepCom.  Countries will be better prepared to use the

procedures established at the 1997 PrepCom, particularly the NAM. We learned

from the Centre for Disarmament Affairs that rooms will be available to us

for our panels and briefings (see revised calendar attached to these

minutes) and that there would be an office for NGOs to use with computer and

telephone lines and a photocopier. Abolition 2000 held a caucus at the end

of the first day with about 30 participants who reviewed our list of

requested NGO presentations, which have been posted in prior minutes of the

NPT Working Group. 

The next day, a list of 13  NGO presentations to the delegates was agreed

upon. There will be a contact/focus person for each topic who will gather

suggestions for each presentation and be responsible for working with the

NGOs interested in each issue to draft a ten minute speech.  All of the

proposed Abolition 2000 issues will be addressed.  The NGO Committee on

Disarmament will notify NGOs about how to participate in this process which

we agreed would be completed early, setting March 30th  as the deadline.

Ambassador Wyzner, who is chairing the NPT PrepCom, had met with members of

the Abolition 2000 NPT Working Group for the PrepCom in New York and told us
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that that he will try to schedule a three hour session early in the

proceedings.  He will also be available to accept the presentation of our

petitions for abolition which include 13,000,000 signatures gathered in Japan. 

A European Abolition network was formed (see report posted by Janet

Bloomfield, Feb.26th ) At that meeting we discussed a strategy for lobbying

our governments IN ADVANCE of  the NPT by using the language of the final

report of the 1995 NPT conference for "the determined pursuit by the nuclear

weapon states of "systematic and progressive efforts" toward nuclear

disarmament and pressing our governments for an outcome at the PrepCom which

will require:

1. the establishment of an intersessional NPT working group to prepare for

negotiations on a nuclear weapons convention using our model convention for

talking points (now an official UN document, #A/C.1.52/7)

2. implementing the Canberra Commission recommendations for immediate action::

i. taking nuclear forces off alert

ii. removal of warheads from delivery vehicles

iii. ending deployment of non-strategic nuclear weapons

iv. ending nuclear testing (here we might say sub-critical testing)

v. initiating negotiations to further reduce US and Russian nuclear arsenals 

vi. agreement amongst the nuclear weapons states of reciprocal no first use

undertakings, and of a non-use undertaking by them in relation to the

non-nuclear weapons states

3. .  establishing a register of weapons usable radioactive materials

4.  commitments not to modernize or design nuclear weapons (in labs or
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sub-critically)

5. require reporting requirements by the nuclear weapons states on progress

on the above

6. supporting an Abolition 2000 delegation with observer status at the 1999

PrepCom similar to the status given to the International Campaign to Ban

Landmines

NOTE: Abolitionists who set up meetings with their governments

representatives between now and the PrepCom to urge them to adopt the

proposals above at the Geneva meeting are encouraged to post the results of

their meeting to this list. REMEMBER, THE WORK MUST START NOW FOR A

SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME AT THE PREPCOM!!.  With over 1000 NGOs in our Network as

of this month, let's try to reach as many foreign ministries as we can

before the PrepCom begins.

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION

Alice  reported that the European Parliament has issued a resolution

condemning US subcritical nuclear testing.  She noted that the European

Parliament omitted to mention the two Russian subcritical tests, and thought

that should be brought to their attention.

IRAQ

During the Geneva meeting, Kofi Annan was meeting in Iraq and the NGO

Committee sent a letter protesting the planned military action.  Our idea

for a Citizens Verification Panel of impartial experts and independent

scientists to monitor Iraq (and other areas with weapons of mass

destruction), posted by IPB on 2/22 was proposed to Joseph Rotblat who
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thought it might be a useful idea.  Further suggestions for moving this idea

forward, would be appreciated and are being collected by Colin Archer at

ipb@gn.apc.org.  What is needed is a highly credible and non-partisan group,

similar to the Red Cross, that could be called in to resolve issues of WMD

verification.  There was discussion on exactly what the group might look

like, what would be its relationship to other bodies like IAEA and the UN,

what role the NGO's ought to play, and whether Jayantha Dhanapala might be

involved.  It was agreed that the NGO community has a responsibility to come

up with an alternative to the present system

PREP COM LOGISTICS

Alice Slater reported that the NGO Committee in Geneva will be providing us

with a list of housing accommodations with rates. Tracy asked what Abolition

2000 members who are not in Geneva might do to help ensure success at the

Prep Com.  It was agreed that demonstrations are not likely to be well

covered by the press (in the US), but that some press work ought to be done

in home countries.  Alice will work with David Krieger to get some coverage

for the 13,000,000 signatures on petitions from Japan the week before the

PrepCom in NY..  Dave Robinson brought up the issue of UN contact names.

Tracy Moavero said that she would look into the possibility of obtaining

such a list and putting it out on email. Roger Smith agreed to find out the

name of the head of the US delegation.

INTERSESSIONAL WORKING GROUP PROPOSAL

Dave Robinson requested that a position paper be prepared before the NPT

with practical arguments for establishing an Intersessional NPT Working

Group at the PrepCom to lay the ground for negotiations on a NWC
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MIDDLE POWER INITIATIVE

Ambassador Doug Roche, who was recently successful in organizing a

grassroots effort leading to a Canadian Parliamentary debate on nuclear

policy, has proposed an initiative to organize activists in key states for

the purpose of putting pressure on the nuclear weapons states to move

towards abolition. Alice Slater reported Roche would be meeting this month

with a core group in NY to discuss plans for the initiative.  The scheduled

launch date is May 2, 1998 in Geneva. 

MISINFORMATION

Dave Robinson commented on the fact that several international

representatives have told him that information he is providing on Stockpile

Stewardship  directly contradicts the story being told by U.S. government

representatives.  Alice reported that she had experienced the same issue

with Goosen who had been told that there is presently no new nuclear weapons

development underway in the U.S.  Alice agreed to contact NRDC and Western

States Legal Foundation and request that they provide the Geneva missions

who will be attending the NPT with the NRDC report, End Run and WSLF

materials. Tracy agreed to try to obtain the UN missions directory in Geneva.  

STOCKPILE STEWARDSHIP

Representative Lynne Woolsey circulated a letter to President Clinton

calling for an end to the Stockpile Stewardship program and adoption of a

program for a passive curatorship of the arsenal.  Woolsey will soon submit

a house resolution on the question.  Contacts with Congressional

representatives should be made to garner as much support as possible.
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BUNKER BUSTER

A test of a new US nuclear weapon designed to burrow underground is

scheduled for March 11th in Alaska.  The test will use a mock warhead with a

depleted uranium weapon pit.  Tracy Moavero agreed to follow up on this

issue with Peace Action.  

JOINT VISION 2010

Selma Brackman reported on the existence of a US Department of Defense

Document Joint Vision 2010.   The document was released by the Chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff in May 1996 and concerns the development of a

warfighting capability for the next century. It's on the web at

http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/jv2010/jvpub.htm  

INTERNATIONAL PEOPLE'S TRIBUNAL

Anne Zanes reported that two of the cases to be brought to the International

People's Tribunal at the UN in NY involve military issues.  The first is the

Cassini nuclear powered satellite, the other is Vieques Island in Puerto

Rico, which has been used by the US Navy to test weapons.  

NATO EXPANSION

It was agreed that the group should write letters to their Senators calling

for a full debate on the NATO expansion issue before ratification.  The

consequences in terms of the US/Russian bilateral relationship, are already

being felt.  The Russian Duma is refusing to ratify START II because of the

proposed NATO expansion.
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STAR

Alice reported on the Long Island group Standing for Truth About Radiation

(STAR), with which GRACE is affiliated.  A former Brookhaven National Lab

employee, approached Helen Caldicott of STAR after seeing her on  a national

TV talk show with Alec Baldwin and environmental attorney, Jan Schlichtmann,

with a warning that lab water drainage through a contaminated 'hot spot' may

be contaminating the local water supply with radioactive isotopes.  Press

conferences featuring the former employee received significant media

attention. Alice pointed out the importance of adopting a waste policy

whereby waste is not simply shipped out of state to be disposed of in poor

communities who lack  political and financial resources.  Dave Robinson

commented on the need to approach nuclear issues with a human perspective as

was done so effectively on the national TV show about STAR and Brookhaven

Lab, where children with a rare form of childhood cancer living near the

contaminated facility appeared on the program.

PEACE ACTION

Tracy Moavero reported that she is now the Peace Action contact for

Abolition 2000.   
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Alice Slater

Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)

15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010

212-726-9161 (tel)

212-726-9160 (fax)

aslater@igc.apc.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA18290;

 Mon, 9 Mar 1998 10:32:30 -0800 (PST)

Received: from snel.execulink.com (snel.execulink.com [199.166.6.4])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA07732

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 9 Mar 1998 10:16:22 -0800 (PST)

Received: from arw (ppp38.a22.execulink.com [209.89.17.231])

 by snel.execulink.com (8.8.7/8.8.7) with SMTP id NAA01893

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 9 Mar 1998 13:16:16 -0500 (EST)

Received: by localhost with Microsoft MAPI; Mon, 9 Mar 1998 13:18:14 -0500

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Mon, 9 Mar 1998 13:18:07 -0500

X-UIDL: 889492860.001

From: Ross Wilcock <rwilcock@execulink.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <01BD4B5D.D10BDFE0@rwilcock@execulink.com>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Preventing Deadly Conflict

To: "Abolition Caucus (E-mail)" <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet E-mail/MAPI - 8.0.0.4008

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Preventing Deadly Conflict
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Final Report of the Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict

Dated December 1997

May I draw this fine pacific compendium to the attention of list members. 

It contains useful reviews, references and perspective including comment on 

nuclear abolition.

There was a presentation in Ottawa recently about it. I had intended to 

attend before the Iraq situation interfered.

I received the printed report by mail however and have read most of it now. 

I recommend it.  - It is available in print from:

The Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict

1`779 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Suite 715

Washington DC 20036-2103

T: 202-332-7900, F: 202-332-1919

E: pdc@carnegie.org

The report is also available at http://www.ccpdc.org/  - linked from the 

PGS peace page.

Ross Wilcock

rwilcock@web.net

http://www.pgs.ca/
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Return-Path: <cnrsnis@net.yu>

Received: from isc.net.yu (isc.net.yu [194.247.206.61])

        by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA11672

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 8 Mar 1998 06:11:46 -0800 (PST)

Received: from cnrsnis (ppp-165.net.yu [194.247.205.165])

        by isc.net.yu (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA17125

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 8 Mar 1998 15:13:52 +0100 (MET)

Message-Id: <199803081413.PAA17125@isc.net.yu>

X-UIDL: 889444388.004

From: "CAA Nis" <cnrsnis@net.yu>

To: "mupj" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: Information Request

Date: Sun, 8 Mar 1998 15:00:52 +0100

X-MSMail-Priority: Normal

X-Priority: 3

X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet Mail 4.70.1161

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

March 2, 1998

I am writing to request information about  programs for international

students offered by your organization.  I have worked in Bosnia for the

last three years predominately as volunteer.  I arrived for the New Year in
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Niš, Serbia and am currently enrolled in a program of Serbian language at

the Narodnom Univerzitetu "Pavle Stojkoviæ.  The cost of this program has

been handled through an exchange of English Language lesson preparation. I

am depending on personal funds which I shall exhaust by the end of

February.  I am currently also involved as a non paid volunteer with the

Center for Nonviolent Conflict Resolution in Niš.  I visited the center in

October of last year and am currently serving in an advisory position. 

Currently I am working with the ecology team in the formation of funding

proposals as well as contributing to a general capacity building proposal

for the center.  I first arrived in the region in March of 1995 with the

United Methodist Committee on Relief.  After fifteen months of volunteer

service I held a staff position within the community service department for

six months.  My primary responsibility was the creation and development of

a video project as well as general administration and fundraising involving

youth house projects in Zenica, Sarajevo, Travnik, Sanki Most, ad Gornji

Vakuf.  This work involved cooperation and coordination with the NGO, as

well as Donor, community.  At the end of 1996 I joined the United Nations

Office in Vienna Social Reconstruction Project in Gornji Vakuf.  This

volunteer project was designed and implemented by original members of the

Pakrac (Croatia) Volunteer Project.  My worked there involved developing a

video project within the structure of a Youth Club project serving youth 18

- 30 in the still divided town.  I was personally involved in securing

funding for the entire project.  This work came to completion with the

registration of the club as a local NGO (Magical Educational Designs) and

the turning over of the leadership of the video project to youth involved

in the project.  Through this work I was exposed significantly to the

Mostar / Jablinica area through a round table group sponsored by the Office
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for Security and Cooperation in Europe involving youth oriented local NGOs

throughout the region.  Over the past three year I have slowly come to a

fluency level in verbal Serbo Croatian.  It is my hope through formal

training to solidify my skills on a professional level.  Through my work at

the center in Niš I hope to expand my working knowledge of the NGO sector

in Serbia to compliment my experience with the Bosnian and Croatian sector.

 In my daily experience with the center I am exposed to refugee as well as

local youth who present me with many questions about the current situation

in those sectors as I in the same time become more familiar with the

Serbian experience.  In seeking a small amount of support for housing cost

I look forward to developing new project ideas and proposal within the

center in Niš.  I would greatly appreciate any information you could offer

and I would gratefully provide any further needed information from my side.

 I am finding the situation here for international student quite limited

and understand they reflect a similar situation for local students. 

Looking forward to your response.

Dennis Morgan

----------

> From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>
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> To: CAA Nis <cnrsnis@net.yu>

> Subject: Re: Information Request

> Date: 7. marec 1998 6:54

> 

> CAA Nis wrote:

> > 

> > I'm writing to request information about the programs offered by your

> > organization.  Any information you could provide would be most welcome.

> > Please find attached a brief information sheet attached.  Thank you in

> > advance.  Looking forward to hearing from you.

> > In Peace

> > Dennis Morgan

> > 

> >     ---------------------------------------------------------------Dear

Friend:

> Your request for information included an attachment.  Unfortunately I am 

> a novice in e-mail and don't know how to find attachments that are 

> separate from the e-mail message.  Perhaps you could pose your questions 

> directly.  Also, please indicate who you are and why you want the 

> information.

> Shalom,

> Howard W. Hallman

> 
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id VAA01536;

 Mon, 9 Mar 1998 21:27:34 -0800 (PST)

Received: from gn.apc.org (gn.apc.org [194.202.158.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id VAA26381

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 9 Mar 1998 21:02:19 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from worldpeace@localhost)

 by gn.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id FAA17495;

 Tue, 10 Mar 1998 05:02:21 GMT

Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 05:02:21 GMT

X-UIDL: 889537781.000

From: Housmans Peace Resource Project <worldpeace@gn.apc.org>

Message-Id: <199803100502.FAA17495@gn.apc.org>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re:  WILPF

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, tsbrueni@wheel.dcn.davis.ca.us

Status: RO

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

FROM:  Housmans Peace Resource Project, 5 Caledonian Road, Kings

Cross, London N1, UK (tel +44-171-278 4474; fax 278 0444; e-mail

worldpeace@gn.apc.org).

TO:
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 Timothy Bruening

 By e-mail to  tsbrueni@wheel.dcn.davis.ca.us

  10 March 1998

Dear friend,

You ask for the e-mail address of WILPF.

Since you ask via an international e-mail list, and don't specify

anything other than "WILPF", then I presume you mean the e-mail

address of their international HQ in Switzerland.  It is

<womensleague@gn.apc.org>.

But if I've misunderstood, and you actually want the US section of

WILPF, then the e-mail of their main national office there is

<wilpfnatl@igc.org>.

Details of these and all the other national WILPFs can be found in

the World Peace Database produced by this project.

In case you aren't familiar with it, I'll append details of what

is included in the World Peace Database, and the ways in which the

information is available.
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Best wishes

  Albert Beale

  Editor, Housmans World Peace Database and

  Directory

   ==========================================

The comprehensive guide to national and international peace

organisations in over 150 countries - including the major groups

in related fields such as environmental and human rights

campaigning.

 ---   THE HOUSMANS WORLD PEACE DATABASE   ---

More than 2500 listings.

Available in print, on adhesive labels ready to use for a mailing,

or on computer disc.

Selections from the information - for example, by geography or by

type of organisation - can be prepared to your specification.
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Information available includes name, postal address, telephone

number, fax number, e-mail address, and codes giving an indication

of the nature of the organisation.

THE HOUSMANS WORLD PEACE DATABASE IS...

...authoritative - completely re-compiled annually, with other

updating throughout the year;

...comprehensive - covering the full range of grassroots

organisations working for peace and reconciliation and against the

causes of war;

...unique - the only reliable source of this information;

...and available in convenient form for campaigners, researchers

and journalists.

WHAT SHOULD YOU ORDER?

The familiar World Peace Directory in the annual Housmans Peace

Diary generally has room for around 1900 entries; the full World

Peace Database, from which the Directory is taken, currently has

over 2900 records and is gradually growing. Also, the Peace Diary
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version is only updated annually; the main database is updated

four times a year.

So if a printed version of the shorter annual directory is

sufficient, simply order the latest Peace Diary (see below). But

if you want fuller or later information, or a selection from it,

or if you need information in other than printed form, you will

want another option.

PRICES

Although the Housmans Peace Resource Project is non-profit-making,

and much of the work is voluntary, charges for information must be

sufficient to cover the cost of maintaining the database. Prices

include airmail postage; prices are subject to change.

Where a minimum charge is shown, this includes the cost of setting

up the selection of information requested. It will also, where

necessary, include advice from the database editor about how to

define your selection, and exactly how much information you will

end up with, and how much it will therefore cost you. If at this

stage you decide not to go ahead, then of course no charge is

payable.

BEFORE YOU ORDER
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If you're not sure exactly what you should order, then please

phone and discuss your needs. But make sure you see the Peace

Diary version of the World Peace Directory beforehand, to

familiarise yourself with the range of information covered.

In particular, if you want a selection made by type of

organisation, you will need to refer to the categories shown in

the printed World Peace Directory, since these category codes are

identical to those used in the full database - so make sure you

have the latest Peace Diary to hand for reference before you

phone.

If in any doubt about the codes you want, please check before

ordering.

INFORMATION IN PRINT

The standard (shorter) version of the World Peace Directory as

printed in the current Housmans Peace Diary can be ordered for

Pounds Sterling 7.00.

A print-out of the full World Peace Database costs Pounds Sterling

100.00. A defined selection of the full database can be printed

out for Pounds Sterling 0.05 per record, subject to a maximum

charge of Pounds Sterling 100.00, and a minimum charge of Pounds
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Sterling 10.00.

INFORMATION ON LABELS

A set of adhesive labels with names and addresses from the full

database costs Pounds Sterling 160.00. A defined selection of the

full database can be prepared on labels for Pounds Sterling 0.08

per label, subject to a maximum of Pounds Sterling 160.00 and a

minimum of Pounds Sterling 10.00.

INFORMATION ON COMPUTER DISC ...

Information on disc is normally supplied on IBM-compatible 3.5"

discs, unless arranged otherwise.

In ASCII format: the full database costs Pounds Sterling 80.00; a

defined selection costs Pounds Sterling 0.05 per record, subject

to a maximum of Pounds Sterling 80.00 and a minimum of Pounds

Sterling 20.00.

In DBF database format (dBase-compatible files): the full database

costs Pounds Sterling 95.00; a defined selection costs Pounds

Sterling 0.06 per record, subject to a maximum of Pounds Sterling

95.00 and a minimum of Pounds Sterling 20.00.
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These disc prices are for discs sold to organisations wishing to

use the disc for reference, or for uses such as printing address

labels for the organisation's own mailings.

If the discs are wanted for dissemination or publishing in any

way, (including for incorporation in whole or in part into another

database which will be disseminated in any way) then prior

permission must be obtained from the Housmans Peace Resource

Project. Higher prices will apply in such cases.

Please state exactly which database fields you want included, as

well as which selection of records you want. ASCII discs will have

fields delimited by tabs unless otherwise specified.

If you have any technical queries, please get in touch before

ordering.

... AND DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS

If you want always to have the most up-to-date version of the

database - or whichever part of it you need - you can take out an

"annual subscription" for half the standard price. For just twice

the price of the disc option you've chosen, you will receive four

discs over the course of a year, each time taken from the latest

updated version of the database. This service is subject to a

minimum annual charge of Pounds Sterling 55.00.
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CONCESSIONARY RATES

Lower prices for information on disc (except the Pounds Sterling

20.00 minimum) can sometimes be negotiated when the disc is for

use by an individual or very small organisation. Lower prices for

printouts or sets of labels are not normally available.

OTHER INFORMATION

The source database includes information about other

organisations, besides those appearing in even the "full"

published versions of the World Peace Database. Information is

often unpublished because it has not been confirmed for some time

and so is judged to be unreliable. However, in cases where these

records might help you trace information you need, you can phone

the Project with specific queries; also, these extra records can

be included in printouts if requested.

If you have any other queries that you don't think would be

answered simply by ordering any of the items listed in this

brochure, but which might be solved by reference to the World

Peace Database, then you are welcome to ask the database editor's

advice.

LANGUAGES
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Organisations' names, and addresses within a country, appear on

the database in the form they are supplied, generally in the

language of the country concerned. Country names are all in

standard English-language form.

The Peace Diary version of the directory includes correctly

accented characters in most European languages. However, accents

will not normally be shown in the versions on labels or on disc.

PAYMENT

Payment should be sent with your order. It must be in Sterling:

either by cheque drawn on a UK bank, by Eurocheque, by

International Money Order, by banker's draft, or by credit card

authorisation. In the case of payment by credit card, you can

order by fax or e-mail. All payments should be to the Housmans

Peace Resource Project.

PROCESSING YOUR ORDER

The Project can give no guarantee in advance that information

wanted will be available in the format requested within a specific
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timescale, though if you need information urgently, every effort

will be made to meet your deadlines. If you need the information

by a particular time or not at all, you should specify this when

ordering.

TO ORDER, OR FOR MORE INFORMATION...

HOUSMANS PEACE RESOURCE PROJECT, 5 Caledonian Road, Kings Cross,

London N1, UK (tel +44-171-278 4474) (fax +44-171-278 0444)

(e-mail worldpeace@gn.apc.org).

           995R3

   ==========================================
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id DAA07507;

        Tue, 10 Mar 1998 03:42:40 -0800 (PST)

Received: from grootstal.nijmegen.inter.nl.net (grootstal.nijmegen.inter.nl.net [193.67.237.11])

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id DAA07335

        for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Tue, 10 Mar 1998 03:41:35 -0800 (PST)

Received: from akm by grootstal.nijmegen.inter.nl.net

        via ldn51-80.Leiden.NL.net [193.79.255.171] with SMTP

        id MAA24998 (8.8.4/1.2); Tue, 10 Mar 1998 12:41:14 +0100 (MET)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 12:32:00 +0100

X-UIDL: 889537781.001

From: Ak Malten <A.Malten@net.HCC.nl>

Message-Id: <3.0.1.32.19980310123200.0074f018@pop4.inter.nl.net>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: NWAD minutes 28 + 29 februari 1998

To: a-days@motherearth.org, abolition-caucus@igc.org,

        abolition-europe@VLBERLIN.comlink.de

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.1 (32)

X-Sender: amalten@pop4.inter.nl.net

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
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Dear Abolition 2000 and Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days Network

NWAD Friends,

I hereby send you all the minutes of the latest meeting of

the planning group of the Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days

Network.

In these you can find: 

Our comments on the political situation of the last weeks / month.

The planning of our attending at meetings, of NWAD actions and 

of other actions which have our support.

And other interesting stuff.

For those who never have heard about the NWAD Network.

We go into and promote Non-Violent Direct Actions to Uphold

International Law on the issue of Nuclear Weapons.

The Actiongroups believe to have a legal obligation as

citizens to uphold International law under the Nuremberg

Priciples. They try to enter bases and other sites of crime

get arrested during their "Inspecting" actions and then if

it comes to a court cases defend them selves with international

law, which clearly states Nuclear Weapons ILLEGAL.
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One of the legal papers they use is the Advisory Opinion on

the Legality of Nuclear Weapons of the International Court

of Justice of July 8th 1996.

In the Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days Network Activists work

together with International Lawyers, International Scientists

and Peacegroups all over the World to get the Nuclear Weapons

ABOLISHED and a Nuclear Weapon Convention negociated as soon

as possible.

Peace,

or saved by 

the pigeon,

Ak Malten,

Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance

---minutes follow---

Tom could not make it to this meeting, Eloi could not come.

Krista + Lisa are in Guatemala.

Serge wrote a letter: he will try to make it, with a friend (Name?)

(Serge and friend did not arrive after all)

New International internet address For Mother Earth:

Website: http://www.motherearth.org
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e-mail Pol: POL@MOTHEREARTH.ORG

a-days: a-days@motherearth.org

POLITICAL OVERVIEW OF THIS MOMENT:

Nuclear weapons are for deterrence, not to use them. UK standpoint.

Israel + US they really threatened on record to use the Nuclear 

Weapons in case that Iraq (or other Rogues states) will use 

Biological and/or Chemical weapons.

US Agent defeat strategy: Bomb the Biological and/or Chemical weapons 

storage, industry, command, and carrying devices with B61-11 Nuclear 

Weapons, which are then even used as an "first use" option, so not in 

self-defence.

Actions against Iraq crisis in UK effectual?

Do the government really do not drop Nuclear Weapons, because we 

say its illegal?

UN Security Council (SC) blocks this military action. Is the US 

willing to risk to become the bully of the World, with going into 

action without support of the UN SC?

Iraq crisis - use for A-days?

If the Nuclear Weapons are used in the above way, this is crossing 
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a threshold and Nuclear Weapons could kill us All in near future.

Share this info also to the press.

E-mail Report Xanthe Hall is read aloud by Ak, and

will be added to this minutes upon requests: 

In the latest meeting in Geneva to set-up the Abolition 2000

presents at the NPT PrepCom there was discussion about an idea 

to solve the Iraq crisis round the weapons of mass destruction

inspections, which is more or less based on the NWAD campaign

we started last year. See following E-mail:

>From

cl-hh.comlink.de!vlberlin.comlink.de!marc_wiemers@popnews.hamburg.pop.de

Fri Feb 27 07:00:34 1998

Return-Path:

<cl-hh.comlink.de!vlberlin.comlink.de!marc_wiemers@popnews.hamburg.pop.de>

From: ippnw@vlberlin.comlink.de (IPPNW)

X-ZC-Post: Koertestrasse 10

Reply-To: ippnw@vlberlin.comlink.de (IPPNW)

Organization: IPPNW Germany

X-Gateway: ZCONNECT UC cl-hh.comlink.de [DUUCP BETA vom 15.08.1997]

Subject: Re: EAR sponsors weapons inspection team

Date: 26 Feb 1998 00:00:00 +0000

To: abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de
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Diese Nachricht ist weitergeleitet von IPPNW@VLBERLIN.comlink.de:

              DEUTSCHE SEKTION DER INTERNATIONALEN AERZTE

                 FUER DIE VERHUETUNG DES ATOMKRIEGES

                   AERZTE IN SOZIALER VERANTWORTUNG

   International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)

   Koertestraße 10,                            Tel: +49 (0)30 693 0244

   D-10967 Berlin 61,                         Fax: +49 (0)30 693 8166

   IPPNW@VLBerlin.comlink.de                IPPNW@OLN.comlink.apc.org

                           http://www.ippnw.de

  ____________________________________________________________________

                                                               25.02.98

Dear Peter,

We talked in Geneva about the idea of Citizen's Verification Teams and  

offering our services to go to Iraq. The German Group "Nonviolent  

Action for the Abolition of Nuclear Weapons" has also been inspecting  

the nuclear weapons base at Buechel in Germany as "Martials of the ICJ  

opinion". Jo Rotblat has been talking all along about societal  

verification. Perhaps it is time to bring this all together under one  

international campaign.

There are several elements to the idea:

1. impartiality and neutrality of Non-Governmental Organisations
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2. expertise within the anti-nuclear movement, and in particular its

   scientific community

3. ability to mediate and actively promote conflict resolution

4. basis in international law

5. building an inventory to achieve transparency

There are several possibilities that are open to us according to our  

ability to commit time and energy:

* inspecting local nuclear bases

* inspecting nuclear bases in the US, Britain, Russia and France

* inspecting nuclear bases in China

* inspecting suspected bases in India, Pakistan, Israel, Iraq and

  North Korea.

We might want to widen the scope to "weapons of mass destruction  

sites".

Another possibility is to offer to accompany official UNSCOM  

inspection teams as a mediator.

High profile delegations as inspection teams will bring media  

attention for this idea. One suggestion was to ask the whole of the  

Canberra Commission to go to Iraq.

When we discussed this idea in Geneva, the important thing seemed to  

be the willingness to take non-violent direct action. Expressing the  

willingness to go to Iraq despite the danger involved was an important  

point. However, after thinking much more about this, I feel it is also  

important to do less immediately dangerous actions that draw the link  
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between US nuclear weapons and the nuclear weapons of the "threshold  

states" (by the way, I hate that term "rogue states" - why would they  

be more roguish than the nuclear weapons states?). This is where your  

action fits in so well. Alle achtung, as we say in German!

Wishing you all the best for your action,

Xanthe Hall

(Co-Director)

______________________________________________________________________

                IPPNW is a member of Abolition 2000

          - a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons -

______________________________________________________________________

## CrossPoint v3.11 R ##

Another point of interest which came out of the A2000 European Meeting 

in Geneva is the following quote of the A2000 European Meeting Report,

"The need for lobbying in the run up to the NPT Prep Comm was endorsed,

etc. etc. ...":

>From

cl-hh.comlink.de!vlberlin.comlink.de!marc_wiemers@popnews.hamburg.pop.de

Fri Feb 27 07:00:34 1998

Return-Path:
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<cl-hh.comlink.de!vlberlin.comlink.de!marc_wiemers@popnews.hamburg.pop.de>

From: jbloomfield@gn.apc.org (Janet Bloomfield)

X-Gateway: ZCONNECT UC cl-hh.comlink.de [DUUCP BETA vom 15.08.1997],

RFC1036/822 UC cl-hh.comlink.de [DUUCP BETA vom 15.08.1997]

Subject: A2000 European Meeting Report

Date: 26 Feb 1998 16:28:32 +0000

To: abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de

[snip]

3. Lobbying for the NPT PrepCom.

The need for lobbying in the run up to the NPT Prep Comm was endorsed and

the following  points were put forward:

* prevent your country voting the NATO line

* decide who is going to concentrate on which countries

* tactical: focus on Sweden, Austria and Ireland - should not vote for NATO

line, nor join EU statement that conflicts with national position

* talk more to NATO candidate states and PfP countries - they should be

part of Europe but non-nuclear

* political objective should be  overall for a nuclear weapons convention

as objective - need clear materials

* procedural: push for demand that P5 start discussing Canberra Commission

steps and de-alerting and make regular reports on it as part of procedural

process defined in "Principles and Objectives" (systematic

and progressive efforts)

* What does "systematic and progressive efforts" to eliminate nuclear

weapons mean for states and for us?

[snip]
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BJP (hindu party in INDIA) is going to win and have said they will

go NUCLEAR.

Canada Nuclear Posture of NATO first use in NATO policy review is 

still going on.

CRITIC OF ACTIVIST CONTACTS IN AND OUTSIDE The CND ABOUT THE ISSUE 

OF A-DAYS ACTIONS - UPHOLDING THE LAW.

Non Violent Direct Actions (NVDA) + lobbying to uphold 

International Law.

Lack of interest in UK peacemovement towards Nuclear Weapon 

Abolition Days Network (NWAD) is because of the International Law 

aspect of the actions of the NWAD - they are not interested to 

uphold the law -; I am not saying I am a Nuclear Weapons 

Inspector of the ICJ; some activist do not want to be arrested.

They believe in taking actions them selves, they want to do

actions because they feel something is wrong, they think

if they are stopped by the police, the police is wrong etc.

We should work more on our outreach strategy:

Were we are coming from politically?

Round and Brainstorm.

How to appeal to different sectors (types of people)?

Groups on how do they see A-days campaign?
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                                   good: 

Traditional Peacemovement       responsible, witness, peace issues

Anarchists                      creative, radical

Politicians                     we can provide info other groups cannot,

                                clear issues, facts, laws information, 

                                sympathetic

"Law abiding citizens"          Law, loyalty, respectable

Locals                          give them a voice

the 60 former Military leaders  traditional, loyalty, Law

Police                          upholding the law

Religious motivated             morality, responsibility, nukes are

                                sacrilege

lobbyist/NGO type orgs          public support for their work

Lawyers                         changing, changing law

Activists from other issues     empowering, inspiring, learning the 

                                connections to other issues

NVDA activists                  creative radical

Journalists                     creativity, radical, challenging,

                                confrontations

                                   bad:

Traditional Peacemovement       too radical, too familiar

Anarchists                      law, strengthening law, enforcing 

                                law is endorsing the state

Politicians                     we are not waiting for them to sort

                                it out
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"Law abiding citizens"          too radical, seems pointless 

                                (just publicity), do not care

Locals                          too radical

the 60 former Military leaders  NVDA is alien to them, not acting 

                                under order

Police                          cause trouble for them, doing 

                                their job

Religious motivated  

lobbyist/NGO type               disturbing their relations

Lawyers                         disrespectful to the courts, 

                                amateurs in law

Activists from other issues     Nuclear weapons are not urgent

NVDA activists                  No clear result to inspections, 

                                lack of arrest or court cases,

                                a naive aim

Journalists                     not enough people, not confrontational

                                /violent /sexy enough, not good 

                                photo ops, non-articulate of 

                                activists

 

Everyone-                       a complicated campaign

Now to answers:

Imagination (creativity; a story)?

Brainstorm

Time line:
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NPT 26 April- 8 May

We should understand the delegations are low level diplomats; 

not heads of states

how can we put pressure at home to put pressure on delegations?

spelling out message- tying in the Gulf events

media message/ announcement on citizens Inspections

visual action?

occupation?

NPT is a chance to do something on article VI

Geneva a2000 public actions 27th the chance to tie in 

lobbyists + NVDA

ICC conference June

Still under discussion what could be done there

Camp + Actions Brussels 3-9 July

Hiroshima Nagasaki days 6 + 9 Aug

no by NWAD organized actions

London Agreement (Charter for Nuremberg Trials) 8 Aug 

no by NWAD organized actions

Trident Ploughshares 11-25 Aug

INES People for Peace Conference Aug
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The International Network of Engineers and Scientists for

Global Responsibility (INES) based in Dortmund, Germany, the

Nuclear Age Peace Foundation in Santa Barbara, California, USA

and the Austrian Study Center for Peace and Conflict Resolution

(ASPR) are organizing a People for Peace Conference at Burg

Schlaining in Austria from 17-19 August 1998.  

Support Israeli embassy actions 30 Sept Vanunu 

(day of kidnapping whistleblower of the Israel Nuclear Weapons 

Program

Sites of crime actions 1 Oct judgement day Nuremberg Trials

Why this date?

Nuremberg tie to the principles, war crimes, citizens invoking, 

ICC, military personnel

Informing the military of Nuremberg responsibilities

Let us not forget the fun aspect of the actions,

like in the actions of the GNOME liberation front,

who steal gnomes out of gardens and set them free in the woods

Sites of crime actions is not really tied to any dates.

UN tie in to Koffi Anna/UN, promoting UN? Not significant enough?

Date of UN-day 24 Oct. is on a Saturday in 1998 and we would 

prefer a weekday for arresting/disrupting/media           

Citizens inspections - "spin offs" other dates,

At meetings we can promote citizens inspections as action model
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Tie into the Gulf Crisis, weapons inspector, possible use of nuke

Invite VIP's, artist, MP for inspections, less work then getting 

masses, Gnomes playful, fun, dressing up accountants, white 

radiation suites, white coats + clipboards, costumes divers.

Minutes of 29 February 1998

overview actions; action plans + tasks

workinggroup in Gent for NWAD panel at NPT PrepCom

Hanna, Katri, Mervin, Ak, Pol going for Geneva and have 

an action in Geneva 27 April. Abolition 2000 meeting is on 

1 + 2 of May.

Create something for the panels? (between 28 April - 6 May)

Death line for a proposal? 

still open

Do we want a written contribution of 2 pages to hand out

at the delegates? 

Summons text + NPT art 1, 2 and 6 + NATO

George is working on a draft of a submissions (3weeks death line)

ICC Rome and how it develops

NWAD support Swiss standpoint

No a-days action there

George initiate discussion on private-list
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Peacecamp 3 - 11 July Brussels

Brussels Camp will have to decide where to do the action,

could be at Mons, set a stage.

Hanna, Kathleen, Hans, Bernard (Bernard will do finances - not

the fund-raising of the camp) wants to be in group to prepare camp.

Decision making process and training in camp info packet. 

Press people not to be late and stay the whole camp

Training in camp.

This year date is better, because the are no two camps there is

no reasons to come late.

NWAD support "For Mother Earth" Peace Walk + Hiroshima + 

Nagasaki + NWAD support Ploughshares Faslane.

Faslane action (now about 200 activists) is on the track. 

The activists are asked to sign a conspiracy doc.

Support leaflet. Negotiating Team has been formed and has started.

Public launch main thing will be launched in May.

Sept/Oct - site of crimes 

We need contact people which are not only spreading info, but 

organise an action also. 

Brussels Camp logistics >> Hanna Hans Kathleen Bernard

Booklet + flyer to go out >> Eirleys + Hanna + Hans Katri
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Networking >> Katri Pol Eirleys

NPT Actions >> Ak Mervin Pol Hanna Katri Koen M.

NPT panel >> George Ak

Legal stuff >> Ak Hans Koen George Alyn Francis 

Francis will be invited by Ak

Political lobby

Media >> Jannet? Krista? George? Pol Eirleys

Finances >> Bernard

Fund-raising >> Pol Hans Krista Koen

Brussels camp Action >> Mervin Tom Lisa? Krista? Hans Katri

Booklet 

In outreached: What you can do list

Brainstorm to make the Inspectors more sexy

Dress up like:

Inspector Colombo

Inspector Clueso

Sherlock Holmes

(Inspector Gnome)

On the name of the inspectors team: 

The Rabbit=
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Rapid          Revolutionary

Atomic

BomB

Inspection

Team

Footnote John Burroughs ICJ-trials recent book to be send to 

Eirleys for booklet

Eirleys gets an alias on the FME-list

Next NWAD meeting will be 16 - 17 of May in Gent.

---end---

=============================================================

  The Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance (GANA) -- is a member of    

  The Abolition 2000 Network, A Global Network to Eliminate 

  Nuclear Weapons

Address: c/o Ak Malten        

        Irisstraat 134          Tel:+31.70.3608905

        2565TP The Hague        Fax:+31.70.3608905

        The Netherlands         E-Mail: A.Malten@net.HCC.nl

GANA's website:  

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/welcome.html
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The ICJ Advisory Opinion on Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 

 **including ALL the Separate Opinions of ALL the Judges**,

    the Canberra Report, the CTBT Text and Protocol,

  the NPT text (*new*) and the 1925 Gas Protocol (*new*),

          the Nuremberg Principles (*new*) and 

   the MODEL Nuclear Weapons Convention can be found at: 

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/docs.html

=============================================================
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35057963.509@igc.apc.org>

Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 09:33:23 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: btiller@psr.org,, ledwidge@psr.org,, paprog@igc.org,,

 wandwill@clark.net,, vision@igc.org,, dkimball@clw.org,,

 dculp@nrdc.org,, disarmament@igc.org

Subject: Wednesday meeting with religious organizations

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Colleagues:

Here is the proposed agenda for Wednesday's meeting on the CTBT.  I hope 

to see you then.

Shalom,

Howard

 Meeting of Religious Organizations Working for CTBT Ratification

 2:00 to 3:30  p.m., Wednesday, March 11, 1998

 Conference Room, Friends Committee on National Legislation

 245 Second Street, NE, Washington, DC

Proposed Agenda
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1. Introductions

2. Outlook in Senate

3. Field activities

 a. Foreign Relations Committee members

  i. Postcards and follow-through

  ii. State religious leadership letters

 b. Other states

  i. Early endorsers

  ii. Other swing states

 c. March 23 radio talk-show call-in

 d. Activist kit

 e. Future postcards

4. Hill activities

 a. Letter responding to Senator Helms

 b. Interfaith Legislative Briefing

 c. Other

5. Heads of communion letter

6. Denominational outreach

 a. Newsletters, journal

 b. Area, national conferences in spring and summer

7. Wider agenda (information only)

 a. NPT Preparatory Committee

 b. Canadian religious groups' letter

8. Other

Next meeting: 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., Wednesday, April 8, 1998
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA09908

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 10 Mar 1998 08:48:14 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA09256

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 10 Mar 1998 11:48:14 -0500 (EST)

Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 11:48:14 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    10 Mar 98 12:22:25 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 10 Mar 98 12:22:20 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    10 Mar 98 12:22:12 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

X-UIDL: 889554345.001

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: Re: Wednesday meeting with religious organizations

Message-ID: <116C2C796F6C@local.clw.org>

Status: RO

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Howard,
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The agenda looks good, but is very long. From one fellow meeting planner to

another, I would suggest that you try to shorten it somehow.

I will bring along the latest list of  NGOs endorsing the test ban and a few

xeroxed copies of the Coalition's CTBT booklet.

Daryl

>Dear Colleagues:

>

>Here is the proposed agenda for Wednesday's meeting on the CTBT.  I hope 

>to see you then.

>Shalom,

>Howard

>

> Meeting of Religious Organizations Working for CTBT Ratification

> 2:00 to 3:30  p.m., Wednesday, March 11, 1998

> Conference Room, Friends Committee on National Legislation

> 245 Second Street, NE, Washington, DC

>

>Proposed Agenda

>

>1. Introductions

>2. Outlook in Senate

>3. Field activities
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> a. Foreign Relations Committee members

>  i. Postcards and follow-through

>  ii. State religious leadership letters

> b. Other states

>  i. Early endorsers

>  ii. Other swing states

> c. March 23 radio talk-show call-in

> d. Activist kit

> e. Future postcards

>4. Hill activities

> a. Letter responding to Senator Helms

> b. Interfaith Legislative Briefing

> c. Other

>5. Heads of communion letter

>6. Denominational outreach

> a. Newsletters, journal

> b. Area, national conferences in spring and summer

>7. Wider agenda (information only)

> a. NPT Preparatory Committee

> b. Canadian religious groups' letter

>8. Other

>

>Next meeting: 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., Wednesday, April 8, 1998

>

>

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
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at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <btiller@psr.org>

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA18631;

 Tue, 10 Mar 1998 11:16:50 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm4.psr.org (pc40.psrus.org [204.177.54.40])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.8-KIVEX) with SMTP id OAA01301;

 Tue, 10 Mar 1998 14:14:07 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <35058E5C.1A0B@psr.org>

Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 14:02:52 -0500

X-UIDL: 889617873.002

From: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>

Organization: Physicians for Social Responsibility

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: ograbc@aol.com, washofc@aol.com, cwu_washington.parti@ecunet.org,

        tom.hart@ecunet.org, epf@igc.org, crramey@igc.org, joe@fcnl.org,

        mark.brown@ecunet.org, mccwash@igc.org, mknolldc@igc.org, mupj@igc.org,

        ncc_washington@ecunet.org, dave@paxchristiusa.org,

        barbara_green@pcusa.org, lwyolton@prodigy.com, rac@uahc.org,

        uuawo@aol.com, joannabaker@juno.com, gpowers@nccbuscc.org

Subject: Sign-on statement on new weapons development

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear friends in religious organizations:
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The following public statement was created to show simultaneous support

for CTBT ratification and deep concern about the Department of Energy's

stated intention to significantly enhance its capabilities for

undertaking development of advanced new types of nuclear weapons. 

It was developed by Physicians for Social Responsibility, Peace Action,

and the Alliance for Nuclear Accountability, with help and input from

others.  It is being circulated to national and local/regional groups

for sign-on, with the expectation that it will be used as a public

document over the coming months.  It is not presently formatted as a

letter, but it will probably be circulated to Congress and the

Administration.  It may also be used as the basis for fact sheets or

newspaper advertisements.

The statement is intented to appeal both to groups that care strongly

about CTBT ratification and to groups that care strongly about new

weapons development.  However, it is not intended to say everything that

we think/believe about nuclear weapons or their abolition.

Your sign-on is invited.  Please feel free to circulate to other groups

and organizations.  I can provide you with a nicely-formatted hard copy

if you wish.

To sign your organization on, please contact:

        Fran Teplitz

        Peace Action
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        1819 H Street NW, Suite 420

        Washington, DC 20006

        phone 202-862-9740

        fax 202-862-9762

        e-mail <paprog@igc.org>

Shalom,

Bob Tiller

Physicians for Social Responsibility

------------------------------------------------------------

"Statement of Support for the Ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty and for an End to Nuclear Weapons Development and Production"

We, the undersigned representatives of disarmament, arms control,

community, and environmental groups, agree to the following goals:  

        * We support an end to the qualitative nuclear arms race and

oppose the continued design and development of nuclear weapons;

        * We support the prompt ratification by the U.S. Senate of the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, because, among other reasons, it

constrains further development of nuclear weapons.

We agree that:   

        * Under the NPT, the United States and the other nuclear weapon

states are obligated "to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective

measures relating to the cessation of the nuclear arms race," (1) and

that a fundamental purpose of the CTBT is to constrain "the development

and qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons and to end the
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development of advanced new types of nuclear weapons." (2)        

        * Nuclear test explosions are not needed to maintain the United

States' nuclear arsenal;

        * Despite a policy adopted in 1994 of "no new design

production,"(3) the U.S. nuclear weapons labs continue to pursue design

and development of new types of so-called "replacement" warheads and

modifications of existing warhead types, some of which provide for new

military capabilities.(4)

        * The U.S. Department of Energy and its nuclear weapons labs

intend to use the current Science-Based Stockpile Stewardship (SBSS)

program to maintain and significantly enhance its scientific and

technical capabilities for undertaking "development of advanced new

types of nuclear weapons," (5) despite the probable requirement for

certification of such advanced designs by nuclear tests and the lack of

any forseeable military request or need for such weapons.

        * The pursuit and use of the SBSS program for such activities

can undermine the principal purposes of the CTBT: contributing

effectively to the prevention of the proliferation of nuclear weapons in

all its aspects and to the process of nuclear disarmament; constraining

the qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons; and ending the

development of advanced new types of nuclear weapons.

        * Many of the activities and proposed facilities in the DOE's

$4.5 billion a year (proposed FY 99) SBSS program are not essential and

are indeed peripheral to the task of maintaining the nuclear stockpile.

A number of less costly and less ambitious program alternatives exist

that can fulfill U.S. stockpile maintenance requirements.
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Therefore, we urge the following course of action:     

        * prompt ratification of the CTBT by the U.S. Senate and by

other countries;

        * re-evaluation of the scope and cost of the SBSS program by the

executive and legislative branches and the pursuit of less-costly,

alternative stockpile stewardship approaches that are more consistent

with the goal of constraining the proliferation and qualitative

improvement of nuclear weapons; and

        * adoption by the United States and other nuclear weapon states

of national policies that prohibit the design, development, or

production of new nuclear warhead types and modification and/or

"repackaging" of existing warhead types to endow them with new military

capabilities.

Signed,

        Gordon Clark,

         Peace Action

        John Isaacs,

        Council for a Livable World

        Marylia Kelley,

        Tri-Valley CARES

        

        Robert K. Musil,

        Physicians for Social Responsibility
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        Christopher Paine,

        Natural Resources Defense Council

        Susan Schaer,

        Women's Action for New Directions

        Alice Slater

        GRACE

Citations and Sources:

1. The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, Article VI,

signed July 1, 1968.

2. The Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty, Preamble, signed September

24, 1996.

3. The United States Nuclear Posture Review, completed in 1994.

4. United States Department of Energy, "Stockpile Stewardship and

Management Plan," February 1996, page IV-11.

5. United States Department of Energy, "Stockpile Stewardship and

Management Plan," February 1996, page V-9-10.

------------------------------------------------------------

If your organization would like to add its name to this statement,

please contact:

Fran Teplitz, Program Director,

Peace Action

1819 H Street, NW, Suite 420
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Washington, DC 20006

202-862-9762 (fax)

202-862-9740 (ph)

paprog@igc.org (e-mail)
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@loas.clark.net [168.143.0.13])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id OAA16452;

 Tue, 10 Mar 1998 14:56:05 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id RAA27015;

 Tue, 10 Mar 1998 17:55:15 -0500 (EST)

Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 17:55:15 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    10 Mar 98 18:29:58 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 10 Mar 98 18:29:09 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    10 Mar 98 18:28:58 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

X-UIDL: 889617873.006

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: Coalition Issue Brief #8

Message-ID: <117249B70FE2@local.clw.org>

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball
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RE: Coalition Issue Brief #8

Below is the e-mail version of the latest Coalition Issue Brief, which

addresses the test ban treaty.  The full version is available on the

Coalition's CTBT web site <http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.htm>

DK

*******************

COALITION TO REDUCE NUCLEAR DANGERS

ISSUE BRIEF, VOL. 2, NO.8, March 6, 1998

"NUCLEAR WEAPONS THREAT REQUIRES PROMPT ACTION: Clinton, Biden Cite Security

Benefits of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty"

AS A LEADER of the international community, the United States  -- in times

of crisis and in times of  peace -- must act to mobilize the world community

to address decisively the threat posed by weapons of mass destruction. This

requires that U.S. leaders act decisively on arms control and

non-proliferation initiatives, which are vital to preventing the emergence

of future threats and reducing the danger of existing threats to the United

States and allies from nuclear and chemical weapons.

In a recent opinion-piece ("Let 1998 Be The Year Of Arms Control," The
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Christian Science Monitor, February 23, 1998), the ranking member of the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Senator Joseph Biden (D-DE) urged his

colleagues in the Senate to act now on the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban

Treaty (CTBT), pass implementing legislation for the Chemical Weapons

Convention, and later this year or next, approve the protocols to the START

II and the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty.

Biden's wake-up call comes at a time when the Senate has the opportunity to

give the first of these security-strengthening measures -- the CTBT -- a

full and fair hearing and a vote. After the completion of Senate

consideration of the expansion of the NATO alliance, the CTBT becomes the

next major security treaty that is currently before the Senate. However,

Foreign Relations Committee Chair Jesse Helms (R-NC) has suggested that the

CTBT should wait, citing India's reluctance to sign as an excuse for

American inaction. 

Biden on the CTBT:

But, as Senator Biden points out in his February 23 op-ed, the U.S. "should

ratify the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty" because it is crucial to

deterring and preventing new nuclear weapons threats that could endanger

American and international security. Biden points out that:

        "[The] CTBT will inhibit nuclear powers from developing new classes

of nuclear                        weapons and make it extremely difficult

for non-nuclear countries to develop

sophisticated nuclear weapons at all. Limiting other countries' nuclear
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efforts will                     enhance our deterrent posture, which

remains vital to world security."

Senator Biden goes on to note that the CTBT, which will still allow for the

adequate maintenance of the United States' nuclear weapons stockpile into

the indefinite future, is fundamental to America's long-term ability to curb

the proliferation of nuclear weapons to additional nuclear states:

        "The non-nuclear states consider the CTBT an act of good faith by

the nuclear powers,            in return for their agreeing to permanent

nuclear non-proliferation. If we were to reject              the CTBT and

resume testing, as treaty opponents have urged, the nuclear

non-proliferation regime could well collapse."

Clinton to Helms on the CTBT:

President Clinton has made a similar, strong case for prompt action on the

CTBT. In his response to Senator Helms' January 21 outline of priorities for

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, President Clinton reiterated his

call for Senate ratification of the CTBT in 1998. In a February 10 letter to

Chairman Helms, the President said:

        "In my State of the Union address, I asked the Senate to give its

advice and consent to         the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) this

year -- a Treaty that enjoys the support         of four former Chairmen of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, as well as the current Chairman, the

Joint Chiefs, and the Commander of the U.S. Strategic Command.
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        I was ... disappointed to read that the CTBT is lower on your list

of priorities.  I believe it         is essential that the United States

demonstrate leadership with regard to the crucial                treaties

and regimes that strengthen our global non-proliferation system." 

Reinforcing the importance of early Test Ban Treaty ratification to American

efforts to defuse tensions in nuclear proliferation hot-zones such as South

Asia, the President added:

        "And with regard to India and Pakistan, I think it is important that

when I travel to the         subcontinent later this year I do so with U.S.

ratification in hand."

The President went on to ask Chairman Helms to consider granting the Treaty

a full and fair hearing:

 

        "As you and Secretary Albright continue your consultations on the

order in which we         hope your Committee will take up treaties and

other important foreign policy matters this         session, I urge you to

afford the CTBT the very high priority I believe it warrants."

Prevention of Future Threats Requires Prompt Action:

Senator Biden and President Clinton make a compelling case for strong and

decisive U.S. leadership on the Test Ban Treaty. The Senate now faces an

important choice: whether it will help reinforce America's effort to combat
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proliferation and act this year on the CTBT and other threat reduction

measures -- or wait and allow other nations to dictate the pace of action

and limit our capability to prevent the emergence of future nuclear dangers.

**********

The Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers is a non-partisan alliance of 17

leading arms control  organizations working for a practical, step-by-step

program to reduce nuclear dangers and prevent new threats from emerging.

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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DAILY throughout the PrepComm:
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8.00 - 9.00: Abolition 2000 Daily Caucus.

9.00 - 10.00: NGO Disarmament Committee daily briefings.

Sunday, April 26

Afternoon (time TBA):  NGO Disarmament Committee Orientation Session (Part 

1) for all NGOs present.

Monday, April 27

Morning: 1998 NPT PrepComm opens.

9.00-10.00 (provisional time):  Public action/demonstration on the Place 

des Nations.  Inflatable nuclear reactor with missile chimney: "Nuclear 

Power Powers the Bomb."  Contact IPPNW -Germany.

11.00 (time to be confirmed):  Orientation Session (Part 2), for groups not 

present on Sunday.

13.00 - 15.00:  Multimedia performance - artists Vijali Hamilton and Edie 

Hartshorne present their work for World Peace.

18.30 - 20.30:  Reception and Meeting, Religious Working Group of Abolition 

2000, including leaders of various faith communities.  Palais de Nations, 

8th Floor Restaurant.
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Tuesday, April 28

13.00 - 14.00:  HEU for research reactors, the case of the new FRMII in 

Garching: Wolfgang Liebert.

17.00 - 19.00:  INESAP/NAPF/INES/IALANA/IPB/LCNP/A2000.  Towards a Nuclear 

Weapons Free World.  Distinguished speakers include: Joseph Rotblat, Doug 

Roche, Mioko Matsubara (invited).  Facilitator: David Krieger.

Wednesday, April 29

Afternoon: Probable time for NGO presentations at the NPT Prep Comm. NOT 

CONFIRMED.

13.00 - 14.00:  Briefing - Cut-off for NW-usable materials.  INESAP

17.00 - 19.00:  Abolition 2000 Working Group: Beyond the CTB with Western 

States Legal Foundation: Laboratory Testing and Article VI Obligation for 

Disarmament: Jacqueline Cabasso, Vladamir Iakmets, Lysianne Alezard, Ted 

Taylor, Andrew Lichterman, Andre Gsponer, Greg Mello.

Thursday, April 30

13.00 - 14.00:  Briefing - Multilateralizing the Nuclear Disarmament 

Process, with Owen Green.

14.00 - 16.00:  INESAP/LCNP - The Nuclear Weapons Convention: Political 

Strategies and Verification: Alyn Ware, Marav Datan, Martin Kalinowski, 
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Wolfgang Liebert, Juergen Scheffran.

17.00 - 19.00 (provisionally):  IPB to host meeting of landmines and 

nuclear disarmament activists on sharing of strategies and lessons to be 

learned from Ottawa process

Friday, May 1

Afternoon:  Abolition 2000 annual meeting (part 1).  Venue to be announced.

Saturday, May 2

9.00 - 12.00:  Abolition 2000 annual meeting (part 2).

13.00 - 18.00:  Middle Power Initiative for Nuclear Abolition - Launch and 

Formation of International Steering Committee: Doug Roche.

Monday, May 4

13.00 - 15.00:  Abolition 2000 Working Group on Health Effects of Radiation 

with The Atomic Mirror, Hiti Tau and WEDO. The Toxic Legacy of the Nuclear 

Age: Pamela Meidell, Tricia Pritikin, Pamela Ransom, Janine Allis-Smith and 

Gabriel Tetiarahi.

17.00 - 19.00:  NATO Expansion, OSCE, the South: IPB with Cora Weiss, Rae 

Street, Bahig Nasser and Ben Cramer.

Tuesday, May 5
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Afternoon (Precise time to be announced):  International Association of 

Lawyers Against Nuclear Arms, A2000.  Nuclear Strategies and the ICJ 

Opinion: John Burroughs, Alyn Ware, Hans Christensen, George Abi Saab, 

Merav Datan and Peter Weiss (invited).

Afternoon, 14.00 - 15.00? (Precise time to be announced):  Briefing - 

Regional monitoring and verification for WMDFZ in the Middle East: INESAP.

17.00 - 19.00:  Abolition 2000 Working Group on Sustainable Energy with: 

Plutonium Free Future and GRACE: Nuclear Energy and Environmentally 

Sustainable Alternatives. Claire Greensfelder, Alice Slater, Ted Taylor.

Wednesday,May 6

17.00 - 19.00:  Abolition 2000: Women for a Free and Independent Pacific: 

Nuclear Waste, Colonialism and Environmental Racism with: Myrla Baldonado, 

Gabriel Tetiarahi, Rachel Julian, Michael Simmons.

Friday,May 8

NPT PrepComm Closes

10.00 (time to be confirmed):  Final Meeting for Evaluation

OTHER PROPOSED EVENTS
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PROPOSED PANELS:

Disarmament and the United Nations - reforms and directions: Jayantha Dh  

anapala (invited). NGO Committee for Disarmament

* * * * * * * * * *

SPECIAL NGO COMMITTEE FOR DISARMAMENT

Joint NGO Project

for the Second Session of the NPT PrepComm

* * * * * * * * * *

c/o International Peace Bureau

ipb@gn.apc.org

tel:  +41 22 731 64 29

fax:  +41 22 738 94 19

41 rue de Zurich

CH - 1201 Geneva

Switzerland

Secretariat:

womensleague@gn.apc.org
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This mailing will consist of 4 parts:

1.  Invitation to NPT PrepComm; details of NGO presentations and convenors

2.  Calendar of NGO events

3.  Reports of meetings held in Geneva, 20-21 February
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4.  Accommodation list

*******************************

11 March 1998

Dear NGO

The Special NGO Committee for Disarmament in Geneva invites you to 

participate in the second meeting of the Preparatory Committee for the NPT 

Review Conference in 2000, which will be held in Geneva from 27th April - 

8th May 1998.

Many of you will be familiar with the event from last year's meeting in New 

York.  It is hoped that 1998 will see an even stronger NGO presence which 

can be built upon the experience of 1997.

A planning meeting was held in Geneva from 20-21 February (please find the 

minutes from this meeting attached), at which the NGO contribution to the 

PrepComm was discussed.  At its own meeting, the Geneva NGO Committee 

appointed us, Jo Tyler and Adam Berry, to act as a focal point for infor  

mation and plans for NGO activities around the PrepComm.  We can be 

contacted at the International Peace Bureau at the address below.

As you will see from the attached (provisional) calendar of events, there 

are plenty of NGO activities throughout the 2 weeks, from public 

demonstrations to expert panels.  Early in the programme, possibly on the 
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afternoon of Wednesday 29 April, there will be a three-hour session for NGO 

presentations to the delegates.  The planning group decided that there 

would be 13 presentations (each lasting 10 minutes), based on the themes 

listed on the attached list of NGO Presentations.  These are themes rather 

than definitive titles, and their precise order may evolve.  Anyone wishing 

to make a contribution to any of these themes should contact the relevant 

convenor as soon as possible, as preparations for the NGO presentations 

should be completed by 10 April.  The convenors will be responsible for 

collating contributions and identifying people to draft and present the 

speeches.

NGOs wishing to present a written statement to delegates may do so, 

providing this is no longer than 2 pages.  A package can be made up of NGO 

statements to delegates, and of course information can be made available on 

tables at the meeting itself.  NGOs must bear the cost of duplication; you 

can either send 180 copies to IPB (for inclusion in a package), or about 

$20 (photocopying facilities will be available at the Palais des Nations).

An orientation session will be held on the afternoon of Sunday 26 April, 

the eve of the PrepComm.  It will be an informal gathering for 

introductions, and the exchange of information, plans and ideas.  Venue to 

be announced.  A second session will take place on Monday 27 April, for 

those not arriving until that day.  A resource pack will be available at 

these meetings, consisting of an introduction to the current NPT process as 

well as practical information about the UN and Geneva.

Please find enclosed a list of Geneva Accommodation for details of hotels, 
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hostels, etc.  Participants should arrange their own accommodation, but the 

Geneva NGO Committee is making enquiries into possible home-stays and block 

bookings of budget accommodation.  Please contact us if you are interested: 

these places will be allotted on a "first come, first served" basis.

***In order to arrange access to the UN, all NGO participants must register 

with the Geneva Committee (c/o International Peace Bureau).  THE DEADLINE 

FOR REGISTRATION IS 20 APRIL 1998.***

Should you require any further information, please do not hesitate to 

contact us; we look forward to hearing from you or seeing you in April.

Adam Berry and Jo Tyler, on behalf of the Special NGO Committee for 

Disarmament (Geneva)

*********************************************************

NGO PRESENTATIONS

Draft Outline of NGO Presentations to the NPT Review

PrepComm:Themes and Convenors

PREAMBLE

1. Spiritual, ethical perspectives, ICJ, legitimacy

Howard Hallman
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Methodists United for Peace and Justice

1500 16th Street NW

Washington, DC 20036, USA

tel / fax:  +1-301-896-0013

email:  mupj@igc.apc.org

2.   Nuclear colonialism, environmental racism

Myrla Baldonado

15D Unit 15 CASAL Building

Anonas Road, Project 3

Quezon City, Philippines

tel / fax:  +63-2-435-0387

basecln@gaia.psdn.org.ph

PROLIFERATION & SAFEGUARDS - NPT Articles I, II, III

3.   Transfers, export controls, NATO nuclear weapons

Oliver Meier

Berlin Information-centre for Transatlantic Security (BITS)

Rykestr. 13

10405 Berlin, Germany

tel:  +49-30-441-0220

fax:  +49-30-441-0221

email: oliver.meier@bits.de
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4.   Fissile materials, controls, inventory, IAEA safeguards

Martin Kalinowski

IANUS

Hochschulstr. 10

64289 Darmstadt, Germany

tel:  +49-6151-163016

fax:  +49-6151-166039

email:  kalinowski@hrzpub.tu-darmstadt.de

ENERGY - NPT Article IV

5.   Nuclear fuel cycle, health, radiation effects

To be confirmed - until we have a definitive convenor, please send any 

contributions to IPB (Jo Tyler and Adam Berry)

6.   Alternatives - sustainable energy

Simon Carroll

Greenpeace - Netherlands

Keizersgracht 174

1016 DW Amsterdam, The Netherlands

tel:  +31-20-626-1877

fax:  +31-20-622-1272
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email:  Simon.Carroll@ams.greenpeace.org

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT - NPT Article VI

7.  Implementing measures taken: CTBT ratification, multilateralizing 

START, deep cuts, nuclear reductions, etc

Daryl Kimball

Coalition on Nuclear Dangers

c/o Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington, DC 20002

tel:  +1-202-546-0795

fax:  +1-202-546-5142

email:  dkimball@clw.org

8.   New nuclear weapons and policies

Jackie Cabasso

Western States Legal Foundation

1440 Broadway, Suite 500

Oakland, CA 94612, USA

tel:  +1-510-839-5877

fax:  +1-510-839-5397

email:  wslf@igc.apc.org
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9.   Next steps: dealerting, no first use, confidence-building measures, 

etc

Jonathan Dean

Union of Concerned Scientists

1616 P Street NW, Suite 310

Washington, DC 20036, USA

tel:  +1-202-332-0900

fax:  +1-202-332-0905

email:  jdean@ucsusa.org

10.   Nuclear Weapons Convention - and how to get it

Merav Datan

Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear Policy

666 Broadway - Room 625

New York, NY 10012, USA

Tel:  +1-212-674-7790

Fax:  +1-212-674-6199

email:  lcnp@aol.com   or   datan@igc.org

11.   Security beyond nuclear deterrence: security assurances, regional, 

new concepts

Janet Bloomfield

Oxford Research Group

51 Plantation Rd
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Oxford, OX2 6JE, UK

tel:  +44-1865-242819

fax:  +44-1865-794652

email: jbloomfield@gn.apc.org

NUCLEAR WEAPON-FREE ZONES - NPT Article VII

12.   Regional initiatives:  Middle East, S. Asia, Europe, Central Asia,...

Bahig Nassar

Coordinating Centre of Arab Peace Organizations

16 Mohammed Shafik Str., El-Mohandessein

12411 Giza, Cairo, Egypt

tel:  +20-2-3467892 / 3555502

fax:  +20-2-5786298

email (c/o Aruna Gabriele):   aruna@intouch.com

CLOSING

13.   NGO participation, call to action, etc.

Felicity Hill

WILPF UN Office, c/o Jane Addams Peace Association

777 UN Plaza

New York, NY 10017, USA
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tel:  +1-212-682-1282

fax:  +1-212-288-8211

email:  flick@igc.apc.org

* * * * * * * * * *

SPECIAL NGO COMMITTEE FOR DISARMAMENT

Joint NGO Project

for the Second Session of the NPT PrepComm

* * * * * * * * * *

c/o International Peace Bureau

ipb@gn.apc.org

website:  http://www.itu.ch/ipb/

tel:  +41 22 731 64 29

fax:  +41 22 738 94 19

41 rue de Zurich

CH - 1201 Geneva

Switzerland

Secretariat:

womensleague@gn.apc.org
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REPORTS OF MEETINGS HELD BY NGO COMMITTEE IN GENEVA, 20-21 FEBRUARY 1998

NOTES FROM THE SEMINAR ORGANIZED BY THE SPECIAL NGO COMMITTEE FOR 

DISARMAMENT IN THE PALAIS DES NATIONS, GENEVA.

FRIDAY 20 FEBRUARY 1998
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Mr. Peter Goosen, Minister, Permanent Mission of the Republic of South 

Africa to the Conference on Disarmament:  Developments in the NPT Review 

Process (Second Session of the NPT Preparatory Committee).

Mr. Goosen described the 1997 session as a "smooth meeting," at which 

progress was made with regard to procedure but not substance.  He hopes 

that the procedural mechanisms established in 1997 will help to pave the 

way for more substantive issues in 1998.

He noted that South Africa will be the next chair of the Non-Aligned 

Movement and expressed his disappointment at the NAM preparations so far.

The 1998 PrepComm will deal with some very difficult issues, many of which 

will be influenced by developments in the Conference on Disarmament, such 

as South Africa's proposal for the establishment of an ad hoc committee and 

the suggested transfer of excess fissile material from the USA and Russia 

to the IAEA for supervision.  Mr. Goosen mentioned that there will be some 

discussion of US nuclear strategy, particularly concerning Article VI of 

the NPT, negative security assurances (which the US will give only in cases 

where chemical and biological weapons are not used) and retargetting.

Since South Africa has not yet finalized its perspective for the NPT 

PrepComm, Mr. Goosen suggested it would still be worth lobbying individual 

NAM countries in the run-up.  He also emphasized the need for non-nuclear 

weapon states to participate more in the nuclear disarmament agenda.

Mr. Goosen considers it still valuable to talk about the abolition of 

nuclear weapons because non-proliferation and abolition cannot ultimately 

be separated.  South Africa also has no objections to a time-bound 

framework.
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Mr. Abdelkader Bensmail, Chief of Geneva Branch, Department for Disarmament 

Affairs:  Decisions of the General Assembly concerning disarmament matters.

The main outcome of the Annan reforms for the Centre for Disarmament 

Affairs has been the restoration of its status as a Department.  Thus it is 

now named the Department for Disarmament Affairs.  With Ambassador 

Dhanapala as the new director, a new structure is being established though 

it is not yet complete.

The new Department has 4 main functions:

* to support multilateral bodies

* to follow and assess trends

* to support regional disarmament

* to supply impartial information

In addition it has established a fellowship for people from developing 

countries in Geneva and promotes exchanges between governments and NGOs.

The Department's work is mainly focusing on appointing a Special 

Coordinator for Outer Space, continuing work on negative security 

assurances, follow-up to the Ottawa Treaty, and the Convention on Certain 

Conventional Weapons.

Second Session of the NPT Review Conference - Sharing information and 

strategizing.

Very little time remained for this session, but a few points were made.  It 

is clear that there is still a need to lobby states in advance of the 
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PrepComm; Brazil and Canada were suggested as likely candidates, in 

addition to NATO wannabes, and others are still being considered.  The 

possibility of approaching Foreign Ministers directly was also mentioned.

A further issue was the Marshall Islands' proposal, which many 

abolitionists support, for an intersessional, to start talks on the Nuclear 

Weapons Convention.

Finally, 2 letters were drafted and signed by NGO representatives at the 

meeting: one addressed to Kofi Annan, expressing support for his mission to 

Baghdad and a second, reflecting concern at the slow progress being made 

(with regard to proposed treaties) at the Conference on Disarmament, sent 

to Vladimir Petrovsky, Representative of the Secretary-General to the 

Conference on Disarmament.

Mr. Peter Herby, International Committee of the Red Cross:  New Weapons in 

the Making.

Mr. Herby emphasized that the role of the public awareness is more 

important than technical analysis with its own criteria.  He listed weapons 

which are controlled (mines, booby traps and incendiary weapons), those 

which are prohibited (e.g. expanding/exploding bullets) and those upon 

which no agreement has yet been made (e.g. small calibre bullets and 

cluster weapons).

3 types of new weapons were described:

* directed energy weapons (non-blinding lasers, sonic beam, high-power 

microwaves)

* "non-lethal" weapons, a definition he considers to be a misnomer because 
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it depends on how they are used.  Such weapons would include glues, foams 

and electro-magnetic waves

* genetic, biological and biotech weapons

Mr. Herby noted the tendency of new methods of warfare to carry out 

indirect attacks on civilians, in particular by attacking the 

infrastructure, and said that the Ottawa process cannot be carried out for 

each weapon.  Thus it is necessary to develop specific criteria for the 

effective application of international humanitarian law.  The ICRC has 

therefore established a baseline of medical criteria, considered to 

represent the average effects of conventional weapons, against which the 

effects of new weapons can be measured.  The terms of the baseline 

encompass average length of hospital stay, quantity of blood lost, degree 

of wounds, lethality (which should be no more than 25%), disability (15 %) 

and rate of full recovery (which should be at least 60%).  Weapons are 

considered to cause "unnecessary suffering and/or superfluous injury" if 

their effects exceed those laid down by the baseline.

This measure should aid states in carrying out their obligation to study 

the development of new weapons and deciding whether they are acceptable 

under international law.  The danger, of course, lies in the fact that this 

method could be perceived as approving some weapon systems.  The ICRC does 

not want to promote this view, but merely continues to work within its 

mandate, which involves primarily providing relief to victims of conflict. 

The question of depleted uranium was raised and in particular the problem 

of insufficient information on the subject, which lead to a discussion on 

how to share information more effectively.  One suggestion was to compile a 

database or website using all available information sources.

One of Mr. Herby's final remarks was that the crueller a war, the harder it 
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is to find solutions.

Mr. Christophe Carle, Deputy Director, UNIDIR:  The Work of the UN 

Disarmament Research Institute (UNIDIR).  (In the absence of Patricia 

Lewis, Director).

Mr. Carle's presentation outlined the structure and background of UNIDIR. 

 One of UNIDIR's main areas of work is that of small arms, with the 

particular aims of promoting a moratorium on small-scale production (with a 

special focus on Mali as a possible success story), looking at controls on 

ammunition for small arms and encouraging sub-regional cooperation.  It is 

also involved in the following:

* the Fissile Materials Cut-Off Treaty with the International Network of 

Engineers and Scientists Against Proliferation

* the implementation of disarmament agreements, including a seminar series

* post-Ottawa interaction between NGOs and governments in the treaty's 

implementation

* regional security studies, including peace-building in Africa

* nuclear weapons-free zones and/or weapons of mass destruction-free zones 

in the Middle East

* the question of conventional weapons in Latin America with the 

Organization of American States

* the organization of Geneva Forum meetings with the Quaker UN Office and 

the Graduate Institute for experts and diplomats

* looking into a similar initiative for the CD, i.e. off-the-record 
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meetings

* establishing fellowships for young scholars from developing countries.

The exact priorities for 1998-9 are still under discussion with funding 

sources.

************************************************************************  

*******************************************

REPORT OF NGO MEETING - planning strategies for the Second Session of the 

NPT PrepComm

Geneva, 20 February 1998

Attendance

The meeting was attended by representatives of some 30 organizations 

working for disarmament.

(See on for participants list.)

Calendar of Events

Various planned and suggested events NGO around the NPT PrepComm were 

briefly discussed.

See separate calendar of NGO events for most up-to-date information.  This 

calendar will be constantly updated and mailed to NGOs at intervals.

Orientation Session

Various suggestions were discussed and it was decided that a session should 
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be held on the afternoon of Sunday 26 April, the eve of the PrepComm.  It 

will be an informal gathering for introductions, and the exchange of 

information, plans and ideas.

Venue to be confirmed.

For those not arriving until the opening day of the PrepComm, a second o  

rientation session is planned for Monday 27 April.  Time to be confirmed.

A resource pack will be available, consisting of an introduction to the 

current NPT process as well as practical information about the UN and 

Geneva.

Public Demonstrations

Proposals put forward for public actions during the NPT PrepComm:

* Caravan from Lyon, from the Alps, from Valence (Mouvement de la Paix)

* Inflatable Reactor Action - "Nuclear Power Powers the Bomb" 

(IPPNW-Germany)

* Hand-over of the 13 million petitions (Nuclear Age Peace Foundation?)

* Projection Project (Sky Net/Ben Cramer)

* Telegram/Fax Wave

* Gifts to delegates - Abolition 2000 buttons

Exhibitions

Several people would like to hold exhibitions around the NPT PrepComm. 

 However, exhibition space at the Palais des Nations, where the PrepComm 

will take place, is fully booked for April.

The Geneva NGO Committee is looking into the possibility of holding 

exhibitions in the second week of the PrepComm, which is in May.  If there 

is still no space available, alternative venues will be explored.
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NGO Presentations

A 3-hour session is to be set aside during the PrepComm for NGOs to address 

the delegates: the very provisional date for this session is the afternoon 

of Wednesday 29 April.

In view of  the number of organizations involved, the limited time 

available and the need to make a concerted and effective impact on the NPT 

delegates, all agreed that the NGO presentations required coordination. 

 Much of the meeting was dedicated to their planning: suggestions made in 

advance of and during the meeting were successfully reconciled and 

combined.

Themes:

The meeting drew up a list of 13 themes for NGO presentations.  (See NGO 

Presentations sheet.)

It was decided that each presentation should last 10 minutes, an 

arrangement which will provide for some flexibility, to accommodate 

important new issues that might emerge between this meeting and the 

PrepComm.

However, given the broad participation at (and in preparation for) this 

meeting, and given the transparent, inclusive process that has been set in 

motion, all contributions to the NGO presentations should be coordinated 

through this process.

Convenors:

The process of gathering and making the NGO presentations is to be 

facilitated by 13 convenors, one for each theme.  Guidelines for the 
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convenor's role were established, within which precise arrangements may 

vary.  The convenor :

* may contact potential contributors to the presentation

* will collate viewpoints and contributions from NGOs

* will identify someone to draft the presentation (not necessarily the 

convenor)

* will identify a speaker - in collaboration with the other 12 convenors to 

ensure a representative spread in terms of region, race, gender, language

The names of potential convenors were suggested for each presentation 

theme.  These have since been confirmed and can be found on the sheet 

headed NGO Presentations.

Timescale:

The following process should be complete by 10 April:

* contact potential contributors

* collect contributions from NGOs

* draft presentations

* harmonize presentations with contributors

* harmonize presentations with other convenors to avoid overlap

* identify speaker (and understudy?)

The speaker should be in Geneva by the opening day of the PrepComm (Monday 

27 April), as the presentations could be given as early as day 2 or 3.

Trouble-shooting/mediation:

A reference group was set up to deal with any difficulties that might arise 
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during the preparations for NGO presentations.  It consists of:

Colin Archer, International Peace Bureau:  ipb@gn.apc.org

Janet Bloomfield, Abolition 2000:  jbloomfield@gn.apc.org

Ben Cramer, Appel des 100:  appel100@worldnet.fr

Xanthe Hall, IPPNW:  ippnw@oln.comlink.de

Rebecca Johnson, Acronym Institute:  acronym@gn.apc.org

Lobbying

The need for lobbying in the run-up to the NPT PrepComm was endorsed and 

the following points were put forward:

* prevent your country voting the NATO line

* decide who is going to concentrate on which countries

* tactical: focus on Sweden, Austria and Ireland - should not vote for NATO 

line, nor join any EU statement that conflicts with national position

* talk more to NATO candidate states and Partnership for Peace countries - 

they should be part of Europe but non-nuclear.  European integration should 

not entail support for the nuclear weapons policies of UK and France

* the overall political objective should be a nuclear weapons convention - 

need clear materials

* procedural: push for demand that P5 start discussing ICJ opinion, 

Canberra Commission steps and de-alerting and make regular reports on it as 

part of procedural process defined in "Principles and Objectives" 

(systematic and progressive efforts)

* What does "systematic and progressive efforts" to eliminate nuclear 

weapons mean for states and for us?

* lobbyists should report on their activities and responses

* The morning caucus meetings and briefings during the PrepComm will be a 
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forum for the exchange of lobbying experiences and division of labour

Registration

All NGO participants will need to register with the Geneva Committee (c/o 

International Peace Bureau) in order for access to the Palais des Nations 

to be arranged.  The deadline for registration is  20 April 1998

Accommodation

Individual participants should arrange their own accommodation: see list of 

Geneva Accommodation for details of hotels, hostels, etc.  The Geneva NGO 

Committee is making enquiries into possible home-stays and block bookings 

of budget accommodation: for details, contact Jo Tyler or Adam Berry c/o 

International Peace Bureau.  These places will be allotted on a "first 

come, first served" basis.  Any other enquiries or problems (e.g. with 

booking in French) can be addressed to Jo and Adam.

Jo Tyler and Adam Berry

27th February 1998

************************************************************************  

**************************

PARTICIPANTS IN NGO COMMITTEE (AND ABOLITION 2000) MEETINGS - 19-22 

February 1998

Gosta Alfven   IPPNW Sweden
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Colin Archer   IPB

Edith Ballantyne              WILPF

Adam Berry   IPB

Janet Bloomfield              Abolition 2000 UK

Reiner Braun   Int'l Network of Engineers & Scientists for Global 

Responsibility

Chris Bross   IPB

Jean-Ben Cramer  Appel des Cent pour la Paix

Tobias Damjanov  Deutsche Friedensgesellschaft-VK / Deutsche Friedensrat

Rosalie Ducommun  Women for Peace Geneva, CILRECO

Salpy Eskidjan              World Council of Churches - Program to Overcome 

Violence

Michel Fernex   IPPNW Switzerland

Solange Fernex              IPB / Femmes pour la Paix France / WILPF France

Majlis Friden   Swedish Peace Council

Maud Frolich   Swedish Peace Council

Emilie Haffner-Burton       WILPF

Xanthe Hall   IPPNW Germany

Howard Hallman              Methodists United for Peace and Justice

Therese Haond              Mouvement de la Paix

Edel Havin Beukes  WILPF-Norway; FORUM, Norway

Rebecca Johnson  Acronym Institute

Mr. Kazan   Sokka Gakkai International

Alexander Kelle              Peace Research Institute, Frankfurt

Ole Kopreitan   Nei til Atomvapen, Norway

Lars G. Lindskog  IPPNW Sweden

Barbara Lochbihler  WILPF
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Adrienne v. Melle-Hermans Women for Peace International

Emily Miles   Quaker UN Office

Michel Monod   War Resisters International

Christina Morado  World YMCAs

William Peden   Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament

Lars Pohlmeier              IPPNW Germany

Joop Pragt   IPPNW Netherlands

Christian Raetz              World Conference on Religion and Peace

Thomas Schonfeld  NGO Committee on Peace, Vienna

Alice Slater   Global Resource Action Center for the Environment

Jack Steinberger  Pugwash / CERN

Hiroshi Taka   Gensuikyo

Jo Tyler               IPB

Gunnar Westberg  IPPNW Sweden

Serge Wourgaft              World Veterans Federation

Apologies to anyone whose name has been omitted.

* * * * * * * * * *

SPECIAL NGO COMMITTEE FOR DISARMAMENT

Joint NGO Project

for the Second Session of the NPT PrepComm

* * * * * * * * * *

c/o International Peace Bureau

ipb@gn.apc.org

tel:  +41 22 731 64 29
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fax:  +41 22 738 94 19

41 rue de Zurich

CH - 1201 Geneva

Switzerland

Secretariat:

womensleague@gn.apc.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id EAA16358;

 Wed, 11 Mar 1998 04:16:30 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ties.itu.ch (root@ties.itu.ch [156.106.192.33])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id EAA15938

 for <ABOLITION-CAUCUS@IGC.APC.ORG>; Wed, 11 Mar 1998 04:14:13 -0800 (PST)

Received: from usr0-20.itu.ch (usr0-20.itu.ch [156.106.192.173])

 by ties.itu.ch (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id NAA24918

 for <ABOLITION-CAUCUS@IGC.APC.ORG>; Wed, 11 Mar 1998 13:14:07 +0100 (MET)

Received: by usr0-20.itu.ch with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD4CF0.5B54FB80@usr0-20.itu.ch>; Wed, 11 Mar 1998 13:19:44 +-100

Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 13:16:51 +-100

From: International Peace Bureau <ipb@gn.apc.org>

Message-ID: <01BD4CF0.5B54FB80@usr0-20.itu.ch>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: NPT Part 4

To: "'ABOLITION-CAUCUS'" <ABOLITION-CAUCUS@IGC.APC.ORG>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

GENEVA ACCOMMODATION

N.B.

-From abroad, prefix tel/fax with ++41-22

-Prices are per person, in CHF
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1. HOSTELS

*includes breakfast

Youth Hostel

rue Rothschild 30, 1202 Geneve

tel:  732 62 60

fax:  738 39 87

350 beds

open until: 24.00

double: 70.-

4 beds: 99.-

dormitory: 23.- with card

Cite universitaire

av. Miremont 46, 1211 Geneve 4

tel:  839 22 11

fax:  839 22 23

beds: 500

open until: 22.00

single: 36.-/43.-

double: 26.-/29.-

3 beds 80.-

Accueil de Nuit - Armee du Salut

(women only)
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ch. Galiffe 4, 1201 Geneve

tel:  344 91 21

fax:  344 91 21

beds: 42

open until: 19.00

single: 10.-*

Au coeur des Grottes - Arnee du Salut

rue de l'Industrie 14, 1201 Geneve

tel:  733 64 38

fax:  733 64 38

beds: 24

double: 25.-

dormitory: 15.-

Bureau des logements universitaires (4eme etage)

rue de Candolle 4, 1211 Geneve 4

tel:  705 77 20

fax:  705 77 85

beds: 10.00/12.00 13.00/15.00

single: 32.-/40.- ete min. 1 sem.

Centre St-Boniface

Av. du Mail 14, 1205 Geneve

tel:  321 88 44

fax:  320 47 94

beds: 120
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open until: 10.00/12.00 17.00/19.00

single: 34.-/50.-

double: 57.-/66.-

dormitory:16.-/24.-

Le Cenacle

prom. Charles-Martin 17, 1208 Geneve

tel:  707 08 30

fax:  700 19 79

beds: 44

single: 25.-*

double: 21.-*

Centre des Unions Chretiennes Foyer George Williams

av. Ste-Clotilde 9, 1205 Geneve

tel:  328 11 36

fax:  328 11 36

beds: 92

open until: 10.00/12.00 18.00/20.00

single: 30.- (1-5 j) 25.- (6-30 j.)

Centre universitaire catholique

rue de Candolle 30, 1205 Geneve

tel:  329 70 56

fax:  329 70 56

beds: 32

open until: 10.00/12.30; 18.00/19.00
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single: 120.-

Centre universitaire protestant

av. du Mail 2, 1205 Geneve

tel:  322 90 00

fax:  322 90 99

beds: 63

open until: 8.30/12.00

single: 40.-

Centre universitaire protestant 2

bd. de la Tour 1, 1205 Geneve

tel:  320 06 08

fax:  321 30 16

beds: 61

open until: 8.00/12.00 14.00/17.00

single: 40.-

Centre universitaire Zofingien

rue des Voisins 6, 1205 Geneve

tel:  329 51 13 - 329 11 40

fax:  320 14 40

beds: 65

open until: 1.00

single: 48.-*

double: 36.-*

4 beds: 30.-*
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Forget me not

rue Vignier 8, 1205 Geneve

tel:  320 93 55

fax:  781 46 45

beds: 83

open until: 9.30/20.00

single: 50.-*(35.- ete); 245.-/week

double: 40.- *(30.- ete); 210.-week

4 lits de famille: 25.-

dormitory: 25.-; 175.-/week

Foyer l'Accueil

(women only)

rue Alcide-Jentzer 8 

tel:  320 92 77

fax:  320 92 47

beds: 70

open until: 8.00/22.00

single: 35.-*

double:27.-*

Foyer universitaire de Carouge

(women only)

rue Joseph-Girard 12, 1227 Carouge

tel:  301 54 34

fax:  301 54 77
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beds: 31

open until: 23.00

single: 30.-*

Foyer St-Justin

rue du Prieure 15-17, 1202 Geneve

tel:  731 11 35

fax:  738 88 84

beds:130

open until: 9.00/21.00

single: 38.-/46.-

double: 57.-/69.-

Foyer international pour jeunes filles

(women only)

rue Plantamour 29, 1201 Geneve

tel:  731 55 60

fax:  731 55 69

beds:30

open until: 9.00/12.00; 15.00/20.00

single: 37.- ete

Home St-Pierre

(women only)

cour St-Pierre 4, 1204 Geneve

tel:  310 37 07

fax:  310 71 98
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beds: 65

open until:  9.00/13.00; 16.00/20.00

single: 35.-

double:25.-

dormitory:22.-

Pension Clotilde

(women only)

rue du Mont-de-Sion 14, 1206 Geneve

tel:  346 98 44 - 346 98 45

fax:  346 98 83

beds:25

single: 60.- ete / 50.- ete

Residence universitaire internationale

rue Rothschild 22, 1202 Geneve

tel:  716 02 02

fax:  716 02 01

beds: 100

open until: 9.50/11.50

Room: A)29.- B)36.- C)42.-

Studio: A)35.- B)39.- C) 55.-

CTN Services

ch. des Aulx 16, 1228 Plan-les-Ouates

tel:  884 30 00

fax:  884 30 00
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beds:16

single: 65.-

double: 60.-

Pavillon "Le Lignon"

(men only)

rte du Bois-des-Freres 73, 1219 Le Lignon

tel:  796 77 77

fax:  796 77 88

beds: 300

single: 25.-*

double:20.-*

groups: demi-pension obligatoire (31.50)

2. HOTELS

*Prices include beakfast

Hotel du Lac

rue des Eaux-Vives 15, 1207 Geneve

tel:  735 45 80

fax:  735 45 82

beds:39

single with shower: 58.-

double with shower: 40.-
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Hotel des Quatre-Nations

rue de Zurich 43, 1201 Geneve

tel:  732 02 24

fax:  731 21 41

beds: 25

single with shower: 55.-

double with shower: 45.-

Hotel Beau-Site

place du Cirque 3, 1204 Geneve

tel:  328 10 08

fax:  329 23 64

beds: 50

single, no shower: 45.-

single with shower: 65.-

double, no shower: 40.-

double with shower: 43.-

Hotel Central

rue de la Rotisserie 2, 1204 Geneve

tel:  818 81 00

fax:  818 81 01

beds: 40

single with shower: 80.-

double with shower: 50.-
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Hotel Rio

place Isaac-Mercier 1, 1201 Geneve

tel:  732 32 64

fax:  732 82 64

beds: 36

single, no shower: 70.-

single with shower: 89.-

double, no shower 45.-

double with shower: 50.-

Hotel Aiglon

rue Sismondi 16, 1201 Geneve

tel:  732 97 60

fax:  732 87 71

beds: 36

single with shower: 100.-

double with shower: 50.-

Hotel Aida

av. Henri-Dunant 6, 1205 Geneve

tel:  320 12 66

fax:  321 28 53

beds:29

single, no shower: 60.-

single with shower: 80.-

double, no shower: 40.-

double with shower: 55.-
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Hotel Pax

rue du 31-Decembre 68, 1207 Geneve

tel:  787 50 70

fax:  787 50 80

beds: 70

single, no shower: 65.-

single with shower: 100.-

double, no shower: 40.-

double with shower: 60.-

Hotel Le Cerf-Volant

chemin des Sapins 7, 1216 Cointrin

tel:  798 07 57

fax:  788 61 08

beds:18

single, no shower: 75.-

single with shower: 90.-

double, no shower: 55.-

double with shower: 65.-

Hotel des Tourelles

bd. James-Fazy 2, 1201 Geneve

tel:  732 44 23

fax:  732 76 20

beds: 36

single, no shower: 70.-
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single with shower: 85.-

double, no shower: 45.-

double with shower: 55.-

Hotel Carmen

rue Dancet 5, 1205 Geneve

tel:  329 11 11

fax:  781 59 33

beds:60

single, no shower: 60.-

single with shower: 95.-

double, no shower: 39.-

double with shower: 57.-

Hotel Arcades

place Cornavin 14-16, 1201 Geneve

tel:  732 59 48

fax:  738 39 46

beds: 46

single with shower: 95.-

double with shower: 60.-

Hotel International-Terminus

rue des Alpes 20 1201 Geneve

tel:  732 80 95

fax:  732 18 43

beds: 83
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single with shower: 95.-

double with shower: 60.-

Hotel Tor

rue du Levrier 3 1201 Geneve

tel:  732 39 95

fax:  738 41 56

beds: 46

single with shower: 90.-

double with shower: 60.-

Hotel Windsor

rue de Berne 31 1201 Geneve

tel:  731 71 30

fax:  731 93 25

beds: 90

single, no shower: 65.-

single with shower: 100.-

double with shower: 70.-

Hotel Saint-Victor

rue Lefort 1 1206 Geneve

tel:  346 17 18

fax:  346 10 46

beds: 20

single, no shower: 65.-

double, no shower: 45.-
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Hotel Luserna

avenue de Luserna 12 1203 Geneve

tel:  949 56 56

fax:  949 56 36

beds: 58

single, no shower: 65.-

single with shower: 75.-

double, no shower: 43.-

double with shower: 50.-

Hotel de la Cloche

6 rue de la Cloche, 1201 Geneve

tel:  732 94 81

fax:  738 16 12

single, no shower: 50.-

double, no shower: 40.-

double with shower: 45.-

Hotel Bel'Esperance

1 rue de la Vallee, 1204 Geneve

tel:  818 37 37

fax:  818 37 73

single, no shower: 60.-

single with shower: 80.-

double with shower: 50.-
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Hotel Rivoli

6 rue des Paquis, 1201 Geneve

tel:  731 85 50

fax:  738 41 17

single with shower: 90.-

double with shower: 55.-

Chantilly Manotel

27 rue de la Navigation, 1201 Geneve

tel:  731 11 07

fax:  738 85 27

single with shower: 90.-

double with shower: 60.-

Hotel les Nations

62 rue du Grand-Pre, 1202 Geneve

tel:  734 30 03

fax:  734 38 84

single with shower: 90.-

double with shower: 60.-

Hotel Rhodania

5 rue Paul-Bouchet, 1201 Geneve

tel:  731 47 20

fax:  738 40 89

single, no shower: 70.-

single with shower: 90
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double, no shower: 45.-

double with shower: 60.-

* * * * * * * * * * 

SPECIAL NGO COMMITTEE FOR DISARMAMENT

Joint NGO Project

for the Second Session of the NPT PrepComm

* * * * * * * * * *

c/o International Peace Bureau

ipb@gn.apc.org

tel:  +41 22 731 64 29

fax:  +41 22 738 94 19

web:  http://www.itu.ch/ipb/

41 rue de Zurich

CH - 1201 Geneva

Switzerland

Secretariat:

womensleague@gn.apc.org
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Return-Path: <chellman@cdi.org>

Received: from mail.cdi.org (root@mail.CDI.ORG [206.64.114.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id GAA13047;

 Wed, 11 Mar 1998 06:27:58 -0800 (PST)

Received: from Calhoun.CDI.ORG ([206.64.114.85]) by mail.cdi.org (8.6.11/8.6.9) with SMTP id LAA11047; Wed, 11 
Mar 1998 11:16:00 -0500

Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 11:16:00 -0500

Message-Id: <199803111616.LAA11047@mail.cdi.org>

X-Sender: chellman@mail.cdi.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.1.2

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: mw0771a@american.edu, washofc@aol.com, cwu_washington.parti@ecunet.org,

        disarmament@igc.apc.org, tom.clements@green2.greenpeace.org,

        laws@earthlink.net, dellsberg@igc.apc.org, mccwjdb@erols.com,

        mupj@igc.apc.org, meldredge@igc.apc.org, cpaine@nrdc.org,

        hamiltoh@rtk.net, barbara_green@pcusa.org, uuawo@aol.com, unsc@idt.net,

        mary@vi.org, wfa@igc.apc.org, vision@igc.apc.org,

        adaction@ix.netcom.com, basicusa@igc.apc.org, CEP@echonyc.com,

        cnp@igc.apc.org, 102375.413@compuserve.com, pdd@clark.net,

        funcongov@aol.com, idds@world.std.com, info@natprior.org,

        ncc_washington.parti@ecunet.org, ncecd@igc.apc.org, pda@comw.org,

        paecon@igc.apc.org, ploughshares@igc.apc.org, spusa@spusa.org,

        wand@world.std.com, wandwill@clark.net, wfpg@aed.org,

        wilpfnatl@igc.apc.org, joseph@stimson.org, pogodef@mnsinc.com,

        rcowan@mail.lesley.edu, dculp@nrdc.org, cdavis@clw.org,

        dege@taxpayer.net, 71263.401@compuserve.com, mfonte@clw.org,
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        hn5236@handsnet.org, kvanderh@mail.clark.net, hultgren@taxpayer.net,

        jdi@clw.org, skerr@clw.org, bridget@fcnl.org, bmusil@psr.org,

        73744.3675@compuserve.com, mpage@MACArthu.macfdn.org,

        jparachini@stimson.org, tperry@ucsusa.org, johnpike@mail.clark.net,

        aslater@igc.apc.org, mmp@humboldt1.com, cspinney@erols.com,

        tsipis@mit.edu, hn0079@handsnet.org, chellman@cdi.org,

        stevenraikin@delphi.com, btiller@psr.org, jaquith@mindspring.com,

        HELLMAN@ecs.umass.edu, KHELLMAN@smith.smith.edu, hellmang@teleport.com,

        smacintyre@wilmer.com, j.lam@if.arctic.com, IanThom@aol.com,

        Adics@aol.com, calhoum@dyniet.com, ajoyce@gazette.net,

        mccafferyt.nsiad@gao.gov, ralph.conner@gsa.gov, PD@partners.poa.com,

        Stephanie.Blaydes@ha.osd.mil, kmullen@his.com, mullens@tso.osd.mil,

        ledwidge@psr.org, eheeter2@aol.com, Rietmann1@aol.com,

        tnisbet@hotmail.com, ewinograd@worldnet.att.net, ChrisMil@benjerry.com,

        burstein@motherjones.com, duane@benjerry.com

From: Chris Hellman <chellman@cdi.org>

Subject: CDI is Moving!

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

In case you haven't already heard, the Center for Defense Information is Moving!

Effective March 16, 1998, our new address will be:

The Center for Defense Information

1779 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C.  20036
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We will also have new telephone and FAX numbers:

(202) 332-0600 Telephone

(202) 462-4559 FAX

Please make a note.
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>From crramey  Wed Mar 11 12:22:21 1998

Return-Path: <crramey@pop.igc.apc.org>

Received: from ppp6.igc.org (crramey@ppp6.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id MAA17844

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 11 Mar 1998 12:22:16 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <199803112022.MAA17844@igc3.igc.apc.org>

Sender: <crramey@igc.org>

X-UIDL: 889656677.001

From: "Clayton Ramey" <crramey@igc.apc.org>

Organization:  F.O.R.

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Date:          Wed, 11 Mar 1998 16:27:45 +0000

Subject:       Re: CTB meeting in Washington

Reply-to: crramey@igc.apc.org

Priority: normal

X-mailer: Pegasus Mail/Windows (v1.22)

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Howard,

I apologise for neglecting to communicate that I will not be able to 

make the March 11 meeting in Washington.  But I'd definitely like to 

stay in the loop and will try, mightily, to come to the next one.  

Please let me know how I ( and FOR) might help in the mean time, and 

thanks for your work and initiative.
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In Peace,

Clayton
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35074053.4E33@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 17:54:27 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: 72124.3602@compuserve.com

Subject: Telephone bill

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Phil:

I came across in my "treasurer" folder the payment page and envelope for 

the Bell Atlantic bill of $176.59, due March 16.  I believe I gave you 

the bill at the board meeting.  Whatever the case, I need the check from 

you.

Thanks,

Howard
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3507FC0C.33A8@igc.apc.org>

Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 07:15:24 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: bridget@fcnl.org

Subject: Sign-on statement

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Bridget:

Would you please e-mail me a copy of the sign-on statement for religious 

leaders?  I want to attach it to my notes on Wednesday's meeting and send 

it to persons not in attendance.

Thanks,

Howard
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Return-Path: <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>

Received: from arl-img-7.compuserve.com (arl-img-7.compuserve.com [149.174.217.137])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id EAA14117

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 12 Mar 1998 04:13:14 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by arl-img-7.compuserve.com (8.8.6/8.8.6/2.10) id HAA02401

 for mupj@igc.apc.org; Thu, 12 Mar 1998 07:12:43 -0500 (EST)

Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 07:11:29 -0500

From: "Phillip H. Miller" <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>

Subject: Telephone bill

Sender: "Phillip H. Miller" <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Message-ID: <199803120712_MC2-3679-5FFE@compuserve.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Content-Disposition: inline

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id EAA14117

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Howard,

I've searched diligently but can't find that phone bill.  Still, I remember

us exchanging a few words about it, particularly that it was rather high

due to calls required to line up the board meeting.

A check is on the way.
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Phil
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Return-Path: <bridget@fcnl.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

        by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id FAA02219

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 12 Mar 1998 05:53:31 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.fcnl.org (local.fcnl.org [207.22.89.2])

        by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA14099

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 12 Mar 1998 08:53:20 -0500 (EST)

Received: from FCNL/SpoolDir by local.fcnl.org (Mercury 1.21);

    12 Mar 98 08:47:14 -0600

Received: from SpoolDir by FCNL (Mercury 1.21); 12 Mar 98 08:46:58 -0600

Received: from w120.fcnl.org by local.fcnl.org (Mercury 1.21);

    12 Mar 98 08:46:51 -0600

Message-Id: <3.0.3.32.19980312084650.007edb30@local.fcnl.org>

X-Sender: bridget@local.fcnl.org

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)

Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 08:46:50 -0500

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

X-UIDL: 889720927.000

From: Bridget Moix <bridget@fcnl.org>

Subject: Re: Sign-on statement

In-Reply-To: <3507FC0C.33A8@igc.apc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="=====================_889728410==_"

Status: RO

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

--=====================_889728410==_
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Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Dear Howard,

The statement is attached as a file and pasted directly below.  Thanks very

much for emailing it around.  I'll fax it to our WISC list today.

Also, we'll need to revise the cover letter still.  I'll send you a revised

draft hopefully later today, or feel free to make your own revisions.  I

imagine people will want to tailor it to their own groups anyway.  

Let me know what else I can do.

Thanks, 

bridget

        SIGN ON TO A STATEMENT BY RELIGIOUS LEADERS:

        RATIFY THE CTBT

Dear Colleague,

Last fall, President Clinton submitted the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

(CTBT) to the Senate for U.S. ratification.  Unfortunately, the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee, chaired by Sen. Jesse Helms (NC), has not

identified the treaty as a high priority.  If the CTBT continues to

languish in the Senate, the U.S. will miss an important opportunity to help
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curb the proliferation of nuclear weapons worldwide.  

Today, we call on your assistance in moving this treaty through the Senate.

 The religious community has a long tradition of struggling to eliminate

the threat of nuclear weapons.  This year, many of us will be working with

coalitions and with Congress to ensure ratification of this historic

treaty.  Please lend us your support by signing on to the following open

statement urging Senate ratification of the treaty.  If you have questions

or comments, please let us know.  We will do all we can to answer your

queries and address your concerns.   

Yours in peace,

Joe Volk

Please send us your response as soon as possible, preferably by March 18.

YES!  PLEASE SIGN ME ON TO THE RELIGIOUS LEADERS STATEMENT.

Name and Title: ______________________________________________________________

Denomination/Organization: ___________________________________________________
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Address: ____________________________________________________________________

Phone: _____________________    Fax: _____________________   Email: _____________

To sign on to the Statement by American Religious Leaders: Ratify the CTBT,

please complete  this form and mail or fax it to Bridget Moix at FCNL, 245

Second St., NE, Washington, DC 2000;, fax 202-547- 6019.  You can also call

(202-547-6000) or email (bridget@fcnl.org) your response.  

        A Statement by 

        American Religious Leaders:

        Ratify the CTBT

March 1998

        As persons entrusted by our diverse religious communities with special

responsibilities to address the issues of justice and peace, we have joined

in this appeal for Senate action to approve the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty (CTBT) before the August recess.

        For more than forty years, the nuclear arms race dominated the Cold War

policies of the United States.  Within our faith communities, those

policies raised the profoundest questions about the sacredness of God's

creation, our moral responsibilities, and human destiny.  With the end of
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the Cold War, the issues of the nuclear threat have changed, but the threat

remains and the profound moral questions persist.  The retention of

thousands of nuclear weapons, combined with the threats of proliferation

and terrorism, requires renewed attention to these issues.  At the moral

core of nuclear issues is the credibility of nuclear-weapon states in

seeking to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons by or to other

states or political groups.   

        We believe that ratification of the CTBT during 1998 is the most urgent

and timely action that could contribute significantly toward reducing the

nuclear danger.  We are reminded that ratification of the CTBT would help

fulfill U.S. commitments under the Limited Test Ban Treaty and the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty, and is consistent with current U.S. law.  In

fact, the CTBT would make permanent internationally the current moratorium

on nuclear testing which the U.S. already observes.  The international

verification regime of this treaty provides a means to effectively monitor

such a permanent ban on testing and to restrict further proliferation of

nuclear weapons technology.   U.S. leadership on ratification of this

treaty is critical.     

        The United States Senate has within its powers the capacity to take

decisive action on some of the most fateful issues affecting the security

of our nation and the peace of our planet.  We urge the Senate to proceed

swiftly this session to devote the most serious consideration to the

honoring of our previous treaty commitments and to the merits of the CTBT.

We earnestly hope our senators will then decide it is time to consent to

the treaty's ratification. 
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        We assure our senators of our determination to interpret this issue as a

vital matter of religious conscience for our communities -- and we pray for

their own good health and wisdom.

Yours faithfully, 

Archbishop Mor Cyril Aphrem Karim

Eastern Archdiocese

Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch

Clifton Kirkpatrick, 

Stated Clerk of the General Assembly

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

Gordon L. Sommers

President

Moravian Church, Northern Province

Rabbi Arthur Waskow

Director

The Shalom Center
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Johan Maurer

General Secretary

Friends United Meeting

Kathy Thornton, RSM

National Coordinator

NETWORK: A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby

Ronald J. Sider

President

Evangelicals for Social Action

Paul H. Sherry

President

United Church of Christ

Rev. Tyrone S. Pitts

General Secretary

Progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc.

Kara Newell

American Friends Service Committee

Bishop McKinely Young

African Methodist Episcopal Church
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At 07:15 AM 3/12/98 -0800, you wrote:

>Dear Bridget:

>

>Would you please e-mail me a copy of the sign-on statement for religious 

>leaders?  I want to attach it to my notes on Wednesday's meeting and send 

>it to persons not in attendance.

>

>Thanks,

>Howard

>

>

--=====================_889728410==_

Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="Rellead.wpd"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64

Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="Rellead.wpd"

/1dQQzIFAAABCgIBAAAAAgUAAACoIAAAAAIAAFUYTGcs1GnWQdQQ1rAyEKHu02u+J7Mc+KYnWUN9

4gcczytAZYj+dlDpwj+8c5MMV5w7YBPew7laqAwPdw/JJEikqHXZP3pHe1GpZLSctg9Lrk9OQh7a

7e4o0EO/nC3c94bAq2JF21qCANrMuGr8AVtG8nlRL0VL0R+NfGOvezM6X8/m5bhNP88igZBOakDP

/BvBOv/eL0RoP//mo3XNUWwTPILr7le3qtFC6SSixpmiqv4gEvRHNApuHomwbmX/DOmP3dTAbLj6

g2evgh7ZYJf5lrvomdhCbM1Cz8fmqT/tALBFdNeIYdG/UvZUBO2XAUdc79rQpzJpiyrTwTpgWMjS

/vfkAv3hydl9C29dX6aSgSApo4pv0KMqpzb/ziiuLEFzQhLytCR5pvmflkYKubgERSKOBlr8EmD9

g6MZqCFp7KdA9PNoAb5HWCVD6lYYTaHq7mBmJnU4bXu6vTEw44emVbmCse5nea3q3vEYoe1uWNsn

d8rcVWpt4lfRvQcmEV/qILCmKujzpZNToQL8O0enis8zReVKklRhjVjkBN7P7GmgSVMqwhBggsvO

1cfFWtPuYsQpACKizTdVklQpRLWxbflML5CJw3JmLeJKItLFMVRJuhVtOiyjxBTsQZ63PH9GWhcC

AAwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgjAQAAACEBAACoAgAAAFUHAAAATgAAAMkDAAAJJQEAAAAGAAAAFw
QAAAsw
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AgAAAJEAAAAdBAAACHcBAAAAQAAAAK4EAAAINAEAAAAUAAAA7gQAAAgCAQAAAA8AAAACBQA
ACAUB

AAAACAAAABEFAAAIEAEAAAACAAAAGQUAAAltAQAAABcAAAAbBQAACB0BAAAAAAAAADIFAAA
AmEgA

UAAgAEwAYQBzAGUAcgBKAGUAdAAgAEkASQBJAEQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
DYACwBLAEs

ASwBLAHYACwBMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA

KADWHsMPOQgAABEJAAAAWgALAQCLFDYAVABpAG0AZQBzACAATgBlAHcAIABSAG8AbQBhAG4AIA
BS

AGUAZwB1AGwAYQByAAAAAAAAAAAAAQACAFgCAQAAAAQAKAAAAGkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAABEue6

JAChAAAAoQAAANIADgAAAgCSBLAEDgDS0gEOAAACAJIEsAQOANLRAA4AAAIAkgSSBA4A0dEBDgAA

AgCSBJIEDgDR1BsfAIABAgAIAFoCdXpYAFoCAABYAgIAWAIAAB8A1NMBEgAABACQ+gAAAAABABIA

0woAAAAcAwEARQAdAwIAAgAeAwEARAAfAwIAAgAgAwIARQAhAwEAVQAiAwEAEwAjAwEAEwAkAw
EA

VQAlAwEACwD5gWMkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgzfAB4AAACAAAlAwAAAwEABAACAAAABA
ACAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAA/1Uai/8AAMDAwN0KEACDAQQAAwDnuiEQAN3SAA4AAAIAkgSwBA4A0tIBDgAAAgCS

BLAEDgDS0QAOAAACAJIEsAQOANHRAQ4AAAIAkgSwBA4A0dQbHwCAAQIACABaAvVjAABYAgAAWAI
C

AFgCAAAfANTTARIAAAQAkPoAAAAAAQASANPdCwsAAwAABAsA3ZvREVQBAFIAAFjgkDPYJwMAFEw
A

ZQB0AHQAZQByAGgAZQBhAGQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJAz2CcBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJAz2CcBAAxMAGUA
dAB0AGUA
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cgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAD/AJAz2CcBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAVAHRnPEAJQPx8QIiA/FCaXNob3CA
ok1j

S2luZWx5o4BZb3VuZ9AEFQAACwAJAAGSBAAAAAABIBUA0EFmcmljYW6ATWV0aG9kaXN0gEVwaXNj

b3BhbIBDaHVyY2jMNzAwgE1hcnRpboBMdXRoZXKAS2luZyyASnIuLIBEci4sgFNXzKJJVEOjgFAu

Ty6AQm94gDQ1NsyiQXRsYW50YSxHZW9yZ2lho4AzMDMxNC00MTQzzPEDIgPx8QElA/GbzMzMzOBA

EgAAAADOB84HFADsExIA4PIM8tQbHwCAAQIACAC+AjxtAgC+AgAAWAICAFoC9WMfANRTSUdOgE9O

gFRPgEGAU1RBVEVNRU5UgEJZgFJFTElHSU9VU4BMRUFERVJTOojQBBUAAAsACQABKgiYAwQAASAV

ANDgQBIAAAAAsg+yDyMA7BMSAOBSQVRJRlmAVEhFgKJDVEJUo9QbHwCAAQIACABaAvVjAABYAgIA

vgICAL4CPG0fANSI0AQVAAALAAkAATwJqgQFAAEgFQDQ8wzzzERlYXKAQ29sbGVhZ3VlLMzMTGFz

dIBmYWxsLIBQcmVzaWRlbnSAQ2xpbnRvboBzdWJtaXR0ZWSAdGhlgENvbXByZWhlbnNpdmWAVGVz

dIBCYW6AVHJlYXR5gCiiQ1RCVKMpgHRvgHRoZYBTZW5hdGXPZm9ygFUuUy6AcmF0aWZpY2F0aW9u

LoCAVW5mb3J0dW5hdGVseSyAdGhlgFNlbmF0ZYBGb3JlaWdugFJlbGF0aW9uc4BDb21taXR0ZWUs

gGNoYWlyZWSAYnmAU2VuLs9KZXNzZYBIZWxtc4AoTkMpLIBoYXOAbm90gGlkZW50aWZpZWSAdGhl

gHRyZWF0eYBhc4BhgGhpZ2iAcHJpb3JpdHkugIBJZoB0aGWAokNUQlSjgGNvbnRpbnVlc4B0b89s

YW5ndWlzaIBpboB0aGWAU2VuYXRlLIB0aGWAVS5TLoB3aWxsgG1pc3OAYW6AaW1wb3J0YW50gG9w

cG9ydHVuaXR5gHRvgGhlbHCAY3VyYoB0aGWAcHJvbGlmZXJhdGlvboBvZs9udWNsZWFygHdlYXBv

bnOAd29ybGR3aWRlLoCAzMxUb2RheSyAd2WAY2FsbIBvboB5b3VygGFzc2lzdGFuY2WAaW6AbW92

aW5ngHRoaXOAdHJlYXR5gHRocm91Z2iAdGhlgFNlbmF0ZS6AgFRoZYByZWxpZ2lvdXPPY29tbXVu

aXR5gGhhc4BhgGxvbmeAdHJhZGl0aW9ugG9mgHN0cnVnZ2xpbmeAdG+AZWxpbWluYXRlgHRoZYB0

aHJlYXSAb2aAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb25zLoCAVGhpc4B5ZWFyLM9tYW55gG9mgHVzgHdpbGyAYmWA

d29ya2luZ4B3aXRogGNvYWxpdGlvbnOAYW5kgHdpdGiAQ29uZ3Jlc3OAdG+AZW5zdXJlgHJhdGlm

aWNhdGlvboBvZoB0aGlzgGhpc3Rvcmljz3RyZWF0eS6AgFBsZWFzZYBsZW5kgHVzgHlvdXKAc3Vw

cG9ydIBieYBzaWduaW5ngG9ugHRvgHRoZYBmb2xsb3dpbmeAb3BlboBzdGF0ZW1lbnSAdXJnaW5n

gFNlbmF0Zc9yYXRpZmljYXRpb26Ab2aAdGhlgHRyZWF0eS6AgElmgHlvdYBoYXZlgHF1ZXN0aW9u
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c4BvcoBjb21tZW50cyyAcGxlYXNlgGxldIB1c4Brbm93LoCAV2WAd2lsbIBkb4BhbGzPd2WAY2Fu

gHRvgGFuc3dlcoB5b3VygHF1ZXJpZXOAYW5kgGFkZHJlc3OAeW91coBjb25jZXJucy6AgIDMzFlv

dXJzgGlugHBlYWNlLMzMzEpvZYBWb2xrzMzyDPJQbGVhc2WAc2VuZIB1c4B5b3VygHJlc3BvbnNl

gGFzgHNvb26AYXOAcG9zc2libGUsgHByZWZlcmFibHmAYnmATWFyY2iAMTgu0AQVAAALAAkAASwd

mhgbAAEgFQDQzFlFUyGAgFBMRUFTRYBTSUdOgE1FgE9OgFRPgFRIRYBSRUxJR0lPVVOATEVBREVS

U4BTVEFURU1FTlQuzMzMTmFtZYBhbmSAVGl0bGU6gF9fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19f

X19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19f8wzz0AQVAAALAAkAAaohGB0gAAEg

FQDQzMzyDPJEZW5vbWluYXRpb24vT3JnYW5pemF0aW9uOoBfX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19f

X19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX1/zDPPQBBUAAAsACQABXCTKHyMAASAVANDMzPIM

8kFkZHJlc3M6gF9fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19f

X19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19f0AQVAAALAAkAAQ4nfCImAAEgFQDQzMxQaG9uZTqAX19fX19f

X19fX19fX19fX19fX19f4BEMAAAAAEoQDADgRmF4OoBfX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX19fX1+AgIBF

bWFpbDqAX19fX19fX19fX19fX/MM89AEFQAACwAJAAHAKS4lKQABIBUA0MzM8gjy1BsfAIcBAgAI

ACgCqSYFACgCAABYAgIAWgL1Yx8A1FRvgHNpZ26Ab26AdG+AdGhlgFN0YXRlbWVudIBieYBBbWVy

aWNhboBSZWxpZ2lvdXOATGVhZGVyczqAUmF0aWZ5gHRoZYCiQ1RCVKMsgHBsZWFzZYBjb21wbGV0

ZYCAdGhpc4Bmb3Jt0AEVAAALAAkAAXIs4CcsAAEgFQDQYW5kgG1haWyAb3KAZmF4gGl0gHRvgEJy

aWRnZXSAok1vaXijgGF0gEZDTkwsgDI0NYBTZWNvbmSAU3QuLIBORSyAV2FzaGluZ3RvbiyAREOA

MjAwMDssgGZheIAyMDKENTQ3hLw2MDE5LoCAWW91gGNhboBhbHNvgGNhbGyAKDIwMoQ1NDeENjAw

MCmAb3KAZW1haWyAKKJicmlkZ2V0o0CiZmNubC5vcmejKYB5b3VygHJlc3BvbnNlLoCA8wjz1Bsj

AIYBAgAIAFoC9WMAAFgCBQAoAgIAKAKpJrAJAAAjANTQCRUAAAsACQABIC6OKS4AASAVANDREVQ
B

AFIAAFjgkDPYJwEADEwAZQB0AHQAZQByAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABY4JAz2CcDABRMAGUAdAB0AGUAcgBoAG
UAYQBk

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAJAz

2CcBAAxMAGUAdAB0AGUAcgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJAz2CcBAAxMAGUAdAB0AGUAcgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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AAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAVA
HRzOBAEgAA

AABgEWARIwDsExIA4PIM8vII8kGAU3RhdGVtZW50gGJ5gIjQBBUAAAsACQABeAXmAAEAASAVANDg

QBIAAAAANg82Dx0A7BMSAOBBbWVyaWNhboBSZWxpZ2lvdXOATGVhZGVyczqIzOBAEgAAAAA+ET4R

IwDsExIA4FJhdGlmeYB0aGWAokNUQlSjiMzzCPPzDPPMzE1hcmNogDE5OTjMzMzgEQwAAAAA6gYM

AOBBc4BwZXJzb25zgGVudHJ1c3RlZIBieYBvdXKAZGl2ZXJzZYByZWxpZ2lvdXOAY29tbXVuaXRp

ZXOAd2l0aIBzcGVjaWFsgHJlc3BvbnNpYmlsaXRpZXOAdG/PYWRkcmVzc4B0aGWAaXNzdWVzgG9m

gGp1c3RpY2WAYW5kgHBlYWNlLIB3ZYBoYXZlgGpvaW5lZIBpboB0aGlzgGFwcGVhbIBmb3KAU2Vu

YXRlgGFjdGlvboB0b4BhcHByb3Zlz3RoZYBDb21wcmVoZW5zaXZlgFRlc3SAQmFugFRyZWF0eYAo

okNUQlSjKYBiZWZvcmWAdGhlgEF1Z3VzdIByZWNlc3MuzMzgEQwAAAAA6gYMAOBGb3KAbW9yZYB0

aGFugGZvcnR5gHllYXJzLIB0aGWAbnVjbGVhcoBhcm1zgHJhY2WAZG9taW5hdGVkgHRoZYBDb2xk

gFdhcoBwb2xpY2llc4BvZoB0aGXPVW5pdGVkgFN0YXRlcy6AgFdpdGhpboBvdXKAZmFpdGiAY29t

bXVuaXRpZXMsgHRob3NlgHBvbGljaWVzgHJhaXNlZIB0aGWAcHJvZm91bmRlc3SAcXVlc3Rpb25z

gGFib3V0z3RoZYBzYWNyZWRuZXNzgG9mgEdvZPAcBPBzgGNyZWF0aW9uLIBvdXKAbW9yYWyAcmVz

cG9uc2liaWxpdGllcyyAYW5kgGh1bWFugGRlc3RpbnkugIBXaXRogHRoZYBlbmSAb2bPdGhlgENv

bGSAV2FyLIB0aGWA8gjyaXNzdWVz8wjzgG9mgHRoZYBudWNsZWFygHRocmVhdIBoYXZlgGNoYW5n

ZWQsgGJ1dIB0aGWAdGhyZWF0gHJlbWFpbnOAYW5kgHRoZdABFQAACwAJAAHyEmAOEAABIBUA0HBy

b2ZvdW5kgG1vcmFsgHF1ZXN0aW9uc4BwZXJzaXN0LoCAVGhlgHJldGVudGlvboBvZoB0aG91c2Fu

ZHOAb2aAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb25zLIBjb21iaW5lZIB3aXRoz3RoZYB0aHJlYXRzgG9mgHByb2xp

ZmVyYXRpb26AYW5kgHRlcnJvcmlzbSyAcmVxdWlyZXOAcmVuZXdlZIBhdHRlbnRpb26AdG+AdGhl

c2WAaXNzdWVzLoCAQXSAdGhlgG1vcmFsz2NvcmWAb2aAbnVjbGVhcoBpc3N1ZXOAaXOAdGhlgGNy

ZWRpYmlsaXR5gG9mgG51Y2xlYXKEd2VhcG9ugHN0YXRlc4BpboBzZWVraW5ngHRvgHByZXZlbnSA

dGhlz3Byb2xpZmVyYXRpb26Ab2aAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb25zgGJ5gG9ygHRvgG90aGVygHN0YXRl

c4BvcoBwb2xpdGljYWyAZ3JvdXBzLoCAgMzM4BEMAAAAAOoGDADgV2WAYmVsaWV2ZYB0aGF0gHJh

dGlmaWNhdGlvboBvZoB0aGWAokNUQlSjgGR1cmluZ4AxOTk4gGlzgHRoZYBtb3N0gHVyZ2VudIBh

bmSAdGltZWx5gGFjdGlvbs90aGF0gGNvdWxkgGNvbnRyaWJ1dGWAc2lnbmlmaWNhbnRseYB0b3dh

cmSAcmVkdWNpbmeAdGhlgG51Y2xlYXKAZGFuZ2VyLoCAV2WAYXJlgHJlbWluZGVkgHRoYXTPcmF0
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aWZpY2F0aW9ugG9mgHRoZYCiQ1RCVKOAd291bGSAaGVscIBmdWxmaWxsgFUuUy6AY29tbWl0bWVu

dHOAdW5kZXKAdGhlgExpbWl0ZWSAVGVzdIBCYW6AVHJlYXR5z2FuZIB0aGWATnVjbGVhcoBOb26E

UHJvbGlmZXJhdGlvboBUcmVhdHksgGFuZIBpc4Bjb25zaXN0ZW50gHdpdGiAY3VycmVudIBVLlMu

gGxhdy6AgElugGZhY3QsgHRoZc+iQ1RCVKOAd291bGSAbWFrZYBwZXJtYW5lbnSAaW50ZXJuYXRp

b25hbGx5gHRoZYBjdXJyZW50gG1vcmF0b3JpdW2Ab26AbnVjbGVhcoB0ZXN0aW5ngHdoaWNogHRo

Zc9VLlMugGFscmVhZHmAb2JzZXJ2ZXMugIBUaGWAaW50ZXJuYXRpb25hbIB2ZXJpZmljYXRpb26A

cmVnaW1lgG9mgHRoaXOAdHJlYXR5gHByb3ZpZGVzgGGAbWVhbnOAdG/PZWZmZWN0aXZlbHmAbW9u

aXRvcoBzdWNogGGAcGVybWFuZW50gGJhboBvboB0ZXN0aW5ngGFuZIB0b4ByZXN0cmljdIBmdXJ0

aGVygHByb2xpZmVyYXRpb26Ab2aAbnVjbGVhcs93ZWFwb25zgHRlY2hub2xvZ3kugICAVS5TLoBs

ZWFkZXJzaGlwgG9ugHJhdGlmaWNhdGlvboBvZoB0aGlzgHRyZWF0eYBpc4Bjcml0aWNhbC6A4BEM

AAAAAFoeDADg0AQVAAALAAkAAaAeDhodAAEgFQDQzOARDAAAAADqBgwA4FRoZYBVbml0ZWSAU3R
h

dGVzgFNlbmF0ZYBoYXOAd2l0aGlugGl0c4Bwb3dlcnOAdGhlgGNhcGFjaXR5gHRvgHRha2WAZGVj

aXNpdmWAYWN0aW9ugG9uz3NvbWWAb2aAdGhlgG1vc3SAZmF0ZWZ1bIBpc3N1ZXOAYWZmZWN0aW5n

gHRoZYBzZWN1cml0eYBvZoBvdXKAbmF0aW9ugGFuZIB0aGWAcGVhY2WAb2aAb3VygHBsYW5ldC6A

z1dlgHVyZ2WAdGhlgFNlbmF0ZYB0b4Bwcm9jZWVkgHN3aWZ0bHmAdGhpc4BzZXNzaW9ugHRvgGRl

dm90ZYB0aGWAbW9zdIBzZXJpb3VzgGNvbnNpZGVyYXRpb26AdG+AdGhlz2hvbm9yaW5ngG9mgG91

coBwcmV2aW91c4B0cmVhdHmAY29tbWl0bWVudHOAYW5kgHRvgHRoZYBtZXJpdHOAb2aAdGhlgKJD

VEJUoy6AgFdlgGVhcm5lc3RseYBob3Blz291coBzZW5hdG9yc4B3aWxsgHRoZW6AZGVjaWRlgGl0

gGlzgHRpbWWAdG+AY29uc2VudIB0b4B0aGWAdHJlYXR58BwE8HOAcmF0aWZpY2F0aW9uLoDMzOAR

DAAAAADqBgwA4FdlgGFzc3VyZYBvdXKAc2VuYXRvcnOAb2aAb3VygGRldGVybWluYXRpb26AdG+A

aW50ZXJwcmV0gHRoaXOAaXNzdWWAYXOAYYB2aXRhbIBtYXR0ZXKAb2bPcmVsaWdpb3VzgGNvbnNj

aWVuY2WAZm9ygG91coBjb21tdW5pdGllc4CEhIBhbmSAd2WAcHJheYBmb3KAdGhlaXKAb3dugGdv

b2SAaGVhbHRogGFuZIB3aXNkb20uzMxZb3Vyc4BmYWl0aGZ1bGx5LIDMzMzMzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB

5i1UKS4AASAVANDSAA4AAAIAsASSBA4A0tICKAAADwAAAAABAAIBEA4BWAIBLg4AAAABAAAAsAR
G

I7AERiMoANJBcmNoYmlzaG9wgE1vcoBDeXJpbICiQXBocmVto4CiS2FyaW2jzEVhc3Rlcm6AQXJj

aGRpb2Nlc2XMU3lyaWFugE9ydGhvZG94gENodXJjaIBvZoBBbnRpb2NozMzxAB4D8czxAR4D8UNs
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aWZ0b26AS2lya3BhdHJpY2ssgMxTdGF0ZWSAQ2xlcmuAb2aAdGhlgEdlbmVyYWyAQXNzZW1ibHnM

UHJlc2J5dGVyaWFugENodXJjaIAoVS5TLkEuKczMR29yZG9ugEwugKJTb21tZXJzo8xQcmVzaWRl

bnTMok1vcmF2aWFuo4BDaHVyY2gsgE5vcnRoZXJugFByb3ZpbmNlzMxSYWJiaYBBcnRodXKAoldh

c2tvd6PMRGlyZWN0b3LMVGhlgFNoYWxvbYBDZW50ZXLMzEpvaGFugE1hdXJlcsxHZW5lcmFsgFNl

Y3JldGFyecxGcmllbmRzgFVuaXRlZIBNZWV0aW5nzMxLYXRoeYBUaG9ybnRvbiyAolJTTaPMTmF0

aW9uYWyAQ29vcmRpbmF0b3LMTkVUV09SSzqAQYBOYXRpb25hbIBDYXRob2xpY4BTb2NpYWzPSnVz

dGljZYBMb2JieczMUm9uYWxkgEougFNpZGVyzFByZXNpZGVudMxFdmFuZ2VsaWNhbPECGwPxc4Bm

b3KAU29jaWFsgEFjdGlvbszMUGF1bIBILoBTaGVycnnMUHJlc2lkZW50zFVuaXRlZIBDaHVyY2iA

b2aAQ2hyaXN0zMxSZXYugFR5cm9uZYBTLoCiUGl0dHOjzEdlbmVyYWyAU2VjcmV0YfEDGwPx8QAc

A/HxAhsD8XR58QMbA/HxARwD8fECHQPxcnnMUHJvZ3Jlc3NpdmWATmF0aW9uYWyAQmFwdGlzdIBD

b252ZW50aW9uLM9JbmMuzPEDHQPx8QAgA/HxAh8D8YDxAx8D8fEBIAPx8QIhA/HMS2FyYYCiTmV3

ZWxso8xBbWVyaWNhboBGcmllbmRzgFNlcnZpY2WAQ29tbWl0dGVl8QMhA/HxACAD8fECHwPxS2Fy

YYDxAx8D8fEBIAPx8QIdA/HM8QMdA/HxAiQD8czxAyQD8fECIwPxQmlzaG9wgKJNY0tpbmVseaOA

WW91bmfMQWZyaWNhboBNZXRob2Rpc3SARXBpc2NvcGFsgENodXJjaMw3MDCATWFydGlugEx1dGhl

coBLaW5nLIBKci4sgERyLiyAU1fMoklUQ6OAUC5PLoBCb3iANDU2zKJBdGxhbnRhLEdlb3JnaWGj

gDMwMzE0LTQxNDPM8QMjA/HQBRUAAAsACQAB5i1UKS4AASAVANA=

--=====================_889728410==_--
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id HAA21342;

 Thu, 12 Mar 1998 07:19:18 -0800 (PST)

Received: from gn3.gn.apc.org (gn3.gn.apc.org [194.202.158.47])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA20962

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 12 Mar 1998 07:17:40 -0800 (PST)

Received: from Acronym [193.130.251.201](al201.du.pipex.com [193.130.251.201])

 by gn3.gn.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8/GN-1.0) with SMTP id PAA10988

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 12 Mar 1998 15:28:46 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 15:28:46 GMT

X-UIDL: 889720927.003

From: acronym@gn.apc.org (Rebecca Johnson)

Message-Id: <199803121528.PAA10988@gn3.gn.apc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: INTERNATIONAL/CD REPORT

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

X-Sender: acronym@gn.apc.org

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear friends,
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The latest report on the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva is published in

Disarmament Diplomacy 23, on our website at: httm://www.gn.apc.org/acronym

To avoid clogging your mailboxes with long messages I would prefer to send

you a short note when a new report goes onto our website and let you look

and read at your own leisure.  If you cannot access the web and need to

receive the reports as text messages, please let me know by March 20.

Anyone I have not heard from will automatically go on the list to receive

only the notification of new reports on the web, but not the reports themselves.

Best wishes,

Rebecca Johnson

The Acronym Institute

24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.

telephone (UK +44) (0) 171 503 8857

fax                (0) 171 503 9153
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Return-Path: <bridget@fcnl.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

        by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA18413

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 12 Mar 1998 09:10:28 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.fcnl.org (local.fcnl.org [207.22.89.2])

        by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA14947

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 12 Mar 1998 12:10:14 -0500 (EST)

Received: from FCNL/SpoolDir by local.fcnl.org (Mercury 1.21);

    12 Mar 98 12:04:08 -0600

Received: from SpoolDir by FCNL (Mercury 1.21); 12 Mar 98 12:03:43 -0600

Received: from w120.fcnl.org by local.fcnl.org (Mercury 1.21);

    12 Mar 98 12:03:35 -0600

Message-Id: <3.0.3.32.19980312120334.00804c50@local.fcnl.org>

X-Sender: bridget@local.fcnl.org

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)

Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 12:03:34 -0500

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

X-UIDL: 889733341.001

From: Bridget Moix <bridget@fcnl.org>

Subject: religious leaders mailing list

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="=====================_889740214==_"

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

--=====================_889740214==_

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
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Dear Howard,

The list that we sent the Statement of American Religious Leaders:  Ratify

the CTBT follows, in absolutely no particular order.  I've also sent the

file as an attachment.  Please feel free to send the statement for sign-ons

out to any people we've missed, and let us know of those whom we should add

to our list.

thanks!

bridget

Archbishop Theodore E. McCarrick

United States Catholic Conference

89 Ridge Street

Newark, NJ  07104

Richelle Friedman

NETWORK

801 Pennsylvania Ave, SE

Suite 460

Washington, DC  20003-2167

Lawrence Hart

Cheyenne Cultural Center
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Route 4,Box 230

Clinton, OK  73601

John Sunchild

RR 1, Box 544

BoxElder, MN  59521

Rabbi Eric Yoffie, President

Union of American Hebrew Congregations

838 Fifth Avenue

New York, New York 10021-7064 

Alan Ades, International President

United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism

155 Fifth Avenue

New York, New York 10010

Bishop Cecil Bishop

African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church  

2663 Oakmead Drive

Charlotte, NC 28270
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The Rev. Dr. E. Edward Jones

Nat'l Baptist Con. of America, Inc.

Galilee Baptist Church

1500 Pierre Avenue

Shrevport, LA 71103

Bishop Nathaniel Linsey

Christian Meth. Episcopal Church

2815 Melrose Avenue

Cincinnati, OH 45206

The Rev. Dr. Henry Lyons

National Baptist Convention, USA

3455 26th Avenue

St. Petersburg, FL 33711-0656

 

The Rev. Dr. Bennett W. Smith, Jr.

Progressive Nat'l Baptist Convention 

St. John Baptist Church

184 Goodell Street

Buffalo, NY 14204 

Dr. Willie T. Snead, Sr. President

Nat'l Missionary Baptist Convention of America
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P.O. Box 2096

Los Angeles, CA 90051-0096

The Rt. Rev. McKinley Young

African Methodist Episcopal Church 

1658 Adams Drive Southwest

Atlanta, GA 30311 

The Rt. Rev. Frank T. Griswold 

Presiding Bishop

The Episcopal Church 

815 Second Avenue

New York, NY 10017 

Bishop H. George Anderson

Evan. Lutheran Church in America

8765 West Higgins Road

Chicago, IL 60631-4197

The Rev. Wesley Granberg-Michaelson, General Secretary  

Reformed Church in America

475 Riverside Drive, Room 1812

New York, NY 10115

Bishop William Boyd Grove
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The United Methodist Church

109 McDavid Lane

Charleston, WV 25311

 

Reverend Philip Wogaman

Foundry United Methodist Church

1500 16th Street, NW

Washington, DC  20036 

 

The Rev. Dr. Richard L. Hamm

General Minister & President

Christian Church 

P O Box 1986

Indianapolis, IN 46206

The Rev. Dr. Cliff Kirkpatrick

Presbyterian Church (USA)

100 Witherspoon Street

Louisville, KY 40202

The Rev. John T. Woo

Korean Presbyterian Church in America

280 Fairfield Place

Morganville, NJ 07751
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The Rev. Dr. Paul H. Sherry

President

United Church of Christ

700 Prospect Avenue, East

Cleveland, OH 44115

The Rev. Dr. Gordon L. Summers

Moravian Church in America

1021 Center Street

PO Box 1245

Bethlehem, PA 18016-1245 

The Rev. Dr. Daniel E. Weiss

General Secretary

Am. Baptist Churches in the USA

P.O. Box 851

Valley Forge, PA 19482-0851

The Rev. John Buehrens, President  Unitarian Universalist Association of

Congregations in North America

25 Beacon Street

Boston, MA 02108 

Rev. Dr. Joan Brown Campbell

General Secretary
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National Council of Churches

475 Riverside Drive, Room 880

New York, NY 10015 

The Rev Dr. Karen Peterson Miller

Interim General Secretary

Church of The Brethren

1451 Dundee Avenue

Elgin, IL 60120 

George Stoltzfus

Gen'l Sec'y, Mennonite Church

421 South Second Street

Suite 600

Elkhart, IN  46516

Joe Volk, Executive Secretary

Friends Comm. on Nat'l Legislation 

245 Second Street, NE

Washington, DC 20002-5795

Kara M. Newell, Executive Director

American Friends Service Committee

1501 Cherry Street

Philadelphia, PA 19102
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Elder Alfred C. McClure

President, North American Division 

Seventh Day Adventist Church

12501 Old Columbia Pike

Silver Spring, MD 20904-6600 

Clarence E. Hodges

VP N. American Division

Seventh-Day Adventist Church

12501 Old Columbia Pike

Silver Spring, MD  20904-6600 

Mark N. Tuttle

Director, Public Relations

15 E. South Temple St., 2nd Floor

Salt Lake City, UT  84150 

 

William S. Evans, Public Affairs

15 E. South Temple St., 2nd Floor

Salt Lake City, UT  84150 

Dayton L. Maxwell, Senior Advisor

World Vision International
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Conflict Mng and Reconciliation

2201 I Street, Suite 270

Washington, DC  20002

Rev. Reginald M. McDonough

Executive Secretary 

Baptist Genl Ass'n of Virginia

P.O. Box 8568 

Richmond, VA. 23226 

 Dr. Firuz Kazemzadeh

Sec'y of External Affairs

The Nat'l Assembly of Baha'is of US

1320 - 19th Street, NW, Suite 701

Washington, DC 20036

The Most Rev. Met'n Christopher

Serb'n Orth Church,USA & Canada

St. Sava Serbian Orthodox Monastery

32377 North Milwaukee Avenue

Libertyville, IL 60048 

Rev. Fr. Yacob Ghaly

Coptic Orthodox Church in North America

41 Main Street South

Spring Valley, NY 10977
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The Most Rev. Met'n Philip Saliba

Antioc.Orth.Christ'n Archdio'se, NA

Antiochian Orthodox Archdiocese

358 Mountain Road

Englewood, NJ 07631 

The Most Rev. Archbishop Spyridon  Greek Archdiocese, N & S America

Greek Orthodox Archdiocese

10 East 79th Street

New York, NY 10021

The Most Blessed Metropolitan Theodosius

The Orthodox Church in America

PO Box 675

Syosset, NY 11791

The Most Rev. Bishop Vsevolod of Scopelus

Ukrai'n Orthodox Church in America

3 Davenport Avenue, Suite 2A

New Rochelle, NY 10805 Archbishop Mar 

Cyril Aphrem Karim

Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch

263 Elm Avenue
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Teaneck, NY 07666-2323 

Bishop Paul Patriarchal Parishes 

Saint Nicholas Cathedral

15 East 97th Street

New York, NY 10029

Muhammad A. Cheema, MD

President, American Muslim Council

13155 Gremoor Drive

Elm Grove, WI  53122

Mujahid Ramadan

Vice President, American Muslim Council

710 West Lake Mead Drive

North Las Vegas, NV  89030

Abdurahman M. Al'amoudi

Executive Director, AMC & AMF

3311 Garland Drive

Falls Church, VA 22041
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Bishop Walter F. Sullivan

President, Catholic Diocese of Richmond

811 Cathedral Place

Richmond, VA  23200-4801

Nancy Small

National Coordinator, PAX Christi USA

348 E. 10th Street

Erie, PA  16503

Rabbi Arthur Waskow

Director, The Shalom Center

6711 Lincoln Drive

Philadelphia, PA  19119

Rev. Edwin G. Capon, President

The Swedenborgian Church

170 Virginia Street

St. Paul, MN  55102

Rev. Dr. Robert E. Sawyer,President

Moravian Church, Southern Province
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459 S. Church Street

Winston-Salem, NC  27101

Rev. James Schrag,General Secretary

The Gen'l Conf. Mennonite Church

722 Main St.

P.O. Box 347

Newton, KS  67114

RonaldJ.R.Mathies,Exec. Director

Mennonite Central Committee

21 South 12th Street

P.O. Box 500

Akron, PA  17501-0500

Bruce Birchard, General Secretary

Friends General Conference

1216 Arch Street, 2B

Philadelphia, PA  19107

Johan Maurer,General Secretary

Friends United Meeting

101 Quaker Hill Drive

Richmond, IN  47374-1980
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Norval Hadley, Executive Director

Evangelical Friends Mission

P.O. Box 525

Arvada, CO  80001

John Stoner

New Call to Peacemaking

P.O. Box 500

Akron, PA  17501

Jim Wallis, Sojourners

2401 15th Street

Washington, DC  20009

Dr. Ron Sider, President

Evangelicals for Social Action

10 East Lancaster Ave.

Wynnewood, PA  19096-3459

W. Grant McMurray, President

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
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P.O. Box 1059

Independence, MO  64051

Dr. Robert Parham

Baptist Center for Ethics

4219 Hillsboro Road, #210

Nashville, TN  37215

Clayton Ramey, Executive Director

Fellowship of Reconciliation

521 N. Broadway

Nyack, NY  10960

--=====================_889740214==_

Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="rellabel.dat"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64

Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="rellabel.dat"

/1dQQzoFAAABCgIBAAAAAgUAAAALKQAAAAIAAJW93hH5UJgruvELXYZD4nWUUOErWafQYYm2QIWl

/h6TdRMMrMrQyffbaOQi2KqQlHcNNNviqrcAm/9CfOiHWbcMFPgsguHZKYGVK6E5cTPU1boSIALE

YP8uJ4gMz3PymXS7i3r8fFF45uVZqHsWhncSTvIbFIaQ9eqodHuUnOLYR9zU2rcy0sS2oBlpZbQx

Vy5ZBeMCGgmWfOL6eIvaBupD8yXCyqvCDlYdgpau+ATMvD43T/p/dKywN08AT3I+xwfc63oEnApu

4xBY9sYNXJsZtew8ipIyCizznbvZjfDpAM0Ts5D7gF0B5X3+BuU17N50dzC4Pr0PcQtHob7d73cV

q/kTOjgrzMbLz4XUKtbwJocQXD1c8kxTocg5WeX86OrDSSXgpnGf8Sn75xkgedml9Oky+7qz6G+X

hOEg8dmntFLGISQA4lm+6Hw0aU49NmtUWje18pDfat+Z03xVU0GtwOn256xEbezy2UUnWrVR7m0T
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seLuMMwM3Vd/8L/XoLtGhGp4gQke9uWmkhPp3zHZpjim+lli2VYn8LZy2Lu1EeslaWJB6ZnsZyiH

A5J+h2NGqWAUvcxs0Cm+s/aAnbfXOoTI9h5Hrv+1vPFfi9XaOiUp/1nmxxR5MeDiYKWL5PqEQ0gC

AA4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAABVAwAAAEAAAADEAgAACSUBAAAABgAAAAQDAAAIVgEAAAACAAAACg
MAAAgC

AQAAABAAAAAMAwAACG4BAAAArQAAABwDAAALMAIAAAA0AAAAyQMAAAgdAQAAAAAAAAD9A
wAACHcB

AAAAQAAAAP0DAAAINAEAAAAUAAAAPQQAAAgQAQAAAAIAAABRBAAACW0BAAAAFwAAAFMEA
AAJMQEA

AABtAAAAagQAAAswAQAAAGMAAADXBAAAKgDPGb4QpggAABEJAAAAYAAYEQAAECgAQwBHACAA
VABp

AG0AZQBzAAAAAAAAAFMAYwBhAGwAYQBiAGwAZQAAAAEAAQBYAgQACCN8AFcAAQIAAIMCAAA
BAKsA

KgDPGb4QpggAABEJAAAAYAAYEQAAECgAQwBHACAAVABpAG0AZQBzAAAAAAAAAFMAYwBhAGwA
YQBi

AGwAZQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFgCWAJ3AM8ZvhCmCAAAABAgUOwAiYo3Evs
BWAJQ

AQAAAAQAKAAAAAwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABEqRUJAChAAAAoQAAANMFDAAAAQAAAAwA
0woAAAB6

AgEAVQB7AgEAVQB8AgEAVQB9AgEARAB+AgEAAgB/AgEARQCAAgIAAgCBAgEARQCCAgEAAgCDAgE
A

RAD5gWMkAAAAALBFg4IEAAAAbDp/AEAAAgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP9VGov/AADAwMAIAAAAAAAA
AAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAjIGUAAQMAAQMAATMANwA9AEMASQBRAFkAYQBnAK0AAACtAAAAMQAuAAAAYQ
AuAAAA

aQAuAAAAKAAxACkAAAAoAGEAKQAAACgAaQApAAAAMQApAAAAYQApAAAAAQAAAAQAKAAAAA
AAAAA7

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAADH7O0JAC0AAAAtAAAANQyDgADBAAgZQABDgDU2gwLAAMBAAALANow2g0K
AAMA

AAoA2i7UMwoAAwAACgDU4DAMAAAAAAgHDADg3QoQAIMBBgADAKRUIRAA3dMFDAAAAQAAAAwA
090L

CwADAAAECwDd0RLWAABkANgnkDMDClQMsATiAFgClgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQQB2AGUAcgB5ACAAN
QAx

ADYAMAAgAEEAZABkAHIAZQBzAHMAAAAAAG4AZQAgAEwAYQBiAGUAbABzAAAAcgBkACAAAAAA
AAAA
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AEMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACwBLAEsASwBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAN
YA0dMFDAAA

AQABAAwA09ERVAEAUgAAWRCQM9gnBAAkQQB2AGUAcgB5ACAANQAxADYAMAAgAEEAZABkAHIA
ZQBz

AHMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAkDPYJwEAAAA
AAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAwAkDPYJwQAJEEAdgBlAHIAeQAgADUAMQA2ADAAIABBAGQAZAByAGUAcwBzAAAAA
AAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP8AkDPYJwEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAEA

AQBUAdHUGx8AgAEBAAgA9AE7mQEA9QEAAFgCAQBYAgAAHwDUQXJjaGJpc2hvcIBUaGVvZG9yZYBF

LoBNY0NhcnJpY2vQBBUAAAsACQABAAAAAAAAASAVANBVbml0ZWSAU3RhdGVzgENhdGhvbGljgENv

bmZlcmVuY2XMODmAUmlkZ2WAU3RyZWV0zE5ld2FyayyATkqAgDA3MTA0zMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APo

AwUAASAVANBSaWNoZWxsZYBGcmllZG1hbsxORVRXT1JLzDgwMYBQZW5uc3lsdmFuaWGAQXZlLIBT

RcxTdWl0ZYA0NjDMV2FzaGluZ3RvbiyAREOAgDIwMDAzhDIxNjfM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEg

FQDQTGF3cmVuY2WASGFydMxDaGV5ZW5uZYBDdWx0dXJhbIBDZW50ZXLMUm91dGWANCxCb3iAMjMw

zENsaW50b24sgE9LgIA3MzYwMczM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQSm9oboBTdW5jaGlsZMxS

UoAxLIBCb3iANTQ0zEJveEVsZGVyLIBNToCANTk1MjHMzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBS

YWJiaYBFcmljgFlvZmZpZSyAUHJlc2lkZW50zFVuaW9ugG9mgEFtZXJpY2FugEhlYnJld4BDb25n

cmVnYXRpb25zzDgzOIBGaWZ0aIBBdmVudWXMTmV3gFlvcmssgE5ld4BZb3JrgDEwMDIxhDcwNjSA

8QJ8AvHMzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0PEDfALxQWxhbvEAfQLxgMzMzPEBfQLx8QJ+AvGA

8QN+AvFBZGVzLIBJbnRlcm5hdGlvbmFsgFByZXNpZGVudMxVbml0ZWSAU3luYWdvZ3VlgG9mgENv

bnNlcnZhdGl2ZYBKdWRhaXNtzDE1NYBGaWZ0aIBBdmVudWXMTmV3gFlvcmssgE5ld4BZb3JrgDEw

MDEwzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBCaXNob3CAQ2VjaWyAQmlzaG9wzEFmcmljYW6ATWV0

aG9kaXN0gEVwaXNjb3BhbIBaaW9ugENodXJjaICAzDI2NjOAT2FrbWVhZIBEcml2ZcxDaGFybG90
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dGUsgE5DgDI4MjcwzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBUaGWAUmV2LoBEci6ARS6ARWR3YXJk

gEpvbmVzzE5hdCdsgEJhcHRpc3SAQ29uLoBvZoBBbWVyaWNhLIBJbmMuzEdhbGlsZWWAQmFwdGlz

dIBDaHVyY2jMMTUwMIBQaWVycmWAQXZlbnVlzFNocmV2cG9ydCyATEGANzExMDPM0AYVAAALAAkA

AegD6AMFAAEgFQDQQmlzaG9wgE5hdGhhbmllbIBMaW5zZXnMQ2hyaXN0aWFugE1ldGgugEVwaXNj

b3BhbIBDaHVyY2jMMjgxNYBNZWxyb3NlgEF2ZW51ZcxDaW5jaW5uYXRpLIBPSIA0NTIwNszM0AYV

AAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQVGhlgFJldi6ARHIugEhlbnJ5gEx5b25zzE5hdGlvbmFsgEJhcHRp

c3SAQ29udmVudGlvbiyAVVNBzDM0NTWAMjZ0aIBBdmVudWXMU3QugFBldGVyc2J1cmcsgEZMgDMz

NzExhDA2NTbMgMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBUaGWAUmV2LoBEci6AQmVubmV0dIBXLoB
T

bWl0aCyASnIuzFByb2dyZXNzaXZlgE5hdCdsgEJhcHRpc3SAQ29udmVudGlvboDMU3QugEpvaG6A

QmFwdGlzdIBDaHVyY2jMMTg0gEdvb2RlbGyAU3RyZWV0zEJ1ZmZhbG8sgE5ZgDE0MjA0gMzQBhUA

AAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBEci6AV2lsbGllgFQugFNuZWFkLIBTci6AUHJlc2lkZW50zE5hdCds

gE1pc3Npb25hcnmAQmFwdGlzdIBDb252ZW50aW9ugG9mz0FtZXJpY2HMUC5PLoBCb3iAMjA5NsxM

b3OAQW5nZWxlcyyAQ0GAOTAwNTGEMDA5NszQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBUaGWAUnQugFJ
l

di6ATWNLaW5sZXmAWW91bmfMQWZyaWNhboBNZXRob2Rpc3SARXBpc2NvcGFsgENodXJjaIDMMTY1

OIBBZGFtc4BEcml2ZYBTb3V0aHdlc3TMQXRsYW50YSyAR0GAMzAzMTGAzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APo

AwUAASAVANBUaGWAUnQugFJldi6ARnJhbmuAVC6AR3Jpc3dvbGSAzFByZXNpZGluZ4BCaXNob3DM

VGhlgEVwaXNjb3BhbIBDaHVyY2iAzDgxNYBTZWNvbmSAQXZlbnVlzE5ld4BZb3JrLIBOWYAxMDAx

N4DM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQQmlzaG9wgEgugEdlb3JnZYBBbmRlcnNvbsxFdmFuLoBM

dXRoZXJhboBDaHVyY2iAaW6AQW1lcmljYcw4NzY1gFdlc3SASGlnZ2luc4BSb2FkzENoaWNhZ28s

gElMgDYwNjMxhDQxOTfMzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0FRoZYBSZXYugFdlc2xleYBHcmFu

YmVyZ4RNaWNoYWVsc29uLM9HZW5lcmFsgFNlY3JldGFyeYCAzFJlZm9ybWVkgENodXJjaIBpboBB

bWVyaWNhzDQ3NYBSaXZlcnNpZGWARHJpdmUsgFJvb22AMTgxMsxOZXeAWW9yayyATlmAMTAxMTXM

0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQQmlzaG9wgFdpbGxpYW2AQm95ZIBHcm92ZcxUaGWAVW5pdGVk

gE1ldGhvZGlzdIBDaHVyY2jMMTA5gE1jRGF2aWSATGFuZcxDaGFybGVzdG9uLIBXVoAyNTMxMcyA

zNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0FJldmVyZW5kgFBoaWxpcIBXb2dhbWFuzEZvdW5kcnmAVW5p

dGVkgE1ldGhvZGlzdIBDaHVyY2jMMTUwMIAxNnRogFN0cmVldCyATlfMV2FzaGluZ3RvbiyAREOA
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gDIwMDM2gMyAzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0FRoZYBSZXYugERyLoBSaWNoYXJkgEwugEhh

bW3MR2VuZXJhbIBNaW5pc3RlcoAmgFByZXNpZGVudMxDaHJpc3RpYW6AQ2h1cmNogMxQgE+AQm94

gDE5ODbMSW5kaWFuYXBvbGlzLIBJToA0NjIwNszQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBUaGWAUmV2

LoBEci6AQ2xpZmaAS2lya3BhdHJpY2vMUHJlc2J5dGVyaWFugENodXJjaIAoVVNBKcwxMDCAV2l0

aGVyc3Bvb26AU3RyZWV0zExvdWlzdmlsbGUsgEtZgDQwMjAyzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAV

ANBUaGWAUmV2LoBKb2hugFQugFdvb8xLb3JlYW6AUHJlc2J5dGVyaWFugENodXJjaIBpboBBbWVy

aWNhzDI4MIBGYWlyZmllbGSAUGxhY2XMTW9yZ2FudmlsbGUsgE5KgDA3NzUxzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB

6APoAwUAASAVANBUaGWAUmV2LoBEci6AUGF1bIBILoBTaGVycnnMUHJlc2lkZW50zFVuaXRlZIBD

aHVyY2iAb2aAQ2hyaXN0zDcwMIBQcm9zcGVjdIBBdmVudWUsgEVhc3TMQ2xldmVsYW5kLIBPSIA0

NDExNczQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBUaGWAUmV2LoBEci6AR29yZG9ugEwugFN1bW1lcnPM

TW9yYXZpYW6AQ2h1cmNogGlugEFtZXJpY2HMMTAyMYBDZW50ZXKAU3RyZWV0zFBPgEJveIAxMjQ1

zEJldGhsZWhlbSyAUEGAMTgwMTaEMTI0NYDM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQVGhlgFJldi6A

RHIugERhbmllbIBFLoBXZWlzc8xHZW5lcmFsgFNlY3JldGFyecxBbS6AQmFwdGlzdIBDaHVyY2hl

c4BpboB0aGWAVVNBzFAuTy6AQm94gDg1McxWYWxsZXmARm9yZ2UsgFBBgDE5NDgyhDA4NTHM0AYV

AAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQVGhlgFJldi6ASm9oboBCdWVocmVucyyAUHJlc2lkZW50gM9Vbml0

YXJpYW6AVW5pdmVyc2FsaXN0gEFzc29jaWF0aW9ugG9mz0NvbmdyZWdhdGlvbnOAaW6ATm9ydGiA

QW1lcmljYcwyNYBCZWFjb26AU3RyZWV0zEJvc3RvbiyATUGAMDIxMDiAzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gD

BQABIBUA0FJldi6ARHIugEpvYW6AQnJvd26AQ2FtcGJlbGzMR2VuZXJhbIBTZWNyZXRhcnnMTmF0

aW9uYWyAQ291bmNpbIBvZoBDaHVyY2hlc8w0NzWAUml2ZXJzaWRlgERyaXZlLIBSb29tgDg4MMxO

ZXeAWW9yayyATlmAMTAwMTWAzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0FRoZYBSZXaARHIugEthcmVu

gFBldGVyc29ugE1pbGxlcsxJbnRlcmltgEdlbmVyYWyAU2VjcmV0YXJ5zENodXJjaIBvZoBUaGWA

QnJldGhyZW7MMTQ1MYBEdW5kZWWAQXZlbnVlzEVsZ2luLIBJTIA2MDEyMIDM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD

6AMFAAEgFQDQR2VvcmdlgFN0b2x0emZ1c8xHZW4nbIBTZWMneSyATWVubm9uaXRlgENodXJjaMw0

MjGAU291dGiAU2Vjb25kgFN0cmVldMxTdWl0ZYA2MDDMRWxraGFydCyASU6AgDQ2NTE2zNAGFQAA

CwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0EpvZYBWb2xrLIBFeGVjdXRpdmWAU2VjcmV0YXJ5zEZyaWVuZHOAQ29t

bS6Ab26ATmF0J2yATGVnaXNsYXRpb26AzDI0NYBTZWNvbmSAU3RyZWV0LIBORcxXYXNoaW5ndG9u

LIBEQ4AyMDAwMoQ1Nzk1zMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBLYXJhgE0ugE5ld2VsbCyARXhl
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Y3V0aXZlgERpcmVjdG9yzEFtZXJpY2FugEZyaWVuZHOAU2VydmljZYBDb21taXR0ZWXMMTUwMYBD

aGVycnmAU3RyZWV0zFBoaWxhZGVscGhpYSyAUEGAMTkxMDLMzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA

0EVsZGVygEFsZnJlZIBDLoBNY0NsdXJlzFByZXNpZGVudCyATm9ydGiAQW1lcmljYW6ARGl2aXNp

b26AzFNldmVudGiARGF5gEFkdmVudGlzdIBDaHVyY2jMMTI1MDGAT2xkgENvbHVtYmlhgFBpa2XM

U2lsdmVygFNwcmluZyyATUSAMjA5MDSENjYwMIDM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQQ2xhcmVu

Y2WARS6ASG9kZ2VzzFZQgE4ugEFtZXJpY2FugERpdmlzaW9uzFNldmVudGiERGF5gEFkdmVudGlz

dIBDaHVyY2jMMTI1MDGAT2xkgENvbHVtYmlhgFBpa2XMU2lsdmVygFNwcmluZyyATUSAgDIwOTA0

hDY2MDCAzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0E1hcmuATi6AVHV0dGxlzERpcmVjdG9yLIBQdWJs

aWOAUmVsYXRpb25zzDE1gEUugFNvdXRogFRlbXBsZYBTdC4sgDJuZIBGbG9vcsxTYWx0gExha2WA

Q2l0eSyAVVSAgDg0MTUwgMyAzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0FdpbGxpYW2AUy6ARXZhbnMs

gFB1YmxpY4BBZmZhaXJzzDE1gEUugFNvdXRogFRlbXBsZYBTdC4sgDJuZIBGbG9vcsxTYWx0gExh

a2WAQ2l0eSyAVVSAgDg0MTUwgMzMzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0ERheXRvboBMLoBNYXh3

ZWxsLIBTZW5pb3KAQWR2aXNvcsxXb3JsZIBWaXNpb26ASW50ZXJuYXRpb25hbMxDb25mbGljdIBN

bmeAYW5kgFJlY29uY2lsaWF0aW9uzDIyMDGASYBTdHJlZXQsgFN1aXRlgDI3MMxXYXNoaW5ndG9u

LIBEQ4CAMjAwMDLM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQUmV2LoBSZWdpbmFsZIBNLoBNY0Rvbm9
1

Z2jMRXhlY3V0aXZlgFNlY3JldGFyeYDMQmFwdGlzdIBHZW5sgEFzcydugG9mgFZpcmdpbmlhzFAu

Ty6AQm94gDg1NjiAzFJpY2htb25kLIBWQS6AMjMyMjaAzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0IBE

ci6ARmlydXqAS2F6ZW16YWRlaMxTZWMneYBvZoBFeHRlcm5hbIBBZmZhaXJzzFRoZYBOYXQnbIBB

c3NlbWJseYBvZoBCYWhhJ2lzgG9mgFVTzDEzMjCAhIAxOXRogFN0cmVldCyATlcsgFN1aXRlgDcw

McxXYXNoaW5ndG9uLIBEQ4AyMDAzNszQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBUaGWATW9zdIBSZXYu

gE1ldCdugENocmlzdG9waGVyzFNlcmInboBPcnRogENodXJjaCxVU0GAJoBDYW5hZGHMU3QugFNh

dmGAU2VyYmlhboBPcnRob2RveIBNb25hc3RlcnnMMzIzNzeATm9ydGiATWlsd2F1a2VlgEF2ZW51

ZcxMaWJlcnR5dmlsbGUsgElMgDYwMDQ4gMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBSZXYugEZyLoBZ

YWNvYoBHaGFsecxDb3B0aWOAT3J0aG9kb3iAQ2h1cmNogGlugE5vcnRogEFtZXJpY2HMNDGATWFp

boBTdHJlZXSAU291dGjMU3ByaW5ngFZhbGxleSyATlmAMTA5NzfMzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQAB

IBUA0FRoZYBNb3N0gFJldi6ATWV0J26AUGhpbGlwgFNhbGliYcxBbnRpb2MuT3J0aC5DaHJpc3Qn
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boBBcmNoZGlvJ3NlLIBOQcxBbnRpb2NoaWFugE9ydGhvZG94gEFyY2hkaW9jZXNlzDM1OIBNb3Vu

dGFpboBSb2FkzEVuZ2xld29vZCyATkqAMDc2MzGAzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0FRoZYBN

b3N0gFJldi6AQXJjaGJpc2hvcIBTcHlyaWRvboCAR3JlZWvPQXJjaGRpb2Nlc2UsgE6AJoBTgEFt

ZXJpY2HMR3JlZWuAT3J0aG9kb3iAQXJjaGRpb2Nlc2XMMTCARWFzdIA3OXRogFN0cmVldMxOZXeA

WW9yayyATlmAMTAwMjHM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQVGhlgE1vc3SAQmxlc3NlZIBNZXRy

b3BvbGl0YW6AVGhlb2Rvc2l1c8xUaGWAT3J0aG9kb3iAQ2h1cmNogGlugEFtZXJpY2HMUE+AQm94

gDY3NcxTeW9zc2V0LIBOWYAxMTc5MczM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQVGhlgE1vc3SAUmV2

LoBCaXNob3CAVnNldm9sb2SAb2aAU2NvcGVsdXPMVWtyYWknboBPcnRob2RveIBDaHVyY2iAaW6A

QW1lcmljYcwzgERhdmVucG9ydIBBdmVudWUsgFN1aXRlgDJBzE5ld4BSb2NoZWxsZSyATlmAMTA4

MDWAQXJjaGJpc2hvcIBNYXKAzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBDeXJpbIBBcGhyZW2AS2Fy

aW3MU3lyaWFugE9ydGhvZG94gENodXJjaIBvZoBBbnRpb2NozDI2M4BFbG2AQXZlbnVlzFRlYW5l

Y2ssgE5ZgDA3NjY2hDIzMjOAzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBCaXNob3CAUGF1bIBQYXRy

aWFyY2hhbIBQYXJpc2hlc4DMU2FpbnSATmljaG9sYXOAQ2F0aGVkcmFszDE1gEVhc3SAOTd0aIBT

dHJlZXTMTmV3gFlvcmssgE5ZgDEwMDI5zMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBNdWhhbW1hZIBB

LoBDaGVlbWEsgE1EzFByZXNpZGVudCyAQW1lcmljYW6ATXVzbGltgENvdW5jaWzMMTMxNTWAR3Jl

bW9vcoBEcml2ZcxFbG2AR3JvdmUsgFdJgIA1MzEyMszM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQTXVq

YWhpZIBSYW1hZGFuzFZpY2WAUHJlc2lkZW50LIBBbWVyaWNhboBNdXNsaW2AQ291bmNpbMw3MTCA

V2VzdIBMYWtlgE1lYWSARHJpdmXMTm9ydGiATGFzgFZlZ2FzLIBOVoCAODkwMzDMzNAGFQAACwAJ

AAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0EFiZHVyYWhtYW6ATS6AQWwnYW1vdWRpzEV4ZWN1dGl2ZYBEaXJlY3RvciyA

QU1DgCaAQU1GzDMzMTGAR2FybGFuZIBEcml2ZcxGYWxsc4BDaHVyY2gsgFZBgDIyMDQxzMzQBhUA

AAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBCaXNob3CAV2FsdGVygEYugFN1bGxpdmFuzFByZXNpZGVudCyAQ2F0

aG9saWOARGlvY2VzZYBvZoBSaWNobW9uZMw4MTGAQ2F0aGVkcmFsgFBsYWNlzFJpY2htb25kLIBW

QYCAMjMyMDCENDgwMczM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQTmFuY3mAU21hbGzMTmF0aW9uY
WyA

Q29vcmRpbmF0b3IsgFBBWIBDaHJpc3RpgFVTQcwzNDiARS6AMTB0aIBTdHJlZXTMRXJpZSyAUEGA

gDE2NTAzzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBSYWJiaYBBcnRodXKAV2Fza293zERpcmVjdG9y

LIBUaGWAU2hhbG9tgENlbnRlcsw2NzExgExpbmNvbG6ARHJpdmXMUGhpbGFkZWxwaGlhLIBQQYCA

MTkxMTnMzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0IdSZXYugEVkd2lugEcugENhcG9uLIBQcmVzaWRl
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bnTMVGhlgFN3ZWRlbmJvcmdpYW6AQ2h1cmNozDE3MIBWaXJnaW5pYYBTdHJlZXTMU3QugFBhdWws

gE1OgIA1NTEwMszM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQUmV2LoBEci6AUm9iZXJ0gEUugFNhd3ll

cixQcmVzaWRlbnTMTW9yYXZpYW6AQ2h1cmNoLIBTb3V0aGVyboBQcm92aW5jZcw0NTmAUy6AQ2h1

cmNogFN0cmVldMxXaW5zdG9uhFNhbGVtLIBOQ4CAMjcxMDHMzNAGFQAACwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA

0FJldi6ASmFtZXOAU2NocmFnLEdlbmVyYWyAU2VjcmV0YXJ5zFRoZYBHZW4nbIBDb25mLoBNZW5u

b25pdGWAQ2h1cmNozDcyMoBNYWlugFN0LsxQLk8ugEJveIAzNDfMTmV3dG9uLIBLU4CANjcxMTTM

0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQUm9uYWxkSi5SLk1hdGhpZXMsRXhlYy6ARGlyZWN0b3LMTWVu

bm9uaXRlgENlbnRyYWyAQ29tbWl0dGVlzDIxgFNvdXRogDEydGiAU3RyZWV0zFAuTy6AQm94gDUw

MMxBa3JvbiyAUEGAgDE3NTAxhDA1MDDM0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQQnJ1Y2WAQmlyY2hh

cmQsgEdlbmVyYWyAU2VjcmV0YXJ5zEZyaWVuZHOAR2VuZXJhbIBDb25mZXJlbmNlzDEyMTaAQXJj

aIBTdHJlZXQsgDJCzFBoaWxhZGVscGhpYSyAUEGAgDE5MTA3zMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAV

ANBKb2hhboBNYXVyZXIsR2VuZXJhbIBTZWNyZXRhcnnMRnJpZW5kc4BVbml0ZWSATWVldGluZ8wx

MDGAUXVha2VygEhpbGyARHJpdmXMUmljaG1vbmQsgElOgIA0NzM3NIQxOTgwzMzxAnUC8dAGFQAA

CwAJAAHoA+gDBQABIBUA0PEDdQLxTm9ydmFsgEhhZGxleSyARXhlY3V0aXZlgERpcmVjdG9yzEV2

YW5nZWxpY2FsgEZyaWVuZHOATWlzc2lvbsxQLk8ugEJveIA1MjXMQXJ2YWRhLIBDT4CAODAwMDHM

zPECdgLx0AYVAAALAAkAAegD6AMFAAEgFQDQ8QN2AvFKb2hugFN0b25lcsxOZXeAQ2FsbIB0b4BQ

ZWFjZW1ha2luZ8xQLk8ugEJveIA1MDDMQWtyb24sgFBBgIAxNzUwMczM8QJ3AvHQBhUAAAsACQAB

6APoAwUAASAVANDxA3cC8UppbYBXYWxsaXMsgFNvam91cm5lcnPMMjQwMYAxNXRogFN0cmVldMxX

YXNoaW5ndG9uLIBEQ4CAMjAwMDnMzMzQBhUAAAsACQAB6APoAwUAASAVANBEci6AUm9ugFNpZGVy

LIBQcmVzaWRlbnTMRXZhbmdlbGljYWxzgGZvcoBTb2NpYWyAQWN0aW9uzDEwgEVhc3SATGFuY2Fz

dGVygEF2ZS7MV3lubmV3b29kLIBQQYCAMTkwOTaEMzQ1OczUGx8AgAEBAAgAwgGv6gIAwgEBAPUB

AQD0ATuZHwDUzNAGFQAACwAJAAHYA9gDBQABIBUA0FcugEdyYW50gE1jTXVycmF5LIBQcmVzaWRl

bnTMUmVvcmdhbml6ZWSAQ2h1cmNogG9mgEplc3VzgENocmlzdIBvZoBMYXR0ZXKARGF5z1NhaW50

c8xQLk8ugEJveIAxMDU5zEluZGVwZW5kZW5jZSyATU+AgDY0MDUxzPECegLx0AYVAAALAAkAAZgD

mAMFAAEgFQDQ8QN6AvGHRHIugFJvYmVydIBQYXJoYW3MQmFwdGlzdIBDZW50ZXKAZm9ygEV0aGlj

c8w0MjE5gEhpbGxzYm9yb4BSb2FkLIAjMjEwzE5hc2h2aWxsZSyAVE6AgDM3MjE1zMzxAnsC8dAG

FQAACwAJAAGYA5gDBQABIBUA0PEDewLx8QB/AvFKb4BCZWNrZfEBfwLx8QKAAvFDbGF58QOAAvHx
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AIEC8fECgALxb/EDgALx8QGBAvHxAoIC8XRvboBSYW1lefEDggLx8QCDAvFy8QGDAvEsgEV4ZWN1

dGl2ZYBEaXJlY3RvcsxGZWxsb3dzaGlwgG9mgFJlY29uY2lsaWF0aW9uzDUyMYBOLoBCcm9hZHdh

ecxOeWFjayyATlmAgDEwOTYwzA==

--=====================_889740214==_--
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Return-Path: <bridget@fcnl.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA21593;

 Thu, 12 Mar 1998 09:22:49 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.fcnl.org (local.fcnl.org [207.22.89.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA23005;

 Thu, 12 Mar 1998 12:21:48 -0500 (EST)

Received: from FCNL/SpoolDir by local.fcnl.org (Mercury 1.21);

    12 Mar 98 12:15:46 -0600

Received: from SpoolDir by FCNL (Mercury 1.21); 12 Mar 98 12:15:35 -0600

Received: from w120.fcnl.org by local.fcnl.org (Mercury 1.21);

    12 Mar 98 12:15:28 -0600

Message-Id: <3.0.3.32.19980312121526.00806210@local.fcnl.org>

X-Sender: bridget@local.fcnl.org

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)

Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 12:15:26 -0500

To: NABbasic@aol.com, dkimball@clw.org, jsmith@clw.org, cdavis@clw.org,

        disarmament@igc.org, bridget@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org,

        bruce.hall@wdc.greenpeace.org, mupj@igc.org, meldredge@igc.org,

        paprog@igc.org, btiller@psr.org, ledwidge@psr.org, dculp@nrdc.org,

        vision@igc.org, wandwill@clark.net, tcollina@ucsusa.org,

        73744.3675@compuserve.com, davidhart@igc.org

X-UIDL: 889733341.002

From: Bridget Moix <bridget@fcnl.org>

Subject: religious leaders statement

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
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Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Nuclear Weapons Working Group,

FYI, a copy of the religious leaders statement on the CTBT, along with the

sign-ons thus far, follows.  I wasn't able to make copies for this

morning's meeting because of printer difficulties, so I thought I'd email it.

The following cover letter and statement went out to about 65 interfaith

leaders at the very end of February.  The Washington religious community is

now also helping circulate it, and we will make it available at the

Interfaith Briefing at the end of March.  We'll be revising the cover

letter to bring it up to date and set an initial deadline of April 15. (The

statement will remain open for signature until the CTBT is ratified.)  

This statement will then be delivered to all Senate offices following the

spring recess.  We are also looking into formally presenting it to Biden

and having it entered into the record.

thanks

bridget

  

 SIGN ON TO A STATEMENT BY RELIGIOUS LEADERS:

 RATIFY THE CTBT
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Dear Colleague,

Last fall, President Clinton submitted the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

(CTBT) to the Senate for U.S. ratification.  Unfortunately, the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee, chaired by Sen. Jesse Helms (NC), has not

identified the treaty as a high priority.  If the CTBT continues to

languish in the Senate, the U.S. will miss an important opportunity to help

curb the proliferation of nuclear weapons worldwide.  

Today, we call on your assistance in moving this treaty through the Senate.

 The religious community has a long tradition of struggling to eliminate

the threat of nuclear weapons.  This year, many of us will be working with

coalitions and with Congress to ensure ratification of this historic

treaty.  Please lend us your support by signing on to the following open

statement urging Senate ratification of the treaty.  If you have questions

or comments, please let us know.  We will do all we can to answer your

queries and address your concerns.   

Yours in peace,

Joe Volk

Please send us your response as soon as possible, preferably by March 18.

YES!  PLEASE SIGN ME ON TO THE RELIGIOUS LEADERS STATEMENT.
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Name and Title: ______________________________________________________________

Denomination/Organization: ___________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________________

Phone: _____________________ Fax: _____________________   Email: _____________

To sign on to the Statement by American Religious Leaders: Ratify the CTBT,

please complete  this form and mail or fax it to Bridget Moix at FCNL, 245

Second St., NE, Washington, DC 2000;, fax 202-547- 6019.  You can also call

(202-547-6000) or email (bridget@fcnl.org) your response.  

 

 A Statement by 

 American Religious Leaders:

 Ratify the CTBT

March 1998
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 As persons entrusted by our diverse religious communities with special

responsibilities to address the issues of justice and peace, we have joined

in this appeal for Senate action to approve the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty (CTBT) before the August recess.

 For more than forty years, the nuclear arms race dominated the Cold War

policies of the United States.  Within our faith communities, those

policies raised the profoundest questions about the sacredness of God's

creation, our moral responsibilities, and human destiny.  With the end of

the Cold War, the issues of the nuclear threat have changed, but the threat

remains and the profound moral questions persist.  The retention of

thousands of nuclear weapons, combined with the threats of proliferation

and terrorism, requires renewed attention to these issues.  At the moral

core of nuclear issues is the credibility of nuclear-weapon states in

seeking to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons by or to other

states or political groups.   

 We believe that ratification of the CTBT during 1998 is the most urgent

and timely action that could contribute significantly toward reducing the

nuclear danger.  We are reminded that ratification of the CTBT would help

fulfill U.S. commitments under the Limited Test Ban Treaty and the Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty, and is consistent with current U.S. law.  In

fact, the CTBT would make permanent internationally the current moratorium

on nuclear testing which the U.S. already observes.  The international

verification regime of this treaty provides a means to effectively monitor

such a permanent ban on testing and to restrict further proliferation of

nuclear weapons technology.   U.S. leadership on ratification of this
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treaty is critical.  

 The United States Senate has within its powers the capacity to take

decisive action on some of the most fateful issues affecting the security

of our nation and the peace of our planet.  We urge the Senate to proceed

swiftly this session to devote the most serious consideration to the

honoring of our previous treaty commitments and to the merits of the CTBT.

We earnestly hope our senators will then decide it is time to consent to

the treaty's ratification. 

 We assure our senators of our determination to interpret this issue as a

vital matter of religious conscience for our communities -- and we pray for

their own good health and wisdom.

Yours faithfully, 

Archbishop Mor Cyril Aphrem Karim

Eastern Archdiocese

Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch

Clifton Kirkpatrick, 

Stated Clerk of the General Assembly
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Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

Gordon L. Sommers

President

Moravian Church, Northern Province

Rabbi Arthur Waskow

Director

The Shalom Center

Johan Maurer

General Secretary

Friends United Meeting

Kathy Thornton, RSM

National Coordinator

NETWORK: A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby

Ronald J. Sider

President

Evangelicals for Social Action

Paul H. Sherry

President

United Church of Christ

Rev. Tyrone S. Pitts
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General Secretary

Progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc.

Kara Newell

American Friends Service Committee

Bishop McKinely Young

African Methodist Episcopal Church
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35086CD0.7B7E@igc.apc.org>

Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 15:16:32 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: ograbc@aol.com,, washofc@aol.com,,

 cwu_washington.parti@ecunet.com,, tom.hart@ecunet.org,,

 epf@igc.org,crramey@igc.org,, joe@fcnl.org,, bridget@fcnl.org,,

 kathy@fcnl.org,, mark.brown@ecunet.org,, mccwjdb@erols.com,,

 mknolldc@igc.org,, mupj@igc.org,,

 ncc_washington@ecunet.org,network@igc.org,,

 dave@paxchristiusa.org,, barbara_green@pcusa.org,,

 lwyolton@prodigy.com,, rac@uahc.org,, uuawo@aol.com,,

 joannabaker@juno.com,, gpowers@nccbuscc.org

Subject: Notes from March 11 meeting

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 12, 1998

Dear Colleagues:

Here are some notes from the March 11meeting of religious organizations 

working for CTBT ratification.
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The Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs will hold a hearing on March 

18 on the CTBT and nuclear non-proliferation.  There remains a need to 

get the Foreign Relations Committee to schedule hearings.  After the NATO 

expansion vote, other issues before the Committee will include IMF 

funding and payment of UN dues, but not so much to prevent the Committee 

from taking up the CTBT.  So we should continue to press committee 

members to get Senator Helms to schedule hearings.  On the broader Senate 

schedule Senator Lott is expected to make a speech on or about April 22 

following the spring recess to lay out a schedule for matters the Senate 

will consider.  We need to influence Lott to include the CTBT on his 

list.

A supply of interfaith postcards is still available for states with 

Foreign Relations Committee members we are trying to influence: North 

Carolina, Tennessee, Indiana, Nebraska, Kansas, Wyoming, and Oregon.  

Contact Laura Kriv at 20/20 Vision: 202 833-2020, except for Indiana and 

Kansas call me:301 896-0013.  We want to increase our efforts in North 

Carolina.  Kathy Guthrie of FCNL will contact a Quaker member of the 

North Carolina Council of Churches.  Others are urged to reach out to 

their contacts in North Carolina.  Because the printer produced a double 

order for North Carolina by mistake, there is an ample supply of 

postcards available for the state.

FCNL is circulating a statement to heads of communion and other prominent 

religious leaders for their signature.  We decided that it would be 

useful seek signatures to this statement from religious leaders in the 

states with swing-vote senators.  I am writing a separate memo on this 
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matter.  We want to get as many signers as possible by April 15 so that 

we can present a list to senators when they return after their spring 

recess.

20/20 is organizing a radio call-in action on Monday, March 23, the 

6-month anniversary of President Clinton's submission of the CTBT to the 

Senate.  The intent is to get people to call into talk shows in Indiana, 

Kansas, Maine, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, and 

Wyoming.  If you want flyers to sent to your key contacts in those 

states, or for other information, contact David Oprava or Marie Rietmann 

at 202 833-2020.

20/20 is also organizing a conference call for activists in Alaska for 

Saturday, March 28 to provide training on the CTBT.  If you have a 

contact in Alaska who might want to be involved (it's free), contact 

Laura Kriv at 202 833-2020.

Kathy Crandall of the Disarmament Clearinghouse has CTBT activist kits 

which you may obtain and send to your field contacts.  For a sample, call 

her at 202 898-0150, ext. 232.  The Clearinghouse is also producing CTBT 

buttons, which Kathy will provide free up to 300 per organization.

The Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers will soon have a booklet 

explaining the importance of the CTBT.  For a sample copy, call Daryl 

Kimball at 202 546-0795.  He will supply copies in reasonable numbers for 

your distribution.
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For the Interfaith Religious Briefing Bridget Moix has organized a 

workshop on how to influence the Senate on the CTBT.  Mark Brown of the 

Lutheran Office for Governmental Affairs agreed to offer printed material 

on the CTBT to the committee putting together information packets for 

attendees.

We discussed the desirability of putting information about the CTBT on 

denominational home pages and other postings of action alerts.  At the 

moment the message should emphasize getting the Foreign Relations 

Committee to hold hearings.  The message can be modified as the 

ratification campaign proceeds.  Also, information about the CTBT can be 

placed in denominational newsletters and journals.

It was suggested that meetings of geographic conferences, synods, etc. 

taking place between now and the end of July would be a good place to 

encourage delegates to write their senators about the CTBT.  Mark Brown 

described a process using laptop computers to assist letter writers.  He 

will write a description of how this process works.  Denominational 

representatives are encouraged to begin reaching out to their contacts in 

these conferences and synods and help them prepare for letter writing 

efforts.

Our best hope is that committee hearings will take place in April and May 

and that the CTBT will come to the floor before the end of July.  We have 

a lot of intensive work to do in the next five months for this to come 

about with a successful outcome.
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If you have any questions about these notes, please call me at 301 

896-0013.

The next meeting will be from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m. at the FCNL conference 

room.

Shalom,

Howard
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35086DCE.2266@igc.apc.org>

Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 15:20:46 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: ograbc@aol.com,, washofc@aol.com,,

 cwu_washington.parti@ecunet.com,, tom.hart@ecunet.org,,

 epf@igc.org,crramey@igc.org,, joe@fcnl.org,, bridget@fcnl.org,,

 kathy@fcnl.org,, mark.brown@ecunet.org,, mccwjdb@erols.com,,

 mknolldc@igc.org,, mupj@igc.org,,

 ncc_washington@ecunet.org,network@igc.org,,

 dave@paxchristiusa.org,, barbara_green@pcusa.org,,

 lwyolton@prodigy.com,, rac@uahc.org,, uuawo@aol.com,,

 joannabaker@juno.com,, gpowers@nccbuscc.org

Subject: Statement for sign-on by state religious leaders

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 12, 1998

Dear Colleagues:

At the March 11 meeting of religious organizations working for CTBT 

ratification, we reviewed the statement in support of the CTBT 

(Attachment Two), which FCNL is circulating to heads of communion and 
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other prominent religious leaders for signature.  We decided that it 

would be useful to obtain signatures of area bishops, conference 

ministers, and other state religious leaders in states with swing-vote 

senators where we are building grassroots support for the treaty. 

We will approach this in two ways: (1) Have denominational offices gain 

the signatures of their prelates and other top officials in the various 

states.  (2) In the seven states we are working on with swing-vote 

members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee plus Chairman Helms, 

seek signatures through state ecumenical bodies and networks.  There may 

be a slight overlap, but we hope this won't be too burdensome..

If you are willing to seek signers for your denomination or network, 

please use the following check list (Attachment One) to respond to me.  

The first group of listed states includes those with swing-vote senators 

on the Foreign Relations Committee.  The second group adds three states 

with senators who we want to endorse early.  The third group contains a 

dozen more states with swing-vote senators.  Also, you can send the 

statement to your leaders in all 50 states if you choose.  To assist you 

in writing your own letter, I am attaching Joe Volk's letter to potential 

signers (Attachment Three).

We want to have as many signers as possible by April 15 so that we can 

submit a list of signers in particular states to their senators when they 

return from spring recess.  We will also include all names on a 

consolidated list, which we will present to Senator Helms and Senator 

Biden.  Please provide your list of signers to Bridget Moix at FCNL 
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(bridget@fcnl.org; phone, 202 547-6000; fax, 202 547-6019).

Thanks for your efforts,

Howard

____________

ATTACHMENT ONE: RESPONSE

To: Howard W. Hallman at mupj@igc.org (phone/fax: 301 896-0013)

___  Yes, we will send the sign-on statement to the following types of 

religious leaders

         (such as bishops, conference ministers, etc.):

In the following states:

____   All states

____   North Carolina, Tennessee, Indiana, Nebraska, Kansas, Wyoming, 

Oregon

____   Maine, Pennsylvania, Ohio

____   Rhode Island, New York, Delaware, Virginia,  Mississippi, Iowa, 

Colorado,

           New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Washington, Alaska.

ATTACHMENT TWO: 

A STATEMENT BY AMERICAN RELIGIOUS LEADERS:  RATIFY THE CTBT
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March 1998

 As persons entrusted by our diverse religious communities with 

special

responsibilities to address the issues of justice and peace, we have 

joined

in this appeal for Senate action to approve the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty (CTBT) before the August recess.

 For more than forty years, the nuclear arms race dominated the 

Cold War

policies of the United States.  Within our faith communities, those

policies raised the profoundest questions about the sacredness of God's

creation, our moral responsibilities, and human destiny.  With the end of

the Cold War, the issues of the nuclear threat have changed, but the 

threat

remains and the profound moral questions persist.  The retention of

thousands of nuclear weapons, combined with the threats of proliferation

and terrorism, requires renewed attention to these issues.  At the moral

core of nuclear issues is the credibility of nuclear-weapon states in

seeking to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons by or to other

states or political groups.

 We believe that ratification of the CTBT during 1998 is the most 

urgent

and timely action that could contribute significantly toward reducing the
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nuclear danger.  We are reminded that ratification of the CTBT would help

fulfill U.S. commitments under the Limited Test Ban Treaty and the 

Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty, and is consistent with current U.S. law.  In

fact, the CTBT would make permanent internationally the current 

moratorium

on nuclear testing which the U.S. already observes.  The international

verification regime of this treaty provides a means to effectively 

monitor

such a permanent ban on testing and to restrict further proliferation of

nuclear weapons technology.   U.S. leadership on ratification of this

treaty is critical.

 The United States Senate has within its powers the capacity to 

take

decisive action on some of the most fateful issues affecting the security

of our nation and the peace of our planet.  We urge the Senate to proceed

swiftly this session to devote the most serious consideration to the

honoring of our previous treaty commitments and to the merits of the 

CTBT.

We earnestly hope our senators will then decide it is time to consent to

the treaty's ratification. 

 We assure our senators of our determination to interpret this 

issue as a

vital matter of religious conscience for our communities -- and we pray 

for
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their own good health and wisdom.

 Yours faithfully, 

SAMPLE LETTER TO POTENTIAL SIGNERS

Dear Colleague,

Last fall, President Clinton submitted the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

(CTBT) to the Senate for U.S. ratification.  Unfortunately, the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee, chaired by Sen. Jesse Helms (NC), has not

identified the treaty as a high priority.  If the CTBT continues to

languish in the Senate, the U.S. will miss an important opportunity to 

help

curb the proliferation of nuclear weapons worldwide.  

Today, we call on your assistance in moving this treaty through the 

Senate.

 The religious community has a long tradition of struggling to eliminate

the threat of nuclear weapons.  This year, many of us will be working 

with

coalitions and with Congress to ensure ratification of this historic

treaty.  Please lend us your support by signing on to the following open

statement urging Senate ratification of the treaty.  If you have 

questions
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or comments, please let us know.  We will do all we can to answer your

queries and address your concerns.   

Yours in peace,

[Your Name]

Please send us your response as soon as possible, preferably no later 

than April 15

YES!  PLEASE SIGN ME ON TO THE RELIGIOUS LEADERS STATEMENT.

Name and Title: 

______________________________________________________________

Denomination/Organization: 

___________________________________________________

Address: 

____________________________________________________________________

Phone: _____________________ Fax: _____________________   Email: 

_____________

[Add information on where to respond.]
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id PAA03385;

 Thu, 12 Mar 1998 15:31:51 -0800 (PST)

Received: from beach.silcom.com (beach.silcom.com [199.201.128.19])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA28965;

 Thu, 12 Mar 1998 15:17:48 -0800 (PST)

Received: from dial.silcom.com (pm8-5.sba1.avtel.net [207.71.222.155])

 by beach.silcom.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id PAA27209;

 Thu, 12 Mar 1998 15:12:33 -0800 (PST)

Cc: INESnet@fy.chalmers.se, ctb-discuss@igc.org, ctb-news@igc.org,

        motherearth-a-days@xs4all.nl, peace-caucus@igc.org, wilpf-news@igc.org

Content-Type: text/enriched; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 15:00:25 -0800

X-UIDL: 889756910.004

From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <wagingpeace@napf.org>

Message-Id: <3.0.32.19980312150021.007cce00@silcom.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: A CALL FOR PUBLIC PROTEST

To: abolition-2000@mail.agoranet.be, ABOLITION-EUROPE@VLBERLIN.comlink.de,

        abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)

X-Sender: napf@silcom.com

Status: U

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
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 NUCLEAR WEAPONS: A CALL FOR PUBLIC PROTEST

 David Krieger*

 Nuclear weapons, which are instruments of genocide, incinerate human beings.  The Peace Memorial Museums in 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki display gruesome evidence of the atomic bombings of those cities; one can see walls where 
human shadows remain after the humans who cast those shadows were incinerated into elemental particles.

 During World War II the Nazis put their victims into gas chambers and then incinerated them in ovens.  While the 
Nazis took their victims to the incinerators, those who possess and threaten to use nuclear weapons plan to take these 
weapons, that are really portable incinerators, to the victims.  Nuclear weapons eliminate the need for gas chambers.  
They provide a one-step incineration process -- 

for those fortunate enough to die immediately.  

 The behavior of the Nazis leading up to and during World War II is universally condemned.  The German people 
are often criticized for failing to oppose the atrocities of the Nazi regime.  How much more culpable would be the 
citizens of the states that now possess nuclear weapons should these instruments of genocide be used again!  

 The German people lived in fear of the Nazis.  The same cannot be said for the citizens of the nuclear weapons 
states, particularly the Western nuclear weapons states.  Their silence in the face of their governments' reliance upon 
these portable incinerators makes them virtual accomplices in planned crimes against humanity.  

 It is no excuse to say that these instruments of genocide exist only to deter an enemy.  In the first place, there are 
no enemies among nuclear weapons states in the aftermath of the Cold War.  More important, there is no justification 
for threatening to murder hundreds of millions of people in the name of national security.  Deterrence is only a theory, 
and on many occasions, most famously the C

uban Missile Crisis, it has come close to breaking down.
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 The International Court of Justice has found that the threat or use of nuclear weapons would be generally illegal, 
and that it would be virtually impossible to use nuclear weapons without violating the laws of armed conflict and 
particularly international humanitarian law.  The Court in 1996 reaffirmed that all nuclear weapons states have an 
obligation under international law to achieve nuclear d

isarmament "in all its aspects."  

 Given the immorality and illegality of using or threatening to use nuclear weapons, where is the public outrage at 
the continued reliance upon these weapons by the governments of nuclear weapons states in the aftermath of the Cold 
War?  Many people seem to believe that the threat of nuclear holocaust ended with the end of the Cold War, but this is 
far from the actual situation.  Despite some bila

teral phased reductions in the U.S. and Russian nuclear weapons stockpiles, there are still some 36,000 nuclear weapons 
in the possession of the nuclear weapons states, with the largest number still stockpiled by the former Cold War 
enemies, the U.S. and Russia.

 Worse yet, our nation's foreign policy is still wedded to the threatened use of these weapons.  In late 1997 President 
Clinton signed a Presidential Decision Directive reserving the right for the United States to be the first to use nuclear 
weapons, and giving the Pentagon increased flexibility to retaliate against smaller states that might use chemical or 
biological weapons against the U.S. or i

ts allies.  This Presidential Decision Directive was prepared in secret with no public discussion, and came to public light 
only because it was leaked to the press.

 Another secret study that has recently come to light reveals a frightening approach to nuclear arsenals within the 
U.S. military command.  The study, "Essentials of Post-Cold War Deterrence," was prepared by the U.S. Strategic 
Command, and was released only after a freedom of information request by a non-governmental organization concerned 
with security issues.  

 The study states, "Because of the value that comes from the ambiguity of what the U.S. may do to an adversary if 
the acts we seek to deter are carried out, it hurts to portray ourselves as too fully rational and cool-headed."  It continues, 
"The fact that some elements (of the U.S. government) may appear to be potentially `out of control' can be beneficial to 
creating and reinforcing fears and do
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ubts within the minds of an adversary's decision makers.  That the U.S. may become irrational and vindictive if its vital 
interests are attacked should be part of the national persona we project to all adversaries."

 In effect, this study by the U.S. Strategic Command says that the U.S. should not only continue to base its national 
security on threatening to retaliate with nuclear weapons, but its decision makers should also act as though they are 
crazy enough to use them.  One is left with the eerie feeling that these supposedly rational planners advocating 
irrationality may be just crazy enough to actually 

use these weapons if an opponent was crazy enough to call their bluff or appeared to them to do so.

 Military leaders in the U.S. and other nuclear weapons states are not giving up their reliance upon their nuclear 
arsenals.  There is little reassurance in their secret studies that argue for portraying themselves as "irrational and 
vindictive."

 A former commander of the U.S. Strategic Command, General Lee Butler, has made many strong public pleas for 
nuclear weapons abolition since his retirement from the Air Force in 1994.  He recently stated, "I think that the vast 
majority of people on the face of this earth will endorse the proposition that such weapons have no place among us.  
There is no security to be found in nuclear weapons.  I

t's a fool's game."

 General Butler was also a member of a prestigious international commission organized by the Australian 
government, the Canberra Commission on the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons.  This commission issued a report in 
1996 stating, "The proposition that nuclear weapons can be retained in perpetuity and never used -- accidentally or by 
decision -- defies credibility.  The only complete defence is the 

elimination of nuclear weapons and assurance that they will never be produced again."

 If the American people and the citizens of other nuclear weapons states want to end their role as unwilling 
accomplices to threatened mass murder of whole nations, they must make their voices heard.  They must demand that 
their governments proceed with nuclear disarmament "in all its aspects," as called for by the International Court of 
Justice.  
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 If we fail to protest our reliance upon these instruments of genocide, and if these weapons are ever used, it will be 
"We, the People" who will stand culpable before history of even greater crimes than those committed by the Nazis.  We 
will not have the excuse that we, like most Germans in the Nazi era, did not protest because we feared for our lives.  It 
will be our indifference when we could ha

ve made a difference that will be the mark of our crime against humanity.

__________

* David Krieger is president of the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation.  He can be contacted at Nuclear Age Peace 
Foundation, 1187 Coast Village Road, Suite 123, Santa Barbara, CA 93108, email: wagingpeace@napf.org.  

<bigger>                    NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION

        **********************************************************

                        A founding member of

                  and global contact point for the

                Abolition 2000 Global Network for the 

                   Elimination of Nuclear Weapons
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        **********************************************************

                 1187 Coast Village Road, Suite 123

                    Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794

              Phone (805) 965-3443 * Fax (805) 568-0466

                   E- mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org

                     http://www.wagingpeace.org</bigger>

$*$*$*$*$ 10 LINES REFORMATTED BY POPPER AT igc.apc.org $*$*$*$*$
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Return-Path: <owner-ctb-followers@igc.apc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id HAA14588;

 Fri, 13 Mar 1998 07:55:15 -0800 (PST)

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA09825

 for <ctb-followers@igc.org>; Fri, 13 Mar 1998 07:38:07 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm4.psr.org (pc40.psrus.org [204.177.54.40])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7) with SMTP id KAA14925

 for <ctb-followers@igc.org>; Fri, 13 Mar 1998 10:35:44 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 10:06:24 -0500

From: disarmament@igc.org

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <35094B70.72A9@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-ctb-followers@igc.apc.org

Subject:  Where are  Nukes?

To: ctb-followers@igc.org

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Nuclear Disarmament Advocates:

Look for the Sunday New York Times Magazine (March 15, 1998) reported to
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be running a story  titled "So you think the Cold War is Over? . . . "

and looks at the huge arsenals which remain.  

Thanks to Bob Schaeffer, with ANA for the heads up - and thanks to Jenny

Smith at the CRND for alerting me to this story - which I missed. NRDC's

Nuclear Weapons Databook "Taking Stock" is an excellent resource.

(Available for purchase  -$20.00 + shipping and handling, from NRDC,

ATTN: Nuclear Publications, 1200 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 400,

Washington, DC 20005.)

 Check out NRDC's Web Site at:

http://open.igc.org/nrdcpro/nuclear/index.html

RTw  03/12 1452  U.S. study shows where nuclear bombs are

    Release at 0001 a.m. EST (0500 GMT)

     By Jim Wolf

     WASHINGTON, March 13 (Reuters) - Four out of five nuclear storage

sites worldwide have been closed since the end of the Cold War and the

number of bombs has shrunk by nearly half, a study to be released on

Friday showed.

     The survey by the Natural Resources Defense Council estimated the

five declared nuclear powers deployed about 36,000 nuclear weapons at

the end of last year, down from nearly 70,000 in the mid-1980s.

     The warheads are housed at an estimated 142 spots in 11 countries,

"a five-fold decrease" in the number of storage sites in less than a
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decade, according to the council, a Washington-based group widely

considered authoritative on nuclear-related issues.

     The number of warheads and deployment sites was due to go on

shrinking as older nuclear weapons continue to be retired and the United

States and Russia pare their arsenals under Strategic Arms Reduction

(START) treaties.

     "If one key to disarmament is verification and physical control,

the trends in nuclear deployments ... provide hope that forces, weapons

and materials can be constrained and controlled," especially if

transparency increases, it said.

     William Arkin, a nuclear weapons expert who is one of the three

co-authors of the study, estimated that the five nuclear powers

maintained as many as 1,200 nuclear storage sites when U.S.-Soviet

tensions peaked for their last time in the mid-1980s.

     "By 1990 that number had declined to 600 and today it's down" to an

estimated 142, he said in a telephone interview.

     No longer housing nuclear weapons on their soil today are South

Korea and the U.S. Pacific territory of Guam as well as former Warsaw

Pact military alliance members Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland and what were

East Germany and Czechoslovakia.

     Fourteen former Soviet republics also are no longer deployment

sites: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan,

Khirgia, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine

and Uzbekistan.

************************************************
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FROM: Disarmament  Clearinghouse

 1101 14th Street NW #700

 Washington DC 20005

 TEL: 202 898 0150 ext. 232

 FAX: 202 898 0172

 <disarmament@igc.org>

     About 14,000 of the almost 36,000 existing warheads await

dismantlement or are in the process of being retired, according to the

93-page study, "Taking Stock: Worldwide Nuclear Deployments 1998."

     Of the 12,070 warheads that make up the U.S. arsenal, about 1,350

are scheduled for disassembly over the next three years. The Russian

stockpile was estimated at 22,500, only 10,240 of which were thought to

be operational, the report said.

     The study cited great uncertainty about China's nuclear arsenal,

including the size of the nuclear bomber force and the number of

nuclear-tipped ballistic missiles, because of Beijing's secrecy. 

     The study's co-authors -- Robert Norris, Joshua Handler and Arkin

-- said their estimate of 400 Chinese nuclear weapons at 20 or so

storage sites was based partly on the number of "dedicated missiles and

bomber delivery systems."

     The number of U.S. nuclear weapons in Europe has shrunk

dramatically from more than 6,000 in the early 1980s to some 150 at 10

air bases in seven countries -- Belgium, Germany, Greece, Italy,

Netherlands, Turkey and Britain.

     The United States is the only country with weapons outside its

borders. Norris said by telephone that Israel, Pakistan and India were

undeclared nuclear states. He said India and Pakistan had components
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that could be assembled quickly to produce perhaps a dozen or more bombs

each whereas Israel had "what I believe to be a ready-to-use arsenal of

perhaps 100 nuclear weapons."

     None of the undeclared weapons states figured in the survey. Also

not counted as storage sites were the "dozens or hundreds" of

nuclear-tipped intercontinental ballistic missiles "satellited" to U.S.

or Russian bases.

REUTERS

**********************************************************************

FROM: Disarmament Clearinghouse

 1101 14th Street NW #700

 Washington, DC 20005

  TEL: 202 898 0150 ext .232

  FAX: 202 898 0172 

  <disarmament@igc.org>
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>From disarmtimes  Fri Mar 13 09:46:59 1998

Return-Path: <disarmtimes@igc.apc.org>

Received: from ppp12.igc.org (disarmtimes@ppp12.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id JAA23433;

 Fri, 13 Mar 1998 09:42:29 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980313182000.24778b66@pop.igc.org>

X-Sender: disarmtimes@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 13:20:00 -0500

To: edibal@iprolink.ch, womensleague@gn.apc.org, atwood@pop.unicc.org,

        ipb@gn.apc.org, dkimball@clw.org, disarmament@igc.apc.org,

        aslater@igc.apc.org, danger@stimson.org, acronym@gn.apc.org,

        bsppnn@bway.net, warpeace@interport.net, kcantw9473@aol.com,

        falvo@nymc.edu, flick@igc.apc.org, jklotz@ibm.net, wrl@igc.apc.org,

        jem@igc.apc.org, paintl@igc.apc.org, paprog@igc.apc.org,

        panukes@igc.apc.org, metropeace@igc.apc.org, wfm@igc.apc.org,

        crramey@igc.apc.org, wedo@igc.apc.org, psrnatl@igc.apc.org,

        ippnwbos@igc.apc.org, ippnw@oln.comlink.de, dave@paxchristiusa.org,

        ptasso@pipeline.com, lcnp@aol.com, srfnyusa@igc.apc.org,

        djroche@maildrop.srv.ualberta.ca, wagingpeace@napf.org, nan@gn.apc.org,

        cesd@agoranet.be, jdean@ucsusa.org, wslf@igc.apc.org,

        basicusa@igc.apc.org, jbloomfield@gn.apc.org, nei.til.atomvapen@sn.no,

        fredpax@sn.no, miiscres@pandora.sf.ca.us, cnd@gn.apc.org,

        scheffran@hrzpub.th-darmstadt.de, pgs@web.apc.org, takubo@alles.or.jp,

        antiatom@twics.com, katie@chch.plaNet.org.nz, a-days@motherearth.org,
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        salvador@hawaii.edu, 73744.3675@compuserve.com, nci@access.digex.net,

        mupj@igc.apc.org, basecln@gaia.psdn.org.ph, oliver.meier@bits.de,

        kalinowski@hrzpub.tu-darmstadt.de, Simon.Carroll@ams.greenpeace.org,

        aruna@intouch.com, cfpa@cybernet.net, tedbtaylor@aol.com,

        ecaar@igc.apc.org, pugwash@qmw.ac.uk, JGG786@aol.com, npc@gn.apc.org,

        mccoy@pc.jaring.my, 71263.134@compuserve.com, ipis@igc.apc.org,

        wand@world.std.com, greensfelder@igc.apc.org,

        greencross@mbox300.swipnet.se, vertic@gn.apc.org, mosnex@online.ru,

        danfine@igc.apc.org, syed%friends@sdnpk.undp.org, forum@sn.no,

        basbruyne@igc.apc.org, cdi@igc.apc.org, dcortright@igc.apc.org,

        ieer@igc.apc.org, achin@avk.unv.ernet.in, wise-paris@globenet.org,

        tni@antenna.nl, CXJ15621@niftyserve.or.jp, cnic-jp@po.iijnet.or.jp,

        mtp@cdh.net, bits@ipn-b.comlink.apc.org, cam@nei.org,

        office@pci.knooppunt.be, act@armscontrol.org,

        h94-dol@sokrates.mip.ki.se, mail0082@pop.kdd.net, cupaz@tinoret.cu,

        epp92@antenna.nl, serfo@tornado.be, cpa@web.net, ccnr@web.net,

        dmorgan@web.net, henrik.arnell@klingen.uu.se, greg.mello@environet.org

From: Disarmament Times <disarmtimes@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Draft NGO Statement

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

TO: NGOs interested in presentations to the 1998 NPT PrepCom

FROM: Roger Smith, NGO Committee on Disarmament, New York

Following is an initial draft statement from Jonathan Dean, convenor

of the working group on the presentation theme of "Next Steps" under
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NPT Article VI. Comments and suggestions are requested; please

respond to Jonathan Dean, whose contact information is below. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

>Jonathan Dean

>Adviser on International Security Issues

>Union of Concerned Scientists

>Suite 310, 1616 P Street, NW

>Washington, DC  20036

>202-332-900 FAX: 202-332-0905

>e-mail: jdean@ucsusa.org

>        March 10, 1998

>

>Draft NGO Statement - Article VI:

>Next Steps, drafted by Committee on Nuclear Policy (Jonathan Dean)

>

>    After consulting with the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear dangers, which will

>make proposals on the START process and CTBT, I suggest the following statement

>for comment and development by interested NGOs. This is a draft, which covers

>only one part of the spectrum of NGO interests - post-START further steps to

>implement the Article VI pledge of the weapon states to eliminate their

weapons. Please send your comments and suggestions to me at the address above.

>

>BEGIN DRAFT TEXT

>

>    Mr. Chairman, like others, we want to thank you for setting aside this time
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>for NGO presentations and to wish the delegates great success in this

>conference, which is part of the most important intergovernmental dialogue of

>our time.

>    Mr. Chairman, I am speaking today for a group of NGOs who are working on or

>who support programs of radical, deep cuts in all nuclear arsenals, going far

>beyond bilateral reductions now planned between the U.S. and Russia, as a

>necessary precursor to elimination of nuclear weapons. We believe that only a

>combination of pressure for total elimination of nuclear weapons and practical

>programs for moving to deep reductions can succeed in reaching the

objective. We use the term "practical" as shorthand for programs that are

technically workable and that take into account that the nuclear weapon

states must be convinced by the details of these programs that their

implementation would improve the security of the weapon states as well as

that of others.

>    The most important single development with regard to future action on

>nuclear weapons that could come from the current Prepcom meeting of NPT parties

>-- or from the NPT review conference in the year 2000 -- is agreement by

>non-nuclear weapon NPT parties to support a common program of proposals to the

>weapon states.

>    The united strength of over 180 countries behind a joint program would be a

>powerful, irrefutable voice to which the nuclear weapon states will be

compelled to listen. Up to now, that force has been divided between those

governments which focus on demands for total elimination of nuclear weapons

and those which advocate specific steps. Only when these two strands are

united, only when the people of the world can back a message which sets

forth what they want, total elimination of nuclear weapons, together with a

clear program of how that objective can be achieved, will the objective in
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fact be reached.

>    That is why we appeal today to the delegates of countries without nuclear

>weapons to use the time between now and the review conference in the year 2000

>to hammer out such a unified program.

>    We want now to describe two possible components of such a common program in

>addition, of course, to a powerful statement of the case for total abolition of

>nuclear weapons.

>    The first of these components is de-alerting, taking steps to prevent

>immediate launch of nuclear-tipped missiles. It is a dangerous anachronism that

>the nuclear strategy of Russia and the United States continues based on

>deterrence of surprise attack through deployment of hundreds of missiles ready

>for rapid launch. This is a situation where human or technical error can bring

>accidental or unauthorized launch of a few missiles followed by massive

exchange that could still obliterate most of the Northern Hemisphere, with

possible fall-out extended to a still wider area.

>    Consequently, the governments of all states with nuclear weapons should be

>urged by all other NPT parties to eliminate reliance on continuously available

>weapons and to take actions which delay launch of nuclear-tipped missiles.

>    This approach is recommended by the Canberra Commission and the United

>States National Academy of Sciences. The United States and Russia are already

>committed to one of these actions in the context of the START treaties --

>"deactivation," or removal of warheads from operational missiles and long-range

>aircraft, and placing them in storage. Other de-alerting actions would call for

>reducing the number of warheads carried by submarines or reducing the number of

>missile- launching submarines on patrol.

>    These actions, which are reversible if there is need, need not be part of

>formal disarmament agreements. They can be put in place fairly rapidly, without
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>extensive negotiation. They could cover all strategic nuclear forces or, if

>verification proves a problem, all but a small, designated fraction of

strategic forces. Large-scale de-alerting will compel revision of strategic

planning based on deciding within a compressed few minutes to go to massive

retaliation. Large-scale de-alerting would provide a practical and

self-enforcing basis for no-first-use commitments by the weapon states.

>    A second component of a common program of all NPT states without nuclear

>weapons would be agreement on a practical concept for the last stage of

>negotiated nuclear disarmament, the stage just prior to total elimination

of all nuclear weapons. Several similar proposals for this last stage have

been made in recent years, to the effect that the arsenals of the nuclear

weapon states should be reduced to low equal levels of 100-200 warheads each

and immobilized by separating permitted warheads from delivery systems and

placing both in protected storage sites under international monitoring. A

similar approach could be used with the threshold states. All excess

warheads and delivery systems would be destroyed. Weapons could be withdrawn

in national emergency, but not without giving warning.

>    This program would protect security interests of the weapon states while

>eliminating all possibility of surprise nuclear attack or threats to use

nuclear weapons. If it worked satisfactorily over a period of time, the

world would be much safer. Moving to complete elimination would be the next

logical step.

>    Mr. Chairman, a common program of non-weapon NPT parties which contained as

>its three main elements the case for abolition, early de-alerting, and a

>practical final negotiated stage of nuclear disarmament, would be a very

>powerful instrument in moving the nuclear weapon states to fulfillment of their

>Article VI pledge to eliminate their nuclear weapons. We hope that Prepcom
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>delegates will give serious thought to this suggestion.

>

>END DRAFT TEXT

>

>

Roger Smith

Network Coordinator

NGO Committee on Disarmament

777 U.N. Plaza #3B, New York, NY 10017, USA

tel 1.212.687.5340  fax 1.212.687.1643

disarmtimes@igc.apc.org    http://www.peacenet.org/disarm/
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3509DC13.4CF8@igc.apc.org>

Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 17:23:31 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: abolition-caucus@igc.org, abolition-religious@igc.org

Subject: NPT PrepCom; request for ideas on presentation, speaker

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 13, 1998

Dear Friends:

As you are aware, non-governmental organizations will have an opportunity 

to make  presentations to the NPT Preparatory Committee when it meets in 

Geneva from April 27 to May 8.  I have agreed to develop a presentation 

that offers a spiritual and ethical perspective to the need for nuclear 

non-proliferation and disarmament.  I am doing this as a co-convener of 

the Religious Working Group on Nuclear Abolition.  (Other co-conveners 

are Clayton Ramey of the Fellowship of Reconciliation and Dave Robinson 

of Pax Christi USA.)

I am seeking input on what the statement should say and suggestions on 

who might be asked to address the NPT PrepCom on this subject.  If you 
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have ideas on either, please get in touch with me in the next ten days, 

that is, by March 23.  If you have a speaker to suggest, please provide 

brief biographical information and where that person can be contacted.

I will put these ideas together in a draft statement and share it with 

the co-conveners of the Religious Working Group and with other persons 

outside the United States. I will work with other conveners in the 

selection of a presenter on this topic.  When the presenter is selected, 

I will work with that person in the final draft of the statement.

Thanks for your help.

Howard W. Hallman, Chair

Methodists United for Peace with Justice

e-mail: mupj@igc.org; phone/fax: 301 896-0013 (U.S.A.)
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <350C7AC1.EB7@igc.apc.org>

Date: Sun, 15 Mar 1998 17:05:05 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: ipb@gn.apc.org

Subject: Hotel for PrepCom

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 15, 1998

To: Adam Berry and Jo Tyler

When I was in Geneva in February for the NGO planning meeting, I booked a 

room for April 25 to May 9 at Hotel Luserna at CHF 115 (with shower and 

toilet).  If the NGO Committee arranges for a block of rooms that would 

produce a lower rate, I would be interested.  However, I do want a 

private shower and toilet.  I assume that such a hotel would be 

convenient to the Palais de Nations by bus or walking.  I will arrive 

Saturday afternoon, April 25 and depart early Saturday morning, May 9.

Please keep me advised.
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Shalom,

Howard Hallman
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>From meldredge  Fri Mar 13 13:55:19 1998

Return-Path: <meldredge@igc.apc.org>

Received: from ppp6-4.igc.org (meldredge@ppp6-4.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id NAA15526;

 Fri, 13 Mar 1998 13:54:47 -0800 (PST)

Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 13:54:47 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980313165352.1377acb4@pop.igc.org>

X-Sender: meldredge@pop.igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: rdtandempn+@igc.org, kathy@fcnl.org, wandwill@clark.net, ledwidge@psr.org,

        vision@igc.org, disarmament@igc.org, jsmith@clw.org, mupj@igc.org,

        paprog@igc.org, bmorse@igc.org, dculp@nrdc.org, dkimball@clw.org,

        btiller@psr.org, bridget@fcnl.org, cdavis@clw.org,

        73744.3675@compuserve.com, tperry@ucsusa.org, tcollina@ucsusa.org,

        paexec@igc.org, tom.clements@wdc.greenpeace.org, ieer@ieer.org,

        anitas@ieer.org, panukes@igc.apc.org, cpaine@nrdc.org,

        syoung@basicint.org, billeisen@rocketmail.com

X-UIDL: 889827813.000

From: maureen eldredge <meldredge@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Woolsey Resolution

Status: RO

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Hi folks, Woolsey opened this resolution for co-sponsorship yesterday.  You

can start pestering your Reps. to join on! She also opened the model nuclear
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weapons convention resolution for co-sponsorship.  I will post when I can.

-M

H. CON, RES.

In the House of  Representatives

         

Ms. Woolsey submitted  the fo1lowng concurrent resolution: which was

referred to the committee on __________

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

Expressing the sense of Congress regarding the nuclear weapons stockpile. 

Whereas it is in the best interests of the Nation and the world to ban

nuclear tests forever;

Whereas the nuclear weapons arsenal of the United States has been

extensively tested in the past, and the President

again certified its safety and reliability on February 11, 1998;

Whereas the nuclear weapons stockpile can be maintained without nuclear

explosive testing;

Whereas there exists an ongoing stockpile evaluation and maintenance program

that has ensured the safety and reliability of the arsenal for decades;

Whereas the priority of the stewardship program should be the safety of the

arsenal, and the United States should not design or develop nuclear weapons
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with new military capabilities or modify the nuclear explosive package in

existing weapons;

Whereas the proposed stockpile stewardship program, funded at $4,500,000,000

annually over ten years, is not needed to maintain the arsenal and many of

its programs and facilities are unnecessary and hence a waste of taxpayer

dollars;

         

Whereas the proposed stockpile stewardship program is provocative to both

nuclear weapon states and non-nuclear weapon states, and it runs counter to

the obligations of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons to

pursue negotiations in good faith on cessation at the nuclear arms race and

nuclear disarmament;

Whereas nuclear weapons laboratories intend to use the current stockpile

stewardship program to maintain and significantly enhance scientific and

technical capabilities for undertaking "development of advanced new types of

nuclear weapons" (as stated in the United States Department of Energy

Stockpile Stewardship and Management Plan, 1996); and

Whereas a number of less costly and more appropriate alternatives exist tat

can fulfill the stockpile maintenance requirements of the United States

while complying with the obligations of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation

of Nuclear Weapons:  Now, therefore be it

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate  concurring), That it

is the sense of Congress that
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(1) the nuclear weapons stockpile can be maintained with a program that is

far smaller, is less expensive and does not require facilities or

experiments that are likely to be used for warhead design or development; and

(2) the Secretary of Energy should direct the Department of Energy program

for custodianship of the nuclear weapons arsenal toward less costly; less

provocative methods and cease the current stockpile stewardship plans of the

Department.         

     *********************

       Maureen Eldredge

       Program Director

      Alliance for Nuclear Accountibility

       1801 18th St. NW, Suite 9-2

           Washington, DC 20009

      202-833-4668/fax: 202-234-9536

    (formerly the Military Production Network)

      

      A national network of watchdog organizations 

        working on DOE's nuclear weapons complex.  
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Return-Path: <JGG786@aol.com>

Received: from imo13.mx.aol.com (imo13.mx.aol.com [198.81.17.35])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id QAA06830

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 13 Mar 1998 16:28:51 -0800 (PST)

Received: from JGG786@aol.com

 by imo13.mx.aol.com (IMOv13.ems) id CNIZa11553

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 13 Mar 1998 19:28:17 -0500 (EST)

From: JGG786 <JGG786@aol.com>

Message-ID: <31a0129a.3509cf21@aol.com>

Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 19:28:17 EST

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Mime-Version: 1.0

Subject: Re: NPT PrepCom; request for ideas on presentation, speaker

Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

X-Mailer: AOL 3.0 for Windows 95 sub 18

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

sloan coffin is the most qualified and has paid his dues in this area

he is eloquent and respected

he is committed to the issue

or 

rev. joan cambell of the us national council of churches

or 

rev. james parks morton

or 

father drinan
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and there are others

pax jonathan granoff
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id JAA02119;

 Sun, 15 Mar 1998 09:39:21 -0800 (PST)

Received: from pooky.myhouse.com (pooky.myhouse.com [204.156.22.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA00998

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 15 Mar 1998 09:37:10 -0800 (PST)

Received: from prop1 ([198.240.64.235]) by pooky.myhouse.com (8.8.8/8.8.7) with SMTP id MAA10721; Sun, 15 Mar 
1998 12:36:37 -0500 (EST)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Sun, 15 Mar 1998 12:35:57 -0800

From: Peace through Reason <prop1@prop1.org>

Message-Id: <3.0.5.32.19980315123557.0080fe40@prop1.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: U.S. map and text, "Where the Nukes Are" website

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, nukenet@envirolink.org

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.5 (32)

X-Sender: prop1@prop1.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Be sure to check out 

http://www.msnbc.com/Modules/USNuclearDeployment/default.asp

to see MSNBC articles and interactive map of U.S. nuclear stockpile locations.
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It's a good enchancement of the Grey Panthers' "Radiation Hazards USA"

which we've hosted on our website for several years.  (http://prop1.org; go

to "nuclear" button)

Might be useful with the NPT Prepcom in Geneva....

Ellen Thomas

Ellen Thomas

Proposition One Committee |

Peace Park Antinuclear Vigil

PO Box 27217, Washington DC 20038

202-462-0757 -- fax 202-265-5389

prop1@prop1.org -- http://prop1.org
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Return-Path: <JGG786@aol.com>

Received: from imo22.mx.aol.com (imo22.mx.aol.com [198.81.19.150])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA27565

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 16 Mar 1998 06:44:23 -0800 (PST)

Received: from JGG786@aol.com

 by imo22.mx.aol.com (IMOv13.ems) id CSRMa09339

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 16 Mar 1998 09:40:58 -0500 (EST)

From: JGG786 <JGG786@aol.com>

Message-ID: <3b749a9.350d39fc@aol.com>

Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 09:40:58 EST

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Mime-Version: 1.0

Subject: Re: NPT PrepCom; request for ideas on presentation, speaker

Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

X-Mailer: AOL 3.0 16-bit for Windows sub 38

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Amb. Roche, the author of the Ulitmate Evil, has written a very pointed moral

analysis. he has recently been awarded knighthood by John Paul II and is a

special advisor to the Holy See on dis and sec matters. it would be very

worthwhile to speak with him on this issue. he is a great and brilliant man.

jonathan granoff
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <350D6ECB.6746@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 10:26:19 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: support

Subject: Setting up list-serve

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Friends:

I want to set up a new list-serve.  Please send me the application 

material.

Thanks,

Howard Hallman

phone/fax 301 896-0013
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Return-Path: <mailnull>

Received: (from mailnull@localhost)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id MAA12443;

 Mon, 16 Mar 1998 12:04:58 -0800 (PST)

Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 12:04:58 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <199803162004.MAA12443@igc3.igc.apc.org>

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

References: <350DAF35.3947@igc.apc.org>

In-Reply-To: <350DAF35.3947@igc.apc.org>

Precedence: bulk

Subject: Majordomo Info File and Order Form

From: IGC Majordomo Information <majordomo-info@igc.org>

Organization: PeaceNet/EcoNet/ConflictNet/LaborNet/WomensNet

Reply-To: majordomo-orders@igc.org

X-Revised: Mon, Jun 30, 1997 by <billing3@igc.org> 

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

==========================================================================

Majordomo Mail List Services @ the Institute for Global Communications

                               "Internet for People ... Not for Profit"

Info & Orders - http://www.igc.org/igc/services/

==========================================================================
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Majordomo Mailing Lists 

=======================

Majordomo is an automated mailing list manager. It is a good tool

for communicating with individuals and groups who don't have

access to the APC conferences.  Lists can also be linked to

conferences (newsgroups) so IGC/APC people may participate as

well. 

Majordomo frees mailing list owners from dealing with some of the

administrative details usually associated with running lists such

as subscribing and unsubscribing users. 

Majordomo responds to commands sent via e-mail to

majordomo@igc.org. There are 'public' commands anyone can send to

do such things as subscribe or unsubscribe from a list, get

'help', or get information about your list. 

Listowners have private commands and a list password only they

can use to communicate with Majordomo.  Listowners can do such

things as subscribe and unsubscribe addresses, customize the way

messages look, modify privacy requirements, set message size, and

change other list settings.

To get an idea of how Majordomo works, send E-mail to

majordomo@igc.org with the word "help" in the body of the

message.  You will receive a message listing the 'public'
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commands anyone can use to communicate with Majordomo.

Majordomo Digest Lists

======================

You can ask us to set up a regular Majordomo list which delivers

each message sent to the list as an individual e-mail message. If

you expect your list to become extremely active, you have the

option of ordering a Majordomo digest list.

A Majordomo digest list bundles all of the messages sent to a

regular Majordomo mailing list, then sends them out in a group at a

prearranged time to digest subscribers.

Digests allow mailing list subscribers to receive all of the

messages sent to a list on a convenient schedule, with a table of

contents packaged for easy reading or printing.

List owners can have their digests mailed when the group of

messages reaches a predetermined size, daily, weekly, or on

specified days. List subscribers may choose to receive individual

messages or the digest.

The Advantages of a Digest List
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Many people subscribe to several mail lists and thus receive

hundreds of messages per day.  The digest feature greatly reduces

the number of messages subscribers receive and makes it easier

for them to follow list discussions.  Digest messages are also

archived and list subscribers may retrieve past digest issues.

The Disadvantages of a Digest List

Digest lists are not for those who need to receive messages

quickly. Anyone wanting fast delivery should subscribe to the

regular list rather than the digest.

Important: Listowner responsibilities

========================================

While many of the administrative tasks of running a list are

automated, a listowner does have responsibilities which require

time and some technical skill.

o  Some people may need help subscribing so you will have to add

their address to the list and learn the appropriate commands.

o  Some people change their e-mail address and do not unsubscribe

so you will have to remove their address (or else each message

sent to the list bounces when we try to deliver it to the bad

address).  IGC requires bad addresses to be removed within 48
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hours.

o  Majordomo offers configuration options so you can custom

design the way your messages look, the privacy requirement for

your list, the size your list messages can be and many other

things.  IGC sets up your lists to your specifications initially

but listowners are expected to learn how to configure their lists

after that.

o  If you configure your list as moderated, you need to approve

each message sent to the list.  This takes time and you need to

learn Majordomo commands.

o  If you go away on vacation, you need to find someone to assume

your listowner duties.

o  Listowners need to ensure no addresses are added to your list

which belong to people who have not asked to added.

Being a listowner can be a very rewarding experience but it is

not for everyone.  Before taking on the responsibility, we

strongly urge you to review the Majordomo Manual which tells you

all the things you will need to learn in order to be a listowner.

Please visit the IGC Support Web page to look over the Majordomo

manual before ordering:

  http://www.igc.org/igc/help/conferences/help.majordomo/
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If your list ends up being extremely active (1500 messages a

week), plan on spending up to 20 hours a week to manage it. This

is especially the case if you setup a moderated list (meaning you

approve each message sent to the list).  Some organizations with

Majordomo lists find they must hire staff to maintain their list. 

Who can get a Majordomo mailing list?

=====================================

IGC provides Majordomo service to organizations and individuals

whose work is consistent with our mission, which is to serve,

expand and inspire movements for peace, economic and social

justice, human rights and environmental sustainability around the

world.  Most IGC mailing lists are owned by progressive

non-profit organizations. For-profit businesses may also use

mailing list services if their use of the mailing list conforms to

IGC's mission.

What does it cost?

==================

   Setup Costs

    New Majordomo List (with no Digest List)

      - One-Time Setup Fee: $75 per list
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    New Majordomo and Digest List

      - One-Time Setup Fee: $150 per list 

  

    Digest List Linked to Existing Majordomo List

      - Digest setup is $75 per list

  

  Monthly Fees:

        subscribers:     0-499           500-1999        2000+

        no digest:       $9/month        $15/month       $45/month

        w/digest:        $19/month       $25/month       $55/month

  

    Discounts on Monthly Charges:

      - If you have multiple lists:

          between 2 and 5 lists: 15% off the monthly

                6 lists or more: 30% off the monthly

      - No discounts on monthly charges for digest lists

  Digest Archive Storage:

     - 0.5 MB of archive space free

     - $2.50 per extra 0.5 MB of archive space

       (MB equals MegaByte which is about 250 pages of text.)

  

Majordomo Lists Linked to Conferences (Newsgroups)

  

To have a new organization-sponsored conference on IGC created
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and linked to your new Majordomo list, add $30 to the list setup

fees. 

For new lists attached to organization-sponsored conferences

where the conference set-up fee has already been paid, there is

no additional charge to link the conference to the list. 

To create a new organization-sponsored conference and link it to

an existing Majordomo list, there is a $30 conference setup fee

plus a $25 fee to link the conference to the list. (It's much

more work to link a conference to an existing list than it is for

a list and conference to be created and linked at the same time.)

For more information send e-mail to: <outreach@igc.org> or call

(415) 561-6100, Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Pacific

Time. 

How Do I Set Up a Majordomo or Digest List?

===========================================

Please fill out the form on the IGC Product Center World Wide Web

page at this address:

   http://www.igc.org/igc/services/majordomo.html

If you are unable to access the Web, send a message to
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<majordomo-form@igc.org> and you will receive a form to fill out. 

Important Notes:

o Listowners must abide by the terms listed in the IGC Subscriber

Agreement in Section V. Prohibited, Restricted and Unwise

Activities. See http://www.igc.org/igc/help/agreement.html .

o DO NOT advertise your list in any form until we have confirmed

that it is set up and running, and you have confirmed that the

list name is correct and the list works.

o The listowner can maintain the list of addresses by sending

commands via e-mail to <majordomo@igc.apc.org>.  If you have an

IGC account, you can use 'listedit' from the initial menu of

IGC's text-based interface.

o All of the configuration options, except for the list name and

owner, can be changed by the owner after the initial setup of the

list.

o When adding addresses to your list, include only addresses of

those who have specifically asked to be on your list.

Institute for Global Communications
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PO Box 29904

San Francisco, CA  94129-0904

Tel:  415-561-6100

Fax:  415-561-6101

outreach@igc.org

Web site:

--------

http://www.igc.org               General information

http://www.igc.org/igc/services  Products and services

http://www.igc.org/igc/netnews   IGC NetNews newsletter

http://www.igc.org/igc/help      Technical support

Auto-Mailers:

------------

igc-info@igc.org                 Brochure

www-info@igc.org                 Web services

www-commerce-info@igc.org        Secure Commerce Server

www-excite-info@igc.org          Excite Web Searching

www-intranet-info@igc.org        Intranet Solution Web Password Protection

dns-info@igc.org                 Domain Name Service

get-netnews@igc.org              Full text of latest NetNews

Email to IGC Staff:

------------------

outreach@igc.org                 questions & orders for products & services
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support@igc.org                  technical support for products & services

billing@igc.org                  billing

marketing@igc.org                interviews, media, press clips, barter

=========================================================================
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igc3.igc.apc.org (igc3.igc.org [192.82.108.33])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id NAA23323;

 Mon, 16 Mar 1998 13:33:31 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id NAA20146;

 Mon, 16 Mar 1998 13:32:20 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp19.igc.org (aslater@ppp19.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id NAA19923

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Mon, 16 Mar 1998 13:30:27 -0800 (PST)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 13:30:27 -0800 (PST)

From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980316163021.11d7f22a@pop.igc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: USA/Model Nuclear Weapons Convention

To: abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Friends,

Here's another initiative by Congresswoman Lynne Woolsey which was submitted

together with her resolution to stop the stockpile stewardship program.

Please add this in your discussions with your representatives to sign on as
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co-sponsors.  To our non-US members, perhaps you can get a similar

resolution introduced into your parliaments for discussion purposes.  See

below.  Regards, Alice

>To: rdtandempn+@igc.org

>From: maureen eldredge <meldredge@igc.apc.org>

>Subject: Model Nuclear Weapons Convention

>

>Here is the resolution that Woolsey opened for co-sponsors on Friday.  

>-M

>Ms. Woolsey submitted the following resolution, which was referred to the

>Committee on ____________________         

>

>RESOLUTION recognizing the security interests of the United States

>furthering complete nuclear disarmament.  

>

>Whereas on February 2, 1998, former President Jimmy Carter and more than 100

>former or current heads of state and civilian leaders from 46 nations issued

>a statement that "the world is not condemned to live forever with threats of

>nuclear conflict, or the anxious fragile peace imposed by nuclear

>deterrence" and that 'sheer destructiveness of nuclear weapons invokes a

>moral imperative for their elimination;

>Whereas on December 5, 1998, General Lee Butter (U.S. Air Force, Ret.) and

>more than 60 other retired generals and admirals from 17 countries issued a

>statement that 'the continued existence of nuclear weapons in the armories

>of nuclear powers and the ever-present threat of acquisition of these
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>weapons by others, constitute a peril to global peace. and security and to

>the safety and survival of the people we are dedicated to protect," and that

>"the creation of a nuclear-weapons-free world is both "necessary" and

>"possible";

>Whereas the development and maintenance of nuclear arsenals are

>extraordinarily expensive Whereas the end of the Cold War and the current

>strategic environment provide an unprecedented opportunity to revise our

>national policies on nuclear weapons; 

>Whereas the United States has a vital security interest in promoting the

>nonproliferation and disarmament of nuclear weapons; 

>Whereas the only security from the threat of nuclear weapons it their

>elimination under strict and effective inter-national control;

>Whereas the United States has undertaken, under Article VI of the Nuclear

>Non-Proliferation Treaty to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective

>measures relating to nuclear disarmament;

>Whereas the long-term viability of the nonproliferation regime is at risk if

>the United States fails to implement the Article VI obligation;

>Whereas the United States has successfully achieved nuclear arms reductions

>and other arms control measures through bilateral negotiations and

>reciproca1 actions;

>Whereas on July 3, 1996, the International Court of Justice, in response to

>a request for an advisory opinion from the United Nations General Assembly,

>concluded that "the threat or use of nuclear weapons would generally be

>contrary to the rules of international law applicable in armed conflict" and

>that "there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a

>conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects

>under strict and effective international control';
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>Whereas on December 9, 1997, the United Nations General Assembly adopted by

>an overwhelming majority Resolution 52/38 O following up on the advisory

>opinion of the International Court of Justice and calling upon all states to

>fulfill their nuclear disarmament obligation by commencing multilateral

>negotiations in 1998 leading to The early conclusion of a nuclear weapons

>convention prohibiting the development, production, testing, deployment,

>stockpiling, transfer, threat, or use of nuclear weapons and providing for

>their elimination and requesting all states to inform the Secretary -General

>of the United Nations of The efforts and measures they have taken on the

>implementation of the resolution and nuclear disarmament; and

>Whereas on November 17,1997. Costa Rica: submitted to the Secretary-General

>of the United Nations a Model Nuclear Weapons Convention as a "work in

>progress setting forth the legal, technical, and political issues that

>should be considered in order to obtain an actual nuclear weapons

>convention," and the Model Nuclear Weapons Convention subsequently was

>translated into the 6 official United Nations languages and circulated as a

>United Nations document (A/C. 1/52/7): 

>Now, therefore be it Resolved, That the House of Representatives 

>(1) welcomes the Model Nuclear Weapons Convention as a discussion document

>intended to further negotiations on complete nuclear disarmament.   

>2) urges the President to initiate multilateral negotiations leading to the

>early conclusion of a nuclear weapons convention; and

>(3) requests the President to inform the Secretary-General of the United

>Nations of the efforts and measures United States has taken on the

>implementation of United Nations General Assembly resolution 52/38 O and

>nuclear disarmament

>
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Alice Slater

Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)

15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010

212-726-9161 (tel)

212-726-9160 (fax)

aslater@igc.apc.org
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <350E1E4D.5F53@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 22:55:09 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dce@wcc-coe.org

Subject: Inquiry

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 16, 1998

Dear Dwain:

Greeetings!  Have you had a chance to look at the redraft of the 

statement for the NPT Preparatory Committee?  Also, at the invitation?

We're ready to roll as soon as we receive your approval.

Shalom,

Howard
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Return-Path: <dce@wcc-coe.org>

Received: from wccx.wcc-coe.org (root@wccx.wcc-coe.org [193.73.242.100])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id FAA25770

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 17 Mar 1998 05:01:40 -0800 (PST)

Received: from wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org (wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org [193.73.242.105]) by wccx.wcc-coe.org (8.8.8/8.6.9) 
with SMTP id OAA00070 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 17 Mar 1998 14:01:22 +0100

Received: from wccgeneva-Message_Server by wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org

 with Novell_GroupWise; Tue, 17 Mar 1998 14:01:18 +0100

Message-Id: <s50e822e.083@wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org>

X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 14:00:29 +0100

From: Dwain EPPS <dce@wcc-coe.org>

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Cc: sal@wcc-coe.org

Subject: Inquiry -Reply

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Howard,

The best laid plans, and all that...

1.  I like the revised statement.  It has become much sharper and more

demanding, and at the same time sets reasonable, practical political and

moral goals.  I agree to the Pax Christi suggestions, and as a

professional niggler, have one or two editorial ones of my own:

para 3.  Remove "therefore" from the second sentence.  In the third
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sentence (here I do not insist, but it would seem better to me) use means

and ends (plural)  and read ....between means and ends by failing to

recognize that just ends cannot...

para 4.  read "burdened" rather than burden.

para 8.  consider removing "also" from the first line, and read ...nations of

the Earth agree on...

para 9.  remove "therefore" from second sentence, and strike "on earth"

from the end.  We also wish to abolish or prevent nuclear weapons in

space.

para 10. read, "First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the

nuclear weapons..."

penultimate para.  replace "addicted" with "bound"

final para.  remove from second sentence "We assert that", and from

third sentence, remove "therefore, and read "We urge delegates to act

now, decisively and courageously...."

I am seeking Konrad s agreement from Harare on this amended text now

by fax, and hope to have it by day s end, together with his formal

agreement to cohost.  The invitation is excellent.  I will come back to you

either later today, or early tomorrow morning with final approval.  
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My sincere regrets for the delay again, but best to be safe.
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Return-Path: <support4>

Received: (from support4@localhost)

 by igc4.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id CAA27420;

 Tue, 17 Mar 1998 02:47:08 -0800 (PST)

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 02:47:07 -0800 (PST)

From: "Art McGee, IGC Technical Support" <support4@igc.apc.org>

Reply-To: Majordomo Admin <majordomo-orders@igc.apc.org>

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: Setting up list-serve

In-Reply-To: <350D6ECB.6746@igc.apc.org>

Message-ID: <Pine.SUN.3.91.980317024631.26868F-100000@igc.apc.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Majordomo Info File and Order Form

==========================================================================

Majordomo Mail List Services @ the Institute for Global Communications

                               "Internet for People ... Not for Profit"

Info & Orders - http://www.igc.org/igc/services/

==========================================================================

Majordomo Mailing Lists 
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=======================

Majordomo is an automated mailing list manager. It is a good tool

for communicating with individuals and groups who don't have

access to the APC conferences.  Lists can also be linked to

conferences (newsgroups) so IGC/APC people may participate as

well. 

Majordomo frees mailing list owners from dealing with some of the

administrative details usually associated with running lists such

as subscribing and unsubscribing users. 

Majordomo responds to commands sent via e-mail to

majordomo@igc.org. There are 'public' commands anyone can send to

do such things as subscribe or unsubscribe from a list, get

'help', or get information about your list. 

Listowners have private commands and a list password only they

can use to communicate with Majordomo.  Listowners can do such

things as subscribe and unsubscribe addresses, customize the way

messages look, modify privacy requirements, set message size, and

change other list settings.

To get an idea of how Majordomo works, send E-mail to

majordomo@igc.org with the word "help" in the body of the

message.  You will receive a message listing the 'public'

commands anyone can use to communicate with Majordomo.
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Majordomo Digest Lists

======================

You can ask us to set up a regular Majordomo list which delivers

each message sent to the list as an individual e-mail message. If

you expect your list to become extremely active, you have the

option of ordering a Majordomo digest list.

A Majordomo digest list bundles all of the messages sent to a

regular Majordomo mailing list, then sends them out in a group at a

prearranged time to digest subscribers.

Digests allow mailing list subscribers to receive all of the

messages sent to a list on a convenient schedule, with a table of

contents packaged for easy reading or printing.

List owners can have their digests mailed when the group of

messages reaches a predetermined size, daily, weekly, or on

specified days. List subscribers may choose to receive individual

messages or the digest.

The Advantages of a Digest List

Many people subscribe to several mail lists and thus receive
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hundreds of messages per day.  The digest feature greatly reduces

the number of messages subscribers receive and makes it easier

for them to follow list discussions.  Digest messages are also

archived and list subscribers may retrieve past digest issues.

The Disadvantages of a Digest List

Digest lists are not for those who need to receive messages

quickly. Anyone wanting fast delivery should subscribe to the

regular list rather than the digest.

Important: Listowner responsibilities

========================================

While many of the administrative tasks of running a list are

automated, a listowner does have responsibilities which require

time and some technical skill.

o  Some people may need help subscribing so you will have to add

their address to the list and learn the appropriate commands.

o  Some people change their e-mail address and do not unsubscribe

so you will have to remove their address (or else each message

sent to the list bounces when we try to deliver it to the bad

address).  IGC requires bad addresses to be removed within 48

hours.
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o  Majordomo offers configuration options so you can custom

design the way your messages look, the privacy requirement for

your list, the size your list messages can be and many other

things.  IGC sets up your lists to your specifications initially

but listowners are expected to learn how to configure their lists

after that.

o  If you configure your list as moderated, you need to approve

each message sent to the list.  This takes time and you need to

learn Majordomo commands.

o  If you go away on vacation, you need to find someone to assume

your listowner duties.

o  Listowners need to ensure no addresses are added to your list

which belong to people who have not asked to added.

Being a listowner can be a very rewarding experience but it is

not for everyone.  Before taking on the responsibility, we

strongly urge you to review the Majordomo Manual which tells you

all the things you will need to learn in order to be a listowner.

Please visit the IGC Support Web page to look over the Majordomo

manual before ordering:

  http://www.igc.org/igc/help/conferences/help.majordomo/
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If your list ends up being extremely active (1500 messages a

week), plan on spending up to 20 hours a week to manage it. This

is especially the case if you setup a moderated list (meaning you

approve each message sent to the list).  Some organizations with

Majordomo lists find they must hire staff to maintain their list. 

Who can get a Majordomo mailing list?

=====================================

IGC provides Majordomo service to organizations and individuals

whose work is consistent with our mission, which is to serve,

expand and inspire movements for peace, economic and social

justice, human rights and environmental sustainability around the

world.  Most IGC mailing lists are owned by progressive

non-profit organizations. For-profit businesses may also use

mailing list services if their use of the mailing list conforms to

IGC's mission.

What does it cost?

==================

   Setup Costs

    New Majordomo List (with no Digest List)

      - One-Time Setup Fee: $75 per list
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    New Majordomo and Digest List

      - One-Time Setup Fee: $150 per list 

  

    Digest List Linked to Existing Majordomo List

      - Digest setup is $75 per list

  

  Monthly Fees:

        subscribers:     0-499           500-1999        2000+

        no digest:       $9/month        $15/month       $45/month

        w/digest:        $19/month       $25/month       $55/month

  

    Discounts on Monthly Charges:

      - If you have multiple lists:

          between 2 and 5 lists: 15% off the monthly

                6 lists or more: 30% off the monthly

      - No discounts on monthly charges for digest lists

  Digest Archive Storage:

     - 0.5 MB of archive space free

     - $2.50 per extra 0.5 MB of archive space

       (MB equals MegaByte which is about 250 pages of text.)

  

Majordomo Lists Linked to Conferences (Newsgroups)

  

To have a new organization-sponsored conference on IGC created

and linked to your new Majordomo list, add $30 to the list setup
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fees. 

For new lists attached to organization-sponsored conferences

where the conference set-up fee has already been paid, there is

no additional charge to link the conference to the list. 

To create a new organization-sponsored conference and link it to

an existing Majordomo list, there is a $30 conference setup fee

plus a $25 fee to link the conference to the list. (It's much

more work to link a conference to an existing list than it is for

a list and conference to be created and linked at the same time.)

For more information send e-mail to: <outreach@igc.org> or call

(415) 561-6100, Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Pacific

Time. 

How Do I Set Up a Majordomo or Digest List?

===========================================

Please fill out the form on the IGC Product Center World Wide Web

page at this address:

   http://www.igc.org/igc/services/majordomo.html

If you are unable to access the Web, send a message to

<majordomo-form@igc.org> and you will receive a form to fill out. 
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Important Notes:

o Listowners must abide by the terms listed in the IGC Subscriber

Agreement in Section V. Prohibited, Restricted and Unwise

Activities. See http://www.igc.org/igc/help/agreement.html .

o DO NOT advertise your list in any form until we have confirmed

that it is set up and running, and you have confirmed that the

list name is correct and the list works.

o The listowner can maintain the list of addresses by sending

commands via e-mail to <majordomo@igc.apc.org>.  If you have an

IGC account, you can use 'listedit' from the initial menu of

IGC's text-based interface.

o All of the configuration options, except for the list name and

owner, can be changed by the owner after the initial setup of the

list.

o When adding addresses to your list, include only addresses of

those who have specifically asked to be on your list.

Institute for Global Communications

PO Box 29904
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San Francisco, CA  94129-0904

Tel:  415-561-6100

Fax:  415-561-6101

outreach@igc.org

Web site:

--------

http://www.igc.org               General information

http://www.igc.org/igc/services  Products and services

http://www.igc.org/igc/netnews   IGC NetNews newsletter

http://www.igc.org/igc/help      Technical support

Auto-Mailers:

------------

igc-info@igc.org                 Brochure

www-info@igc.org                 Web services

www-commerce-info@igc.org        Secure Commerce Server

www-excite-info@igc.org          Excite Web Searching

www-intranet-info@igc.org        Intranet Solution Web Password Protection

dns-info@igc.org                 Domain Name Service

get-netnews@igc.org              Full text of latest NetNews

Email to IGC Staff:

------------------

outreach@igc.org                 questions & orders for products & services

support@igc.org                  technical support for products & services
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billing@igc.org                  billing

marketing@igc.org                interviews, media, press clips, barter

=========================================================================

------------------------------------------------------------------

| Arthur McGee (IGC Technical Support)    <support4@igc.org>     |

| Institute for Global Communications     http://www.igc.org/    |

| Voice: +1-415-561-6100                  Fax: +1-415-561-6101   |

| PeaceNet  *  EcoNet  *  ConflictNet  *  WomensNet  *  LaborNet |

------------------------------------------------------------------

New Yorker Cartoon: "On the Internet, no one knows if you're a dog."

Art McGee:  "What's wrong with being a dog?"

On Mon, 16 Mar 1998, mupj wrote:

> Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 10:26:19 -0800

> From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

> To: support@igc.org

> Subject: Setting up list-serve

> 

> Dear Friends:

> 

> I want to set up a new list-serve.  Please send me the application 

> material.
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> 

> Thanks,

> Howard Hallman

> phone/fax 301 896-0013

> 
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <350EAE2A.3690@igc.apc.org>

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 09:08:58 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: Dwain EPPS <dce@wcc-coe.org>

Subject: Re: Inquiry -Reply

References: <s50e822e.083@wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dwain EPPS wrote:

> 

> Dear Howard,

> 

> The best laid plans, and all that...

> Dear Dwain:

All your suggested changes are all right with me.  I'll share them with 

Dave Robinson at Pax Christi USA for his approval and will let him decide 

whether they have to go through Cardinal Danneels.

Thanks for your prompt reply.

Howard
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <350EAF2C.CD8@igc.apc.org>

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 09:13:16 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dave@paxchristiusa.org

Subject: PrepCom statement

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Dave:

Here is Dwain Epps' response on the draft statement.  All of his changes 

are all right with me.  (The one in the penultimate paragraph isn't 

applicable because I've already removed that phrase.)   Are they 

acceptable to you?  Do you need to clear them with Cardinal Danneels?

Dwain is also seeking approval from Dr. Raiser for the invitation.  I 

haven't heard from Wyzner's office yet.  I call Friday and will call 

again today.

Shalom,

Howard

###
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Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 14:00:29 +0100

From: Dwain EPPS <dce@wcc-coe.org>

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Cc: sal@wcc-coe.org

Subject: Inquiry -Reply

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Howard,

The best laid plans, and all that...

1.  I like the revised statement.  It has become much sharper and more

demanding, and at the same time sets reasonable, practical political and

moral goals.  I agree to the Pax Christi suggestions, and as a

professional niggler, have one or two editorial ones of my own:

para 3.  Remove "therefore" from the second sentence.  In the third

sentence (here I do not insist, but it would seem better to me) use means

and ends (plural)  and read ....between means and ends by failing to

recognize that just ends cannot...

para 4.  read "burdened" rather than burden.

para 8.  consider removing "also" from the first line, and read 

...nations of

the Earth agree on...
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para 9.  remove "therefore" from second sentence, and strike "on earth"

from the end.  We also wish to abolish or prevent nuclear weapons in

space.

para 10. read, "First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the

nuclear weapons..."

penultimate para.  replace "addicted" with "bound"

final para.  remove from second sentence "We assert that", and from

third sentence, remove "therefore, and read "We urge delegates to act

now, decisively and courageously...."

I am seeking Konrad s agreement from Harare on this amended text now

by fax, and hope to have it by day s end, together with his formal

agreement to cohost.  The invitation is excellent.  I will come back to 

you

either later today, or early tomorrow morning with final approval.  

My sincere regrets for the delay again, but best to be safe.
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<!-- Revised 9/22/97 by ejgertz@igc.org -->

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Majordomo Lists at IGC</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY BGCOLOR="#ffffff" text="#000000" link="#006666"

vlink="#006666" alink="#009999">

<TABLE width=500 border=0  cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0> <TR><TD> <A HREF="/igc/index.html"><IMG 
SRC="/igc/gifs/igchead.gif" WIDTH="500" HEIGHT="37" BORDER="0" ALIGN="BOTTOM"></A></TD></TR>
<TR><TD><I><A HREF="/igc/search/index.html"><IMG SRC
="/igc/gifs/bsearch.gif" WIDTH="120" HEIGHT="17" BORDER="0" ALT=" Search |" ALIGN="BOTTOM"></A>
</I><A HREF="/igc/help/index.html"><IMG SRC="/igc/gifs/bhelp.gif"WIDTH="95" HEIGHT="17" BORDER="0" 
ALT=" Help |" ALIGN="BOTTOM"><A HREF="news://news.igc.apc.org"><IMG SRC="/igc/gifs/bvisit.gif" 
width="95" height="17" border="0" alt=" News |" align="bottom"></A><A HREF="/igc/members/index.html"><IMG 
SRC="/igc/gifs/bmembers.gif" WIDTH="95" HEIGHT="17" BORDER="0" ALT=" Members |" 
ALIGN="BOTTOM"></A><IMG SRC="/igc/gifs/bbps.gif" WIDTH="95" HEIGHT="17" BORDER="0" 
ALT="image"
 ALIGN="BOTTOM"><BR><A HREF="index.html"><IMG SRC="/igc/gifs/banps.gif" ALIGN="BOTTOM" 
ALT="Products and Services"  BORDER="0"></a> </TD></TR></TABLE>

<TABLE WIDTH=500 BORDER=0 CELLSPACING=0><TR><TD>

<CENTER>

<H2>Majordomo Mailing Lists</H2>
<FONT COLOR="#CC0000" SIZE="-1">Fast Track: Skip to <A HREF="#orderform">Order Form</A></FONT>

</CENTER>

<UL>
        <LI><A HREF="#maj">What</A> is a Majordomo mailing list?
        <LI><A HREF="#dig">Digest</A>? What's that?
        <LI><A HREF="#who">Who</A> can own a Majordomo at IGC?
        <LI><A HREF="#rates">Rates</A> for setting up a 
Majordomo and Majordomo Digest mailing list
        <LI><A HREF="#orderform">Majordomo and Majordomo Digest Order Form</A>
</UL>

<HR>

<H3 ALIGN=LEFT><A NAME="maj">What is a Majordomo mailing list?</A></H3>

<blockquote>
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Majordomo is an automated mailing list manager that makes running and
participating in Internet mailing lists much easier.  It is a good
tool for communicating with individuals and groups not on the APC
networks (who don't have access to the APC conferences).  Lists can
also be linked to conferences (aka newsgroups) so interested IGC/APC
people may participate.<p>

Majordomo frees people who are running a mailing list from dealing
with most of the administrative details usually associated with
running lists by automating such procedures as adding and dropping
mailing list subscribers.<p>

Majordomo responds to commands sent via e-mail to
&lt;majordomo@igc.org&gt;. There are 'public' commands anyone can
send to do such things as subscribe or unsubscribe from a list, get
'help', get information about your list or information about all of
our lists.<p>

Listowners have private commands and a list password only they can
use to communicate with majordomo.  Listowners can do such things as
subscribe and unsubscribe addresses, custom design the way messages
look, the privacy requirement for the list, the size list messages
can be and many other things.<p>

To get an idea of how it works, send e-mail to
&lt;majordomo@igc.org&gt; with only the word "help" in the body of
the message.  You will receive a message listing the 'public'
commands anyone can use to communicate with Majordomo.
</blockquote>

<H3 ALIGN=LEFT><A NAME="dig">Majordomo Digest Lists</A></H3>

<blockquote>
You can ask us to setup a regular majordomo list which delivers
each message sent to the list as an individual e-mail message.
If you expect your list to become extremely active, you also
have the option of having us setup a majordomo digest list
which gets linked to your regular majordomo list.<p>

A Majordomo digest list bundles all of the messages sent to a
regular Majordomo mailing list, then sends them at prearranged
times, instead of as a one-by-one trickle of messages.<p>

Using digests, mailing list subscribers can receive all of the
messages sent to a list on a convenient schedule, packaged for
easy reading or printing.  Digests even include a table of contents.<p>

List owners can have their digests mailed
once a day, once a week or certain days of the week.<p>

List subscribers can switch between receiving individual messages
or the digest.<p>
</blockquote>
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<h4 align=left>The Advantages of a Digest List</h4>

<blockquote>
Many people subscribe to several mail lists and can receive
hundreds of messages per day.  The digest feature can greatly
reduce the number of messages they receive and also make it
easier for them to follow list discussions.<p>

Digest messages are also archived after they are sent which
allows new digest list subscribers to retrieve past digest
issues.<p>
</blockquote>

<h4 align=left>The Disadvantages</h4>

<blockquote>
Digest lists are not for those who need to receive messages
quickly. Anyone wanting fast delivery should remain on the
non-digest list.<p>

Digest issues are mailed only once a day or even less often.
Digest subscribers will have to wait to receive the topics
discussed on the list.<p>
</blockquote>

<H3 ALIGN=LEFT><A NAME="job">What is involved with being a listowner?</A></H3>

<blockquote>
While many of the administrative tasks of running a list are
automated, a listowner does have responsibilities which require time
and some technical skill:<p>

<ul type=square>
<LI>Some people may need help subscribing so you will have to add
their address to the list and learn the appropriate commands.<p>

<LI>Some people change their e-mail address and do not unsubscribe
so you will have to remove their address (or else each message
sent to the list bounces when we try to deliver it to the bad
address). IGC expects bad addresses to be removed within 48 hours.<p>

<LI>Majordomo offers configuration options so you can custom design
the way your messages look, the privacy requirement for your list,
the size your list messages can be and many other things.  IGC
sets up your lists to your specifications initially but listowners
are expected to learn how to configure their lists after that.<p>

<LI>If you configure your list as moderated, you need to approve
each message sent to the list which takes time and you need to
learn majordomo commands.<p>

<LI>If you go away on vacation, you need to find someone to
take over for you to remove or add addresses, etc.<p>
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<LI>Listowners need to ensure no addresses are added to your
list who belong to people who have not asked to added.<p>
</ul>

Being a listowner can be a very rewarding experience but it is not
for everyone.  Before taking on the responsibility, we strongly urge
you to review the Majordomo Manual which tells you all the things you
will need to learn in order to be a listowner.  Please visit the IGC
Support Web page to look over the Majordomo Manual before ordering:<p>

<blockquote>
<a 
href="http://www.igc.org/igc/help/conferences/help.majordomo/">http://www.igc.org/igc/help/conferences/help.majord
omo/</a>
</blockquote>
<p>
If your list ends up being extremely active, plan on spending up to
20 hours a week to manage it, especially if you setup a moderated
list (meaning you approve each message sent to the list).  Some
organizations with multiple majordomo lists, hire listowners.<p>
</blockquote>

<H3 ALIGN=LEFT><A NAME="who">Who can get a Majordomo mailing 
list at IGC?</A></H3>

<blockquote>
IGC provides this service to organizations and individuals whose
work is consistent with our mission, which is to serve, expand
and inspire movements for peace, economic and social justice,
human rights and environmental sustainability around the world.
As a general rule, IGC sets up mailing lists for nonprofits
working in progressive movements.  For-profit businesses can also
use this service, however, only if their use of the mailing list
supports IGC's mission. <p>
</blockquote>

<H3 ALIGN=LEFT><A NAME="rates">Rates for setting up a Majordomo 
mailing list</A></H3>

<blockquote>
<b>Setup Costs</b><p>

Prices effective July 1, 1997<p>

<TABLE BORDER="0" CELLPADDING="5" CELLSPACING="3">

<TR ALIGN=RIGHT>
<TD>&nbsp;</TD>
<TD><b>New Majordomo (without Digest)</b></TD>   
        <TD>
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        $75 per list
        </TD>     
    </TR>
<TR ALIGN=RIGHT>
<TD>&nbsp;</TD>
<TD><b>New Majordomo (with Digest)</b></TH>   
        <TD>
         $150 per list
        </TD>     
    </TR>
<TR ALIGN=RIGHT>
<TD>&nbsp;</TD>
<TD><b>Digest for Existing Majordomo</b></TH>   
        <TD>
        $75 per list
        </TD>     
    </TR>
<TR ALIGN=RIGHT>
<TD>&nbsp;</TD>
<TD><b>New Conference Linked to Majordomo List</b></TH>   
        <TD>
        $30 per conference
        </TD>     
    </TR>

</table>

<p>

<b>Monthly Fees</b>
<p>
<TABLE BORDER="0" CELLPADDING="5" CELLSPACING="3">
<TR ALIGN=RIGHT>
<TD>&nbsp;</TD>
<TD><b>subscribers:</b></TD>   
        <TD><b>0-499</b></TD>     
        <TD><b>500-1999</b></TD>  
        <TD><b>2000+</b></TD>
     </TR>
      
<TR ALIGN=RIGHT>
<TD>&nbsp;</TD>
<TD><b>no digest:</b></TD>    
        <TD>
        $9/month 
        </TD>  
        <TD>
         $15/month 
        </TD>   
        <TD>
         $45/month

        </TD>
</TR>
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<TR ALIGN=RIGHT>
<TD>&nbsp;</TD>
<TD><b>w/digest:</b></TD>    
        <TD>
         $19/month 
        </TD>  
        <TD>
         $25/month 
        </TD>   
        <TD>
         $55/month

        </TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<p>

<b>Discounts on Monthly Charges (multiple lists only):</b>

<P>
<table>

<TR ALIGN=RIGHT>
<TD>&nbsp;</TD>
<TD><b>between 2 and 5 lists:</b></TD>    
        <TD>
         15% off the monthly
        </TD>  
</TR>
<TR ALIGN=RIGHT>
<TD>&nbsp;</TD>
<TD><b>6 lists or more:</b></TD>    
        <TD>
         30% off the monthly
        </TD>  
</TR>
</table>

<P>

<b>Digest Archive Storage:</b>

<P>

<dd>  - 0.5 MB of archive space free<br>
<dd>  - $2.50 per extra 0.5 MB of archive space<br>

<P>
One Megabyte (MB) equals about 250 pages of text.<p>

<b>Majordomo Lists Linked to Conferences (aka Newsgroups)</B>
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<P>
To have a new organization-sponsored conference on IGC created
  and linked to your new Majordomo list, add $30 to the list setup
  fees.
<P>
For new lists attached to organization-sponsored conferences where the
  conference set-up fee has already been paid, there is no
  additional charge to link the conference to the list.
<P>
To create a new organization-sponsored conference and link it
  to an existing Majordomo list, there is a $30 conference setup fee
  plus a $25 fee to link the conference to the list. (It's much less
  work for IGC to create both at once.)
<P>
For more information send e-mail to: <a
href="mailto:outreach@igc.org">outreach@igc.org</a> or call
415-561-6100 Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time.<p>
</blockquote>

</blockquote>
<HR>

<H2 ALIGN=LEFT><A NAME="orderform">Majordomo Order Form</A></H2>

<BLOCKQUOTE><FONT COLOR="#CC0000">Complete Section 1 for all new
Majordomo lists, complete sections 1 and 2 if you are ordering a
Majordomo list and its Digest list, complete Section 3 if you are
adding a Linked Conference to the Majordomo list. Complete all
sections if you are ordering a Majordomo, its Digest and a Linked
Conference. When you have completed the appropriate section(s),
click the "Order Majordomo List" button at the bottom of the page to
send your order.<P>

If you already have the Majordomo list and are wanting to link a
Digest list to it, do not use this form.  Instead complete the <a
href="http://www.igc.org/igc/services/majordomo-digest-form.html">Majordomo
Digest Upgrade Order Form</a>.
</FONT>
</BLOCKQUOTE>

<H3 ALIGN="LEFT">Section 1: Minimum Majordomo</H3>

<FORM ACTION="/scripts/order/weborders" METHOD="post">

<!-- say what variables contain userid and password -->

<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "igcuser" VALUE = "userid|password">

<!-- who gets the email message -->

<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "mailto" VALUE = "majordomo-orders@igc.org">
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<!-- subject of email message -->

<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" 
       NAME = "email_subject" 
       VALUE= "Majordomo Order -- $listname">

<!-- a configuration file for giving descriptions for the required
     fields for the particular product -->

<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "order_type" VALUE="majordomo">
<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "order_type_delimiter" VALUE="|">

<!-- simple text for the thank you screen -- script doesn't
     have a confirmURL idea with redirects.  -->

   <!-- title of response page -->
   <INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME="response_title"
        VALUE = "Your IGC Majordomo Order">

   <INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "html_response"
        VALUE = "Thank you for ordering a Majordomo mailing list.">

<!-- validation of certain fields in message, the form is
     fieldname|validitytype|anotherfieldname|validitytype
     Validity types are isYes, isNo, email, credit_card
     isYes will accept "on" and isNo will accept "off" -->

<INPUT TYPE="hidden"
       NAME="validate_fields" 
       VALUE="agree|isYes">

<!-- order of the fields in the email message
     this might be enough to make it more readable, but is also easy to
     change   -->

<INPUT TYPE="hidden" NAME="variable_order" VALUE = 
"order_no|submit|userid|discount.setup|discount.monthly|discount.storage|discount.transfer|name|email|orgname|mission
|mission.txt|mission.alt|agree|listname|listowner|list_passwd|open|moderated|advertised|descript

ion|who|who.subscribers|reply_to|init_msg|description.digest|useold|newmessage|addresses.move|addresses.new|interval
|toc|volume.default|vol.start.number|issue.start.number|archive|archive.days|confname|confdescription|keywords|facilitat
or|categories|pub-p

riv|apcnets|apcusers|conftitle">

 <INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "required_variables"
        VALUE = 
"userid|name|email|orgname|mission|agree|listname|listowner|list_passwd|open|moderated|advertised|who|reply_to|init_
msg">
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<INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME="secret_variables" 
VALUE="password|discount.setup|discount.monthly|discount.storage|discount.transfer">

                <INPUT TYPE="hidden" NAME="discount.setup" VALUE="">
                <INPUT TYPE="hidden" NAME="discount.monthly" VALUE="">
                <INPUT TYPE="hidden" NAME="discount.storage" VALUE="">
                <INPUT TYPE="hidden" NAME="discount.transfer" VALUE="">

 <INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "url_of_this_form"
        VALUE = "/igc/services/majordomo.html">

 <INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "bgcolor" VALUE = "FFFFFF">

 <!-- like return URL, give a URL -->
 <INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "return_link_url"
        VALUE = "http://www.igc.org/igc/services/">

<!-- the name of the link: please return to xxxx -->
 <INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "return_link_name"
        VALUE = "the IGC Product Center">

 <INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "database_name" VALUE = "">
 <INPUT TYPE = "hidden" NAME = "database_delimiter" VALUE = ",">

i. Account to bill for this service
<BLOCKQUOTE>
    <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="userid" SIZE=14 MAXLENGTH=18> 
    IGC account name (UserID)
    <br>
    <INPUT TYPE="password" NAME="password" SIZE=14 MAXLENGTH=18>
    password for that account <P>

<font color="#009900">You must have an IGC User ID to bill for
services. If you don't have an IGC User ID, you will need to <a
href="https://swww.igc.apc.org/igc/nl-account-form.html">apply for a
billing account</a> prior to ordering this service. If you are
unsure of what account to bill to, contact the <a
href="mailto:billing@igc.org">IGC Billing Department</a>,
415-561-6100 before submitting this form.</font>
</blockquote>

<p> 

ii.  Contact information of Orderer (You).
<BLOCKQUOTE>
    <input type="text" name="name" size=35 maxlength=50> 
    Your name <BR> 
    <input type="text" name="email" size=35 maxlength=50>
    Your e-mail address
</BLOCKQUOTE>

<p>
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iii. Organizational Mission Check<p>

<BLOCKQUOTE>

Name of your organization: 
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="orgname" SIZE=35 MAXLENGTH=50>
<P>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">Refer to '<A HREF="./majordomo.html#who">Who can get a Majordomo mailing list?
</A>,' and check/complete one. </FONT>

<P>

    <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="mission" VALUE="on file">
    We already have a mission statement on file with IGC.
<P>
    <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="mission" VALUE="included here">
    This is our organization's mission, which is consistent with
        IGC's:

<P>
        
        <FONT COLOR="#CC0000">Summarize your mission statement or briefly describe what your organization does. 
Make reference to the tax exempt status of you organization.</FONT>

<TEXTAREA NAME="mission.txt" ROWS=4 COLS=65>

</TEXTAREA>

<P>

    <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="mission" VALUE="not obvious">
    Our mission is not obviously consistent with IGC's (for
        example, we are a for-profit business) but our use of
        your services will serve IGC's mission because:

<P>

<TEXTAREA NAME="mission.alt" ROWS=4 COLS=65>
</TEXTAREA>

</BLOCKQUOTE>

iv. Do you agree to abide by the terms listed in the IGC
Subscriber Agreement in Section V. Prohibited, Restricted and
Unwise Activities?

<BLOCKQUOTE><FONT COLOR="#CC0000">Listowners must abide by the terms
listed in the IGC Subscriber Agreement. The entire agreement can be
found at <A HREF="http://www.igc.org/igc/help/agreement.html">
http://www.igc.org/igc/help/agreement.html</A>. Specifically Section
V. pertains to the use of the IGC networks for commercial activity,
the unauthorized use of copyrighted material, uses that violate
federal and state laws, harassment, the resale of information on the
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Net and the virtues of being a good citizen on the Internet. </FONT>

<P>

YES
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="agree" VALUE="yes">
NO
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="agree" VALUE="no">

</BLOCKQUOTE>

1. Majordomo list name: 

<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="listname" SIZE=35 MAXLENGTH=50>

<BLOCKQUOTE><FONT COLOR="#CC0000">The list name must contain at
least one dash ( - ). The list name must be no more than 24
characters in length, must contain only lower case, alphabetic
characters, digits and dashes ( - ). Periods and spaces are not
allowed in the list name. We strongly suggest that the list name
contain your organization's acronym.
</FONT></BLOCKQUOTE>

2.  Single user that owns the list: 
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="listowner" SIZE=30 MAXLENGTH=50>

<BLOCKQUOTE><FONT COLOR="#CC0000"> This must be a valid Internet
e-mail address or an IGC UserID. </FONT></BLOCKQUOTE>

3.  Password for the list: 
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="list_passwd" SIZE=20 MAXLENGTH=20>

<BLOCKQUOTE><FONT COLOR="#CC0000">The list owner uses the password
to administer the list, e.g., add/remove people, change "info"
message, reconfigure list options, and approve postings to a
moderated list. The password is sent via conventional e-mail, is not
encrypted and should not be considered secure. In no case should
that password be the same as the list owners password to the system.
The password must not contain a pound character ( # ).
</FONT></BLOCKQUOTE>

4. Should the list be open or closed?

<p>

<BLOCKQUOTE>
OPEN
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="open" VALUE="open">
CLOSED
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="open" VALUE="closed" CHECKED>
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<P>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">Majordomo lists are either open or
closed. An open list is one to which anyone can subscribe
themselves. A subscription request sent to Majordomo for a closed
list is forwarded to the list owner for approval.

</FONT></BLOCKQUOTE>
     
5.  Should the list be moderated? 

<BLOCKQUOTE>
YES
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="moderated" VALUE="yes">
NO
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="moderated" VALUE="no" CHECKED>

<p>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">Answer 'YES', if you want all
postings to the list to be sent to the listowner for approval.

</FONT></BLOCKQUOTE>

6.  Should people on the Internet be able to see that IGC
    carries this list, by sending the 'lists' command?  
    
<BLOCKQUOTE>
YES
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="advertised" VALUE="yes">
NO
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="advertised" VALUE="no" CHECKED>

<P>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">A list can be configured as
nonadvertised.  We use this configuration to prevent your list from
being listed in the output of a "lists" command. TIP: If you want to
minimize the possibilty of unauthorized individuals 'breaking' into
your list with unsolicited commercials, you should select the "NO"
button.

</FONT>
<P>
 If YES, give a one-line description of the list:

<P>
<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">This description will be sent in response to
the 'lists' command.  Description should be 50 characters (*not*
words) or less.

</FONT>

<P>
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<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="description" SIZE=50 MAXLENGTH=50>

</BLOCKQUOTE>

7.  Should everyone in the world be able to find out who is
    subscribed to this list, even people not on the list?      
    
<BLOCKQUOTE>

YES
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="who" VALUE="yes">
NO
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="who" VALUE="no" CHECKED>

<P>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">If you answer YES, then anyone in
the world will be able to send the "who" command and see who is
subscribed to the list. If you answer NO, then you must supply an
answer to the following question. TIP: To avoide unauthorized use of
your mailinglist,  you should select the "NO" button.

</FONT>
</BLOCKQUOTE>
<P>

8. If not everyone, should people on the list be allowed to find out 
    who is on the list?  
    
<BLOCKQUOTE>

YES
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="who.subscribers" VALUE="yes">
NO
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="who.subscribers" VALUE="no" CHECKED>

<P>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">If you answer YES,
then only subscribers to the list will be able to see
who is subscribed to the list. If you answer NO, then no one will be
able to see who is subscribed to the list. You will be able to see who
is subscribed to the list by using the "approve" command in conjunction
with the "who" command (as described in the owner's manual) or by using
"listedit" from the main prompt of IGC's text-based interface.  In most
cases there is no great need for list subscribers to be able to see who
is subscribed to the list. We suggest that you answer NO to protect the
privacy of subscribers. We also feel that this will help keep the
subscription list out of the hands of those who might re-use or re-sell
the list for commercial purposes.

</FONT></BLOCKQUOTE>

9. When your subscribers reply, make them reply to list or sender?
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<BLOCKQUOTE>

LIST
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="reply_to" VALUE="list">
SENDER
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="reply_to" VALUE="sender" CHECKED>

<P>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">The default is to sender and you can change
this default later, if you wish.  WARNING: If you choose to have
all replies go to the list address, there are situations when
some system mailers may send bounced messages to the entire list,
creating havoc for everyone.  While this can happen no matter
which setting you choose, it is more likely to happen when replies
are set to go to to the list.

</FONT></BLOCKQUOTE>

10. Append initial informational message here:

<BLOCKQUOTE><FONT COLOR="#CC0000">The initial informational
message welcomes people who join the list or is sent to those
that specifically request the information through a Majordomo
command.

<P>

There is no limit on the size of this message (within reason). 
It should be plain text, and we suggest a line length of 65
characters with 'hard' returns ending each line.

<P>
Instructions on how to subscribe to/unsubscribe from your list
are automatically prepended to this initial message, so there is
no need to restate that here.

</FONT>

<P>
<TEXTAREA NAME="init_msg" ROWS=10 COLS=65>
</TEXTAREA>

</BLOCKQUOTE>

<blockquote><font color="$11AA44">
If you only want a majordomo mailinglist,
without linking it to a conference or digests, click on the the
Submit Majordomo Order for Simple Majordomo now.  Otherwise, go on to
complete Sections 2 or 3 before submitting this form
</font></blockquote>

<INPUT TYPE="submit" NAME="submit"
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       VALUE="Order Majordomo only (no digest) Now">
<INPUT TYPE="reset" VALUE="Clear Form">

<HR>

<H2 ALIGN="LEFT">Majordomo Order Form<BR>Section 2: Digest</H2>

<blockquote><font color="#CC0000">If you are completing this
section, you should already have completed Section 1 above. Digest
lists will use your list name with the word 'digest' appended. For
example, "sc-announce-digest".

</font></blockquote>

11. If you would like the one-line description for the digest list
to differ from the linked ordinary list, please give a one-line
description of the list that will be sent in response to the
'lists' command.

<blockquote>

 <font color="#CC0000">The description should be 50 characters or
less. <b>Note:</b> 50 characters, not 50 Words!</font>

<P>

<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="description.digest" SIZE=50 MAXLENGTH=50>
</blockquote>
<P>

12. Initial informational message, to welcome people who join
    the list, or to send to those that specifically request the
    information.
    
<blockquote>

<font color="#CC0000">There is no limit on the size of this message
(within reason). It should be plain text, and we suggest a line
length of 65 characters. <P>Instructions on how to subscribe
to/unsubscribe from your list are automatically prepended to this
initial message, so there is no need to restate that here. <P>It's
important to tell subscribers that they should not subscribe to the
digest list and the non-digest list or they'll get duplicate
messages. </font>

<P>
     
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="useold" VALUE="yes">
 Use the same info message as in the associated non-digest list.
<P>
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="useold" VALUE="no">
 Use a new info message.  Please include it here:
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<P>

<TEXTAREA NAME="newmessage" ROWS=10 COLS=65>

</TEXTAREA>

</blockquote>

<P>

13.  If you would like to move addresses from your non-digest
     list to the digest list, please answer one of the following:

<blockquote>
     
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="addresses.move" VALUE="all"> 
Move all the addresses to the digest list.
<P>
<blockquote>         
<font color="#CC0000">It's wise to let everyone know you're doing this first.</font>
</blockquote>

<P>
Move only the addresses listed here

<blockquote>         
<font color="#CC0000">Please list each address on a line by itself.</font>
</blockquote>
         
<TEXTAREA NAME="addresses.move" ROWS=4 COLS=35>

</TEXTAREA>

</blockquote>

14.  Add these new subscribers to the digest list.

<blockquote>         
<font color="#CC0000">Please list each address on a line by itself.</font>
</blockquote>

<blockquote>

<TEXTAREA NAME="addresses.new" ROWS=4 COLS=35>

</TEXTAREA>

</blockquote>

15.  How often would you like your digest issues to be mailed
     out?
<P>
     
<blockquote>
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Once or more each week.  Please select the day(s):
<dd>
         
 <INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="interval" VALUE="Mon"> Mon  
 <INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="interval" VALUE="Tue"> Tue    
 <INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="interval" VALUE="Wed"> Wed    
 <INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="interval" VALUE="Thu"> Thu    
 <INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="interval" VALUE="Fri"> Fri   
 <INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="interval" VALUE="Sat"> Sat    
 <INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="interval" VALUE="Sun"> Sun
<P>

<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="interval" VALUE="daily"> Every day 
(digests are mailed after 12:01 a.m. on this day.)
         
</blockquote>

16.  Would you like the digest issues to include a table of
     contents?  

<blockquote>

YES
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="toc" VALUE="yes">
NO
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="toc" VALUE="no">

</blockquote>

17.  Each Digest message is given a digest volume number and
     issue number.  The default setting is volume 1, issue 1
     (v1.001).
     
<blockquote>
     Would you like to use these defaults? 

<P>
YES
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="volume.default" VALUE="yes">
NO
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="volume.default" VALUE="no">

     If No, please give the volume and issue numbers you would
     like to start with:
     
<pre><INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="vol.start.number" value="1" SIZE=4> Volume Number      <INPUT 
TYPE="text" NAME="issue.start.number" value="1" SIZE=4> Issue Number

</pre></blockquote>

18.  Each digest message is saved in an archive file which anyone
subscribed to the digest list can retrieve at a later date, a
convenient feature for new digest subscribers.
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<blockquote>
<font color="#CC0000">
You are given 0.5 MB of archive space free and it costs $2.50 per
extra 0.5 MB of archive space thereafter.  (MB equals MegaByte
which is about 250 pages of text.)  An extremely active list
generating about 2500 messages a week can create archives between
0.5 MB to 1 MB per week in size.
<P>
We can automatically delete archive files for you.
</font>
</blockquote>

How long would you like to save archive files?
<P>   
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="archive" VALUE="never" CHECKED> Never
<P>
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="archive" VALUE="forever"> Forever (never delete)
<P>
<INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="archive" VALUE="days"> Number of Days 
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="archive.days" SIZE=3 MAXLENGTH=3>

<P>   
<INPUT TYPE="submit" NAME="submit"
       VALUE="Order Majordomo (with Digest) Now">
<INPUT TYPE="reset" VALUE="Clear Form">

<HR>

<H2 ALIGN="LEFT">Majordomo Order Form<BR>Section 3: Linked Conference</H2>

<BLOCKQUOTE>
<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">Fill out this section only if you want your 
new Majordomo list linked to a public or private IGC conference. There is
a one-time $30 setup fee for a new conference. There is no extra charge
for linking a Majordomo list to an existing conference.
</FONT></BLOCKQUOTE>

19.  Requested or existing conference name (14 char. max.): 

<BLOCKQUOTE>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">All conference names must be 14 characters
or less, and use only alphanumeric characters and periods. No
capital letters may be used. Names of organization-sponsored
conferences have to start with the organization's acronym,
followed by a period, then a word or words descriptive of the
purpose of the conference. </FONT>
<P>

<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="confname" SIZE=14 MAXLENGTH=14>

<P>
<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">If you want your new Majordomo list linked
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to an existing conference, do not complete the rest of this
section.
</FONT></BLOCKQUOTE>

20.  Description of Conference (254 char. max.): 

<BLOCKQUOTE>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">This will appear in the conference (l)ist
(the directory), the 'conferences' conference, and in topic 1 of
your conference as Purpose of This Conference (you can delete it
there, and replace with a longer description if you wish).</FONT>

<P>
<TEXTAREA NAME="confdescription" ROWS=6 COLS=65>

</TEXTAREA>

</BLOCKQUOTE>

21.  Keywords (128 char. max.): 

<BLOCKQUOTE>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">Used for searching the conference (l)ist by subject. 
Separate keywords with a \ only, e.g., disarmament\human rights\youth</FONT>

<P>

<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="keywords" SIZE=65 MAXLENGTH=128>

</BLOCKQUOTE>

22.  Conference facilitator e-mail:

<BLOCKQUOTE>
<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">This must be an IGC User ID.
Displayed in the IGC conference database, this account will be
contacted by users and IGC staff for info about the conference. </FONT>
</BLOCKQUOTE>

<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="facilitator" SIZE=15 MAXLENGTH=15>

<P>
23.  Categories (up to 3): 

<BLOCKQUOTE>
<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">
If your conference is public, you may select up to three categories
under which to list it in IGC's conference database. If it's
private, do not select categories.
</FONT>
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</BLOCKQUOTE>

<TABLE BORDER="0" CELLPADDING="3">
<TR>

 <TD VALIGN=TOP>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Activism">Activism<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Africa">Africa<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Air & Climate">Air & Climate<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Alerts">Alerts<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Animal Rights">Animal Rights<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Announcements">Announcements<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Asia">Asia<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="CIS/xUSSR">CIS/xUSSR<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Calendars">Calendars<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Central America">Central America<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Community">Community<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Computers & Software">Computers & Software<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Conflict Resolution">Conflict Resolution<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Development">Development<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Disarmament">Disarmament<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Economics">Economics<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Education & Research">Education & Research<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Energy">Energy<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Environment - Education">Environment - Education

 </TD>

 <TD VALIGN=TOP>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Environment - General">Environment - General<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Environment - Legislation">Environment - 
Legislation<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Europe">Europe<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Food & Agriculture">Food & Agriculture<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Forests">Forests<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Gender & Sexuality">Gender & Sexuality<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="General Interest">General Interest<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Gov't Sources - U.S.">Government Sources - U.S.<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Greens Movement">Greens Movement<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Health">Health<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Homeopathy">Homeopathy<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Human Rights">Human Rights<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Indigenous Peoples">Indigenous Peoples<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Labor/Trade Unions">Labor/Trade Unions<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Latin America">Latin America<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Mailing List">Mailing List<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Media">Media<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Middle East">Middle East<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Military & Security">Military & Security

 </TD>

 <TD VALIGN=TOP>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="News Articles/Press Releases">News Articles/Press 
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Releases<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="News Services & Magazines">News Services & 
Magazines<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Newsletters">Newsletters<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Nuclear Weapons & Testing">Nuclear Weapons & 
Testing<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Pacific">Pacific<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Peace">Peace<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Philosophy & Spirituality">Philosophy & Spirituality<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Politics">Politics<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Seas & Waters">Seas & Waters<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Social Justice">Social Justice<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Spanish-language">Spanish-language<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Technology">Technology<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Toxics & Waste">Toxics & Waste<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="U.S. Regional">U.S. Regional<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="United Nations">United Nations<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Wilderness & Wildlife">Wilderness & Wildlife<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Women's Issues">Women's Issues<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="category" VALUE="Youth">Youth

 </TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<P>
24.  Access Permissions: 

<BLOCKQUOTE>
<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">The list owner is the conference moderator if the list is moderated.
</FONT>

<P>
    Conference is <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="pub-priv" VALUE="public" CHECKED>public 
or <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="pub-priv" VALUE="private">private 

</BLOCKQUOTE>

25.  Network to other APC systems? 

<BLOCKQUOTE>

<FONT COLOR="#CC0000">Networking makes the conference available
to users on other <A HREF="http://www.apc.org">Association for
Progressive Communications</A> (APC) member networks. Select one
or more systems to ask to carry your conference. (APC members
carry public and private conferences at their local
option.)</FONT>
<P>

<TABLE BORDER="0" CELLPADDING="3">
<TR>
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 <TD VALIGN="top">
 <INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="ax">AlterNex - Brazil<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="chasque">Chasque - Uruguay<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="colnodo">Colnodo - Colombia<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="comlink">ComLink - Germany<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="econnect">Econnect - Czech Republic<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="ecuanex">Ecuanex - Ecuador<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="glas">GlasNet - Russia<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="gluk">GLUK - Ukraine<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="gn">GreenNet - United Kingdom<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="pangea">IPANEX - Spain<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="knooppunt">KnoopPunt - Belgium<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="laneta">LaNeta - Mexico

 </TD>

 <TD VALIGN="top">
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="nicarao">Nicarao - Nicaragua<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="nordnet">NordNet - Sweden<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="peg">Pegasus - Australia<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="planet">PlaNet - New Zealand<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="retina">Retina - Slovenia<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="sangonet">SangoNet - South Africa<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="wamani">Wamani - Argentina<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="web">Web - Canada<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="ztn-b">ZTN - Bosnia<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="ztn-c">ZTN - Croatia<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="ztn-s">ZTN - Serbia<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="checkbox" NAME="apcnets" VALUE="ztn-s">ZTN - Slovenia

 </TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<P>
If your conference is private, list users at other APC networks
who have requested access, one e-mail address per line:
<P>
<TEXTAREA NAME="apcusers" ROWS=4 COLS=35>

</TEXTAREA>
</BLOCKQUOTE>
26.  Expanded Conference Title (39 char. max.): 

<BLOCKQUOTE>
 <FONT COLOR="#CC0000">The expanded title will be displayed to users who access the conference.
 </FONT>
 
<P>
<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="conftitle" SIZE=39 MAXLENGTH=39>

</BLOCKQUOTE>

<BR>
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<INPUT TYPE="submit" NAME="submit"
       VALUE="Order Majordomo (with Digest and/or Conference Now)">
<INPUT TYPE="reset" VALUE="Clear Form">

<P>

</CENTER>

<P>

</FORM>
<a name="help"><hr size=3 width=300></a>

<p> <h3>Need Help?</h3>

<p>

<b>Browse on the Web:</b>

<ul> <li> <a href="http://www.igc.org/igc/netnews">NetNews</a>
with news, info and stories about IGC and its members. <li> IGC's
<a href="http://www.igc.org">Home Page</a>. <li> IGC's <a
href="http://www.igc.org/igc/services">Product Center</a> on the
Web </ul>

<b>Send e-mail to IGC staff by department:</b>

<ul>
  <li> questions about standard products and services go to
       <a href="mailto:outreach@igc.org">outreach@igc.org</a>.
  <li> questions about custom products and services go to
       <a href="mailto:consulting@igc.org">consulting@igc.org</a>.
  <li> technical support for products and services go to
       <a href="mailto:support@igc.org">support@igc.org</a>.
  <li> billing inquiries go to
       <a href="mailto:billing@igc.org">billing@igc.org</a>.
  <li> interviews, media, advertizing, barter requests go to
       <a href="mailto:marketing@igc.org">marketing@igc.org</a>.
</ul>

<p>

<b>To talk to a staff person about products and services:</b><p>

<blockquote> The Outreach Desk @IGC<br> Tel: 415-561-6100<br> We
are open Monday through Friday from 9 am to 5 pm PST<br>
</blockquote> <p>

<p>

</td></tr></table> 

<TABLE width = 500 border+2 cellpadding = 0 cellspacing  = 0>
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<tr><td colspan= 2>

<img src ="/igc/gifs/footertb.gif" width = 499 height = 7>

</td></tr>

<tr><td valign=top align=right>

<A HREF="/igc/help/index.html"><img src="/igc/gifs/footerhelp.gif" width="100" height="20" border="0" 
alt="*HELP*"></a><br>
<A HREF="/igc/search/index.html"><img src="/igc/gifs/footersearch.gif" width="100" height="40" border="0" 
alt="*SEARCH*"></a><br> <A HREF="/igc/index.html"><img src="/igc/gifs/footerhome.gif" width="100" 
height="20" border="0" alt="*HOME*"></a><br> </td>

<TD align = right valign = top>

<A HREF="/igc/conflictnet/index.html"
onMouseOver="window.status= 'Click here to go to ConflictNet';return true">
<IMG SRC="/igc/gifs/handcn.gif" WIDTH="70" HEIGHT="66" BORDER="0" ALT=" ConflictNet |"  
ALIGN="BOTTOM"></A>

<A HREF="/igc/econet/index.html"
onMouseOver="window.status= 'Click here to go to EcoNet';return true">
<IMG SRC="/igc/gifs/handen.gif" 
WIDTH="70" HEIGHT="66" BORDER="0" ALT=" EcoNet |" ALIGN="BOTTOM"></A>

<A HREF="/igc/labornet/index.html"
onMouseOver="window.status= 'Click here to go to LaborNet';return true">
<IMG SRC="/igc/gifs/handln.gif" WIDTH="70" HEIGHT="66" BORDER="0" ALT=" LaborNet |" 
ALIGN="BOTTOM"></A>

<A HREF="/igc/womensnet/index.html"
onMouseOver="window.status= 'Click here to go to WomensNet';return true">
<IMG SRC="/igc/gifs/handwn.gif" WIDTH="70" HEIGHT="66" BORDER="0" ALT="  WomensNet |" 
ALIGN="BOTTOM"></A>

<A HREF="/igc/peacenet/index.html"
onMouseOver="window.status= 'Click here to go to PeaceNet';return true">
<IMG SRC="/igc/gifs/handpn.gif" WIDTH="70" HEIGHT="66" BORDER="0" ALT="  PeaceNet " 
ALIGN="BOTTOM"></A></TD></TR>

<tr><td colspan= 2>

<img src = "/igc/gifs/footerbb.gif" width = 499 height = 7>

</td></tr>

</TABLE> 

</body>
</html>
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Return-Path: <dave@paxchristiusa.org>

Received: from moose.erie.net (moose.erie.net [208.138.204.11])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA03192

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 17 Mar 1998 07:38:01 -0800 (PST)

Received: from TEAMInternet (usr1-49.erie.net [208.138.205.239])

 by moose.erie.net (8.8.5/8.8.5) with ESMTP id KAA23346

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>;

 Tue, 17 Mar 1998 10:39:07 -0500

X-Envelope-To: <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Received: from dave.paxchristiusa.org ([192.168.0.100]) by TEAMInternet  with smtp id m0yEzlt-000ssvC (Apexx 
Technology); Tue, 17 Mar 1998 12:03:05 -0500 (EST)

Received: by dave.paxchristiusa.org with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD5190.82414CE0@dave.paxchristiusa.org>; Tue, 17 Mar 1998 10:36:13 -0500

Message-ID: <01BD5190.82414CE0@dave.paxchristiusa.org>

From: Dave Robinson <dave@paxchristiusa.org>

To: "'mupj'" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: RE: PrepCom statement

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 10:35:30 -0500

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id HAA03192

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Howard,

The changes are all fine with me.  Can you incorporate them into the text and email me a final copy, please?  I will 
forward it along to PC Int'l but they should have no problem-I just want them to have a final draft.  Let me know as soon 
as you get the ok on the invitations and I will move ahead.
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Peace,

Dave

----------

From:  mupj [SMTP:mupj@igc.apc.org]

Sent:  Tuesday, March 17, 1998 12:13 PM

To:  dave@paxchristiusa.org

Subject:  PrepCom statement

Dear Dave:

Here is Dwain Epps' response on the draft statement.  All of his changes 

are all right with me.  (The one in the penultimate paragraph isn't 

applicable because I've already removed that phrase.)   Are they 

acceptable to you?  Do you need to clear them with Cardinal Danneels?

Dwain is also seeking approval from Dr. Raiser for the invitation.  I 

haven't heard from Wyzner's office yet.  I call Friday and will call 

again today.

Shalom,

Howard

###

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 14:00:29 +0100

From: Dwain EPPS <dce@wcc-coe.org>
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To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Cc: sal@wcc-coe.org

Subject: Inquiry -Reply

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Howard,

The best laid plans, and all that...

1.  I like the revised statement.  It has become much sharper and more

demanding, and at the same time sets reasonable, practical political and

moral goals.  I agree to the Pax Christi suggestions, and as a

professional niggler, have one or two editorial ones of my own:

para 3.  Remove "therefore" from the second sentence.  In the third

sentence (here I do not insist, but it would seem better to me) use means

and ends (plural)  and read ....between means and ends by failing to

recognize that just ends cannot...

para 4.  read "burdened" rather than burden.

para 8.  consider removing "also" from the first line, and read 

...nations of

the Earth agree on...

para 9.  remove "therefore" from second sentence, and strike "on earth"

from the end.  We also wish to abolish or prevent nuclear weapons in
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space.

para 10. read, "First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the

nuclear weapons..."

penultimate para.  replace "addicted" with "bound"

final para.  remove from second sentence "We assert that", and from

third sentence, remove "therefore, and read "We urge delegates to act

now, decisively and courageously...."

I am seeking Konrad s agreement from Harare on this amended text now

by fax, and hope to have it by day s end, together with his formal

agreement to cohost.  The invitation is excellent.  I will come back to 

you

either later today, or early tomorrow morning with final approval.  

My sincere regrets for the delay again, but best to be safe.
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Return-Path: <dce@wcc-coe.org>

Received: from wccx.wcc-coe.org (root@wccx.wcc-coe.org [193.73.242.100])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA13140

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 17 Mar 1998 09:02:29 -0800 (PST)

Received: from wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org (wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org [193.73.242.105]) by wccx.wcc-coe.org (8.8.8/8.6.9) 
with SMTP id SAA03584 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 17 Mar 1998 18:02:28 +0100

Received: from wccgeneva-Message_Server by wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org

 with Novell_GroupWise; Tue, 17 Mar 1998 18:02:19 +0100

Message-Id: <s50ebaab.052@wccxsmtp.wcc-coe.org>

X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 18:01:19 +0100

From: Dwain EPPS <dce@wcc-coe.org>

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Cc: sal@wcc-coe.org

Subject: Re: Inquiry -Reply -Reply

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Thanks for this.  In the meantime, I have spoken with Konrad, and he is

quite comfortable with the invitation, speaking briefly at the reception,

and signing the statement with Cardinal Daneels.

Good news on all fronts.

With respect to contacting councils, I really fear that we cannot be of

more help than posting the final statement on our website.  I take it, and

heartily agree, that this is not a come-one come-all sign-on, but a pointed

one to Bishops' conferences and councils.  The fact of the statement,
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though, will be of encouragement and stimulating for many in the peace

movement in the churches.  With respect to contacting councils, there is

Yearbook of the WCC which contains updated names and addresses of

Regional and national christian/ecumenical councils.  You should be able

to get a copy quickly from the US Office of the WCC in NY.  If not, let me

know, and I can airmail you one from here.

Thanks for all the insistent, hard and good work!

Dwain
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <350F0752.1420@igc.apc.org>

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 15:29:22 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dce@wcc-coe.org

CC: mupj@igc.org

Subject: Final version of PrepCom statement

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Dear Dwain:

Here's the final version of the NPT PrepCom statement, incorporating your 

suggestions.  You are welcome to post on the WCC web page.  Pax Christi 

International is translating it into French.  We'll supply you a copy of 

that version for whatever use you want to make of it.

We will now proceed to seek some additional signers from regional and 

national ecumenical councils and Catholic bishops and then sent it to 

foreign ministers.  We will keep it open for other endorsers, such as 

through the World Conference on Peace and Religion, until the opening of 

the PrepCom.  We'll keep in touch on related matters.

Salom,
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Howard

###

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 

of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 

Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons 

slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was quite 

apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would probably 

occur in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the 

increased destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that just ends cannot be achieved through wrongful means.
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        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 

in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burdened with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 

humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 

preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches meeting in Seoul, Korea in 1983 stated: "We believe 

that the time has come when the churches must unequivocally declare that 

the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a 

crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on 

ethical and theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the 

institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear 

weapons and warfare are delegitimized and condemn as violations of 

international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 
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United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth agree on the need to eliminate 

nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in Article 

VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) "to 

the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 

disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice 

unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in good 

faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously. We call upon 

the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a 

notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all nuclear 

weapons. 

        First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the nuclear 

weapon states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to 

nuclear abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, 
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retired generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on 

what these steps should be.  They include:

· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 

vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 

United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, other nations need not wait until 

they are willing to become engaged.  Rather as stewards of God's Earth, 

non-nuclear weapon states can begin the task of developing a nuclear 

weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to abolish 
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all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  Loyalty to 

all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political blocs of nations. 

We urge delegates to act now decisively and courageously for the benefit 

of all the peoples of Earth.

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General 

Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

March 17, 1998
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <350F060F.E73@igc.apc.org>

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 15:23:59 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dave@paxchristiusa.org

Subject: Final version of PrepCom statement

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

March 17, 1998

Dear Dave:

Here is the final version of the statement for the NPT PrepCom, as edited 

to incorporate Dwain Epps' suggestions.  It has been approved by Dr. 

Konrad Raiser.  Dwain will post in on the WCC's web page.  You and Pax 

Christi International can do likewise if you wish.

Please accept the offer to have it translated into French.  When that is 

done, the translaters could supply a copy directly to Epps at 

dce@wcc-coe.org if they want so that he can use it on the WCC web page, 

if appropriate, and others.  I would like a copy of the French version, 

too, in case I need to give it to somebody.
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Dr. Raiser accepts the wording of the invitation.  I'm still trying to 

get an OK from Wyzner's office for the invitation.  I'll let you know as 

soon as I do.

Shalom,

Howard

###

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 

of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 

Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons 

slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was quite 

apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would probably 

occur in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the 

increased destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 
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innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that just ends cannot be achieved through wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 

in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burdened with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 

humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 

preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches meeting in Seoul, Korea in 1983 stated: "We believe 

that the time has come when the churches must unequivocally declare that 

the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a 

crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on 

ethical and theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the 
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institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear 

weapons and warfare are delegitimized and condemn as violations of 

international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth agree on the need to eliminate 

nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in Article 

VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) "to 

the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 

disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice 

unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in good 

faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously. We call upon 

the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a 

notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all nuclear 
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weapons. 

        First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the nuclear 

weapon states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to 

nuclear abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, 

retired generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on 

what these steps should be.  They include:

· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 

vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 

United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 
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Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, other nations need not wait until 

they are willing to become engaged.  Rather as stewards of God's Earth, 

non-nuclear weapon states can begin the task of developing a nuclear 

weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to abolish 

all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  Loyalty to 

all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political blocs of nations. 

We urge delegates to act now decisively and courageously for the benefit 

of all the peoples of Earth.

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General 

Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

March 17, 1998
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X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 15:44:01 -0500

To: mupj@igc.apc.org
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Subject: CURRENT SIGN-ONS
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Archbishop Mor Cyril Aphrem Karim

Eastern Archdiocese

Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch
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Clifton Kirkpatrick, 

Stated Clerk of the General Assembly

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

Gordon L. Sommers

President

Moravian Church, Northern Province

Rabbi Arthur Waskow

Director

The Shalom Center

Johan Maurer

General Secretary

Friends United Meeting

Kathy Thornton, RSM

National Coordinator

NETWORK: A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby

Ronald J. Sider

President

Evangelicals for Social Action

Paul H. Sherry

President

United Church of Christ
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Rev. Tyrone S. Pitts

General Secretary

Progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc.

Kara Newell

Executive Director

American Friends Service Committee

Bishop McKinely Young

African Methodist Episcopal Church

The Rev. Dr. Daniel E. Weiss

General Secretary

American Baptist Churches, USA

Bishop Walter F. Sullivan

Catholic Diocese of Richmond

 

Dr. Richard L. Hamm

General Minister and President

Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in the United States and Canada

The Rev. Dr. Joseph M. Mason

Interim Executive Director
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Church of the Brethren, General Board

Heather Nolen

Coordinator

Church of the Brethren, Washington Office

Susan Shank Mix

President

Church Women United

Bruce Brichard

General Secretary

Friends General Conference (for identification purposes only)

Johan Maurer

General Secretary

Friends United Meeting

John K. Stoner

Coordinator

New Call to Peacemaking

Metropolitan Theodosius (Lazor)

Primate

Orthodox Church in America

John A. Buehrens
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President

Unitarian Universalist Association
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Message-Id: <1.5.4.32.19980317230200.006bbc14@local.fcnl.org>

X-Sender: kathy@local.fcnl.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.4 (32)

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 18:02:00 -0500

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

From: Kathy Guthrie <kathy@fcnl.org>

Subject: message for Howard Hallman

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Howard,

I just wanted to let you know that I have tried today to call our contact in

NC re the NCCC.  He wasn't in, so I'll call him tomorrow morning.  I also
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tried another contact we have in Fayetteville, but she couldn't do anything.

Thanks for reminding me!

Kathy

Kathy Guthrie
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <350FDF12.5648@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 18 Mar 1998 06:49:54 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: atwood@pop.unicc.org

Subject: NPT PrepCom matters

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

March 17, 1998

Dear David:

We now have a final version of the statement addressed to the NPT 

Preparatory Committee by Dr. Konrad Raiser and Cardinal Danneels.  It is 

attached.  We want to pick up some endorsements from regional and 

national councils of churches and Catholic bishops and then send it to 

foreign ministers of NPT signatories.  We will seek more signers from a 

broader array of faiths between now and the PrepCom.  If you have 

suggestions on who we might invite to sign, please let me know.

NGOs will have an opportunity to address the PrepCom during a morning or 

afternoon session, perhaps the third day, Wednesday, April 29.  At the 

meeting of NGO representatives on February 21, we chose 13 topics for 
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presentations.  Each presenter will have ten minutes.  Each topic has a 

convener, who will work with others to develop a message and choose a 

presenter.  

I have responsibility for a presentation on the spiritual and ethical 

perspective.  I am soliciting ideas on what should be covered and who the 

presenter might be.  If you have suggestions on either or both, please 

let me know.  In our phone conversation you mentioned Marie Bovy (?) from 

France.  I've heard her name from others.  Is she a possible presenter?  

If so, can you tell me more about her and how to get in touch with her.  

Do you have any other suggestions.

Previously I wrote you about the reception and wondered if you might know 

of a source of funds to help cover the cost.  I would appreciate hearing 

from you on this.

Shalom,

Howard

###

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 
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of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 

Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons 

slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was quite 

apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would probably 

occur in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the 

increased destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that just ends cannot be achieved through wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 

in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burdened with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 
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humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 

preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches meeting in Seoul, Korea in 1983 stated: "We believe 

that the time has come when the churches must unequivocally declare that 

the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a 

crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on 

ethical and theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the 

institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear 

weapons and warfare are delegitimized and condemn as violations of 

international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth agree on the need to eliminate 

nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in Article 
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VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) "to 

the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 

disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice 

unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in good 

faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously. We call upon 

the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a 

notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all nuclear 

weapons. 

        First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the nuclear 

weapon states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to 

nuclear abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, 

retired generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on 

what these steps should be.  They include:

· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 
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vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 

United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, other nations need not wait until 

they are willing to become engaged.  Rather as stewards of God's Earth, 

non-nuclear weapon states can begin the task of developing a nuclear 

weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to abolish 

all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  Loyalty to 

all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political blocs of nations. 

We urge delegates to act now decisively and courageously for the benefit 

of all the peoples of Earth.

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General 
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Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

March 17, 1998
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Date: Wed, 18 Mar 1998 11:51:38 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>
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To: crramey@igc.org

Subject: NPT PrepCom statement

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

March 18, 1998

Dear Clayton:

Attached is the final statement by Cardinal Danneels and Dr. Raiser on 

the NPT PrepCom meeting.  I've also send a copy via fax.

Shalom,

Howard

  

###

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the
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        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 

of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 

Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons 

slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was quite 

apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would probably 

occur in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the 

increased destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that just ends cannot be achieved through wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 

in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burdened with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.
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        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 

humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 

preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches meeting in Seoul, Korea in 1983 stated: "We believe 

that the time has come when the churches must unequivocally declare that 

the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a 

crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on 

ethical and theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the 

institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear 

weapons and warfare are delegitimized and condemn as violations of 

international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."
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        In principle the nations of Earth agree on the need to eliminate 

nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in Article 

VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) "to 

the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 

disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice 

unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in good 

faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously. We call upon 

the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a 

notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all nuclear 

weapons. 

        First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the nuclear 

weapon states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to 

nuclear abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, 

retired generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on 

what these steps should be.  They include:

· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.
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· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 

vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 

United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, other nations need not wait until 

they are willing to become engaged.  Rather as stewards of God's Earth, 

non-nuclear weapon states can begin the task of developing a nuclear 

weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to abolish 

all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  Loyalty to 

all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political blocs of nations. 

We urge delegates to act now decisively and courageously for the benefit 
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of all the peoples of Earth.

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General 

Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

March 17, 1998
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Return-Path: <ledwidge@psr.org>

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA09193;

 Wed, 18 Mar 1998 09:44:56 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm4.psr.org (pc40.psrus.org [204.177.54.40])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7-KIVEX) with SMTP id MAA29987;

 Wed, 18 Mar 1998 12:40:42 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <351005AC.689@psr.org>

Date: Wed, 18 Mar 1998 12:34:36 -0500

From: Lisa Ledwidge <ledwidge@psr.org>

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: ledwidge@psr.org

Subject: Nuclear Weapons Abolition, The Nation website

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

Check it out!

The Nation magazine has a nuclear abolition web site

http://www.thenation.com/disarmament/index.htm

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

On the site you'll find excerpts from the Nation's recent double issue

"The Gift of Time: The Case for Abolishing Nuclear Weapons," by Jonathan

Schell.
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Excerpts include interviews with former U.S. Defense Secretary Robert

McNamara, former Soviet Premier Minister Mikhail Gorbachev, Nobel Peace

Prize winner Joseph Rotblat, former SAC commander General George Lee

Butler, and other notables who share Schell's vision of a nuclear

weapons-free world.

Through the site you can also access a special Nation Forum at which you

can register your reactions to the piece and discuss nuclear abolition

issues.  At the site you can also learn about special events, books and

useful resources.

The Nation is also coordinating town hall meetings on nuclear weapons

abolition.  The next one is in Los Angeles on the evening of April 23

and in New York tentatively on May 11.  For more information, please

visit the website http://www.thenation.com.
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <351045EE.611E@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 18 Mar 1998 14:08:46 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: nncnnc@erols.com

Subject: CTBT presentation notes

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 18, 1998

To: Janice Clark

Here are some notes on my presentation to the NNC on the Comprehensive 

Test Ban Treaty.  Edit as you like.  If you want further information, 

please let me know.

Howard Hallman

301 896-0013

####

Summary of presentation by Howard W. Hallman to National Neighborhood 

Coalition 
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on Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

 Howard W. Hallman, Chair, Methodists United for Peace with 

Justice, made a presentation on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), 

now pending before the U.S. Senate for ratification.  By prohibiting 

nuclear weapon test explosions, the CTBT impedes development of new 

nuclear weapons by existing nuclear powers and helps prevent the spread 

of nuclear weapons to other states.  In past years nuclear weapons 

testing has produced radioactive fallout that has harmed indigenous 

peoples in the American west, Kazakstan, and the South Pacific and has 

drifted into urban areas throughout the United States.  Underground tests 

have poisoned ground water and one out of seven have leaked into the 

atmosphere.  Thus, the ratification of the CTBT is simultaneously a 

concern for peace, human rights, and the environment.

 Hallman indicated that Senator Jesse Helms is trying to block 

hearings on the CTBT even though 70 percent of the American public 

supports the treaty.  Supporters of the CTBT are seeking endorsements 

from a wide range of citizen groups, including those working primarily on 

neighborhood, housing, and human rights issues.  Organizations wishing to 

register their support for the CTBT should contact Hallman at 301 

896-0013 (phone/fax) or by e-mail at mupj@
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Return-Path: <btiller@psr.org>

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id NAA26990;

        Wed, 18 Mar 1998 13:42:24 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm4.psr.org (pc40.psrus.org [204.177.54.40])

        by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7-KIVEX) with SMTP id QAA13441;

        Wed, 18 Mar 1998 16:39:51 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <35103C50.5B10@psr.org>

Date: Wed, 18 Mar 1998 16:27:44 -0500

From: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>

Organization: Physicians for Social Responsibility

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: bmusil@psr.org, ledwidge@psr.org, paexec@igc.org, paprog@igc.org,

        panukes@igc.org, wandwill@clark.net, vision@igc.org, joe@fcnl.org,

        bridget@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org, meldredge@igc.org, dkimball@clw.org,

        jsmith@clw.org, dculp@nrdc.org, disarmament@igc.org, mupj@igc.org,

        tcollina@ucsusa.org, tperry@ucsusa.org, stevenraikin@delphi.com,

        billnrns@aol.com

Subject: CTBT grassroots meeting

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Friends,

The next meeting of the CTBT Grassroots Strategy Group will take place
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tomorrow (Thursday).  If you were at the Senate hearing today, you know

that we have a lot of work to do.  The Congressional Easter recess will

begin in two weeks, and we need to be sure that we have plans in place

for that recess.  I hope you will be at the meeting.

        Date —  Thursday, March 19, 1998

        Time — 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon

        Place — FCNL, corner of Second and C Streets N.E.

The agenda will include:

    1. Introductions

    2. Brief reports on grassroots efforts

    3. Tasks that need to be done --- volunteering for those tasks

    4. Does this campaign need additional coordination?

    5. Set next meeting date

See you on Thursday at 10:30.   

Shalom,

Bob Tiller
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id DAA22908;

        Thu, 19 Mar 1998 03:23:47 -0800 (PST)

Received: from fritz.globenet.org (fritz.globenet.org [194.133.78.131])

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id CAA12142;

        Thu, 19 Mar 1998 02:33:05 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp9.globenet.org (ppp9.globenet.org [194.133.78.179])

          by fritz.globenet.org (8.8.8/jtpda-5.2.9.1) with SMTP id LAA18386

          ; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 11:32:58 +0100

CC: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 11:38:34 -0800

From: Lysiane Alezard <mvtpaix@globenet.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <3511743A.7802@globenet.org>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: npt prepcom : remarks and proposals

To: ipb@igc.apc.org

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igcb.igc.org id CAA12162

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 [fr] (Win16; I)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

To Adam Berry and Jo Tyler
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Dear Friends,

In reply to your demand about our peace caravan, we suggest that it come

to Geneva in the second week of the prepcom. This is due to the fact that

May is a difficult time in France due to various days off, but also

because during the week, people work and they have to organize in order

to be away from their work. This would be easier in the second week. We

will get back to you with more details soon, but in any case, it will be

a very colourful caravan.

As far as Monday 27 April is concerned, we’ve just received the proposal

of IPPNW Germany and its 2 ballons and banners. We fear that such as

slogan as “Nuclear power powers nuclear weapons” might both divide the

movement for abolition and weaken our action for elimination. Indeed, we

feel that the prepcom is a unique “rostrum” for all of us to push forward

the case for elimination of nuclear weapons, since most States will be

represented. We should really do our best to publicize the international

petition and  make it look really INTERNATIONAL. (not only American, or

only Japanese...)

Also, it’s very likely that if you keep the proposed slogan for the

banner, the press will misuse it and drop the nuclear weapon issue. This

will be particularly true in France.

We would like to make the following suggestions :

1) To have 3 big ballons as suggested, each of them bearing one of the

demands of the international petition of Abolition 2000.
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2) To hold an international press conference on Monday 27 or Tuesday 28

at the latest to present the petition and announce the number of

petitions already signed.

We hope we can come to a consensus on this and bring together as many

people and groups as possible, instead of risking to lose some of our

very much needed support to reach our goal of a Convention by the year

2000 and get rid of all nuclear weapons.

Lysiane Alezard

Daniel Durand

PS. For obvious practical reasons, does either Adam or Jo speak French ?

Thanks.

-- 

**********************************************************

* Lysiane ALEZARD - Mouvement de la Paix                 *

* mvtpaix@globenet.org                                   *

* Tel 33 1 40 12 09 12 - Fax 33 1 40 11 57 87            *

* The Mouvement de la Paix is a member of Abolition 2000,*

* International Peace Bureau, World Peace Council        *

**********************************************************
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0801

FCC: C:\INTERACT\data\mupj\nsmail\Sent

Message-ID: <3511DD50.4694@igc.apc.org>

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 19:06:56 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: Lysiane Alezard <mvtpaix@globenet.org>

CC: ipb@igc.apc.org, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Subject: Re: npt prepcom : remarks and proposals

References: <3511743A.7802@globenet.org>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Lysiane Alezard wrote:

> 

> To Adam Berry and Jo Tyler

> 

> Dear Friends,

>> 

>.... As far as Monday 27 April is concerned, we’ve just received the proposal

> of IPPNW Germany and its 2 ballons and banners. We fear that such as

> slogan as “Nuclear power powers nuclear weapons” might both divide the

> movement for abolition and weaken our action for elimination. Indeed, we

> feel that the prepcom is a unique “rostrum” for all of us to push forward

> the case for elimination of nuclear weapons, since most States will be
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> represented......

Dear Friends:

I share Lysiane Alezard's concern that raising the issue of nuclear power 

will unduly distract from our central objective of getting the NPT 

Preparatory Committee to act decisively for the abolition of nuclear 

weapons.  For instance, we have in the works a statement from world 

religious leaders urging the PrepCom to (a) lay out an agenda for the 

nuclear weapons states (no first use, dealerting, etc.) and (b) create a 

working group to begin developing a nuclear weapons convention.  We don't 

have many opportunities to address the NPT signatories on these matters, 

so I would hope that we will concentrate our energies on nuclear 

abolition.

Shalom,

Howard W. Hallman, Chair

Methodists United for Peace with Justice
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id GAA22854;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 06:09:51 -0800 (PST)

Received: from hil-img-1.compuserve.com (hil-img-1.compuserve.com [149.174.177.131])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA22642

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 06:08:51 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from mailgate@localhost)

 by hil-img-1.compuserve.com (8.8.6/8.8.6/2.10) id JAA00683

 for abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 09:08:21 -0500 (EST)

Content-Disposition: inline

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 09:07:36 -0500

From: Nigel Chamberlain <106351.1634@compuserve.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <199803190908_MC2-374F-5BA3@compuserve.com>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Geneva banner/slogan

To: Abolition Caucus <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id GAA22643

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Friends,

I live near Sellafield in Cumbria in the UK and spend as much, if not more,
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of my campaigning time on nuclear power/reprocessing/plutonium reuse issues

as I do campaigning against nuclear weapons (Trident submarines are built

at the GEC-Marine shipyard in Barrow in my region) but agree with Lysiane

that the slogan 'Nuclear power powers nuclear weapons' could be a

distraction from our central focus on abolition.

Regards,

Nigel Chamberlain.
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <351205FE.6FAD@igc.apc.org>

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 22:00:30 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>

Subject: Re: new CTBT booklet

References: <1241C92962EE@local.clw.org>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Daryl Kimball wrote:

> 

> TO: test ban supporters

> FR: Daryl Kimball, Director

> 

> RE: CTBT booklet available!

> 

> 

>

> 

> Organization:  Methodists United for Peace with Justice

> 

> Mailing Address: 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20016

> 
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> Phone: 301 896-0013

> 

> Fax: same

> 

> E-mail Address:mupj@iigc.org

> 

> No. of Copies Requested (call 202-546-0795 x137 about requests for over 500):  100

> 

> Date Needed: March 26

> 

> Anticipated audience and method of distribution:

> Religious activists; in meetings, by mail.

Thanks,

Howard Hallman
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA23185;

        Thu, 19 Mar 1998 07:16:43 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

        by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA17218;

        Thu, 19 Mar 1998 10:09:00 -0500 (EST)

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 10:09:00 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    19 Mar 98 10:43:38 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 19 Mar 98 10:43:03 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    19 Mar 98 10:42:59 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="=====================_890327044==_"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: 3/18 CTBT hearing

X-Attachments: H:\USERS\DKIMBALL\CTB-HILL\SPURG318.WPD;

Message-ID: <12428B00497F@local.clw.org>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

--=====================_890327044==_

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
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TO: Coalition members

FR: Daryl Kimball

RE: quick summary of Senate GAC hearing on CTBT; Keeny testimony

As soon as we obtain the transcript of yesterday' s hearing, we will post it

on the Coalition's CTBT web site.

Until then, a brief report on yesterday's hearing on the "CTBT and Nuclear

Non-proliferation" in the U.S. Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on

International Security, Proliferation and Federal Services:

The witnesses were ACDA Director John Holum, Spurgeon Keeny of the Arms

Control Assoc. and Kathleen Bailey, Senior Fellow at Livermore Lab.

Holum and Keeny (see attached file) made strong presentations; Bailey, as

expected, claimed that the CTBT is does not "stop" proliferation and may in

fact promote proliferation; that the Treaty is unverifiable; that the SBSS

program won't adequately allow for the maintenance of the arsenal; that the

test ban will stop the U.S. from coming up with new weapons that might be

needed in the future to address problems like chemical and bio threats; and

that Eisenhower really didn't support a "zero-yield" test ban (a claim that

Keeny rebutted fairly well.) Bailey proposed that the U.S. should not ratify

and pursue a program of low-yield testing.

Senators in attendance for all or part of the hearing were: Chair Sen. Thad

Cochran, ranking Democrat, Carl Levin, John Glenn, and Ted Stevens. Levin
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thanked Cochran for moving the hearing process forward and urged other

committees to hold hearings and for the Senate to act on the Treaty. Glenn

declared his support for the CTBT.

All in all, the hearing went well, though Senator Stevens asked a question

that indicates that he has additional questions about the CTBT that he"

would like to explore" and that he is uncomfortable, or at least unfamiliar,

with the high costs of maintaining test site readiness.

DK

--=====================_890327044==_

Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="SPURG318.WPD"; x-mac-type="42494E41"; x-mac-
creator="6D646F73"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64

Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="SPURG318.WPD"

/1dQQ0cFAAABCgIBAAAAAgUAAABhYQAAAAIAALUJpjsz2CNKU9gTSvcJ8jvWh5gTNCZ0+IF8H2E7

258wBR9T/ct8LytqAfqqk36T6DItmq4zkXl/gXbZiN5szuMZUXvNh/Hz1BG5XVpdv7fxxBPtDAD7

19UZ4pcSeSyUKbxepJ/foCyGEWIIUM48znQwYiekz84Wgm3FajfqCHY6Huqpc0jmW/EQJL7+ZYJ1

z6TYwZXDjFv1g6M9m0PfuE9wECSNkfYZN3zXD41SaiL/+xwq+30MOrCagufG1mO1pB8rZvJIzur3

xvHAxj1Ehm6gUbT89cptjmo/H9oBOijwj3bm1qhJPSL9aUWzQWGiKkb+lEAWEV/WBPSt7Zr83JhR

rWt3SDqoFRoe9saaHLHxMSP1QcIkJP6Qy6L7FmW+HP3ytIjPLZ27sMhnZHyR12Je2Hrzhe+/nlWx

jJYOJzuKswHj5dwm12ebT9hs5BvvCymOSVw49ewKAAaaSwkuLjEy+V9ctDwvQMiyoIbyAvCctoII

+hQoNzRmre6vNVehQ35VbeUMf120ti8NbtlSYl3nsQ328gVb+pgiy9dcgpDhieyI+nNjZ4ilS0mz

dJBwWtcShBO/fiigw1LHnAqC/5hjg5J/kuSi1zM+uE9igbuGq4kQB2rayHdOM61cKtfWVR/EUroC

AA4AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAgjAQAAACEBAADEAgAAAFUEAAAATgAAAOUDAAAJJQEAAAAGAAAAMw
QAAAsw
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AgAAACgAAAA5BAAACHcBAAAAQAAAAGEEAAAINAEAAAAUAAAAoQQAAAgCAQAAAA8AAAC1BA
AACAUB

AAAACAAAAMQEAAAAYgEAAAAqAAAAzAQAAAYIAQAAABYAAAD2BAAACBABAAAAAgAAAAwFA
AAGCAEA

AAAiAAAADgUAAAltAQAAABcAAAAwBQAAAJhIAFAAIABMAGEAcwBlAHIASgBlAHQAIAA1AC8ANQB
N

ACAALQAgAEUAbgBoAGEAbgBjAGUAZAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAyADIAMgAyADIAMgAyADIADAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACgA1h7DDzkIAAARCQAAAFoACwEAixQ2AFQ
AaQBt

AGUAcwAgAE4AZQB3ACAAUgBvAG0AYQBuACAAUgBlAGcAdQBsAGEAcgAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAgBYAg
EA

AAAEACgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARICACQAoQAAAKEAAAAKAAAAMAdGAGWBMQcC
AHKCMgcC

AEUAMwcBAAIANAcCAGWBNQcCAAIANgcHAGWBNwcCAAIAOAcCAAIAOQcHAGWB105kJAAAAAAAA
AAA

AAAAAAAAAAAIM3wAeAAAAgAAOQcAAAMBAAQAAgAAAEMAVABCAFQAIABUAGUAcwB0AGkAbQB
vAG4A

eQA6ACAAcABnACAAIPkAAAEACgAAAAwAAADRAQwAAAIAwAMMANEBAAEACgAAABgAAADRAAw
AAAIA

wAMMANHRAQwAAAIAwAMMANECAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/1Uai/8AAMDAwN0KEACDAQQAAwACAC
EQAN3d

CwsAAwAABAsA3ZvxAjkH8fEDOQfx8QA5B/HxAjYH8ZvxAzYH8fEBOQfx8QA2B/HxAjAH8ZvxAzAH

8fEBNgfx0QAOAAACAMADsAQOANHRAQ4AAAIAwAOwBA4A0fIM8vEAMAfxm/EBMAfx0wUMAAcBAAIA

DADT0RgPAIABCQAAAAAADwDR0QM4AIABAgAWAP6LAQIA8gEGAgDyAQAAAAAAAABkvgAAAAAAA
AAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAGTIAAA4ANHRFREAgAEKAAQAP2MHABEA0dEVEQCAAQwABADzWAYAEQDR1Bsf
AIcB

AgAIACYC5j8DACUCAABYAgIAWAIAAB8A1FNUQVRFTUVOVIBCRUZPUkWAVEhFgFNFTkFURYBTVUJ
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D

T01NSVRURUWAT06ASU5URVJOQVRJT05BTNAEFQAACwAJAAHAAwAAAAABIBUA0FNFQ1VSSVRZLIB
Q

Uk9MSUZFUkFUSU9OLIBBTkSARkVERVJBTIBTRVJWSUNFU8zwIATwVEhFgENPTVBSRUhFTlNJVkWA

VEVTVIBCQU6AVFJFQVRZgEFORIBOVUNMRUFSgE5PToRQUk9MSUZFUkFUSU9O8B8E8IDMV0VETkVT

REFZLIBNQVJDSIAxOCyAMTk5OMzMU1BVUkdFT06ATS6AS0VFTlksgEpSLsxQUkVTSURFTlSAQU5E

gEVYRUNVVElWRYBESVJFQ1RPUoDMVEhFgEFSTVOAQ09OVFJPTIBBU1NPQ0lBVElPTtQbIwCGAQIA

CABYAtL7AABYAgMAJQICACYC5j/vAAAAIwDU8wzz0AQVAAALAAkAAX4JvgUHAAEgFQDQ0wUQAAYB

AAACegAAABAA08zTBQwAAAEAAQAMANPM0wESAAAEAACAAQAAAAEAEgDT4BEMAAAAAAgHDAD
gTXIu

gENoYWlybWFugGFuZIBtZW1iZXJzgG9mgHRoZYBDb21taXR0ZWUsgEmAYW2AaG9ub3JlZIB0b4Bi

ZYBoZXJlgHRvZGF5gGF0gHlvdXLPaW52aXRhdGlvboB0b4BwcmVzZW50gG15gHZpZXdzgG9ugHRo

ZYByZWxhdGlvbnNoaXCAYmV0d2VlboB0aGWAQ29tcHJlaGVuc2l2ZYBUZXN0gEJhboBUcmVhdHmA

YW5kz251Y2xlYXKAbm9uhHByb2xpZmVyYXRpb24ugIBJgHBhcnRpY3VsYXJseYBhcHByZWNpYXRl

gHRoaXOAb3Bwb3J0dW5pdHmAdG+AZGlzY3Vzc4B3aXRogHlvdYBhboBpc3N1ZYB3aXRoz3doaWNo

gEmAaGF2ZYBiZWVugGludm9sdmVkgHRocm91Z2hvdXSAbXmAcHJvZmVzc2lvbmFsgGNhcmVlci7M

4BEMAAAAAAgHDADgQXOAaXSAbWlnaHSAYmWAcmVsZXZhbnSAdG+AeW91coBxdWVzdGlvbnMsgGxl

dIBtZYBzYXmAYYBmZXeAd29yZHOAYWJvdXSAbXmAYmFja2dyb3VuZM9yZWxhdGluZ4B0b4B0aGlz

gGlzc3VlLoCAQXOAYYBqdW5pb3KAQWlygEZvcmNlgG9mZmljZXKAYW5kgHN1YnNlcXVlbnSAY2l2

aWxpYW6AZW1wbG95ZWUsgEmAd2FzgGluz2NoYXJnZYBvZoB0aGWAb2ZmaWNlgHRoYXSAZm9sbG93

ZWSAdGhlgFNvdmlldIBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvbnOAcHJvZ3JhbYBpboB0aGWARGlyZWN0b3JhdGWA

b2bPSW50ZWxsaWdlbmNlLIBIUYBVU0FGLoCASYB3YXOAaW52b2x2ZWSAaW6AdGhlgGFuYWx5c2lz

gG9mgIB0aGWAU292aWV0gHRlc3SAaW6AQXVndXN0gDE5NDmAdGhhdM9zaWduYWxlZIB0aGWAZmly

c3SAaW5zdGFuY2WAb2aAbnVjbGVhcoBwcm9saWZlcmF0aW9uLoCAVW50aWyAdGhlgG1pZIQxOTUw

J3OASYByZXByZXNlbnRlZIB0aGWAQWlygEZvcmNlz29ugHRoZYBKb2ludIBBdG9taWOARW5lcmd5

gEludGVsbGlnZW5jZYBDb21taXR0ZWWAdGhhdIBwcmVwYXJlZIB0aGWAbmF0aW9uYWyAYXNzZXNz

bWVudHOAb2aAdGhlz1NvdmlldIBudWNsZWFygHRocmVhdC6AgElugDE5NTiAYXOAVGVjaG5pY2Fs

gEFzc2lzdGFudIB0b4BEci6ASmFtZXOAS2lsbGlhbiyAUHJlc2lkZW508BwE8HOARWlzZW5ob3dl
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cvAcBPBzz2ZpcnN0gFNjaWVuY2WAQWR2aXNvciyASYBzdGFmZmVkgHRoZYBhZHZpc29yeYBjb21t

aXR0ZWVzgHRoYXSAbGVkgHRvgEVpc2VuaG93ZXLwHATwc4BkZWNpc2lvboB0b4BwdXJzdWXPYYBj

b21wcmVoZW5zaXZlgHRlc3SAYmFugGFuZIB0aGVugHNlcnZlZIBhc4B0aGWAc3RhZmaAZGlyZWN0

b3KAZm9ygHRoZYBVLlMugGRlbGVnYXRpb26AdG+AdGhlz2ludGVybmF0aW9uYWyAQ29uZmVyZW5j

ZYBvZoBFeHBlcnRzgHRoYXSAY29uY2x1ZGVkgGGAdGVzdIBiYW6AY291bGSAYmWAdmVyaWZpZWQu

gElugHRoZYBmYWxsgG9mgDE5NTgsz0mAd2FzgGGAbWVtYmVygG9mgHRoZYBVLlMugGRlbGVnYXRp

b26AdG+AdGhlgGZpcnN0gG5lZ290aWF0aW9uc4Bmb3KAYYB0ZXN0gGJhbi6AgEmAZm9sbG93ZWSA

dGhlc2WAaXNzdWVzz2R1cmluZ4B0aGWAS2VubmVkeYBhbmSASm9obnNvboBhZG1pbmlzdHJhdGlv

bnOAYXOAYYBTZW5pb3KAU3RhZmaATWVtYmVygG9mgHRoZYBOU0OAYW5kgGFzgHRoZc90ZWNobmlj

YWyAYXNzaXN0YW50gHRvgHRoZYBQcmVzaWRlbnTwHATwc4BTY2llbmNlgEFkdmlzb3IugIBJboDx

ADAH8ZzxATAH8TE5NjUs8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GASYB3YXOAU3RhZmaARGlyZWN0b3KAZm9ygHRoZYBz

cGVjaWFsz0NvbW1pdHRlZYBvboBOdWNsZWFygFByb2xpZmVyYXRpb24sgGNoYWlyZWSAYnmAUm9z

d2VsbIBHaWxwYXRyaWMsgHdoaWNogGFkdmlzZWSAUHJlc2lkZW50gEpvaG5zb27Pb26AbnVjbGVh

coBub26EcHJvbGlmZXJhdGlvboBpc3N1ZXMugIBPboB0aGWAYmFzaXOAb2aAdGhpc4ByZXBvcnQs

gEpvaG5zb26Ac3Vic2VxdWVudGx5gGRpcmVjdGVkz1NlY3JldGFyeYBvZoBTdGF0ZYBEZWFugFJ1

c2uAdG+AY29tcGxldGWAdGhlgE5QVIBkZXNwaXRlgG9wcG9zaXRpb26AZnJvbYB0aGWAU3RhdGWA

RGVwYXJ0bWVudM9idXJlYXVjcmFjeYBhbmSAc2V2ZXJhbIBrZXmAYWxsaWVkgGdvdmVybm1lbnRz

LoCASW6AdGhlgG1pZIQ3MCdzLIBJgHdhc4BjaGFpcm1hboBvZoB0aGWAc3R1ZHmAZ3JvdXDPdGhh

dIBwcm9kdWNlZIB0aGWAcmVwb3J0LIDwIATwTnVjbGVhcoBQb3dlcoBJc3N1ZXOAYW5kgENob2lj

ZXMs8B8E8IB3aGljaIBoYWSAYYBtYWpvcoBpbmZsdWVuY2WAb27PUHJlc2lkZW50gEppbW15gENh

cnRlcvAcBPBzgG51Y2xlYXKAbm9uhHByb2xpZmVyYXRpb26AcG9saWN5LoCAQXOARGVwdXR5gERp

cmVjdG9ygG9mgHRoZYBBcm1zgENvbnRyb2zPYW5kgERpc2FybWFtZW50gEFnZW5jeYB1bmRlcoBQ

cmVzaWRlbnSAQ2FydGVyLIBJgGJhY2tzdG9wcGVkgGlugFdhc2hpbmd0b26AdGhlgHJlbmV3ZWTP

Y29tcHJlaGVuc2l2ZYB0ZXN0gGJhboBuZWdvdGlhdGlvbnOAd2hpY2gsgGRlc3BpdGWAY29uc2lk

ZXJhYmxlgHByb2dyZXNzLIBib2dnZWSAZG93boBhZnRlcoBTb3ZpZXTQAxUAAAsACQABdCy0KDoA

ASAVANBpbnRlcnZlbnRpb26AaW6AQWZnaGFuaXN0YW4ugIBXaXRogHRoaXOAYmFja2dyb3VuZCyA

SYBhbYBpbmRlZWSAcGxlYXNlZIB0aGF0gHRoZYBDVEJUgGhhc4BhdIBsYXN0z2JlZW6AY29tcGxl
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dGVkgGFuZIBpc4Bub3eAYmVmb3JlgHRoZYBTZW5hdGWAZm9ygGl0c4BhZHZpY2WAYW5kgGNvbnNl

bnQuzOARDAAAAAAIBwwA4E1yLoBDaGFpcm1hbiyASYB3b3VsZIBsaWtlgHRvgGNvbW1lbmSAeW91

gGFuZIB5b3VygGNvbW1pdHRlZYBmb3KA8QAwB/Gc8QEwB/Fob2xkaW5n8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GAaGVh

cmluZ3OAb26AdGhlz2ltcGFjdIBvZoB0aGWAQ1RCVIBvboBVLlMugG51Y2xlYXKAbm9uhHByb2xp

ZmVyYXRpb26AcG9saWN5LoCAVGhpc4Bpc4B0aGWAcmVhc29ugHRoYXSAdGhpc4B0cmVhdHmAaXPP

b2aAc3VjaIBncmVhdIBpbXBvcnRhbmNlgHRvgFUuUy6Ac2VjdXJpdHkugIBJboB5b3VygGludml0

YXRpb26AdG+AbWWAdG+AYXBwZWFygGFzgGGA8QAwB/Gc8QEwB/F3aXRuZXNzLPEAMAfxm/EBMAfx

gHlvdYBhc2tlZM9tZYB0b4Bmb2N1c4BteYByZW1hcmtzgG9ugGZpdmWAc3BlY2lmaWOA8CAE8FJl

YXNvbnOAZm9ygFJhdGlmaWNhdGlvbvAfBPCAZnJvbYB0aGWAV2hpdGWASG91c2WAV29ya2luZ89H

cm91cIBvboB0aGWAQ1RCVC6AgElugG15gHJlbWFya3OASYB3aWxsgGV4cGxhaW6Ad2h5gEmAYWdy

ZWWAd2l0aIBlYWNogG9mgHRoZXNlgHJlYXNvbnM6zMzyDPIxLoDwIATwVGhlgENUQlSAd2lsbIBj

b25zdHJhaW6AdGhlgGRldmVsb3BtZW50gG9mgG1vcmWAYWR2YW5jZWSAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb25z

gGJ5gHRoZdABFQAACwAJAAEyEHIMEgABIBUA0GRlY2xhcmVkgG51Y2xlYXKAcG93ZXJzLvAfBPDz

DPPQBBUAAAsACQABlBHUDRQAASAVANDgEQwAAAAACAcMAOBJgGJlbGlldmWAdGhlgENUQlSAd2ls

bIBzZXZlcmVseYBjb25zdHJhaW6AdGhlgGRldmVsb3BtZW50gG9mgG1vcmWAYWR2YW5jZWSAd2Vh

cG9uc4Biec90aGWAZGVjbGFyZWSAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb26Ac3RhdGVzLoCASW6AZmFjdCyAYXOA

YYBwcmFjdGljYWyAbWF0dGVyLIBpdIB3aWxsgHByZXZlbnSAc3VjaIBkZXZlbG9wbWVudHPPYnmA

dGhlc2WAc3RhdGVzLoCAQnmAc3VjaIBkZXZlbG9wbWVudHMsgEmAbWVhboBub3SAb25seYByYWRp

Y2FsgG5ld4DxADAH8ZzxATAH8WNvbmNlcHRzLPEAMAfxm/EBMAfxgHN1Y2iAYXOAbnVjbGVhcs9l

eHBsb3Npb26AcHVtcGVkgHiEcmF5gGxhc2VygHdlYXBvbnOAYW5kgHB1cmWAZnVzaW9ugHdlYXBv

bnMsgGJ1dIBhbHNvgG5ld4BkZXNpZ25zgGZvcoDwIATwY2xhc3NpY2Fs8B8E8M90d2+Ec3RhZ2WA

dGhlcm1vbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb25zgHdpdGiAc2lnbmlmaWNhbnRseYBkaWZmZXJlbnSAcGFyYW1l

dGVycy6AgEV2ZW6AdGhlgHZlcnnPc29waGlzdGljYXRlZIByZXNlYXJjaIBmYWNpbGl0aWVzgGFu

ZIBhZHZhbmNlZIBzdXBlcmNvbXB1dGVyc4BjYWxsZWSAZm9ygGlugHRoZYBVLlMugFN0b2NrcGls

Zc9TdGV3YXJkc2hpcIBhbmSATWFuYWdlbWVudIBQcm9ncmFtgChTU01QKYB3aWxsgG5vdIBwZXJt

aXSAdGhlgGRldmVsb3BtZW50LIBwcm9kdWN0aW9ugGFuZM9kZXBsb3ltZW50gG9mgHN1Y2iAYWR2

YW5jZWSAbmV3gHdlYXBvbnOAaW6Ad2hpY2iAcmVzcG9uc2libGWAb2ZmaWNpYWxzgHdvdWxkgGhh
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dmWAY29uZmlkZW5jZS6Az1B1cnN1aXSAb2aAbmV3gGRlc2lnbnOAd291bGSAYXBwZWFygHRvgGJl

gGV2ZW6AbW9yZYBwcm9ibGVtYXRpY4BpboB0aGWAY2FzZYBvZoB0aGWAb3RoZXKAbnVjbGVhcs93

ZWFwb26Ac3RhdGVzgHRoYXSAd2lsbIBub3SAc2hhcmWAdGhlgGx1eHVyeYBvZoB0aGWAZWxhYm9y

YXRlgGZhY2lsaXRpZXOAYXZhaWxhYmxlgHRvgHRoZYBVbml0ZWSAU3RhdGVzz2lugHRoZYBVLlMu

gHN0ZXdhcmRzaGlwgHByb2dyYW0ugIDM4BEMAAAAAAgHDADgV2l0aGlugHRoZYBVLlMugHN0ZXdh

cmRzaGlwgHByb2dyYW2Ab25lgG1pZ2h0gG1ha2WAbWlub3KAbW9kaWZpY2F0aW9uc4BpboDxADAH

8ZzxATAH8WV4aXN0aW5nz3dlYXBvbnOA8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GAZGVzaWduc4B0b4B0YWtlgGludG+A

YWNjb3VudIBjaGFuZ2VzgGlugG1hdGVyaWFsc4BvcoBtYW51ZmFjdHVyaW5ngHRlY2huaXF1ZXOA

d2hpY2iAY291bGTPYmWAY2hlY2tlZIBvdXSAYnmAc3VwZXJjb21wdXRlcnOAYW5kgG5vboRudWNs

ZWFygHRlc3RpbmcugIBIb3dldmVyLIB0b4BtYWludGFpboBhgGhpZ2iAbGV2ZWyAb2bP8QAwB/Gc

8QEwB/Fjb25maWRlbmNlgGlugHRoZYBVLlMugHN0b2NrcGlsZSzxADAH8ZvxATAH8YBzdWNogG1v

ZGlmaWNhdGlvbnOAd291bGSAaGF2ZYB0b4BiZYBjbG9zZWx5gGNvbnRyb2xsZWSAYW5kgGhlbGTP

dG+AYW6AYWJzb2x1dGWAbWluaW11bS6AgEFuZIB0aGVyZYBpc4Bub4ByZWFzb26AdG+AdGhpbmuA

bWFueYBzdWNogGNoYW5nZXOAd291bGSAYmWAZGVlbWVkz25lY2Vzc2FyeYBldmVugG92ZXKAYYB2

ZXJ5gGV4dGVuZGVkgHBlcmlvZIBvZoB0aW1lLszgEQwAAAAACAcMAOBBbGyAb2aAdGhpc4Bpc4Bu

b3SAdG+Ac2F5gHRoYXSAdGhlgENUQlSAY2FugHByZXZlbnSAc2NpZW50aXN0c4BpboB0aGWAd2Vh

cG9uc4BsYWJvcmF0b3JpZXOAZnJvbc90aGlua2luZ4BhYm91dIBuZXeAZGVzaWduc4B3aGljaIBj

b3VsZIBiZYBvZoBpbnRlcmVzdIBpboB0aGWAdW5saWtlbHmAZXZlbnSAdGhhdIB0aGWAdGVzdIBi

YW6AcmVnaW1lz2NvbGxhcHNlZC6AgEl0gGlzgGluZGVlZIBkaWZmaWN1bHQsgGhvd2V2ZXIsgHRv

gGltYWdpbmWAdGhlgGNpcmN1bXN0YW5jZXOAaW6Ad2hpY2iAcmVzcG9uc2libGXQAxUAAAsACQAB

PC18KTwAASAVANBwb2xpdGljYWwsgG1pbGl0YXJ5gG9ygHNjaWVudGlmaWOAbGVhZGVyc4BpboBh

bnmAY291bnRyeYB3b3VsZIBiZYBpbnRlcmVzdGVkgGlugHB1cnN1aW5ngHVucHJvdmVuz2Rlc2ln

bnOAaW6AdGhlgGFic2VuY2WAb2aAdGVzdGluZ4B3aGVugGGAd2lkZYB2YXJpZXR5gG9mgGhpZ2hs

eYByZWxpYWJsZSyAcHJvdmVugHdlYXBvbnOAYXJlgGFscmVhZHnPYXZhaWxhYmxlgGlugHRoZWly

gGFyc2VuYWxzLszM8gzyMi6AgPAgBPBUaGWAQ1RCVIB3aWxsgHN0cmVuZ3RoZW6AdGhlgE5QVIBy

ZWdpbWWAYW5kgHRoZYBVLlMugGFiaWxpdHmAdG+AbGVhZIB0aGWAZ2xvYmFs0AEVAAALAAkAAUgJ

iAUIAAEgFQDQbm9ucHJvbGlmZXJhdGlvboBlZmZvcnQu8B8E8PMM89AEFQAACwAJAAGqCuoGCgAB
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IBUA0OARDAAAAAAIBwwA4EmAYmVsaWV2ZYB0aGWAQ1RCVIB3aWxsgHN1YnN0YW50aWFsbHmAc3Ry

ZW5ndGhlboB0aGWATlBUgHJlZ2ltZS6AgEZhaWx1cmWAb2aAdGhlgFVuaXRlZM9TdGF0ZXOAdG+A

cmF0aWZ5gHRoZYBDVEJUgHByb21wdGx5gHdpbGyAc2VyaW91c2x5gHVuZGVyY3V0gFUuUy6AYWJp

bGl0eYB0b4BjYXJyeYBvdXSAaXRzgGNyaXRpY2FsgHJvbGXPaW6AbGVhZGluZ4B0aGWAZ2xvYmFs

gG5vboRwcm9saWZlcmF0aW9ugGVmZm9ydC7M4BEMAAAAAAgHDADgVGhlgE51Y2xlYXKATm9uhFBy

b2xpZmVyYXRpb26AVHJlYXR5gChOUFQpLIB3aGljaIBjb25zdGl0dXRlc4B0aGWAZnJhbWV3b3Jr

gGZvcoB0aGWAbm9uhLxwcm9saWZlcmF0aW9ugHJlZ2ltZSyAaXOAYnmAaXRzgHZlcnmAbmF0dXJl

gGRpc2NyaW1pbmF0b3J5gHNpbmNlgGl0gGRpdmlkZWSAdGhlgHdvcmxkgGludG+AbnVjbGVhcs93

ZWFwb26AaGF2ZXOAYW5kgGhhdmWEbm90c4SEdGhlgGZpdmWAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb25zgHN0YXRl

cyyAdGhlgFVuaXRlZIBTdGF0ZXMsgFJ1c3NpYSyAQnJpdGFpbizPRnJhbmNlgGFuZIBDaGluYYBh

c4BvcHBvc2VkgHRvgHRoZYByZXN0gG9mgHRoZYB3b3JsZC6AgFRoZYB0cmVhdHmAd2FzgGJhc2Vk

gG9ugHRoZYBjb3JyZWN0z2Fzc3VtcHRpb26AdGhhdIBtb3N0gGNvdW50cmllc4BhcmWAbW9yZYBj

b25jZXJuZWSAd2l0aIBwcmV2ZW50aW5ngHRoZWlygG5laWdoYm9yc4BhbmSAYWR2ZXJzYXJpZXPP

ZnJvbYBhY3F1aXJpbmeAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb25zgHRoYW6Ad2l0aIBtYWludGFpbmluZ4B0aGWA

b3B0aW9ugHRvgGFjcXVpcmWAc3VjaIB3ZWFwb25zz3RoZW1zZWx2ZXOAb3KAd2l0aIByZXF1aXJp

bmeAdGhlgGV4aXN0aW5ngG51Y2xlYXKAd2VhcG9ugHN0YXRlc4B0b4BkaXZlc3SAdGhlbXNlbHZl

c4BvZoB3ZWFwb25zgGFzz2GAcHJlY29uZGl0aW9uLoCATmV2ZXJ0aGVsZXNzLIBzZXJpb3VzgGNv

bmNlcm6AYWJvdXSAdGhlgHRyZWF0efAcBPBzgGRpc2NyaW1pbmF0b3J5gG5hdHVyZYB3YXMsgGFu

ZM9yZW1haW5zLIB2ZXJ5gHJlYWwugIBBcnRpY2xlgFZJgHdhc4BpbmNsdWRlZIB0b4BvYmxpZ2F0

ZYB0aGWAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb26Ac3RhdGVzgPAgBPB0b4BwdXJzdWXPbmVnb3RpYXRpb25zgGlu

gGdvb2SAZmFpdGiAb26AZWZmZWN0aXZlgG1lYXN1cmVzgHJlbGF0aW5ngHRvgPEAOQfxnPEBOQfx

8QI3B/FjZXNzYXRpb26Ab2aA8QM3B/F0aGXxADkH8ZvxATkH8YBudWNsZWFygGFybXOAcmFjZYBh

dIBhbs9lYXJseYBkYXRlgGFuZIB0b4BudWNsZWFygGRpc2FybWFtZW50LC4uLvAfBPCAgEZyb22A

aXRzgGVudHJ5gGludG+AZm9yY2UsgHNvbWWAMTg1gHN0YXRlc4BoYXZlgGpvaW5lZIB0aGXPTlBU

hIRhbGyAYnV0gGZpdmWAb2aAd2hpY2gsgHRoZYBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvboBzdGF0ZXMsgHRoZXJl

YnmAdm9sdW50YXJpbHmAZ2F2ZYB1cIB0aGWAbnVjbGVhcs93ZWFwb25zgG9wdGlvboBpboBwYXJ0

gGJhc2VkgG9ugHRoZYBhcm1zgGNvbnRyb2yAYXNzdXJhbmNlc4Bwcm92aWRlZIBpboBBcnRpY2xl
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gFZJLoCAzOARDAAAAAAIBwwA4FdoZW6AUHJlc2lkZW50gEVpc2VuaG93ZXKAaW5pdGlhdGVkgHRo

ZYBmaXJzdIBjb21wcmVoZW5zaXZlgHRlc3SAYmFugG5lZ290aWF0aW9uc4BpboAxOTU4LM9oZYBz

YXeAaXSAYXOAdGhlgGJlc3SAaG9wZYB0b4Bjb25zdHJhaW6AYm90aIB0aGWAbnVjbGVhcoBhcm1z

gHJhY2WAd2l0aIB0aGWAU292aWV0gFVuaW9ugCh2ZXJ0aWNhbM9wcm9saWZlcmF0aW9uKYBhbmSA

dGhlgHNwcmVhZIBvZoBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvbnOAYmV5b25kgHRoZYB0aHJlZYBjb3VudHJpZXOA

dGhhdIB0aGVugHBvc3Nlc3NlZIB0aGVtzyhob3Jpem9udGFsgHByb2xpZmVyYXRpb24pLoCAUHJl

c2lkZW50gEtlbm5lZHmAc2hhcmVkgHRoZXNlgGhvcGVzgGFuZIByZXN1bWVkgHRoZYBuZWdvdGlh

dGlvbnMugM9VbmZvcnR1bmF0ZWx5LIB0aGVzZYBlYXJseYBuZWdvdGlhdGlvbnOAZmFpbGVkgHRv

gHByb2R1Y2WAYWdyZWVtZW50LszgEQwAAAAACAcMAOBBgGRlY2FkZYBsYXRlcoB0aGWATlBULIB3

aGljaIB3YXOAc3VjY2Vzc2Z1bGx5gG5lZ290aWF0ZWSAdW5kZXKAUHJlc2lkZW50gEpvaG5zb26A

YW5kz3JhdGlmaWVkgGJ5gFByZXNpZGVudIBOaXhvbiyAcHJvdmlkZWSAYYBzdHJvbmeAYmFycmll

coB0b4Bob3Jpem9udGFsgHByb2xpZmVyYXRpb24ugIBUaGWATlBUgGFsc2/PYmFubmVkgG51Y2xl

YXKAdGVzdGluZ4Bmb3KAYWxsgG5vboRudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvboBwYXJ0aWVzgHRvgHRoZYB0cmVh

dHmAc2luY2WAdGhleYBmb3Jlc3dvcmWAdGhlz2RldmVsb3BtZW50gG9ygGFjcXVpc2l0aW9ugG9m

gG51Y2xlYXKAZXhwbG9zaXZlgGRldmljZXMu0AYVAAALAAkAATwtfCk8AAEgFQDQ4BEMAAAAAAgH

DADgSW6AdGhlc2WAY2lyY3Vtc3RhbmNlcyyAdGhlgG5vboRudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvboBzdGF0ZXOA

dGhhdIB3ZXJlgHBhcnRpZXOAdG+AdGhlgHRyZWF0eYBsb29rZWTPb26AdGhlgGNvbnRpbnVlZIBu

dWNsZWFygHRlc3RpbmeAYnmAdGhlgG51Y2xlYXKAcG93ZXJzgGFzgPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxYYBjb25z

dGFudPEAMAfxm/EBMAfxgPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxcmVtaW5kZXLxADAH8ZvxATAH8YBvZoB0aGWAZGlz

Y3JpbWluYXRvcnnPbmF0dXJlgG9mgHRoZYBOUFQugIBUaGV5gGxvb2tlZIBvboBwcm9ncmVzc4Bp

boBhY2hpZXZpbmeAYYBnbG9iYWyAY29tcHJlaGVuc2l2ZYB0ZXN0gGJhboBhc4B0aGXPbW9zdIB2

aXNpYmxlgGRlbW9uc3RyYXRpb26Ab2aAdGhlgHdpbGxpbmduZXNzgG9mgHRoZYBudWNsZWFygHdl

YXBvboBzdGF0ZXOAdG+AZW5kgHRoZYBudWNsZWFygGFybXPPcmFjZS6AgElugGZhY3QsgHRoZYBn

bG9iYWyAY2Vzc2F0aW9ugG9mgG51Y2xlYXKAdGVzdGluZ4BoYXOAYmVjb21lgHRoZYBsaXRtdXOA

dGVzdIBvZoB0aGWAc2VyaW91c25lc3OAb2bPdGhlgG51Y2xlYXKAd2VhcG9ugHN0YXRlc4B0b4Bt

ZWV0gHRoZWlygG9ibGlnYXRpb25zgHVuZGVygEFydGljbGWAVkkuzOARDAAAAAAIBwwA4FdoZW6A

dGhlgE5QVIBjYW1lgHVwgGZvcoByZW5ld2FsgGF0gGl0c4AyNXRogGFubml2ZXJzYXJ5gGNvbmZl
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cmVuY2WAaW6AMTk5NSyAdGhlcmWAd2Fzz2NvbnNpZGVyYWJsZYBkaXNzYXRpc2ZhY3Rpb26Ad2l0

aIB0aGWAcmVjb3JkgG9mgHRoZYBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvbnOAc3RhdGVzgGlugGZ1bGZpbGxpbmeA

dGhlaXLPb2JsaWdhdGlvbnOAdW5kZXKAQXJ0aWNsZYBWSSyAcGFydGljdWxhcmx5gHdpdGiAcmVn

YXJkgHRvgHRoZYBudWNsZWFygHRlc3SAYmFuLoCAVGhlgENvbmZlcmVuY2WAaGFkz3RvgGRlY2lk

ZYB3aGV0aGVygHRvgGV4dGVuZIB0aGWATlBUgGluZGVmaW5pdGVseYBvcoBmb3KAb25seYBhgGZp

eGVkgHBlcmlvZC6AgFdoaWxlgHRoZYBtYWpvcml0eYBvZs9wYXJ0aWNpcGFudHOAd2VyZYB3aWxs

aW5ngHRvgGV4dGVuZIB0aGWAdHJlYXR5gGluZGVmaW5pdGVseSyAYYBzaWduaWZpY2FudIBtaW5v

cml0eYBmYXZvcmVkgGGAZml4ZWTPcGVyaW9kgGlugG9yZGVygHRvgG1haW50YWlugHByZXNzdXJl

gG9ugHRoZYBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvboBzdGF0ZXOAdG+AbWVldIB0aGVpcoBBcnRpY2xlgFZJz29i

bGlnYXRpb25zLoCASW6Admlld4BvZoB0aGWAc2lnbmlmaWNhbmNlgG9mgHRoZYBkZWNpc2lvbiyA

dGhlgENvbmZlcmVuY2WAc291Z2h0gGFwcHJvdmFsgG9mgGluZGVmaW5pdGXPZXh0ZW5zaW9ugGJ5

gGNvbnNlbnN1c4ByYXRoZXKAdGhhboB0aGWAc2ltcGxlgG1ham9yaXR5gHJlcXVpcmVkgGJ5gHRo

ZYB0cmVhdHkugIBUaGlzgGNvbnNlbnN1c4B3YXPPYWNoaWV2ZWSAYnmAdGhlgGFkb3B0aW9ugG9m

gGGAcmVzb2x1dGlvboBvZoBQcmluY2lwbGVzgGFuZIBPYmplY3RpdmVzgHdoaWNogGNvbnRhaW5l

ZIBtYW55z2NvbW1lbmRhYmxlgGdlbmVyYWxpemF0aW9uc4BidXSAb25lgHZlcnmAc3BlY2lmaWOA

b2JqZWN0aXZlhIR0aGWAY29tcGxldGlvboBieYB0aGWAQ29uZmVyZW5jZYBvbs9EaXNhcm1hbWVu

dIBvZoBhgHVuaXZlcnNhbIBDVEKAVHJlYXR5gG5vgGxhdGVygHRoYW6AdGhlgGVuZIBvZoAxOTk2

LszgEQwAAAAACAcMAOBJboBhgHJlbWFya2FibGWAbmVnb3RpYXRpb24sgHRoZYB0cmVhdHmAd2Fz

gGNvbXBsZXRlZIBvboBzY2hlZHVsZSyAaW6AbGFyZ2WAcGFydIBkdWWAdG/PaW5pdGlhdGl2ZXOA

dGFrZW6AYnmAUHJlc2lkZW50gENsaW50b24sgGFuZIB0aGWAQ1RCVIB3YXOAb3BlbmVkgGZvcoBz

aWduYXR1cmWAb26AU2VwdGVtYmVygDI0LM8xOTk2LoCAVG+AZGF0ZYAxNDmAc3RhdGVzgGhhdmWA

c2lnbmVkgHRoZYB0cmVhdHksgGluY2x1ZGluZ4B0aGWAZml2ZYBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvboBzdGF0

ZXMsgGFuZIBuaW5lz2NvdW50cmllc4SEc29vboBiZYBqb2luZWSAYnmARnJhbmNlgGFuZIBCcml0

YWluhIRoYXZlgHJhdGlmaWVkgHRoZYB0cmVhdHkugIBIb3dldmVyLIBtYW55gGtlec9jb3VudHJp

ZXMsgGluY2x1ZGluZ4BSdXNzaWGAYW5kgENoaW5hLIB3aWxsgG5vdIBtb3ZlgG9ugHJhdGlmaWNh

dGlvboB1bnRpbIB0aGWAVS5TLoBTZW5hdGWAYWN0cy7MzPIM8jMugIDwIATwVGhlgENUQlSAd2ls

bIBjb25zdHJhaW6A8B0E8HJvZ3Vl8BwE8IBzdGF0ZXPwHATwgG51Y2xlYXKAd2VhcG9uc4BkZXZl
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bG9wbWVudIBhbmSAb3RoZXKAc3RhdGVz8BwE8NABFQAACwAJAAGOI84fLgABIBUA0G51Y2xlYXKA

Y2FwYWJpbGl0aWVzLvAfBPCA8wzz0AQVAAALAAkAAfAkMCEwAAEgFQDQ4BEMAAAAAAgHDADgSYBi

ZWxpZXZlgHRoYXSAdGhlgENUQlSAd2lsbIBjb25zdHJhaW4sgGJ1dIBjYW5ub3SAaW6AaXRzZWxm

gHByZXZlbnQsgHNvhGNhbGxlZIDwIATwcm9ndWXwHwTwgHN0YXRlc89hbmSAb3RoZXKAc3RhdGVz

gGZyb22Ab2J0YWluaW5ngGGAZmlyc3SAZ2VuZXJhdGlvboBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvbnOAY2FwYWJp

bGl0eS6AgFdoZW6AdGhlgENUQlTPZW50ZXJzgGludG+AZm9yY2WAd2l0aIBlc3NlbnRpYWxseYB3

b3JsZHdpZGWAc3VwcG9ydCyAaW5jbHVkaW5ngHRoZYBmaXZlgG51Y2xlYXKAd2VhcG9ugHN0YXRl

cyyAYW7PaW50ZXJuYXRpb25hbIBsZWdhbIBub3JtgGFnYWluc3SAdGVzdGluZ4B3aWxsgGJlgGVz

dGFibGlzaGVkLoCAV2hpbGWAdGhpc4Bjb3VsZIBub3SAcHJldmVudIB0ZXN0aW5ngGJ5z2GA8CAE

8HJvZ3Vl8B8E8IBzdGF0ZSyAdGhlgGFjdIBvZoB0ZXN0aW5ngHdvdWxkLIBieYB2aW9sYXRpbmeA

YYB1bml2ZXJzYWyAbm9ybSyAcHV0gHRoYXSAc3RhdGWAYXSAb2Rkc4B3aXRoz3RoZYBlbnRpcmWA

aW50ZXJuYXRpb25hbIBjb21tdW5pdHmAYW5kgG1ha2WAaXSAYYBwcmltZYBjYW5kaWRhdGWAZm9y

gHNhbmN0aW9ucy7QBhUAAAsACQABPC18KTwAASAVANDgEQwAAAAACAcMAOBUZWNobmljYWxseYB
z

dWNogGGA8CAE8HJvZ3Vl8B8E8IBzdGF0ZYBjb3VsZIBkZXZlbG9wgGGAZmlyc3SAZ2VuZXJhdGlv

boBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvboB3aXRob3V0z3Rlc3RpbmcugIBTdWNogGGAd2VhcG9ugHdvdWxkgHBy

b2JhYmx5gGJlgHNpbWlsYXKAdG+AdGhlgGd1boR0eXBlgFWEMjM1gHdlYXBvboB0aGF0gGRlc3Ry

b3llZM9IaXJvc2hpbWEsgHdoaWNogPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxaGFk8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GAbm90gPEAMAfx

nPEBMAfxYmVlboB0ZXN0ZWTxADAH8Zuc8QEwB/Es8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GAb3KAdGhlgHBsdXRvbml1

bYBpbXBsb3Npb26Ad2VhcG9ugHRoYXSAd2FzgHN1Y2Nlc3NmdWxsec90ZXN0ZWSAYXSAdGhlgFRy

aW5pdHmAc2l0ZYBwcmlvcoB0b4B1c2WAYWdhaW5zdIBOYWdhc2FraSyAb3KAdGhlgGVhcmx5gPEA

MAfxnPEBMAfxVYQyMzXxADAH8ZvxATAH8YBpbXBsb3Npb26A8QAwB/Gc8QEwB/F3ZWFwb25zgHRl

c3RlZM9ieYBDaGluYS7xADAH8ZvxATAH8YCAU3VjaIB3ZWFwb25zgGFyZYBrbm93boB0b4BoYXZl

gGJlZW6AZGV2ZWxvcGVkgChhbmSAc3Vic2VxdWVudGx5gGRlc3Ryb3llZCmAYnmAU291dGjPQWZy

aWNhgHdpdGhvdXSAdGVzdHMsgPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxYW5kgHByZXN1bWFibHnxADAH8ZvxATAH8YBi

eYBJc3JhZWyAYW5kgFBha2lzdGFugGFzgHdlbGwugIBJbmRpYfAcBPBzgHByb2dyYW2AaXOAYmFz

ZWSAb26AYc9zaW5nbGWAdGVzdIBjb25kdWN0ZWSAaW6AMTk3NC7M4BEMAAAAAAgHDADgV2hpbGWA

c3VjaIBhgPAgBPByb2d1ZfAfBPCAc3RhdGWAbWlnaHSAbWFrZYBtYXJnaW5hbIBpbXByb3ZlbWVu
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dHOAd2l0aG91dIB0ZXN0aW5ngHRvgHdlYXBvbml6Zc90aGVzZYBpbml0aWFsgGRldmljZXMsgGl0

gHdvdWxkgG5vdIBiZYBhYmxlgHRvgGdvgHZlcnmAZmFygGlugG9wdGltaXppbmeAYW5kgG1pbmlh

dHVyaXppbmeAZmlzc2lvbs93ZWFwb25zgGFuZIB3b3VsZIBjZXJ0YWlubHmAbm90gGJlgGFibGWA

dG+AZGV2ZWxvcIB0aGVybW9udWNsZWFygHdlYXBvbnOAd2l0aG91dIBleHRlbnNpdmXPdGVzdGlu

Z4BvcoBhY2Nlc3OAdG+AZGV0YWlsZWSAcGxhbnOAYW5kgGRpcmVjdIB0ZWNobmljYWyAYXNzaXN0

YW5jZYBmcm9tgGGAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb26Ac3RhdGWAdGhhdM9oYWSAc3VjY2Vzc2Z1bGx5gGRl

dmVsb3BlZIBhbmSAdGVzdGVkgHRoZW0ugPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxQWx0aG91Z2iAdGhl8QAwB/Gb8QEw

B/GAdW5kZWNsYXJlZIBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvboBzdGF0ZXMsgEluZGlhLM9Jc3JhZWyAYW5kgFBh

a2lzdGFuLIB3aGljaIBwcmVzdW1hYmx5gGFscmVhZHmAaGF2ZYBmaXJzdIBnZW5lcmF0aW9ugPEA

MAfxnPEBMAfxd2VhcG9ucyzxADAH8ZvxATAH8YBhcmWA8QAwB/Gc8QEwB/Ftb3JlgGV4cGVyaWVu

Y2Vkz2lugHRoZYDxADYH8ZzxATYH8WZpZWxk8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/HxAjUH8SzxAzUH8fEANgfxm/EB

NgfxgPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxdGhleYB3b3VsZPEAMAfxm/EBMAfxgGFsc2+Abm90gGJlgGFibGWAdG+A

8QAwB/Gc8QEwB/FkZXZlbG9w8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GAdGhlcm1vbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb25zgHdpdGhv

dXSAdGVzdGluZ4Bvcs9leHRlcm5hbIBhc3Npc3RhbmNlgGJ5gGGAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb26Ac3Rh

dGUugIBJZoBhgHN0YXRlgHdlcmWAYYBtZW1iZXKAb2aAdGhlgE5QVCyAc3VjaIBhgHByb2dyYW3P

d291bGSAb2aAY291cnNlgGJlgGGAdmlvbGF0aW9ugG9mgHRoZYBOUFSAYW5kgHdvdWxkgHByb2Jh

Ymx5gGJlgHJldmVhbGVkgGJ5gHRoZYBuZXcsgG1vcmXPaW50cnVzaXZlgElBRUGAaW5zcGVjdGlv

boBwcm9ncmFtLIB3aGljaIBjYW6AaW5zcGVjdIBzdXNwaWNpb3VzgHNpdGVzLoCASWaAbm90gGGA

bWVtYmVygG9mgHRoZYBOUFQsz3RoZYDwIATwcm9ndWXwHwTwgHN0YXRl8BwE8HOAd2VhcG9uc4Bk

ZXZlbG9wbWVudIBwcm9ncmFtgGNvdWxkgGJlgGdyZWF0bHmAY29tcGxpY2F0ZWSAYnV0gG5vdIBp

bmRlZmluaXRlbHnP8QAwB/Gc8QEwB/FibG9ja2Vk8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GAYnmAcmVkdWNlZIBhY2Nl

c3OAdG+AZXh0ZXJuYWyAdGVjaG5pY2FsgHN1cHBvcnQuzMzyDPI0LoCA8CAE8FRoZYBDVEJUgHdp

bGyAaW1wcm92ZYBBbWVyaWNh8BwE8HOAYWJpbGl0eYB0b4BkZXRlY3SAYW5kgGRldGVygG51Y2xl

YXKAZXhwbG9zaXZlgHRlc3Rpbmcu8B8E8PMM89AEFQAACwAJAAFoH6gbKAABIBUA0OARDAAAAAAI

BwwA4FVuZGVygHRoZYBDVEJULIB0aGWAZXN0YWJsaXNobWVudIBvZoB0aGWASW50ZXJuYXRpb25h

bIBNb25pdG9yaW5ngFN5c3RlbYBhbmSAbWFuZGF0ZWTPcHJvY2VkdXJlc4Bmb3KAb26Ec2l0ZYBp

bnNwZWN0aW9uc4BvZoBzdXNwaWNpb3VzgGV2ZW50c4B3aWxsgHNpZ25pZmljYW50bHmAc3VwcGxl
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bWVudIB0aGWAYWxyZWFkec9pbXByZXNzaXZlgHVuaWxhdGVyYWyAVS5TLoBjYXBhYmlsaXRpZXOA

dG+AZGV0ZWN0gGFuZIB0aGVyZWJ5gGRldGVygG51Y2xlYXKAdGVzdGluZy7M4BEMAAAAAAgHDADg

VGhlgFVuaXRlZIBTdGF0ZXOAYWxyZWFkeYBoYXOAaW6AcGxhY2WAYYB2ZXJ5gGVmZmVjdGl2ZYBz

eXN0ZW2Ab2aAbmF0aW9uYWyAdGVjaG5pY2FsgG1lYW5zzyhOVE0pgHdpdGiAd2hpY2iAaXSAaGFz

gHN1Y2Nlc3NmdWxseYBtb25pdG9yZWSAbnVjbGVhcoB0ZXN0aW5ngHdvcmxkhHdpZGWAc2luY2WA

dGhlgGZpcnN0gFNvdmlldM9udWNsZWFygHRlc3SAaW6AQXVndXN0gDE5NDkugIBJgGRvgG5vdIB0

aGlua4B0aGF0gGl0gGlzgG5lY2Vzc2FyeYBvcoBhcHByb3ByaWF0ZYBmb3KAbWWAdG+AZWxhYm9y

YXRlgG9uz3RoZYB2YXJpb3VzgGVsZW1lbnRzgG9mgHRoaXOAc3lzdGVtgHdpdGiAd2hpY2iASYBh

bYBzdXJlgHlvdYBhcmWAZmFtaWxpYXIugIBJgHdvdWxkgHBvaW50gG91dCzPaG93ZXZlciyAdGhl

gFUuUy6Ac3lzdGVtgGhhc4BiZWVugGFibGWAdG+AY2FsbIB1cG9ugHRoZYBjb25zaWRlcmFibGWA

Y2FwYWJpbGl0aWVzgG9mgHRoZYBzZXZlcmFsz3Rob3VzYW5kgHdvcmxkhHdpZGWAdW5jbGFzc2lm

aWVkgHNlaXNtaWOAc3RhdGlvbnOAdG+Ac3VwcGxlbWVudIBpdHOAY2xhc3NpZmllZIBzeXN0ZW0u

zOARDAAAAAAIBwwA4FRoZYBJbnRlcm5hdGlvbmFsgE1vbml0b3JpbmeAU3lzdGVtgChJTVMpgHdo

ZW6AZnVsbHmAb3BlcmF0aW9uYWyAd2lsbIBoYXZlgG92ZXKAMzAw0AMVAAALAAkAATwtfCk8AAEg

FQDQc2Vpc21pYyyAaHlkcm9hY291c3RpYyyAaW5mcmFzb3VuZIBhbmSAcmFkaW9udWNsaWRlgG1v

bml0b3JpbmeAc3RhdGlvbnMugIBUaGWAc3lzdGVtgGlzgGNyZWRpdGVkgHdpdGjPaGF2aW5ngGGA

d29ybGSEd2lkZYBkZXRlY3Rpb26AY2FwYWJpbGl0eYBkb3dugHRvgGFib3V0gG9uZYBraWxvdG9u

LIBhbHRob3VnaIBJgGJlbGlldmWAaW6AZ2VvZ3JhcGhpY89hcmVhc4BvZoBzcGVjaWFsgGludGVy

ZXN0gGl0gHdpbGyAYmWAY29uc2lkZXJhYmx5gGJldHRlcoB0aGFugHRoYXQugIBUaGWASU1TgGhh

c4B0aGWAYWR2YW50YWdlgHRoYXSAaXTPd2lsbIBiZYBhboBvcGVugGludGVybmF0aW9uYWyAb3Bl

cmF0aW9ugHNvgHRoYXSAYWxsgHBhcnRpZXOAdG+AdGhlgHRyZWF0eYBoYXZlgGFjY2Vzc4B0b4B0

aGWAZGF0YYBhbmSAd2lsbM9ub3SAYmWAc29sZWx5gGRlcGVuZGVudIBvboBVLlMugGNvbmNsdXNp

b25zgHdoaWNogGFyZYBvZnRlboBiYXNlZIBvboBkYXRhgHRoYXSAdGhlgFVuaXRlZIBTdGF0ZXOA

aXPPbm90gHByZXBhcmVkgHRvgHNoYXJlgGFuZIB3aGljaIBzb21lgHBhcnRpZXOAbWF5gHBlcmNl

aXZlgGFzgGJpYXNlZC6AgE1vcmVvdmVyLIB0aGWAdHJlYXR5z2VzdGFibGlzaGVzgHNwZWNpZmlj

gHByb2NlZHVyZXOAdG+AYWxsb3eAb26Ec2l0ZYBpbnNwZWN0aW9uc4BvZoBzdXNwaWNpb3VzgGV2

ZW50cy6AgFRoZYBwcm9zcGVjdIBvZs9vboRzaXRlgGluc3BlY3Rpb25zgHNob3VsZIBhY3SAYXOA
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YYBwb3dlcmZ1bIBkZXRlcnJlbnSAc2luY2WAdGhleYB3b3VsZIBoYXZlgGGAZ29vZIBjaGFuY2WA

b2bPaWRlbnRpZnlpbmeAZXZlboB2ZXJ5gHNtYWxsgHRlc3RzgGFuZCyAaWaAdGhlgGNvdW50cnmA

d2hlcmWAdGhlgGV2ZW50gG9jY3VycmVkgHJlamVjdGVkgG9ygG9ic3RydWN0ZWTPdGhlgGluc3Bl

Y3Rpb24sgHRoYXSAYWN0aW9ugHdvdWxkgHN0cm9uZ2x5gHN1Z2dlc3SAdGhhdIB0aGWAcGFydHmA

aW6AcXVlc3Rpb26Ad2FzgGlugGZhY3SAdHJ5aW5ngHRvgGhpZGXPYYBjbGFuZGVzdGluZYB0ZXN0

LoCASW6AbWFraW5ngHRoZYBjYXNlgGZvcoDxADkH8ZzxATkH8fECOAfxaW5zcGVjdGlvboBvZoDx

AzgH8WHxADkH8ZvxATkH8YBzdXNwaWNpb3VzgGV2ZW50LIB0aGWAVW5pdGVkgFN0YXRlc4BjYW6A

YWxzb89wcmVzZW50gGluZm9ybWF0aW9ugGZyb22AaXRzgHBvd2VyZnVsgGNsYXNzaWZpZWSATlRN

gHN5c3RlbYB0aGF0gGl0gHdvdWxkgG5vdIBiZYB3aWxsaW5ngHRvgHNoYXJlz3dpdGiAdGhlgHJl

c3SAb2aAdGhlgHdvcmxkgG9ugGGAcm91dGluZYBiYXNpcy7M4BEMAAAAAAgHDADgVGhlgHBvd2Vy

ZnVsgHN5bmVyZ2lzdGljgGVmZmVjdIBvZoB0aGWAVS5TLoBOVE2AY2FwYWJpbGl0aWVzgGFuZIB0

aGWASU1TgGlzgHdlbGyAaWxsdXN0cmF0ZWTPYnmAdGhlgGVhcnRocXVha2WAaW6AdGhlgHZpY2lu

aXR5gG9mgE5vdmF5YYBaZW1seWGAb26AQXVndXN0gDE2gGxhc3SAeWVhci6AgFUuUy6AcGhvdG/P

cmVjb25uYWlzc2FuY2WAc2F0ZWxsaXRlc4BkZXRlY3RlZIB1bnVzdWFsgGFjdGl2aXR5gGF0gHRo

ZYBOb3ZheWGAWmVtbHlhgHRlc3SAc2l0ZYBpboBBdWd1c3SAdGhhdIBpbs9yZXRyb3NwZWN0gHdh

c4Bwcm9iYWJseYBhc3NvY2lhdGVkgHdpdGiAcGVybWl0dGVkgHN1YmNyaXRpY2FsgGV4cGVyaW1l

bnRzgG9mgHRoZYB0eXBlgHRoZYBVbml0ZWTPU3RhdGVzgHdhc4Bjb25kdWN0aW5ngGF0gHRoZYBz

YW1lgHRpbWWAYXSAdGhlgE5ldmFkYYB0ZXN0gHNpdGUugIBUaHVzgGFsZXJ0ZWQsgHRoZYBpbnRl

bGxpZ2VuY2XPY29tbXVuaXR5gHdhc4B1bmRlcnN0YW5kYWJseYBhbGFybWVkgHdoZW6AYYBzZWlz

bWljgGV2ZW50gHdhc4ByZXBvcnRlZIB3aG9zZYBpbml0aWFsgGxvY2F0aW9uz3dhc4Bzb4Bwb29y

bHmAZGVmaW5lZIB0aGF0gGl0gG1pZ2h0gGhhdmWAb2NjdXJyZWSAYXSAdGhlgHRlc3SAc2l0ZS6A

gEFzgG1vcmWAc2Vpc21pY4BkYXRhgGJlY2FtZc9hdmFpbGFibGWAaXSAd2FzgGFwcGFyZW50gHdp

dGhpboBkYXlzgHRvgGJvdGiAVS5TLoBnb3Zlcm5tZW50gGFuZIBpbnRlcm5hdGlvbmFsgHNlaXNt

b2xvZ2lzdHOAdGhhdM90aGWAZXZlbnSAYWN0dWFsbHmAaGFkgG9jY3VycmVkgDEzMIBraWxvbWV0

ZXJzgGZyb22AdGhlgHRlc3SAc2l0ZYBiZW5lYXRogHRoZYBmbG9vcoBvZoB0aGWAQXJjdGljz09j

ZWFuLoCATW9yZYBjYXJlZnVsgGV4YW1pbmF0aW9ugHJldmVhbGVkgHRoYXSAdGhlgHNlaXNtaWOA

c2lnbmFsgHdhc4BpboBmYWN0gGNvbnNpc3RlbnSAd2l0aIBhbs9lYXJ0aHF1YWtlgGFuZIBpbmRl
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ZWSAYYB2ZXJ5gHNtYWxsgGNoYXJhY3RlcmlzdGljgGFmdGVyc2hvY2uAd2FzgHN1YnNlcXVlbnRs

eYBpZGVudGlmaWVkgHRvgGhhdmXPb2NjdXJyZWSAYYBmZXeAaG91cnOAYWZ0ZXKAdGhlgG1haW6A

ZXZlbnQugIBJdIB3YXOAdGh1c4Bjb25jbHVkZWSAdGhhdIB0aGWAZWFydGhxdWFrZYB3YXOAdW5y

ZWxhdGVkz3RvgHRoZYBhY3Rpdml0eYBhdIB0aGWAdGVzdIBzaXRlLoCASWaAdGhlgENUQlSAaGFk

gGJlZW6AaW6AZm9yY2WAYW5kgHRoZYBldmVudIBoYWSAYmVlboBtdWNogGNsb3NlcoB0b890aGWA

dGVzdIBzaXRlLIB0aGWAVW5pdGVkgFN0YXRlc4B3b3VsZIBoYXZlgGJlZW6AaW6AYYBwb3NpdGlv

boB0b4ByZXF1ZXN0gGFugG9uhHNpdGWAaW5zcGVjdGlvbi7M4BEMAAAAAAgHDADgSYB0aGlua4Bp

dIBpc4BzaWduaWZpY2FudIB0b4Bub3RlgHRoYXSAZXZlboBiZWZvcmWAdGhlgElNU4BiZWNhbWWA

ZnVsbHmAb3BlcmF0aW9uYWwsgGVsZW1lbnRzz29mgHRoZYBzeXN0ZW2Ad2VyZYBhYmxlgHRvgGxv

Y2F0ZYBhY2N1cmF0ZWx5gHRoaXOAZXZlbnQsgHdoaWNogGhhZIBhgHlpZWxkgGVxdWl2YWxlbnSA

dG+AYWJvdXSAMTAwz3RvbnOAb2aAVE5ULIBvcoBvbmWEdGVudGiAdGhlgGFkdmVydGlzZWSAdGhy

ZXNob2xkgG9mgHRoZYBzeXN0ZW0sgGFzgHdlbGyAYXOAYW6AYWZ0ZXJzaG9ja4B0aGF0gGhhZM9h

boBlcXVpdmFsZW50gHlpZWxkgG9mgGFib3V0gDEwgHRvbnOAb2aAVE5UgG9ygG9uZYRodW5kcmVk

dGiAb2aAdGhlgG9uZYBraWxvdG9ugHRocmVzaG9sZC7QBhUAAAsACQABPC18KTwAASAVANDRFhEA

AwcAAQwA81gHABEA0dEADgAAAgDAA8ADDgDR0QEOAAACAMADwAMOANHRFwoAAwAACgDR4BE
MAAAA

AAgHDADgSW6AanVkZ2luZ4B0aGWA8CAE8GVmZmVjdGl2ZW5lc3PwHwTwgG9mgGGAZGV0ZWN0aW9u

gHN5c3RlbSyAaXSAbXVzdIBiZYByZWNvZ25pemVkgHRoYXSAZXZlcnmAc3lzdGVtz3RoYXSAZGVw

ZW5kc4B1cG9ugHRlY2huaWNhbIBtZWFzdXJlbWVudHOAaGFzgGGAdGhyZXNob2xkgGJlbG93gHdo

aWNogHNpZ25hbHOAYXJlgGxvc3SAaW6AdGhlz2JhY2tncm91bmSAbm9pc2UugIBJboB0aGWAY2Fz

ZYBvZoB0aGWA8QAwB/Gc8QEwB/FDVEJULPEAMAfxm/EBMAfxgG9uZYBjYW6Ad2l0aIBoaWdogGNv

bmZpZGVuY2WAZGV0ZWN0gHRlc3RzgGRvd26AdG+Ab25lz2tpbG90b26AaGlnaIBleHBsb3NpdmWA

ZXF1aXZhbGVudIBhbmSAcHJvYmFibHmAd2l0aIBsZXNzgGNvbmZpZGVuY2WAdG+AYYBjb25zaWRl

cmFibHmAbG93ZXKAbGV2ZWwugM9CdXSAdGhlcmWAd2lsbIBhbHdheXOAYmWAYYByYW5nZYBvZoB5

aWVsZHOAYWJvdmWAemVyb4B0aGF0gGNhbm5vdIBiZYBkZXRlY3RlZC7M4BEMAAAAAAgHDADgRGVz

cGl0ZYB0aGVzZYB0ZWNobmljYWyAbGltaXRhdGlvbnMsgHRoZYB2ZXJpZmljYXRpb26Ac3lzdGVt

gGNhboBzdGlsbIBiZYBjb3JyZWN0bHmAZGVmaW5lZIBhc8/wIATwZWZmZWN0aXZl8B8E8IBiZWNh
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dXNlgHRlc3RzgGJlbG93gHRoZYB0aHJlc2hvbGSAZG+Abm90gGNvbnN0aXR1dGWAYYBzZWN1cml0

eYByaXNrgHRvgHRoZYBVbml0ZWSAU3RhdGVzLoDPQ2xhbmRlc3RpbmWAdGVzdGluZ4BiZWxvd4B0

aGWAdGhyZXNob2xkgGJ5gHRoZYBudWNsZWFygHdlYXBvboBzdGF0ZXOAd291bGSAbm90gHBlcm1p

dIBkZXZlbG9wbWVudM9vZoByYWRpY2FsbHmAbmV3gG9ygHNpZ25pZmljYW50bHmAaW1wcm92ZWSA

bnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb25zLoCASW6AdGhlgGNhc2WAb2aAbm9uhG51Y2xlYXKAd2VhcG9uz3N0YXRl

cyyAdGVzdHOAYmVsb3eAdGhlgHRocmVzaG9sZIB3b3VsZIBub3SAY29udHJpYnV0ZYB0b4B0aGWA

cHJvZHVjdGlvboBvZoBhgGZpcnN0gGdlbmVyYXRpb26AcHJpbWl0aXZlz/EAMAfxnPEBMAfxd2Vh

cG9uLPEAMAfxm/EBMAfxgHdoaWNogHdvdWxkgGVpdGhlcoBiZYB0ZXN0ZWSAYXSAZnVsbIB5aWVs

ZIBvcoBiZYBwcm9kdWNlZIB3aXRob3V0gHRlc3RpbmeAc2luY2WAbGl0dGxlgHdvdWxkz2JlgGdh

aW5lZIBieYB0ZXN0aW5ngHN1Y2iAd2VhcG9uc4BhdIB2ZXJ5gGxvd4B5aWVsZHMuzOARDAAAAAAI

BwwA4EmAc2hvdWxkgGFkZIB0aGF0LIBpboBhZGRpdGlvboB0b4BkZXRlY3Rpb26AYnmAc2Vuc29y

c4ByZWNvcmRpbmeAdGhlgGV2ZW50gGl0c2VsZiyAYYBwb3RlbnRpYWzPY2xhbmRlc3RpbmWAdGVz

dGVygHdvdWxkgGhhdmWAdG+AdGFrZYBpbnRvgGFjY291bnSAdGhlgHBvc3NpYmlsaXR5gHRoYXSA

aGlzgGFjdGlvbnOAd291bGSAYmWAcmV2ZWFsZWTPYnmAaHVtYW6Ac291cmNlc4BvcoBieYBhgGZh

aWx1cmWAaW6AY29tbXVuaWNhdGlvbnOAc2VjdXJpdHkugIBTdWNogHNvdXJjZXOAb2aAaW5mb3Jt

YXRpb24sgGFsdGhvdWdoz3VucXVhbnRpZmlhYmxlLIB3b3VsZIBoYXZlgGGAZnVydGhlcoBkZXRl

cnJlbnSAZWZmZWN0gG9ugPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxbG93gHlpZWxk8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GAY2xhbmRlc3Rp

bmWAdGVzdGluZy6AgICAgICAgMzM8gzyNS6AgPAgBPBDVEJUgHJhdGlmaWNhdGlvboBieYB0aGWA

VW5pdGVkgFN0YXRlc4BhbmSAb3RoZXJzgHdpbGyAY29uc3RyYWlugG5vboRzaWduYXRvcmllc4Bm

cm9t0AEVAAALAAkAAUIbghciAAEgFQDQY29uZHVjdGluZ4BudWNsZWFygHRlc3RzLvAfBPDzDPPQ

BBUAAAsACQABpBzkGCQAASAVANDgEQwAAAAACAcMAOBJgGJlbGlldmWAdGhhdIBwcm9tcHSAcmF0

aWZpY2F0aW9ugG9mgHRoZYBDVEKAaXOAY3JpdGljYWyAdG+AVS5TLoBlZmZvcnRzgHRvgG1haW50

YWlugGFugGVmZmVjdGl2Zc9sZWFkZXJzaGlwgHJvbGWAaW6AbWFpbnRhaW5pbmeAYW5kgHN0cmVu

Z3RoZW5pbmeAdGhlgG51Y2xlYXKAbm9uhHByb2xpZmVyYXRpb26AcmVnaW1lLIB3aGljaIBpc4B0

aGXPcHJpbmNpcGFsgGNvbnN0cmFpbnSAb26AdGVzdGluZ4BieYBub26EbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb26A

c3RhdGVzLszgEQwAAAAACAcMAOBJdIBoYXOAYmVlboBzdWdnZXN0ZWSAdGhhdIB0aGWAU2VuYXRl

gGRvZXOAbm90gGhhdmWAdG+AaHVycnmAaW6AY29uc2lkZXJpbmeAdGhlgENUQlSAc2luY2XPSW5k
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aWEsgG9uZYBvZoB0aGWANDSAY291bnRyaWVzgHRoYXSAbXVzdIByYXRpZnmAdGhlgHRyZWF0eYBm

b3KAaXSAdG+AZW50ZXKAaW50b4Bmb3JjZSyAaGFzgHN0YXRlZM9lbXBoYXRpY2FsbHmAdGhhdIBp

dIB3aWxsgG5vdIBldmVygHNpZ26AdGhlgHRyZWF0eS6AgFRoZYB1cmdlbmN5gGlugFUuUy6AYWN0

aW9ugGRlcml2ZXOAbm90gG9ubHmAYmVjYXVzZc9vdXKAbGVhZGVyc2hpcIByb2xlgHdpbGyAcHJv

YmFibHmAc3RpbXVsYXRlgGGAd2F2ZYBvZoByYXRpZmljYXRpb25zLIBpbmNsdWRpbmeAUnVzc2lh

gGFuZIBDaGluYSyAgGJ1dM9hbHNvgGJlY2F1c2WAaXSAd2lsbIBnaXZlgHRoZYBVbml0ZWSAU3Rh

dGVzgGGAc2VhdIBhdIBhgHNwZWNpYWyAQ29uZmVyZW5jZYB0aGF0gGNhboBiZYBjYWxsZWSAYWZ0

ZXLPU2VwdGVtYmVygDI0LIAxOTk5gCh0aHJlZYB5ZWFyc4BhZnRlcoB0aGWAdHJlYXR5gHdhc4Bv

cGVuZWSAZm9ygHNpZ25hdHVyZSmAYXSAdGhlgHJlcXVlc3SAb2aAYYBtYWpvcml0ec9vZoB0aGWA

c3RhdGVzgHRoYXSAaGF2ZYBkZXBvc2l0ZWSAdGhlaXKAaW5zdHJ1bWVudHOAb2aAcmF0aWZpY2F0

aW9ugHRvgGRlY2lkZYB3aGF0gG1lYXN1cmVzgGNhboBiZc90YWtlboB0b4BhY2NlbGVyYXRlgHRo

ZYByYXRpZmljYXRpb26AcHJvY2Vzc4BhbmSAZmFjaWxpdGF0ZYBlYXJseYBlbnRyeYBpbnRvgGZv

cmNlgG9mgHRoZYB0cmVhdHkugIBJZoBJbmRpYW7PcGFydGljaXBhdGlvboBkb2VzgG5vdIBhcHBl

YXKAdG+AYmWAZm9ydGhjb21pbmcsgHRoZYBjb25mZXJlbmNlgGNhboByZWNvbW1lbmSAYYBudW1i

ZXKAb2aAd2F5c9ADFQAACwAJAAE8LXwpPAABIBUA0NEWEQADBwABCgA/YwgAEQDR0QEOAAACAM
AD

wAMOANHRFwoAAwAACgDR8QA5B/HRFhEAAwcAAQoAP2MIABEA0dEBDgAAAgDAA8ADDgDR0RcKAA
MA

AAoA0dEWEQADBwABCgA/YwgAEQDR0QEOAAACAMADwAMOANHRFwoAAwAACgDR8QE5B/HxADgH8
dEW

EQADBwABCgA/YwgAEQDR0QEOAAACAMADwAMOANHRFwoAAwAACgDR8QE4B/HxADcH8dEWEQAD
BwAB

CgA/YwgAEQDR0QEOAAACAMADwAMOANHRFwoAAwAACgDR8QE3B/HxADYH8dEWEQADBwABCgA/Y
wgA

EQDR0QEOAAACAMADwAMOANHRFwoAAwAACgDR8QE2B/HxADUH8dEWEQADBwABCgA/YwgAEQDR
0QEO

AAACAMADwAMOANHRFwoAAwAACgDR8QE1B/HxADAH8dEWEQADBwABCgA/YwgAEQDR0QEOAAAC
AMAD

wAMOANHRFwoAAwAACgDR0RYRAAMHAAEKAD9jCAARANHRAQ4AAAIAwAPAAw4A0dEXCgADAAA
KANHx

ATAH8XRvgGJyaW5ngHRoZYB0cmVhdHmAaW50b4Bmb3JjZYBwcm92aXNpb25hbGx5LoCASWaAdGhl
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gFVuaXRlZIBTdGF0ZXOAZmFpbHOAdG+AcmF0aWZ5gHRoZYB0cmVhdHmAYmVmb3Jlz1NlcHRlbWJl

coAyNCyAMTk5OSyAaXSAd2lsbIBvbmx5gGJlgGFibGWAdG+AcGFydGljaXBhdGWAaW6AdGhlgGNv

bmZlcmVuY2WAYXOAYW6Ab2JzZXJ2ZXIsgHdpdGhvdXSAYc92b3RlgG9ygHZvaWNlgGlugHRoZXNl

gGVmZm9ydHOAdG+AYnJpbmeAaW50b4Bmb3JjZYBhgHRyZWF0eYBpboB3aGljaIBpdIBoYXOAcGxh

eWVkgHN1Y2iAYYBjZW50cmFsgHJvbGXPb3ZlcoB0aGWAeWVhcnMuzOARDAAAAAAIBwwA4PEAMAfx

nPEBMAfxSW7xADAH8ZvxATAH8YB0aGWAeWVhcoAyMDAwLIB0aGVyZYB3aWxsgGJlgGGAbWFqb3KA

TlBUgFJldmlld4BDb25mZXJlbmNlLoCAVGhlgG1haW6AZm9jdXOAb2aAYXR0ZW50aW9uz2F0gHRo

ZYBDb25mZXJlbmNlgHdpbGyAYmWAb26AdGhlgGV4dGVudIB0aGWAbnVjbGVhcoB3ZWFwb26Ac3Rh

dGVzgGhhdmWAbWV0gHRoZWlygG9ibGlnYXRpb25zgHVuZGVyz0FydGljbGWAVkmAYW5kgGltcGxl

bWVudGVkgHRoZYBQcmluY2lwbGVzgGFuZIBPYmplY3RpdmVzgFJlc29sdXRpb26AdGhhdIBhY2Nv

bXBhbmllZIB0aGXPaW5kZWZpbml0ZYBleHRlbnNpb26Ab2aAdGhlgE5QVC6AgElmgHRoZYBVbml0

ZWSAU3RhdGVzgGhhc4ByYXRpZmllZIB0aGWAQ1RCVIBhbmSAdGhlgHRyZWF0eYBpc4Btb3ZpbmfP

dG93YXJkgGVudHJ5gGludG+AZm9yY2UsgHRoZYBVbml0ZWSAU3RhdGVzgHdpbGyAYmWAaW6AYYB2

ZXJ5gHN0cm9uZ4Bwb3NpdGlvboB0b4BwcmVzc4B0aGWAQ29uZmVyZW5jZc90b4BzdXBwb3J0gG90

aGVygGVmZm9ydHOAdG+Ac3RyZW5ndGhlboB0aGWAbm9uhHByb2xpZmVyYXRpb26AcmVnaW1lgHdp

dGiAcmVzcGVjdIB0b4Bwb3RlbnRpYWzPcHJvbGlmZXJhdG9ycy6AgEJ1dIBpZoB0aGWAdHJlYXR5

gGhhc4BiZWVugHJlamVjdGVkgG9ygGlzgHN0aWxsgGJlZm9yZYB0aGWAVS5TLoBTZW5hdGUsgHRo

ZYBVbml0ZWSAU3RhdGVzz3dpbGyAYmWAc3Ryb25nbHmAYXR0YWNrZWSAYXSAdGhlgE5QVIBSZXZp

ZXeAQ29uZmVyZW5jZYBhc4B0aGWAYmFycmllcoB0b4BhboBlZmZlY3RpdmWAbm9uhLxwcm9saWZl

cmF0aW9ugHJlZ2ltZYBhbmSA8QAwB/Gc8QEwB/F3aWxsgGxvc2XxADAH8ZvxATAH8YBtdWNogG9m

gHRoZYBsZWFkZXJzaGlwgHJvbGWAaXSAaGFzgGFjaGlldmVkgG92ZXKAdGhlgHllYXJzLoCAU29t

Zc9oYXZlgGV2ZW6Ac3VnZ2VzdGVkgHRoYXSAVS5TLoBmYWlsdXJlgHRvgGFjdIBvboB0aGWAQ1RC

VIBjb3VsZIBwZXJzdWFkZYBzb21lgG5vboRhbGlnbmVkgGNvdW50cmllc890b4B3aXRoZHJhd4Bm

cm9tgHRoZYDxADAH8ZzxATAH8U5QVCzxADAH8ZvxATAH8YB3aGljaIB3b3VsZIBzZXJpb3VzbHmA

dW5kZXJtaW5lgGVmZm9ydHOAdG+AYWNoaWV2ZYBnbG9iYWyAc3VwcG9ydIBmb3LPVS5TLoBudWNs

ZWFygG5vboRwcm9saWZlcmF0aW9ugPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxcG9saWN5LszxADAH8ZvxATAH8czgEQwA

AAAACAcMAOBJboBzdW1tYXJ5LIBJgGJlbGlldmWAdGhlgPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxQ29tcHJlaGVuc2l2
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ZfEAMAfxm/EBMAfxgPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxVGVzdPEAMAfxm/EBMAfxgPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxQmFu8QAw

B/Gb8QEwB/GA8QAwB/Gc8QEwB/FUcmVhdHnxADAH8ZvxATAH8YBpc4BhboBleHRyZW1lbHmAaW1w

b3J0YW50z2NvbXBvbmVudIBvZoB0aGWAVS5TLoBzdHJhdGVneYB0b4Blc3RhYmxpc2iAYYBwZXJt

YW5lbnSAZ2xvYmFsgG5vboRwcm9saWZlcmF0aW9ugHJlZ2ltZS6AgEmAdXJnZYB0aGXPU2VuYXRl

gHRvgPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxYWN08QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GAcHJvbXB0bHmAdG+AZ2l2ZYBpdHOAYWR2aWNl

gGFuZIBjb25zZW50gHRvgHRoZYDxADAH8ZzxATAH8XRyZWF0eYBpboBvcmRlcoB0b4ByZWluZm9y

Y2WAdGhl8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/GAbGVhZGVyc2hpcM9yb2xlgPEAMAfxnPEBMAfxb2aAdGhlgFVuaXRl

ZIBTdGF0ZXOA8QA2B/HxAjEH8ZzxAzEH8fEBNgfxafEAMgfxbvEBMgfx8QIzB/FugPEDMwfx8QA2

B/HxAjQH8ZvxAzQH8fEBNgfx8QAwB/Gb8QEwB/HxADIH8fECMQfxm/EDMQfxgPEBMgfxZXh0ZW5k

aW5n8QA0B/Gb8QE0B/GAYW5kgHN0cmVuZ3RoZW5pbmeAdGhlgG5vboRwcm9saWZlcmF0aW9ugHJl

Z2ltZS6AgFRoYW5rgHlvdS6Az4A=

--=====================_890327044==_

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________

--=====================_890327044==_--
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@loas.clark.net [168.143.0.13])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA14785;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 09:59:52 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA15860;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 12:52:06 -0500 (EST)

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 12:52:06 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    19 Mar 98 13:26:41 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 19 Mar 98 13:26:07 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    19 Mar 98 13:26:02 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: news/analysis on S. Asia & nukes

Message-ID: <124542D673E5@local.clw.org>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball

RE: news/analysis on India-Pakistan and nukes
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Michael Krepon of the Stimson Center wanted me pass on his initial analysis

of the BJP government's nuclear weapons policy statement. See below.

Also below, please find an extensive Reuters article on the Pakistani

government's response to yesterday's BJP statements.

DK

*************************

FR: Michael Krepon

RE: BJP nuclear policy statements

For NGOs grappling with how to respond to the new Indian government, a few

thoughts:

The BJP's rhetorical stand on nukes is definitely more muscular than

preceding governments, but it is also artfully vague.  Initial press

commentary from New Delhi confirms the view held within the executive

branch and intelligence community that India's bomb is likely to remain

under wraps, at least for now.

Nonertheless, hawks in India now have their best shot at exercising the

nuclear option, and they will make every effort to do so in the coming

months.  The BJP has pledged to carry out a strategic review of India's

defense & national security posture, and this will provide an opening.  In

addition, India will surely resume flight testing of its intermediate-range
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ballistic missile--presumably an improved variant of the Agni--which needs

to be mated with a nuclear warhead if it is to have any compelling

strategic purpose.  Agni flight tests provide another opening to move

forward on "induction."

The new Indian government will have a very short honeymoon.  When it faces

domestic difficulties from coalition partners, opposition parties, and its

own hard-line elements, it may turn to dramatic gestures and irreversible

steps on the nuclear issue to shore up domestic support and to silence

critics.    

Hawks in India need unwitting partners in the United States to be

successful.  When US officials or NGOs go public with harsh messages

warning India not to do this or that, our messages empower the nuclear

lobby there.  India has the sovereign right to make poor decisions.  We can

be effective messengers when we acknowledge this sovereign right, while

calling attention to the negative consequences of bad decisions for goals

that India itself has long championed.  

*************************

Reuters

03/19 0728

Pakistan says India could trigger arms race 
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GENEVA- Pakistan's Foreign Minister Gohar Ayub Khan on Thursday warned that

India's statements that it will keep its options open over nuclear weapons

could push South Asia into a "dangerous arms race." 

In a speech to the Conference on Disarmament (CD), he also called on the

61-member Geneva body -- mired in a year-long stalemate -- to make nuclear

disarmament its highest priority for negotiations. 

Khan said that "reportedly more than 20 countries" had the potential to

build nuclear weapons, but did not name them. 

Pakistan's disarmament ambassador Munir Akram took the floor to ask the

United Nations-sponsored forum to denounce India's policy and urge it not to

develop or deploy nuclear arms. 

The two nations have fought three wars since they won independence from

Britain in 1947 and remain uneasy neighbours. 

Khan's speech hit hard at India, where the country's new Hindu nationalist

rulers said on Wednesday they would keep open an option to build nuclear

weapons. 

"Recent public utterances and pronouncements by the BJP president, and also

now in their manifesto, that India will 'go nuclear' and acquire and develop

nuclear weapons should evoke global concern," Khan said. 

"South Asia may be pushed into a dangerous arms race. 
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"Sadly, the world awakens to the clear and present dangers in South Asia

only when Pakistan is obliged to respond to escalatory steps initiated by

our neighbour," he added. 

"This is yet another reflection of the discrimination to which Pakistan has

been subjected for almost 25 years, since our neighbour's nuclear explosion

at Pokharan." 

India, which successfully conducted an underground nuclear test in 1974, has

said it believes in using atomic energy only for peaceful uses. But western

experts say it already has nuclear weapons or can build them quickly. 

India also has an active missile programme which many western experts have

said could be used to deliver nuclear weapons. India has refused to sign the

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty that

seeks to outlaw nuclear testing, saying both are discriminatory. 

Arch-rival Pakistan, another nuclear "threshold" state, has also stayed out

of the non-proliferation agreements, citing Indian intransigence as the reason. 

But Khan said: "The international community should understand that Pakistan

does not wish to expend its scarce resources on a conventional or a nuclear

arms race. 

"As Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has said, Pakistan 'strives for peace and

stability in the region'." 
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Sharif had begun a comprehensive dialogue with India, according to

Pakistan's Foreign Minister. 

"We hope this will be sustained with the new Indian government which, we

hope, will be agreeable to serious negotiations to resolve the 'core' issue

of Kashmir." 

On Wednesday, the Indian coalition's joint-strategy paper stamped the

incoming government's assertive stance on defence. 

"We will establish a National Security Council to analyse the military,

economic and political threats to the nation... This council will undertake

India's first ever strategic defence review," the document said. 

"Towards that end we will re-evaluate the nuclear policy and exercise the

option to induct nuclear weapons," it added. 

Vajpayee will be sworn in on Thursday at the head of a 13-member minority

coalition -- known as the "saffron" alliance in reference to the orange

colours of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) party -- formed after recent

elections returned a hung parliament.   

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
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Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id LAA04282;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 11:20:25 -0800 (PST)

Received: from snel.execulink.com (snel.execulink.com [199.166.6.4])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA20572

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 10:22:10 -0800 (PST)

Received: from arw (ppp7.a11.execulink.com [207.216.162.147])

 by snel.execulink.com (8.8.7/8.8.7) with SMTP id NAA22669

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 13:21:58 -0500 (EST)

Received: by localhost with Microsoft MAPI; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 13:24:03 -0500

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 13:23:59 -0500

From: Ross Wilcock <rwilcock@execulink.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <01BD533A.49399140@rwilcock@execulink.com>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: The Season of Nonviolence

To: "'abolition-caucus@igc.org'" <abolition-caucus@igc.org>

X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet E-mail/MAPI - 8.0.0.4008

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

We are currently in the UN sponsored Season of Nonviolence deriving from 

the 50th anniversary of the death of Mohandas Gandhi January 30th, and the 

30th anniversary of the death of Martin Luther King Jr. on April 8th.
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There are memorable items in the PGS Memories section on Tolstoy, Gandhi 

and King. http://www.pgs.ca/pages/memor0.html

For some reason, Tolstoy and the Doukhobors seem to been omitted from what 

I have read - but material on these including the 1895 Doukhobor "Burning 

of Weapons" and Tolstoy's proposal to honor this great symbol of 

Disarmament can be tracked there - as can other searchable Tolstoy memories 

such as his "The Law of Love and The Law of Violence"

Here follows a sample from the Gandhi Institute.

Ross Wilcock

rwilcock@web.net

http://www.pgs.ca/

Gandhi's Eight Blunders of the World

Mohandas K. Gandhi was convinced much of the violence in society and in our 

personal lives stems from the passive violence that we commit against each 

other. He described these acts of passive violence as the Seven Blunders. 

Grandfather gave me the list in 1947 just before we left India to return to 

South Africa where my father, Manilal, Gandhi's second son, and my mother, 

Sushila, worked for nonviolent change. In the Indian tradition of adding 

one's knowledge to the ancient wisdom being passed on, and in keeping with 

what Grandfather said and wrote about responsibility, I have added an 

eighth item to the list of blunders.
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The Eight Blunders

Wealth Without Work

Pleasure Without Conscience

Knowledge Without Character

Commerce Without Morality

Science Without Humanity

Worship Without Sacrifice

Politics Without Principles

and

Rights Without Responsibilities

What Did M. K. Gandhi Mean?

Wealth Without Work: This includes playing the stock market; gambling; 

sweat-shop slavery; over-estimating one's worth, like some heads of 
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corporations drawing exorbitant salaries which are not always commensurate 

with the work they do. Gandhiji's idea originates from the ancient Indian 

practice of Tenant Farmers (Zamindari). The poor were made to slog on the 

farms while the rich raked in the profits. With capitalism and materialism 

spreading so rampantly around the world the grey area between an honest 

day's hard work and sitting back and profiting from other people's labor is 

growing wider. To conserve the resources of the world and share these 

resources equitably with all so that everyone can aspire to a good standard 

of living, Gandhi believed people should take only as much as they honestly 

need. The United States provides a typical example. The country spends an 

estimated $200 billion a year on manufacturing cigarettes, alcohol and 

allied products which harm people's health. What the country spends in 

terms of providing medical and research facilities to provide and find 

cures for health hazards caused by over-indulgence in tobacco and alcohol 

is mind-blowing. There is enough for everyone's need but not for everyone's 

greed, Gandhi said.

Pleasure Without Conscience: This is connected to wealth without work. 

People find imaginative and dangerous ways of bringing excitement to their 

otherwise dull lives. Their search for pleasure and excitement often ends 

up costing society very heavily. Taking drugs and playing dangerous games 

cause avoidable health problems that cost the world hundreds of billions of 

dollars in direct and indirect health care facilities. Many of these 

problems are self-induced or ailments caused by careless attitudes. The 

United States spends more than $250 billion on leisure activities while 25 

million children die each year because of hunger, malnutrition, and lack of 

medical facilities.
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Irresponsible and unconscionable acts of sexual pleasure and indulgence 

also cost the people and the country very heavily. Not only do young people 

lose their childhood but innocent babies are brought into the world and 

often left to the care of the society. The emotional, financial, and moral 

price is heavy on everyone.

Gandhi believed pleasure must come from within the soul and excitement from 

serving the needy, from caring for the family, the children, and relatives. 

Building sound human relationships can be an exciting and adventurous 

activity. Unfortunately, we ignore the spiritual pleasures of life and 

indulge in the physical pleasures which is "pleasure without conscience."

Knowledge Without Character: Our obsession with materialism tends to make 

us more concerned about acquiring knowledge so that we can get a better job 

and make more money. A lucrative career is preferred to an illustrious 

character. Our educational centers emphasize career-building and not 

character-building. Gandhi believed if one is not able to understand one's 

self, how can one understand the philosophy of life. He used to tell me the 

story of a young man who was an outstanding student throughout his 

scholastic career. He scored "A's" in every subject and strove harder and 

harder to maintain his grades. He became a bookworm. However, when he 

passed with distinction and got a lucrative job, he could not deal with 

people nor could he build relationships. He had no time to learn these 

important aspects of life. Consequently, he could not live with his wife 

and children nor work with his colleagues. His life ended up being a 

misery. All those years of study and excellent grades did not bring him 
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happiness. Therefore, it is not true that a person who is successful in 

amassing wealth is necessarily happy. An education that ignores character- 

building is an incomplete education.

Commerce Without Morality: As in wealth without work we indulge in commerce 

without morality to make more money by any means possible. Price gouging, 

palming off inferior products, cheating and making false claims are a few 

of the obvious ways in which we indulge in commerce without morality. There 

are also thousands of other ways in which we do immoral or unethical 

business. When profit-making becomes the most important aspect of business, 

morals and ethics usually go overboard. We cut benefits and even salaries 

of employees. If possible we employ "slave" labor, like the sweat shops and 

migrant farm workers in New York and California where workers are 

thoroughly exploited. Profit supersedes the needs of people. When business 

is unable to deal with labor it begins to mechanize. Mechanization, it is 

claimed, increases efficiency, but in reality it is instituted simply to 

make more money. Alternate jobs may be created for a few. Others will fall 

by the wayside and languish. Who cares? People don't matter, profits do. In 

more sophisticated language what we are really saying is that those who 

cannot keep up with the technological changes and exigencies of the times 

do not deserve to live--a concept on which Hitler built the Nazi Party. If 

society does not care for such people, can we blame them if they become 

criminals?

Science Without Humanity: This is science used to discover increasingly 

more gruesome weapons of destruction that threaten to eventually wipe out 

humanity. The NRA says guns don't kill people, people kill people. What 
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they do not say is that if people didn't have guns they wouldn't have the 

capacity to kill as quickly or as easily. If hunting can be considered a 

sport, it is the most insensitive and dehumanizing sport on earth. How can 

killing animals bring fun and excitement to anyone? This is pleasure 

without conscience. When we cease to care for any life, we cease to respect 

all life. No other species on earth has wrought more destruction than man. 

Materialism has made us possessive. The more we possess the more we need to 

protect and so the more ruthless we become. As punishment, we will kill if 

some one steals to buy bread. We feel violated. But we will not bother our 

heads to find out why, in times of plenty, people have to live in hunger.

In order to protect and secure our homes, our neighborhoods, our countries 

from attacks, we use science to discover frightening weapons of 

destruction. The debate over the use of the atom bomb on Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki is a question that falls under this category. War is sometimes 

inevitable only because we are such ardent nationalists that we quickly 

label ourselves by our country of origin, by gender, by the color of our 

skin, by the language we speak, by the religion we practice, by the town or 

the state we come from and so on. The labels dehumanize us, and we become 

mere objects. Not too long ago even wars were fought according to rules, 

regulations, ethics and some semblance of morality. Then Hitler changed the 

rules because of his monumental hate and the rest of us followed suit. Now 

we can obliterate cities and inhabitants by pressing a button and not be 

affected by the destruction because we don't see it.

Worship Without Sacrifice: One person's faith is another person's fantasy 

because religion has been reduced to meaningless rituals practiced 
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mindlessly. Temples, churches, synagogues, mosques and those entrusted with 

the duty of interpreting religion to lay people seek to control through 

fear of hell, damnation, and purgatory. In the name of God they have 

spawned more hate and violence than any government. True religion is based 

on spirituality, love, compassion, understanding, and appreciation of each 

other whatever our beliefs may be -- Christians, Jews, Hindus, Muslims, 

Buddhists, Atheists, Agnostics or whatever. Gandhi believed whatever labels 

we put on our faith, ultimately all of us worship Truth because Truth is 

God. Superficially we may be very devout believers and make a tremendous 

public show of our worship, but if that belief, understanding, compassion, 

love and appreciation is not translated into our lives, prayers will have 

no meaning. True worship demands sacrifice not just in terms of the number 

of times a day we say our prayers but in how sincere we are in translating 

those prayers into life styles.

In the 1930's many Christian and Moslem clergy flocked into India to 

convert the millions who were oppressed as untouchables. The Christian 

clergy stood on street corners loudly denouncing Hinduism and proclaiming 

the virtues of Christianity. Months went by without a single convert 

accepting the offer. Frustrated, one priest asked Grandfather: After all 

the oppression and discrimination that the 'untouchables' suffer under 

Hinduism, why is it they do not accept our offer of a better life under 

Christianity?

Grandfather replied: When you stop telling them how good Christianity is 

and start living it, you will find more converts than you can cope with. 

These words of wisdom apply to all religions of the world. We want to shout 
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from roof-tops the virtues of our beliefs and not translate them into our 

lives.

Politics without Principles: Gandhi said those who firmly believe in 

nonviolence should never stand for elections, but they should elect 

representatives who are willing to understand and practice the philosophy. 

Gandhi said an elected representative is one on whom you have bestowed your 

power of attorney. Such a person should be allowed to wield authority only 

as long as s/he enjoys your confidence.

When politicians indulge in power games, they act without principles. To 

remain in power at all cost is unethical. Gandhi said when politicians (or 

anyone else, for that matter) give up the pursuit of Truth they, or in the 

case of parties, would be doomed. Partisan politics, lobbying, bribing, and 

other forms of malpractice that are so rampant in politics today is also 

unprincipled. Politics has earned the reputation of being dirty. It is so 

because we made it dirty. We create power groups to lobby for our cause and 

are willing to do anything to achieve our goal. Not many among human kind 

have learned how to resist temptation, so who is to blame for the mess we 

find ourselves in?

Rights Without Responsibilities: We are generally willing to do anything to 

safeguard our rights but not much to shoulder our responsibilities towards 

creating a peaceful, harmonious, and understanding society. We believe that 

our only responsibility in a democracy is to cast our vote once in four or 

five years, but for a democracy to be healthy and honest, we need to do 

much more. Should we allow someone to abuse rights under a constitution so 
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that we can preserve our own rights? Under the Freedom of Speech can we 

allow people to incite violence and perhaps revolution through hate, 

prejudice, and other forms of bigotry? Under the Right to Bear Arms can we 

allow people to walk about with weapons and use them freely to protect 

themselves and their possessions when it means killing others? If an 

individual can become judge, jury, and executioner, can there be a viable 

Rule of Law? It might be argued that violence is a form of expression of 

discontent. If a householder can shoot someone for trespassing with the 

intent to steal, why should a hungry or homeless person not have the right 

to kill those he suspects of having stolen his/her opportunities for 

livelihood? When we possess more than we deserve, we are stealing from 

those who do not have the opportunity to compete with our talents. Readers 

of Parade magazine were recently asked if parents or school teachers should 

teach children about right and wrong. Shockingly, the overwhelming response 

was NO. We must not impose our rights and wrongs on other people, even our 

own children, they argued. Isn't our entire sense of law and community and 

society grounded in basic concepts of right and wrong, i.e. don't harm 

others? Why do we try and condemn murderers and thieves? Doesn't that 

impose our sense of right and wrong on them, even when they believe their 

behavior was justified if not right? Can we build a healthy and viable 

democracy on double standards?

Copyright (c) 1996 M.K.Gandhi Institute
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id LAA12624;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 11:22:40 -0800 (PST)

Received: from arl-img-2.compuserve.com (arl-img-2.compuserve.com [149.174.217.132])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA09964

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 11:13:52 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by arl-img-2.compuserve.com (8.8.6/8.8.6/2.10) id OAA14591

 for abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 14:13:21 -0500 (EST)

Content-Disposition: inline

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 14:12:35 -0500

From: Ed Rippy <erippy@compuserve.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <199803191413_MC2-3760-73F3@compuserve.com>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re:  Geneva banner/slogan

To: Abolition Caucus <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igcb.igc.org id LAA09969

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Nigel Chamberlain wrote:

>[I] agree with Lysiane

>that the slogan 'Nuclear power powers nuclear
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>weapons' could be a

>distraction from our central focus on abolition.

-- With respect, Nigel, I don't.  Any country which goes for n-power knows

that it is thereby 

gaining a big step towards n-weapons.  The nuclear fuel cycle creates so

many proliferation 

risks that we can't ignore it.  Until this is well understood, it will be

too easy for countries to say 

'our nuclear program is only for peaceful purposes' while keeping their

weapons-development 

technology 'warmed up.'  India has just done exactly this, and the slogan

brings this out clearly 

& succinctly.  

Ed Rippy
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id IAA15910;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 08:00:01 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ties.itu.ch (root@ties.itu.ch [156.106.192.33])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA09910

 for <ABOLITION-CAUCUS@IGC.APC.ORG>; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 07:33:08 -0800 (PST)

Received: from usr0-02.itu.ch (usr0-02.itu.ch [156.106.192.155])
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Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 15:04:19 +-100

From: International Peace Bureau <ipb@gn.apc.org>

Message-ID: <01BD5355.75231180@usr0-02.itu.ch>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: New nuclear arms race in SE Asia?

To: "'ABOLITION-CAUCUS'" <ABOLITION-CAUCUS@IGC.APC.ORG>,

        "'Abolition-EUROPE'"

  <abolition-europe@VLBERLIN.comlink.de>,

        "'Heffermehl, Fredrik'"

  <fredpax@online.no>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear abolitionists,
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Normally, I wouldn't produce a report of each plenary session of the CD; 

however, today's discussion  brought the recent developments of SE Asian 

nuclear policies into international political discourse.  Therefore, I 

thought I would provide a basic sketch of what happened this morning.

Respectfully submitted,

Christopher Bross

International Peace Bureau

41 rue de Zurich, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland.

Tel: +41-22-731-6429, Fax: 738-9419

Email: ipb@gn.apc.org   -   Web: http://www.itu.ch/ipb/

********************************************************************

At today's incredibly tense session of the Conference on Disarmament, the 

change in India's nuclear weapons policy featured as a main issue.  The 

first plenary under the Presidency of Syria, the  new Under-Secretary 

General for Disarmament Affairs, Dhanapala, attended the CD for the first 

time.  During the session, Pakistan's Minister of Foreign Affairs addressed 

many of the current issues being discussed in the CD, as well as 

criticizing India's behavior on nuclear weapons.  He also stated that India 

cannot be trusted, in light of the discovery of chemical weapons despite 

India being a signatory state and an original state party to the Chemical 

Weapons Convention.

With respect to difficulties in the CD, he claimed that there has been an 
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erosion of trust among CD members, due largely to the way in which the NPT 

definite extension was achieved, and the way in which the CTBT was taken 

outside of the CD for approval.  These two issues reinforced the inequality 

between developed and developing countries.  Pakistan is willing to agree 

to negotiations on a Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty, but only if existing 

stockpiles are also included.  He criticized nuclear doctrines of Nuclear 

Weapons States, some of which have now threatened use against Non-Nuclear 

Weapons States, and stated that these doctrines are illegal, in light of 

the opinion of the ICJ.  Therefore, the issue of Negative Security 

Assurances (NSA) would be ripe for negotiation.  The attempts to weaken 

existing Anti-Ballistic Missile agreements are also alarming.  These 

actions destabilize the already flawed concept of nuclear deterrence.

The issue of Jammu and Kashmir was brought up as well.  Pakistan has made 

attempts at dialogue with India on the problems in this region.  However, 

considering that India has repeatedly attacked Pakistan, he stated that 

Pakistan will take all efforts necessary to respond to agression.

The Ambassador Moher of Canada spoke next.  While choosing not to read his 

entire written statement, he focused on the issue of NSAs.  Having put 

forward questions in the past, which some believed were cryptic, he clearly 

spelled out some of his concerns about addressing NSAs in the CD.  Firstly, 

despite the rhetoric which has been expressed by many states about wanting 

to do something on this issue, the Canadian delegation does not see what an 

ad hoc committee on NSAs could accomplish.  Canada believes that, were 

something to be done in the CD on NSAs, a special coordinator should be 

appointed to try to determine a possible mandate.  He questioned the 
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willingness of the P5 to move beyond existing positions, and criticized the 

nuclear ambiguity of some states.  Given the current proposals, he felt 

that there is no chance for substantive progress on this issue, and that 

the only thing that could be achieved in the CD is to appoint a special 

coordinator.

The following speaker was the Ambassador of India.  She expressed her 

regret that Pakistan brought into this forum issues which should be dealt 

with on a bilateral basis.  India has proposed various transparency and 

confidence building measures.  However, she stated that confidence building 

cannot be based on rhetoric about an impending arms race.  She claimed that 

India is making progress at overcoming the violence and terrorism in Jammu 

and Kashmir.  Indian security forces have seized large numbers of illegal 

weapons - likely coming from Pakistan.  She stated that India's missile 

program has been transparent with respect to development and testing, while 

Pakistan's nuclear program has been based on clandestine acquisitions.  She 

did not directly address the accusation that India has violated the CWC, 

but stated that India was one of the original signatory states and was an 

original state party to the convention.

The last speaker was Ambassador Akram of Pakistan.  He retorted that 

India's BJP party has clearly stated its intent to develop a nuclear 

weapons capability.  If any other state, such as Pakistan, Iran, or Iraq, 

were to make such a declaration, there would be a much stronger response 

from the international community.  He stated that these developments are 

posing a major threat to peace and security, not only to Pakistan, but in 

the world.  He rejected India's claim that the situation in Jammu and 
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Kashmir has improved - there are still 600,000 troops in the region which 

are imposing democracy by forcing people to the polls.  He said that the 

Kashmiris have a right to self-determination.  He stated that if a proposal 

to chastise India were to be brought to the CD, India would veto it, just 

like it vetoed the CTBT.  Finally, he stated that if India chooses to 

acquire a nuclear weapons capability, Pakistan "will provide a matching 

response".

The CD has one week remaining in the first session of 1998.  Despite coming 

close to an agreement on a program of work last week, there seems to be 

little hope of adopting it before the end of next week.  The second session 

of the CD will commence on 11 May, after the NPT PrepComm.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igc3.igc.apc.org (igc3.igc.org [192.82.108.33])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA20248;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 10:13:46 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA25404;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 10:12:06 -0800 (PST)

Received: from [198.94.4.119] (flick@ppp4-119.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id KAA25152

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 10:09:21 -0800 (PST)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 01:19:31 +0100

From: flick@igc.apc.org (flick)

Message-Id: <v02140b04b137507bd681@[198.94.6.104]>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: NPT Presentations

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Sender: flick@pop.igc.apc.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Friends,

As you all know, NGOs will be making presentations at the NPT.  I have been

asked to coordinate the last presenation.  Alice Slater and Edith

Ballantyne have both indicated an interest in helping to forumate this
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speech.

I would like to ask all those on the list interested in having input or

seeing drafts of this as it develops to contact me at flick@igc.apc.org or

Ph. 1 212 682 1265 or Fax 1 212 286 8211.

I would also like to ask all those who are convenors of issue areas to

email me drafts as they develop so that we can, where appropriate,

accurately refer to the content of preceeding presentations.

thanks

Felicity Hill

P.S  Due to the volume on the server, too much of it US focused, and my new

job, I cannot remain on the list.  I have asked Roger Smith to bounce me

items of interest and of course many WILPF members are also subscribers.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igc3.igc.apc.org (igc3.igc.org [192.82.108.33])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA20248;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 10:13:46 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA25404;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 10:12:06 -0800 (PST)

Received: from [198.94.4.119] (flick@ppp4-119.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id KAA25152

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 10:09:21 -0800 (PST)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 01:19:31 +0100

From: flick@igc.apc.org (flick)

Message-Id: <v02140b04b137507bd681@[198.94.6.104]>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: NPT Presentations

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Sender: flick@pop.igc.apc.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Friends,

As you all know, NGOs will be making presentations at the NPT.  I have been

asked to coordinate the last presenation.  Alice Slater and Edith

Ballantyne have both indicated an interest in helping to forumate this
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speech.

I would like to ask all those on the list interested in having input or

seeing drafts of this as it develops to contact me at flick@igc.apc.org or

Ph. 1 212 682 1265 or Fax 1 212 286 8211.

I would also like to ask all those who are convenors of issue areas to

email me drafts as they develop so that we can, where appropriate,

accurately refer to the content of preceeding presentations.

thanks

Felicity Hill

P.S  Due to the volume on the server, too much of it US focused, and my new

job, I cannot remain on the list.  I have asked Roger Smith to bounce me

items of interest and of course many WILPF members are also subscribers.
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <351208D0.4765@igc.apc.org>

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 22:12:32 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: flick <flick@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: NPT Presentations

References: <v02140b04b137507bd681@[198.94.6.104]>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

flick wrote:

> 

> Dear Friends,

> 

> As you all know, NGOs will be making presentations at the NPT.  I have been asked to coordinate the last 
presenation.  Alice Slater and Edith

> Ballantyne have both indicated an interest in helping to forumate this

> speech.

> 

> I would like to ask all those on the list interested in having input or

> seeing drafts of this as it develops to contact me at flick@igc.apc.org or

> Ph. 1 212 682 1265 or Fax 1 212 286 8211.

> 

> Dear Flick:
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I will have a couple of ideas to offer on the presentation you will be 

developing.  Since I am the convener for the one on spiritual and ethical 

perspective, which is likely to be the first presentation, perehaps we 

can work with you so that the first and last will provide a solid 

frame for the 13 presentation.  I'll communicate with you further on 

this.

Shalom,

Howard Hallman
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igc3.igc.apc.org (igc3.igc.org [192.82.108.33])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id SAA13920;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 18:58:50 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id SAA04579;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 18:57:30 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp4-8.igc.org (mupj@ppp4-8.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id SAA04529;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 18:55:37 -0800 (PST)

CC: ipb@gn.apc.org, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 21:52:49 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <35120431.438@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

Precedence: bulk

References: <3511743A.7802@globenet.org>

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: npt prepcom : remarks and proposals

To: Lysiane Alezard <mvtpaix@globenet.org>

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Lysiane Alezard wrote:
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> 

> To Adam Berry and Jo Tyler

> 

> Dear Friends,

>> 

>.... As far as Monday 27 April is concerned, we've just received the proposal of IPPNW Germany and its 2 ballons and 
banners. We fear that 

such as slogan as "Nuclear power powers nuclear weapons" might both 

divide the movement for abolition and weaken our action for elimination. 

Indeed, we feel that the prepcom is a unique "rostrum" for all of us to 

push forward the case for elimination of nuclear weapons, since most 

States will be represented......

Dear Friends:

I share Lysiane Alezard's concern that raising the issue of nuclear power 

will unduly distract from our central objective of getting the NPT 

Preparatory Committee to act decisively for the abolition of nuclear 

weapons.  For instance, the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition 

has in the works a statement from world religious leaders urging the 

PrepCom to (a) lay out an agenda for the nuclear weapons states (no first 

use, dealerting, etc.) and (b) create a working group to begin developing 

a nuclear weapons convention. We will have a reception for PrepCom 

delegates the evening of April and will present the same message.  We 

don't have many opportunities to address the NPT signatories on these 

matters, so I would hope that we will concentrate our energies on nuclear 

abolition.
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Shalom,

Howard W. Hallman, Chair

Methodists United for Peace with Justice
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id PAA06505;

 Thu, 19 Mar 1998 15:32:16 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mercury.tdi.net (mail.tdi.net [206.42.132.4])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA04117

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 19 Mar 1998 15:23:06 -0800 (PST)

Received: from LOCALNAME (enh1-p18.modems.tdi.net [204.157.64.18])

          by mercury.tdi.net (Post.Office MTA Undefined release Undefined

          ID# 518-40462U5000L500S0) with SMTP id AAA198

          for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>;

          Thu, 19 Mar 1998 18:23:12 -0500

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 18:30:32 -0500

From: ishgooda <ishgooda@tdi.net>

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980319233032.256fb86a@pop3.tdi.net>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re:  Geneva banner/slogan

To: <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

X-Sender: ishgooda@pop3.tdi.net

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Khwe,

I agree that nuclear power, whther from items labelled as *weapons* or power
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generators all leaves radiation and fuel which must be disposed of..waste

with which the next several generations will have to cope.

Ish

At 02:12 PM 3/19/98 -0500, you wrote:

>Nigel Chamberlain wrote:

>>[I] agree with Lysiane

>>that the slogan 'Nuclear power powers nuclear

>>weapons' could be a

>>distraction from our central focus on abolition.

>

>-- With respect, Nigel, I don't.  Any country which goes for n-power knows

>that it is thereby 

>gaining a big step towards n-weapons.  The nuclear fuel cycle creates so

>many proliferation 

>risks that we can't ignore it.  Until this is well understood, it will be

>too easy for countries to say 

>'our nuclear program is only for peaceful purposes' while keeping their

>weapons-development 

>technology 'warmed up.'  India has just done exactly this, and the slogan

>brings this out clearly 

>& succinctly.  

>

>Ed Rippy

>
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3512BA43.5C93@igc.apc.org>

Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 10:49:39 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: bill stuart-whistler <stuwhis@enter.net>

Subject: Re: NATO Expansion threat

References: <199803201413.JAA07009@mail.enter.net>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

bill stuart-whistler wrote:

> 

>        Dear Howard Hallman:

>           I sent you two days ago an email outlining the dangers of NATO

> expansion. Has it been publicized on the Religious Task Force of Abolition

> 2000?

>        

Dear Bill:

The Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition is basically a network 

rather than a centralized operation.  Therefore, if you want to reach 

people with your message on NATO expansion, you should put it on the 

list-serve: abolition-religious@igc.org.  I believe that you are a 
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subscriber.

Shalom,

Howard
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Return-Path: <stuwhis@enter.net>

Received: from mail.enter.net (root@mail.enter.net [204.170.70.6])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA14115

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 20 Mar 1998 06:13:54 -0800 (PST)

Received: from [204.170.217.14] (m40nris-1-4.enter.net [204.170.217.14])

 by mail.enter.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id JAA07009;

 Fri, 20 Mar 1998 09:13:44 -0500 (EST)

Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 09:13:44 -0500 (EST)

Message-Id: <199803201413.JAA07009@mail.enter.net>

X-Sender: stuwhis@mailman.enter.net

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

From: stuwhis@enter.net (bill stuart-whistler)

Subject: NATO Expansion threat

Cc: MARY_MILLER.parti@ecunet.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

       Dear Howard Hallman:

          I sent you two days ago an email outlining the dangers of NATO

expansion. Has it been publicized on the Religious Task Force of Abolition

2000?

        The New York Times this morning has Senator Biden ridiculing the

idea of an iron ring being forged around Russia with the possibility of

nuclear missiles being deployed in the proposed new member countries. Biden

inadvertently has the right idea--only it is a nuclear ring, far more

dangerous than the Iron Curtain it replaces.If you were sitting in Russia,
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would it not appear that the nuclear threat to Russia has been increased,

hence leading to reluctance of Russia to reduce or forsake their nuclear

forces?

        The decision our Senators are making so lightly is setting the

stage for a continuing nuclear arms race.

        Have you urged your senators not to endorse this treaty expanding NATO?

        Have you encouraged your religious constituency to do likewise?

The phone number for the Capitol switchboard is 202-224-3121. Please inform

the religious task force of this critical vote and urge their Senators to

oppose it.

                        Yous in Peace,    Bill Stuart-Whistler

                                          Coordinator for Nuclear Issues

                                          Episcopal Peace Fellowship
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Return-Path: <dave@paxchristiusa.org>

Received: from moose.erie.net (moose.erie.net [208.138.204.11])

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA21841

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 20 Mar 1998 08:29:36 -0800 (PST)

Received: from TEAMInternet (usr2-23.erie.net [208.151.219.83])

        by moose.erie.net (8.8.5/8.8.5) with ESMTP id LAA13428

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>;

        Fri, 20 Mar 1998 11:30:44 -0500

X-Envelope-To: <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Received: from dave.paxchristiusa.org ([192.168.0.100]) by TEAMInternet  with smtp id m0yG5dS-000ssvC (Apexx 
Technology); Fri, 20 Mar 1998 12:30:54 -0501 (EST)

Received: by dave.paxchristiusa.org with Microsoft Mail

        id <01BD53EF.D3E91940@dave.paxchristiusa.org>; Fri, 20 Mar 1998 11:03:35 -0500

Message-ID: <01BD53EF.D3E91940@dave.paxchristiusa.org>

From: Dave Robinson <dave@paxchristiusa.org>

To: "'mupj@igc.apc.org'" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: FW: Geneva French draft text

Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 11:03:27 -0500

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igcb.igc.org id IAA21841

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

----------
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From:  Paul Lansu [SMTP:Paul.Lansu@pci.ngonet.be]

Sent:  Thursday, March 19, 1998 8:43 AM

To:  dave@paxchristiusa.org

Subject:  Geneva French draft text

Dear Dave,

We have been working on the French version of the NPT text. Would it be possible to contact your collegues in order to 
check the quality of the translation ?

I passed the English version to Cardinal Danneels and we are waiting for his response. I keep you informed.

With kind regards,

Paul lansu.

Ref.: SD.06.F.98

AGIR MAINTENANT POUR L'ABOLITION DES ARMES NUCLEAIRES

Déclaration adressée à la Commission Préparatoire du Traité de Non-Prolifération Nucléaire (TNP) 

Le temps est venu de débarrasser la  planète Terre des armes nucléaires, de toutes ces armes et où qu'elles soient. La 
Commission Préparatoire du Traité de Non-Prolifération Nucléaire (TNP) aura, lors de sa prochaine réunion, une 
remarquable occasion de tracer résolument la route pour atteindre ce but.

Les armes nucléaires, qu'il s'agisse de leur usage ou de leur simple menace, sont radicalement perverses et donc 
moralement injustifiables.  Comme instrument de destruction massive, les armes nucléaires massacrent l'innocent et 
ravagent l'environnement. Ce fut évident à Hiroshima et à Nagasaki. Les mêmes effets résulteraient de tout nouvel 
usage, et seraient sans nul doute pires encore à cause de 

l'augmentation du pouvoir destructeur de l'armement nucléaire actuel.

Employées comme instruments de dissuasion, les armes nucléaires prennent en otages des gens innocents pour des 
objectifs militaires et politiques. La doctrine de la dissuasion nucléaire est donc moralement pernicieuse. Elle ignore la 
relation intangible entre les moyens et la fin en refusant de reconnaître qu'une juste fin ne peut pas être atteinte grâce à 
des moyens mauvais.

Au cours des 50 dernières années, la production et les essais d'armes nucléaires se sont révélés gravement nocifs pour 
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les individus et pour l'environnement, aux alentours des installations minières, des usines de traitement, des lieux de 
production et des sites d'essais. De nombreux lieux sont contaminés par une radioactivité rémanente et par des déchets 
mortels qui demanderont des décennies pour

 être éliminés.  Certains sites ne pourront jamais être rendus à une occupation sans danger. Le Psaume 24 enseigne,  "Au 
Seigneur, la Terre et ses richesses, le monde et ses habitants". Le Premier Livre de Moïse, connu aussi comme la 
Genèse, dit que Dieu mit la Terre à la disposition de l'Homme pour qu'il la cultive et la conserve, c'est à dire pour qu'il 
l'utilise et la préserve pour le bien comm

un. Parce que la production et l'emploi des armes nucléaires causent de graves préjudices à la Terre et à ses habitants, 
nous, en bons gérants de la Terre de Dieu, nous avons l'obligation de débarrasser le monde de cette terrible menace.

De nombreuses institutions religieuses ont condamné les armes nucléaires et appelé à leur abolition. Ainsi, la Sixième 
Assemblée du Conseil oecuménique des Eglises réunie à  Séoul, en Corée, déclarait en 1983 : "Nous croyons que le 
temps est venu où les Eglises doivent clairement déclarer que la production, le déploiement ainsi que l'emploi des armes 
nucléaires, constituent un crime contre l'human

ité et que de telles activités doivent être condamnées pour des motifs théologiques et éthiques. De plus, nous appelons à 
la conclusion d'une Convention Universelle ayant pour effet de refuser toute légitimité à la guerre nucléaire et à  
condamner celle-ci comme étant une violation du Droit International". 

Parlant au nom du Saint Siège devant la Première Commission de l'Assemblée Générale des Nations-Unies, le 15 
Octobre 1997, l'Archevêque Renato Martino déclarait: "Les armes nucléaires sont incompatibles avec la Paix que nous 
recherchons pour le 21ème siècle.  Leur usage ne peut être justifié. Elles méritent la condamnation. Le respect du Traité 
de Non-Prolifération exige que l'on s'engage sans équ

ivoque à les abolir.  ...  Ceci constitue à la fois un défi moral, un défi légal et un défi politique. Ce triple défi doit être 
rencontré dans un effort collectif de toute l'Humanité".

En principe, toutes les Nations du Monde sont d'accord sur la nécessité d'éliminer l'arme nucléaire. Certes, elles se sont 
fortement engagées par l'article VI du Traité sur la Non-Prolifération des armes nucléaires (TNP) "à arrêter la course à 
l'armement nucléaire pour une date rapprochée et à procéder au désarmement nucléaire". Après examen de cet article à 
la requête de l'Assemblée Générale des 

Nations Unies, la Cour Internationale de Justice a été unanime pour déclarer "qu'il existe une obligation de poursuivre et 
de mener à leur terme, avec bonne foi, des négociations visant à un désarmement nucléaire sous tous ses aspects et 
moyennant un contrôle international efficace et sévère".

Il est maintenant temps de prendre au sérieux cette obligation. Nous appelons donc les Membres de la Commission 
Préparatoire TNP à faire de la session de 1998 une étape majeure sur la route menant à l'abolition de toutes armes 
nucléaires.

En premier lieu, nous demandons aux Délégués d'exhorter fermement les Nations nucléaires à s'engager dans une série 
d'étapes sur cette route menant à la dénucléarisation. Il existe un large consensus parmi les Groupes d'Etudes, les 
Généraux et Amiraux en retraite, les Scientifiques et autres Experts civils sur ce que  devraient être ces étapes. Elles 
comprennent : 

* l'adoption d'une politique de non-usage en premier de l'arme atomique entre Nations qui la détiennent et de tout non-
usage à l'encontre des Nations qui ne la détiennent pas ;

* la cessation de toutes activités de recherche, de développement, de production et de déploiement de nouvelles armes 
nucléaires ;

* la renonciation à moderniser l'arsenal nucléaire actuel et à accroître le nombre d'armes nucléaires déjà déployées ;
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* la mise hors d'état d'alerte de toutes les forces nucléaires et le retrait des ogives nucléaires des missiles ;

* une réduction bilatérale plus large et plus rapide des armes nucléaires par les Etats-Unis et la Russie.

Il serait opportun que la Commission Préparatoire TNP exige des Nations nucléaires qu'elles fournissent tous les ans des 
rapports d'avancement portant sur les mesures prises à cet égard.

En second lieu, nous demandons aux Délégués de donner l'exemple en entamant le processus de mise au point d'une 
Convention nucléaire pour mettre hors la loi et détruire toutes les armes nucléaires. Une méthode appropriée serait 
d'instituer dans ce but un Groupe de Travail au sein de la Commission Préparatoire TNP. Bien qu'il soit logique que les 
Nations nucléaires en fassent partie, certaines d'en

tre elles semblent  trop attachées à ce type d'armement ainsi qu'à la fausse doctrine de la dissuasion nucléaire pour être 
prêtes à s'engager actuellement sur cette voie. Mais d'autres Nations n'ont pas de raisons d'attendre. Plutôt comme 
Gérantes de la Terre de Dieu, elles peuvent s'impliquer dans la mise au point d'une Convention nucléaire qui définisse 
un programme efficace et approprié pour ba

nnir toutes les armes nucléaires.

Nous en appelons aux Délégués à la Commission Préparatoire TNP pour qu'ils recherchent ce qui est le meilleur pour la 
Terre entière et ses habitants lorsqu'ils voteront sur des problèmes de non-prolifération et de désarmement nucléaires.  
La loyauté envers tout le genre humain dépasse la loyauté au sein des blocs politiques de Nations. Nous exhortons donc 
les Délégués à passer à l'action, dès main

tenant, avec courage et fermeté, pour le plus grand bien de tous les peuples de la Terre.

Godfried Cardinal  Danneels,  Président                     Rev. Dr. Konrad

Raiser, Secrétaire Général   

Pax  Christi International                       Conseil oecuménique des

Eglises 

Mars 1998 

 

$*$*$*$*$ 7 LINES REFORMATTED BY POPPER AT igc.apc.org $*$*$*$*$
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>From afsccamb  Fri Mar 20 12:27:48 1998

Return-Path: <afsccamb@igc.apc.org>

Received: from ppp16.igc.org (afsccamb@ppp16.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id MAA04539;

 Fri, 20 Mar 1998 12:27:38 -0800 (PST)

Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 12:27:38 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980320152905.120f2426@pop.igc.org>

X-Sender: afsccamb@pop.igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>, Lysiane Alezard <mvtpaix@globenet.org>

From: Joseph Gerson <afsccamb@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: npt prepcom : nuclear power/nuclear weapons

Cc: ipb@gn.apc.org, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

March 20, 98

Friends,

        Regardless of when, tactically, the structural linkage between

production of nuclear power and nuclear weapons production is engaged, we

will have no real option but to embrace abolition of nuclear power

production if we are to actually achieve something approximating

"abolition". With plutonium and weapons grade uranium being generated by

nuclear power plants, it will be only a matter of time before
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someone(s)/nations fall back on near ancient technology to produce nuclear

weapons and contine our (now) 53 year catastrophic tradition of nuclear

terrorism. For more on this, see Dr. Zia Mian's speech at our October 1997

Abolition Conference (http://www.afsc.org/nero/nepeace.htm)

        Joseph Gerson

        New England Regional Office

        American Friends Service Committee

At 09:52 PM 3/19/98 -0800, mupj wrote:

>Lysiane Alezard wrote:

>> 

>> To Adam Berry and Jo Tyler

>> 

>> Dear Friends,

>>> 

>>.... As far as Monday 27 April is concerned, we've just received the

proposal of IPPNW Germany and its 2 ballons and banners. We fear that 

>such as slogan as "Nuclear power powers nuclear weapons" might both 

>divide the movement for abolition and weaken our action for elimination. 

>Indeed, we feel that the prepcom is a unique "rostrum" for all of us to 

>push forward the case for elimination of nuclear weapons, since most 

>States will be represented......

>

>Dear Friends:
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>

>I share Lysiane Alezard's concern that raising the issue of nuclear power 

>will unduly distract from our central objective of getting the NPT 

>Preparatory Committee to act decisively for the abolition of nuclear 

>weapons.  For instance, the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition 

>has in the works a statement from world religious leaders urging the 

>PrepCom to (a) lay out an agenda for the nuclear weapons states (no first 

>use, dealerting, etc.) and (b) create a working group to begin developing 

>a nuclear weapons convention. We will have a reception for PrepCom 

>delegates the evening of April and will present the same message.  We 

>don't have many opportunities to address the NPT signatories on these 

>matters, so I would hope that we will concentrate our energies on nuclear 

>abolition.

>

>Shalom,

>Howard W. Hallman, Chair

>Methodists United for Peace with Justice

>

>
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Return-Path: <gdaniell@wt.com.au>

Received: from sage.wt.com.au (daemon@sage.wt.com.au [203.10.1.6])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id SAA04494;

 Fri, 20 Mar 1998 18:48:38 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from daemon@localhost)

 by sage.wt.com.au (8.8.6/8.8.6) id KAA04300;

 Sat, 21 Mar 1998 10:41:00 +0800 (WST)

Received: from Pentium60.wt.com.au(dialup15.wt.com.au 203.10.1.179) by sage.wt.com.au via smap (V2.0)

 id xma004294; Sat, 21 Mar 98 10:40:35 +0800

Message-Id: <1.5.4.32.19980321024756.00672afc@mail.wt.com.au>

X-Sender: gdaniell@mail.wt.com.au

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.4 (32)

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 10:47:56 +0800

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

From: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>

Subject: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

I agree that it is a good strategy to just concentrate on nuclear weapons

for now, as there is a growing concensus about this around the world.  

AFTER people have agreed to try to get rid of the weapons, they will make

the connection with nuclear power by themselves, once they they think about

it for a while.
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Towards a nuclear-free millennium,

Graham Daniell

Perth, Western Australia

gdaniell@wt.com.au

--------------------------------------------------------------------

At 21:52 19/03/98 -0800, you wrote:

>Lysiane Alezard wrote:

>> 

>> To Adam Berry and Jo Tyler

>> 

>> Dear Friends,

>>> 

>>.... As far as Monday 27 April is concerned, we've just received the

proposal of IPPNW Germany and its 2 ballons and banners. We fear that 

>such as slogan as "Nuclear power powers nuclear weapons" might both 

>divide the movement for abolition and weaken our action for elimination. 

>Indeed, we feel that the prepcom is a unique "rostrum" for all of us to 

>push forward the case for elimination of nuclear weapons, since most 

>States will be represented......

>

>Dear Friends:

>

>I share Lysiane Alezard's concern that raising the issue of nuclear power 

>will unduly distract from our central objective of getting the NPT 

>Preparatory Committee to act decisively for the abolition of nuclear 
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>weapons.  For instance, the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition 

>has in the works a statement from world religious leaders urging the 

>PrepCom to (a) lay out an agenda for the nuclear weapons states (no first 

>use, dealerting, etc.) and (b) create a working group to begin developing 

>a nuclear weapons convention. We will have a reception for PrepCom 

>delegates the evening of April and will present the same message.  We 

>don't have many opportunities to address the NPT signatories on these 

>matters, so I would hope that we will concentrate our energies on nuclear 

>abolition.

>

>Shalom,

>Howard W. Hallman, Chair

>Methodists United for Peace with Justice

>

>

Graham Daniell

Western Australia

gdaniell@wt.com.au
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Return-Path: <lforrow@igc.apc.org>

Received: from mercury.bidmc.harvard.edu (mercury.bidmc.harvard.edu [134.174.120.50])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA12605;

 Sat, 21 Mar 1998 09:42:41 -0800 (PST)

Received: from lforrow.icg.org ([134.174.113.24])

 by mercury.bidmc.harvard.edu (8.8.5/8.8.970723) with SMTP id MAA20694;

 Sat, 21 Mar 1998 12:41:55 -0500 (EST)

Message-Id: <199803211741.MAA20694@mercury.bidmc.harvard.edu>

X-Sender: lforrow@pop.igc.org

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.0

Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 12:25:18 -0500

To: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>, mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

From: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

In-Reply-To: <1.5.4.32.19980321024756.00672afc@mail.wt.com.au>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

EXACTLY.  We have an Abolition 2000 position from dating to 1995

and we should stick to it.  (Thanks again to those who crafted it

so wisely then.)
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At 10:47 AM 3/21/98 +0800, Graham Daniell wrote:

>I agree that it is a good strategy to just concentrate on nuclear weapons

>for now, as there is a growing concensus about this around the world.  

>

>AFTER people have agreed to try to get rid of the weapons, they will make

>the connection with nuclear power by themselves, once they they think about

>it for a while.

>

>Towards a nuclear-free millennium,

>Graham Daniell

>Perth, Western Australia

>gdaniell@wt.com.au

Lachlan Forrow, MD

The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship (A co-sponsor 

of ABOLITION 2000, which seeks a global commitment 

by the year 2000 to the permanent elimination of 

nuclear weapons within a specified timeframe.)
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Return-Path: <act@web.net>

Received: from web.net (root@web.net [192.139.37.21])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA21496;

 Sat, 21 Mar 1998 15:48:38 -0800 (PST)

Received: by web.net

 via send-mail with stdio

 id <m0yGY3b-000HXwC@web.net>

 for lforrow@igc.apc.org; Sat, 21 Mar 1998 18:52:07 -0500 (EST)

 (Smail-3.2 1996-Jul-4 #1 built 1996-Oct-8)

Message-Id: <m0yGY3b-000HXwC@web.net>

Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 18:52:07 -0500 (EST)

From: act@web.net (ACT for Disarmament)

To: gdaniell@wt.com.au, lforrow@igc.apc.org, mupj@igc.apc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

At 10:47 AM 3/21/98 +0800, Graham Daniell wrote:

> >I agree that it is a good strategy to just concentrate on nuclear weapons

> >for now, as there is a growing concensus about this around the world.  

> >AFTER people have agreed to try to get rid of the weapons, they will make

> >the connection with nuclear power by themselves, once they they think about

> >it for a while.

Consensus among whom? 

About what, exactly.
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Has anyone actually done a survey that shows the world's population is 

increasingly opposed to nuclear weapons?

If this opposition is indeed the case, it would be the perfect time to 

take a stronger stand against nuclear power and teach people about the 

very real links between nuclear power and nuclear bombs. 

I think that, every time an anti-nuclear activist puts nuclear power on 

the back-burner and sticks blindly on the course of a single, narrow issue, 

the folks who profit from the nuclear BUSINESS must roll in the aisles 

laughing.

That's the same reaction that arms trade profiteers must have whenever 

"peace" activists fail to struggle against ALL war.

Saul Chernos

ACT for Disarmament

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

act@web.net
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id QAA27153;

 Sat, 21 Mar 1998 16:20:00 -0800 (PST)

Received: from sage.wt.com.au (daemon@sage.wt.com.au [203.10.1.6])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id QAA26835

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sat, 21 Mar 1998 16:18:14 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from daemon@localhost)

 by sage.wt.com.au (8.8.6/8.8.6) id IAA08553;

 Sun, 22 Mar 1998 08:10:40 +0800 (WST)

Received: from Pentium60.wt.com.au(unknown 203.10.1.141) by sage.wt.com.au via smap (V2.0)

 id xma008547; Sun, 22 Mar 98 08:10:15 +0800

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 08:17:39 +0800

From: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>

Message-Id: <1.5.4.32.19980322001739.00690958@mail.wt.com.au>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: act@web.net (ACT for Disarmament)

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.4 (32)

X-Sender: gdaniell@mail.wt.com.au

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Saul,
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There are many people who oppose nuclear arms but support nuclear power,

because they have swallowed the arguments made for it by it's proponents.

Especially in a country such as France which relies heavily on nuclear

power, and where the Govt is heavily committed to it, it would be very

difficult at first to sell the idea of abandoning n-power AS WELL as

scrapping n-weapons.  In particular, electricity consumers could see for

themselves that it would cost them dearly in increased power charges to have

to build a whole new series of alternative power generating facilities.

But people are not stupid!  Once they have accepted the desirablity of

scrapping the weapons, they will THEN start to think through how to go about

doing it and how to prevent more being built in the future.  At this point,

they ask themselves "well, where do the raw materials come from?".  The

answer to this question will convince them that they must also abandon

nuclear power.  At that point they will voluntarily accept the cost of the

change, because it will be THEIR idea.

As with selling any concept, you must sell the idea (or the desired outcome)

first, THEN get down to details.  If you want to sell someone a car for

example, you wouldnt start by discussing the repayment terms - you would try

to convince them how desireable it would be to own this particular make and

model.

As for the consencus, there have been numerous posts on this listserver

showing growing support for the abandonment of nuclear weapons, and it has

even been advocated by some previous hawks, for example (ex US President)
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Ronald Reagan, the "100 generals and admirals", and many world leaders over

the last 10-15 years.  Also witness the large and growing number of town and

city councils that are committing to the Abolition 2000 ideal.

Even those who make war do not try to fight all their battles at once, but

instead try to fight only one battle at a time, at the time and place of

their choosing.

Respectfully submitted,

Graham Daniell

Perth, Western Australia

gdaniell@wt.com.au

--------------------------------------------------------------------

At 18:52 21/03/98 -0500, you wrote:

>At 10:47 AM 3/21/98 +0800, Graham Daniell wrote:

>> >I agree that it is a good strategy to just concentrate on nuclear weapons

>> >for now, as there is a growing concensus about this around the world.  

>> >AFTER people have agreed to try to get rid of the weapons, they will make

>> >the connection with nuclear power by themselves, once they they think about

>> >it for a while.

>

>Consensus among whom? 

>

>About what, exactly.

>
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>Has anyone actually done a survey that shows the world's population is 

>increasingly opposed to nuclear weapons?

>

>If this opposition is indeed the case, it would be the perfect time to 

>take a stronger stand against nuclear power and teach people about the 

>very real links between nuclear power and nuclear bombs. 

>

>I think that, every time an anti-nuclear activist puts nuclear power on 

>the back-burner and sticks blindly on the course of a single, narrow issue, 

>the folks who profit from the nuclear BUSINESS must roll in the aisles 

>laughing.

>

>That's the same reaction that arms trade profiteers must have whenever 

>"peace" activists fail to struggle against ALL war.

>

>Saul Chernos

>ACT for Disarmament

>Toronto, Ontario, Canada

>act@web.net

>

>

Graham Daniell

Western Australia

gdaniell@wt.com.au
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id SAA19926;

 Sat, 21 Mar 1998 18:31:58 -0800 (PST)

Received: from dfw-ix6.ix.netcom.com (dfw-ix6.ix.netcom.com [206.214.98.6])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id SAA19721

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Sat, 21 Mar 1998 18:31:23 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from smap@localhost)

          by dfw-ix6.ix.netcom.com (8.8.4/8.8.4)

   id UAA03567 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Sat, 21 Mar 1998 20:30:51 -0600 (CST)

Received: from ron-ny10-34.ix.netcom.com(207.94.105.98) by dfw-ix6.ix.netcom.com via smap (V1.3)

 id rma003533; Sat Mar 21 20:30:18 1998

Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 20:30:51 -0600 (CST)

From: smirnowb@ix.netcom.com (Robert Smirnow)

Message-Id: <199803220230.UAA03567@dfw-ix6.ix.netcom.com>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Nuke Weapons/Nuke Power Debate

To: abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

  I don't know  yet weather it is or is not desireable to include nuke 

power in the fight vs. nuke weapons but IF nuke power is excluded from 

actual legal treaties for the time being, it should ALWAYS be in 

people's consciousness and be at least included VERY prominently in the 

debate. The link with weapons & the incredible dangers they pose in and 

of themselves even if there were no link with nuke weapons should 
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ALWAYS be on people's minds and lips- legal link made or not made.

   Graham Daniell writes "Once they have accepted the desireability of 

scrapping the weapons , they will THEN start to think through how to go 

about doing it  
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Return-Path: <magoo@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in>

Received: from giasdl01.vsnl.net.in (giasdl01.vsnl.net.in [202.54.15.1])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id VAA01295;

 Sat, 21 Mar 1998 21:41:11 -0800 (PST)

Received: from d823.pppdel.vsnl.net.in by giasdl01.vsnl.net.in; (5.65v3.2/1.1.8.2/03May97-0227AM)

 id AA20697; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 11:10:22 +0500

Message-Id: <35137D00.1235@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in>

Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 00:40:32 -0800

From: Vijai K Nair <magoo@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in>

Organization: Forum for Strategic & Security Studies

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (Win16; I)

Mime-Version: 1.0

To: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>

Cc: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>, mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>,

        abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

References: <199803211741.MAA20694@mercury.bidmc.harvard.edu>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igc7.igc.org id VAA01295

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Vijai K Nair wrote:

I agree whole heartedly with Lachlan Forrow. Let us not derail a good=20

movement mid course by tinkering with AN AGREED TO OBJECTIVE [emphasis on=

ly].
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Lachlan Forrow wrote:

=20

 EXACTLY.  We have an Abolition 2000 position from dating to 1995

 and we should stick to it.  (Thanks again to those who crafted it

 so wisely then.)

=20

 At 10:47 AM 3/21/98 +0800, Graham Daniell wrote:

I agree that it is a good strategy to just concentrate on nuclear weapons

for now, as there is a growing concensus about this around the world.

AFTER people have agreed to try to get rid of the weapons, they will make

the connection with nuclear power by themselves, once they they think abo=

ut

it for a while.

> >Towards a nuclear-free millennium,

> >Graham Daniell

> >Perth, Western Australia

> >gdaniell@wt.com.au

>=20

> Lachlan Forrow, MD

> The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship (A co-sponsor

> of ABOLITION 2000, which seeks a global commitment

> by the year 2000 to the permanent elimination of

> nuclear weapons within a specified timeframe.)
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--=20

PO=11`!1=1Aa
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id DAA21450;

 Sun, 22 Mar 1998 03:27:36 -0800 (PST)

Received: from grootstal.nijmegen.inter.nl.net (grootstal.nijmegen.inter.nl.net [193.67.237.11])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id DAA21275

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 03:26:37 -0800 (PST)

Received: from akm by grootstal.nijmegen.inter.nl.net

 via ah51-72.Arnhem.NL.net [193.79.228.233] with SMTP for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

 id MAA02469 (8.8.8/1.2); Sun, 22 Mar 1998 12:26:36 +0100 (MET)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 12:17:31 +0100

From: Ak Malten <A.Malten@net.HCC.nl>

Message-Id: <3.0.1.32.19980322121731.00726178@pop4.inter.nl.net>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.1 (32)

X-Sender: amalten@pop4.inter.nl.net

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Abolition 2000 Friends,

If we want to ban Nuclear Weapons we HAVE to ban Nuclear Power

as well. 
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The Military stopped the production of plutonium 239,

because they have enough of it in stock. And the stockpile

of civilian produced plutonium 239 will very soon exceed

that of the military, if it has not done so already!!

YES, THIS IS THE RISK OF DUAL USE, OF NUCLEAR POWER,

WHICH IS STILL PROMOTED BY THE NPT ARTICLE IV.

QUOTE:

              Article IV 

1. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as 

affecting the inalienable right of all Parties to the 

Treaty to develop research, production and use of 

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes without 

discrimination and in conformity with articles I and 

II of this Treaty. 

2. All the Parties to the Treaty undertake to 

facilitate, and have the right to participate in, the 

fullest possible exchange of equipment, materials 

and scientific and technological information for the 

peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Parties to the 

Treaty in a position to do so shall also cooperate in 

contributing alone or together with other States or 

in international organizations to the further 
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development of the applications of nuclear energy 

for peaceful purposes, especially in the territories 

of non-nuclear-weapon States Party to the Treaty, 

with due consideration for the needs of the 

developing areas of the world. 

END QUOTE.

..

Now within the Abolition 2000 Network we all say that

what bind us ALL is the ABOLITION 2000 STATEMENT.

Let us see what it states on Nuclear Power:

QUOTE:

A secure and liveable world for our children and grandchildren 

and all future generation requires that we achieve a world free 

of nuclear weapons and redress the environmental degradation 

and human suffering that is the legacy of fifty years of nuclear 

weapons testing and production.

Further, the inextricable link between the "peaceful" an warlike 

uses of nuclear technologies and the threat to future 

generations inherent in creation and use of long-lived 

radioactive materials must be recognized. We must move 
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toward reliance on clean, safe, renewable forms of energy 

production that do not provide the materials for weapons of 

mass destruction and do not poison the environment for 

thousands of centuries. The true "inalienable" right is not to 

nuclear energy, but to life, liberty and security of person in a 

world free of nuclear weapons.

END QUOTE

QUOTE:

We call upon all states--particularly the nuclear weapons 

states, declared and de facto-- to take the following steps to 

achieve nuclear weapons abolition. We further urge the states 

parties to the NPT to demand binding commitments by the 

declared nuclear weapon states to implement these measures:

1) Initiate in 1995 and conclude by the year 2000 negotiations 

on a nuclear weapons abolition convention that requires the 

phased elimination of all nuclear weapons within a timebound 

framework, with provisions for effective verification and 

enforcement.*

[* The convention should mandate irreversible disarmament 

measures, including but not limited to the following: withdraw 

and disable all deployed nuclear weapons systems; disable and 

dismantle warheads; PLACE WARHEADS AND WEAPONS-USABLE 
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RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS UNDER INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS; destroy 

ballistic missiles and other delivery systems. The convention 

could also incorporate the measures listed above which should 

be implemented independently without delay. When fully 

implemented, the convention would replace the NPT.]

...

5) Prohibit the military and commercial production and 

reprocessing of all weapons-usable radioactive materials.

6) Subject all weapon-usable radioactive materials and nuclear 

facilities in all states to international accounting, monitoring, 

and safeguards, and establish a public international registry of 

all weapons-usable radioactive materials.

...

10) Establish an international energy agency to promote and 

support the development of sustainable and environmentally 

safe energy sources.

11) Create mechanisms to ensure the participation of citizens 

and NGO's in planning and monitoring the process of nuclear 

weapons abolition.

...
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New York, April 25 1995

**************************************************

This is why, in my opinion, we should say:

YES, Let us have that banner flying:

NUCLEAR POWER POWERS NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Peace,

or saved by

the pigeon,

Ak Malten,

Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance

=============================================================

  The Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance (GANA) -- is a member of    

  The Abolition 2000 Network, A Global Network to Eliminate 

  Nuclear Weapons

Address: c/o Ak Malten        

        Irisstraat 134          Tel:+31.70.3608905

        2565TP The Hague        Fax:+31.70.3608905
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        The Netherlands         E-Mail: A.Malten@net.HCC.nl

GANA's website:  

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/welcome.html

The ICJ Advisory Opinion on Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 

 **including ALL the Separate Opinions of ALL the Judges**,

    the Canberra Report, the CTBT Text and Protocol,

  the NPT text (*new*) and the 1925 Gas Protocol (*new*),

          the Nuremberg Principles (*new*) and 

   the MODEL Nuclear Weapons Convention can be found at: 

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/docs.html

=============================================================
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id VAA26416;

 Sat, 21 Mar 1998 21:12:53 -0800 (PST)

Received: from dub-img-7.compuserve.com (dub-img-7.compuserve.com [149.174.206.137])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id VAA26363

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sat, 21 Mar 1998 21:12:26 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by dub-img-7.compuserve.com (8.8.6/8.8.6/2.10) id AAA02887

 for abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 00:11:36 -0500 (EST)

Content-Disposition: inline

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 20:56:55 -0500

From: Ed Rippy <erippy@compuserve.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <199803212057_MC2-3792-D351@compuserve.com>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: Abolition Caucus <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id VAA26364

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

ACT for Disarmament wrote:

>Has anyone actually done a survey that shows the

>world's population is 
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>increasingly opposed to nuclear weapons?

  The closest thing I know of is a recent (1997) poll by Lake Sosin &

Assoc. of the US 

(stratified random digit dialing, as I recall) which found that 84% (or

maybe 87%, this 

is from memory) of respondents said they would feel safer if *no* country

(specifically 

including the US) had n-weapons.  I don't know of any equivalent prior poll

so I can't 

speak to 'increasing' but 4/5+ of the population is a sizeable chunk.

-- Ed Rippy
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id DAA00171;

 Sun, 22 Mar 1998 03:38:38 -0800 (PST)

Received: from pooky.myhouse.com (pooky.myhouse.com [204.156.22.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id DAA29999

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 03:38:07 -0800 (PST)

Received: from prop1.us.net ([198.240.64.242]) by pooky.myhouse.com (8.8.8/8.8.7) with SMTP id GAA10671 for 
<abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 06:37:36 -0500 (EST)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 06:37:00 -0500

From: Peace through Reason <prop1@prop1.org>

In-Reply-To: <35120431.438@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <3.0.5.32.19980322063700.00a25520@prop1.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

References: <3511743A.7802@globenet.org>

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: npt prepcom : remarks and proposals

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.5 (32)

X-Sender: prop1@prop1.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

On the issue of nuclear power ... does anyone agree that eventually, in

order to feel free from the threat of new nuclear weapons, nuclear power

will have to be phased out?
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That doesn't, of course, address the very real continuing problem of

nuclear waste....

Ellen Thomas

Proposition One Committee |

Peace Park Antinuclear Vigil

PO Box 27217, Washington DC 20038

202-462-0757 -- fax 202-265-5389

prop1@prop1.org -- http://prop1.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id FAA09040;

 Sun, 22 Mar 1998 05:10:31 -0800 (PST)

Received: from magna.com.au (mail.magna.com.au [203.4.212.90])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id FAA08841

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 05:09:56 -0800 (PST)

Received: from zohl (roaster-247.magna.com.au [203.111.68.247]) by magna.com.au (8.8.5/8.6.10) with SMTP id 
XAA00841 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 23:09:39 +1000 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 00:15:33 +1000

From: Zohl de Ishtar <pacific@rainbow.net.au>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <35151D05.77D6@rainbow.net.au>

Organization: Women for a Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific, Australia. International Peace Bureau, Oceania Rep 
(Female).

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: zohl - Australia - Impossible to separate Nukes power/armaments

To: Abolition Caucus <abolition-caucus@igc.org>

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I; 16bit)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Folks,

Sorry, but why are we having this discussion about whether we should be

focusing on nuclear power and/or nuclear weapons? 
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Didn't we have this very same discussion in the 70s, 80s and early 90s?

Haven't we decided time and again that they can't be separated? 

If we want to stop the development of nukes surely we have to stop the

whole nuclear power and armaments industry from uranium mining, through

nuclear power and nuclear weapons and nuclear testing (including

subcritical tests) to nuclear waste. It's a while since I've read the

Abolition documents but haven't we already formally agreed with this?

Here in Australia we are trying to stop: 

- uranium mining, specifically for now at Jabiluka in World Heritage

Kakadu National Park, where the Indigenous custodians are demanding that

their lands not be destroyed and contaminated any further - Ranger

Uranium mine has operated in the same area since the 1970s; and that's

only *one* mine, our wonderful conservative government has heaps more

planned!

- we are confronted here in Sydney with plans to build a new nuclear

reactor at Lucas Heights, a local suburb - to add to the one that has

been here since the early 1970s;

- we are trying to stop our government from dumping nuclear waste from

Lucas Heights in the desert of Woomera (South Australia) (ex British

Rocket Test Site)and from extending an open invitation to the

international community to dump all their waste here;
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- we are supporting the Indigenous people of Maralinga, near Woomera,

who are attempting to return home - their homelands were contaminated by

British nuclear testing in the 1950s and 60s and a major cleanup

operation is necessary before they can return;

- we are confronted with over 30 US military bases here - used for

Command, Control, Communication and Intelligence operations they include

Pine Gap and Nurrungar - SDI development and CIA bases, on alert during

Gulf War #1 and #(almost)2;

... the list goes on. 

I'm know that Australia is not alone in being assulted like this so my

guess is that the reason for the dichotomy between n.power and n.weapons

is a discussion of strategy.

My response to that is this: the old adage is "Divide and Rule" - let's

not be divided. We need each other. In many cases we *are* each other.

Many of us do not work on one issue in isolation.

In solidarity, 

Zohl de Ishtar

Women for a Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific, Australia.

International Peace Bureau, Oceania Rep (Female)
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3515A9B8.295F@igc.apc.org>

Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 16:15:52 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dfarrell@igc.org

Subject: Solving problem in Eudora

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 22, 1998

Dear Deborah:

On February 12 I was having trouble with my mailbox on Eudora for the 

fourth or fifth time.  You sent me the following questionnaire to fill 

out.  I've been out of the country and otherwise busy and am only now 

getting around to replying.  The Eudora mailbox is still faulty.  I've 

been using Netscape e-mail, but I don't like it as well as Eudora.  I 

hope your specialists can figure out what is wrong.  They can reach me by 

phone at 301 897-3668, which is a different number than the one used for 

my modem.  Thanks for your help.

 Howard
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Your name:  Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice

Your IGC User ID: mupj

Your telephone number-    Day: 301 897-3668                  Evening: 

same

Fax number if any:

 301 896-0013

Your time zone: EST

1. What version of InterACT are you running? 

 2.0.3

   (Select Help, About on the InterACT menu)

2. What is the brand name and model and speed of your modem?

Sporster Voice 33.6 PnP Fax Internal         38,400

 Is 

it internal or external?

   internal
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Windows95 instructions: From the Start Menu choose Control Panels then 

double

click the Modems icon.  You will see a list of your Com ports.  Next to 

one of

these ports you will see the brand name of your modem.  Click on the word

'COM' appearing to the left of your modem.  Now click the More Info 

Button.

After a number of seconds you'll see a new window.  Copy down ALL of the

information in this window and email it to us. 

ATI 1   OK

ATI 2   OK

ATI 3   OK

ATI 4  US Robotics Sportster Voice 33600 Fax S...

        BO EO F1 L2 M1 Q0 V1 X1 Y0

        BAUD = 9600  PARITY=N WORDLEN=8

        DIAL = TONE ON HOOK

        &A1 &B0 &C1 &D2 &G0 &H0 &I0 &K1

        &M4 &N0 &P0 &R1 &S0 &T5 &00 &...

        S00=000 S01=000 S02=043 S03=01...
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        S07=060 S08=002 S09=006 S10=01...

        S15=000 S16=000 S18=000 S19=00...

        S25-005 S27=000 S28=008 S29=02...

        S33=000 S34=000 S36=014 S38=000

        LAST DIAL # T1  202 298 6606

AT15  US Robotics Sportster Voic 3360 Fax N....

        TEMPLATE Y0

        DIAL = TONE  B0 E1 F1 L2 M1 Q0...

        BAUD - 38400 PARITY=Y WORDLEN...

        &A3 &B1 &C1 &D2 &G0 &H1 &I0 &K1

        &M4 &N0 &P0 &R2 &S0 &T5 &U0 &...

        S00=000 S02=043 S03=013 S04=01...

        S08=002 S09=006 S10=014 S11=07...

        S19=000 S21=010 S22=017 S23=01...

        S29=020 S30=000 S31=128 S32=00...

        S38=000 S39=000 S41=000

AT15  Strike a key when ready...

        Template Y1

        DIAL=TONE B0 E1 F1 L2 M1 Q0...

        BAUD=38400 PARITY=N WORDLEN...

        &A3 &B1 &C1 &D2 &G0 &H2 &I2 &K1...

        &M4 &N0 &P0 &R1 &S0 &T5 &U0...

        S00=000 S02=043 S03=013 S04=01...

        S08=002 S09=006 S10=014 S11=07

        S19=000 S21=010 S22=017 S23=01..

        S29=020 S30=000 S31=128 S32=00

        S38=000 S39=000 S41=00
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AT15    STORED PHONE # 0:

                #1:

                #2:

                #3:

AT16  US Robotics Sportster Voice 33600 Fax Li...

        Chars sent      22265           Chars Res...

        Chars lost      0

        Octets sent     11,770          Octet Res...

        Blocks sent     613             Blocks Res...

        Blocks resent     9

        Retrains requested      0       Retrains...

        Line reversals          0       Blers...

        Link Timeouts           7       Link N....

        Data Compression        V42B1S 1024/32

        Equalization    Long

        Fallback        Disabled

        Protocol        LAPM

        Speed           26400/28800

        Last call       00:06:01

        Disconnect Reason is Escape code

ATI 17  Configuration profile

        Product type    US/Canada Internal

        Options V32bis, V.FC, V.34+

        Fax Options     Class 1/Class 2.0

        Clock Freq      92.0 Mhz

        Line Options    Caller ID, Distinctive R...

        Vocal Options           Speakerphone, TAD
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ATI     EPROM   256k

        RAM             64k

        EPROM date      4/24/96

        DSP date        4/24/96

        EPROM rev       2.0

        DSP rev 2.0

AT+FCLA...      0,1,2.0

Whew!!!

3. What modem did you select when you installed InterACT? (Check 

this by pulling down InterACT's Options menu and choosing 

Configure. Go to the Communications tab.)

        Generic Configuration, for most modems

4. What modem initialization string are you using? (Found  at 

this same screen.)

 AT&F&C1&D2Q0V1X4S0=0
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5. What comm port and speed did you select when you installed

InterACT? (Same screen.)

  38400

6. Do you have 8250, 16450 or 16550 UART chips installed 

in your serial ports? 

Windows 3.1 instructions: To find out, exit Windows and 

run the \windows\msd program.  Select "Comm Ports" and

look at the line "UART chip Used"

Windows95 instructions: (You already reported this information to us in 
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#2.)

7. Are you running InterACT on a network?

  no

8. What type of CPU do you have have?  For example, 486 DX-25

 Dell DimensionXPS 166Mhz Pentium Processor with MMX technology

9. How much RAM do you have? Start InterACT and then switch back

to Program Manager.  From Program Manager pull down the Help menu

and choose About Program Manager.  How much memory is left and

what percent of your system resources are available? 

 32,284 KB   73% free

10. How much free disk space do you have?
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   1.32 GI

11. Can you connect to the text interface with the same modem 

using the Windows Terminal program or some other *Windows* 

(not DOS) communications program using the same computer, 

modem, and serial port?   To run the Windows terminal

program,  exit InterACT, and from the Windows program manager

select File, Run, and then type "terminal" into the "Command

Line" box.  Please try this before replying.

 Don't understand

12. How much virtual memory do you have?  (Click on the Windows

Control Panel icon, and select 386 Enhanced, Virtual Memory)
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 Don't understand

13. Are you running any kind of non-Microsoft memory manager 

like QEMM or 386Max?

    no

14. What version of Windows are you running (3.0, 3.1,

3.11/Windows for Workgroups)?  (You can find out by clicking on

File, Run, and then typing WINVER in the dialog box.)

 Windows 95

Windows95 instructions: Click the Start button, choose Run. In the Open 

box

just type 'winver'.
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15. What version of DOS are you running? (You can find out by 

Click on File, Run, and then typing COMMAND in the dialog box.  

Type EXIT to return to Windows)

16. Do you have windows installed in c:\windows or is it

installed in the c:\ (root) directory? 

  don't know

17. Please describe the problem you are having in detail, giving

the exact wording of any error messages that are displayed

 Mailbox problem in Eudora

"Eudora 22 cause a general problem fault in module EUDORA.EXE at 

0042.0002d7e."

"The program has performed an illegal operation and will be shut down." 

Details'

Registers:

EAX=00000000  CS=40af  EIP=00002d7e   EFLGS=00000246

EBX=00002328   SS=350f  ESP=0000a7e6  EBP=00002e34 

ECX=00000064  DS=350f  ESP=00002328  FS=0000
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EDX=00000000  ES=35e7  EDI=00000040  GS=0000

Bytes@CS.EIP

ca 08 00 00 9a fd ff 3e cb 55 8b ec 56 8b 76

Stack damp

40002f30  35e72328  350fa65e  00002328  35e72clc

35e7248a  00090009  35e72474  00130013  35e7246c     

00070007  35e72462  00005050  35e72450  000e000e

35e72448

18. Is InterACT installed on a disk drive that has been

compressed using a utility such as Stacker or DoubleDisk? 

don't know

19. Are you running InterACT on a laptop?  Is the laptop using 

any power management software?  (You can press Control-Esc to 

display a list of software applications that are running.)

no

20. Which of the following InterACT applications are working

properly: 
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 [  ]  Mail 

 [x ]  Web

 [  ]  Gopher

 [  ]  FTP

 [  ]  Conference

 [ x]  Telnet  

21. Please *completely exit* InterACT after you experience a

problem, and use another communications program such as Procomm

or Windows Terminal to email me your \interact\bin\interact.ini

and interact\bin\interact.log files.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id IAA17300;

 Sun, 22 Mar 1998 08:28:39 -0800 (PST)

Received: from dub-img-7.compuserve.com (dub-img-7.compuserve.com [149.174.206.137])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA13590

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 08:02:42 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by dub-img-7.compuserve.com (8.8.6/8.8.6/2.10) id LAA21218

 for abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 11:01:52 -0500 (EST)

Content-Disposition: inline

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 10:41:27 -0500

From: Ed Rippy <erippy@compuserve.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <199803221042_MC2-3795-5E71@compuserve.com>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: zohl - Australia - Impossible to separate Nukes power/armaments

To: Abolition Caucus <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id IAA13591

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Zohl de Ishtar wrote:

>Sorry, but why are we having this discussion

>about whether we should be
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>focusing on nuclear power and/or nuclear weapons?

-- This discussion has always had a focus on n-weapons.  The issue is

whether n-power can be 

included w/o diluting the campaign's impact unduly.  The issue is timing: 

do we include n-pwr 

now or later?  

>Didn't we have this very same discussion in the

>70s, 80s and early 90s?

>Haven't we decided time and again that they can't

>be separated? 

-- Yes, but clearly it needs to be revisited.  I have not seen a single

post denying the link.  

But for this conference people are divided on whether it is *tactically*

wise to bring the link up.

Ed Rippy
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id NAA08535;

 Sun, 22 Mar 1998 13:19:47 -0800 (PST)

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA05285

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 12:59:51 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm4.psr.org (pc40.psrus.org [204.177.54.40])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7-KIVEX) with SMTP id PAA09841

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 15:57:26 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 15:50:48 -0500

From: Lisa Ledwidge <ledwidge@psr.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <351579A8.6DE@psr.org>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org

Subject: Oregon and CTBT

To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Here is a letter from PSR president Andy Harris, MD, requesting a

meeting with Sen. Gordon Smith of Oregon on the CTBT.  Former Republican

Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon has agreed to join representatives of

PSR and a local ecumenical minister in the requested meeting.  Despite
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their hard work, Oregon CTBT activists have been unsuccessful in

securing a meeting with Sen. Smith. (One staffer actually said that the

senator will probably not have time to meet with them this year.)  We

believe and hope the involvement of former Sen. Hatfield will help. 

Lisa Ledwidge, PSR

-------------------------------

March 20, 1998

Senator Gordon Smith

359 Dirksen Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Smith:

The U.S. Senate has an historic opportunity to ratify the Comprehensive

Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) to ban all nuclear testing.  This treaty is a

critical step in reversing the arms race and reducing the nuclear

threat.

The effort in this country that was begun by President Eisenhower can

now

finally be achieved.

According to a Mellman Group poll taken in September 1997, 70.3% of

Americans "think the U.S. Senate should approve a Treaty with 140 other
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countries that would prohibit underground nuclear weapons explosions

worldwide."  Only 12.5% of respondents said they "disapprove" of

ratification.

Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR) has worked for nearly forty

years to abolish the testing of nuclear weapons.  PSR was the

organization

that reported strontium-90 in the teeth of children  resulting from

above

ground nuclear testing, a finding that subsequently led to the Limited

Test

Ban Treaty of 1963.

We would very much like to discuss the CTBT with you when you are in

Oregon

within the next month or two.  Four of us, including the President and

the

Executive Director of the Oregon Chapter of PSR, an ecumenical minister

and

myself, have met with former Senator Mark Hatfield, and he recommended

we

contact you.   Senator Hatfield would like to join us when we meet with

you

to discuss the CTBT.

I would appreciate it if you would address correspondence to my home

address:  2065 High St. SE, Salem, OR 97302.  Phone: (W) 503-585-2022, 
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(H)

503-378-0909,  (fax) 503-378-0797.

Thank you very much for your interest.

Sincerely,

Andrew Harris, M.D.

President, Physicians for Social Responsibility

CC:   Mark Hatfield
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id QAA08025;

 Sun, 22 Mar 1998 16:44:41 -0800 (PST)

Received: from sage.wt.com.au (root@sage.wt.com.au [203.10.1.6])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id QAA06629

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 16:41:21 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from daemon@localhost)

 by sage.wt.com.au (8.8.6/8.8.6) id GAA15320;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 06:57:59 +0800 (WST)

Received: from Pentium60.wt.com.au(dialup17.wt.com.au 203.10.1.181) by sage.wt.com.au via smap (V2.0)

 id xma015318; Mon, 23 Mar 98 06:57:45 +0800

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 07:05:09 +0800

From: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>

Message-Id: <1.5.4.32.19980322230509.0067c034@mail.wt.com.au>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: Peace through Reason <prop1@prop1.org>

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.4 (32)

X-Sender: gdaniell@mail.wt.com.au (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Ellen,
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Yes, I agree wholeheartedly with this.  I just feel that the timing on the

abolition of n-weapons and n-power will need to be staggered.  Also we must

see ourselves as catalysts in bringing this about.  We are getting the ball

rolling - it will be others who largely will carry out the elimination of

nuclear weapons and nuclear power (ie: draft and pass the bills in the many

parliaments and governments of the world).  What we have to do is to serve

up the idea to them in a palatable way, and in a form that they can sell to

others.

Towards a nuclear-free millennium,

Graham Daniell

Perth, Western Australia

gdaniell@wt.com.au

--------------------------------------------------------------------

At 06:37 22/03/98 -0500, you wrote:

>On the issue of nuclear power ... does anyone agree that eventually, in

>order to feel free from the threat of new nuclear weapons, nuclear power

>will have to be phased out?

>

>

>Ellen Thomas

>Proposition One Committee |

>Peace Park Antinuclear Vigil

>PO Box 27217, Washington DC 20038

>202-462-0757 -- fax 202-265-5389
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>prop1@prop1.org -- http://prop1.org

>

>

Graham Daniell

Western Australia

gdaniell@wt.com.au
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Return-Path: <mbox.unicc.org@mbox.unicc.org>

Received: from gk-blue.unicc.org (gk-red.unicc.org [192.91.247.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id XAA28210

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 22 Mar 1998 23:33:53 -0800 (PST)

Received: by gk-blue.unicc.org; (5.65v3.2/1.3/10May95) id AB30812; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 08:33:50 +0100

Received: by gh-old.unicc.org (5.65/jsb-190694);

 id AA02104; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 09:10:19 +0200

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 09:10:19 +0200

Message-Id: <9803230710.AA02104@gh-old.unicc.org>

Received: from guardhouse.unicc.org ([193.72.50.215]) by capella.unicc.org

          (Netscape Messaging Server 3.01)  with SMTP id AAA26EB

          for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 20 Mar 1998 21:49:55 +0100

X-Sender: d.atwood@mbox.unicc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

From: mbox.unicc.org@mbox.unicc.org (David Atwood)

Subject: Re: NPT PrepCom matters

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

20 March 198

Dear Howard,

I must apologize for failing to respond to your 25 February FAX to me.  I
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have been extremely busy, as I have an event which I am organizing on 2/3

April and this has taken nearly all my time and certainly all of my

attention since I came back from Frankfurt.  But my inattention to

responding is inexcusable and I do apologize.

I am glad to see the statement which Konrad Raiser and Cardinal Dannels have

prepared.  This will be an important message.

First let me see how I can respond. I think I am going to have to make this

a two part message.  Let me first try to respond to the questions you raised

with regard to the reception. Colin and Michel Monod are going to visit the

Swiss mission next week. I shall suggest to them that they inquire whether

the Swiss would co-sponsor the reception so that at least something can be

saved on the costs.  Second, Chris and Colin organized a reception last year

for an event.  I believe they went for a slightly less elaborate menu, which

seemed to be considerably cheaper.  I have to say the UN really does sock it

to people these days.  $5000 for a reception is a lot of money, it seems to

me.  With regard to the Rowntree Trust, I think they are an unlikely source

for something like this.  They do give substantial grants for disarmament

work, but my own feeling is that this is not something they would see within

their remit.  I do not have any good ideas on how to find this kind of money

at this stage, I regret to say.  I am not sure how to help you on this.

I shall talk with Colin about it, but I really don't have any good ideas. =

=20

With regard to Marie Pierre Bovy, I am prepared to contact her and ask her

if she will deliver the NGO presentation on the spiritual and ethical
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perspective. Colin is of the view that she has said she will not be coming

to Geneva at the time, but I can ask.  What about Salpy herself for this?

I shall try to respond a bit further on Monday, when I've had a chance to

look at some of the responses you have had as to content.  Again, sincere

apologies for being so late in responding and for having so little to say.

I am just over my head at the moment, with little space for maneuver or

creativity.

David

>March 17, 1998

>

>Dear David:

>

>We now have a final version of the statement addressed to the NPT=20

>Preparatory Committee by Dr. Konrad Raiser and Cardinal Danneels.  It is=20

>attached.  We want to pick up some endorsements from regional and=20

>national councils of churches and Catholic bishops and then send it to=20

>foreign ministers of NPT signatories.  We will seek more signers from a=20

>broader array of faiths between now and the PrepCom.  If you have=20

>suggestions on who we might invite to sign, please let me know.

>

>NGOs will have an opportunity to address the PrepCom during a morning or=20

>afternoon session, perhaps the third day, Wednesday, April 29.  At the=20

>meeting of NGO representatives on February 21, we chose 13 topics for=20

>presentations.  Each presenter will have ten minutes.  Each topic has a=20
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>convener, who will work with others to develop a message and choose a=20

>presenter. =20

>

>I have responsibility for a presentation on the spiritual and ethical=20

>perspective.  I am soliciting ideas on what should be covered and who the=

=20

>presenter might be.  If you have suggestions on either or both, please=20

>let me know.  In our phone conversation you mentioned Marie Bovy (?) from=

=20

>France.  I've heard her name from others.  Is she a possible presenter? =20

>If so, can you tell me more about her and how to get in touch with her. =20

>Do you have any other suggestions.

>

>Previously I wrote you about the reception and wondered if you might know=

=20

>of a source of funds to help cover the cost.  I would appreciate hearing=20

>from you on this.

>

>Shalom,

>Howard

>

>###

>

> ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

>

> A Statement Addressed to the

> Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee
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>

> The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all=20

>of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)=20

>Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming=20

>meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

>

> Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and=20

>morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons=20

>slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was quite=20

>apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would probably=20

>occur in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the=20

>increased destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

>

> When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold=20

>innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore,=

=20

>the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of=

=20

>the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize=20

>that just ends cannot be achieved through wrongful means.

>

> During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear=20

>weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment=20

>in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production=20

>facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burdened with lingering=

=20

>radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean=20
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>up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

>

> Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness=20

>thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of=20

>Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to=20

>humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to=20

>preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave=20

>harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth=20

>have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

>

> Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have=20

>called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World=20

>Council of Churches meeting in Seoul, Korea in 1983 stated: "We believe=20

>that the time has come when the churches must unequivocally declare that=20

>the production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a=

=20

>crime against humanity and that such activities must be condemned on=20

>ethical and theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the=20

>institution of a universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear=20

>weapons and warfare are delegitimized and condemn as violations of=20

>international law."=20

>

> Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the=20

>United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato=20

>Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek=20

>for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve=20

>condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands=20
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>an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral=20

>challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That=20

>multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

>

> In principle the nations of Earth agree on the need to eliminate=20

>nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in Article=20

>VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) "to=20

>the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear=20

>disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the General=

=20

>Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice=20

>unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in good=20

>faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear=20

>disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international=20

>control."

>

>    Now is the time to take this obligation seriously. We call upon=20

>the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a=20

>notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all nuclear=20

>weapons.=20

>

> First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the nuclear=20

>weapon states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to=20

>nuclear abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions,=20

>retired generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on=20

>what these steps should be.  They include:

>
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>=B7 Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in=20

>relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

>=B7 Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new=20

>nuclear weapons.

>=B7 Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing=20

>the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

>=B7 Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery=20

>vehicles.

>=B7 Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the=

=20

>United States and Russia.

>

>It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the=20

>nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are=20

>carrying out such measures.

>

> Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the=20

>process of developing a

>nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons. =20

>One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT=20

>Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons=20

>states should be part of this process, other nations need not wait until=20

>they are willing to become engaged.  Rather as stewards of God's Earth,=20

>non-nuclear weapon states can begin the task of developing a nuclear=20

>weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to abolish=

=20

>all nuclear weapons. =20
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>

> We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to=20

>consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they=20

>vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  Loyalty to=20

>all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political blocs of nations.=20

>We urge delegates to act now decisively and courageously for the benefit=20

>of all the peoples of Earth.

>

>Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General=20

>Secretary

>Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

>

>March 17, 1998

>

>

________________________

David C. Atwood

Associate Representative=20

Disarmament and Peace Programme

Quaker United Nations Office

13, avenue du Mervelet

1209 Geneva

Switzerland

Tel: +41-22-748 4802 (or switchboard 748 4800)

FAX: +41-22-748 4819

E-mail: d.atwood@mbox.unicc.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id EAA10035;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 04:38:12 -0800 (PST)

Received: from gn.apc.org (gn.apc.org [194.202.158.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id EAA09900

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 04:37:44 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from jbloomfield@localhost)

 by gn.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id MAA22453;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 12:37:18 GMT

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 12:37:18 GMT

From: Janet Bloomfield <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>

Message-Id: <199803231237.MAA22453@gn.apc.org>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re:  zohl - Australia - Impossible to separate Nukes power/armaments

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, erippy@compuserve.com

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Abolition Friends,

I want to respond to the current discussion on whether Abolition 

2000 should focus on the nuclear power/nuclear weapons link

in its public manifestation in Geneva. I would support the proposed

action for the following reasons: -

1.) We will never make the abolition of nuclear weapons

irreversible unless we also tackle the question of the whole

nuclear chain, which includes mining, power, reprocessing and
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waste transportation and management. This likn is clearly

articulated in the Abolition statement.

2.) This action is desigend to gain public attention through

the media. It focuses on the weapons/power link on the anniversary

of Chernobyl and the big nuclear issue of the day in Europe is about

nuclear waste transport. This will have a chance of catching the 

media's eye and thereby communicating the message of abolition

to a wider audience...

3.) My experience of campaigning on nuclear weapons issues for

over fifteen years at grassroots level is that most people I have

talked to do not distinguish between nuclear power and nuclear

weapons in their concern with all things nuclear...this is

particularly true amongst women and young people. Our natural

suuporters and sympathisers see both weapons and power as

useless, expensive and very threatening to their health and the

health of the planet.

So I would urge us all to support the IPPNW Germany iniative as

a great opportunity to catch the public imagination, starting

where they are, as part of our overall effort at the Prep Comm.

Yours for unity in diversity,

Janet Bloomfield.
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA03944;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 06:26:04 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA02162;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 09:24:11 -0500 (EST)

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 09:24:11 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    23 Mar 98 09:58:56 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 23 Mar 98 09:57:57 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    23 Mar 98 09:57:50 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: CTBT  signatories/ratif. update

Cc: dkimball@clw.org

Message-ID: <12A1CD4F6545@local.clw.org>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball
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RE: update on CTBT signatories and ratifications

In response to inquiries from several of you ...

As of March 13, the number of CTBT signatories is 149; the number of

ratifications is 11, of which four (Austria, Japan, Peru, and Slovakia) are

among the group of 44 nations who must ratify for CTBT entry into force.

"Only" forty more to go ....

A number of other  countries will ratify soon, including France (which may

ratify within the next two weeks) and the U.K.

For the most up to date listing of signatories and ratifications, see the

web site of the CTBT PrepCom, which is linked to the Coalition's CTBT site

in the "status of CTBT ratification section,"

<http://clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.htm>

DK

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <3516ACE2.318C@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 10:41:38 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: mbox.unicc.org@mbox.unicc.org

Subject: NPT PrepCom speaker

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear David:

Thanks for your reply.  As to the speaker, we are still gathering 

suggestions and are not yet ready to invite somebody to speak on 

spiritual and ethical issues.  So it would be premature to invitect Marie 

Pierre Bov, though it would be useful to know whether she will be in 

Geneva for the NPT PrepCom.  I would appreciate more information on who 

she is so that I can share with others in the Religious Working Group.

Shalom,

Howard
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@loas.clark.net [168.143.0.13])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA25950;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 10:51:40 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id NAA09931;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 13:50:01 -0500 (EST)

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 13:50:01 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    23 Mar 98 14:24:36 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 23 Mar 98 14:23:50 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    23 Mar 98 14:23:47 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: CTBT Wkg. Grp. Mtg. 3/27

Message-ID: <12A63BE16071@local.clw.org>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Tom Zamora Collina, CTBT Working Group Chair, and Daryl Kimball, Director

RE: CTBT Working Group meeting reminder; draft agenda
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The next CTBT Working Group Meeting will be on:

March 27, 1998

9:30 to 11:00am

at the UCS 7th Floor conference room, 1616 P Street NW

This is a key moment for CTBT efforts.  We have reached the long-expected

bottle-neck of getting Jesse Helms to schedule a debate.  Your involvement is

more important than ever.  Bring your ideas and your energy!

*Also, if  you are from a Coalition member group or have ordered copies of

the new

Coalition booklet, For a Safer America: The Case for the Comprehensive Test

Ban, please contact Jenny Smith if you would like to pick up your set of

booklets at this meeting.

TZC and DK

DRAFT AGENDA: 

I.  Update on recent developments -- 20 min.

*    Cochran hearing, SASC budget hearing, Council on Foreign Relations workshop

*    Ratifications by other nations

*    Albright/Helms "negotiations"

*    CTBT booklet
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II.  The Hill -- 10 min.

*    Future hearings, Coalition staff briefing, Cato Institute debate March 31

III.  Media Discussion -- 20 min.

*    Themes and tactics--painting Helms as an obstructionist

*    Op-ed placements--consideration of proposal to hire consultant

IV.  Field Report -- 10 min

 

V.  Next steps--assignments for the work ahead in April and May -- 20 min.

*   Future polling--Missouri and other states

*   Accelerating outreach work

*   Review of key projects and assignments

Note: Lobby meeting will follow at 11:00 in same room.  Lingering conversations

will have to move elsewhere.  If time allows we will wrap up main meeting by

10:30 and hold lobby meeting from 10:30 to 11:00.

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <syoung@basicint.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@loas.clark.net [168.143.0.13])

        by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA09812;

        Mon, 23 Mar 1998 12:44:57 -0800 (PST)

Received: from basicint.org (basicus.clark.net [168.143.8.70])

        by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA03143;

        Mon, 23 Mar 1998 15:43:45 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <3516C8C5.7D7ADB70@basicint.org>

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 15:40:37 -0500

From: Stephen Young <syoung@basicint.org>

X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: Nicola Butler <nbutler@basicint.org>

CC: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>,

        Andrew Lichterman <alichterman@pop.igc.apc.org>,

        Andy Stulpa <news@defcon.keme.co.uk>, angeltoad <angeltoad@AOL.COM>,

        cnic-jp <cnic-jp@po.iijnet.or.jp>,

        CXJ15621 <CXJ15621@niftyserve.or.jp>,

        Dave Andrews <DAVEANDREWSWXM@msn.com>,

        Di MacDonald <nipdimac@gn.apc.org>, epp92 <epp92@antenna.nl>,

        fhit <fhit@gn.apc.org>, George Farebrother <geowcpuk@gn.apc.org>,

        Gill Reeve <medact@gn.apc.org>, "J.C.Charvet" <J.C.Charvet@lse.ac.uk>,

        Jenny Maxwell <Jenny.Wmcnd@btinternet.com>,

        Joe Vaughan <J.Vaughan1@bradford.ac.uk>,

        John Ainslie <cndscot@dial.pipex.com>,

        John Brierley <cndyorks@gn.apc.org>, John Pike <johnpike@fas.org>,

        Karel Koster <k.koster@inter.nl.net>,
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        Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.apc.org>,

        Liz Westmorland <Liz.Westmorland@leeds.gov.uk>,

        Martin Butcher and Sharon Riggle <cesd@agoranet.be>,

        Melinda Lamont-Havers <melinda@stimson.org>,

        Milan Rai <cknight@gn.apc.org>, mthomas <mthomas@easynet.co.uk>,

        Nigel Chamberlain <106351.1634@compuserve.com>,

        pfrogers <pfrogers@gn.apc.org>, Rachel <gmdcnd@gn.apc.org>,

        Rebecca Johnson <acronym@gn.apc.org>, Rob Green <robwcpuk@gn.apc.org>,

        Sean Howard <sean@gn.apc.org>, Stan Norris <rnorris@nrdc.org>,

        Steve Abrahall <MsomCND@AOL.COM>, Stewart Kemp <nfznsc@gn.apc.org>,

        Suzanna van Moyland <svm@vertic.org>, William Peden <cnd@gn.apc.org>,

        Yurika <ayurika@twics.com>, Tim Wallace <npc@gn.apc.org>,

        Lindis Percy and Anni Rainbow <caab.lindis_anni@virgin.net>,

        Kate Dewes and Rob Green <katie@chch.planet.org.nz>,

        Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>, Tom Collina <tcollina@ucsusa.org>,

        David Culp <DCulp@nrdc.org>, John Isaacs <jdi@clw.org>,

        Masa Takubo <takubo@alles.or.jp>, Arjun Makhijani <ieer@ieer.org>,

        Tom Clements <tom.clements@wdc.greenpeace.org>,

        Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>,

        Daniel Plesch <dplesch@basicint.org>

Subject: CTBT on the Verge in the UK

References: <35095732.87E3DFD5@basicint.org>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear friends,
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The UK Parliament has finished with its debate on the CTBT and

ratification will go through in early April if not sooner.

Action proceeding surprisingly quickly. It had its third reading and was

passed with an "amendment" in the House of Commons on 16 March, and was

repassed (to approve the amendment) by the House of Lords on 17 March.

The "amendment" is merely to allow the UK to pay for the costs that will

be incurred under the Treaty - the Lords cannot directly allocate money,

so it has to be done in the Commons, and then approved in the Lords.

It is now expected to be given the final step - royal ascent - at the

next round of such happenings, which generally occur every two weeks.

The last time royal ascent was not given to a bill passed by the

Parliament was 1705, so it is not much more than a formality.

The debate in the House of Commons is below - it includes several good

points, including admonishment to the United States:

"It is important to stress the need for the United States to send a

strong signal to the rest of the world to follow as soon as possible the

United Kingdom and other countries in signing and ratifying the treaty."

  David Faber, MP, House of Commons

as well as criticism of the poor entry-into-force formulation created in
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large part by the former UK government.

 

Thanks to Richard Guthrie for his assistance in providing much of the

above, and sorry for the tardiness of the information, but Nicola

Butler's absence has delayed our flow from London.  Further details as

they emerge.

*****

House of Commons Debates, 16 March 1998

 Nuclear Explosions (Prohibition and Inspections) Bill [Lords] 

As amended (in the Standing Committee), considered.  

Order for Third Reading read.  

Motion made, and Question proposed, That the Bill be now read the Third

time.--[Jane Kennedy.]  

16.03.1998      10.39 pm 

The Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office (Mr. Derek

Fatchett): The Bill will enable the United Kingdom to ratify the

comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty, which bans any nuclear weapons

test explosion and any other nuclear explosion. We made it clear on

several occasions during the passage of the Bill that it is, for the
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most part, highly technical, but that does not detract from the

importance of a treaty that is the culmination of almost 40 years of

effort. As its preamble makes clear, the treaty will constrain the

development and qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons, and will end

the development of advanced new types of nuclear weapons.  

I want to place on record our appreciation for the support of the main

Opposition parties. On Second Reading, the hon. Member for Westbury (Mr.

Faber) said that we should thank the previous Foreign Secretary for his

work on this issue, and I am happy to do so. Given the much-reported

bitterness on Europe between Sir Malcolm Rifkind and the current shadow

Foreign Secretary, it may be wiser for me rather than the hon. Member

for Westbury to offer thanks. 

To ensure that the provisions are properly observed, the treaty

establishes a number of new international bodies and an international

monitoring system, which will consist of a worldwide network of

monitoring stations at locations that were agreed by scientific experts.

Those stations will use various technologies to detect, identify and

locate the source of a suspicious event anywhere in the world. The data

from the stations will be transmitted to an international data centre in

Vienna, and made available to states parties.  

The treaty has now been signed by 149 states and ratified by nine. Of

the 44 states whose ratification is a pre-condition for the treaty's

entry into force, only India, Pakistan and North Korea have yet to sign.

We are doing everything that we can to encourage all three states to
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sign and to ratify the treaty, and we are working for entry into force

at the earliest possible date.  

In the meantime, the treaty has created a strong moral and political

norm against nuclear testing. The international monitoring system will,

in due course, provide a further practical deterrent to nuclear testing,

ensuring that any breaches will be detected.  

The United Kingdom has played an important role in the formulation of

the treaty. The United Kingdom is one of the states whose ratification

is a pre-condition for the treaty's entry into force. The United Kingdom

and its overseas territories will host a number of the monitoring

stations. The United Kingdom signed the treaty on the first day that it

opened for signature. The Government want to further that record by

being among the first states to ratify the treaty.  

16 Mar 1998 : Column 1054 

In our manifesto, we committed ourselves to working for a

nuclear-weapons-free world. In our strategic defence review, we are

examining how to take that commitment forward. The Bill is a step

towards achieving our overall objective, and I commend it to the House.  

10.43 pm 

Mr. David Faber (Westbury): I thank the Minister for opening the debate

on Third Reading. This is his first outing on the Bill, and we are glad
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to see him on the Treasury Bench. As he said, the Bill has had the

Opposition's full support not only in another place but on its Second

Reading and in Committee.  

We are grateful to the Minister for giving us details of the monitoring

arrangements. We had not heard that some of the monitoring stations will

be in British overseas territories. I am sure that, in future, we shall

wish to ask some questions on the location and capacity of those

stations.  

In the longer term and in the wider sphere, the Bill is vital

legislation, designed to restrict and, ultimately, to eliminate

development of nuclear capacity around the world. I am grateful to the

Minister for paying tribute to the previous Government, even though his

remarks about the former Foreign Secretary, Sir Malcolm Rifkind, were

somewhat churlish. On 24 September 1996, my former right hon. and

learned Friend signed the treaty in New York. I should like to pay

tribute also to my right hon. Friend the Member for Haltemprice and

Howden (Mr. Davis)--who is in the Chamber--who was instrumental in the

British Government's part in negotiating the treaty.  

The Bill is part of the wider ratification process on the treaty. The

full support of all the signatory states will be crucial to the

long-term success of the non-proliferation treaty. Although we do not

pretend that the Bill alone is the answer to nuclear non-proliferation,

we are pleased--we echo the Minister's comments--that the United Kingdom

has embarked so speedily on the ratification process.  
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In Committee, we were told that 149 countries had signed the treaty and

that eight countries had ratified it. Today, we have been told that 149

countries have signed it and that nine have now ratified it. Like the

United Kingdom, other countries will be going through the ratification

process.  

As the Minister said, 44 named states are required to ratify the treaty

for it to come into force. Although the vast majority of countries have

signed the treaty, those that have signed but not ratified are

considered by the rest of the international community to be bound

already by its terms.  

The Minister--like the Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth

Office, the hon. Member for Manchester, Central (Mr. Lloyd) in the

debate on Second Reading--skirted over the issue of three particular

countries that have yet to sign the treaty but that are among the 44

that are required to do so. It is important to express the Opposition's

concern about the position of North Korea, of Pakistan and especially of

India.  

North Korea is still developing and improving its ballistic missile

capability, and the country's instability--especially its economic

instability--is of some concern. Pakistan has stated its intention of

waiting on India's decision and on determining India's future nuclear

capacity.  
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16 Mar 1998 : Column 1055 

During the Bill's Committee stage, we were in the immediate aftermath of

the Indian general election, and the Minister was unable to comment on

the position of the new Indian Government. However, in recent weeks, it

seems likely that the Indian Government's position on the issue of

signing the treaty will have hardened. Opposition Members hope that the

Government will do all that they can to place pressure on the Indian

Government to persuade them that the treaty is important and that they

should sign and ratify it.  

The Minister did not mention--as the hon. Member for Somerton and Frome

(Mr. Heath) and I did in the Second Reading debate--the attitude of the

United States, where there is considerable hostility, within the Senate

and Congress generally, to ratifying the treaty. It is important to

stress the need for the United States to send a strong signal to the

rest of the world to follow as soon as possible the United Kingdom and

other countries in signing and ratifying the treaty.  

We realise that the Government will continue to do what they can to

press for worldwide ratification, and we shall of course support them in

that aim. The Bill marks the end of our own ratification process. I

assume that it will subsequently, after Third Reading, be further

ratified in a statutory instrument. Not only is our ratification of the

treaty an important step for the United Kingdom, but it will send a

signal to the rest of the world. As such, we are pleased to support

Third Reading.  
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10.48 pm 

Mr. David Heath (Somerton and Frome): I rise with some trepidation, not

only because of the lateness of the hour--I do not wish to tire the

House--but because of the attitude that was expressed in the debate on

the Bill's Second Reading when I said that I whole-heartedly welcome the

Government's speedy introduction of the Bill. I said also that I hoped

that the Bill would make fast progress, and that it was an historic Bill

that would achieve a long-desired result. I was told by the Minister of

State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, the hon. Member for Manchester,

Central (Mr. Lloyd) that I had been--to use the word of the

evening--"churlish". I do not know what superlatives I am required to

employ to overcome my naturally curmudgeonly nature, but I repeat that

we whole-heartedly support the Bill and congratulate the Government on

introducing it.  

Some questions remain to be answered, not necessarily by the Government,

and the hon. Member for Westbury (Mr. Faber) has already alluded to some

of them. The process of signatories and ratification does not lie at the

door of the Government. Nevertheless, it is an extremely complicated and

rigorous process and there are significant concerns about countries that

are either not signatories or have failed to ratify the treaty.  

The hon. Member for Westbury has already mentioned America. I was with

the Foreign Affairs Committee in Washington last week and I still have

grave concerns about the position of the Senate. There is no doubt about
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the position of the Administration, who want the treaty ratified.

However, the Senate has its own views on the enlargement of NATO, the

funding of the United Nations and the treaty. We need to use all our

powers of persuasion on individual members of the Senate to ensure that

they agree to the ratification of the treaty.  

16 Mar 1998 : Column 1056 

There are equally major concerns about the three countries that are not

signatories and I accept that there is probably very little that we can

do about North Korea. However, in respect of India and Pakistan, there

are mechanisms through the Commonwealth and I should be pleased if the

Minister would outline the steps that the Foreign and Commonwealth

Office has taken over recent weeks to ensure that our message is getting

through to India and Pakistan. The Government are unusually coy about

what they have done. I am sure that there has been a great deal of

movement behind the scenes and it would be nice if some of it were to

come out in the Minister's reply to the debate.  

On Second Reading and in Committee, we expressed our views about the

dangers of sub-critical testing and whether qualitative improvements

undermine the views of the rest of the world as to what exactly the

nuclear powers are doing and whether they are acting within the spirit

of the treaty.  

I was gratified to hear what the Minister said about the way forward and

his clearly expressed intent to reduce the availability of nuclear
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weapons throughout the world. I hope that the Government will make a

clear statement of their intent by saying that they do not wish to

increase the number of warheads on the Trident replacement of Polaris so

that Britain gives a clear signal to the rest of the world that we match

our words with actions.  

The Bill is important and has our whole-hearted support. We look forward

to ratification and the diplomatic initiative that we are sure the

Government will take to ensure that the treaty is signed and ratified by

as many nations as possible. 

10.52 pm 

Mr. David Davis (Haltemprice and Howden): I join right hon. and hon.

Members in welcoming the Bill. I should also like to reiterate one point

to the Minister.  

Had it not been for the British Government's stance in the negotiations

on the treaty, it is quite likely that an attempt would have been made

to base it on a P5-only signatory list. It was very much Britain's

stance that led to the current signatory list. It is no accident, as the

Minister well understands, that the three countries that have not signed

are North Korea, India and Pakistan. I hope that the Minister will

reinforce the commitment of the British Government to use every

available means to ensure that North Korea and India in particular--as

Pakistan will follow--are brought within the treaty.  
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The Government like to talk about an ethical foreign policy. This is a

good example of an ethical foreign policy in action and I should like to

hear the Minister reinforce that point of view.  

10.53 pm 

Mr. Fatchett: With permission, Mr. Deputy Speaker, I shall try to

respond to the points that have been raised. I thought that the speech

of the hon. Member for Somerton and Frome (Mr. Heath) was far from

churlish. It was a splendid example of consensual politics. The only

thing missing was approval of the Minister's excellent speech. Apart

from that, the hon. Gentleman did extremely well. I shall certainly

reprimand my colleague who, on Second Reading, described him as

churlish.  

16 Mar 1998 : Column 1057 

I congratulate the right hon. Member for Haltemprice and Howden (Mr.

Davis) on his part in the negotiation process that led to the treaty. I

have put on record our thanks to Sir Malcolm Rifkind. I am happy to put

on record our thanks to the right hon. Gentleman as well.  

Two crucial points have been raised in our short debate. The hon. Member

for Westbury (Mr. Faber) asked about the United Kingdom contribution

towards the monitoring process. It may be useful if I put the extent of

that on record. Our contribution is significant: the existing seismic

array at Eskdalemuir in the United Kingdom; the radionuclide stations in
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the British Indian Ocean Territory, St. Helena, Tristan da Cunha, Halley

island and Antarctica and a radionuclide laboratory in the United

Kingdom; hydroacoustic stations in the British Indian ocean territory

and in Tristan da Cunha; and infrasound stations in the British Indian

Ocean Territory, Tristan da Cunha, Ascension island and Bermuda. We are

making a substantial contribution towards monitoring.  

The right hon. Member for Haltemprice and Howden said, I think in

approval, that the Government have a strong ethical dimension to our

foreign policy. Those monitoring commitments contribute to that strong

ethical dimension. I am delighted to have the approval of the right hon.

Gentleman. He should use his persuasive skills to ensure that those on

the Conservative Front Bench show the same consensual approach.  

The hon. Members for Westbury and for Somerton and Frome asked about the

three countries that have not yet signed--North Korea, India and

Pakistan. Living in the paranoid world that the Liberals have occupied

for many years, the hon. Member for Somerton and Frome asked us to let

him into the secrets of what the Government have been doing. Only the

Liberals could turn that into a profound state secret. We have been

lobbying hard with those Governments. Our diplomatic effort on this

important issue is aimed at persuading them to sign. It is important

that they should do so. There is no secret about that. It is our wish,

the wish of the House and the wish of the international community to get

those countries on board.  

The treaty is important. It has support across the House of Commons. I
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am delighted that the Bill is about achieve its Third Reading.  

Question put and agreed to.  

Bill accordingly read the Third time, and passed, with an amendment.

*********

House of Lords

Tuesday 17 Mar 1998

17 Mar 1998 : Column 708

   Nuclear Explosions (Prohibition and Inspections) Bill [H.L.]

Returned from the Commons agreed to with a privilege amendment; the

amendment considered and agreed to. 

     House adjourned at three minutes past midnight.
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <351706B6.4C63@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 17:04:54 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: Karen Jacobs <dbc@tln.net>

Subject: United Methodist contacts in Indiana

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 23, 1998

Dear Karen:

Here are three United Methodist contacts in Indiana for work on the CTBT.

Bishop Woodie W. White

United Methodist Indiana Area

1100 W. 42nd Street

Indianapolis, IN 46208

Phone: 317 924-1321

Fax: 317 924-4859  

He communicates regularly with the Indiana senators.  I've sent him 

information on the CTBT and emphasized getting in touch with Senator 
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Lugar at this time to have the senator press for committee hearings.

Rev. Dick Yeager, Chair, Church & Society

South Indiana United Methodist Conference

5861 Common Circle

Indianapolis, IN 46220-5399

317 849-2947 (ch)

Dr. Joseph Smith, Chair, Church & Society

North Indiana United Methodist Conference

Trinity United Methodist Church

P.O. Box 24

Kentland, IN 487951

219 474-6225

I've supplied both of them with 20/20-Interfaith postcard alerts, 

directed toward contacting Senator Lugar.  Rev. Yeager told me he 

referred them to a member of the Church & Society Committee, but didn't 

say who.  Dr. Smith promised to hand them out a meeting of the Church & 

Society Committee.  Both need follow up.  In the past we haven't been 

very successful in mobilizing these two conferences, though Bishop White 

is supportive.

Good luck,

Howard Hallman
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id NAA14570;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 13:03:34 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mail.provi.de (mail.provi.de [193.98.9.7])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id MAA06996

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 12:33:38 -0800 (PST)

Received: from news.hamburg.pop.de (claimed popnews.hamburg.pop.de, is IP 193.98.9.248) (root)

 by mail.provi.de with smtp (Exim 1.80 #2)

 id 0yHDuY-0000b6-00; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 21:33:34 +0100

Received: from cl-hh.comlink.de by popnews.hamburg.pop.de with uucp

 (Smail3.2.0.95 #6) id m0yHDua-00071zC; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 21:33:36 +0100 (MET)

Received: by cl-hh.comlink.de (DUUCP vom 28.02.1998)

 with ZConnect; 23 Mar 1998 00:00:00 +0000

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Date: 23 Mar 1998 00:00:00 +0000

From: ippnw@VLBERLIN.comlink.de (IPPNW)

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <6qRYznyYL$B@vlp004.vlberlin.comlink.de>

Organization: IPPNW Germany

Precedence: bulk

Reply-To: ippnw@VLBERLIN.comlink.de (IPPNW)

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: Action at NPT

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Gateway: ZCONNECT UC cl-hh.comlink.de [DUUCP BETA vom 28.02.1998]

X-Mailer: CrossPoint v3.11 R/C13519
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X-ZC-Post: Koertestrasse 10

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igc7.igc.org id NAB14570

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

              DEUTSCHE SEKTION DER INTERNATIONALEN AERZTE

                 FUER DIE VERHUETUNG DES ATOMKRIEGES

                   AERZTE IN SOZIALER VERANTWORTUNG

   International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)

   Koertestra=DFe 10,                            Tel: +49 (0)30 693 0244

   D-10967 Berlin 61,                         Fax: +49 (0)30 693 8166

   IPPNW@VLBerlin.comlink.de                IPPNW@OLN.comlink.apc.org

                           http://www.ippnw.de

  ____________________________________________________________________

                                                               23.03.98

Dear Abolition Friends,

I am not surprised at Lysiane's reaction. I know that in France the =20

two movements - anti-nuclear power and anti-nuclear weapons - are =20

separated by an enormous gulf. I am a bit surprised that so many of =20

you feel that we should not be addressing this problem.

This has less to do with future abolition of nuclear weapons and more =20

to do with proliferation NOW. This is the core of the problem with the =20
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NPT. NPT says on the one hand: Do not build nuclear weapons, and on =20

the other: here are the materials and the technology to build nuclear =20

weapons.

Iraq was legally able under the NPT to acquire fissile materials and =20

technology for its research reactor at Osirik. Had the Israelis not =20

bombed it, they would not have needed to enrich uranium and would have =20

been way ahead with their nuclear programme.

Where do you think India and Pakistan get their nuclear capabilities? =20

>From the "civilian" sector. Who supplied them? Canada, Germany, among =20

others. Nuclear power powers the bomb.

This is not a side issue. It is a central issue. So long as we supply =20

countries with the means to build nuclear weapons there will be others =20

that claim we have to retain nuclear weapons.

Consensus can sometimes mean that we tolerate each others opinions =20

rather than all having the same one. I am prepared to accept that some =20

people in the Abolition Network think nuclear power is such a good =20

thing we should keep it. I hope they will accept that we would like, =20

in an action in Geneva, to point out the connection between nuclear =20

power and nuclear weapons. We will not be doing it in their name or =20

for the whole network. But everyone that wants to is welcome to come.

As for the Abolition Statement, read the second paragraph again:

"Further, the inextricable link between the "peaceful" and warlike =20
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uses of nuclear technologies and the threat to future generations =20

inherent in creation and use of long-lived radioactive materials must =20

be recognized. We must move forward reliance on clean, safe, renewable =20

forms of energy production that do not provide the materials for =20

weapons of mass destruction and do not poison the environment for =20

thousands of centuries. The true 2INALIENABLE" right is not to nuclear =20

energy, but to life, liberty and security of person in a world free of =20

nuclear weapons."

Best wishes to you all,

Xanthe Hall

(Co-Director)

______________________________________________________________________

                IPPNW is a member of Abolition 2000

          - a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons -

______________________________________________________________________

## CrossPoint v3.11 R ##
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id MAA09523;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 12:43:32 -0800 (PST)

Received: from logatome.micronet.fr (root@logatome-2.francenet.fr [193.149.96.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA03745

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 12:21:27 -0800 (PST)

Received: from dummy.asi.fr (pppK15011.francenet.fr [193.149.102.19])

 by logatome.micronet.fr (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id VAA13790;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 21:21:06 +0100 (CET)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 21:17:28 +0100

From: Daniel Durand <ddur@FranceNet.fr>

In-Reply-To: <1.5.4.32.19980321024756.00672afc@mail.wt.com.au>

Message-Id: <3.0.5.32.19980323211728.0082b8a0@mail.francenet.fr>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.5 (32)

X-Sender: ddur@mail.francenet.fr

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear abolitionnists,
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Lysiane and me didn't want to reopen a debate about the linkage between

nuclear weapons and n-power.

I agree with the Aboltion 2000 statement which propose to promote renewable

and safety energy.

Our purpose is this one :

with the next prepcom in Geneva, we will have an excellent opportunity to

get an international support to the Convention for the Abolition of nuclear

weapons.

Our main tool to promote the Convention is the international petition about

which we want to collect 3 millions signatures in 1998 and 1999.

I think that we must focuse our public work in the begining of the Prepcom

for this objective. All the others points can naturally be launched during

these two weeks but our choice for the fist day will be crucial to obtain

the support to the Abolition 2000 network from new members in countries of

Asia, Africa, South America and also in Europe too !

In France, we are planning a big meeting of  Abolition2000 organizations

and others groups after the prepcom on May,19 with the objective to get 300

000 or 500 000 petitions in France.

I am still supporting  the idea that we must choose banners with the three

points of the international petition the demonstration on Monday,27 :

1/ against the nuclear threat

2/ for a convention of Abolition by the year 2000

3/ to redirect money for the future of the planet.

Our debat is here, on these points of our common struggle, in common work

and unity...
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Daniel

At 10:47 AM 3/21/98 +0800, you wrote:

>I agree that it is a good strategy to just concentrate on nuclear weapons

>for now, as there is a growing concensus about this around the world.  

>

>AFTER people h
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35174659.2922@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 21:36:25 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: d.atwood@mbox.unicc.org

Subject: NPT PrepCom

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear David:

Thanks for your reply.  As to the speaker, we are still gathering 

suggestions and are not yet ready to invite somebody to speak on 

spiritual and ethical issues.  So it would be premature to invite Marie 

Pierre Bovy, though it would be useful to know whether she will be in 

Geneva for the NPT PrepCom.  I would appreciate more information on who 

she is so that I can share this information with others in the Religious 

Working Group.

I realize that the cost of the reception is high (SwF 5,150, or about 

$3,600).  I worked out the menu with Edith Ballantyne's advice.  We might 

have saved a little, but we also want a good reception.  It is an 

opportunity to present a strong message to the delegates on the opening 

night. The invitation indicates that the reception is in honor of 
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Ambassador Wyzner and the PrepCom delegates.  Ambassador Wyzner has 

agreed to respond to Cardinal Danneels' and Dr. Raiser's remarks, so we 

have assurance that our message will be heard. Furthermore, the reception 

will give NGO representatives an early opportunity to mingle with the 

delegates.  So I believe that the cost is worth it.  I'm also optimistic 

that we will raise the funds to pay for it.  

Shalom,

Howard
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <351745B0.609F@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 21:33:36 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: ippnw@vlberlin.comlink.de

CC: mvtpaix@globenet.org, flick@igc.org, ipb@gn.apc.org,

 jbloomfield@gn.apc.org, aslater@igc.org

Subject: Slogans at PrepCom

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Xanthe:

I'm not surprised that there has been a vigorous debate on 

abolition-caucus on the relationship between nuclear weapons and nuclear 

power and when and how to deal with these two matters.  As the debate 

indicates, our movement lacks a consensus on this issue.

What I am surprised is that the issue has arisen the way it did.  We 

spent a full day in Geneva on  February 21 working out a consensus on 

what Abolition 2000 and other NGOs would present to the NPT PrepCom.  The 

meeting was announced more than a month in advance with an invitation to 

those who could not attend to send their ideas.  Some did, and they were 

taken into consideration.  Through this process we selected 13 topics for 
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our presentation to the PrepCom and agreed that our public message would 

focus on these topics.  Toward the end of the meeting Rebecca Johnson 

asked, "What if somebody later wants to add another topic?"  There was a 

broad consensus that we had selected our topics democratically and that 

therefore they should constitute our agenda without further additions.  

Some of the 13 topics relate to nuclear power, especially the one on 

nuclear fuel cycle and health effects and the one on alternative, 

sustainable energy.  But there was no discussion that I recall about 

linking nuclear power directly to nuclear weapons.

Therefore, I wonder about the advisability of adding this issue to the 

public agenda at the PrepCom.  Already it has become divisive at a time 

when we need unity.  When an organization that fully participated in 

group discussion embarks upon its own separate course, it undermines the 

integrity of our decision-making process.  Accordingly, I hope that you 

will save your slogan "nuclear power powers nuclear weapons" for another 

venue and help us achieve the solidarity we need at the PrepCom to push 

our agreed agenda aimed at the abolition of nuclear weapons.

Rather than add to the debate on abolition-caucus, I'm sending a copy of 

this communication to only a few persons closely connected with 

organizing our NPT PrepCom work.

Shalom,

Howard Hallman
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id TAA19632;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 19:34:10 -0800 (PST)

Received: from equinox.shaysnet.com (equinox.shaysnet.com [199.170.68.11])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id TAA18328

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 19:28:35 -0800 (PST)

Received: from LOCALNAME ([199.170.68.55]) by equinox.shaysnet.com (8.8.4/8.6.10) with SMTP id WAA29849 
for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 22:25:00 -0500 (EST)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 22:25:00 -0500 (EST)

From: Jonathan Haber <micropho@equinox.shaysnet.com>

Message-Id: <199803240325.WAA29849@equinox.shaysnet.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: weapons and materials of mass destruction

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.2

X-Sender: micropho@equinox.shaysnet.com

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Abolition 2000 Caucus,

        I am glad to see a debate on the effectiveness of the current

Abolition 2000 Statement.  How can we improve or evolve the Statement to

become supported by the mainstream into becoming a reality? That is my
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question.  I believe that expanding Abolition 2000 to include the

negotiations to abolish all materials and weapons of mass destruction is

imperative for us to achieve our objectives.  This agenda would be easy to

justify how this could result in a safer place. Who could argue.  Right now,

if we stick with our call to only abolish nuclear weapons, we limit the

amount of people who could support us.  People are fresh from the

bombardment of the media about the threat of Iraq and in learning about the

horrific consequences of certain biological and chemical weapons.  Can you

imagine politicians and the mainstream agreeing to rid themselves of nuclear

weapons, before the abolition of all weapons of mass destruction? I can't.

        This Statement should also include the endorsement of the abolition

of dangerous nuclear power. Why are nukes used to generate electricity

expensively and with great harm to life? A big motivator is to produce

material to make nuclear bombs. How can we avoid this obvious connection, as

well as that conventional bombs can make nuke plants into atomic explosions.

        The more I think of all the connections, it gets clearer as to the

importance of expanding our objectives. 

best regards,

Jonathan M. Haber

Coordinator       

Action Site to Stop Cassini Earth Flyby

http://www.nonviolence.org/noflyby

P.O. Box 1999

Wendell Depot, MA 01380
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micropho@shaysnet.com
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id WAA23432;

 Mon, 23 Mar 1998 22:17:39 -0800 (PST)

Received: from imo13.mx.aol.com (imo13.mx.aol.com [198.81.17.35])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id WAA20441

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 23 Mar 1998 22:01:56 -0800 (PST)

Received: from DavidMcR@aol.com

 by imo13.mx.aol.com (IMOv13.ems) id MRZIa21800;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 01:01:06 -0500 (EST)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 01:01:06 EST

From: DavidMcR <DavidMcR@aol.com>

Message-ID: <467bf273.35174c24@aol.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: ddur@FranceNet.fr, gdaniell@wt.com.au

X-Mailer: AOL 3.0 16-bit for Windows sub 38

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

I think the debate is healthy. I have nothing special to contribute that

hasn't been said, but did want to say War Resisters League has long felt,

strongly, there is a link between nuclear power and nuclear weapons. In this
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sense we support the position of Janet, the IPPN, etc. etc. as stated in

recent days.

Back in the 1960's we had some problem here in the U.S. getting the anti-

nuclear power movement to realize that nuclear weapons were really an even

more serious problem. But certainly they are linked, for all the reasons that

have been listed. I know Abolition 2000 is not united, but I doubt very much

if, in public events, it will be possible to avoid having some voice given to

those who do link the two issues.

I think, since the debate has been joined, there is a need for those opposing

the link to give the scientific reasons why they shouldn't be linked, and why

those of us making that link are wrong - beyond saying we would reach more

people if we simply stuck to the nuclear weapons issue. 

Peace,

David McReynolds
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id AAA06334;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 00:34:23 -0800 (PST)

Received: from vivek.doe.ernet.in (vivek.doe.ernet.in [202.41.100.95])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id AAA06196

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 00:33:39 -0800 (PST)

Received: from vikram.doe.ernet.in by vivek.doe.ernet.in (SMI-8.6/SMI-4.1-MHS-7.0)

 id OAA12550; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 14:03:34 -0500

Received: by vikram.doe.ernet.in (4.1/SMI-4.1-MHS-7.0)

 id AA18667; Tue, 24 Mar 98 14:11:48+050

Received: from avk.UUCP (uuavk@localhost) by unv.ernet.in (8.6.12/8.6.9) with UUCP id NAA11061 for abolition-
caucus@igc.apc.org; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 13:32:01 +0500

Received: from achin@avk by avk.unv.ernet.in

          (PMail+UDG PegWaf v0.26 93.04.04) id 0507 for abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org;

          Tue, 24 Mar 1998 12:52:16 IST +5.5

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7BIT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Date:          Tue, 24 Mar 1998 12:52:15 

From: achin@avk.unv.ernet.in

Message-Id: <199803240832.NAA11061@unv.ernet.in>

Mime-Version:  1.0

Organization: Achin Vanaik, Trustee INREP, N.Delhi

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject:       BJP & nuclear weapons

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, brucehall@igc.org, dculp@nrdc.org,
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        johnpike@fas.org, disarmament@igc.apc.org, wagingpeace@napf.org,

        Acronym@gn.apc.org

X-Mailer: Pegasus Mail v3.22

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

By Achin Vanaik

                     Colour of Mushroom Clouds

    Not a single political party has seen fit to attack the BJP for 

declaring in its manifesto that it would more seriously consider 

exercising the nuclear option if it came to power, although the 

official position of all previous governments has been one of 

ambiguity and no other party has so far explicitly moved away from 

this stance. In short, the BJP has been allowed to make all the 

running on the nuclear question without challenge from any Indian 

rival? Why is it that while the world is moving gradually and 

uncertainly, but undeniably in the direction of greater nuclear 

restraint and carrying out measured steps of actual disarmament, 

India is moving in the opposite direction? 

    This is the crux of the matter. Absolutely nothing has changed in 

what is called the strategic security environment of India. There has 

been no change in threat perceptions whatsoever. Pakistan, as 

always, has a reactive position to India. Having noted the BJP's 

electoral commitment, Pakistan has declared that should the BJP come 

to power and act according to this commitment then Pakistan will have 

no choice but to follow suit. But it will be India that makes the 
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first nuclear move not Pakistan. What about China? Have the Chinese 

been acting with sudden or new or unusual aggressiveness on nuclear 

or other matters? 

    Not in the least! Politically, the China - Pakistan relationship 

made most sense for China when the Sino-Soviet rift was on  and the 

Soviets were trying to bring in India as part of its China 

containment policy. But that era has long disappeared amidst the 

debris of the end of the Cold War. Now this relationship means much 

more to Pakistan than it does to China. Hence the real shock suffered 

by Islamabad during the visit of Jiang Zemin to India and Pakistan 

in 1997 when after many years of quietly supporting the Pakistan 

position, the Chinese leader declared that Kashmir was a bilateral 

matter to be sorted out between the two neighbouring countries. 

    As for China's cooperation with Pakistan in dual use nuclear-

related materials, it is as absurd to see in this some kind of 

nuclear alliance as it is to see Indian efforts to obtain Russian 

nuclear reactors and Sukhoi 30s as expressive of  a calculated Russia-

India nuclear or general military alliance framework aimed at 

Pakistan. No doubt Pakistani hawks interpret such acts in much the 

same exaggerated way as Indian hawks do the corresponding trade 

relationships between China and Pakistan. That the Chinese also 

supply missiles to Saudi Arabia and Iran and nuclear-related 

equipment to Algeria and Libya with no one screaming about dangerous 

nuclear alliances is simply ignored by those who have a vested 

interest in drum-beating about the "China-Pakistan danger" to India.

    So, if there has been neither a change in actual strategic 

threats to India or even in threat perceptions why then is there a 
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new nuclear aggressiveness which has created a climate more conducive 

than ever before to exercising the nuclear option with scant regard 

for its possible consequences? Among the likely consequences if India 

goes openly nuclear are the following: 1) Pakistan follows suit. 2) 

China factors in India for the first time as an actual nuclear 

strategic rival and organises its preparations and deployments 

accordingly -- i.e. we now have India pursuing two nuclear arms races 

simultaneously. 3) India's neighbours are significantly disturbed and 

alienated  at this new and qualitative shift in its "big brother" 

status. 4) The USA and Russia are also significantly disturbed and 

react accordingly. 5) For all India's efforts, given China's more 

than 25-30 years technological lead, India may still not be able to 

establish a credible second strike deterrent against it. 6) It now 

actually makes much more sense for both China and Pakistan to 

establish a stronger political alliance (and a much closer nuclear 

relationship) than before. 7) The existing global momentum towards 

nuclear restraint and disarmament is given such a severe blow that 

this momentum is deeply (if not fatally) undermined for a long time 

to come.

    But then who amongst the Indian nuclear establishment has ever 

systematically or seriously tried to make a case for going nuclear  

by addressing such possibilities? The case for India now going 

nuclear is no longer seriously related to addressing new security 

fears or to any perceived deterioration in the "strategic 

environment" but has now simply become a kind of  way of hopefully 

compensating for its perceived insignificance (relatively speaking) 

in world affairs. Changing self-perceptions not changing threat 
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perceptions have been the decisive spur in recent times to creating 

this new pro-nuclear sentiment amongst the Indian elite. Fifty years 

after independence, elite Indian nationalism is today more uncertain, 

insecure and frustrated than ever before. Hardly surprising then that 

in certain areas it should also become more aggressive. Nor is it at 

all a coincidence that the political party most determined to pursue 

an ugly and aggressiveness cultural nationalism should also be the 

one most determined to pursue an ugly and aggressive nuclearism 

marking a break with the country's hitherto more sober and restrained 

behaviour in such matters. Just as the BJP has in so many ways 

hijacked the internal debate on secularism making its communalism 

`respectable', it was allowed to substantially hijack the debate on 

the nuclear question in India because of  the way the very terms of 

discourse on the CTBT issue was distorted.

    It was one thing to reject the CTBT in the name of avoiding the 

degrading of India's nuclear option i.e. opposing the CTBT in the 

name of Indian national interest. Even those who believe this stand 

was mistaken would not say that the `national security' arguments put 

forward to justify this stand were shameful. But what was shameful 

were two other things. First, the CTBT was also trashed as 

technically worthless at least in respect of the USA, as if the 

nuclear establishments of China and Russia would have gone along with 

it if this actually had been the case. Or that the Republican party 

and its hawkish supporters in the weapons laboratories and in the 

armed forces opposed the CTBT because they were technically 

illiterate! This shameful misrepresentation of the CTBT enabled India 

to cloak its rejection in the mantle of moral self-righteousness. It 
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was not just opposing the CTBT in the name of national interest but 

also opposing  a fraud aimed at `trapping' India and preventing it 

from developing its nuclear option. But then what is the point in 

opposing this supposed trap but then still remaining in it by not 

testing or exercising the option? This self-delusion so assiduously 

cultivated in the public mind has exacted its own logic. It has 

generated its own momentum to go nuclear regardless of what China or 

Pakistan or any other nuclear weapons states may do.

    Second, not a single opponent of  the CTBT, individual or party, 

even once bothered to insist that their reasons for opposing must be 

distinguished from the motives of the BJP which stems from an ugly 

and dangerous vision of nationalism very different from their own. So 

concerned was everyone to make out that there was a `national 

consensus' on the issue that they fell over backwards to legitimise 

the BJP as a part of  this consensus thus enabling it to hijack the 

CTBT debate to promote their own nuclearist agenda. For decades now, 

in the spectrum of views concerning India's nuclear capability, only 

a small handful have consistently demanded that India foreclose the 

option. A much larger minority (but still a minority) has wanted 

India to  exercise the option. But the majority position has so far 

been for neither foreclosing nor exercising it but keeping this 

option open. Where is this majority and why is it so quiet today in 

the face of  the dangerous determination of so many in the BJP to 

break with past Indian policy?

                                                                     

[A slightly revised edition of this article appeared in the 

newspaper daily, The Telegraph, March 10, 1998.]
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Return-Path: <mbox.unicc.org@mbox.unicc.org>

Received: from gk-blue.unicc.org (gk-red.unicc.org [192.91.247.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id DAA28413

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 03:48:49 -0800 (PST)

Received: by gk-blue.unicc.org; (5.65v3.2/1.3/10May95) id AA16353; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 12:48:48 +0100

Received: by gh-old.unicc.org (5.65/jsb-190694);

 id AA08149; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 13:24:17 +0200

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 13:24:17 +0200

Message-Id: <9803241124.AA08149@gh-old.unicc.org>

Received: from guardhouse.unicc.org ([193.72.50.215]) by capella.unicc.org

          (Netscape Messaging Server 3.01)  with SMTP id AAA37E9

          for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 12:48:44 +0100

X-Sender: d.atwood@mbox.unicc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

From: mbox.unicc.org@mbox.unicc.org (David Atwood)

Subject: Re: NPT PrepCom

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Howard,

Marie Pierre Bovy is the former President of the International Fellowship of

Reconciliation (hence, my former boss!).  She lived for many years in one of

the Communaute de l'Arche (founded by Lanzo del Vasto) centres.  I have not

been in touch with her for some time.  However, she is the founder of the
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Stop Essais movement in France, which has been one of the organizations in

France chiefly responsible for their being any anti-nuclear movement in

France.  She is a committed Christian, but has had many years in the IFOR

movement, a multi-faith organization.  Let me know if you want me to try to

reach her.

I am contacting Colin and Adam and Jo today about the visit to the Swiss.

All good wishes,

David

>Dear David:

>

>Thanks for your reply.  As to the speaker, we are still gathering 

>suggestions and are not yet ready to invite somebody to speak on 

>spiritual and ethical issues.  So it would be premature to invite Marie 

>Pierre Bovy, though it would be useful to know whether she will be in 

>Geneva for the NPT PrepCom.  I would appreciate more information on who 

>she is so that I can share this information with others in the Religious 

>Working Group.

>

>I realize that the cost of the reception is high (SwF 5,150, or about 

>$3,600).  I worked out the menu with Edith Ballantyne's advice.  We might 

>have saved a little, but we also want a good reception.  It is an 
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>opportunity to present a strong message to the delegates on the opening 

>night. The invitation indicates that the reception is in honor of 

>Ambassador Wyzner and the PrepCom delegates.  Ambassador Wyzner has 

>agreed to respond to Cardinal Danneels' and Dr. Raiser's remarks, so we 

>have assurance that our message will be heard. Furthermore, the reception 

>will give NGO representatives an early opportunity to mingle with the 

>delegates.  So I believe that the cost is worth it.  I'm also optimistic 

>that we will raise the funds to pay for it.  

>

>Shalom,

>Howard

>

>

________________________

David C. Atwood

Associate Representative 

Disarmament and Peace Programme

Quaker United Nations Office

13, avenue du Mervelet

1209 Geneva

Switzerland

Tel: +41-22-748 4802 (or switchboard 748 4800)

FAX: +41-22-748 4819

E-mail: d.atwood@mbox.unicc.org
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>From aslater  Tue Mar 24 08:36:11 1998

Return-Path: <aslater@igc.apc.org>

Received: from ppp11.igc.org (aslater@ppp11.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id IAA29566;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 08:36:00 -0800 (PST)

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 08:36:00 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980324113553.0edf704a@pop.igc.org>

X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>, ippnw@vlberlin.comlink.de

From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: Slogans at PrepCom

Cc: mvtpaix@globenet.org, flick@igc.org, ipb@gn.apc.org,

        jbloomfield@gn.apc.org, aslater@igc.org, disarm-abolish@igc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Howard,

I don't think the work we did in seeking consensus with the NGO Committee on

Disarmament to facilitate the planning of the presentations at the PrepCom

is related to the work Abolition 2000 must do to raise consciousness about

the relationship of nuclear weapons to nuclear power.  Any organization

which signed on to the Abolition statement joined a commitment to

acknowledge that "the inextricable link between the "peaceful" and warlike

uses of nuclear technologies and the threat to future generations inherent

in the creation and use of long-lived radioactive materials MUST be recognized."
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One major reason nuclear weapons and nuclear power got as far as they did in

wreaking so much havoc on our planet is that for years the anti-nuclear

movement was split.  The time is long past to perpetuate that political

schizophrenia which only addressed one side or the other of the SAME

coin.(Witness the CTB entry into force provision which requires the

ratification by the 44 countries which have nuclear reactors--civilian or

military--the drafters know full well that every reactor is a bomb factory)

It is the NPT which enshrines this nuclear lunacy, spreading nuclear

technology throughout the world, and dumping nuclear waste on indigenous

lands, while promising that nuclear weapons won't proliferate.  It is at the

NPT that the issue should be properly addressed, in as many creative ways as

possible. (One creative way was for A-2000 to call for the establishment of

an international energy agency to promote and support the development of

sustainable and environmentally safe energy sources, Point 10 of the Statement)

I fully support the creative idea of the Abolition 2000 sponsors who

brainstormed in Geneva to draw public attention to the unaddressed next

steps we must take to actually abolish nuclear weapons.  The demonstration

of the "inextricable link" is part of the Abolition 2000 agenda for the

PrepCom.  Regards, Alice

At 09:33 PM 3/23/98 -0800, mupj wrote:

>Dear Xanthe:

>

>I'm not surprised that there has been a vigorous debate on 

>abolition-caucus on the relationship between nuclear weapons and nuclear 
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>power and when and how to deal with these two matters.  As the debate 

>indicates, our movement lacks a consensus on this issue.

>

>What I am surprised is that the issue has arisen the way it did.  We 

>spent a full day in Geneva on  February 21 working out a consensus on 

>what Abolition 2000 and other NGOs would present to the NPT PrepCom.  The 

>meeting was announced more than a month in advance with an invitation to 

>those who could not attend to send their ideas.  Some did, and they were 

>taken into consideration.  Through this process we selected 13 topics for 

>our presentation to the PrepCom and agreed that our public message would 

>focus on these topics.  Toward the end of the meeting Rebecca Johnson 

>asked, "What if somebody later wants to add another topic?"  There was a 

>broad consensus that we had selected our topics democratically and that 

>therefore they should constitute our agenda without further additions.  

>Some of the 13 topics relate to nuclear power, especially the one on 

>nuclear fuel cycle and health effects and the one on alternative, 

>sustainable energy.  But there was no discussion that I recall about 

>linking nuclear power directly to nuclear weapons.

>

>Therefore, I wonder about the advisability of adding this issue to the 

>public agenda at the PrepCom.  Already it has become divisive at a time 

>when we need unity.  When an organization that fully participated in 

>group discussion embarks upon its own separate course, it undermines the 

>integrity of our decision-making process.  Accordingly, I hope that you 

>will save your slogan "nuclear power powers nuclear weapons" for another 

>venue and help us achieve the solidarity we need at the PrepCom to push 

>our agreed agenda aimed at the abolition of nuclear weapons.
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>

>Rather than add to the debate on abolition-caucus, I'm sending a copy of 

>this communication to only a few persons closely connected with 

>organizing our NPT PrepCom work.

>

>Shalom,

>Howard Hallman

>

>

>

Alice Slater

Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)

15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010

212-726-9161 (tel)

212-726-9160 (fax)

aslater@igc.apc.org
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Return-Path: <cl-hh.comlink.de!vlberlin.comlink.de!ippnw@popnews.hamburg.pop.de>

Received: from mail.provi.de (mail.provi.de [193.98.9.7])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id JAA28713

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 09:01:30 -0800 (PST)

Received: from news.hamburg.pop.de (claimed popnews.hamburg.pop.de, is IP 193.98.9.248) (root)

 by mail.provi.de with smtp (Exim 1.80 #2)

 id 0yHX4q-0005ew-00; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 18:01:28 +0100

Received: from cl-hh.comlink.de by popnews.hamburg.pop.de with uucp

 (Smail3.2.0.95 #6) id m0yHX4i-000728C; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 18:01:20 +0100 (MET)

Received: by cl-hh.comlink.de (DUUCP vom 28.02.1998)

 with ZConnect; 24 Mar 1998 00:00:00 +0000

From: ippnw@vlberlin.comlink.de (IPPNW)

X-ZC-Post: Koertestrasse 10

Reply-To: ippnw@vlberlin.comlink.de (IPPNW)

X-Mailer: CrossPoint v3.11 R/C13519

Message-ID: <6qVZJHV2L$B@vlp004.vlberlin.comlink.de>

Organization: IPPNW Germany

X-Gateway: ZCONNECT UC cl-hh.comlink.de [DUUCP BETA vom 28.02.1998]

In-Reply-To: <351745B0.609F@igc.apc.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Subject: Re: Slogans at PrepCom

Date: 24 Mar 1998 00:00:00 +0000

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igc7.igc.org id JAA28713

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
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              DEUTSCHE SEKTION DER INTERNATIONALEN AERZTE

                 FUER DIE VERHUETUNG DES ATOMKRIEGES

                   AERZTE IN SOZIALER VERANTWORTUNG

   International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)

   Koertestra=DFe 10,                            Tel: +49 (0)30 693 0244

   D-10967 Berlin 61,                         Fax: +49 (0)30 693 8166

   IPPNW@VLBerlin.comlink.de                IPPNW@OLN.comlink.apc.org

                           http://www.ippnw.de

  ____________________________________________________________________

                                                               24.03.98

Dear Howard,

I am sorry you feel that we are stepping on your toes by wanting to do =20

this action. I did, however, raise it at the meeting that we were =20

planning to do this. Sure, there were plenty of suggestions for other =20

things that people would have liked, but noone suggesting they would =20

organise them. If Mouvement de la Paix want an action with three =20

balloons they should do it - and pay for it - Geneva is big enough.

I don't see why this has to be so divisive. IPPNW Germany is not =20

publicising the action as an Abolition 2000 Network action. But there =20

are enough of us that see this as the central problem for the NPT to =20

want to address it. It is also the case that in Switzerland criticism =20
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of nuclear energy is of interest to the media, whereas nuclear weapons =20

are not.

I would find it very difficult, having spent around $8000 on this =20

action already, to just call it off. Through the action we have a =20

chance of actually getting some attention. If it was Greenpeace doing =20

the action, nobody would be trying to stop them. Everyone knows they =20

can do what they want. So why should we be stopped?

Every single year we have kept this issue in the background because of =20

the pro-nuclear power lobby within Abolition 2000, despite the fact =20

that the Abolition 2000 Statement makes it clear that we are AGAINST =20

nuclear power. I don't want to be divisive. I just want to be able to =20

do the action as we had planned. And in a free world this has to be =20

possible without being accused of splitting the movement.

Yours,

Xanthe Hall

(Co-Director)

______________________________________________________________________

                IPPNW is a member of Abolition 2000

          - a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons -

______________________________________________________________________

## CrossPoint v3.11 R ##
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igc4.igc.org (root@igc4.igc.org [192.82.108.37])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA15360;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 09:07:28 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by igc4.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id JAA16217;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 09:06:23 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from lwirbel@localhost)

 by igc4.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id JAA15994;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 09:04:30 -0800 (PST)

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 09:04:30 -0800 (PST)

From: Loring Wirbel <lwirbel@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <199803241704.JAA15994@igc4.igc.org>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re:  zohl - Australia - Impossible to separate Nukes power/armaments

To: abolition-caucus@igc.org, pacific@rainbow.net.au

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Friends,

     Just wanted to add my personal voice, as well as the 

institutional voice of both Pikes Peak Justice & Peace Commission and 

Citizens for Peace in Space in Colo. Springs, behind the position that 

abolition of nuclear weapons requires abolition of the plutonium 

economy, which in turn REQUIRES the abolitikon of nuclear power.  An 

anti-weapons stance that supports nuclear power is inherently 

contradictory and unacceptable.
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Loring Wirbel

Colo. Springs, CO

lwirbel@igc.apc.org
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>From sfcny  Tue Mar 24 11:31:34 1998

Return-Path: <sfcny@igc.apc.org>

Received: from ppp63.igc.org (sfcny@ppp63.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id LAA14677;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 11:31:28 -0800 (PST)

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 11:31:28 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980324143851.36e7a9f8@pop.igc.org>

X-Sender: sfcny@pop.igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>, abolition-religious@igc.org

From: Diane Swords <sfcny@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Religious groups endorsing CTBT

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Howard, and other abolitionists from the religious communities,

We are working here in New York State to convince Senator D'Amato that the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty is a very important to many of his

constituents. I'n not sure if there is any chance he would work to get the

treaty out of Helm's committee, but it's worth a try. He did (although

reluctantly) vote for the moratorium in '92, and I think it was precisely

because he saw how much support there was.

We have been collecting endorsers for the treaty and letters from many

groups and prominent individuals and have some religious communities
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involved so far, but are looking for more. (So far, the regional Presbytery

is on board, and some local churches and Pax Christi groups.)

Do you have position statements from national religious groups? We feel

those would help us get state and local groups to sign on to our endorsement.

If you have such a thing, would you send them to me, either by e-mail or to:

Peace Action CNY

658 W. Onondaga St.

Syracuse, NY 13204

Thank you very much!

Sincerely,

Diane R. Swords 
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igc3.igc.apc.org (igc3.igc.org [192.82.108.33])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id NAA21799;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 13:04:39 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from root@localhost)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id MAA01803;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 12:55:42 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp79.igc.org (aslater@ppp79.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id MAA01130

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 12:45:41 -0800 (PST)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 12:45:41 -0800 (PST)

From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980324154527.3847469c@pop.igc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: NPT/Nuclear power powers nuclear bombs

To: abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Friends,

I believe that Abolition 2000 must raise consciousness about the

relationship of nuclear weapons to nuclear power and support the planned

demonstration.  Any organization which signed on to the Abolition Statement
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joined a commitment to acknowledge, as our statement so compellingly

requires, that "the inextricable link between the 'peaceful' and warlike

uses of nuclear technologies and the threat to future generations inherent

in the creation and use of long-lived radioactive materials MUST be recognized."

One major reason nuclear weapons and nuclear power got as far as they did in

wreaking so much havoc on our planet is that for years the anti-nuclear

movement was split.  The time is long past to perpetuate that political

schizophrenia which only addressed one side or the other of the SAME

coin. (Witness the CTB entry into force provision which requires the

ratification by the 44 countries which have nuclear reactors--civilian or

military--the CTB drafters know full well that every reactor is a bomb factory)

It is the NPT which enshrines this nuclear lunacy, spreading nuclear

technology throughout the world, and dumping nuclear waste on indigenous

lands, while promising that nuclear weapons won't proliferate.  It is at the

NPT that the issue should be properly addressed, in as many creative ways as

possible. (One creative way was for A-2000 to call for the establishment of

an international energy agency to promote and support the development of

sustainable and environmentally safe energy sources, Point 10 of the Statement)

I fully support the creative idea of the Abolition 2000 sponsors who

brainstormed in Geneva to draw public attention to the unaddressed next

steps we must take to actually abolish nuclear weapons.  The demonstration

of the "inextricable link" is well within the Abolition 2000 agenda for the

PrepCom.   Peace,

Alice Slater
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Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)

15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010

212-726-9161 (tel)

212-726-9160 (fax)

aslater@igc.apc.org
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA18853;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 12:53:47 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA29335;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 15:47:43 -0500 (EST)

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 15:47:43 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    24 Mar 98 16:23:29 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 24 Mar 98 16:21:37 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    24 Mar 98 16:21:27 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: 3/18 CTBT hearing transcript avail.

Message-ID: <12C0332D5D51@local.clw.org>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Director and Jenny Smith, Research Assoc.

The complete transcript of the March 18, 1998 hearing on the Comprehensive
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Test Ban Treaty and nuclear non-proliferation is now available on the

Coalition's CTBT web site <http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.htm>

The hearing was held by the Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on

International Security, Proliferation and Federal Services chaired by Sen.

Thad Cochran (R-MS) and is the third CTBT hearing since the Treaty was sent

to the Congress by President Clinton in September 1997.

DK & JS

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id UAA04471;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 20:24:33 -0800 (PST)

Received: from imo17.mx.aol.com (imo17.mx.aol.com [198.81.17.39])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id UAA04097

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 24 Mar 1998 20:22:45 -0800 (PST)

Received: from DavidMcR@aol.com

 by imo17.mx.aol.com (IMOv13.ems) id RLGMa19590;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:19:31 -0500 (EST)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:19:31 EST

From: DavidMcR <DavidMcR@aol.com>

Message-ID: <598d5b98.351885d5@aol.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: gdaniell@wt.com.au

X-Mailer: AOL 3.0 16-bit for Windows sub 38

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Graham and friends,

I have just used part of your post below so folks will know to what I'm
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referring. There are two issues involved. The first is whether there actually

is a serious link between nuclear power and weapons. If there is not, if

nuclear power is safe, if it isn't the basis of spreading weapons, etc., then

the two issues aren't linked. If there is a serious link we need to raise the

issue with "the man in the street", in exactly the same way we have raised the

issue of nuclear weapons. (And in the U.S. you will find a great many people

who are NOT scared to death of nuclear weapons, who think that we have kept

the peace because of them - and so we have to confront those people not on the

issue of nuclear power, but the issue of nuclear weapons).

The second issue is an ironic but very real one. In some countries (France,

Japan, India) the issue of nuclear power is not clear cut. But frankly, here

in the U.S. there are probably more people deeply opposed to nuclear power "in

their own backyards" than there are to nuclear weapons. So tactically the

movement in the U.S. would be weakened if the issues are separated.

Let me throw in a third point to make the issue more complex. We need to be

VERY clear that Abolition 2000 is NOT just talking about abolishing nuclear

weapons, but using that as a FIRST STEP toward complete and comprehensive

conventional disarmament. That may take a lot more convincing of people than

either nuclear power or weapons - but if we aren't headed in that direction,

we are headed in the wrong direction. And if we are headed in that direction,

do we really think we can keep it a secret from people? Our opponents will

make it clear even if we don't.

Fraternally,

David McReynolds
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<< 

 Dear David and friends,

 

 Nobody here has said that there is NOT a link between nuclear weapons and

 nuclear power.  Nobody has said that we should NOT oppose nuclear power as

 well as nuclear weapons.  

 

 The debate has only been about whether we have to get OTHER people (the man

 in the street, politicians etc) to accept the abolition of nuclear weapons

 AND nuclear power at THE SAME TIME.  I personally believe that many people

 who support nuclear power (and who perhaps depend on it for the electricity

 that come into their homes), nevertheless are scared to hell about nuclear

 weapons, and would love to see them banned (perhaps someone has some poll

 data on this?).  My contention is that if you attach the banning of nuclear

 power to the banning of n-weapons, it makes the package harder for many to

 accept, at least at first.

 

 On >>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igce.igc.org (igce.igc.org [192.82.108.49])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id XAA21150;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:20:37 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igce.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id XAA05801;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:20:34 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp4-5.igc.org (nirsnet@ppp4-5.igc.org)

 by igce.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id XAA05653;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:19:29 -0800 (PST)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:19:29 -0800 (PST)

From: michael mariotte <nirsnet@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980325021640.4ccf6c3c@pop.igc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: DavidMcR <DavidMcR@aol.com>, gdaniell@wt.com.au

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

X-Sender: nirsnet@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

To all,

Sorry to have entered this debate so late--I have been at Ahaus, Germany
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protesting against nuclear waste shipments and watching what happens when

20,000 police invade a city just that size....

I agree with David here, esp. w/regard to U.S. There are far more people in

U.S. afraid of nuclear waste that either weapons or reactors (even tho both

are more dangerous). the same seems to be true in Germany and elsewhere.

More importantly, if we are talking about nuclear abolition, it is

hypocritical to talk only about weapons; if we can't stop the production of

weapons material at its source--nuclear power plants, which have produced

most of the world's plutonium in the past decades--then we really aren't

talking about much change....

Michael Mariotte

NIRS

At 11:19 PM 3/24/98 EST, DavidMcR wrote:

>Dear Graham and friends,

>

>I have just used part of your post below so folks will know to what I'm

>referring. There are two issues involved. The first is whether there actually

>is a serious link between nuclear power and weapons. If there is not, if

>nuclear power is safe, if it isn't the basis of spreading weapons, etc., then

>the two issues aren't linked. If there is a serious link we need to raise the

>issue with "the man in the street", in exactly the same way we have raised the

>issue of nuclear weapons. (And in the U.S. you will find a great many people

>who are NOT scared to death of nuclear weapons, who think that we have kept
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>the peace because of them - and so we have to confront those people not on the

>issue of nuclear power, but the issue of nuclear weapons).

>

>The second issue is an ironic but very real one. In some countries (France,

>Japan, India) the issue of nuclear power is not clear cut. But frankly, here

>in the U.S. there are probably more people deeply opposed to nuclear power "in

>their own backyards" than there are to nuclear weapons. So tactically the

>movement in the U.S. would be weakened if the issues are separated.

>

>Let me throw in a third point to make the issue more complex. We need to be

>VERY clear that Abolition 2000 is NOT just talking about abolishing nuclear

>weapons, but using that as a FIRST STEP toward complete and comprehensive

>conventional disarmament. That may take a lot more convincing of people than

>either nuclear power or weapons - but if we aren't headed in that direction,

>we are headed in the wrong direction. And if we are headed in that direction,

>do we really think we can keep it a secret from people? Our opponents will

>make it clear even if we don't.

>

>Fraternally,

>David McReynolds

>

><< 

> Dear David and friends,

> 

> Nobody here has said that there is NOT a link between nuclear weapons and

> nuclear power.  Nobody has said that we should NOT oppose nuclear power as

> well as nuclear weapons.  
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> 

> The debate has only been about whether we have to get OTHER people (the man

> in the street, politicians etc) to accept the abolition of nuclear weapons

> AND nuclear power at THE SAME TIME.  I personally believe that many people

> who support nuclear power (and who perhaps depend on it for the electricity

> that come into their homes), nevertheless are scared to hell about nuclear

> weapons, and would love to see them banned (perhaps someone has some poll

> data on this?).  My contention is that if you attach the banning of nuclear

> power to the banning of n-weapons, it makes the package harder for many to

> accept, at least at first.

> 

> On >>

>

>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igce.igc.org (igce.igc.org [192.82.108.49])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id XAA22276;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:26:35 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igce.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id XAA06202;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:24:38 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp4-5.igc.org (nirsnet@ppp4-5.igc.org)

 by igce.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id XAA05639;

 Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:19:23 -0800 (PST)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 23:19:23 -0800 (PST)

From: michael mariotte <nirsnet@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980325021634.4ccf19a6@pop.igc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>, mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

X-Sender: nirsnet@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

I disagree with Graham and Lysiane--I think it is essential to link nuclear

weapons and power (as we are successfully doing with the MOX fuel and

tritium production issues in the U.S., Russia, Canada, UK). This has the
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benefit of describing, correctly, the nuclear state, and does not put us

into the little boxes that the nuclear industry has been happy to have us in

for the past many years: weapons in this box, power in this box...

Moreover, not including nuclear power in these efforts writes off a huge

section of the movement (a section that may well, at this point, be larger

than that seeking abolition of nuclear weapons). We want abolition too, but

we will not be part of a movement that ignores nuclear power....

The arguments against including power and weapons seem tired and trite to

me--a revisit to the early 1980s. More power to IPPNW for recognizing the

underlying truth: nuclear power does mean nuclear weapons, and vice versa.

Consider for one moment that the vast majority of the plutonium in the world

has been generated by commercial nuclear plants, not military ones, and it

is easy to understand the connection.

Michael Mariotte

NIRS

At 10:47 AM 3/21/98 +0800, Graham Daniell wrote:

>I agree that it is a good strategy to just concentrate on nuclear weapons

>for now, as there is a growing concensus about this around the world.  

>

>AFTER people have agreed to try to get rid of the weapons, they will make

>the connection with nuclear power by themselves, once they they think about

>it for a while.

>
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>Towards a nuclear-free millennium,

>Graham Daniell

>Perth, Western Australia

>gdaniell@wt.com.au

>--------------------------------------------------------------------

>

>At 21:52 19/03/98 -0800, you wrote:

>>Lysiane Alezard wrote:

>>> 

>>> To Adam Berry and Jo Tyler

>>> 

>>> Dear Friends,

>>>> 

>>>.... As far as Monday 27 April is concerned, we've just received the

>proposal of IPPNW Germany and its 2 ballons and banners. We fear that 

>>such as slogan as "Nuclear power powers nuclear weapons" might both 

>>divide the movement for abolition and weaken our action for elimination. 

>>Indeed, we feel that the prepcom is a unique "rostrum" for all of us to 

>>push forward the case for elimination of nuclear weapons, since most 

>>States will be represented......

>>

>>Dear Friends:

>>

>>I share Lysiane Alezard's concern that raising the issue of nuclear power 

>>will unduly distract from our central objective of getting the NPT 

>>Preparatory Committee to act decisively for the abolition of nuclear 

>>weapons.  For instance, the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition 
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>>has in the works a statement from world religious leaders urging the 

>>PrepCom to (a) lay out an agenda for the nuclear weapons states (no first 

>>use, dealerting, etc.) and (b) create a working group to begin developing 

>>a nuclear weapons convention. We will have a reception for PrepCom 

>>delegates the evening of April and will present the same message.  We 

>>don't have many opportunities to address the NPT signatories on these 

>>matters, so I would hope that we will concentrate our energies on nuclear 

>>abolition.

>>

>>Shalom,

>>Howard W. Hallman, Chair

>>Methodists United for Peace with Justice

>>

>>

>

>Graham Daniell

>Western Australia

>gdaniell@wt.com.au

>

>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id EAA29593;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 04:30:09 -0800 (PST)

Received: from gn3.gn.apc.org (gn3.gn.apc.org [194.202.158.47])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id EAA29387

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 04:29:27 -0800 (PST)

Received: from af065.du.pipex.com [193.130.245.65](af065.du.pipex.com [193.130.245.65])

 by gn3.gn.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8/GN-1.0) with SMTP id MAA04493

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 12:40:25 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 12:40:25 GMT

From: nfznsc@gn.apc.org (Stewart Kemp)

Message-Id: <199803251240.MAA04493@gn3.gn.apc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

X-Sender: nfznsc@gn.apc.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear readers

I think Ab2000 should take as its terms of reference the Ab2000 statement

and stick to it.  Some organisations (e.g. Pugwash) don't have a problem
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with nuclear energy, but do with weapons.  The organisation I speak for

doesn't agree with that position (as will be evident from a look at our

website) but we do want to work together with all organisations where there

is commonground.

Because issues are related there's always a temptation to broaden

objectives, but then campaigns become overstretched and risk losing their

focus.  This will be our only contribution on this issue.  

Stewart Kemp

 

      ****************************************************************

        Nuclear Free Local Authorities    Tel: + 44 (0) 161 831 9108

        Town Hall                         Fax: + 44 (0) 161 835 3645

        Manchester M60 2LA  UK            Email:   nfznsc@gn.apc.org

                    Web Site:   http://www.gn.apc.org/nfznsc/

      ****************************************************************
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35194690.6540@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 10:01:52 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: dave@paxchristiusa.org, crramey@igc.org

Subject: PrepCom speaker

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

March 25, 1998

Dear Dave and Clayton:

We have had the following suggestions for the speaker on spiritual and 

ethical issues at the NPT PrepCom presentation,:

>From Jonathan Granoff: Rev. Sloan Coffin, Rev. Joan Campbell, Rev. James 

Parks Morton, Father Drinan, Douglas Roche

>From Dave Robinson: Bishop Gumbleton

>From David Atwood (Quaker office in Geneva):Marie Pierre Bovy.  Hher name 

was mentioned to me by several other people when I was in Geneva, 

including by Janet Bloomfield of Great Britain.
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>From Dwain Epps:  Aram I, Catholics of the Armenian Apostolic Orthodox 

Church; moderator, Central Committee, World Council of Churches

Some of the people I talked with in Geneva on this matter, suggested that 

it would be better to have some one other than an American this time 

because an American (Clayton Ramey) made this type of presentation last 

year.  One person commented that it would be desirable to have a woman 

since our reception presentators are male (Cardinal Danneels and Dr. 

Raiser).

Bishop Gumbleton and Douglas Roche will be at the PrepCom.   Bishop 

Gumbleton will be involved with the release of Pax Christi USA 

recommendations.   Roche will be holding meetings and a news conference 

on his Middle Power Initiatives.

Aram I is based in Lebanon and represents a part of the world not 

prominent so far in nuclear abolition activities.  Whether he would find 

it worthwhile to go to Geneva for a short presentation is unknown.  (He 

might combine it with other WCC business.)

Granoff's other suggestions would have to travel to Geneva for the 

PrepCom.  Whether any one of them would be willing would have to be 

determined.

My own leaning is toward Marie Bovy.  I have great admiration for Bishop 

Gumbleton and Doug Roche, but Pax Christi is already represented at the 
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reception and Roche has his own separate agenda to advance.  I doubt that 

we could attract Aram I.  All things considered I would opt for Marie 

Bovy as a European woman who has strong credentials in the peace 

movement.  This would make the presentor an FOR representative for the 

second year in a row, but that's all right with me.  But I don't want to 

foreclose discussion.  I would like your views.  If necessary, we could 

arrange for a conference call to talk it through.

For your information, David Atwood, who previously worked for IFOR, 

provided me the following sketch of Marie Bovy 

"Marie Pierre Bovy is the former President of the International 

Fellowship of

Reconciliation (hence, my former boss!).  She lived for many years in one 

of

the Communaute de l'Arche (founded by Lanzo del Vasto) centres.  I have 

not

been in touch with her for some time.  However, she is the founder of the

Stop Essais movement in France, which has been one of the organizations 

in

France chiefly responsible for there being any anti-nuclear movement in

France.  She is a committed Christian, but has had many years in the IFOR

movement, a multi-faith organization." 

Please let me know your views.

Shalom,
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Howard
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Return-Path: <disarmament@igc.apc.org>

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA06851;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 06:49:43 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm1.psr.org (pc38.psrus.org [204.177.54.38])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7-KIVEX) with SMTP id JAA01001;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 09:47:17 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <351911C2.3840@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 09:16:34 -0500

From: Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: jdi@clw.org, dkimball@clw.org, network@igc.org, ggilhool@ix.netcom.com,

        fagin@ix.netcom.com, mupj@igc.org, jlwhite@wfa.org, meldredge@igc.org

Subject: Buttons are Here

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Please phone me, (202) 898 0150 ext. 232 to arrange the pick-up/

delivery of your  Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW! buttons. 

It is possible for me to bring some buttons to the Hill on Thursday the

26th (tomorrow) when I come to NWWG meeting at 9:00 am at the Mott

House. If you can wait a little longer, I could also bring a few on

Monday to Monday Lobby.  
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However, the best thing would be for you to come by our offices (PSR) at

1101 14th Street NW #700 (or send your courier).

Call and let me know! Kathy
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35195C3F.2B96@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 11:34:23 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: Buttons are Here

References: <351911C2.3840@igc.apc.org>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Kathy Crandall wrote:

> 

> Please phone me, (202) 898 0150 ext. 232 to arrange the pick-up/

> delivery of your  Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW! buttons.

Dear Kathy:

On Thursday I am meeting with 40+ United Methodist peace with justice 

coordinators.  Therefore, could you provide me 50 buttons at the Nuclear 

Weapons Working Group?

Thanks,

Howard
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35195D8E.8A3@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 11:39:58 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: bridget@fcnl.org

Subject: Request for information

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Bridget:

Would you please send a copy of the statements of denominations on the 

CTBT and also a copy of "A Statement of American Religious Leaders: 

Ratify the CTBT" along with the cover letter, signers, and sign-on form 

to Diane R. Swords, Peace Action CNY, 658 W. Onodaga Street, Syracuse, NY 

13204.  They are seeking CTBT endorsement from churches and other 

religious organizations.

Thanks,

Howard
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id IAA13876;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 08:04:44 -0800 (PST)

Received: from snel.execulink.com (snel.execulink.com [199.166.6.4])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA09072

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 07:41:08 -0800 (PST)

Received: from arw (ppp25.a11.execulink.com [207.216.162.165])

 by snel.execulink.com (8.8.7/8.8.7) with SMTP id KAA25463

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 10:41:06 -0500 (EST)

Received: by localhost with Microsoft MAPI; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 10:43:17 -0500

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 10:42:16 -0500

From: Ross Wilcock <rwilcock@execulink.com>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <01BD57DA.D1DDE830@rwilcock@execulink.com>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Power for war and peace

To: "abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org" <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet E-mail/MAPI - 8.0.0.4008

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

We need to be honest about this. Some people want to prioritize and say 

nuclear bombs are the No.1 problem - and this is what the Abolition 2000 

movement is about. What are the assumptions....?
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Professor Rotblatt said in his Nobel Address  "Remember your Humanity" and 

forget the rest - quoting from the Einstein-Russell Manifesto. He campaigns 

against all war.

Some abolitionists campaigned against the Pu238 hazard in the Cassini 

Probe. Some biologically understanding people know about hazards, morbidity 

and mortality of nuclear power and act accordingly.

There have been page counters on parts of our website for about three 

months. The site is openly readable and has shown the following readership 

presumably proportionate to levels of interest (sample):

Abolition 2000  311  the inheritor of World Court Project momentum & 

movement

Nuclear Legacy  363 - many concerns around nuclear technology and 

consequences

Chemical Legacy 161

War   486

Iraq   420 (only 6 weeks old)

Landmines  695

Peace   123

Health   97

UN Reform  56

So what does all this mean

people are more interested in landmines than nuclear weapons?
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there is more interest in the legacy of the nuclear age than weapons per 

se?

there is more interest in war than in peace?

health is low priority and UN Reform is lowest of all!?

Perhaps we should remember that everything in this world is connected and 

unity in diversity is liberating.

We should be careful about encouraging a monopoly or another blinkered 

tyranny. Some of the most important concerns and evidences have come from 

recognition of nuclear colonialism and its effects on native peoples.

An explosion is a very dramatic event. It is loud. It gets attention. Do 

you think victims of uranium mining are really very different in principle 

from weapons-test-fallout victims or from downwind victims from emanations 

of nuclear reactors (see Jay Gould). Chernobyl was a global problem. The 

1964 SNAP satellite accident caused global contamination. The Cassini 

Fly-by might. 600,000 tons of US Uranium Hexaflouride is another headache - 

so is nuclear reprocessing... nuclear waste trans-shipment... All these 

threaten the environment and especially the biosphere whether in a moment 

of time and/or for aeons.  Which is worse - instant death or everlasting 

suffering?

The worst problem is a peculiarity of the human mind that likes to hide 

problems away and pretend they don't exist. People even get paid for doing 

this!
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There can't just be just one campaign about such complex, serious problems. 

The first requirement is respect for truth and openness. Another is 

tolerance - remembering that our purpose is for the future of life on 

earth. We should not assume that the World Order of today will be the same 

tomorrow - "the times they are a changing."

Ross Wilcock

rwilcock@web.net

http://www.pgs.ca/
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igce.igc.org (igce.igc.org [192.82.108.49])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA00494;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 10:19:33 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igce.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA19549;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 10:18:44 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp72.igc.org (aslater@ppp72.igc.org)

 by igce.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id KAA19472;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 10:18:14 -0800 (PST)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 10:18:14 -0800 (PST)

From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980325131802.3dbf89c4@pop.igc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>, DavidMcR <DavidMcR@aol.com>

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Graham,

No one said we had to abolish nuclear power and nuclear weapons "at the same

time".  We just have to begin making the link, loud and clear, to the "man
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in the street, politicians" etc. so that when we start getting down to brass

tacks in our treaty to ban the bomb, there is public support for the

realization that nuclear power must be phased out and alternative energy

phased in so that we can place verification controls on the existing tons of

inventory of nuclear materials that can be used for bombs.  If we don't lay

the groundwork now, and join forces to promote the already existing

solutions for phasing out nuke power and relying on the benign energy of the

sun, wind, water, etc., the nukehead arms controllers will raise impossible

obstacles about nuclear materials which are going to increase exponentially

from expanded civilian reliance, and we will be hearing from our diplomats

that we can't negotiate a treaty to ban the bomb because we can't control

the materials.  We need a rational phase out period for nuclear power, which

may take longer than getting rid of the weapons-- but without such a plan,

which Abolition 2000 is required by its Statement to promote, I don't think

we'll ever get a nuclear-weapons-free-world.  Regards, Alice Slater

At 06:14 AM 3/25/98 +0800, Graham Daniell wrote:

>Dear David and friends,

>

>Nobody here has said that there is NOT a link between nuclear weapons and

>nuclear power.  Nobody has said that we should NOT oppose nuclear power as

>well as nuclear weapons.  

>
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>The debate has only been about whether we have to get OTHER people (the man

>in the street, politicians etc) to accept the abolition of nuclear weapons

>AND nuclear power at THE SAME TIME.  I personally believe that many people

>who support nuclear power (and who perhaps depend on it for the electricity

>that come into their homes), nevertheless are scared to hell about nuclear

>weapons, and would love to see them banned (perhaps someone has some poll

>data on this?).  My contention is that if you attach the banning of nuclear

>power to the banning of n-weapons, it makes the package harder for many to

>accept, at least at first.

>

>Once they have committed to banning the weapons, it is my contention that

>people will make the connection themselves (we can help them do it!) and

>realise that in order to make the ban permanent them must ban nuclear power

>as well.

>

>But just for a moment, lets consider that we could convince people to ban

>both in one package.  Has anyone here thought about how long it would take

>to build alternative power generating facilities to replace all those

>nuclear power stations?  This would probably take 20-30 years, and if the

>two issues were bound together, nuclear weapons proponents could use this

>tactic to delay the banning of nuclear weapons for years!

>

>But if we separate the two issues, nuclear wepons could be de-targetted

>overnight, and dismantled and destroyed in only a year or two (if we put our

>mind to it).

>

>Towards a nuclear-free millennium,
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>Graham Daniell

>Perth, Western Australia

>gdaniell@wt.com.au

>--------------------------------------------------------------------

>

>At 01:01 24/03/98 EST, you wrote:

>>I think the debate is healthy. I have nothing special to contribute that

>>hasn't been said, but did want to say War Resisters League has long felt,

>>strongly, there is a link between nuclear power and nuclear weapons. In this

>>sense we support the position of Janet, the IPPN, etc. etc. as stated in

>>recent days.

>>

>>Peace,

>>David McReynolds

>>

>>

>

>Graham Daniell

>Western Australia

>gdaniell@wt.com.au

>

>

Alice Slater

Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)

15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010

212-726-9161 (tel)

212-726-9160 (fax)
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aslater@igc.apc.org
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

        by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA24773;

        Wed, 25 Mar 1998 11:50:46 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

        by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id OAA29708;

        Wed, 25 Mar 1998 14:49:10 -0500 (EST)

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 14:49:10 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    25 Mar 98 15:23:55 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 25 Mar 98 15:23:07 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    25 Mar 98 15:22:57 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: Issue Brief #9: Starwars at 15

Message-ID: <12D73A374953@local.clw.org>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Director

RE: Issue Brief #9; setbacks for BMD program
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Attached below is the electronic version of Issue Brief # 9, "The Star Wars

Legacy," by Lisbeth Gronlund and David Wright of the Union of Concerned

Scientists. It will be fax-blasted this afternoon to the Hill and elsewhere.

Also, please find below two very powerful articles from the Washington Post

on a new DOD report that warns against a rush toward deployment of poorly

tested systems. Look for a copy of the report on the FAS web site soon.

DK

************************

COALITION TO REDUCE NUCLEAR DANGERS

ISSUE BRIEF, VOL. 2, NO. 9, MARCH 25, 1998

"The "Star Wars" Legacy: 

Big Budgets, Little Progress"

by Lisbeth Gronlund and David Wright, Union of Concerned Scientists

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO this week, President Ronald Reagan announced his "Star

Wars" program to build a defense of the United States against attacks by

nuclear-armed ballistic missiles. After three Presidents, eight Congresses

and some $40 billion, how far has the U.S. national missile defense program

come?  

Although the goals of the program have been scaled back dramatically, they
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are still technically infeasible. Despite this, the United States is closer

than ever to deploying a national missile defense: it will select a general

contractor this month to develop a system by 2000 that could then be

deployed within three years of a decision to do so. This rush to develop a

system is termed a "rush to failure" in the February 27, 1998 report of an

independent panel appointed by the Defense Department and headed by former

Air Force chief of staff General Larry Welch, which is described in stories

by The Washington Post on March 22 and 25.

At the same time, pushing ahead with national missile defenses poses a

political barrier to deep reductions in nuclear arsenals, which remain the

most effective way to increase U.S. and international security.

The Goals Have Been Scaled Back Dramatically:

1983:  The original goal, laid out in Reagan's March 23 speech, was to

render nuclear weapons "impotent and obsolete" and to protect the U.S.

population from a large-scale attack by thousands of Soviet nuclear warheads. 

1987: The original mission is implicitly dropped as unrealistic and the

focus shifted from protecting cities to enhancing deterrence by protecting

U.S. nuclear weapons from a disarming first strike.

1991: Under President Bush, a space-based layer of "Brilliant Pebbles"

interceptors is added to the plan, but the goal is scaled-back to defending

the against up to 200 warheads launched at once. 
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1997:  Scaled back once again, the current goal is to defend against only 5

to 20 "simple" warheads, nominally launched by accident or without

authorization by Russia or China, or deliberately by a hostile nation that

might acquire long-range ballistic missiles in the future. The program might

be expanded over time, with the objective of defending against a greater

number of warheads.

Despite Its New, Limited Goals, the Program Is No Closer to Success:

* The technology still isn't ready: Despite the considerable time and money

invested, the basic technology for a national missile defense --

"hit-to-kill" -- interceptors that would destroy their targets by ramming

into them-is not ready for deployment.  The test record for hit-to-kill

interceptors has been very poor, even against cooperative test targets.

According to a December 1997 General Accounting Office (GAO) report, "Of the

20 intercept attempts since the early 1980s, only 6, or about 30 percent,

have been successful." Even more relevant to national missile defenses are

the 14 of these intercept tests that were conducted at high altitudes, of

which only 2 were hits, for a 14 percent success rate. And the test record

is not getting better with time: the most recent successful high-altitude

test occurred in January 1991 and the last 9 such intercept tests have been

failures.

* The testing program is inadequate: The planned test program is so meager

that the Pentagon won't know how well the system works by 2000, when they

may decide to build it. The Pentagon is completely ignoring the "fly before

you buy" maxim. As the GAO report notes, only one integrated system test is
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planned prior to the deployment decision, and even that test will not

include all system elements. Similarly, the independent panel headed by

General Welch concluded that decisions to accept abbreviated timetables and

minimal numbers of flight tests have raised the risk of more failures,

delays and cost overruns. Moreover, according to the system engineering

contractor, the test program will not adequately test the ability of the

system to discriminate warheads from decoys and debris, even though this

task would be essential to the successful defense of the United States.  

* The fundamental problem of countermeasures remains unsolved: A more

fundamental problem is that defenses will not face cooperative targets. All

defenses that seek to intercept warheads outside of the atmosphere can be

defeated by technically straight-forward countermeasures, and this problem

remains unsolved despite decades of work. Indeed, this is precisely why the

current program objectives call only for defending against "simple" warheads

-- those without effective countermeasures. However, any country that could

build or acquire a long-range missile could also build or acquire effective

countermeasures that would require less sophisticated technology than

long-range missiles. In the real world, defending against 5-20 warheads may

be no more realistic than Reagan's dream of building an impenetrable shield. 

National Missile Defenses Still Threaten Deep Reductions in Nuclear Weapons:

Fifteen years after Reagan's Star Wars speech, there are still compelling

security reasons not to build a national missile defense. The most effective

way to reduce the nuclear threat to the United States is to make deep

reductions in nuclear arsenals worldwide, and the end of the cold war now
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makes this feasible. However, such deep cuts will almost certainly be

derailed by U.S. deployment of a national missile defense, because missile

defenses can more easily threaten a small deterrent force than a large one.

Perversely, even though a missile defense is unlikely to be very effective,

other countries are likely to assume it would be and will act accordingly by

resisting deep reductions.

Indeed, Russia has made it clear that it remains concerned about U.S.

missile defenses and that its continued compliance with nuclear reductions

under the START agreements depends on continued US compliance with the 1972

Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, which prohibits national missile

defenses.  Moreover, given the ongoing attempts by some Congressional

members to mandate the deployment of national missile defenses, Russia would

likely (and not unreasonably) see deployment of even a limited system as the

first installment of a larger system. 

###

The Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers is a non-partisan alliance of 17 of

the nation's leading arms control and disarmament organizations. For more

information, contact Union of Concerned Scientists Senior Staff Scientists

Lisbeth Gronlund or David Wright at 617-547-5552.

************************

                  Panel Fires at Antimissile Programs: Critique Warns Of

'Rush to Failure'
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                  By Bradley Graham

                  Washington Post Staff Writer

                  Sunday, March 22, 1998; Page A01 

                  Pentagon efforts to speed into operation antimissile

weapons inspired by

                  President Ronald Reagan's "Star Wars" proposal are marred

by poor

                  planning, insufficient testing and political pressure to

hasten inauguration of

                  the defensive systems, according to an independent panel

appointed by the

                  Defense Department.

                  In a 76-page report prompted by a series of flight test

failures, the panel

                  warned against a "rush to failure" in what, at a cost of

nearly $4 billion a

                  year, has become the Defense Department's most expensive

category of

                  weapons research and development projects.

                  The report, which the Pentagon has not publicized since it

was submitted

                  earlier this month, said decisions by officials to accept

abbreviated
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                  timetables and minimal numbers of flight tests in

developing the antimissile

                  systems have raised the risk of more failures, delays and

cost overruns.

                  The sharply negative critique runs counter to the strong

political support for

                  antimissile systems, especially among Republicans in

Congress, 15 years

                  after Reagan put forward his vision of a space-based

arsenal that would

                  make the United States impenetrable by enemy missiles.

Since taking

                  control of Congress three years ago, the Republicans have

succeeded in

                  adding hundreds of millions of dollars to spending on

antimissile systems

                  that are less ambitious than Star Wars but push the

envelope of existing

                  technology.

                  GOP defense experts on Capitol Hill were quick to dismiss

the panel's

                  findings, saying the authors of the report failed to

appreciate how the

                  urgent need for missile defenses justifies unconventional

methods and more
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                  inventive development programs than those for other

weapons systems.

                  "It would have been more valuable had the report focused

on innovative

                  procedures for putting these systems in the field faster

while reducing the

                  inherent risks," said a House staff member familiar with

the report. "The

                  attitudes of congressional members are likely to remain

unchanged."

                  A spokesman for the Ballistic Missile Defense

Organization, which

                  coordinates the Pentagon's various antimissile programs,

said the panel's

                  findings were under review. He said "some adjustments"

already were

                  planned to improve testing and evaluation methods, among

them, more

                  ground simulations prior to costlier flight trials, more

backup parts in tests,

                  and greater attention to quality control.

                  But he saw little prospect of slowing the programs in line

with the panel's

                  recommendations, saying the schedule for developing the
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systems was

                  dictated by political leaders and military commanders

concerned about the

                  spread of ballistic missiles and the vulnerability of

American troops and

                  U.S. territory to attack.

                  The schedule for the farthest reaching antimissile effort

-- a defensive

                  umbrella over the territory of the United States -- was

hammered out

                  between the Clinton administration and Congress in 1996.

It committed the

                  Defense Department to spend three years researching and

developing a

                  national shield more modest than the one envisioned by

Reagan's "Star

                  Wars" proposal, with the understanding that if a decision

were made in

                  2000 to deploy the system, it could be fielded within

three additional years.

                  The 16-member panel was the most experienced collection of

civilian and

                  retired military officers to have studied the antimissile

effort, defense

                  officials said. Headed by Larry Welch, a retired four-star
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general and

                  former Air Force chief of staff, the panel included

specialists who oversaw

                  earlier development of missile, aeronautical and naval

programs while

                  working either at the Pentagon or for major defense

contractors.

                  Citing lessons learned from the Peacekeeper

intercontinental ballistic

                  missile, which was created under intense pressure in the

1980s, the panel

                  cautioned that little of the management discipline,

careful planning and

                  thorough analysis that characterized the 6 1/2-year

development effort is

                  evident in the antimissile programs.

                  "Specifically, the perceived urgency of the need for these

systems has led

                  to high levels of risk that have resulted in delayed

deployments because of

                  failures in their development test programs," said the

report, which was

                  sponsored by the head of the Ballistic Missile Defense

Organization and

                  two senior defense officials responsible for operational
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testing.

                  The panel recommended adopting more "realistic schedules"

for the

                  battlefield antimissile systems being pursued by the Army

and Navy and

                  due for deployment over the next several years to protect

forces abroad. It

                  also urged restructuring of the plan for constructing a

national missile

                  defense.

                  In about a month the Pentagon intends to select the

contractor that will be

                  responsible for building the national system, an event

that has turned into a

                  showdown between the nation's two aerospace giants,

Lockheed Martin

                  Co. of Bethesda and Boeing Co. of Seattle. Rather than

Reagan's

                  proposed comprehensive space-based defense, the program

now aims at

                  constructing a largely ground-based system that would

protect country

                  against accidental launch or limited attack by up to 20

missiles.
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                  The technical challenges in developing even a scaled-down

system are

                  impressive. The plan envisions having space-based military

sensors

                  detecting the launch of an enemy missile within seconds.

The United States

                  then would fire a ground-based interceptor missile, most

likely from Grand

                  Forks, N.D., or possibly an alternate site in Alaska.

Ground radars would

                  feed tracking information to the interceptor and help

guide it into a

                  supersonic collision with the incoming warhead, in what

the Pentagon calls

                  a "hit to kill."

                  This approach to missile defense remains fraught with

technical problems.

                  Prototype interceptors have failed to score hits routinely

under benign

                  conditions, let alone under the stressful circumstances of

combat. Over the

                  past decade, only four of 17 flight tests involving a

variety of interceptors

                  have been declared successful.

                  While the latest version of interceptor sensors did manage
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to locate and

                  track potential targets in the two most recent flight

trials, no tests have

                  attempted to integrate the entire system: interceptors,

radars and

                  controlling networks. Only one such test is scheduled

ahead of when the

                  government is supposed to decide, in 2000, whether to buy

the system at

                  an estimated cost of $5 billion or more.

                  The feasibility of other antimissile systems under

development by the Army

                  and Navy to guard against shorter-range attacks also has

yet to be

                  demonstrated in flight tests. Four intercept attempts by

the Army's Theater

                  High-Altitude Air Defense system have failed, although as

soon as one

                  succeeds the Army has been told it can buy 40

interceptors. No intercept

                  tests have been run on the Navy's Theater Wide system.

                  The panel noted disapprovingly that test failures have led

programmers to

                  reduce the number of tests in order to stay on schedule.

This is
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                  "inconsistent with the complexity of the task," the panel

concluded, and

                  "has produced little discernible benefit" in terms of

speeding the program

                  toward completion.

                  To the contrary, the panel said, such an approach "is far

more likely to

                  cause program slips, increased costs and even program

failure."

                  The report criticized government and program managers for

tending to

                  dismiss failures as random or anomalous. It chided

contractors for routinely

                  underestimating "the many things that can go wrong."

                  It said the entire testing process has been corrupted by

pressure to turn

                  tests into validating milestones rather than treating them

as learning

                  experiences.

                  "The rush to failure in flight testing has been partially

caused by a

                  fundamental misunderstanding of the purpose of

developmental testing," the
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                  report said. "A single success is regarded as a large step

forward and

                  becomes the criteria for a key program decision, such as

exercising an

                  option to buy operational missiles."

                  Other independent assessments also have expressed doubts

about the

                  Pentagon's compressed six-year time frame for

establishment of a national

                  missile defense system, given the history of similar programs.

                  A December report by the congressional General Accounting

Office noted

                  that the 1970s-era Safeguard system, the only other

antimissile system that

                  the United States tried to field, took twice as long. And

other large-scale

                  weapons programs have taken an average of almost 10 years

to invent and

                  deploy. 

**************************

                  Review of Missile Defense Programs Follows Warning of

'Rush to Failure'
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                  By Bradley Graham

                  Washington Post Staff Writer

                  Wednesday, March 25, 1998; Page A05 

                  The head of the Pentagon's missile defense effort said

yesterday he had

                  ordered a review of all programs after an independent

report warned of a

                  "rush to failure" in plans to create systems intended to

protect the United

                  States and American troops abroad from missile attack.

                  Testifying before a Senate panel, Air Force Lt. Gen.

Lester L. Lyles

                  acknowledged that his organization had "deviated from our

philosophy" of

                  rigorous testing and evaluation in attempting the rapid

development of

                  several systems inspired by President Ronald Reagan's

"Star Wars"

                  proposal 15 years ago. He said the review would ensure

"we're doing the

                  right amount of testing" and managing the programs in a

disciplined way.

                  But Lyles also made clear he had no plans to request a

slower schedule for
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                  setting up a national system that would guard all 50

states against ballistic

                  missile attack. That timetable, worked out by the

administration and

                  Congress in 1996, committed the Pentagon to devising a

system that

                  would be ready for deployment by 2000 and could be fielded

within

                  another three years if the decision is made then to do so.

                  The outside report, written by retired Air Force Gen.

Larry Welch and a

                  panel of defense experts, urged a longer development

period that would be

                  more in keeping with past weapons development efforts and

stand a

                  greater chance of successful operation.

                  Several Democratic senators expressed concern that the

Pentagon was

                  preparing to speed into operation systems that were not

yet proven. They

                  challenged the wisdom, for instance, of a schedule that

calls for a decision

                  to be made on whether to deploy a national system after

just a single test

                  of the whole system, to be performed next year.
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                  But reflecting the strong support that the antimissile

program continues to

                  enjoy among congressional Republicans, Sen. Robert C.

Smith (R-N.H.),

                  who chairs the Armed Services subcommittee on strategic

forces,

                  suggested the real problem rests with a history of

inadequate funding of

                  national missile development by the Clinton administration.

                  In a related move, the Senate voted without dissent

yesterday to add $151

                  million to a supplemental spending bill for the rest of

this year to cover

                  improvements in tracking and other aspects of various

missile defense

                  programs. The extra funding was conditional on President

Clinton

                  requesting the money as an "emergency," meaning it does

not have to be

                  offset by cuts in other defense programs.

                  The funds, sought by Sen. Jon Kyl (R-Ariz.), would be

added to $3.6

                  billion already allocated for missile defense development

for the fiscal year
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                  ending Sept. 30. The additional allocation was prompted by

concern that

                  Iran may acquire the ability to launch medium-range

missiles before 2006,

                  which is sooner than U.S. intelligence analysts had

predicted and before

                  the planned deployment of high-altitude Army and Navy

systems under

                  development.

 

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id OAA02618;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 14:08:49 -0800 (PST)

Received: from logatome.micronet.fr (root@logatome-2.francenet.fr [193.149.96.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id NAA16017

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 13:06:11 -0800 (PST)

Received: from dummy.asi.fr (pppK15006.francenet.fr [193.149.102.14])

 by logatome.micronet.fr (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id WAA27082;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 22:05:27 +0100 (CET)

Cc: appel100@worldnet.fr, amfpgn@calva.net, mvtpaix@globenet.org,

        mpbovy@saturne.allia-com.fr

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 22:04:18 +0100

From: Daniel Durand <ddur@FranceNet.fr>

Message-Id: <3.0.5.32.19980325220418.008183f0@mail.francenet.fr>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.5 (32)

X-Sender: ddur@mail.francenet.fr

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear abolitionists,

Good news !
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On this Wednesday, March, 25, the French Parliament had definitvely

ratified the CTBT.

It was first by National Assembly at the unanimity and after by the Senate

(one vote against : RPR senator Hamel).

France is the first nuclear power to ratify the CTBT : the way is still

long to the entry in force of the Treaty and we must  continue to push,

particulary in Geneva , during the prepcom.

We have various points of view : it's quite normal.

But when I thinks about the success of International campaign against

landmines, i am feeling that they won because  they have ONE and only ONE

clear objective : a convention of abolition.

And us ? If we should do the same with our international petition ?

We must listen ot each other in our diversity ...

In peace
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id PAA09127;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 15:16:59 -0800 (PST)

Received: from bw151zhb.bluewin.ch (bw151zhb.bluewin.ch [195.186.1.16])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA03694

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 15:01:16 -0800 (PST)

Received: from 195.186.8.126 (baw9pub31.bluewin.ch [195.186.9.31])

 by bw151zhb.bluewin.ch (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id AAA28310;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 00:00:41 +0100 (MET)

CC: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 00:06:35 -0500

From: "a.nidecker" <anidecker@bluewin.ch>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <3519E25B.5A91@bluewin.ch>

Precedence: bulk

References: <1.5.4.32.19980324221401.0067bb94@mail.wt.com.au>

Reply-To: anidecker@bluewin.ch

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Macintosh; I; 68K)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Friends, 
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We are very supportive of the opinion, that we need to tackle both

Nuclear                        Weapons and Power. We are working within

IPPNW to achieve this goal and are

glad about the Abolition2000 mission statement, which is quite clear

about

this,  as was pointed out. 

In our country, IPPNW was forced to take a stand on the issue of nuclear

power about 10 years ago and our NGO is part of a large national anti-

Nuclear Power movement. IPPNW Germany is on the same line in its

political                 activities.   

As re. to strategy, I agree, that for now and to get the publics

attention in 1998,  

we need focus on the nuclear weapons! But there is no way, in my

opinion, that

we can stay away from the power plants. It's just not logical and we'd

be neglecting                     a very important argument: Recall,

that it's not just the plutonium link between 

weapons and power plants, but also the unsolved and growing waste issue,

but in 

particular the global energy situation (i.e. the need to allow

sustainbale energy for                      all nations en lieu of the

much too costly nuclear energy option to a few) make this        

question a South- North and Developmental issue of first order! 

Therefore we                             absolutely will need to call
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for the political decision to ultimately stop nuclear power             

usage i.e. an orderly phase-out of nuclear power with the next 2

decades. 

A. Nidecker, M.D.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id QAA00210;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 16:47:41 -0800 (PST)

Received: from imo19.mx.aol.com (imo19.mx.aol.com [198.81.17.41])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id QAA26750

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 16:32:28 -0800 (PST)

Received: from DavidMcR@aol.com

 by imo19.mx.aol.com (IMOv13.ems) id 8DRZa05227;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 19:30:37 -0500 (EST)

Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 19:30:37 EST

From: DavidMcR <DavidMcR@aol.com>

Message-ID: <26bc614c.3519a1af@aol.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: Power for war and peace

To: rwilcock@execulink.com, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: AOL 3.0 16-bit for Windows sub 38

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

I thought Ross Wilcock's post was a useful (and gentle) one.

I know that some in the Japanese, Indian, and French movements (and I am sure

elsewhere) do not see the links or do not feel they are important. And some of
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those in oil-and-energy-rich areas (the U.S.) can get very impatient and

moralistic about nuclear energy - because the reality is WE don't need it. But

what of Japan which has NO energy resources?  And which, if oil is cut off,

would have to close down in a matter of hours?

When Ross talked about nuclear colonialism, he was right, missing only that

there is another kind of nuclear colonialism, in which energy-rich countries

are eager to hold onto the energy they have (thus the U.S. role in the Gulf)

but reluctant to see "third world" countries acquire energy. We see this also

in the debate over the greenhouse effect, where the biggest polluters want to

do the least, but are eager to see the developing countries cut back their

pollution.

I come back to the hard rock politics of this game. lt would actually be far

easier to get the U.S. to give up nuclear power (which has proven too costly

to be economically efficient) than to give up nuclear weapons, which are our

guarantee of control of the world's resources. The same is true of France,

Britain, China, Israel, etc. It isn't as if nuclear power was some strange and

exotic thing being added to the list. I urge again, if some of you believe it

is actually safe and  possible to use nuclear power, let's debate that. If it

isn't, let's recognize that the links between "power and weapons" is

absolutely inherent. 

 

Abolition 2000 needs to examine the issue of "energy control" by the developed

nations. (I do NOT mean that we have to formulate and agree on a position - I

do mean that we cannot isolate this issue - and this sense of trying to look

at all things, without necessarily agreeing on all of them is what I liked
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about Ross' post).

Peace,

David McReynolds
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id UAA15024;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 20:34:31 -0800 (PST)

Received: from imo25.mx.aol.com (imo25.mx.aol.com [198.81.17.69])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id UAA14622

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 20:32:43 -0800 (PST)

Received: from DavidMcR@aol.com

 by imo25.mx.aol.com (IMOv13.ems) id MWPKa10380;

 Wed, 25 Mar 1998 23:32:06 -0500 (EST)

Cc: appel100@worldnet.fr, amfpgn@calva.net, mvtpaix@globenet.org,

        mpbovy@saturne.allia-com.fr

Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 23:32:06 EST

From: DavidMcR <DavidMcR@aol.com>

Message-ID: <484611db.3519da48@aol.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re:

To: ddur@FranceNet.fr, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: AOL 3.0 16-bit for Windows sub 38

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

First, Daniel, Congratulations!
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I had the real pleasure of meeting Lsiane Alezard at the Socialist Scholars

Conference - if she is back there already I send my greetings.

Second, on the matter of the land mines campaign, I agree that our strength is

a focus on nuclear weapons, yet we will always find other things (the Iraq

situation, for example) which intrude and take our time and somehow have to be

included. I really do agree with you - and I urgently mean this - that we must

listen to one another in our diversity. "Dialogue and diversity".  But . . .

this also means that if someone shows up with a banner that links nuclear

power and weapons that is not the end of the world. You bring the banner you

are comfortable with and we need to live with some banners (or slogans) a bit

different from our own.

Fraternally,

David McReynolds

 

<< From: ddur@FranceNet.fr (Daniel Durand)

 Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

 To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

 CC: appel100@worldnet.fr, amfpgn@calva.net, mvtpaix@globenet.org,

mpbovy@saturne.allia-com.fr

 

 Dear abolitionists,

 

 Good news !

 

 On this Wednesday, March, 25, the French Parliament had definitvely
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 ratified the CTBT.

 It was first by National Assembly at the unanimity and after by the Senate

 (one vote against : RPR senator Hamel).

 France is the first nuclear power to ratify the CTBT : the way is still

 long to the entry in force of the Treaty and we must  continue to push,

 particulary in Geneva , during the prepcom.

 We have various points of view : it's quite normal.

 But when I thinks about the success of International campaign against

 landmines, i am feeling that they won because  they have ONE and only ONE

 clear objective : a convention of abolition.

 And us ? If we should do the same with our international petition ?

 We must listen ot each other in our diversity ...

 

 In peace

 

  >>
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Return-Path: <bridget@fcnl.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@loas.clark.net [168.143.0.13])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id FAA13392

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 05:46:09 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.fcnl.org (local.fcnl.org [207.22.89.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA09070

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 08:46:04 -0500 (EST)

Received: from FCNL/SpoolDir by local.fcnl.org (Mercury 1.21);

    26 Mar 98 08:40:41 -0600

Received: from SpoolDir by FCNL (Mercury 1.21); 26 Mar 98 08:40:40 -0600

Received: from w120.fcnl.org by local.fcnl.org (Mercury 1.21);

    26 Mar 98 08:40:34 -0600

Message-Id: <3.0.3.32.19980326084034.007dd2e0@local.fcnl.org>

X-Sender: bridget@local.fcnl.org

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)

Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 08:40:34 -0500

To: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

From: Bridget Moix <bridget@fcnl.org>

Subject: Re: Request for information

In-Reply-To: <35195D8E.8A3@igc.apc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

will do.  thanks for everything, Howard!

At 11:39 AM 3/25/98 -0800, you wrote:
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>Dear Bridget:

>

>Would you please send a copy of the statements of denominations on the 

>CTBT and also a copy of "A Statement of American Religious Leaders: 

>Ratify the CTBT" along with the cover letter, signers, and sign-on form 

>to Diane R. Swords, Peace Action CNY, 658 W. Onodaga Street, Syracuse, NY 

>13204.  They are seeking CTBT endorsement from churches and other 

>religious organizations.

>

>Thanks,

>Howard

>

>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id FAA04242;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 05:31:15 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mercury.bidmc.harvard.edu (mercury.bidmc.harvard.edu [134.174.120.50])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id EAA05056

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 04:48:18 -0800 (PST)

Received: from lforrow.icg.org ([134.174.113.24])

 by mercury.bidmc.harvard.edu (8.8.5/8.8.970723) with SMTP id HAA25236;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 07:48:06 -0500 (EST)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 07:53:20 -0500

From: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>

In-Reply-To: <1.5.4.32.19980324221401.0067bb94@mail.wt.com.au>

Message-Id: <199803261248.HAA25236@mercury.bidmc.harvard.edu>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>, DavidMcR <DavidMcR@aol.com>

X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.0

X-Sender: lforrow@pop.igc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Graham is 100% right.
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Everyone who opposes nuclear weapons should join Abolition 2000, whatever

their current views are about nuclear power.  If they are serious, they'll

learn more about the connections.

Everyone who opposes nuclear power should be invited to join Abolition

2000, since abolition of nuclear weapons can only help their cause, and

since the Abolition 2000 statement point #10 (international agency on 

renewable energy, as I remember it) would help them.

People who are split between the two should spend their time on whatever

part motivates them most.  We need more ENERGY more than we need

efforts to establish "politically correct" categories that will exclude anyone

from action.

I think that anyone who believes that _requiring_ that support for

Abolition 2000

include opposition to nuclear power is making a big mistake about how to build

a winning political coalition.

We need the strongest and most united possible majority of activists if

Abolition

2000 is going to have any prayer of winning.  How to build that depends on

a couple

of factual questions:

1. How many people oppose nuclear weapons but are unsure about nuclear power,

and so will hesitate to join us if we _require_ explicit opposition to
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nuclear power?

2. How many people oppose nuclear weapons and nuclear power, and oppose

the latter _so_ strongly that they will refuse to join us unless we

explicitly 

oppose nuclear power as part of Abolition 2000?

I believe that group 1. VASTLY outnumbers group 2.  If that's right, then

if we

want to build a movement that can win on nuclear weapons we need to find

a way to include group 1, while avoiding as much as possible losing anyone

in group 2.  I think that the original Abolition 2000 statement does that 

brilliantly.  It does not "ignore" nuclear power, but it _does_ provide the

flexibility that allows people who are unsure (maybe out of ignorance) about

nuclear power to join under our 'umbrella'.  Any Abolition 2000 endorsers

who want to build their own work around opposition to nuclear power are

free to do that as organizations, as long as it is clear that Abolition 2000

itself is defined by our founding statement.

I believe that this approach has proven very successful in International 

Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War for nearly 20 years.  Some

of our national affiliates (eg Switzerland and Germany) have been powerful

opponents of nuclear power.  If we included that as a required part of our

_global_ agenda, we would have lost affiliates in Japan, Russia, Sweden 

and elsewhere from the beginning, we would not today have an affiliate in 

China, and we would not have accomplished any of the things we have 

been able to.
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--Lachlan

At 06:14 AM 3/25/98 +0800, Graham Daniell wrote:

>Dear David and friends,

>

>Nobody here has said that there is NOT a link between nuclear weapons and

>nuclear power.  Nobody has said that we should NOT oppose nuclear power as

>well as nuclear weapons.  

>

>The debate has only been about whether we have to get OTHER people (the man

>in the street, politicians etc) to accept the abolition of nuclear weapons

>AND nuclear power at THE SAME TIME.  I personally believe that many people

>who support nuclear power (and who perhaps depend on it for the electricity

>that come into their homes), nevertheless are scared to hell about nuclear

>weapons, and would love to see them banned (perhaps someone has some poll

>data on this?).  My contention is that if you attach the banning of nuclear

>power to the banning of n-weapons, it makes the package harder for many to

>accept, at least at first.

Lachlan Forrow, MD

The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship (A co-sponsor 
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of ABOLITION 2000, which seeks a global commitment 

by the year 2000 to the permanent elimination of 

nuclear weapons within a specified timeframe.)
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id GAA09604;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 06:02:21 -0800 (PST)

Received: from antenna.nl (root@antenna.nl [194.178.64.33])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id FAA03154

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 05:26:37 -0800 (PST)

Received: by antenna.nl with UUCP id AA31198

  (5.67b/IDA-1.5 for abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org); Thu, 26 Mar 1998 14:26:25 +0100

Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 13:31:10

From: amok@amok.antenna.nl

Message-Id: <199803261326.AA31198@antenna.nl>

Precedence: bulk

Reply-To: amok@amok.antenna.nl

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject:       debate on nuclear power/nuclear weapons

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Link: WINDMAIL for LAN and standalone PC (amok.antenna.nl)

X-Mailer:     Pegasus Mail v3.1 (R1a)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear network, 

I am a little amazed at this sudden surge of messages mostly

arguing the case for combining the anti-nuclear energy/nuclear

weapons a campaign. If I understand it correctly, all these

arguments were made when abolition 2000 was set up. It is a
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single issue network consisting of individuals and organisations

all active in some way on the issue of nuclear weapons, who

support the general goals in the abolition statement. 

Of course one can always change the aims of an organisation, if

there is sufficient reason to do so. But then these arguments

should be put forward and not the surge of feel-good mails

presently being distributed around the network. Nothing new is

being said about the relationship between nuclear energy and

nuclear weapons: the people who keep repeating this point are

preaching to the converted. Please stop doing that. 

The debate should be limited to the strategic one whether there

is any chance of increasing the strategic reach of the network

and its various campaigns by broadening its aims. My answer to

that would be: it depends on the way each organisation or

campaign or individual is operating in his/her own country. Some

of us are lobbying, others are out on the streets demonstrating,

still others are doing research etc. Each of us has to decide on

a particular course to follow in his/her particular context. In

Holland we are at present working on organising a political forum

between the major parties campaigning for the upcoming elections.

If you know a little about the Dutch situation you may realise

that Dutch politicians would much prefer to remain silent on the

issue of nuclear weapons. This means that our primary goal is to 

have politicians debate nuclear weapons in public. The abolition

goals will be injected into that debate in a careful, balanced

fashion. You will understand that it would not be very clever to
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suddenly start broadening this debate to include nuclear energy

or conventional weapons. For this purpose  it is entirely

irrelevant that there is a direct causal relationship between

nuclear power and nuclear weapons. 

I can imagine that in the USA, or parts of the USA (like Nevada)

making this connection is the obvious course to take: different

political environment, different strategy. But the network aims

have to stay narrowly focused to tie in everyone working on this

issue and who have to manoeuvre very carefully. 

Hence the lobbying work done in geneva on behalf of the network,

if it is to represent all of us, should remain tied to the

original aims. Of course some organisations will want to bring

in the issues they think are important: these activities can

never be straitjacketed. But anyone claiming to speak on behalf

of abolition 2000 should not be muddying the waters by bringing

in other issues in the official discourse with the politicians,

or by trying to delineate a particular strategic course. This

will always differ from country to country. 

Karel Koster

Working Group Eurobomb/Netherlands

  AMOK

Obrechtstraat 43 

3572 EC  Utrecht
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+31 (0) 30 2714376

+31 (0) 30 2714759

Werkgroep Eurobom / Working Group Eurobomb

Part of the international PENN network

Obrechtstraat 43

3572 EC  Utrecht

+31 (0) 30 2714376

+31 (0) 30 2714759
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id FAA11222;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 05:33:42 -0800 (PST)

Received: from storm.worldnet.net (root@storm.worldnet.net [194.2.128.241])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id FAA09151

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 05:23:22 -0800 (PST)

Received: from wn16-217.paris.worldnet.fr (wn16-217.paris.worldnet.fr [195.3.16.217])

 by storm.worldnet.net (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id OAA19459;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 14:23:17 +0100 (MET)

Received: by wn16-217.paris.worldnet.fr with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD58C2.85C323A0@wn16-217.paris.worldnet.fr>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 14:21:52 +-100

Cc: "abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org" <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 13:59:02 +-100

From: Appel des Cent <appel100@worldnet.fr>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <01BD58C2.85C323A0@wn16-217.paris.worldnet.fr>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: RE: Npower, Nweapons : statement of APPEL DES CENT - PARIS

To: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igcb.igc.org id FAA09162

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id FAB11222

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
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Dear friends,=20

Concerning the PREPCOM in Geneva, the APPEL DES CENT (or Appeal of the Hu=

ndred for Peace) is happy with all the initiatives undertaken in the fram=

ework of the Abolition 2000 goals, network and objectives we've been asso=

ciated with since the beginning.=20

We are aware that in some other countries, others than France, nuclear in=

stallations (for civilisan purposes) represent a bigger issue than the mi=

litary ones and that numerous peace activists have campaigned over the ye=

ars against the civilian use of nuclear power.=20

We do not ignore the consequences of Chernobyl, even if the fallouts of a=

tmospheric nuclear tests should not be underestimated, as well as all the=

 accidents concerning military installations or weapons -although they ar=

e better hidden than the former.=20

We also acknowledge in the framework of NPT that it would be an illusion =

to forget or neglect article IV, as well as the whole debate on fissile m=

aterial and the future of Pu. (that concerns more than 40 countries and n=

ot only the official 5 NWS.=20

APPEL DES CENT, thus, considers that this debate civilian/military use of=

 the atom is stimulating, delicate and complicated.=20

However, APPEL DES CENT  has the intention to focus on article VI, i.e. e=

limination of nuclear weapons=20

which remains one of our main priorities - see :=20

http://home.worldnet.fr/~appel100/objet.htm
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In order to contribute to this useful debate, APPEL DES CENT wishes, duri=

ng the coming up PREPCOM to make the following contribution(s) :=20

1) submit to abolition 200O a report, available for all deleguees, about =

the way France has tries over the years to block the disarmament process

2) bring to Geneva members of French scientific community who will be abl=

e to take the floor on the issues of testing, lab testing and sub-critica=

l tests

3) highlight the importance of the future contribution of trade-unions, w=

orkers dealing with nuclear matters, get them involved within the disarma=

ment process.  Beyond the wish to have Abolition 2000 represent more of t=

he "civil society", (see our resolutions after February meeting in Geneva=

), we want to promote the importance of those actors in any disarmament p=

rocess and french trade-unions have played a role in the CWC process

4) participate actively against NATO extension, (in opposition with artic=

les 1 and 2 of NPT), bearing in mind France's specific posture after 66, =

even if French officials are no longer NATO opponents (whether military c=

ommand structures, strategies like counter proliferation, or political vi=

sion).=20

APPEL DES CENT POUR LA PAIX=20

(http://home.worldnet.fr/~appel100)

Paris, March 26, 1998
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----------

De :  a.nidecker[SMTP:anidecker@bluewin.ch]

Date d'envoi=A0: jeudi 26 mars 1998 06:06

A=A0: Graham Daniell

Cc=A0: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Objet=A0: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

Friends,=20

We are very supportive of the opinion, that we need to tackle both

Nuclear                        Weapons and Power. We are working within

IPPNW to achieve this goal and are

glad about the Abolition2000 mission statement, which is quite clear

about

this,  as was pointed out.=20

In our country, IPPNW was forced to take a stand on the issue of nuclear

power about 10 years ago and our NGO is part of a large national anti-

Nuclear Power movement. IPPNW Germany is on the same line in its

political                 activities.  =20

As re. to strategy, I agree, that for now and to get the publics

attention in 1998, =20

we need focus on the nuclear weapons! But there is no way, in my

opinion, that

we can stay away from the power plants. It's just not logical and we'd
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be neglecting                     a very important argument: Recall,

that it's not just the plutonium link between=20

weapons and power plants, but also the unsolved and growing waste issue,

but in=20

particular the global energy situation (i.e. the need to allow

sustainbale energy for                      all nations en lieu of the

much too costly nuclear energy option to a few) make this       =20

question a South- North and Developmental issue of first order!=20

Therefore we                             absolutely will need to call

for the political decision to ultimately stop nuclear power            =20

usage i.e. an orderly phase-out of nuclear power with the next 2

decades.=20

A. Nidecker, M.D.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id HAA08841;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 07:35:02 -0800 (PST)

Received: from sage.wt.com.au (daemon@sage.wt.com.au [203.10.1.6])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA25134;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 06:41:56 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from daemon@localhost)

 by sage.wt.com.au (8.8.6/8.8.6) id WAA15803;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 22:33:36 +0800 (WST)

Received: from Pentium60.wt.com.au(unknown 203.10.1.137) by sage.wt.com.au via smap (V2.0)

 id xma015791; Thu, 26 Mar 98 22:33:10 +0800

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 22:40:43 +0800

From: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>

Message-Id: <1.5.4.32.19980326144043.0068d800@mail.wt.com.au>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons?

To: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.4 (32)

X-Sender: gdaniell@mail.wt.com.au

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Thanks Lachlan for your support.  I was starting to feel a bit lonely out
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there!  But I can see already from the many posts on this subject that there

are a great many ways to look at it.

In any case, I hope that the so-far very constructive nature of this debate

will continue.

Regards,

Graham Daniell

----------------------------------------------------------

At 07:53 26/03/98 -0500, you wrote:

>Graham is 100% right.

>

>Everyone who opposes nuclear weapons should join Abolition 2000, whatever

>their current views are about nuclear power.  If they are serious, they'll

>learn more about the connections.

>

>Everyone who opposes nuclear power should be invited to join Abolition

>2000, since abolition of nuclear weapons can only help their cause, and

>since the Abolition 2000 statement point #10 (international agency on 

>renewable energy, as I remember it) would help them.

>

>People who are split between the two should spend their time on whatever

>part motivates them most.  We need more ENERGY more than we need

>efforts to establish "politically correct" categories that will exclude anyone

>from action.
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>

>Lachlan Forrow, MD

>The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship (A co-sponsor 

>of ABOLITION 2000, which seeks a global commitment 

>by the year 2000 to the permanent elimination of 

>nuclear weapons within a specified timeframe.)

>

>

Graham Daniell

Western Australia

gdaniell@wt.com.au
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id JAA17863;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 09:35:50 -0800 (PST)

Received: from gn3.gn.apc.org (gn3.gn.apc.org [194.202.158.47])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA08187

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 09:08:21 -0800 (PST)

Received: from Acronym [194.202.158.129](ppp2.gn.apc.org [194.202.158.129])

 by gn3.gn.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8/GN-1.0) with SMTP id RAA13787

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 17:19:24 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 17:19:24 GMT

From: acronym@gn.apc.org (Rebecca Johnson)

Message-Id: <199803261719.RAA13787@gn3.gn.apc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: INTERNATIONAL/GENEVA CD/LATEST

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

X-Sender: acronym@gn.apc.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

CD FINALLY ADOPTS A WORK PROGRAMME, BUT NOT (YET)THE PERSONNEL TO RUN IT

The Conference on Disarmament on March 26 agreed to establish an ad hoc

Committee on negative security assurances (NSA) and six special
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coordinators: for prevention of an arms race in outer space (PAROS);

landmines; transparency in armaments; review of the agenda; the expansion of

CD membership; and on improving the functioning of the CD.  As there was no

agreement on appointing a special coordinator for nuclear disarmament, it

was decided that 'intensive consultations' on this issue should be carried

out by the President of the CD (a rotating 4 weekly appointment, currently

held by Ambassador Taher Al-Hussami of the Syrian Arab Republic).

Ambassador Al Hussami was congratulated on achieving the agreement by

representatives of several delegations, including South Africa, Egypt,

India, Iran, Japan, Pakistan, Germany and China.  At the same time, the

speakers expressed reservations, characterising the agreement as just a

'modest step', falling 'woefully short' of the international community's

aspirations, and representing the 'lowest common denominator'.  

In particular, several delegations from the non-aligned group of states

(G-21) regretted that nuclear disarmament was not given a special

coordinator. They called on the President to begin consultations on this as

soon as possible.  Others, including the United States, Japan and Germany

regretted that the decision did not mention the fissile material production

ban or cut-off treaty (FMCT), to which they accorded high priority.  South

Africa and Canada both had serious reservations on the decision to establish

an ad hoc committee on security assurances.  Arguing that this issue ought

rather to be addressed in the strengthened review process of the 1968

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), as security assurances are 'an

implicit part of the NPT bargain which was struck with non-nuclear-weapon

States when they forswore the nuclear weapons option', Peter Goosen said
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that the South African delegation did not support the part of the programme

setting up a CD ad hoc committee on this issue.  Canada said it regarded

nuclear disarmament and the FMCT as national priorities, and though it had

not blocked agreement on the programme of work, reiterated its scepticism

about setting up a committee on NSA, questioning whether 'real work' could

be made on the issue at the CD.

Although some delegations wanted to press ahead and choose the seven

diplomats to serve as special coordinators and the Chair of the ad hoc

Committee on NSA, the President considered that more discussion was needed,

so the appointments will not be made until after the CD reconvenes on May 11.  

The full text of the decision and an analysis of recent statements to the CD

from China, the United States, India, Pakistan, Mexico and others will be

sent out on Monday March 30 and posted on the website shortly thereafter, in

Disarmament Diplomacy 24.  

The Acronym Institute

24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.

telephone (UK +44) (0) 171 503 8857

fax                (0) 171 503 9153
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id LAA04582;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 11:41:30 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mail.agoranet.be (mail.agoranet.be [194.119.249.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA01062

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 11:15:59 -0800 (PST)

Received: from fme.UUCP (uucp@localhost)

 by mail.agoranet.be (8.8.5/8.8.5) with UUCP id UAA04405

 for abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 20:15:56 +0100 (CET)

Received: by knooppunt.be!fme; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 19:37:38

Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 19:37:37

From: pol@motherearth.org (For Mother Earth Int'l)

Message-ID: <3573@fme.knooppunt.be>

Precedence: bulk

Reply-To: pol@motherearth.org (For Mother Earth Int'l)

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: nuclear energy / weapons : NPT Art.IV

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: WinNET Plus, v3.0

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear friends,

I think we all understand that the abolition of nuclear weapons is

the # 1 political priority of this network. 
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As network we did (and still do) acknowledge the link with nuclear

energy. Cfr. the Abolition 2000 founding statement New York 1995;

reconfirmed in resolution Abolition 2000 - NPT PrepComm New York

1997. 

During the NPT debates in the UN the officials take the roles of

the three monkeys when they address Article IV - the promotion of

the 'peaceful' (sic) atom. No hear, no see and no talk!! 

The interests of the nuclear industry are enormous. And there are

even nuclear advocates on the payroll of the UN (IAEA).

I believe that as representatives of NGO's working for the

abolition of nuclear weapons we have to address the very serious

problem of proliferation due to the NPT Article IV. 

I personally believe that the proposed action 'nuclear power powers

the bomb' (which fueled this debate) comes at the right time - if

not decennia too late. 

Somebody has to draw attention to the historical mistake of Art.

IV.  And if we're not gonna do it, who's gonna do it ??

With love,

Pol D'Huyvetter
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    ***************************************************************

    *           For Mother Earth International office             *

    ***************************************************************

    *         Lange Steenstraat 16/D, 9000 Gent, Belgium          *

    *                Phone/fax +32-9-233 84 39                    *

    *                   Fax +32-9-233 73 02                       * 

    *               E-mail: pol@motherearth.org                   * 

    ***************************************************************

    *             WWW:http://www.motherearth.org                  *

    ***************************************************************

    *              Postal account : 000-1618561-19                *

    *************************************************************** 

    *  For Mother Earth is member of Abolition 2000 - a global    *

    *network to eliminate nuclear weapons, the International Peace*

    * Bureau (IPB) and World Information Service on Energy (WISE) * 

    ***************************************************************

    * For Mother Earth has offices in Belgium, Slovakia, Romania, *

    *    Sri Lanka and USA, aswell as active members/groups in    *

    *      Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Finland,    *

    *              Germany, Netherlands and Ukraine               *

    ***************************************************************
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id LAA07582;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 11:51:28 -0800 (PST)

Received: from grootstal.nijmegen.inter.nl.net (grootstal.nijmegen.inter.nl.net [193.67.237.11])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA01639

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 11:16:40 -0800 (PST)

Received: from akm by grootstal.nijmegen.inter.nl.net

 via ldn51-32.Leiden.NL.net [193.79.255.123] with SMTP for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

 id UAA23826 (8.8.8/1.4); Thu, 26 Mar 1998 20:16:26 +0100 (MET)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 20:07:07 +0100

From: Ak Malten <A.Malten@net.HCC.nl>

Message-Id: <3.0.1.32.19980326200707.00709f68@pop4.inter.nl.net>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: oppose n-power as well as n-weapons? [2]

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.1 (32)

X-Sender: amalten@pop4.inter.nl.net

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Abolition 2000 Friends,

If we want to ban Nuclear Weapons we HAVE to ban Nuclear Power

as well. 
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If some of us are NOT protesting against this NPT article IV,

because of the promotion of Nuclear Power, we will not reach

our goal of Abolition the Nuclear Weapons fully.

If your are weeding your garden, by cutting the weeds off,

instead of pulling them out, then your energy is a waist,

because next year, your garden will grow even more weeds

then this year.

This NPT article IV is a grandchild of the Atoms for Peace

Program of the 1950th, which resulted in the proliferation

of not only the Nuclear Power, but of the Nuclear Technology,

Know how etc. to build Nuclear Weapons and the Nuclear Weapons

themselves.

It is precisely this why NOT ONLY the Nuclear Powers, but ALSO

44 Countries with Nuclear Power HAVE TO SIGN AND RATIFY

THE CTBT, BEFORE IT ENTERS INTO FORCE. SO THIS DEMONSTRATES

FULLY THAT THE COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD, FULLY UNDERSTAND THE

LINK AND ARE ADDRESSING IT.

So, give me one good reason why we should NOT.

The Military stopped the production of plutonium 239,

because they have enough of it in stock. And the stockpile

of civilian produced plutonium 239 will very soon exceed
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that of the military, if it has not done so already!!

YES, THIS IS THE RISK OF DUAL USE, OF NUCLEAR POWER,

WHICH IS STILL PROMOTED BY THE NPT ARTICLE IV.

QUOTE:

              Article IV 

1. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as 

affecting the inalienable right of all Parties to the 

Treaty to develop research, production and use of 

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes without 

discrimination and in conformity with articles I and 

II of this Treaty. 

2. All the Parties to the Treaty undertake to 

facilitate, and have the right to participate in, the 

fullest possible exchange of equipment, materials 

and scientific and technological information for the 

peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Parties to the 

Treaty in a position to do so shall also cooperate in 

contributing alone or together with other States or 

in international organizations to the further 

development of the applications of nuclear energy 

for peaceful purposes, especially in the territories 

of non-nuclear-weapon States Party to the Treaty, 

with due consideration for the needs of the 
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developing areas of the world. 

END QUOTE.

..

Now within the Abolition 2000 Network we all say that

what bind us ALL is the ABOLITION 2000 STATEMENT.

Let us see what it states on Nuclear Power:

QUOTE:

A secure and liveable world for our children and grandchildren 

and all future generation requires that we achieve a world free 

of nuclear weapons and redress the environmental degradation 

and human suffering that is the legacy of fifty years of nuclear 

weapons testing and production.

Further, the inextricable link between the "peaceful" an warlike 

uses of nuclear technologies and the threat to future 

generations inherent in creation and use of long-lived 

radioactive materials must be recognized. We must move 

toward reliance on clean, safe, renewable forms of energy 

production that do not provide the materials for weapons of 

mass destruction and do not poison the environment for 

thousands of centuries. The true "inalienable" right is not to 

nuclear energy, but to life, liberty and security of person in a 
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world free of nuclear weapons.

END QUOTE

QUOTE:

We call upon all states--particularly the nuclear weapons 

states, declared and de facto-- to take the following steps to 

achieve nuclear weapons abolition. We further urge the states 

parties to the NPT to demand binding commitments by the 

declared nuclear weapon states to implement these measures:

1) Initiate in 1995 and conclude by the year 2000 negotiations 

on a nuclear weapons abolition convention that requires the 

phased elimination of all nuclear weapons within a timebound 

framework, with provisions for effective verification and 

enforcement.*

[* The convention should mandate irreversible disarmament 

measures, including but not limited to the following: withdraw 

and disable all deployed nuclear weapons systems; disable and 

dismantle warheads; PLACE WARHEADS AND WEAPONS-USABLE 

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS UNDER INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS; destroy 

ballistic missiles and other delivery systems. The convention 

could also incorporate the measures listed above which should 

be implemented independently without delay. When fully 

implemented, the convention would replace the NPT.]
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...

5) Prohibit the military and commercial production and 

reprocessing of all weapons-usable radioactive materials.

6) Subject all weapon-usable radioactive materials and nuclear 

facilities in all states to international accounting, monitoring, 

and safeguards, and establish a public international registry of 

all weapons-usable radioactive materials.

...

10) Establish an international energy agency to promote and 

support the development of sustainable and environmentally 

safe energy sources.

11) Create mechanisms to ensure the participation of citizens 

and NGO's in planning and monitoring the process of nuclear 

weapons abolition.

...

New York, April 25 1995

**************************************************

This is why, in my opinion, we should say:
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YES, Let us have that banner flying:

NUCLEAR POWER POWERS NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Peace,

or saved by

the pigeon,

Ak Malten,

Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance

=============================================================

  The Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance (GANA) -- is a member of    

  The Abolition 2000 Network, A Global Network to Eliminate 

  Nuclear Weapons

Address: c/o Ak Malten        

        Irisstraat 134          Tel:+31.70.3608905

        2565TP The Hague        Fax:+31.70.3608905

        The Netherlands         E-Mail: A.Malten@net.HCC.nl

GANA's website:  

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/welcome.html
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The ICJ Advisory Opinion on Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 

 **including ALL the Separate Opinions of ALL the Judges**,

    the Canberra Report, the CTBT Text and Protocol,

  the NPT text (*new*) and the 1925 Gas Protocol (*new*),

          the Nuremberg Principles (*new*) and 

   the MODEL Nuclear Weapons Convention can be found at: 

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/docs.html

=============================================================
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id UAA07626;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 20:02:16 -0800 (PST)

Received: from giasdl01.vsnl.net.in (giasdl01.vsnl.net.in [202.54.15.1])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id TAA27702;

 Thu, 26 Mar 1998 19:14:00 -0800 (PST)

Received: from d349.pppdel.vsnl.net.in by giasdl01.vsnl.net.in; (5.65v3.2/1.1.8.2/03May97-0227AM)

 id AA13868; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 08:37:59 +0500

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, brucehall@igc.org, dculp@nrdc.org,

        johnpike@fas.org, disarmament@igc.apc.org, wagingpeace@napf.org,

        Acronym@gn.apc.org

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 14:54:27 -0800

From: Vijai K Nair <magoo@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in>

Message-Id: <3516E823.691F@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Organization: Forum for Strategic & Security Studies

Precedence: bulk

References: <199803240832.NAA11061@unv.ernet.in>

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: BJP & nuclear weapons

To: achin@avk.unv.ernet.in

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (Win16; I)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011
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Vijai Nair wrote:

I read this exposition with interest and have a few observations and comments 

to offer.

1. Mr. Vinaik is upset that no political party deemed it "fit to ATTACK 

[emphasis added] the BJP for declaring in its manifesto that it would more 

seriously consider exercising the nuclear option if it came to power." I 

suggest that the reason no political party QUESTIONED this was because they 

had by and large committed themselves to retaining the right to exercise the 

nuclear option in consonnance with national security interests. (a)Congress - 

the AICC Resolution of Calcutta and their declaration about India's nuclear 

option in the election manifesto (b) Similarly the 14 parties of the UF had 

committed themselves by presenting the Annual Report 1997-98 of the Ministry 

of Defence in Parliament which clearly answers most of Mr. Vinaik's 

questions. (c) 12 other political parties had entered a pre-election alliance 

with the BJP fully aware of its manifesto, and thereby precluding differences 

on the subject. (d) Finally the National Agenda agreed to by the BJP is a 

joint political position. Whether one agrees with the BJP manifesto or not, 

it is clear that a political consensus exists on India exercising the Nuclear 

option if deemed necessary to safeguard national security interests.

2. At the time of release of the BJP manifesto the party made it clear that 

the operationalising of the nuclear option was subject to a Strategic Defense 

Review to be carried out after the Party came to power. It may be worthwhile 

to await the outcome of this Review before coming to any conclusions. 

Alternately, this provides a perfect opportunity for those opposed to India 
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exercising the Nuclear Option, to place before the Government well reasoned 

Papers to be considered in the Review process.

3. The Paper questions "Why is it that while the world is moving gradually 

and uncertainly, but undeniably in the direction of greater nuclear restraint 

and carrying out measured steps of actual disarmament, India is moving in the 

opposite direction?" The assertion that the "world is moving gradually and 

uncertainly, but undeniably in the direction of greater nuclear restraint" is 

higly skeptical. The West is pushing NATO Eastward and steps are being taken 

to introduce theatre missile defenses - this has drawn significant reactions 

from both Russia and China suggesting that MEASURED STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN TO 

FUEL A NEW NUCLEAR ARMS RACE WHICH WOULD EXTEND TO SPACE ALSO. It would be 

fair to mention these when taking the Indian Government to task for what is 

referred to as "moving in the opposite direction." It would be interesting to 

read the author's views on (a) US and Russian ongoing subcritical tests (b) 

French and Chinese nuclear tests of 1995-96 (c) Deployment of the new B 61-11 

nuclear weapon and ongoing development of an improved warhead for Trident 

missiles (d) Russian deployment of the Topol M-1 in December 1997 (e) China's 

modernisation of its nuclear weapon systems. And so on.

Vijai K Nair

*****************************************************************************Brigadier Vijai K Nair

Executive Director & Life Trustee

Forum for Strategic & Security Studies

Room 2, Administrative Building

Safdarjung Airport

New Delhi 110 003
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India

Tele: 091 118 572483 & 091 11 462 8336. Fax: 091 118 572425

E-mail:  magoo@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in

E-mail Alias: magoo@nda.vsnl.net.in

*****************************************************************************
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id FAA16818;

 Fri, 27 Mar 1998 05:54:16 -0800 (PST)

Received: from gn3.gn.apc.org (gn3.gn.apc.org [194.202.158.47])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id FAA09599

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 05:14:33 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ah230.du.pipex.com [193.130.247.230](ah230.du.pipex.com [193.130.247.230])

 by gn3.gn.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8/GN-1.0) with SMTP id NAA23419

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 13:25:42 GMT

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Fri, 27 Mar 1998 13:25:42 GMT

From: nfznsc@gn.apc.org (Stewart Kemp)

Message-Id: <199803271325.NAA23419@gn3.gn.apc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: BJP and nuclear weapons

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

X-Sender: nfznsc@gn.apc.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

We have written in the following terms:
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25 March 1998

His Excellency Salman Haider

High Commissioner

Office of the High Commission for India

India House

Aldwych

London WC2B 4NA

Dear Sir

It is with very deep regret that we learn of the intention of the new BJP

led Government to develop a nuclear weapon capability.  For those of us

striving for many years to reverse the nuclear arms race this news is

extremely disheartening.

Nuclear weapons remain a threat to the existence of the planet and its

people.  Their very existence, through the resources they pre-empt and the

pollution they create, blights the lives of millions of poor people daily.

Their use is unthinkable.  You will be aware that the International Court of

Justice in 1996 could not identify a single circumstance where their use

could be justifiable in international law.

We beg your Government to reconsider its position and not place a nuclear

weapon free future further from our reach.  We urge your Government to give

its support to the growing international alliance of national, regional and

local governments, and citizens groups, pressing the existing nuclear powers
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to agree, by the year 2000, a timetable for global nuclear disarmament.

Yours sincerely

Cllr Martin Hemingway

Chair

UK Nuclear Free Local Authorities

 

      ****************************************************************

        Nuclear Free Local Authorities    Tel: + 44 (0) 161 831 9108

        Town Hall                         Fax: + 44 (0) 161 835 3645

        Manchester M60 2LA  UK            Email:   nfznsc@gn.apc.org

                    Web Site:   http://www.gn.apc.org/nfznsc/

      ****************************************************************
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Return-Path: <malinova@un.org>

Received: from gatekeeper6.un.org (firewall-user@gatekeeper6.un.org [157.150.192.15])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id JAA21857

 for <Mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 09:53:04 -0800 (PST)

Received: by gatekeeper6.un.org; id NAA05466; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 13:33:00 -0500 (EST)

Received: from unknown(157.150.191.4) by gatekeeper6.un.org via smap (3.2)

 id xma005100; Fri, 27 Mar 98 13:31:28 -0500

Received: from ccMail by mail-out.un.org (ccMail Link to SMTP R6.01.01)

    id AA891020495; Fri, 27 Mar 98 12:41:36 -0500

Message-Id: <9803278910.AA891020495@mail-out.un.org>

X-Mailer: ccMail Link to SMTP R6.01.01

Date: Fri, 27 Mar 98 12:06:09 -0500

From: "Tamara Malinova"<malinova@un.org>

Return-Receipt-To: <malinova@un.org>

To: <Mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: NPT Preparatory Committee Reception

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Mr. Hallman,

Following your letter of 6 March 1998, may I remind you that your

proposal for including Ambassador Wyzner's name on the invitations for

the reception sponsored by your organization on Monday, 27 April, was
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accepted. Ambassador Wyzner is planning also to give, on behalf of the

delegates, a brief response in respect of the second session of the

PrepCom for the 2000 NPT Review Conference at the reception.

Would you be so kind to give us a little bit more details about your

expectations regarding the nature of such brief response. Should it be

more formal and substantive, or more general and informal?

We would really appreciate your help in this matter.

Yours sincerely,

Tamara Malinova

Political Affairs Officer

Department for Disarmament Affairs

United Nations
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: from igce.igc.org (igce.igc.org [192.82.108.49])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA04227;

 Fri, 27 Mar 1998 10:44:27 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igce.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA08177;

 Fri, 27 Mar 1998 10:43:38 -0800 (PST)

Received: from ppp45.igc.org (aslater@ppp45.igc.org)

 by igce.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id KAA08131

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 10:43:18 -0800 (PST)

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Fri, 27 Mar 1998 10:43:18 -0800 (PST)

From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980327134303.364741e4@pop.igc.org>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: NPT ACTION ALERT!!  YOUR URGENT ATTENTION REQUIRED

To: abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Friends,

In order to achieve a successful outcome at the PrepCom, it is essential

that we begin lobbying our governments IN ADVANCE of the NPT meeting.  South

Africa, in the recently stalled CD meeting, requested the establishment of
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an ad hoc committee to begin negotiations on nuclear disarmament using the

language of the final report of the 1995 NPT review and extension

conference.  That 1995 report called for "the determined pursuit by the

nuclear weapon states of systematic and progressive efforts" toward nuclear

disarmament.  We should use the opportunity of the PrepCom as another forum

to similarly press our governments for "the determined pursuit..of

systematic and progressive efforts" by SETTING UP APPOINTMENTS WITH OUR

FOREIGN MINISTRIES IN THE NEXT TWO WEEKS and calling on them to take the

following steps in Geneva this spring:

1.Establish an intersessional NPT working group to assist in the

commencement of negotiations on a nuclear weapons convention using our model

convention for talking points (now an official UN document, #A/C.1.52/7) 

2.Implement the Canberra Commission recommendations for immediate action:

i.   taking nuclear forces off alert

ii.  removal of warheads from delivery vehicles

iii. ending deployment of non-strategic nuclear weapons

iv.  ending nuclear testing (here we might say sub-critical testing)

v.   initiating negotiations to further reduce US and Russian nuclear arsenals 

vi.  agreement amongst the nuclear weapons states of reciprocal no first use

undertakings, and of a non-use undertaking by them in relation to the

non-nuclear weapons states

3.Establish a register of weapons usable radioactive materials (military and

civilian)
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4.Secure commitments not to modernize or design nuclear weapons (in labs or

sub-critically)

5. Require the Nuclear Weapons States to make public and transparent their

policies relating to the deployment, threat or use of nuclear weapons.

6.Require reporting requirements by the nuclear weapons states on progress

on the above

7.Support an Abolition 2000 delegation with observer status at the 1999

PrepCom similar to the status given to the International Campaign to Ban

Landmines

NOTE: Abolitionists who set up meetings with their governments

representatives between now and the PrepCom to urge them to adopt the

proposals above at the Geneva meeting are encouraged to post the results of

their meeting to this list. REMEMBER, THE WORK MUST START NOW FOR A

SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME AT THE PREPCOM!!.  With over 1000 NGOs in our Network as

of this month, let's try to reach as many foreign ministries as we can

before the PrepCom begins.  If you can't get to your national capital,

write, phone, and fax.  This is the time to make our voices heard!!!

*** As you meet with your governments, please keep in mind that the number

one demand of the Abolition 2000 Network is for negotiations to begin

immediately on a nuclear weapons convention for the elimination of nuclear

weapons.***

Alice Slater
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Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)

15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010

212-726-9161 (tel)

212-726-9160 (fax)

aslater@igc.apc.org
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id KAA22969;

 Fri, 27 Mar 1998 10:52:09 -0800 (PST)

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA13311

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 10:12:06 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm1.psr.org (pc38.psrus.org [204.177.54.38])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7-KIVEX) with SMTP id NAA10821

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 13:09:49 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Fri, 27 Mar 1998 12:38:52 -0500

From: Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.apc.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <351BE41F.7313@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org

Subject: International CTBT Momentum

To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

To: CTBT-Organizers

From: disarmament

Subject: International CTBT Momentum      
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Two nuclear weapon states get CTBT legislative approval

     British, French parliaments approve Test Ban Treaty  

          The British and French  parliaments have approved the 

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. Once the ratification  resolutions are

signed into law  in the coming days, both  countries will deposit their

instruments of ratification in  New York.                        

          France and the United Kingdom are the first nuclear  weapon

states to complete the legislative process. For the  Treaty to enter

into force the  five nuclear  weapon   states -- China, France, Russia,

the U.K. and the United States -- must ratify the Treaty, along with 39

other nations who are also members of   the Conference on Disarmament 

and who have nuclear power or  nuclear research reactors on their

territories. To date, 149   nations have signed the Treaty, and 10 have

deposited their instruments of ratification.

          If the CTBT has not  entered into force by September  1999,

three years after it was opened for signature, the Treaty provides for

an annual conference of countries that have ratified to consider how to

facilitate early entry  into force. This conference of states must

consider and decide by consensus what measures consistent with

international law may be undertaken to accelerate the ratification

process. The conferences would be able to exert considerable political

influence on a state that had not signed the Treaty or had signed but

not yet deposited ins instrument of ratification.

 The United States should be there. But to participated, the United
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States must ratify. I t is essential that the United States continue to

demonstrate leadership with regard to the crucial treaties and regimes

that strengthen our global nonproliferation effort, as it did during the

CTBT negotiations.

 U.S. ratification will encourage further ratifications, just as U.S.

ratification of the Chemical Weapons Convention facilitated ratification

by Russia, China, Pakistan and Iran. U.S. delays in ratification would

compromise our efforts to encourage others, anc could delay bringing

into force a treaty that ends nuclear testing for all time, erecting a

further barrier to the development of nuclear weapons by states hostile

to our interests. Moreover, U.S. delays in ratification would compromise

our leadership of the global nuclear nonproliferation effort. President

Clinton, in his State of the Union address, called for the Senate to

approve the Treaty this year.

              Produced by the White House Working Group on the

                       Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

         For more information on the CTBT: 

Phone: 202-647-8677 Fax:202-647-6928

************************************************************************

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE U.S. Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW! Campaign:

Disarmament Clearinghouse

Kathy Crandall, Coordinator
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1101 14th  Street NW #700 Washington DC 20005

TEL: 202 898 0150 ext. 232

FAX: 202 898 0172

<disarmament@igc.org>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id NAA24551;

 Fri, 27 Mar 1998 13:57:46 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mail.provi.de (mail.provi.de [193.98.9.7])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id MAA08545

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 12:49:28 -0800 (PST)

Received: from news.hamburg.pop.de (claimed popnews.hamburg.pop.de, is IP 193.98.9.248) (root)

 by mail.provi.de with smtp (Exim 1.80 #2)

 id 0yIg39-00060B-00; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 21:48:27 +0100

Received: from cl-hh.comlink.de by popnews.hamburg.pop.de with uucp

 (Smail3.2.0.95 #6) id m0yIg3E-00071dC; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 21:48:32 +0100 (MET)

Received: by cl-hh.comlink.de (DUUCP vom 28.02.1998)

 with ZConnect; 27 Mar 1998 00:00:00 +0000

Date: 27 Mar 1998 00:00:00 +0000

From: ippnw@VLBERLIN.comlink.de (IPPNW)

In-Reply-To: <199803261326.AA31198@antenna.nl>

Message-ID: <6qg$OcvnL$B@vlp004.vlberlin.comlink.de>

Organization: IPPNW Germany

Precedence: bulk

Reply-To: ippnw@VLBERLIN.comlink.de (IPPNW)

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: debate on nuclear power/nuclear weapons

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Gateway: ZCONNECT UC cl-hh.comlink.de [DUUCP BETA vom 28.02.1998]

X-Mailer: CrossPoint v3.11 R/C13519

X-ZC-Post: Koertestrasse 10
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Friends,

This is exactly the point of the action in Geneva. It was never  

intended to be a change in overall strategy for the network or to  

force some kind of artificial consensus about nuclear energy amongst  

us. It was thought through very clearly as a photo opportunity for the  

press in Switzerland, Germany and Austria, whose interest in the  

nuclear weapons issue will only be boosted by linking it to nuclear  

energy. In Germany, the press will write pages and pages about nuclear  

waste transport and completely ignore every single press release about  

subcritical testing, the declarations of Generals, Leaders and the  

Canberra Commission on abolition, the World Court Project, the Nuclear  

Weapon Convention, resolutions from the UNGA or EP on abolition.  

Absolutely NONE of these have generated any media attention. But  

anything on nuclear energy, the Siemens boycott, low dose radiation  

and leukaemia, Castor transport, or reprocessing will be taken up.

Everyone knows, who knows me, that I am the last person to want to  

abandon the Convention as our major focus and goal. But the NPT is a  

treaty that begs to make the link between nuclear energy and weapons  

for the press and the wo/man in the street. Try explaining in as few  

words as possible what the NPT is. It is, for me, a treaty that tries  

to control the spread of nuclear weapons and forbids states that do  

not have them from developing them, while giving them the right to the  

technology and material to develop them. The core of the argument is  
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whether this treaty is adequate to stop proliferation and achieve  

disarmament. I believe it is not, which brings me back to the Nuclear  

Weapons Convention - the replacement for the NPT.

Yours

Xanthe Hall, IPPNW Germany

> Dear network,

>

> I am a little amazed at this sudden surge of messages mostly

> arguing the case for combining the anti-nuclear energy/nuclear

> weapons a campaign. If I understand it correctly, all these

> arguments were made when abolition 2000 was set up. It is a

> single issue network consisting of individuals and organisations

> all active in some way on the issue of nuclear weapons, who

> support the general goals in the abolition statement.

> Of course one can always change the aims of an organisation, if

> there is sufficient reason to do so. But then these arguments

> should be put forward and not the surge of feel-good mails

> presently being distributed around the network. Nothing new is

> being said about the relationship between nuclear energy and

> nuclear weapons: the people who keep repeating this point are

> preaching to the converted. Please stop doing that.

>

> The debate should be limited to the strategic one whether there

> is any chance of increasing the strategic reach of the network
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> and its various campaigns by broadening its aims. My answer to

> that would be: it depends on the way each organisation or

> campaign or individual is operating in his/her own country. Some

> of us are lobbying, others are out on the streets demonstrating,

> still others are doing research etc. Each of us has to decide on

> a particular course to follow in his/her particular context. In

> Holland we are at present working on organising a political forum

> between the major parties campaigning for the upcoming elections.

> If you know a little about the Dutch situation you may realise

> that Dutch politicians would much prefer to remain silent on the

> issue of nuclear weapons. This means that our primary goal is to

> have politicians debate nuclear weapons in public. The abolition

> goals will be injected into that debate in a careful, balanced

> fashion. You will understand that it would not be very clever to

> suddenly start broadening this debate to include nuclear energy

> or conventional weapons. For this purpose  it is entirely

> irrelevant that there is a direct causal relationship between

> nuclear power and nuclear weapons.

> I can imagine that in the USA, or parts of the USA (like Nevada)

> making this connection is the obvious course to take: different

> political environment, different strategy. But the network aims

> have to stay narrowly focused to tie in everyone working on this

> issue and who have to manoeuvre very carefully.

> Hence the lobbying work done in geneva on behalf of the network,

> if it is to represent all of us, should remain tied to the

> original aims. Of course some organisations will want to bring

> in the issues they think are important: these activities can
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> never be straitjacketed. But anyone claiming to speak on behalf

> of abolition 2000 should not be muddying the waters by bringing

> in other issues in the official discourse with the politicians,

> or by trying to delineate a particular strategic course. This

> will always differ from country to country.

>

> Karel Koster

> Working Group Eurobomb/Netherlands

>

>

>

>   AMOK

> Obrechtstraat 43

> 3572 EC  Utrecht

> +31 (0) 30 2714376

> +31 (0) 30 2714759

>

> Werkgroep Eurobom / Working Group Eurobomb

> Part of the international PENN network

> Obrechtstraat 43

> 3572 EC  Utrecht

> +31 (0) 30 2714376

> +31 (0) 30 2714759

Xanthe Hall

(Co-Director)

______________________________________________________________________
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                IPPNW is a member of Abolition 2000

          - a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons -

______________________________________________________________________

## CrossPoint v3.11 R ##
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id PAA23560;

 Fri, 27 Mar 1998 15:43:11 -0800 (PST)

Received: from kds5.kivex.com (kds5.kivex.com [204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA19197

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 15:23:47 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm1.psr.org (pc38.psrus.org [204.177.54.38])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7-KIVEX) with SMTP id SAA24715

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Fri, 27 Mar 1998 18:21:21 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Fri, 27 Mar 1998 17:50:27 -0500

From: Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.apc.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <351C2D33.3DD9@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org

Subject: RELIGIOUS LEADERS ACTION ALERT

To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

To: CTBT Organizers

From: disarmament

Subject: RELIGIOUS LEADERS ACTION ALERT
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ACTION ALERT * ACTION ALERT*

 

CTBT Organizers:

*Please urge religious leaders in your communities to sign on to this

statement in support of the CTBT by April 17, 1998.*

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Bridget Moix 

FCNL, 245 Second St., NE

Washington, DC 20002

phone: 202-547-6000 

fax: 202-547- 6019

email: bridget@fcnl.org

One way that the statment will likely be used:  Upon the Senators'

return from their April Recess, on April 20,  the statement will be

formally presented to Senators Helms (R-NC - Chair of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee) and Biden (D-DE- Ranking Member of the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee.) It is hoped that one (or both - but

probably only Biden will do this) of the Senators would then read the

statment into the Senate record. 

*THUS, we would like to have very impressive list by April 17.*
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The religious leaders will also be added to our growing list of

CTBT-endorsers, and  of course we hope that the religious leaders that

sign this statement will also write to their Senators, partcipate in

delegation meetings with Senators and Senate staffs etc.

SIGN ON TO A STATEMENT BY RELIGIOUS LEADERS:

        RATIFY THE CTBT

Dear Colleague,

Last fall, President Clinton submitted the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty

(CTBT) to the Senate for U.S. ratification.  Unfortunately, the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee, chaired by Sen. Jesse Helms (NC), has not

identified the treaty as a high priority.  If the CTBT continues to

languish in the Senate, the U.S. will miss an important opportunity to

help curb the proliferation of nuclear weapons worldwide.  

Today, we call on your assistance in moving this treaty through the

Senate.

 The religious community has a long tradition of struggling to eliminate

the threat of nuclear weapons.  This year, many of us will be working

with coalitions and with Congress to ensure ratification of this

historic treaty.  Please lend us your support by signing on to the

following open statement urging Senate ratification of the treaty.  If

you have questions or comments, please let us know.  We will do all we

can to answer your queries and address your concerns.   
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In late April, when the Congress returns to Washington after the Spring

recess, we plan to present to the Senate majority and minority leaders

this statement in support of the CTBT signed by a large number of

supporters from a broad representation of religious groups.   

Yours in peace,

Joe Volk,  Friends Committe on National Legislation

***********************************************************************

SIGN ON BY APRIL 17

*Please send us your response as soon as possible--deadline is April 17*

To sign on to the Statement by American Religious Leaders: Ratify the

CTBT, please send your name, organization, address, phone, fax, and

email information to:

  Bridget Moix 

FCNL, 245 Second St., NE

Washington, DC 20002

phone: 202-547-6000 

fax: 202-547- 6019

email: bridget@fcnl.org

        A Statement by 

        American Religious Leaders:

        Ratify the CTBT
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March 1998

        As persons entrusted by our diverse religious communities with

special responsibilities to address the issues of justice and peace, we

have joined in this appeal for Senate action to approve the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) before the August recess.

        For more than forty years, the nuclear arms race dominated the

Cold War policies of the United States.  Within our faith communities,

those policies raised the profoundest questions about the sacredness of

God's creation, our moral responsibilities, and human destiny.  With the

end of the Cold War, the issues of the nuclear threat have changed, but

the threat remains and the profound moral questions persist.  The

retention of thousands of nuclear weapons, combined with the threats of

proliferation and terrorism, requires renewed attention to these

issues.  At the moral core of nuclear issues is the credibility of

nuclear-weapon states in seeking to prevent the proliferation of nuclear

weapons by or to other states or political groups.   

        We believe that ratification of the CTBT during 1998 is the most

urgent and timely action that could contribute significantly toward

reducing the nuclear danger.  We are reminded that ratification of the

CTBT would help fulfill U.S. commitments under the Limited Test Ban

Treaty and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, and is consistent with
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current U.S. law.  In fact, the CTBT would make permanent

internationally the current moratorium on nuclear testing which the U.S.

already observes.  The international verification regime of this treaty

provides a means to effectively monitor such a permanent ban on testing

and to restrict further proliferation of nuclear weapons technology.  

U.S. leadership on ratification of this treaty is critical.     

        The United States Senate has within its powers the capacity to

take decisive action on some of the most fateful issues affecting the

security of our nation and the peace of our planet.  We urge the Senate

to proceed swiftly this session to devote the most serious consideration

to the honoring of our previous treaty commitments and to the merits of

the CTBT. We earnestly hope our senators will then decide it is time to

consent to the treaty's ratification. 

        We assure our senators of our determination to interpret this

issue as a vital matter of religious conscience for our communities --

and we pray for their own good health and wisdom.

Yours faithfully, 

Archbishop Mor Cyril Aphrem Karim

Eastern Archdiocese

Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch

Clifton Kirkpatrick, 

Stated Clerk of the General Assembly
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Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

Gordon L. Sommers, President

Moravian Church, Northern Province

Rabbi Arthur Waskow, Director

The Shalom Center

Johan Maurer, General Secretary

Friends United Meeting

Kathy Thornton, RSM, National Coordinator

NETWORK: A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby

Ronald J. Sider, President

Evangelicals for Social Action

Paul H. Sherry, President

United Church of Christ

Rev. Tyrone S. Pitts, General Secretary

Progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc.

Kara Newell, Executive Director

American Friends Service Committee

Bishop McKinely Young
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African Methodist Episcopal Church

The Rev. Dr. Daniel E. Weiss

General Secretary

American Baptist Churches, USA

Bishop Walter F. Sullivan

Catholic Diocese of Richmond

 

Dr. Richard L. Hamm

General Minister and President

Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in the United States and Canada

The Rev. Dr. Joseph M. Mason

Interim Executive Director

Church of the Brethren, General Board

Heather Nolen, Coordinator

Church of the Brethren, Washington Office

Susan Shank Mix

President

Church Women United

Bruce Birchard, General Secretary

Friends General Conference (for identification purposes only)
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John K. Stoner, Coordinator

New Call to Peacemaking

Metropolitan Theodosius (Lazor), Primate

Orthodox Church in America

John A. Buehrens, President

Unitarian Universalist Association

Rev. Robert A. Kinsey

Chair, Peace and Justice Task Force

Rocky Mountain Conference

United Church of Christ

Lynette Meck, Executive Director

Mennonite Central Committee, U.S.

Ronald J.R. Mathies, Executive Director

Mennonite Central Committee

Dr. Bert Beach

General Conference of the Seventh Day Adventist Church

Jim Wallis, Executive Director

Sojourners

Dr. Willie T. Snead, Sr. President
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National Missionary Baptist Convention of America

Howard Hallman

Methodists United for Peace with Justice

Joe Volk

Friends Committee on National Legislation

**********************************************************************

FOR  MORE INFORMATION ON THE NUCLEAR TEST BAN TREATY NOW! CAMPAIGN:

 

Disarmament  Clearinghouse

Kathy Crandall, Coordinator

1101 14th  Street NW #700 Washington, DC 20005

TEL: 202 898 0150 ext.232 FAX: 202 898 0172

<disarmament@igc.org>

(The Disarmament Clearinghouse is a project of:

 Peace Action, Physicians for Social Responsibility, &

  Women's Action for New Directions)
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id VAA15296;

 Sat, 28 Mar 1998 21:10:42 -0800 (PST)

Received: from dfw-ix11.ix.netcom.com (dfw-ix11.ix.netcom.com [206.214.98.11])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id VAA15237

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Sat, 28 Mar 1998 21:10:16 -0800 (PST)

Received: (from smap@localhost)

          by dfw-ix11.ix.netcom.com (8.8.4/8.8.4)

   id XAA20188 for <abolition-caucus@igc.org>; Sat, 28 Mar 1998 23:09:44 -0600 (CST)

Received: from ron-ny13-21.ix.netcom.com(207.94.237.53) by dfw-ix11.ix.netcom.com via smap (V1.3)

 id rma020155; Sat Mar 28 23:09:05 1998

Date: Sat, 28 Mar 1998 23:09:44 -0600 (CST)

From: smirnowb@ix.netcom.com (Robert Smirnow)

Message-Id: <199803290509.XAA20188@dfw-ix11.ix.netcom.com>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: N-Weapons/N-Power Debate

To: abolition-caucus@igc.org

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

   Friends of Peace,

                     You can't have one without the other. It's that 

simple. Irrespective of the dangers inherent in any commercial nuclear 

technolgy/activity is the fact that possession of or potential  

possession of a commercial nuclear reactor gives the owner or potential 

owner of such a facility the ability or potential ability [if they 
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MIGHT acquire a commercial reactor] to make nuclear weapons. This is 

indisputable! Hence, simply working to mandate the cutting of weeds 

without working to mandate the uprooting of them is short sighted and 

will eventually lead to the making of nuclear weapons.

    As far as Abolition-2000 members concern with the world public's 

perceptions of commercial nuclear power, this is a very real concern. 

In some countries the public's  concern and link is much stronger, in 

some countries it is much weaker. The stark naked fact that if you have 

a nuclear power plant you have a potential nuclear weapons factory has 

to be DRIVEN home over and over again until enough people are aware of 

this inherent, indisputable, ABSOLUTE fact/link. The slogan "Nuclear 

Power Powers Nuclear Weapons" should become a theme. The more it does 

become a theme, the easier it will be to forge an international 

consensus that BOTH have to go. 

   Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" program of the 1950s was an absolute 

piece of propaganda to make the American people feel that one didn't 

necessarily have anything to do with the other. Its time that a lie 

from the 1950s be turned on its head and become a slogan for the 1990s. 

"Atoms for War" is the factual reality. "Nuclear Power Powers Nuclear 

Weapons" and "Atoms for War" maybe with a dual picture of Eisenhower 

and Goebbels would be very graphic. One picture does tell a thousand 

words.

   For those with any doubts , why is Bill Clinton so concerned about 

Iran's acquisition of commercial nuclear power? Is he concerned with 

the average Iranian's utility rates? 
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       Nuclear Power Powers Nuclear Weapons AND Atoms for War,

                  

  

                                                      Bill Smirnow  
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id GAA14400;

 Sun, 29 Mar 1998 06:43:11 -0800 (PST)

Received: from equinox.shaysnet.com (equinox.shaysnet.com [199.170.68.11])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id GAA08557

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Sun, 29 Mar 1998 06:05:37 -0800 (PST)

Received: from LOCALNAME (ip-frank11.shaysnet.com [199.170.68.43]) by equinox.shaysnet.com (8.8.4/8.6.10) with 
SMTP id JAA22659; Sun, 29 Mar 1998 09:01:45 -0500 (EST)

Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Sun, 29 Mar 1998 09:01:45 -0500 (EST)

From: Jonathan Haber <micropho@equinox.shaysnet.com>

Message-Id: <199803291401.JAA22659@equinox.shaysnet.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Re: Electro-wave weapons

To: Zohl de Ishtar <pacific@rainbow.net.au>

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.2

X-Sender: micropho@equinox.shaysnet.com

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Zhol:

Hi, thanks for this communication. I sent a communication that I will paste

below your letter on my letter to support the expansion of the abolition
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2000 statement to include the abolition of all weapons and materials capable

of mass destruction. However, the reaction that I received is the belief

that sticking with a narrow focus serves their interests.  I don't believe

this is true. When you go after an expansive view of trying to rid the world

of nuclear weapons, the only way of possibly succeeding is to rid the world

of all weapons and materials of mass destruction.  

I was sorry to hear that you were assaulted with electro-weapons, and hope

that your appeal to the abolition 2000 group will be heard.  At least this

group is debating this issue and hopefully will understand the importance of

supporting the abolition of all these crazy weapons, if the abolition of

nuclear weapons will ever succeed.  

peace and caring,

Jonathan

At 12:12 PM 3/29/98 +1000, you wrote:

>Folks,

>

>I know that this list is re Nuclear Weapons but I'm going to discuss

>Electro-weapons.

>

>I was delighted to see that the special NGO Committee on Disarmament

>meeting held in Geneva in February had a Mr. Peter Herby of the
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>International Committee of the Red Cross who gave a paper on New Weapons

>in the Making. He mentioned 3 types of new weapons:

>* directed energy weapons (non-blinding lasers, sonic beam, high-power 

>microwaves); "non-lethal" weapons using electro-magnetic waves; and 

>biotech weapons.

>

>As one of the many women who experienced electro-weapons at Greenham

>Commom Women's Peace Camp in the mid 1980s (and who are still

>experiencing the impacts today) this is very close to my heart. I had

>recently discussed this matter with other Greenham Women who had also

>been affected. We feel concerned that these weapons exist in a regime of

>silence.

>

>We feel concerned that in the effort to rid our planet of weapons of

>mass destruction we often hear of chemical, biological and of course

>nuclear weapons but electro-weapons, what we at Greenham called "the

>Zap", are never discussed. For several years now I have had a growing

>fear/concern that as we achieved nuclear disarmament they would be

>replaced by electro-weapons.

>

>I am keen to communicate with people seriously interested in these kinds

>of weapons and attempts to bring about their abolition.

>

>I would also appreciate Peter Herby's email so that I can communicate

>directly with him. Or, you might send my email on to him, please.

>

>Thanks, 
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>

>Zohl de Ishtar

>

>

the following letter was sent on 3/13/98

Dear abolition 2000 friends,

        Don't you think the Abolition 2000 Statement should be broadened to

include supporting negotiations in the year 2000 to include the abolition of

all weapons and technologies capable of mass destruction?  Why just focus on

nuclear technologies?  The recent threat of the U.S. attacking Iraq should

show us clearly how these weapons of mass destruction are interconnected.

Abolishing one weapon-technology of mass destruction is unlikely without the

inclusion of all the others.

  

        My other concern is about the effectiveness of the Abolition 2000

Network to accomplish our goals.  According to some critics, members of the

peace movement (especially those in cyberspace) do nothing all day but pass

around information to one another.  There is some truth to this.  However,

when the emergency arose from the U.S. building up forces to attack Iraq, we

came together, uniting behind some key statements and gave clarity and

strength to our consensus.  I believe the intensity of our support and

actions were helpful in the temporary resolution between the United Nations

and Iraq.  It usually takes either a catastrophe or emergency to focus

people on single issues.  I hope we can change this trend and choose

effective strategic actions to unite before an emergency or catastrophe
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arises.  

        The Cassini Earth flyby can become an opportunity to expose the

dangers of nuclear materials flying over our heads.  The media convinced

most people during the launch that it is too late to stop the flyby and that

the risks of an accident are low.  Some people hear about my work on the

Cassini flyby and have the immediate impression that anyone involved with

this project is a "flake," not realizing that the subtle and powerful

influence of a controlled mainstream media put this image into their minds.  

        Tina Bell and the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom

is taking the lead in setting up a press conference at the United Nations

where we will also be holding a demonstration to oppose the scheduled

Cassini 1999 Earth flyby. They need financial contributions to send out a

flier to their mailing list. We would like to stop the $4 billion Cassini

space project from threatening 5 billion people and the Earth with 72.3

pounds (32.8 kg) of plutonium radiation.  A flyby mishap and collision with

our atmosphere could double the man-made radiation activity in our global

environment.  This is serious, but as we know, this risk is only the

beginning of the 21st Century military focus for the nuclearization and

weaponization of space.  They plan ten more known plutonium probes in the

coming ten years, and these do not include the more dangerous secret

military nuclear space missions.  

        The NoFlyby Site will be working on developing press releases for

June 24 and preliminary releases to promote the press conference and

demonstration outside the U.N.  Please contact me if interested in working
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with us on this issue, or if you can come. Karl Grossman and Michio Kaku

will be speaking.  Other groups participating in this work are WILPF (Metro

NY), Peace Through Reason (Prop 1), Grandmothers for Peace International,

Florida Coalition for Peace and Justice, The Global Network Against Weapons

and Nuclear Power in Space and the Nonviolent Web. The NoFlyby Site will be

posting information and helping coordinate events, including the

distribution of press releases.  Our idea is to make August 18 a day for

International Awareness on the risks of Cassini and all nuclear technologies

and weapons in space.  The Cassini Earth flyby is due on August 18, 1999. 

        After seeing how our Congress responded to the UN resolution with

Iraq, saving the U.S. tax payer billions of dollars and millions of people

in Iraq from suffering, I am not confident that they will help us stop

Cassini.  This is true especially with their scrapping of campaign financing

reform.  Politicians follow the money and the arms race is still headed in

dangerous directions for all of us.  Cassini, however, can be used to reach

the mainstream public, if we can unite and work together.  By exposing the

risks before the flyby, we can impact the future of all plutonium launches.

How can anyone really argue rationally when we compare the risks and rewards

of the project, and show the link of Cassini with the weaponization and

nuclearization of space?  A recent space debris accident reported in Space

News helps this become more obvious. This story is posted at

http://www.nonviolence.org/noflyby/ref/debris.htm

        Please advise if interested in knowing more details on the press

conference and anyway you can help. Stating the goals of abolishing nuclear

weapons is one thing, actively joining in strategic actions to make that
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happen is another.  I hope you will make space in your endeavors to support

the June 24 and August 18 actions.

best regards,

Jonathan Haber
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <351EBD80.6927@igc.apc.org>

Date: Sun, 29 Mar 1998 13:30:40 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: Zohl de Ishtar <pacific@rainbow.net.au>

Subject: Re: PrepCom Input

References: <351DB431.6C19@rainbow.net.au>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Zohl de Ishtar wrote:

> 

> Dear Howard,

> 

> I'd like to have some input into the Spirituality and ethical

> perspectives paper, do you have a first draft or something you can send

> or do I just send in our thoughts from here.

> 

> In solidarity,

> 

> Zohl de Ishtar

Dear Zohl:
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We haven't yet written a first draft.  Therefore, we would greatly 

appreciate your suggestions now.

Shalom,

Howard
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Return-Path: <DCulp@nrdc.org>

Received: from mail1.eni.net (mail1.eni.net [205.214.51.15])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id FAA19373;

 Mon, 30 Mar 1998 05:20:56 -0800 (PST)

Received: from mail.nrdc.org (mail.nrdc.org [207.168.63.2])

 by mail1.eni.net (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id FAA08111;

 Mon, 30 Mar 1998 05:20:36 -0800

Received: from ccMail by mail.nrdc.org

  (IMA Internet Exchange 2.12 Enterprise) id 0006FE70; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 08:29:31 -0500

Mime-Version: 1.0

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 08:19:40 -0500

Message-ID: <0006FE70.4085@nrdc.org>

From: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)

Subject: Sen. Daschle on Nuclear Strategy and Force Posture

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Description: cc:Mail note part

To: "undisclosed-recipients:;"

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

            REVISING OUR NUCLEAR STRATEGY AND FORCE POSTURE

[Statement by Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle (D-S.D.), Congressional 

Record, Friday, March 27, 1998] 
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Mr. President, over the course of the last several months, I have come 

to the Senate floor 3 times now to discuss this nation's nuclear 

strategy and forces in the post-cold-war era. In each of those previous 

statements, I made the central point that I perceive a growing mismatch 

between our strategy and forces and the real world considerations they 

were designed to address. I also used these opportunities to indicate 

several practical steps I thought we could take immediately to correct 

this growing imbalance. 

I come to the floor today, not to amend my previous observations, but 

rather to provide new, more compelling evidence to buttress my earlier 

conclusions. 

Let me reiterate the context of this debate. 

First, despite the end of the cold war nearly 7 years ago, the United 

States and Russia together still field roughly 14,000 strategic nuclear 

weapons--each with a destructive power tens or hundreds of times greater 

than the nuclear devices that brought World War II to a close. The 

closest rival, friend or foe, has less than 500 strategic weapons. 

Second, both the United States and Russia continue to keep roughly 5,000 

of their strategic nuclear weapons on a high level of alert, ready to be 

launched at a moment's notice. 

Third, the United States and Russia continue to adhere to an overall 

strategic concept known as mutual assured deterrence or MAD. In 
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addition, each side follows operational concepts that permit the first 

use of nuclear weapons and allow for the launch of weapons after 

receiving warning of attack but before the incoming warheads detonate. 

This set of facts is disconcerting to say the least. It has led the 

National Academy of Sciences, in an excellent report entitled ``The 

Future of U.S. Nuclear Weapons Policy,'' to conclude that: 

       The basic structure of plans for using nuclear weapons

     appears largely unchanged from the situation during the Cold 

     War, with both sides apparently continuing to emphasize early 

     and large counterforce strikes . . . As a result, the dangers 

     of initiation of nuclear war by error or by accident remain 

     unacceptably high.

This same set of circumstances moved General Lee Butler, who just 4 

years ago as a former commander of the Strategic Command was responsible 

for setting U.S. policy for deterring a nuclear war and, if deterrence 

failed, fighting such a war, to observe that, ``our present policies, 

plans and postures governing nuclear weapons make us prisoners still to 

an age of intolerable danger.'' 

Mr. President, I agree with the National Academy of Sciences and General 

Lee Butler. Our strategic nuclear forces are too large for the 

post-cold-war period, and our operational procedures carry an 

unacceptable level of risk. 
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What are the practical ramifications of this assessment? I have 

concluded that the United States should seek an agreement to 

dramatically cut these forces and change the way they are operated. 

Mutually agreed upon and significant reductions in the numbers of 

strategic nuclear weapons are in the best interests of the United 

States. Mutually agreed upon changes in how we operate our forces and 

systems will increase trust and reduce pressure to launch nuclear 

weapons on a moment's notice. 

As I noted earlier, I have held these views for some time and have seen 

nothing to convince me otherwise. To the contrary, recent events have 

only served to strengthen my convictions. 

In particular, I am referring to an excellent two-part series from last 

week's Washington Post entitled, ``Shattered Shield: The Decline of 

Russia's Nuclear Forces,'' and a study released last Friday by the 

Congressional Budget Office. 

The main conclusion reached in the Washington Post series is that 

Russia's nuclear forces and its early warning and command and control 

systems suffer from a lack of resources that jeopardizes their very 

existence. 

According to these articles, knowledgeable experts in the United States 

and Russia have concluded that, ``regardless of whether the United States 

and Russia move ahead on bilateral arms-control treaties, a decade from 

now Russia's forces will be less than one-tenth the size they were at the 
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peak of Soviet power.'' Russia's strategic nuclear arsenal is expected to 

decline from a cold war high of nearly 11,000 weapons in 1990 to a low of 

roughly 1,000 by 2007--less than 10 years from now. As evidence, experts 

point to growing number of Russia's nuclear-powered submarines piled up 

in port unfit for patrol, her strategic bombers incapable of combat, and 

a steady deterioration of her land-based missile force. 

In addition, they note that Russia is dedicating few resources to 

address this decline by developing new strategic systems. 

In short, Russia's strategic triad could cease to exist within the next 

10 years. 

If forecasts about this decline are correct, as I and most experts 

believe, this turn of events presents an opportunity for U.S. and 

Russian policymakers to immediately push for much deeper joint 

reductions than currently contemplated under START II or even the START 

III framework. If the Russians are headed downward, now is the time to 

lock them in on significantly lower levels. 

If we fail to reach an agreement with the Russians on lower levels, 

future Russian governments will be free to act unencumbered by strict 

and verifiable limits. Fewer Russian nuclear weapons will reduce the 

threat this nation faces from intentional, accidental or unauthorized 

launch. Fewer U.S. nuclear weapons will still allow us to effectively 

deter any adversary and makes sense in the post-cold-war environment. 
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In addition, this Post series highlighted a troubling development. 

Russia's systems designed to give it warning of an attack and command 

and control of its nuclear forces are facing the same precipitous 

decline as its nuclear forces for the same reason--lack of resources. 

Russia has lost access to many radar sites located on the territory of 

newly independent states while its system of satellites for detecting 

missile launches is slowly being depleted. According to one former 

Russian air defense officer, ``Russia is partially blind.'' And the 

situation is no better with respect to its command and control 

structure. About a year ago, then Defense Minister Igor Rodionov 

observed, ``no one today can guarantee the reliability of our control 

systems. . . . Russia might soon reach the threshold beyond which its 

rockets and nuclear systems cannot be controlled.'' 

These developments should not cause anyone in this country to rejoice. 

Russian problems with their early warning and command and control 

systems can very quickly become our problem. Russian inability to 

correctly assess whether a missile has been launched or to properly 

control all of its nuclear weapons puts our national security at risk. 

All of this is compounded by the fact that both sides continue to 

maintain excessively large numbers of nuclear weapons at excessively 

high levels of alert. 

It is in our interest to reduce Russia's dependence on these aging 

systems. This can best be done by changing the way the U.S. and Russia 

operate their forces. Each country should lower the number of weapons on 
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hair-trigger alert, and the United States should consider sharing early 

warning intelligence with the Russians. 

A final piece of evidence to back up my conclusions surfaced late last 

week. The Congressional Budget Office, in a study carried out at my 

request, concluded that the Pentagon spends between $20 and $30 billion 

annually to maintain and operate our current level of nuclear 

weapons--roughly 7,000 deployed strategic weapons and between 500 and 

1,000 tactical weapons. 

Moreover, if my colleagues on the other side of the aisle continue to 

reject the advice of many outside experts and prevent us from even 

reducing to the Senate-ratified START II level of 3,500 strategic 

weapons, CBO estimates this shortsightedness will cost the Pentagon 

nearly $1 billion a year in constant 1998 dollars. 

If the Pentagon is forced to stay at these excessive nuclear weapons 

levels, the Defense Department must dump a billion dollars a year on 

unneeded systems, thereby depriving much more worthy Defense Department 

programs of much needed resources. 

If the Pentagon were allowed to follow a more rational course, this 

funding could be used to enhance the housing of our military personnel, 

to improve their quality of life, to increase their readiness and to arm 

them with the most sophisticated conventional weaponry available. If we 

are forced to stay on our current track, we will do none of these. 
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Incidentally, CBO noted that if we were to reduce down to the level the 

Russians are expected to reach shortly, roughly 1,000 strategic nuclear 

weapons, the savings could reach as high as $2.5 billion annually. 

In summary, Mr. President, I stand by the conclusions I stated in my 

previous statements on this subject. Our current strategic nuclear 

policy and force posture is outmoded and in need of major and immediate 

reassessment. The only change in the intervening period since my first 

address on this subject is the emergence of new information that has 

strengthened my case and heightened the sense of urgency on this issue. 

As the Washington Post series points out, we have an opportunity and a 

responsibility to act quickly to change both our policy and our forces. 

The decline in Russian nuclear forces provides an ideal opportunity for 

us to make significant progress on the arms reduction front. The 

deterioration of Russia's early warning and command and control systems 

compels us to seek ways to reduce the unnecessary level of risk brought 

about by how we operate our forces. Finally, CBO's study demonstrates 

there is a financial cost from inaction as well. Our current defense 

posture forces the Pentagon to divert billions of dollars of scarce 

resources from more needed and important defense programs. 

Mr. President, now is the time to step into the future. We must 

dramatically reduce the levels of nuclear weapons and the associated 

risk levels. 
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If we act in this manner, we will greatly reduce the risks of nuclear 

war, enhance our conventional force capabilities, and improve our own 

national security.

____________________
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Return-Path: <owner-ctb-followers@igc.apc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id IAA20009;

 Mon, 30 Mar 1998 08:25:46 -0800 (PST)

Received: from kds5.kivex.com ([204.177.32.2])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA17394

 for <ctb-followers@igc.org>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 08:15:44 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm1.psr.org (pc38.psrus.org [204.177.54.38])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7-KIVEX) with SMTP id LAA07147

 for <ctb-followers@igc.org>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 11:12:35 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 10:41:18 -0500

From: disarmament@igc.org

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <351FBD1E.592@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-ctb-followers@igc.apc.org

Subject: UK Reduces Nukes

To: "undisclosed-recipients:;"

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Upn  03/30 0220  RAF scrapping nuclear arsenal

To: ctb-followers

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)
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  LONDON, March 30 (UPI) -- The British Royal Air Force is

scrapping its air-dropped WE-177 nuclear bombs at midnight on

March 31.

   A BBC report says the disarmament makes good a Labour Party

election pledge to reduce nuclear stockpiles and leaves Britain

with only the Royal Navy's Trident nuclear missiles.

   The report says the original pledge to destroy the RAF's

nuclear arsenal was made in 1995 by the Conservative government,

but Labour moved up the original end-1998 deadline.

   The WE-177 bombs, designed to be carried by Tornado GR1

bombers, have been in service since 1996. Their withdrawal leaves

the RAF without a nuclear role for the first time in 20 years.

   The decommissioning process is expected to take up to five

years. 

   Meanwhile, says the report, Britain continues to buy more

Trident submarine missiles.

**************************************************************

From: Disarmament Clearinghouse

  1101 14th Street NW #700

  Washington DC 20005

  TEL: 202 898 0150 ext. 232

   FAX: 202 898 0172

  <disarmament@igc.org>
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Return-Path: <ipb@gn.apc.org>

Received: from mail.iprolink.ch (rsge1.iprolink.ch [194.41.63.1])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA02011

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 08:31:24 -0800 (PST)

Received: from 218lan85.iprolink.ch (218lan85.iprolink.ch [193.189.218.85])

 by mail.iprolink.ch (ipl/ipl) with SMTP id SAA148594

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 18:31:07 +0200

Received: by 218lan85.iprolink.ch with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD5C0A.CB8BB140@218lan85.iprolink.ch>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 18:36:47 +-200

Message-ID: <01BD5C0A.CB8BB140@218lan85.iprolink.ch>

From: International Peace Bureau <ipb@gn.apc.org>

To: "'mupj@igc.apc.org'" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: NPT reception

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 17:19:03 +-200

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Howard,

You will be pleased to know that Michel Monod was at the Swiss mission =

on Friday, and one of the issues he discussed was the reception in the =

UN.  The Swiss agreed to sponsor the event if it involves no financial =

cost, which it doesn't.  This will save only about 3 per cent of the =

cost, however.  We understand you have been in touch with David Atwood =

about the funding; in case you are having difficulties in raising enough =
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money, we just wanted to let you know that there are cheaper menu =

options available.  You are probably already aware of the alternatives, =

but if you would like us to send you the details, please let us know.

Shall we go ahead with arranging for the Swiss to sign the relevant =

papers?  We don't know the procedure but suppose Edith or David do.

Best wishes,

Jo Tyler and Adam Berry

* * * * * * * * * *=20

SPECIAL NGO COMMITTEE FOR DISARMAMENT

Joint NGO Project

for the Second Session of the NPT PrepComm

* * * * * * * * * *

c/o International Peace Bureau

ipb@gn.apc.org

tel:  +41 22 731 64 29

fax:  +41 22 738 94 19

41 rue de Zurich

CH - 1201 Geneva

Switzerland

NGO Committee Secretariat:

womensleague@gn.apc.org
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35201FC7.60C4@igc.apc.org>

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 14:42:15 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: International Peace Bureau <ipb@gn.apc.org>

Subject: Re: NPT reception

References: <01BD5C0A.CB8BB140@218lan85.iprolink.ch>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

International Peace Bureau wrote:

> 

> Dear Howard,

> 

> You will be pleased to know that Michel Monod was at the Swiss mission on Friday, and one of the issues he 
discussed was the reception in the 

UN.  The Swiss ag

> 

> Shall we go ahead with arranging for the Swiss to sign the relevant papers?  We don't know the procedure but suppose 
Edith or David do.

> 

> Best wishes,

> 

> Jo Tyler and Adam Berry

> 
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Dear Jo and Adam:

Yes, please go ahead and make arrangements with the Swiss.  Regarding the 

menu, Edith and I went through the possibilities with the restaurant 

manager and made our choice.  I'll send you the menu in another 

communication.  I'm willing to consider an alternative, but we want a 

nice reception even it is fairly expensive.  I think we will be able to 

raise the money.

Shalom,

Howard
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id OAA15968;

 Mon, 30 Mar 1998 14:47:46 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id RAA05423;

 Mon, 30 Mar 1998 17:47:36 -0500 (EST)

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 17:47:36 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    30 Mar 98 18:21:51 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 30 Mar 98 18:21:33 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    30 Mar 98 18:21:29 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: call-in states

Cc: disarmament@igc.org, btiller@igc.apc.org, wandwill@clark.net,

        paprog@igc.apc.org, vision@igc.apc.org, tcollina@ucsusa.org,

        panukes@igc.apc.org (Bruce Hall), jlwhite@wfa.org, bridget@fcnl.org,

        mupj@igc.org (H Hallman), susangordon@igc.org, gpowers@nccbuscc.org

Message-ID: <1352370B1072@local.clw.org>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001
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NWWG colleagues:

Bob Tiller and I suggest the following states for the April 20 CTBT Call-In:

Maine - Collins, Snowe

Nebraska - Hagel (SFRC)

Oregon - Smith (SFRC)

Pennsylvania - Specter 

Ohio - DeWine

Tennessee - Frist (SFRC), Thompson

... and if more call-ees are needed:

Indiana - Lugar* (SFRC), Coats

We can tackle additional states at a future session.

And I'd love some spinach and feta topped pizza!

Go forth and ratify!

DK

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002
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p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id OAA13137;

 Mon, 30 Mar 1998 14:39:57 -0800 (PST)

Received: from kds5.kivex.com ([204.177.32.2])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id NAA22825

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 13:41:00 -0800 (PST)

Received: from psrcomm1.psr.org (pc38.psrus.org [204.177.54.38])

 by kds5.kivex.com (8.8.8/8.8.7-KIVEX) with SMTP id QAA25831

 for <ctbt-organize@igc.org>; Mon, 30 Mar 1998 16:38:16 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 16:06:59 -0500

From: Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.apc.org>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-ID: <35200973.7672@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org

Subject: ACTION ALERT - Senators at Home

To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

To: CTBT-Organize

From: disarmament

Subject: ACTION - Senators at Home
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Dear CTBT-Organizers: 

Marie Rietman at 20/20 has put together the contact information for

Senators' schedulers to help you to find out where your Senators are

going to be during the recess. Information on additional state will be

coming, but please get started in these crucial states with Senators on

the Foreign Relations Committee.

For more assistance and information, contact:

Marie Rietmann, 

20/20 Vision, 1828 Jefferson Place NW, Washington, DC  20036

Phone: 202/833-2020     email: ctbt@2020vision.org

ACTION ALERT *  ACTION ALERT*

REACHING OUT TO YOUR SENATORS

DURING THE APRIL RECESS (APRIL 2-20)

The most effective means of getting your message to your Senator is to

deliver it in person.  The April 2-20 spring recess provides an

excellent opportunity for that.   Many Senators make public appearances,

such as town hall meetings or cable TV and radio call-in shows where you

can raise the issue of the nuclear test ban treaty.  Campaign events

such as coffees or other informal gatherings are also appropriate places

to raise the issue.
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Constituents can call the Senators' schedulers for in-state events to

get this information.  Tell them you are a constituent and you want to

hear the Senator's views.  If asked what your interests are, be as broad

as possible.  For the nuclear test ban treaty, you can say you are

interested in international issues.  Following are key Senators whose

support we are seeking.

MAINE

Snowe: Gail Kelly, Bangor - 207/945-0432

Will put name, phone and fax # on notification list

Collins: Kimberly Hamlin, DC office - 202/224-2523

PENNSYLVANIA

Specter Senate office:

Overall responsibility: Pat Haag, DC - 202/224-4254

Each regional office handles scheduling in that region

Specter campaign office: Philadephia - 215/751-1998

OHIO

DeWine: Barbara Briggs, Xenia - 937/376-3080

OREGON

Smith: Sue Keenon, DC - 202/224-3753

INDIANA
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Lugar: Jeff Hillicker, DC - 202/224-4814

NEBRASKA

Hagel: Heidi Cashkey, Omaha - 402/758-8981

KANSAS

Brownback Senate office: Denise Coatney, Topeka - 785/233-2503

Brownback campaign office: Topeka - 785/357-0307

TENNESSEE

Frist: Donna Randolph, Nashville - 615/352-9411

WYOMING

Thomas: Kathy Wise, DC - 202/224-6441

For more information, please contact:

Marie Rietmann, 

20/20 Vision, 1828 Jefferson Place NW, Washington, DC  20036

Phone: 202/833-2020     email: ctbt@2020vision.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id CAA14273;

 Tue, 31 Mar 1998 02:30:32 -0800 (PST)

Received: from antenna.nl (root@antenna.nl [194.178.64.33])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id CAA14070

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Tue, 31 Mar 1998 02:29:30 -0800 (PST)

Received: by antenna.nl with UUCP id AA21893

  (5.67b/IDA-1.5 for abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org); Tue, 31 Mar 1998 12:19:30 +0200

Date: Tue, 31 Mar 1998 10:05:41

From: amok@amok.antenna.nl

Message-Id: <199803311019.AA21893@antenna.nl>

Precedence: bulk

Reply-To: amok@amok.antenna.nl

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject:       debate nuclear weapons/power

To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

X-Link: WINDMAIL for LAN and standalone PC (amok.antenna.nl)

X-Mailer:     Pegasus Mail v3.1 (R1a)

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear network,

I am pleased to see a number of strategic arguments entering the

nuclear power/weapons debate. 

My response to the various points made is as follows: 
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The fight about nuclear weapons is taking place at a number of

levels with varying degrees of success or failure. At the

political level some of us are attempting to influence the

political agenda. This can itself be done in  many ways but it

usually involves trying to convince people involved in the

decision making machinery (politicians, advisors, civil servants)

to see things differently. Now this process can be very much

influenced by what is happening elsewhere in the political

environment. This is where the other branches of campaigning are

relevant. if there is a mass demonstration against nuclear

weapons (like we had in the early eighties, for instance), with

lots of media attention and debate, perhaps combined with sit-ins

and suchlike around nuclear installations, then obviously this

will help to concentrate decision makers' minds most wonderfully,

especially if there are elections ahead. so, optimally, both

grass roots and public education, lobbying, counselling call it

what you will, work in the same direction. 

Now what happens when, on a particular issue, the grass roots

side of the campaign is not there, or hardly there? Then I would

suggest that the lobbying efforts automatically gain more

importance. (By the way, in many countries this is a given) 

In Geneva, as Rebecca Johnson is always explaining to us in her

excellent analyses, a subtle diplomatic battle is being waged on

nuclear weapons in the CD and in the prepcom. As far as I know

nuclear power is in no way on the agenda. What do we conclude?

Force it onto the agenda? How? By organising a tiny demonstration

outside the  hallowed conference chambers stating a whole list
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of demands which in no way relate to what is going on inside? 

Without any grass roots movement to back it up? No way, baby.

Such a demonstration is fine for the photo opportunity and that's

it. Remember, this is NOT a massive sit-in at Ahaus to stop a

nuclear waste transport. On the other hand it is extremely

important to demonstrate to the decisionmakers that you do have

a form of support (municipalities signatories list,

generals/admirals/politicians against nuclear weapons etc). This

helps create the political space for the lobbying work and also

prevents the lobbying from developing into an entirely

independent process.

For the rest, the game has to be played within the agenda set by

the diplomats (that does not preclude bending the rules a little

here and there) It seems to me that that game is at present

limited to nuclear weapons.

So our main debate should be: how can this process be influenced?

A number of people are involved in this process in Geneva. Others

are trying to influence it at the national level, in the hope

that it will indirectly influence Geneva. Some of the work will

necessarily be very quiet, some of it can be played out in the

media. 

If, at some time in the future, the fear which most people

obviously have of nuclear power also grows into a fear of nuclear

weapons then that will be the time to switch to a frontal assault

(always taking the local situation into account). It seems to me

the Abolition network as a whole (certain local or perhaps
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national situations excepted) is in no shape to set the agenda.

That is the central strategic issue. 

All of this does not preclude bringing the very real connection

between nuclear power and weapons into the debate at a lower

level. The Iran argument, for instance, is a very good one (if

there is no connection between power and weapons, how come the

US government is going ape about the reactor in Iran?). But the

main energy should be kept properly focused on the nuclear

weapons issue.  

Karel Koster

 AMOK

Obrechtstraat 43 

3572 EC  Utrecht

+31 (0) 30 2714376

+31 (0) 30 2714759

Werkgroep Eurobom / Working Group Eurobomb

Part of the international PENN network

Obrechtstraat 43

3572 EC  Utrecht

+31 (0) 30 2714376

+31 (0) 30 2714759
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35227550.7513@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 01 Apr 1998 09:11:44 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: phil miller <72124.3602@compuserve.com>

Subject: Billing for service

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

April 1, 1998

Dear Phil:

During March 1998 I worked ten days on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 

under the grant from the Ploughshares Fund.  Therefore, I request a 

payment of $2,000 ($200/day).

Thanks, 

Howard Hallman
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Received: (from majordomo@localhost)

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) id IAA08526;

 Wed, 1 Apr 1998 08:46:04 -0800 (PST)

Received: from watserv1.uwaterloo.ca (root@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca [129.97.128.10])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA02872

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 1 Apr 1998 08:26:41 -0800 (PST)

Received: from me.UWaterloo.ca (cnts1p01.uwaterloo.ca [129.97.112.1])

 by watserv1.uwaterloo.ca (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id LAA22502

 for <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>; Wed, 1 Apr 1998 11:26:39 -0500 (EST)

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1

Date: Wed, 1 Apr 1998 11:21:16 -0500

From: "Bill Robinson" <plough@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca>

MIME-Version: 1.0

Message-Id: <199804011626.LAA22502@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca>

Precedence: bulk

Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org

Subject: Poll: Canadians and Nuclear Weapons

To: "Abolition Caucus" <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

X-MSMail-Priority: Normal

X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet Mail 4.70.1155

X-Priority: 3

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

These are the results of a poll on Canadian attitudes 

towards nuclear weapons sponsored by the Canadian Peace 
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Alliance (CPA), and supported by Science for Peace 

among several other organizations.  It was carried out

by the Angus Reid organization.

Canadian Peace Alliance announced the results of the poll

at a Press Conference in Ottawa on Thursday, March 26.

Participating and commenting were several members of the 

NGO community who were participating in a seminar organized 

by the Candian Network to Abolish Nuclear Weapons .

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

      This memorandum reports the results of questions 

         commissioned by the Canadian Peace Alliance

To:       Tryna Booth, Canadian Peace Alliance CPA

Date:     March 2, 1998

From:     Martin Redfern, Angus Reid Group Toronto:

Re:       Nuclear Weapons Issues

Address:  610-160 Bloor St. E., Toronto, Ontario, M4W 1B9

Phone:    (416) 324-2900  Fax: (416) 324-2865 

Survey:   February 26, 1998     Sample:1502 adult Canadians

Survey by:The Angus Reid Group   

Accuracy: to within + 2.3%, 19 times out of 20.

The majority of Canadians believe that nuclear weapons pose 

a threat to world security rather than enhancing world 
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security. When asked to choose between these two alternate 

perceptions, 75% of Canadians say that the existence of 

nuclear weapons make the world a more dangerous place. Only 

22% believe that nuclear weapons make the world a safer place.

Women (82%) are more likely than men (69%) to believe that 

nuclear weapons make the world a more dangerous place. This 

perception is otherwise largely constant across all socio-

economic groups. Quebecers (80%) are most likely to believe 

that nuclear weapons make the world more dangerous.

When asked to rate the seriousness of six possible threats 

posed by nuclear weapons, the majority of Canadians rate all 

but one as serious threats. Specifically, more than one-half 

of Canadians believe there is a serious threat of the use of 

nuclear weapons by terrorists (67%), a world war involving 

nuclear weapons (58%), an environmental disaster caused by 

damage to a nuclear weapon (58%), nuclear proliferation 

(53%), or the accidental firing of a nuclear weapon (52%). 

Just under on-half (49%) believe there is a serious threat 

of a nuclear war between countries in the developing world.

                            Ser  Mod   Mild  None  ?   Total

The use of N-weapons by a

  terrorist organization    67   20    10     2    1   100 

World war involving the use 

  of N-weapons              58   15    18     9    -   100

An Environmental disaster 
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 from damage to a N-weapon  58   26    13     3    1   100

The spread of N-weapons to 

 countries who did not have 

 them before                53   28    13     4    1   100

An accidental firing of a

  nuclear weapon            52   19    22     6    1   100

A Limited N-war between 

 Third World countries      49   25    19     6    2   100

Even those Canadians who do not believe these incidents are 

a serious threat believe they are nonetheless either a 

moderate or mild threat. Fewer than 10% say any of these 

incidents poses no threat at all. Women generally perceive a 

graver threat from these incidents than men. 

       Percent perceiving a serious threat:  

                                               men   women

The use of nuclear weapons by 

   a terrorist organization                    60      75

A world war involving the use   

   of nuclear weapons                          50      67

An environmental disaster caused

   by damage to a nuclear weapon               51      64

The spread of nuclear weapons to

   countries who do not have them now.         50      56

An accidental firing of a 

   nuclear weapon                              44      59
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A limited nuclear war between 

   countries in the Third World                41      56 

Mirroring their greater dislike for nuclear weapons noted 

above, Quebecers are roughly  20% more likely than other 

Canadians to perceive each of these possible incidents as a 

serious threat. In contrast, more educated Canadians tend to 

see these possible incidents as less of a threat. 

Canadians are almost unanimous in supporting Canadian 

involvement in global negotiations to abolish nuclear 

weapons. When Canadians are reminded of Canada's adherence 

to global bans on chemical and biological weapons and then 

asked whether they would support Canadian involvement in a 

global ban on nuclear weapons, fully 93% support the idea. 

This includes 79% say they strongly support the idea. Only 

6% oppose the idea.

These results closely mirror the findings of similar 

reputable studies conducted in the United States and Great 

Britain in 1997. In the United States study, 87% supported 

the negotiation of a global ban on nuclear weapons. In the 

United Kingdom, 87% also supported negotiations toward such 

a global ban.(1) Unlike the foregoing questions, the 

overwhelming support for negotiations toward the abolition 

of nuclear weapons is equally strong in all socio-

demographic groups and regions of Canada. In addition to 
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supporting global abolition of nuclear weapons, Canadians 

are unanimous in believing Canada should take a lead role in 

this process. When reminded that Canada lead the effort to 

ban anti-personnel land mines, 92% of Canadians say they 

either somewhat support or strongly support a leadership 

role for Canada in global negotiations to eliminate nuclear 

weapons. This includes 76% who strongly support the idea.

Once again, support for a leadership role for Canada is 

constant across all regions of Canada and most socio-

demographic groups. Support does increase among more 

educated Canadians, however. 

Notwithstanding the widespread support for a global ban on 

nuclear weapons and the perception that such weapons make 

the world more dangerous, a slight majority of Canadians 

(55%) support Canada's membership in military alliances, 

such as NATO, which include nuclear weapons in their 

military strategies. Forty-two percent oppose Canada's 

membership in such alliances.

Support for Canadian membership in alliances with military 

strategies involving nuclear weapons is higher among men 

(61%) than among women (49%). It is also somewhat higher 

among more educated Canadians. Albertans (67%) are most 

likely to support Canadian membership in these alliances, 

while Quebecers (38%) are least supportive. 
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Results published in the past have generally shown Canadian 

support for membership in NATO to hover near 70%, although 

the questions used did not focus specifically upon the 

nuclear military strategy of NATO. 

(1).  Lake Sosin Snell and Associates poll of 1,000 

Americans, conducted in behalf of Abolition 2000 in Spring 

1997. Gallup polled 1,000 respondents in Britain in 

September 1997 on behalf of Abolition 2000 UK.

***************************************************************************

       Canadian Peace Alliance Poll - Initial Results, 

         February 26, 1998   (1502 adult Canadians)

                    Questions & Responses

"I'd like to ask you a few questions about nuclear weapons, 

also called atomic weapons or atomic bombs. As you may know, 

there are over 30,000 nuclear weapons currently existing in 

the world. 

1. Some people say that the existence of nuclear weapons 

helps keep the peace and makes the world a safer place. 

Other people say that the existence of nuclear weapons make 

the world a more dangerous place. Which of these views is 

closest to your own?

Nuclear weapons make world safer               22%

Nuclear weapons make world more dangerous      75%
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Don't know                                      3%

Total                                         100%

2. I'm going to read you a list of possible incidents 

involving nuclear weapons, and I'd you to tell me how 

serious a threat each incident is right now. For each, 

please tell me whether you think it is a serious threat, a 

moderate threat, a mild threat, or no threat at all.  

                            Ser  Mod   Mild  None  ?   Total

The use of N-weapons by a

  terrorist organization     67   20    10     2    1   100

World war involving the use 

  of N-weapons               58   15    18     9    -   100

An Environmental disaster 

 from damage to a N-weapon   58   26    13     3    1   100

The spread of N-weapons to 

 countries who did not have 

 them before                 53   28    13     4    1   100

An accidental firing of a

  nuclear weapon             52   19    22     6    1   100

A Limited N-war between Third

 World countries             49   25    19     6    2    100

3. As you may know, Canada has signed global treaties to 

ban chemical and biological weapons. Do you strongly agree, 

somewhat agree, somewhat disagree of strongly disagree that 

Canada should negotiate an agreement to abolish nuclear 
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weapons?                    (Similar Q: UK Poll    USA Poll)

strongly agree   79%                 

                    }}93%                  87%        87%

somewhat agree   14% 

somewhat disagree 4%

strongly disagree 2%

don't know        1%

total           100%

4. As you may also know, Canada took a lead role in 

promoting the recent international treaty which banned anti-

personnel landmines. Would you support or oppose the idea of

 Canada taking a similar leadership role in promoting an 

international ban on nuclear weapons? Would you strongly 

support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose, or strongly 

oppose such a leadership role for Canada?

Strongly support  76%

Somewhat support  16%

Somewhat oppose    4%

Strongly oppose    3%

Don't know         1%

Total            100%

          

5. Right now, Canada does not possess any nuclear weapons 

itself. However, we are involved in military alliances, such

as NATO, with countries which have nuclear weapons like 

Britain, France and the United States. These alliances have 
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military strategies which would allow the use of nuclear 

weapons under certain circumstances.  Overall do you 

strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose or 

strongly oppose Canada being part of alliances which include

the use of nuclear weapons in their military strategies?

Strongly support    22%

Somewhat support    33%

Somewhat oppose     18%

Strongly oppose     24%

Don't know           3%

Total              100%
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@loas.clark.net [168.143.0.13])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id MAA13315;

 Wed, 1 Apr 1998 12:22:47 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA14788;

 Wed, 1 Apr 1998 15:12:34 -0500 (EST)

Date: Wed, 1 Apr 1998 15:12:34 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    1 Apr 98 15:47:59 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 1 Apr 98 15:46:43 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    1 Apr 98 15:46:40 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0
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April 1, 1998

TO: Coalition members and friends

FR: Daryl Kimball, Director
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RE: Cato Institue "Debate" on the Comprehensive Test Ban

As many of you were aware, the Cato Institute hosted a forum on the

ratification of the CTBT yesterday. Panelists speaking in favor were Robert

Bell (National Security Council), Tom Collina (Union of Concerned Scientists

and the Coalition's CTBT Wkg. Grp. Chair), Robert Barker (former Asst. to

the Sec. of Def. 1986-1992), and Marshall Billingslea (Sen. Helms' Foreign

Relat. Comm. staff).

I hope to be able to get a transcript or videotape from Cato to help inform

us about the details of the opposition's line of argument. Until that time,

here is a brief summary:

The  hour and a half-long debate was really a series of four presentations

because the moderator didn't enforce the time allotments or give panelists

an opportunity to reply to other panelists.

Bob Bell and Tom Collina laid out a strong, coherent case, similar to Bell's

remarks at recent briefings and speaking events and (Tom's) very much in

line with the case described in the new Coalition booklet, For A Safer

America. Bell also made a new and very strong point about the grave

consequences of Senate inaction or rejection of the CTBT and the idea of

resuming U.S. testing, including the likely resumption of testing by other

nations, the damage to the NPT regime, the withering intenational criticism,

and for what -- the possibility that there might be a safety problem that

may arise at some point in the future or the supposed need for additional

weapon types to add to our existing, well-tested, substantial arsenal? 
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Barker made a number of the same points that he made in his Congressional

testimony last fall, calling for a program of low-yield nuclear testing. He

also generously praised the Coalition's CTBT web site, recommending it to

those in attendance as a great resource.

Billingslea opened with the "this is not one of chairman Helms' priorities"

line because India will never ratify and the Treaty says India must ratify

for EIF. He then went on to cite miscellaneous (and old) examples of why he

thinks the Treaty is unverifiable, why it can't stop proliferant states from

producing crude bombs, and why it will lead erosion of the safety and

reliability of the arsenal, thus making it a "unilateral disarmament"

measure. He also attacked the Treaty because it would prevent the U.S. from

fielding new weapons types to address new threats. He claimed that  a new

weapon is needed to take out Libya's suspected chemical weapons facility --

he said that even the B-61 Mod. 11 is insufficient for the task.

In answer to a question from David Culp of Plutonium Challenge about why

Helms refuses to hold hearings and is that because he knows he doesn't have

the votes to defeat the Treaty? (This was one of the small number of

questions at the end of the opening presenations.) Billinglea made the

misleading claim that the "Reagan and Bush republicans" all agree that the

Treaty is not a good idea, citing a remark made by Sen. Ted Stevens (R-AK)

in a March 18 CTBT Senate hearing, and he repeated that Chairman Helms does

not think it is a priority.

The Cato Institute has not developed a formal position on CTBT ratification.
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The number of attendees was high, though most were from foreign embassies,

Cato analysts, pro-CTBT NGOs, the USG. Only five Senate staffers atttended.

Please contact me or any of the other Coalition members who were in

attendance if you have further questions.

DK

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Message-ID: <3522EA39.7A23@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 01 Apr 1998 17:30:33 -0800

From: mupj <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: ograbc@aol.com,, washofc@aol.com,,

 cwu_washington.parti@ecunet.com,, tom.hart@ecunet.org,,

 epf@igc.org,crramey@igc.org,, joe@fcnl.org,, bridget@fcnl.org,,

 kathy@fcnl.org,, mark.brown@ecunet.org,, mccwjdb@erols.com,,

 mknolldc@igc.org,, mupj@igc.org,,

 ncc_washington@ecunet.org,network@igc.org,,

 dave@paxchristiusa.org,, barbara_green@pcusa.org,,

 lwyolton@prodigy.com,, rac@uahc.org,, uuawo@aol.com,,

 joannabaker@juno.com,, gpowers@nccbuscc.org

Subject: Next meeting on CTBT grassroots campaign

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Colleagues:

The next meeting for religious organizations working together for CTBT 

ratification will occur on Wednesday, April 8 from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m. at 

the Friends Committee on National Legislation conference room 245 2nd 

Street, NE, Washington, DC.    We will ask for reports on what each 

organization is doing, and we will look ahead to what needs doing in the 
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next couple of months.  If you can't attend, would you please send me a 

summary of your activities to share with others?

The immediate challenges are (1) to get Senator Helms to schedule 

hearings on the CTBT by the Foreign Relations Committee and (2) to get 

Senator Lott to place the CTBT on the Senate's work program for this 

session.  To influence Helms we need to sustain and increase our efforts 

to persuade six swing-vote senators on the Foreign Relations Committee to 

come out in favor of ratification, or at least to ask for committee 

hearings.  They are Frist (TN), Lugar (IN), Hagel (NE), Brownback (KS), 

Thomas (WY), and Smith (OR).  So please keep up your efforts in those 

states.

We are also trying to get state and local religious leaders to sign "A 

Statement by American Religious Leaders: Ratify the CTBT."  If you 

haven't done so yet, please circulate it to your network -- at least in 

the six key states, but wider if you can.  For the latest list of 

national signers, contact Bridget Moix at FCNL (202 547-6000).

For your background on the broader CTBT grassroots campaign, I am 

attaching a report from Bob Tiller.

Shalom,

Howard

###
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Dear CTBT grassroots group,

We had an excellent meeting on March 19th!  To those of you who missed

it, you should have been there---we had a lot of energy flowing.

Why did we have such a good meeting, you may ask?  Because we started by

asking the question: where do we want to be a month from now?  We then

listed about 15 things that we want to accomplish over the next month,

and prioritized them.  Some of the goals/tasks are already underway,

others we identified as high or low priority.  Many people took specific

responsibilities.

The next meeting will be as follows.  Please put it on your calendar:

    date --- Thursday, April 16th
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    time --- 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon

    place --- FCNL, 245 2nd Street N.E.

My notes from March 19th follow.

Where do we want to be a month from now?  We agreed that the filter

through which we would look at each proposal would be whether it helps

to move us toward SFRC action (especially hearings) on CTBT.  We

previously identified about a dozen Tier 1 and Tier 2 swing Senators.

  1. Present a national religious leaders statement to Helms and Biden,

also state religious leaders statement to other Senators.  This is

UNDERWAY (Howard Hallman).
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  2. Letters to target Senators from a cross-section of leaders in

state, the "Maine style" approach.  This is a HIGH PRIORITY for us.  We

will ask all DC people who are serving as contacts for the state contact

people to initiate this.  Kathy Crandall will call the DC contacts.

  3. More calls and letters to target Senators from grassroots

individuals.  This is a HIGH PRIORITY.  See phone bank, #11 below.

  4. 50 more NGOs endorse CTBT.  We all have assignments from Daryl and

we need to make our calls.

  5. Web page for CTBT grassroots work up  This is UNDERWAY, as part of

PSR's web site, found at www.psr.org --- Kathy Crandall will be
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responsible for getting items on it.

  6. 2 more state polls on CTBT.  This is underway (Daryl Kimball).

  7. Professors letter on CTBT.  This is UNDERWAY (Daryl Kimball).

  8. White House "walk-by event" with heads of organizations.  Efforts

to set this up are UNDERWAY (Daryl Kimball).

  9. Scientists letter on CTBT.  This is UNDERWAY (Michael Pancook).

  10. Every Tier 1 and Tier 2 Senator visited by constituents during

Easter recess.  This is a HIGH PRIORITY and we need to press our state
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people to seek appointments.  The DC contacts should be especially

active in asking the state contacts to do this.

  11. Phone bank, calling constituents in target states, especially

those who received the latest postcard.  This is a HIGH PRIORITY, and

Bridget Moix will set it up --- call her for details.  We decided that

we would not set a specific date for constituents to call in.

  12. At least 10 op-eds and editorials in major newspapers.  Daryl

Kimball and Bill Eisenstein will coordinate.  All of us are welcome to

write op-eds for circulation.

  13. At least 20 letters to the editor.  This will be a low priority

for us, but we encourage 20/20 to keep up the good work.
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  14. At least 10 city council resolution passed.  Kathy Crandall will

pull together samples for distribution.  This is a low priority for our

work because it really needs one-on-one contacts and local initiative.

  15. Five Republican Senators put out a letter urging Helms to hold

hearings.

We will meet again on April 16th.  Come with your ideas for what we

should accomplish in the following month.

Shalom,

Bob Tiller
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Message-ID: <35231927.68D3@igc.apc.org>

Date: Wed, 01 Apr 1998 20:50:47 -0800

From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: d.atwood@mbox.unicc.org

Subject: NPT PrepCom speaker

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear David:

We have received several suggestions for the NGO presenter on the 

spiritual and ethical perspective.  I've conferred with David Robinson 

(Pax Christi USA) and Clayton Ramey (U.S. FOR), the other two 

co-conveners of the Religious Working Group.  We've concluded that Marie 

Pierre Bovy is our first choice if she is willing to undertake this 

assignment.  

Would you be willing to ask her in our behalf?  (You can just forward 

this letter to her if that's the easiest way.)  If she is willing, we 

will need to touch base with Felicity Hill, who is coordinating NGO 

presentations, for the NGO committee is seeking a balance of gender, 

race, continents, etc.  But I expect that Ms. Bovy would be well 

received.
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Her presentation will be one of thirteen by NGO representatives, probably 

the first one.  Ten minutes are allotted for each presentation (that's 

four to five pages of double-space text).  I'm gathering ideas for the 

content from several sources and will share these ideas with her as 

suggestions to incorporate into the presentation.  The statement by 

Cardinal Danneels and Dr. Raiser is another source of themes.  We would 

ask her to produce a first draft, which Dave Robinson, Clayton Ramey, and 

I would comment on. We would also want to show a near-final draft to 

Felicity Hill.

I don't know whether the NPT PrepCom language will be English only, 

English and French, or the whole panoply of U.N. languages.   Perhaps you 

know that or could find out.   If  French is one of the languages and Ms. 

Bovy  would want to speak in her native tongue, we would like to have an 

English text available.

Although the date for NGO presentations hasn't been determined, 

Wednesday, April 29 seems a probability.  The NGO committee would like 

all presenters to be in Geneva by Sunday, April 26 if possible so that 

they can put together a well-orchestrated presentation.  But that's not 

an absolute requirement.

If Marie Pierre Povy is willing to undertake this assignment, please let 

me know and supply me with her address and phone number so that I can 

communicate with her directly.
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Thanks for your assistance.

Howard
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Date: Wed, 01 Apr 1998 20:55:28 -0800
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Subject: Re: NPT Preparatory Committee Reception

References: <9803318913.AA891378208@mail-out.un.org>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Tamara Malinova wrote:

> 

> Dear Mr. Hallman,

> 

> Following your letter of 6 March 1998, may I remind you that your

> proposal for including Ambassador Wyzner's name on the invitations for

> the reception sponsored by your organization on Monday, 27 April, was

> accepted. Ambassador Wyzner is planning also to give, on behalf of the

> delegates, a brief response in respect of the second session of the

> PrepCom for the 2000 NPT Review Conference at the reception.

> 

> Would you be so kind to give us a little bit more details about your

> expectations regarding the nature of such brief response. Should it be

> more formal and substantive, or more general and informal?
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> 

> We would really appreciate your help in this matter.

> 

> Yours sincerely,

> Tamara Malinova 

> Political Affairs Officer

> Department for Disarmament Affairs

> United Nations

Dear Ms. Malinova:

I have delayed replying to your letter regarding Ambassador Wyzner's 

remarks at the April 27 reception until I had the final draft of the 

statement that Cardinal Danneels and Dr. Raiser are issuing prior to the 

NPT Preparatory Committee meeting.  It is attached.  We are sending it to 

foreign ministries of the NPT signatory states with a request that they 

take the statement's ideas into account in preparing instructions for 

their delegation to the NPT Preparatory Committee.

We see the reception as a fairly informal event.  Dr. Raiser will welcome 

the delegates to Geneva.  At this stage we don't have a text for his 

remarks, so we cannot speak with absolute authority on what he will say. 

  But we believe he is likely to emphasize that the delegates have a 

great opportunity to make substantial progress during their two-week 

session in the quest for the abolition of nuclear weapons.  He'll make 

the moral case for action but probably won't go into great detail on 
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substantive steps, such as those offered in the last paragraphs of the 

statement.  He may pick up the idea that the delegates have a loyalty to 

humankind that challenges them to go beyond traditional political 

alliances.  Cardinal Danneels will speak second and will offer 

complementary remarks along the same lines.  Although we can't control 

their time, my guess is that their remarks won't exceed five minutes 

each.

With this as their approach, we think that Ambassador Wyzner's response 

could be fairly informal.  We would not necessarily expect him to make a 

formal response to the policy ideas presented in Cardinal Danneels' and 

Dr. Raiser's advance statement, though he is welcome to take up these 

ideas if he chooses.  He will be able to offer his expectation of the 

outcome of the Preparatory Committee session.

The intent of the reception is to help set a positive tone for the NPT 

Preparatory Committee meeting, to express hope for a constructive 

outcome, to lift up before the delegates the great opportunity they have 

for their two-week session to yield important, substantive 

accomplishments.

If you need further information, please let me know.

Shalom,

Howard W. Hallman
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        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 

of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 

Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons 

slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was quite 

apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would probably 

occur in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the 

increased destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that just ends cannot be achieved through wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 
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in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burdened with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 

humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 

preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches in 1983 stated: "We believe that the time has come 

when the churches must unequivocally declare that the production and 

deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a crime against 

humanity and that such activities must be condemned on ethical and 

theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the institution of a 

universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear weapons and warfare are 

delegitimized and condemn as violations of international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 
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condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth agree on the need to eliminate 

nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in Article 

VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) "to 

the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 

disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice 

unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in good 

faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously. We call upon 

the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a 

notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all nuclear 

weapons. 

        First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the nuclear 

weapon states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to 

nuclear abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, 

retired generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on 

what these steps should be.  They include:
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· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 

vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 

United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, other nations need not wait until 

they are willing to become engaged.  Rather as stewards of God's Earth, 

non-nuclear weapon states can begin the task of developing a nuclear 

weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to abolish 

all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 
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consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  Loyalty to 

all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political blocs of nations. 

We urge delegates to act now decisively and courageously for the benefit 

of all the peoples of Earth.

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General 

Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

March 1998
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Lab to Make More Triggers For H-Bombs Goal: Keeping Stockpile Of

Warheads Reliable

                  By Walter Pincus

                  Washington Post Staff Writer

                  Thursday, April 2, 1998; Page A03

   Los Alamos National Laboratory, birthplace of the atomic bomb, for

the first time in almost 40 years is preparing to produce plutonium

triggers, key components of hydrogen bombs, as a way to keep warheads in

the U.S. nuclear stockpile reliable and to prepare a reserve supply if

additional weapons are built in the future.

       The United States has halted production of new generations of

nuclear weapons and stopped underground nuclear testing in 1992.

President Clinton sent the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty to the Senate

lastSeptember for ratification.

       However, the administration maintains a $4.5 billion annual

program called "stockpile stewardship" that is  designed "to insure a

high level of confidence in the safety and reliability of nuclear

weapons in the active stockpile," Department of Energy (DOE) Secretary

Federico Pe=B1a told Congress last week.

          The program includes building new elements for existing

weapons, such as plutonium triggers, replenishing decaying nuclear
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materials in the weapons and designing new ways to test weapons

components without conducting nuclear explosive tests that are banned by

agreement or treaty.

         The United States has seven weapons systems in its     =20

strategic nuclear stockpile, which totals about 7,000 warheads: the MX

land-based ICBM, each with 10 warheads; the land-based Minuteman III

ICBM with three warheads each; the Trident I and Trident II

submarine-launched ICBMs with up to five warheads each; the Tomahawk

cruise missile with one warhead; and the B-61 and B-63 nuclear bombs.

        President George Bush withdrew all land-based tactical  weapons,

including some bombs, from Europe and the Far East in 1991, and shortly

thereafter sea-based short-range nuclear devices from ships at sea.

       The strategic stockpiled weapons have plutonium triggers, which

are small atomic bombs that initiate a thermonuclear explosion of much

greater power. Since plutonium is radioactive and changes over time, a

handful are taken apart periodically for testing and then must be

replaced.

       The new triggers will also be available to form a war reserve "if

it became necessary to rebuild the stockpile," according to Paul

Cunningham, who heads the plutonium program at Los Alamos.  Another key

aspect of the stewardship program involves tritium gas, the radioactive

isotope of hydrogen, which is the critical element in all U.S.

stockpiled nuclear fusion weapons.
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    DOE has not produced tritium for 10 years, but since tritium decays

at 5.5 percent per year, the U.S. must continually replenish the tritium

in the stockpiled weapons. For now, tritium requirements have been met

by using tritium from warheads that are being dismantled. But to keep

the strategic stockpile reliable, DOE has determined it must develop a

new tritium production source by 2005, when the dismantling process will

be   coming to an end.

   Pena told Congress last week that he will choose a new tritium source

this year between Los Alamos, which has proposed a new type of

accelerator system, and Savanna River, which would use a traditional,

commercial lightwater nuclear reactor.

     Another key part of the stockpile stewardship program is the $1.2

billion National Ignition Facility (NIF) under construction at Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory. It will reproduce within a laboratory the

conditions of temperature and density of matter close to those that

occur in the detonation of nuclear weapons.

     The NIF will give the United States the ability to study the

behavior of matter and the transfer of energy and radiation in order to

understand the basic physics of nuclear weapons and predict their

performance without underground nuclear testing.

      Although some foreign countries look on the stockpile program as a

way for the United States secretly to develop new nuclear devices,
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Spurgeon Keeney, president of the Arms Control Association, a nonprofit

group that advocates arms control, disagrees.

    "I don't think there will be any new weapons produced by

this program. Radical new developments such as X-ray or new fusion

weapons would not be developed or fielded based on computer simulations

and no one in the military  or scientific community would certify

weapons created in this way," Keeney said yesterday in an interview.

**************************************

FROM: Disarmament Clearinghouse

 Kathy Crandall, Coordinator

 1101 14th Street NW #700

 Washington, DC 20005

 TEL: 202 898 0150 ext.232

 FAX: 202 898 0172

 <disarmament@igc.org>
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Return-Path: <malinova@un.org>

Received: from gatekeeper6.un.org (firewall-user@gatekeeper6.un.org [157.150.192.15])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA08973

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Thu, 2 Apr 1998 08:03:32 -0800 (PST)

Received: by gatekeeper6.un.org; id LAA15928; Thu, 2 Apr 1998 11:45:23 -0500 (EST)

Received: from unknown(157.150.191.4) by gatekeeper6.un.org via smap (3.2)

 id xma015831; Thu, 2 Apr 98 11:45:06 -0500

Received: from ccMail by mail-out.un.org (ccMail Link to SMTP R6.01.01)

    id AA891532381; Thu, 02 Apr 98 10:53:02 -0500

Message-Id: <9804028915.AA891532381@mail-out.un.org>

X-Mailer: ccMail Link to SMTP R6.01.01

Date: Thu, 02 Apr 98 10:50:12 -0500

From: "Tamara Malinova"<malinova@un.org>

To: <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: NPT Preparatory Committee Reception

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Mr. Hallman,

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 1 April 1998 written

in reply to our query concerning the reception sponsored by your

organization on Monday, 27 April.
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Many thanks for your help and good wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Tamara Malinova
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>

Received: from loas.clark.net (root@mail.clark.net [168.143.0.10])

 by igcb.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id HAA05693;

 Thu, 2 Apr 1998 07:49:36 -0800 (PST)

Received: from local.clw.org (clw.org [204.245.159.2])

 by loas.clark.net (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id KAA00293;

 Thu, 2 Apr 1998 10:47:53 -0500 (EST)

Date: Thu, 2 Apr 1998 10:47:53 -0500 (EST)

Received: from CLW/SpoolDir by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    2 Apr 98 11:22:25 -0500

Received: from SpoolDir by CLW (Mercury 1.21); 2 Apr 98 11:21:59 -0500

Received: from clw13.clw.org by local.clw.org (Mercury 1.21);

    2 Apr 98 11:21:50 -0500

X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: dkimball@clw.org

From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)

Subject: Proliferation News Service

Message-ID: <13933AC21F5B@local.clw.org>

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

>Return-path: <joseph@ceip.org> 

>From: "Cirincione, Joseph" <joseph@ceip.org>

>To: "dkimball@clw.org" <dkimball@clw.org>

>Subject: Proliferation News Service
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>Date: Thu, 02 Apr 98 10:45:00 E

>

>

>Daryl:

>

>Would you pass this on to the Coalition members?

>

>I would like to let the Coalition members know about a new service I 

>inherited when I came to Carnegie.

>

>Two or three times a week we e-mail articles and items we have collected on 

>the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.  They are collected by 

>Toby Dalton here at the Non-Proliferation Project.  We are working to keep 

>them focus on this narrow subject and to avoid duplication of other useful 

>clippings sent out, for example, by the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers 

>or the Disarmament Clearinghouse.

>

>If you would like to get this "Proliferation News Service" in your mailbox 

>(free), please just send an e-mail to:

>

>dalton@ceip.org

>

>Thanks,

>

>Joe

>____________________________________

>
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>Joseph Cirincione

>Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

>1779 Massachusetts Ave., NW

>Washington, DC 20036

>

>(202) 939-2297 (phone)

>(202) 483-1840 (fax)

>joseph@ceip.org

___________________________________

Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

at Council for a Livable World Education Fund

110 Maryland Ave. NE #201

Washington  DC 20002

p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142

website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/

___________________________________
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Return-Path: <ipb@iprolink.ch>

Received: from mail.iprolink.ch (rsge1.iprolink.ch [194.41.63.1])

 by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id EAA13610

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 3 Apr 1998 04:09:57 -0800 (PST)

Received: from 218lan235.iprolink.ch (218lan74.iprolink.ch [193.189.218.74])

 by mail.iprolink.ch (ipl/ipl) with SMTP id OAA128592

 for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 3 Apr 1998 14:09:51 +0200

Received: by 218lan235.iprolink.ch with Microsoft Mail

 id <01BD5F0A.F9129C20@218lan235.iprolink.ch>; Fri, 3 Apr 1998 14:15:36 +-200

Message-ID: <01BD5F0A.F9129C20@218lan235.iprolink.ch>

From: International Peace Bureau <ipb@iprolink.ch>

To: "'mupj'" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Subject: RE: Hotel for PrepCom

Date: Fri, 3 Apr 1998 12:01:40 +-200

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

Dear Howard

As it turns out, we will not be making a block hotel booking.

These have recently been recommended, though, and might be (very =

slightly) cheaper than the Luserna.  Not much difference in terms of =

distance from UN:
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1. Hotel des Arcades (on your list)

2. Hotel At Home

rue de Fribourg 16

1201 Geneva

tel:  +41-22-732-26-93

fax:  738-44-30

single with bath/shower:  102 CHF

Best wishes,

Adam Berry

March 15, 1998

To: Adam Berry and Jo Tyler

When I was in Geneva in February for the NGO planning meeting, I booked =

a=20

room for April 25 to May 9 at Hotel Luserna at CHF 115 (with shower and=20

toilet).  If the NGO Committee arranges for a block of rooms that would=20

produce a lower rate, I would be interested.  However, I do want a=20

private shower and toilet.  I assume that such a hotel would be=20

convenient to the Palais de Nations by bus or walking.  I will arrive=20

Saturday afternoon, April 25 and depart early Saturday morning, May 9.

Please keep me advised.
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Shalom,

Howard Hallman
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Return-Path: <flick@igc.apc.org>

Received: from [198.94.4.30] (flick@ppp4-30.igc.org)

 by igce.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id MAA25358;

 Fri, 3 Apr 1998 12:31:06 -0800 (PST)

X-Sender: flick@pop.igc.apc.org (Unverified)

Message-Id: <v02140b00b149fd154e89@[198.94.4.9]>

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Date: Sat, 4 Apr 1998 03:41:32 +0100

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

From: flick@igc.apc.org (flick)

Subject: NGO Presentations

Cc: basecln@gaia.psdn.org.ph, oliver.meier@bits.de,

        kalinowski@hrzpub.tu-darmstadt.de, arjun@ieer.org,

        Simon.Carroll@ams.greenpeace.org, dkimball@clw.org, wslf@igc.apc.org,

        datan@igc.org, jbloomfield@gn.apc.org, aruna@intouch.com

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Dear Folks,

As the convenor of the last NGO presentation at the NPT, and as the someone

helping to coordinate the complete programme of NGO presenations (i.e.

avoiding overlap, consulting with you all on the order etc) I would

appreciate it if you could let me know how things are progressing with your

presentation.

If you could send me a draft of what you have so far, that would be great.
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If you already have, thanks.

I would also appreciate knowing when you are arriving in Geneva.  I think

it would be a good idea to meet on Sunday 24th of April, perhaps for an

evening meal, to discuss

Felicity Hill
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35258CE6.4740@igc.apc.org>

Date: Fri, 03 Apr 1998 17:29:10 -0800

From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: flick <flick@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: NGO Presentations

References: <v02140b00b149fd154e89@[198.94.4.9]>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

flick wrote:

> 

> Dear Folks,

> 

> As the convenor of the last NGO presentation at the NPT, and as the someone

> helping to coordinate the complete programme of NGO presenations (i.e.

> avoiding overlap, consulting with you all on the order etc) I would

> appreciate it if you could let me know how things are progressing with your presentation.....

Dear Flick:

I've been collected suggestions for the presenter and ideas for the 

presentation for the one on spiritual and ethical values.  In conferring 
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with the other two co-conveners of the Religious Working Group, we have 

decided to determine if Marie Pierre Bovy of France might be available.  

If she is, we'll touch base with you and then work with her on the 

presentation.  It may be another week or so before we have a first draft. 

 But don't worry.  It will be appropriate and will be done on time.

I'm arriving in Geneva around mid-day on Saturday, April 25.  I'll be 

available to meet on Sunday, the 26th.

Shalom,

Howard
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>From arjun  Fri Apr  3 15:51:44 1998

Return-Path: <arjun@igc.apc.org>

Received: from pppe-97.igc.org (arjun@pppe-97.igc.org)

 by igc3.igc.apc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id PAA11830;

 Fri, 3 Apr 1998 15:51:32 -0800 (PST)

Date: Fri, 3 Apr 1998 15:51:32 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <2.2.16.19980403174842.3887adf0@pop.igc.org>

X-Sender: arjun@pop.igc.org

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.2 (16)

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

To: flick@igc.apc.org (flick), mupj@igc.apc.org

From: Arjun Makhijani <arjun@igc.apc.org>

Subject: Re: NGO Presentations

Cc: basecln@gaia.psdn.org.ph, oliver.meier@bits.de,

        kalinowski@hrzpub.tu-darmstadt.de, arjun@ieer.org,

        Simon.Carroll@ams.greenpeace.org, dkimball@clw.org, wslf@igc.apc.org,

        datan@igc.org, jbloomfield@gn.apc.org, aruna@intouch.com

X-Mozilla-Status: 0011

I will send you a draft on the nuclear fuel cycle, health and environment

paper by the middle of next week.  I am open to suggestions any of you may

have for inclusion.  I have not received any yet.>

I will probably be in Geneva in time for the Sunday meeting you propose.

Arjun
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Return-Path: <wagingpeace@napf.org>

Received: from beach.silcom.com (beach.silcom.com [199.201.128.19])

        by igc7.igc.org (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id PAA09389

        for <mupj@igc.apc.org>; Fri, 3 Apr 1998 15:51:26 -0800 (PST)

Received: from dial.silcom.com (pm4-19.sba1.avtel.net [207.71.218.219])

        by beach.silcom.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with SMTP id PAA00312;

        Fri, 3 Apr 1998 15:46:46 -0800 (PST)

Message-Id: <3.0.32.19980403151542.007d9b30@silcom.com>

X-Sender: napf@silcom.com

X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)

Date: Fri, 03 Apr 1998 15:31:50 -0800

To: mtbracer@earthlink.com, mtbracer@earthlink.com,

        mthompson@arts.adelaide.edu.au, mtp@cdh.net, mtrout1234@aol.com,

        mueller@storm.simpson.edu, mugwort@pobox.com,

        mundkowski.drachsler@t-online.de, mupj@igc.apc.org,

        murat.germen@alum.mit.edu

From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <wagingpeace@napf.org>

Subject: The Sunflower

Mime-Version: 1.0

Content-Type: text/enriched; charset="iso-8859-1"

Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

NOTE: Activate your word wrap function! =20

PLEASE: Notify us if you did not receive the March newsletter!
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                          THE SUNFLOWER

                a free electronic monthly newsletter                        =

=20

                         No. 11 April 1998           =20

                    NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

      The Sunflower is an educational newsletter providing

      information on nuclear weapons abolition and other issues

              relating to peace in the Nuclear Age.=20

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                           IN THIS ISSUE   =20

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

          # NEWS

               NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
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                    NATO Expansion Threatens Nuclear Disarmament

                    NRDC Reports Progress in Nuclear Disarmament=20

               DETERRENCE

                    U.S. Post-Cold War Nuclear Globalism

                    U.S. Study Supports "Irrationality" as Official Strategy

               WHERE DO RETIRED NUCLEAR BOMBS GO?

                    Surplus Plutonium: MOX Vs. Vitrification

               CONTINUATION OF THE ARMS RACE

                    Subcritical test conducted=20

               INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

                    U.S. Still Owes $1.3 Billion to UN

               NUCLEAR WASTE

                    Major Anti-Nuclear Protest in Ahaus, Germany
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                    Japanese Waste Shipment

                    Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste Dump

               HISTORICAL NOTE

                    Eisenhower's Predelegation of Nuclear Strike to Military

          # ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE

          # DATES TO REMEMBER

          # EVENTS

          # RESOURCES & DOCUMENTS

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

"NATO expansion is the equivalent of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution that=

 authorized the war in Vietnam."=20

Michael Mandelbaum, John Hopkins University

"NATO expansion involves undefined commitments that tie the hands of future=

 Presidents."=20
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Sen. Patrick Moynihan, D-NY

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D

NATO Expansion Threatens Nuclear Disarmament

--------------------------------------------

The fateful decision to expand NATO by bringing in three new members -- =

 Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic -- can be defeated if only 1/3 of=

 the Senate votes "No."  There are many compelling reasons why NATO=

 expansion is fraught with peril for world peace!  NATO expansion risks=

 drawing a new dividing line in Europe, it increases Russia's hostility=

 toward the West, it endangers the process of nuclear disarmament, and will=

 be an economic burden for all but the arms traffickers.  While the White=

 House made the next U.S.-Russia summit conditional on Russian ratification=

 of START II, sixteen former Senators have signed a letter to the U.S.=

 Senate expressing their opposition to NATO expansion especially because it=

 will delay START II ratification and impede nuclear disarmament. (Reuters=

 980313)

--> To read the Senators' letters go to=
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 http://www.wagingpeace.org/sen_opp_NATO_expansion.html =20

--> For articles on NATO expansion see:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles.html#NATO

--> especially: http://www.wagingpeace.org/nato_expansion_dr.html

=3D=3D> To oppose NATO expansion go to:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/aa_9803_NATO_expansion.html

NRDC Reports Progress in Nuclear Disarmament

--------------------------------------------

In a new study, "Taking Stock: Worldwide Nuclear Deployments 1998," the=

 Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) finds that the number of nuclear=

 bombs worldwide has shrunk by nearly half (from nearly 70,000 in the=

 mid-1980s to about 36,000 at the end of last year) and that four out of=

 five nuclear storage sites have been closed since the end of the Cold War. =

 Furthermore, NRDC expects the number of warheads and deployment sites to=

 continue shrinking as older nuclear weapons continue to be retired and the=

 U.S. and Russia pare their arsenals under Strategic Arms Reduction (START)=

 treaties.  South Korea, Guam, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, the former East=

 Germany, Czechoslovakia, and 14 former Soviet republics are free of nuclear=

 weapons.  Today, the United States is the only country with nuclear weapons=

 outside its borders.=20
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--> For a summary see: http://www.nrdc.org/nrdcpro/tkstock/tssum.html

DETERRENCE

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D

U.S. Post-Cold War Nuclear Globalism

------------------------------------

The U.S. military has devised several ways to adapt its perceived need for a=

 viable nuclear deterrent to the post-cold war disappearance of the Soviet=

 threat.  A new nuclear weapon (the bunker buster B61-11) permits destroying=

 hardened command bunkers using fewer nuclear weapons.  The new Presidential=

 Directive (PDD 60) calls for the reduction of targets in Russia, increase=

 of targets in China, and the use of nuclear weapons against "rogue" states=

 using chemical or biological weapons.  These new developments highlight the=

 disharmony between U.S. rhetoric and praxis.  In 1995, President Clinton=

 issued a "negative security assurance," pledging that the United States=

 would not use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear weapons states parties to=

 the NPT treaty.  Now, the U.S. military sees "increasingly capable Third=

 World threats" as an important justification for maintaining an "enduring"=

 U.S. nuclear arsenal, while newly targeted "rogue states" feel justified to=

 acquire nuclear weapons themselves. (AP 980301, BASIC)
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U.S. Study Supports "Irrationality" as Official Strategy

--------------------------------------------------------

A study by the U.S. Strategic Command strongly recommends ambiguity in U.S.=

 nuclear deterrence.  In threatening nuclear destruction the study suggests=

 that the U.S. should not appear too rational and cool-headed.  Indeed, the=

 study argues, irrationality and vindictiveness "should be part of the=

 national persona we project to all adversaries."  This is a strategy=

 fraught with danger since infusing "rational deterrence" with elements of=

 irrationality would fail if a nuclear opponent indeed believed an attack=

 were imminent.  The 1995 study, entitled "Essentials of Post-Cold War=

 Deterrence," has been made public through the following research report:=

 British American Security Information Council, NUCLEAR FUTURES:=

 PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION AND US NUCLEAR STRATEGY,=

 written by Hans M. Kristensen. =20

=3D=3D> For more information see: http://www.basicint.org/nfuture2.htm

WHERE DO RETIRED NUCLEAR BOMBS GO?

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D

Surplus Plutonium: MOX Vs. Vitrification
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----------------------------------------

The U.S. and Russia have dismantled thousands of nuclear warheads since the=

 end of the Cold War and are considering using the surplus weapons-grade=

 plutonium as fuel for nuclear power plants.  Under the plan, plutonium=

 would be mixed with uranium to make uranium-plutonium oxide fuel rods --=

 known as mixed oxide fuel, or MOX.  The proposal is dangerous for several=

 reasons:  Control over plutonium would be moved from military to civilian=

 hands, increasing the risks of nuclear proliferation.  Moreover, plutonium=

 can be separated out and is suitable for "direct use" in nuclear weapons=

 (IAEA), which increases the likelihood of theft.  Instead of using=

 plutonium as a fuel, it appears to be safer and less expensive to=

 immobilize the bomb-grade material through a process called vitrification. =

 The U.S. Department of Energy said last year it was considering both=

 options, while conducting environmental studies on the best method of=

 disposing of plutonium.  A final decision is expected later this year. (NYT=

 980312, GB 980313)=20

 --> For more see: http://www.nirs.org/moxtritium/moxtrit.htm

CONTINUATION OF THE ARMS RACE

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=

=3D=3D=3D=3D
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Subcritical Test Conducted

--------------------------

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) conducted a subcritical nuclear test=

 called "Stagecoach" about 960 feet underground at the Nevada Test Site in=

 the LYNER complex (also called the U1a complex) on Wednesday March 25.  The=

 test was designed by the Los Alamos Lab in New Mexico, and consisted of=

 five experiments involving a total of 2 pounds 2 ounces of plutonium and=

 255 pounds of high explosives, according to a DOE press release.=

 (Try-Valley CAREs)

   Sub-critical tests are a component of the DOE's Science Based Stockpile=

 Stewardship (SBSS), and are intended to show whether nuclear weapons=

 components such as Plutonium and Uranium will develop problems as they age.=

  The blasts will not produce a nuclear chain-reaction explosion.  They are=

 called "sub-critical" because they never reach "critical mass."=

 Sub-critical tests violate the spirit of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty=

 (CTBT) and introduce a new means of pursuing improved nuclear weapons.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D

U.S. Still Owes $1.3 Billion to UN
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----------------------------------

In April Congress is expected to take up legislation which would provide=

 U.S. payments of outstanding debt to the United Nations ($1.3 billion).=

 While payment of U.S. debt to the UN is a legal and moral obligation, some=

 Members of Congress are reluctant to support the funding. The continued=

 failure of the U.S. to honor its legal obligations threatens the financial=

 viability of the UN.  The cost of further delay could be significant --=

 both for the achievement of U.S. foreign policy goals and for the future of=

 international cooperation. =20

=3D=3D> Urge your Senator to vote in favor of paying U.S. debt to the UN!

=3D=3D> Go to: http://www.wagingpeace.org/aa_9803.html

NUCLEAR WASTE

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D

Major Anti-Nuclear Protest in Ahaus, Germany

--------------------------------------------

About 30,000 police in full riot gear escorted six CASTOR steel canisters=

 with high-level radioactive waste on its 17 hour journey from southern=

 Germany to an "interim" storage dump near the small town of Ahaus by the=
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 German/Dutch border. About 6 miles into its journey the train was stopped=

 by protesters who had chained and cemented themselves to the track. =

 Several of the thousands of demonstrators were wounded in fights with the=

 police.  One federal boarder patrol officer, guarding the track, was=

 accidentally killed by another passing train.  The operation is thought to=

 have been the biggest police deployment in Germany's post-war history. (G=

 980321)

Japanese Waste Shipment

-----------------------

On March 13, 1998 the British-flagged ship, Pacific Swan, with 30 tons of=

 high-level nuclear waste from France, docked in Mutsu-Ogasawara, Japan. =

 Upon arrival, the local governor stopped the unloading because of=

 uncertainty about Japan's long-term storage sites for the shipment.  On its=

 passage through the Panama Canal on February 6, three Greenpeace activists=

 boarded the unguarded vessel revealing a weakness in the ship's security. =

 Moreover, it appears that no security risk assessment had been prepared for=

 this shipment. (GB 980313)

Yucca Mountain Nuclear Waste Dump

---------------------------------
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In the United States more than 40,000 tons of used reactor fuel have piled=

 up at 71 civilian nuclear power plants in 34 states, with the amount=

 growing every year.  Reactor storage pools are filling up, and 10 plants=

 have had to put fuel in dry-cask storage, which has been expensive and=

 controversial.  As we reported in our October Sunflower, Congress has plans=

 to store the country's nuclear waste in an above-ground interim lot near=

 Yucca Mountain, Nevada close to the designated underground nuclear waste=

 dump. =20

New findings of higher-than-expected seismic movement at Yucca Mountain=

 could slow down approval of the underground dump site. The April 1998 issue=

 of "Science" reports that the Earth's crust at Yucca Mountain is stretched=

 by about 0.3 millimeters a year, while nuclear waste remains radioactive=

 for thousands of years.  During that time, any earthquake or volcanic=

 activity could breach the proposed underground storage site and allow the=

 deadly contents to escape into the environment. (SBNP 980131, LAT 980327)

=3D=3D> For more see:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/aa_971014_mobile_chernobyl.html

=3D=3D> And: http://www.nirs.org

HISTORICAL NOTE

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D
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Eisenhower's Predelegation of Nuclear Strike to Military

--------------------------------------------------------

In late 1959 President Eisenhower approved "predelegation" instructions=

 authorizing top commanders to respond rapidly with a nuclear strike in case=

 a Soviet attack on Washington killed national command authorities, such as=

 the President.  President Kennedy decided to let the instructions stand. =

 They remained in effect during both the 1961-1962 Berlin Crisis and the=

 October 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, after which Secretary of Defense Robert=

 McNamara judged them to be "not in the US interest."  It is not known=

 whether or not this "predelegation" authority remains in effect. =20

=3D=3D> For more details as well as a chronology of presidential decisions=

 see: http://www.seas.gwu.edu/nsarchive/news/19980319.htm

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                          ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

1) =3D=3D> ASK THE PRESIDENT TO MAKE PDD 60 PUBLIC

    =3D=3D> Read op-ed article at: http://www.wagingpeace.org/pdd60.html
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   =3D=3D> LET THE PRESIDENT KNOW WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT "AMBIGUOUS"=

 DETERRENCE AND "PREDELEGATION" OF HIS NUCLEAR AUTHORITY

    =3D=3D> contact the PRESIDENT:     mailto:president@whitehouse.gov

2) =3D=3D> ASK YOUR SENATORS TO VOTE YES ON PAYING U.S.'s DUES TO THE UNITED=

 NATIONS IN FULL THIS YEAR

   =3D=3D> http://www.wagingpeace.org/aa_9803.html=20

   =3D=3D> ASK YOUR SENATORS TO OPPOSE NATO EXPANSION AND=20

   =3D=3D> http://www.wagingpeace.org/aa_9803_NATO_expansion.html

   =3D=3D> contact your SENATORS:        http://www.senate.gov/senator/

A complete list of all Congressional phone and fax numbers and e-mail=

 addresses can be found at:=20

Senate: http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/Documents.center/congress/sen97.txt=

=20

House: http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/Documents.center/congress/hou97.txt=

=20
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3) =3D=3D> SIGN THE ABOLITION 2000 INTERNATIONAL PETITION

            http://www.wagingpeace.org/intlpetition.html

4) =3D=3D> JOIN OUR ACTION ALERT NETWORK:  ACT NOW!

      To subscribe to "Act Now!" please send a message=20

      To:wagingpeace@napf.org

      Subject: <<leave empty>=20

      subscribe act-now-napf <<your email address here>=20

5) =3D=3D> FORWARD THIS NEWSLETTER TO A FRIEND

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                         DATES TO REMEMBER  =20

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------
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April 3, 1946  International Court of Justice=20

               holds first meeting at The Hague.

April 4, 1968  Martin Luther King is assassinated at age 39.

April 10, 1954 President Eisenhower sends Secretary of State Dulles to=20

               France to offer two atomic bombs for use against Vietnamese;=

=20

               French refuse offer.

April 10, 1972 Biological Weapons Convention signed at Washington, London=20

               and Moscow.

April 18, 1955 Albert Einstein dies.

April 16, 1970 U.S.-U.S.S.R. Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) opens in=

=20

               Vienna.

April 22, 1968 Treaty of Tlatelolco--Latin America Nuclear Weapons Free Zone=

=20
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               enters into force.

April 26, 1986 Chernobly Nuclear Power Plant accident sends radioactive=20

               cloud around the world and contaminates large areas of the=20

               Ukraine and Belarus.

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                               EVENTS  =20

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

April 3-4

Legacy of the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions at the=

 University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB).  Held in partnership with=

 the Foundation.  For information call (805) 893-3907 or contact us at=

 wagingpeace@napf.org

April 4

Jody Williams, coordinator of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines=
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 and 1997 Nobel Peace Laureate, will receive the Nuclear Age Peace=

 Foundation's Distinguished Peace Leadership Award; Santa Barbara,=

 California

April 7

"Building a Peace Culture: Task for the Next Millennium."  Lecture by Elise=

 Boulding, Prof. Emerita and Senior Fellow of the Dickey Center for=

 International Understanding at Dartmouth College, 4 p.m. at UCSB.  For=

 information call (805) 893-3907 or contact us at wagingpeace@napf.org

April 7-9

Global Network Against Weapons & Nuclear Power in Space, Annual Organizers=

 Meeting, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

April 10-13

Healing Global Wounds 1998 Spring Gathering at Nevada Test Site

         for more information go to:

         http://www.shundahai.org/HGW/index.html or
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         http://www.scruz.net/~hgw/

April 20: Earth Day

April 23

"Making the Case for Nuclear Abolition." Panel discussion with Jonathan=

 Schell, Robert McNamara (tentative), Robert Scheer, Alan Cranston, Linda=

 Velasquez, M.D., David Krieger @ El Rodeo School, 605 Whittier Drive,=

 Beverly Hills, 7:30 PM - 9:00 PM

For more information contact Jonathan Parfrey (PSR Los Angeles) ph:=

 310-458-2694 or psrsm@psr.org

April 27-May 8=20

Second PrepCom for the Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference, Geneva,=

 Switzerland.

May 1

"Re-making the U.N. for the 21st Century."  Lecture by Robert Orr, Senior=

 Advisor, U.S. Mission to the UN, 4 p.m. at UCSB.  For information call=
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 (805) 893-3907 or contact us at wagingpeace@napf.org

May 1 - 2

Annual Meeting of the Abolition 2000 Global Network for the Elimination of=

 Nuclear Weapons, Geneva, Switzerland.

May 19

"Sovereignty, Human Rights, and the New Pluralism in International=

 Relations."  Lecture by Daniel Philpott, Political Science Dept., UCSB, 4=

 p.m. at UCSB.  For information call (805) 893-3907 or contact us at=

 wagingpeace@napf.org

July 5 - 8

Annual Peace Retreat with Bishop Thomas Gumbleton.  Co-sponsored by the=

 Nuclear Age Peace Foundation and La Casa de Maria Retreat Center in Santa=

 Barbara.  For further information, contact us at wagingpeace@napf.org

July 23-24

International Network of Engineers and Scientists for Global Responsibility=
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 (INES) workshop on "New Security Concerns and Approaches" in Boston, MA. =

 For information contact Reiner Braun at mailto:R.Braun@lilly.ping.de

July 24-26

INES Executive Council meeting, Boston, MA. For information contact Reiner=

 Braun at mailto:R.Braun@lilly.ping.de

July 27-28

INES Seminar on Sustainability, Boston, MA.  For information contact Reiner=

 Braun at mailto:R.Braun@lilly.ping.de

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                     RESOURCES & DOCUMENTS

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

NEW ISSUE OF WAGING PEACE WORLDWIDE=20

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D
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*** The Foundation has released the newest issue of its journal WAGING PEACE=

 WORLDWIDE. The journal features the following articles:

DOUGLAS ROCHE: NATO=92s Expansion: Provocation Not Leadership=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/nato_expansion_dr.html

ALAN CRANSTON: Peace in the Twenty-First Century

GENERAL LEE BUTLER: Keep Sacred the Miracle of Existence

FRANK KELLY: Jody Williams -- Leader of a New Superpower

The Journal also announces the winners of the 1997 Barbara Mandigo Kelly=

 Peace Poetry Awards and reprints the winning poems. =20

Foundation members receive the journal three times a year as a benefit of=

 membership.=20

OTHER RESOURCES

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D

***AUDIO TAPES ($8.00 each plus $3.00 s&h)
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- "The Social Responsibility of Scientists" by Joseph Rotblat

- "A World Without War" by Joseph Rotblat

- "Musicians Don't Make War" by Lord Yehudi Menuhin

FREE OF CHARGE

=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D=3D

***A Statement by more than 100 Civilian Leaders in favor of nuclear=

 abolition can be found at:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/a2_statement_100leaders.html

***A speech delivered by General Lee Butler at the National Press Club in=

 Washington on February 2, 1998 can be found at:=

 http://www.wagingpeace.org/butler_speech_9802.html

***Speeches given by DAVID KRIEGER on the occasion of receiving more than 13=

 million signatures on the Abolition 2000 International Petition.

--Countless Voices of Hope http://www.wagingpeace.org/voices.html

--A Break in the Clouds http://www.wagingpeace.org/clouds.html
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--The Challenge of Our Time http://www.wagingpeace.org/challenge.html

***"Nuclear warfare. The public has a right to know." Op-ed on PDD 60 by=

 David Krieger (also at: http://www.wagingpeace.org/pdd60.html)

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                             FEEDBACK

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

Dear NAPF,

Thank you for the Sunflower.  It is excellent.

Robert L. Leonard, Department of Soil Science, Lincoln University, New=

 Zealand

Dear Waging Peace,

Many thanks for your wonderful informative web site.  I also appreciate=

 receiving the electronic Sunflower newsletter.  Many thanks,

G. Jacobson, Massachusetts
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       Please check out our web-page at: http://www.wagingpeace.org

             PLEASE SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS

                     mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

                              EDITORS

------------------------------~-oOo-~-------------------------------------

     David Krieger, J.D., Ph.D.  -  Christoph Hanterman, Ph.D.

------------------------------~-END-~-------------------------------------

To subscribe to "The Sunflower," please send a message=20

To:wagingpeace@napf.org

Subject: <<leave empty>
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subscribe sunflower-napf <<your email address here>

To unsubscribe from "The Sunflower," just send a message=20

To:wagingpeace@napf.org

Subject: <<leave empty>

unsubscribe sunflower-napf <<your email address here>

<bigger>                    NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION

        **********************************************************

                        A founding member of

                  and global contact point for the

                Abolition 2000 Global Network for the=20

                   Elimination of Nuclear Weapons

        **********************************************************
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                 1187 Coast Village Road, Suite 123

                    Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794

              Phone (805) 965-3443 * Fax (805) 568-0466

                   E- mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org

                     http://www.wagingpeace.org</bigger>
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35266D48.5E37@igc.apc.org>

Date: Sat, 04 Apr 1998 09:26:32 -0800

From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: 

        Canon Clement Janda <all_africa_conference_of_churches.parti@ecunet.org>

Subject: Statement on Nuclear Abolition

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Dear Canon Janda:

As co-convener of the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition, I 

want to share with you the attached statement on "Act Now for Nuclear 

Abolition", signed by Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the 

World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal Danneels, president of 

Pax Christi International.  It is addressed to delegates of the Nuclear 

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee, which meets in 

Geneva from April 27 to May 8, 1998.  The statement makes the religious 

and moral case for abolition of nuclear weapons and offers ideas on how 

the NPT Preparatory Committee can make progress toward that objective.

We are seeking additional signers of the statement.  Would you be willing 

to sign?  Would you also be willing to circulate the statement among 
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members of the All Africa Conference of Churches and request them to 

sign?  For each signer we want to know title (Rev., Dr., etc.), name, 

organizational title (such as general secretary), name of organization, 

mailing address, telephone, fax number, and e-mail address.

We want to present the list of signers to the delegates when they convene 

in Geneva on April 27.  Because I will be preparing this list in the 

United States before heading for Geneva, I would like to have the names 

by Monday, April 20.  You can contact me by e-mail at mupj@igc.org or by 

fax at +1 301 896-0013.  My phone number is the same. 

If you need further information about this statement from the perspective 

of the World Council of Churches, you might get in touch with Dwain Epps 

(dce@wcc-coe.org) or Salpy Eskidjian (ses@wcc-coe.org).

With best regards,

Howard W. Hallman, Chair

Methodists United for Peace with Justice 

###

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 
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of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 

Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons 

slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was quite 

apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would probably 

occur in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the 

increased destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that just ends cannot be achieved through wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 

in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burdened with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 
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humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 

preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches in 1983 stated: "We believe that the time has come 

when the churches must unequivocally declare that the production and 

deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a crime against 

humanity and that such activities must be condemned on ethical and 

theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the institution of a 

universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear weapons and warfare are 

delegitimized and condemn as violations of international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth agree on the need to eliminate 

nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in Article 

VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) "to 
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the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 

disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice 

unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in good 

faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously. We call upon 

the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a 

notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all nuclear 

weapons. 

        First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the nuclear 

weapon states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to 

nuclear abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, 

retired generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on 

what these steps should be.  They include:

· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 

vehicles.
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· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 

United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, other nations need not wait until 

they are willing to become engaged.  Rather as stewards of God's Earth, 

non-nuclear weapon states can begin the task of developing a nuclear 

weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to abolish 

all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  Loyalty to 

all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political blocs of nations. 

We urge delegates to act now decisively and courageously for the benefit 

of all the peoples of Earth.

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General 

Secretary
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Pax Christi International World Council of Churches

March 1998
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X-Mozilla-Status: 0001

Message-ID: <35266E91.7AEC@igc.apc.org>

Date: Sat, 04 Apr 1998 09:32:01 -0800

From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice

X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

MIME-Version: 1.0

To: "Rev. Dr. Feliciano V.Carino" <cca@hk.super.net>

Subject: Statement on Nuclear Abolition

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Dear Dr. Carino:

As co-convener of the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition, I 

want to share with you the attached statement on "Act Now for Nuclear 

Abolition", signed by Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the 

World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal Danneels, president of 

Pax Christi International.  It is addressed to delegates of the Nuclear 

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee, which meets in 

Geneva from April 27 to May 8, 1998.  The statement makes the religious 

and moral case for abolition of nuclear weapons and offers ideas on how 

the NPT Preparatory Committee can make progress toward that objective.

We are seeking additional signers of the statement.  Would you be willing 

to sign?  Would you also be willing to circulate the statement among 

members of the Christian Conference of Asia and request them to sign?  
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For each signer we want to know title (Rev., Dr., etc.), name, 

organizational title (such as general secretary), name of organization, 

mailing address, telephone, fax number, and e-mail address.

We want to present the list of signers to the delegates when they convene 

in Geneva on April 27.  Because I will be preparing this list in the 

United States before heading for Geneva, I would like to have the names 

by Monday, April 20.  You can contact me by e-mail at mupj@igc.org or by 

fax at +1 301 896-0013.  My phone number is the same. 

If you need further information about this statement from the perspective 

of the World Council of Churches, you might get in touch with Dwain Epps 

(dce@wcc-coe.org) or Salpy Eskidjian (ses@wcc-coe.org).

With best regards,

Howard W. Hallman, Chair

Methodists United for Peace with Justice 

###

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 

of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 
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Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons 

slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was quite 

apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would probably 

occur in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the 

increased destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that just ends cannot be achieved through wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 

in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burdened with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 

humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 
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preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches in 1983 stated: "We believe that the time has come 

when the churches must unequivocally declare that the production and 

deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a crime against 

humanity and that such activities must be condemned on ethical and 

theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the institution of a 

universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear weapons and warfare are 

delegitimized and condemn as violations of international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth agree on the need to eliminate 

nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in Article 

VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) "to 

the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 
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disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice 

unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in good 

faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously. We call upon 

the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a 

notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all nuclear 

weapons. 

        First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the nuclear 

weapon states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to 

nuclear abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, 

retired generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on 

what these steps should be.  They include:

· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 

vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 
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United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, other nations need not wait until 

they are willing to become engaged.  Rather as stewards of God's Earth, 

non-nuclear weapon states can begin the task of developing a nuclear 

weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to abolish 

all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  Loyalty to 

all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political blocs of nations. 

We urge delegates to act now decisively and courageously for the benefit 

of all the peoples of Earth.

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General 

Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches
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Organization: Methodists United for Peace with Justice
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To: "Rev. Dr. Keith Clements" <infocec@wcc-coe.org>

Subject: Statement on Nuclear Abolition
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Dear Dr. Clements:

As co-convener of the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition, I 

want to share with you the attached statement on "Act Now for Nuclear 

Abolition", signed by Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the 

World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal Danneels, president of 

Pax Christi International.  It is addressed to delegates of the Nuclear 

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee, which meets in 

Geneva from April 27 to May 8, 1998.  The statement makes the religious 

and moral case for abolition of nuclear weapons and offers ideas on how 

the NPT Preparatory Committee can make progress toward that objective.

We are seeking additional signers of the statement.  Would you be willing 

to sign?  Would you also be willing to circulate the statement among 

members of the Conference of European Churches and request them to sign? 
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 For each signer we want to know title (Rev., Dr., etc.), name, 

organizational title (such as general secretary), name of organization, 

mailing address, telephone, fax number, and e-mail address.

We want to present the list of signers to the delegates when they convene 

in Geneva on April 27.  Because I will be preparing this list in the 

United States before heading for Geneva, I would like to have the names 

by Monday, April 20.  You can contact me by e-mail at mupj@igc.org or by 

fax at +1 301 896-0013.  My phone number is the same. 

If you need further information about this statement from the perspective 

of the World Council of Churches, you might get in touch with Dwain Epps 

(dce@wcc-coe.org) or Salpy Eskidjian (ses@wcc-coe.org).

With best regards,

Howard W. Hallman, Chair

Methodists United for Peace with Justice 

###

        ACT NOW FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITION

        A Statement Addressed to the

        Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee

        The time has come to rid planet Earth of nuclear weapons -- all 

of them, everywhere.  The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) 
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Preparatory Committee has a remarkable opportunity at its upcoming 

meeting to set the course resolutely for the achievement of this goal.

        Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and 

morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass destruction, nuclear weapons 

slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  This was quite 

apparent in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.   The same result would probably 

occur in any further use, and indeed would be worse because of the 

increased destructive power of modern nuclear weapons.

        When used as an instrument of deterrence, nuclear weapons hold 

innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.   Therefore, 

the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt.  It loses sight of 

the inviolable connection between means and end by failing to recognize 

that just ends cannot be achieved through wrongful means.

        During the past 50 years the production and testing of nuclear 

weapons has proven grievously harmful to individuals and the environment 

in the vicinity of mining operations, processing plants, production 

facilities, and test sites.  Numerous locales are burdened with lingering 

radioactivity and deadly waste products that will take decades to clean 

up.  Some sites may never be restored to safe occupancy.

        Psalm 24 teaches, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness 

thereof, the world and those who dwell therein."  The First Book of 

Moses, also known as Genesis, indicates that God made Earth available to 

humankind to till and keep, that is, to use for mutual benefit and to 
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preserve.  Because production and use of nuclear weapons causes grave 

harm to Earth and its inhabitants, we as good stewards of God's Earth 

have an obligation to rid the world of this perilous threat.

        Numerous religious bodies have condemned nuclear weapons and have 

called for their abolition.   Thus, the Sixth Assembly of the World 

Council of Churches in 1983 stated: "We believe that the time has come 

when the churches must unequivocally declare that the production and 

deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a crime against 

humanity and that such activities must be condemned on ethical and 

theological grounds.  Furthermore, we appeal for the institution of a 

universal covenant to this effect so that nuclear weapons and warfare are 

delegitimized and condemn as violations of international law." 

        Speaking for the Holy See before the First Committee of the 

United Nations General Assembly on October 15, 1997, Archbishop Renato 

Martino stated: "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek 

for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve 

condemnation.  The preservation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty demands 

an unequivocal commitment to their abolition....This is a moral 

challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That 

multiple-based challenge must be met by the application of our humanity."

        In principle the nations of Earth agree on the need to eliminate 

nuclear weapons.  Indeed, they have made a strong commitment in Article 

VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) "to 

the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 
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disarmament."  After reviewing this article at the request of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice 

unanimously agreed that "There exists an obligation to pursue in good 

faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear 

disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international 

control."

        Now is the time to take this obligation seriously. We call upon 

the members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a 

notable landmark in the journey toward the abolition of all nuclear 

weapons. 

        First, we ask the delegates to call resolutely upon the nuclear 

weapon states to embark upon a series of steps along the road leading to 

nuclear abolition.  There is broad consensus among study commissions, 

retired generals and admirals, scientists, and other civilian experts on 

what these steps should be.  They include:

· Declare a policy of no first use amongst themselves and non-use in 

relation to non-nuclear weapon states.

· Cease all research, development, production, and deployment of new 

nuclear weapons.

· Refrain from modernizing the existing nuclear arsenal and increasing 

the number of deployed nuclear weapons.

· Take all nuclear forces off alert and remove warheads from delivery 

vehicles.

· Achieve faster and deeper bilateral reduction of nuclear weapons by the 
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United States and Russia.

It would be appropriate for the NPT Preparatory Committee to require the 

nuclear weapon states to provide annual progress reports on how they are 

carrying out such measures.

 Second, we ask the delegates to take the lead in commencing the 

process of developing a

nuclear weapons convention to outlaw and abolish all nuclear weapons.  

One appropriate method would be to establish a working group of the NPT 

Preparatory Committee for this purpose.  Although the nuclear weapons 

states should be part of this process, other nations need not wait until 

they are willing to become engaged.  Rather as stewards of God's Earth, 

non-nuclear weapon states can begin the task of developing a nuclear 

weapons convention that specifies a fair and effective program to abolish 

all nuclear weapons.  

 We appeal to delegates to the NPT Preparatory Committee to 

consider what is best for the whole Earth and its inhabitants when they 

vote on issues of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.  Loyalty to 

all humankind exceeds that of loyalty within political blocs of nations. 

We urge delegates to act now decisively and courageously for the benefit 

of all the peoples of Earth.

Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General 

Secretary

Pax Christi International World Council of Churches
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